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USER MANUAL

This manual is applicable to all of the titles in the Tactical Study Series; it covers the full and complete range of the
series capabilities, interfaces and options. Players should note that some sections of the manual may not be applicable to
a specific title. For example, Energy Weapons were not available in World War II and thus WWII players can skip the
sections pertaining to them, or read them simply for general information.
For the latest program upgrades, please visit the HPS web site:

www.hpssims.com
If you have questions, or are having problems, please email the HPS Simulations Technical Support Department:
support@hpssims.com. If you have a saved game file that exhibits the problem, please keep it handy as we may request
that you send it to us to help recreate and identify the issue.
The complete software package and documentation are Copyright © 2003-2011 by HPS Simulations. All rights reserved.
HPS Simulations and the HPS logo are trademarks of HPS Simulations. All other trademarks and registered trademarks
are the property of their respective owners.

Introduction
Point of Attack-2 (POA), the initial release in the TSS series, was developed in partnership with the United States Air
Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR) and Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL). Government users with
questions regarding the development process or objectives should contact AFOSR or AFRL directly:
http://www.wpafb.af.mil. As of June 2011, the point of contact at AFRL is Dr. John Luginsland (Alexandria VA), the POC
at AFRL is Mr. Dave Ross (Rome NY).
A special thanks is also extended to Dr. Bob Barker, who over more than ten years was instrumental in providing
resources, guidance, support and opportunities for the development of POA. His involvement and backing were critical in
allowing the full development of the program.
DISCLAIMER: The Energy/Advanced Weapon information contained herein was gathered by the game
author through personal research in open-literature/internet sources. The Air Force Office of Scientific
Research neither confirms nor denies any particulars of that information.

No Nonsense License Agreement:
By installing the software, you are agreeing to these license terms.
You have a personal license that allows you to install the software on any computer you own, or on another computer as
long as you are an active participant in ALL games being played using the software installed on that machine. In cases
where the software is installed temporarily on a computer you do not own, it must be completely removed from the
computer at the conclusion of any active games being played.
If the software is installed on a non-commercial private network, at least one bona-fide owner of the software must be an
active participant in all games being played.
For commercial, professional (i.e., non-entertainment) or over-the-Internet use all players must own their own copy of
the software or have a multiple instance license.
Players may create and freely distribute maps, scenarios, etc. that they build for the main program (as applicable to the
game). However, these items or any other types of derivatives may not be sold, or made available for sale in any manner
without the written consent of HPS Simulations.
This license is solely for non-commercial purposes. Any commercial use of this software whatsoever requires the express
written consent of HPS Simulations.

Any reports, analysis, or papers generated through any use of the program must include a reference for the full name of
the software title as well as HPS Simulations and AFOSR. For example, the official citation of a project using POA should
read: “Point of Attack by HPS Simulations, in association with the US Air Force Office of Scientific Research”.
Note: The US Government official-use version of the software may be subject to a time-limit on free usage. Please
contact HPS Simulations for more information, or if you get a “license expired” message.

Primary Credits
Design and Programming: Scott Hamilton, Jeff Lapkoff
Databases: John Kincaid, Wendy Kincaid, Nick Bell, Greg Smith, Joseph Miranda
Terrain Analysis/Development: Nick Bell
Artwork/Graphics: Nick Bell, Joe Amoral, and Jeff Lapkoff
Maps: Nick Bell, John Kincaid
Scenario Design: Greg Smith and Joseph Miranda
Playtesting: Arthur Florman, Brian Rock, Charles Belva, Don Maddox, Gary Bezant, Jim Johnson, John Kincaid, Kevin
Pelz, Michael Andress, Peter Jackson, Peter von Kleinsmid, Tim Schultz, Tyler Philpott, Dustin Pearson, Mark Ørnebjerg
Jensen.
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Part One: Getting Started
Section 1-1: Introduction
The Tactical Study Series (TSS) is a set of tactical level combat simulations. It is the most detailed, accurate, and overall
realistic combat simulation ever produced for the commercial market, and in some ways for the professional military as
well. It was partially developed under contracts from the US Air Force Office of Scientific Research (USAFOSR), the
Naval Postgraduate School, Center for Army Analysis, and Space Command.
While it is certainly an exacting simulation, the TSS are games as well. Each player, be they human or computer (known
as AI for Artificial Intelligence), commands one of the two opposing forces. The forces can be of any size, but are
generally intended to be between a battalion and a brigade in strength. Human players assume the position of the Task
Force Commander of one of the forces, and by default issue orders and receive information based on that position in
the chain-of-command, rather than as someone on the “front line”. In other words, by default the player is the
colonel, not the gunner in a tank.
The TSS is a complex simulation, but playing it doesn’t have to be. It includes many extensive AI functions that can
perform almost any task that a player doesn’t want to do, from determining movement paths, to targeting, to calling for fire
support missions.
Let the computer do as much as it can at the beginning, especially by using auto-targeting (the default) and
movement by formation until the system becomes comfortable.
The TSS uses a very straightforward system for issuing orders, as evidenced by the lack of buttons and menu choices on
the main form. In fact, most of the buttons and menu choices are for “housekeeping” functions, loading and saving
games, and changing the display.
To give orders or perform an action either <Right Click> on the map or bring up the Staff Officer screen.
The TSS is an extremely realistic combat simulation, in that events happen outside a player’s control, and often his
knowledge as well. Additionally, some events may not happen as quickly as might be expected and units may require
time to execute orders.
When in doubt, check with your Staff Officers (Main Menu).
The TSS has great depth, and virtually anything that can be done in the real world can also be done in the game.
Structures can be built and demolished, roads can be constructed and ripped up, bridges built and destroyed, terrain set
on fire or cratered.
KEEP IT SIMPLE at first by using the “Novice Player” Expert Level setting to keep the options manageable.

Section 1-2: About This Manual
For ease of use, this manual is broken down into the following parts:
•
•
•
•

Part 1: Getting Started - Basic information.
Part 2: The Interface - Details on all aspects of the interface including menus and forms.
Part 3: Technical Information - Details of the simulation algorithms and models.
Appendices: Additional reference information on specific topics outside the scope of the regular manual.

While this manual may appear daunting at first, most of it is not required to play and enjoy the game. Instead, most of the
information in the manual is of a “behind the scenes” nature, and is provided for advanced players or those with a high
level of interest in the subject.

New players should concentrate on reading and understanding this first part of the manual to gain familiarity with the key
concepts used in the game. After all, for a beginner it’s much more important to be able to move units to where you want
them than knowing how the simulation calculates infrared sighting probabilities.

Section 1-3: Quick Overview
There are two primary sections to the TSS simulation program. The first section creates games or ”scenarios” from
scratch. It can also be used to modify existing scenarios.
The second section executes the scenarios, allowing players to give orders to their units, and run the battle to its
conclusion.
Games can be saved at any point in the creation or execution phases.
The TSS allows users to customize almost everything about how the game situation is displayed, including unit and
highlight colors, what is displayed on the map, auto-save times, the warning messages to show, and whether or not the
map scrolls automatically when the mouse is placed near the edge of the display. These customization values are set
through the Display and Preferences options on the Main Menu.
A separate utility, the TSS DataView Module, allows players to view the entire database and to modify some data tables.

Section 1-4: The Turn Sequence
The action in TSS is broken up into turns and phases, where a turn is specifically comprised of a command phase for
each player followed a number of combat phases.

Figure 1: The Standard Turn Sequence
During the command phase, a player has the opportunity to give orders to all, some, or none or his units, view a “replay”
of the last turn’s combat phases, and/or gather information by scrolling around the map or consulting with his staff. When
the first player is finished with his turn, the second player is afforded the same opportunities in his own command phase.
When the second player has finished his command phase, the combat phases automatically begin. They are where the
“action” occurs, and while they are running, players can only sit and watch. It is not possible to issue orders or perform
any other information gathering operations.

Section 1-5: Units and Firing Groups
For most purposes in the simulation, the unit is the basic maneuver and control element. As used in this context, a unit is
a collection of one of more weapons systems under a unified command without any additional sub-commands and
represented by a single symbol on the map. Units can range in size from a single vehicle, squad or section, to a platoon,
company or an even larger formation. The situation being simulated, the map scale, and other factors will determine the

general “default” size of the units. Also, during an engagement, unit sizes will often change due to losses, temporary
detachments, breakdowns, and other actions.

1-5.1 Composite Units
Strictly speaking, a unit can have only one assigned weapons system, e.g., “M-1 Tank”, “Medium Machine-Gun”, or
“Rifle”. However, for ease of use players will often want to treat a group of weapons systems as a single, aggregate,
“maneuver entity” to simplify situational recognition and giving orders. Most commonly, this applies to infantry-type units,
where a maneuver entity could be comprised of a rifle section, a machine gun section, a radio section, and perhaps even
a transport vehicle section.

Figure 2: Three separate sub-units creating a single composite unit.
For ease of use in these cases, the simulation uses what are termed composite units. A composite unit is simply several
units that are treated as a single entity for display, command, and control purposes (principally movement and targeting).
Composite units may be created automatically (using entries in the TO&E table), or by hand during the scenario. In the
above example, for instance, players would see and give orders to the Infantry Squad as a whole, not to the three subunits.
There are no requirements that the units in a composite unit be of the same type (thus vehicles may be combined with
personnel, for example), though in most cases the units should share at least similar movement characteristics.
When playing at lower expert levels, composite units are always used for simplicity. At the higher expert levels,
however, the use of composite units is at the player’s discretion, and their use can be toggled on and off at will at any time
during the game.
Note: In previous versions of Point of Attack, Composite Units were also known as “multi-part units”.

Figure 3: Using Composite Units. Only one unit is
shown on the map for each infantry squad.

Figure 4: Standard units. Each sub-unit is shown
individually.

Composite Units are covered in more detail in Section 2 of the manual.

1-5.2 Firing Groups
Using an indivisible unit for maneuver and command purposes is well in line with real world conditions. All of the systems
within the unit will move to the same location, along the same route, and have the same general orders. However,
additional flexibility is required for realistic sighting and target engagement, where a single unit may have systems/people
facing in different directions and firing at different targets. To recreate this, the simulation allows for a unit to be broken
down into a number of smaller “firing groups”, each of which may face and sight in a different direction and engage its
own targets.
When used, a unit may be broken down into a maximum of THREE firing groups. Each firing group may contain any
number of weapons systems, although, obviously, the total number of weapons systems in all the firing groups cannot
exceed the unit quantity. Example: A platoon of 4 tanks is broken down into 3 firing groups. Group #1 has 2 tanks and
faces east, Group # 2 has 1 tank and faces northeast, and Group #3 has 1 tank and faces southeast.
Each firing group can engage up to 3 different targets, so long as all those targets are within the firing arc and capability of
the weapons systems. However, all of the firing systems within the firing group must use the same gun/launcher at the
same target. For example, a firing group of 3 tanks could engage up to 3 different enemy targets using their main gun,
hull machine gun, and roof machine gun. However, all 3 tanks would have to fire their main gun at the same target, hull
machine gun at the same target, and so on. One tank couldn’t fire its main gun at one target, while another fired its main
gun against something else.
Firing groups can also use multiple weapons to fire at the same target. In the above example, the three tanks could fire
both their main gun and hull machine gun at one target, and their roof machine gun at another.
This system allows a single unit to fire at up to 9 different targets simultaneously (3 firing groups per unit, and 3 targets
per firing group).

1-5.3 Coaxial Weapons
Due to design or situational limitations, in reality it is often not possible for a system to fire all of its weapons at the same
time. As an example, it is very common with armored vehicles that a turret machine gun is mounted “coaxial” with the
main gun; the machine gun moves as part of the main gun, and can not be aimed separately, which, given the different
flight characteristics between the machine gun bullet and main gun round, means they can rarely be used at the same
time against the same target. Or, in another case, a tank main gun loader may also be responsible for firing the turret
machine gun. Obviously, he can’t do both at the same time. He’s either loading the main gun, or firing the machine gun.
Therefore, only one of these two weapons can fire at a time.
In the simulation, these firing limits are set for each weapons system in the database editor by marking the appropriate
weapons as “Coaxial”. In this case, the term “coaxial” is used in a much broader sense than its strict definition, and
denotes a group of guns/launchers located in the hull or turret of which only one can be fired at a time. The “coaxial” limit
is always applied separately to the hull and turret, so firing a “coaxial” hull machine gun wouldn’t prevent the “coaxial”
main gun from firing too. Looking at the above example, both the turret machine gun and the main gun should be marked
as “coaxial”. This will prevent both of them from firing at the same time. Whether or not the turret roof machine gun
should be marked as “coaxial” depends on the situation. If it could still be fired while either of the other turret weapons is
firing, it should not. If, however, it can’t, it should be flagged as “coaxial”.

Section 1-6: Formations and the Chain of Command
The chain of command is a critical concept in the TSS, and represents the path that orders and reports take between
HQ’s and their subordinate units. Normally orders travel “down the chain”, that is from higher HQ’s to lower subordinate
units, while reports (SITREPS) travel both up and down the chain.

1-6.1 Headquarters (HQ) Units
Headquarters units contain the formation commander (of whatever rank), and any number of ancillary personnel and
weapons. A headquarters unit may also be a composite unit (see above), although in this case the “commander” is
always assumed to be with the “first” unit (as given and displayed in the force structure).

1-6.2 Subordinate Units
All of the units that report to a particular HQ unit are considered directly subordinate to that HQ. If a directly subordinate
unit is also a HQ, any units that report to it are also indirectly subordinate to the first HQ. For example, a platoon is
directly subordinate to a company HQ, and the company HQ is directly subordinate to the battalion HQ, which means that
the platoon is indirectly subordinate to the battalion HQ.
Players may detach and assign subordinate units to different headquarters units as desired (known as “task organized”).
The only stipulation is that a unit may never be assigned to a headquarters of a lower level (e.g., a company level unit can
not be assigned to a platoon level HQ).

Figure 5: Examples of the Chain of Command and Organizational structures. HQ units are at the top, with their
subordinate units underneath. Note that the unit types may be different, and that units may be reassigned.

1-6.3 Nominal vs. Acting HQ’s
A Nominal HQ is defined as the default or “paper” HQ based on the formation organization chart, before any combat
losses or disruptions have occurred. The Acting HQ, in contrast, is the unit that is actually operating in a specific
headquarters capacity at any given moment, taking into account the present combat situation.
In most cases a formation's Nominal HQ will also be its Acting HQ (and this is always true at the start of a scenario).
However, as combat proceeds this can change rapidly as units become unable to “act” as a headquarters. For example,
if a Nominal HQ unit has been destroyed, the next unit in the chain of command will take over for it and become the Acting
HQ. The replacement HQ functions as a normal headquarters in all ways, although with less efficiency than the Nominal
HQ. The computer automatically determines the unit that “moves up” to become the replacement Acting HQ, using the
standard military hierarchy and current situation.

The most common reasons that a unit would not be able to perform as a headquarters are that it has been destroyed or
has surrendered, it is in a broken morale state of some type, or it has suffered damage or destruction of its
communications capabilities.
A unit’s Nominal HQ never changes. If a Nominal HQ that has been “replaced” is once again able to perform its
command functions, it will re-assume command over its subordinate units as before (as the Acting HQ). Acting HQ’s may
be replaced and restored in this way any number of times, so long as the units themselves are not destroyed. Destroyed
units are gone for good, and cannot perform any game functions.

1-6.4 Command/Report Delays
The chain of command is vitally important to the accuracy of the simulation, and it is modeled in detail. As in real-life, it
is the path by which orders and reports are passed between units. The player, as the Task Force Commander, occupies
the top “rung” of the chain. Virtually every report he receives will have traveled at least some way “up the chain”, and
every order he gives must be transmitted “down the chain” to the line units that will perform them.
Information transmission though the chain of command is not instantaneous; time is required to transmit between units.
This required time is defined as the command delay. The delay depends on the communications capabilities of the units
in the chain of command, the unit’s condition, the relationship of the units and distances involved, as well as the general
circumstances.
Therefore, units do not immediately act on orders the player gives them because the orders are not even received by the
unit until the command delay has passed. Likewise, the human player will not know what his forward units “see” until
those reports can be passed up the chain of command, subject to the same command delay.
NOTE: At the start of a scenario the command delay for a force can be set to “instantaneous” transmissions, if desired.
Command and control is covered in more detail in Section 3 of the manual.

Section 1-7: Units Created By Firing A Weapon
When set up properly in the data tables, firing a weapon can create a new unit in the
scenario. This allows for the modeling of many real world situations such as an aircraft
carrier catapult launching an aircraft, a ship launching a cruise missile, landing craft exiting
a larger transport, an aircraft launching an aerial RPV, or infantry launching a robotic
vehicular reconnaissance probe.
This scheme is also used to model guided missiles, rockets, and other sizable
projectiles that normally require more than a few seconds to reach their target or that can be spotted and potentially
intercepted or disrupted during their transit. For example, most ATGM’s (anti-tank guided missile) require 20 or 30
seconds to travel to a target. During that time they may be spotted by the enemy, engaged with high ROF or energy
weapon defenses, or suffer some kind of guidance malfunction (such as a broken wire). By turning the missile itself into a
unit, all of these potential circumstances can be handled explicitly by the combat models.
In some cases, the units may be limited in their functioning as compared to normal units, as with “fire and forget” longrange missiles. Once they are fired, they are outside the control of the owning player and they are destroyed upon
reaching their target. These are known variously as “en-route units”, “temporary units” or “in-flight units”.
Otherwise, the units being created are completely normal. They can sight and report on the enemy, use the force's
communications grid, be given movement and targeting orders, follow an SOP, and fire weapons of their own. Some of
these units will also “self-home”, which allows them to follow and home in on a designated target’s location, even if the
target is moving.
These units are covered in more detail later in the manual.

Section 1-8: Fog of War (FOW)

Fog of War (FOW) is a general term that describes a lack of
precise knowledge of the battlefield situation. Specifically, it
includes things such as uncertainty as to exact unit positions
and status values, both friendly and enemy, unknown or
erroneous maps, changing weather, and the actual effects of
combat activities.

Figure 6: Fog of War example. The last report on this
enemy group came in 16 minutes ago, and was inexact.
In the simulation, the implementation of FOW results in players often receiving incomplete or even incorrect map displays,
and other information. The degree of inaccuracy is variable, and depends on many different factors such as the terrain
and weather, as well as a force’s various competence levels and reconnaissance efforts and capabilities and simply the
amount of time it has spent on the battlefield.
The FOW fidelity is a user-selected value. It ranges from Off (everything is always known, or in other words FOW is not
used at all) to Levels 3 and 4 (the most realistic), which include uncertainty about both enemy and friendly forces. The
paragraphs below will be based on a scenario using level 3/4 (the highest) FOW.
Note: the difference between levels 3 and 4 is that at level 3 the player is allowed to select targets for individual units.
Because this requires that the player “know” exactly what the firing unit “knows”, it violates FOW, and potentially allows
the player to know more than he would in real life. At level 4, this is prohibited; the AI control all firing and target selection
for all units except the TF HQ (the player's “own” unit).

1-8.1 Battlefield Objects
The majority of FOW effects are applied to battlefield objects displayed on the map. These objects include units, bridges,
obstacles, Improved Positions (IP’s), roads, buildings, minefields, sensorfields, and terrain. At the beginning of the game
a force may have some knowledge of these objects, based on its various reconnaissance levels and what it has placed
itself. Only rarely, however, will they all be known completely, and in many cases, more will remain unknown than known.

1-8.2 Enemy Units
In order to be shown on the map, an enemy unit must first be detected. The most common form of detection is by visual
sighting, but units can also be discovered by the noise or light they generate, by radar, or by sensors among other things.
Once an enemy unit has been detected, the simulation will show its last known position, based on friendly situation
reports (SITREP’s) the HQ has received (see below), until a friendly unit can confirm that the enemy unit is no longer in
the reported location.
However, because it is difficult if not impossible to tell individual enemy units of the same type apart, they are consolidated
when submitting a SITREP. For example, there may be two 5-tank enemy platoons in a location, but the reporting unit
would have no way of knowing that for certain, so the report would likely be either “10 enemy tanks”, or “approximately 2-3
platoons of enemy tanks”.
Enemy units are often not fully known, especially if they are in terrain that offers concealment and are being sighted
visually. The simulation uses a number of “levels” to model this, ranging upwards from knowing only the general type of
enemy unit there (personnel, vehicle, etc.), to knowing the approximate size (approximately a squad, platoon, etc.), to
knowing the type of unit (tank, APC, infantry, etc.), to knowing the exact quantity (five tanks), to knowing the exact
quantity and model (five M1A1 tanks).
Enemy units may be “lost” during the scenario, if no friendly units can see or otherwise detect them. When this happens
the enemy’s last known position will be shown, along with the time at which the information was “known” to be valid. In
some cases the enemy unit might have moved, while in others it will still be at that same location. But the friendly
commander won’t know for certain.
Because SITREP messages must be disseminated within the force, and because it takes time to transmit the messages,
each unit will have its own unique knowledge of the battlefield. For example, a front line unit may know an enemy unit is
located in a particular location, but its HQ may not have received the SITREP yet and will be unaware of the threat.
Likewise the HQ may have received information from one of its subordinate units that it hasn’t had the time to pass down
yet, so the others wouldn’t be aware of it.

1-8.3 Friendly Units
In general, friendly units are always known. While this is not entirely realistic, it is something imposed upon the simulation
by the necessity of allowing a human player to issue commands to any and all of his subordinate units directly. In
particular, when a human player selects a subordinate unit, the map needs to be updated for that particular unit’s
perspective; otherwise the action would likely be arbitrarily limited and completely unrealistic. For example, it would be
unrealistic for a human player to click on a unit to give it explicit targeting orders, without showing on the map what that
unit “knows” and can see (and thus target). Of course, once that line is crossed it is absurd to hide the friendly unit from
the human player, even though in real life it’s status might be unknown to the overall TF Commander.
However, the simulation does use one facet of friendly FOW, which is that the position of moving units may not be known
exactly. The error in positioning is based on the command delay to the unit, the speed at which it is traveling, and the
time since it’s last precisely known position. The greater any of these values are, the greater the chances for an incorrect
display of the unit’s actual position, and the greater the amount of the error. For example, the displayed position of a fast
moving tank unit with a command delay of a minute or more could be 500 meters or more, while that for a infantry unit on
foot with a command delay of 30 seconds will be less than 50 meters.
The FOW level is set at the start of the scenario, or through Main Menu | Preferences | General. Note that when FOW is
“locked”, as it is by default in two-player games to prevent cheating, the FOW can not be changed once the game is
underway.

1-8.4 Objects/Terrain
Man-made objects (such as Improved Positions, obstacles, minefields, bridges, etc.) are treated in a fashion similar to
units. At the start of the scenario, a player will be aware of all the objects created by his force, along with some of those
emplaced by the enemy. As the game progresses, unknown objects can be revealed though the normal detection
routines. With the exception of bridges, objects are either known completely or not at all; unlike units they are not
“partially” known. Bridge information, however, such as weight class, damage, and whether or not it is primed for demo
can be known in varying degrees based on the scenario situation.
Certain types of terrain, particularly buildings and roads, can also be unknown or incorrectly known to a player. For
example, the player’s map may show open space when, in fact, the location has a building in it. Or, a building may have
been turned to rubble without the change being reported to the player. In cases such as these, the terrain is treated as an
object, and needs to be detected using the standard sighting routines before it is shown correctly to the player.
The bottom line is to always remember the map shows the best information you have at the time, but its accuracy will
depend on your force’s capabilities, the actions it has taken, and the overall scenario situation and terrain.

1-8.5 SITREP Messages
Once an enemy unit or object has been detected in some way, the information is disseminated to other units via SITREP
reports. These reports are first sent by the detecting unit up to its HQ unit, which then disseminates the information of
other units in the formation. If the detecting unit is a HQ, it will also disseminate the report to its subordinate units.
The transmission of SITREP’s requires an amount of time determined by the force’s communications levels, adjusted for
the sending and receiving units’ capabilities and conditions. Additionally, a unit is limited in the number of reports it can
send concurrently, based on its communications capabilities, so it will take time for information to “percolate” back to you
as the TF Commander and throughout the force.
If a unit is interrupted in the middle of sending a SITREP by enemy action or some loss of communications, the message
is also lost and will need to be started from scratch if the communications situation improves.
SITREP’s are sent whenever a unit discovers new information, be it a newly found enemy unit, or an object, or a combat
report. In some cases the unit receiving the SITREP will already know the information, in which case the report is
ignored. However, it is still sent nevertheless, because the sending unit may not know the higher unit already has the
information from another source.
Fog of War is covered in more detail later in Section 3 of the manual.

Section 1-9: Play by Email (PbeM)

The TSS is designed to make Play by email (PbeM) easy. All that is required is that players set their passwords when
prompted at the start of the game, and that the second player emails the game file to the first player at the completion of
the combat phase (select “Save and Exit”).
By default, games are stored in the “Saved Games” folder. However, players can select another location as desired. The
saved game files will always have (and must have) the extension “.OPS”. Other than that, players may name them
anything they like.
If you are starting a PBeM game from scratch, the first player will need to set up the basic scenario information such as
the map to use, starting locations, force nationalities, weather and civilian involvement. Once that has been
accomplished, the first player will select his force, and assign leaders. At that point, he will save the game and send the
file to his opponent. The second player then selects his force, and proceeds through the steps up to and including placing
his force on the map. At that point, he saves the game, and sends it back to the first player, who sets up his force and
issues orders for the first turn. From there the game proceeds as outlined above.
The game files can get relatively large, so the use of a compression program such as WinZip, PKZIP or IZArc is strongly
recommended, although not required (and some of these utilities are available as “freeware”). Users should note that
starting with Vista, however, by default Windows treats “.ZIP” files as compressed folders; this can make working with
them very difficult. Users are suggested to either change their Windows settings (not for novices), or use another file
format (.RAR, .IZA, etc.).
One final note on PbeM games is that both players must have the same map and database tables on their computer. If
you are using the default maps and table this will not be an issue, but advanced users who create their own maps will
need to insure that their opponent is given a copy before the game begins.

Section 1-10: Definitions/Abbreviations
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Above Ground Level (AGL): The height of an object above the ground.
Acting Headquarters Unit: The headquarters unit a subordinate currently reports to, taking into account any
substitutions made necessary from combat actions.
Acquisition: The amount of time a firing unit has been engaging a specific target with the same weapons (or
coaxial ones).
Aggressiveness Level: A measure of how “risky” the computer player will be in making decisions (including for a
force owned by a human player). The more aggressive, the more risky, and vice-versa.
Ambient Illumination: The amount of light in a location from natural sources.
Ambush: An attack planned to surprise the enemy.
Ammunition: Any munition fired or launched from a weapons system.
Anti-Aircraft (AA): Fire from the ground directed at enemy aircraft targets (surface to air).
Anti-Personnel (AP): Munitions designed to damage personnel targets (i.e., troops).
Anti-Tank (AT): Munitions designed to damage armored targets (i.e., tanks, APC’s).
Armor: Any substance used to provide protection against physical projectiles, chemicals, or destructive energy
including metals, composites, concrete, wood, and earth.
Armored: A weapons system that includes full all-around protection by more than a trivial amount of armor.
Armored Fighting Vehicle (AFV): An armed armored vehicle.
Artificial Intelligence (AI): Computer decision-making ability, used as an aide to a human player, as a small unit
leader (for units not under direct control), or as an opponent.
Avenue of Advance (or Approach): A specific route used by an attacking force.
Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS): Aircraft specially designed and equipped to detect enemy
units and objects and control friendly responses to them.
Backblast: The exhaust created by a missile or rocket engine on firing.
Basic Load: The amount of ammunition normally carried by a fully stocked unit.
Beginning of Morning Nautical Twilight (BMNT): The time when the sun has risen to a point 12 degrees below
the horizon. Objects are visible to a distance of about 350 meters.
Block Points: The percentage degradation in a Line of Sight calculation (100% = 100 blocks points = completely
blocked: the spotter can not see the target visually).
Breakdown: A mechanical malfunction, either in the movement system (i.e., immobilization), or in a gun/launcher
(i.e., jam).
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Buttoned-Up: The condition when a fully armored system closes all of the hatches and openings to provide
maximum protection from enemy fire.
Caliber: The size (diameter) of a projectile. In the TSS calibers are specified in millimeters.
Calling Unit: The unit actually requesting some sort of support, such as artillery fire or an airstrike.
Camouflage: Synthetic attempts to disguise weapons and personnel by reducing distinguishing characteristics
and/or to make them appear more like the surrounding terrain.
Chaff: Physical material, usually metal strips, used to reduce the effectiveness of radar detection and guidance
systems.
Chain of Command: The unit reporting hierarchy structure. The superior unit is designated as the subordinate
unit’s headquarters. The Task Force HQ is the highest accessible HQ in a player’s force.
Close Air Support (CAS): Aircraft bombing or other missions designed to support nearby friendly ground forces.
Close Combat: Combat involving personnel at essentially zero range. Also known as “hand to hand” or “melee”.
Cluster Munition: A munition containing a number of smaller sub-munitions, which is designed to cover wide
areas.
Command Delay: The amount of time it takes for an order to travel down the chain of command to a destination
unit.
Composite Unit: A construct used by the simulation that groups several individual units with different weapons
systems into a single unit for ease of use. Composite units are commonly used for infantry-type groups, where
several different types of sub-units are combined into a single maneuver unit.
Concealment: Camouflage or other objects present in a location, which make a unit occupying that location harder
to spot (e.g., trees, shrubs, crops, buildings).
Controlling Unit: The unit adjusting and controlling the flight path of a guided missile/projectile.
Cover: Objects and other items in a location that provide physical protection from enemy fire (e.g., walls, trees,
buildings, berms).
Cratering: The effect of explosive detonations on or below the ground surface to create craters.
Directed Energy (DE): Energy of any frequency created or intended primarily to incapacitate, kill or destroy enemy
equipment and weapons systems.
Decoy: A protective measure which confuses guided missiles by creating secondary targets that are perceived by
the guidance system as equally valid as the original.
Detachment: A portion of a parent unit that is split off and operates independently.
Direct Fire (DF): Fire that is aimed at a target.
Direct Fire Targets: Fire control measures that are assigned to individual units in the defense. They are intended
to prevent overlap of fires or zones not covered by fire. Targets are often either primary or secondary based on
importance.
Direct Support (DS or D/S): Units temporarily assigned to a different HQ for a specific duration or mission.
Electronic Counter Measures (ECM): Active signals emitted in order to confuse radar detection and guidance
systems.
Electronic Counter Counter Measures (ECCM): Active filtering and processing equipment used to reduce the
effects of ECM and chaff on degrading radar detection and guidance systems.
Emplaced: A weapons system is in a configuration that allows it to fire (e.g., a towed gun is unlimbered and set
up).
En-route Unit: A “temporary” unit that is created for munitions that require significant time to reach their targets, or
that can be intercepted or destroyed while en-route. The flag for a munition to create an en-route unit, and which
specific unit to use is specified in the Ammunition Data Table. Also sometimes known as “In-route” for missiles.
End of Evening Nautical Twilight (EENT): The time when the sun has fallen to a point 12 degrees below the
horizon. Objects are visible to a distance of about 350 meters.
Explosive-Formed Penetrator (EFP): A type of mine that uses a dense metal plate as the penetrator, propelled
by an explosive charge, to impact the underside of a vehicle.
Facing: The direction a unit, weapons system, gun, launcher or turret is facing.
Fatigue: A measure of the physical exhaustion level of a unit, primarily from sleep deprivation and physical activity.
Fire Direction Center (FDC): The central coordinating agency for artillery support on the battlefield. The FDC
manages all pending and in-progress support missions and coordinates IF fire with friendly airstrikes.
Fire For Effect (FFE): When artillery rounds are fired with the intent of saturating the target as opposed to using
individual spotting rounds to achieve greater accuracy.
Firing Arc: The width of the arc, in degrees, through which a weapon or unit in an Improved Position can fire
without requiring to be rotated (Fixed IP’s cannot rotate).
Firing Group: A portion of a unit that faces in a specific direction and fires at a given target.
Flank: The areas on either side of the Task Force’s zone of operations. Flank force units are under computer
control, and may fire on friendly units that stray into the flank and out of the Task Force’s zone.
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Flight Path: The path through space traced by a missile, rocket or un-powered projectile.
Forward Air Controller (FAC): A friendly unit which calls for and often guides/adjusts friendly airstrikes on ground
targets.
Geomorphic Map: A single map used for scenario creation and execution that is comprised of two or more smaller
maps arranged in some manner to form the final playing area.
Global Positioning System (GPS): An extremely accurate location system based on orbiting satellites. GPS can
be used by units, as well as guided munitions, but can also be potentially jammed.
Guided Munition: A munition with the capability of adjusting its course while in flight, using information and
commands from internal and/or external sources.
Guidance Link: The manner in which a guided munition receives course adjustment commands (e.g., radio,
beam, laser, wire).
Guidance Type: The specific information gathering or guidance method used by a guided munition, either passive
or active (e.g., radar, thermal, optical).
Gun/Launcher: A component of a weapons system that actually “fires” a munition of some type.
High Explosive Anti-Tank (HEAT): A warhead type designed specifically to penetrate armor plate by creating a
jet of high velocity plasma from an explosive detonation. Also known as “Shaped Charge”.
High Powered Microwave (HPM): A specific type of energy pulse in the microwave band that can cause damage
to a wide variety of electronic systems.
Headquarters (HQ): The unit in overall command of a formation of subordinate units. The Task Force HQ is the
highest-level unit accessible in the game, and controls all of the units in a player’s force.
Illumination: Flares and other munitions that produce high levels of synthetic light.
Improved Position (IP): A man-made protective structure, including an excavation, earthwork or other
construction such as a building, bunker or pillbox.
Incendiary: A munition intended to ignite flammable materials within an area around itself.
Indirect Fire (IF): Fire that is not directly aimed, and which does not require that the firing unit see the target.
In-route Unit: See “En-route Unit”, above.
Infrared (IR): Light in the wavelength just below the visible spectrum in the red direction. IR is emitted by objects
based on their temperature, and is used to detect objects warmer or colder than their surroundings.
Interdiction: Missions behind the enemy’s main line intended to disrupt the flow of reinforcements, materials and
supplies forward.
Internal Unit Friction: A measure of how long it takes a specific unit to react to new commands or situations. This
is separate from the command delay, which is based on the chain of command.
Jammer: A device used to disrupt radio or other electromagnetic signals.
Leader: A specific individual assigned to a unit who affects that’s unit’s performance in various ways, either good
or bad.
Line of Sight (LOS): A three-dimensional straight-line path that extends from a spotter to a target. It corresponds
to the path that would be followed by light. The LOS can be degraded or blocked by the surface of the earth,
terrain, smoke and many other things.
Location: A location is the smallest discrete amount of area, either on-map or off, which can be accessed by the
simulation for any purpose. In board games, as well as most other computer games, it is known as a “hex”. A unit
is always assumed to “fit” completely within a location, although the position of its “center of mass” is calculated to
the nearest meter within that location. Terrain, other than linear features, is also considered evenly distributed
throughout a location.
Marking Unit: A unit that marks a target location in some way, usually though smoke or flares, to help an attacking
support unit recognize it. Marking, as opposed to “Painting”, merely identifies a general location, not a specific
object target.
Maneuver Group: A number of related units that can be given general moment, combat, and reaction orders as a
single synchronized group. The AI coordinates and controls the individual units within the group in terms of
movement objectives and the overall group mission.
Maximum Sighting Range: The maximum extent of an LOS under any circumstances. This value is used to
reflect general degradation from atmospheric dust, precipitation, or other similar conditions.
Mission Oriented Protective Posture (MOPP): A measure of a unit’s level of protection against NBC threats.
Generally, the higher the MOPP level, the higher the protection but also the higher the degradation to the unit’s
performance.
Morale: A measure of a unit’s willingness to accept orders and continue active combat operations in the face of the
enemy.
Multi-Part Unit: See “Composite Unit”, above.
Non-armored: A weapons system without any appreciable level of armor protection, such as troops.
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Non-Persistent Agent: A chemical agent that disperses quickly after being placed, normally in gaseous or aerosol
form.
Nuclear/Biological/Chemical (NBC): Unconventional warfare and weapons of mass destruction using these
forms of munitions.
Obstacles: Any man-made construction intended to slow an enemy force though a location. Also known as
“Countermobility”.
Objectives: Locations on or off the map that must be occupied, and if possible, consolidated with units nearby, for
a player to successfully complete a mission and achieve victory.
Off-map: A location off one of the edges of the visible map that can only be accessed through the Off-Map display.
On-map: A location on the main map playing area.
Opportunity Fire: Direct Fire against a moving enemy unit in a DF Target area. Opportunity Fire occurs at the
instant the enemy unit moves into the target area, instead of during the normal Direct Fire combat phase.
Overwatch Movement Mode: Movement spacing where a portion of a unit lags behind the lead element to
provide fire support in case the point is ambushed or engaged.
Paradrop: Delivery from aircraft by parachute of units or supplies.
Painting Unit: A unit that uses a device (often a laser) to mark specific target objects for guided munitions, which
guide-in on the marked spot.
Persistent Agent: A chemical agent that does not disperse quickly after being placed, normally in a liquid or
powder form.
Petalling: A result of an impact on solid armor where the armor is “bent back” on the interior surface away from the
point of penetration due to internal failure. A good representation of it in common circumstances is pushing a pencil
through a piece of paper or thin cardboard.
Point Missile Defense System: A defensive measure mounted on a weapons system intended to provide standoff
(i.e., before it hits) protection against incoming missiles.
Powered Munition: Any munition that uses appreciable amount of thrust along its flight path so that the course is
not ballistic, such as rockets and missiles.
Pulse: A segment of a game turn that encompasses a certain amount of simulated combat time.
Pre-Planned IF Targets (PPD): Locations that are designated as artillery/IF targets in advance of the combat
engagement. They can be fired more quickly and accurately that non-preplanned targets, and are often pre-ranged
and “test fired” for greater accuracy.
Rate of Fire (ROF): The number of rounds a weapons system can fire in a given time (usually per minute).
Recon By Fire (RBF): A technique used to detect hidden enemy units by firing “blindly” into an area to see if they
fire back (and are thus “detected”).
Reliability: A measure of how often a system breaks down mechanically.
Road March Mode: A unit configuration in which all weapons systems are on a road, trail, or other linear feature
as opposed to being spread out.
Rubble: Debris created when certain buildings and other objects are destroyed (as set in the TEC).
Scenario: A single combat action or situation.
Self-Forming Fragmentation (SFF): A type of “shaped-charge” warhead that uses the Miznay-Shardin explosive
configuration effect to create a dense, high velocity molten metal “projectile” from a solid plate. It is most commonly
used in mines, where the charge is directed upwards at the underside of the target vehicle.
Semi-Armored: A weapons system that is partially armored (as with “open top” vehicles).
Sensors: Remote devices that are used to detect the presence of enemy forces, usually though sound but also
though vibration or motion.
Shaped Charge (SC): See High Explosive Anti-Tank.
Shift Fire: A control measure used to shift a fire support mission target to a different location. Can be used to
“walk” fire across an area.
Shoot & Scoot: A technique used to minimize enemy exposure when firing by having a unit shoot a few rounds,
and then move to a different location nearby.
SITREP: Situation report. A standard message format used by one unit to send information to another concerning
detected enemy units, objects, or other combat conditions.
Spall: Flakes of metal that fly off on the interior armor surface from an impact.
Spotting Fire: A procedure using single rounds, fired one at a time, which insures the target is being hit before
beginning to Fire For Effect.
Spotting Unit: A unit that adjusts the accuracy of spotting rounds (see spotting fire).
Stacking: The maximum number of weapons systems that can occupy a location at the same time.
Standing Operating Procedures (SOP): Control measures consisting of a set of standard responses or postures
a unit will follow in specified circumstances.
Standoff: The distance between a firing unit or exploding HEAT warhead and its target.
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Stick: Personnel or equipment delivered by parachute in one pass over the drop zone or in one helicopter lift.
Suppression: An effect of incoming fire which causes target units to take cover and/or lose concentration of the
battlefield situation.
Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD): Friendly fire directed at known or suspected AA sites near the
location of an intended airstrike that is intended to provide protection for the attacking aircraft.
Survivability: The relative amount of damage a weapons system suffers after taking a hit, or engineering
operations designed to protect friendly forces from enemy fire.
Table of Organization & Equipment (TO&E): A list of the number and types of weapons systems and personnel
that comprise a full-strength unit and/or formation.
Tactical Aircraft (TACAIR): Aircraft or air missions used to provide support to friendly ground forces.
Tactical March Mode: A unit configuration in which all weapons systems are spread out within a location, as
opposed to being on a linear road or trail.
Task Force (TF): A group of units organized to complete a mission. In the simulation, each force is under a Task
Force Headquarters, which is where the human or AI commander is located.
Terrain Effects Chart (TEC): A list of all of the effects terrain features have in the simulation, including movement
effects, LOS blocking, cover and concealment.
Terrain Fire: A situation where the terrain in a location catches fire, as in the case of dry grass or trees.
Thermal Sight: An electronic sighting device that uses IR energy to detect objects warmer or colder than their
surroundings.
Turn: A game construct used to regulate the segments of orders and combat resolution.
Victory Points: Relative “point” values given to each weapon system type, as well as for scenario objectives to
determine which player “wins”, and by what level.
Weapons System: A Weapons System represents a single, indivisible, battlefield entity that can be controlled and
given orders by the owning player. Examples of Weapons Systems include single tanks, guns, aircraft, missile
launchers and infantrymen.
Wreck: Remnants of destroyed vehicles, aircraft and other large objects that can affect movement rates or other
simulation functions.

Part Two: The Interface
Section 2-1: The Main Screen
When a TSS title starts up, by default it will search and load the most current (by creation date) game file it can find in
your game directory. Initially, this should be the tutorial or “Getting Started” game, but as you create and play other
games these will be loaded instead. Toggle this feature on/off using the ”Auto Load Most Current Game Found” setting
from the Main Menu | Preferences | General box.
Once the game loads, you should see a screen similar to this:

Figure 7: The main screen showing major functional areas/items.
The map/playing area occupies the majority of the screen, with the main menu and command button panel on the top, and
the information panel with force structure (tree) and location information on the right. By using the buttons at the bottom
of the information panel, its size can be adjusted using the [<<] and [>>] buttons, or clicking the [ X ] button will remove it
entirely.
Select friendly units from this screen in two ways. The first is to click on the unit on map; the second is to select the unit
from the force tree. When a unit is selected using the force tree, the map will scroll to its location and the unit will be
highlighted. If one of the Command Mode buttons is depressed (targeting or movement), the unit will be automatically
“opened up” for the appropriate orders to be given.

If the map does not completely fit in the display area, use the scroll bars to move the display in the desired direction. Or, if
the auto-scroll feature is on (Main Menu | Preferences | Display), move your mouse close to the edge of the map in the
direction you want to go and hold it for a moment.
The currently selected unit or location appears on the map as a hollow colored square. The color of the square can be set
for each zoom level in Main Menu | Preferences | Map Colors as to best show up on the scenario’s map.

2-1.1 The Main Menu
The Main Menu provides information on, and control of, “high-level” (or “force-wide”) game functions and orders. While
certain options may allow access to individual units, normally unit actions happen by right/left-clicking on the Force Tree
window or right-clicking the map.
The following section will describe each of the Main Menu choices in general terms; where additional information or
instructions are necessary, specific sections later in the manual will provide further explanation.

2-1.1.1 Main Menu | File

2-1.1.1.1 Loading Saved Games and Scenarios
Scenarios are simply normal saved game files that include an extra designation flag marking them as a “scenario”. This
distinction is merely for player convenience in organizing, finding, and loading/playing saved game files.
Specifically, “scenarios” are intended to be limited to saved files that are designed and expected to be accessed multiple
times, and/or by multiple players. Normally, this means that they will represent baseline/starting game situations (saved
so that they begin either in the set-up phase or are “ready-to-run” on turn one). In other words, when players want to start
a new game (but not to create one from scratch), they should look at “scenarios”. For example, “The Battle for Red Ridge
(Ready to Run)”.
Non-scenario (standard) saved files, by contrast, are usually used for turn saves once a game has begun. Using the
above example, a standard turn might be, “The Battle for Red Ridge (Turn 5)”.
To load an existing game or scenario, use one of the the File | Load... commands, either “Pre-made Scenario” or “Saved
Game”. Specifically:
•

Load Pre-Made Scenario: This command allows any existing file designated as a scenario to be loaded. It does
not allow access to non-scenario (i.e., “normal”) saved games. Scenarios are covered in more detail later in the
manual, including instructions on how to save/designate a game as a scenario.

Once loaded, players can also adjust some basic conditions such as which players are computer controlled (AI) and the
FOW levels, before execution begins, as described below. These adjustment options are not available when loading
normal saved games.
•

Load Saved Game: Selecting this command will allow any existing saved game to be loaded, including those
designated as scenarios.

Execution for non-scenario in-progress games always begins immediately. Players are not given an opportunity to
change anything.
When a new game or scenario is loaded, it will completely replace whatever game is currently loaded. However, a prompt
will appear asking to save the current game (or to cancel the load operation) before the replacement occurs.

After selecting either option, the Scenario Selection Window will be displayed (shown at right). This form provides players
with information on the available saved game files and allows the selection of one to load and play.

2-1.1.1.2 Saving Games and Scenarios
•
•
•

Save Game: Save the current game without changing the existing current file name and folder (the existing file will
be overwritten).
Save Game As: Save the current game with the option to change the file name or folder.
Save Game As Scenario: This option will save the current game as a designated scenario file (as opposed to a
normal saved game). Scenarios are covered in more detail in their own section later in the manual.

2-1.1.1.3 Creating New Games (from Scratch)
•

Create New Game From Scratch: A completely new game will be created, and the player will need to select the
map, conditions, forces, etc. Because new game creation involves a number of steps and forms, it is covered in its
own section later in the manual.

2-1.1.1.4 Batch Runs
•

Batch Scenario Run: This selection allows users interested in statistical fidelity to automatically execute the same
AI vs. AI scenario a set number of times without any human input required; a user can start a batch, and then walk
away only needing to return after all of the runs have finished to get the results.
The outcome and data for each of the single runs is saved individually, and an aggregate final report is also
generated automatically at the end of the batch.
After clicking the Batch Run
command from Main Menu | File,
select the desired saved
game/scenario from the standard
dialog box (shown at near right).
Once the saved game file has been
loaded, the AI Settings Form will
appear (shown at far right).
Both of these forms are covered in
more detail later in the manual.

The Batch Scenario Run
form will then be
displayed. It allows users
to create multiple “Run
Groups”, which will be
executed non-stop, in “unattended mode” by the AI.
Run Groups are simply
“mini-batches” of individual
game runs that share the
same conditions. They
allow for changes to be
applied to the original
scenario to evaluate the
result of those changes.
For example, the original
scenario Run Group may
take place during the day,
while a second Run Group
could be instead set to
occur at night.

Figure 8: The Batch Scenario Run Form.

When the form is first displayed, it will contain a single Run Group. This default Run Group has no changes from
the original scenario (hence “None” is shown in the Modifications List next to it). It is set to run once (the
“Iterations” setting), before moving on to the next Run Group or exiting the Batch.
To change the number of times this Run Group should execute the scenario, set the
Iterations value at the lower right. For example, if you want to run the base scenario
ten times before moving on, set the Iterations to 10.
Individual modifications to be made to the selected Run Group are added using the
buttons at the upper right. These changes will be applied to all of the individual runs
within the Run Group. For example, if the Run Group Iterations is set to 10, and the
start time is set to be 1:00 am, then all of those 10 games will start at 1:00 am.
After clicking each button, the appropriate set-up form for that set of values or
conditions will appear. Make the desired changes, and then close the form
normally. After closing the form, the modification will be added to the Modifications
List Box for that Run Group.
Multiple modifications may be added to each Run Group. For example, a Run
Group can include a change in the start time, the Fog of War settings, the weather,
both Red and Blue start settings and and weapons systems.
With the exception of changing Weapons Systems/Quantities (described below), all of the forms used to make
these modifications are covered in other sections of the manual.
Run Groups are added and deleted using the buttons at the bottom of the Run
Groups List Box. There is no limit to the number of Run Groups that can be
assigned to a Batch. However, in practice more than about five can prove
unwieldy for analysis in spreadsheets.
To delete the selected modification, click the [Remove Modification] button under the Modifications List Box.
To assign a text/name identifier to the Batch (including all Run Groups), use
the Batch Code text box at the bottom of the form. Beside simply acting as an
identifier for single Batches, the Batch Code can act powerful tool in that
makes it possible for batches of the same scenario to be run on different

computers. As long as they all share the same batch code, the results file from each computer can be
automatically compiled together into a single final report at the end.
Batch codes are limited to six characters, and may contains spaces, dashes and other non-alphanumeric
characters.
Changing Weapons Systems and/or Unit Quantities:
After selecting the [Weapons Systems/Quantity]
button, the form shown at right will appear. It shows
all of the units in the selected force by Name,
Quantity, and Weapons System.
By default, the Blue Force is displayed. To change
to the other force, click the radio button under the
unit list (Blue = Player 1, Red = Player 2).
To change unit quantities or weapons systems,
select the unit from the list. Changes can be applied
to that unit only, or to all similar units in the force if
[ ] Apply Changes to Same Systems In Force is
checked.
To change the unit quantity, use the Unit Qty updown control. To change the weapons system, click
the [Change Wpn Sys] button.
As an example, let's say that a user wants to change the aircraft unit in this Run Group from two A-10
Thunderbolts to three FA-18 Hornets to see the difference in the results from the base scenario. These are the
steps to make those changes:

Step 1: Add a new Run Group. It will be selected
automatically.

Step 2: Click to change Weapon/Quantity.

Step 3: Select the A-10 unit to change.

Step 4: Click the [Change Wpn Sys] button.

Step 5: Select the F/A 18 as the new Weapons
System for the unit.

Step 6: Adjust the quantity to 3. Note that the unit
info is updated in the list for the changes.

Step 7: The modifications are shown in the center list box. Continue making modifications to this Run
Group, add more Run Groups, and/or click [OK] when done to save the Batch and begin the runs.
•

Resume Batch Run: If a batch run is interrupted at any point (by a program or system crash, power outage, user
action, etc.) this option will allow it to continue running from the pint where it left off. All pertinent information for a
batch run is stored in a file with the batch code name (above) and the extension “.BRI”.

2-1.1.1.5 Geomorphic Map Builder
•

Geomorphic Map Builder: This menu option will bring up the Geomorphic Map Builder Utility (GB.EXE), which
will allow the user to create new and edit existing Geomorphic maps that can then be used for scenarios. A
Geomorphic map is a single playing map that is comprised of two or more smaller maps arranged to form the final
playing area. The best examples of Geomorphic maps are found in some of the tactical board wargames, such as
Panzer Leader, Panzer Blitz, Arab-Israeli Wars, Squad Leader, and many others. Normally the smaller individual
maps will be “generic” in nature, in that they do not represent any actual area on the Earth or in space. Any existing
maps may be combined together for the final Geomorphic map.
Use of the Geomorphic Map utility will be covered in more detail in Appendix C.

2-1.1.1.6 Other File Commands
•
•

Exit: Exit the program completely. If you have a game loaded, you will be prompted to save it before quitting the
program.
<Game Names>: The bottom section of the drop down will list the last game files you have loaded. Clicking on
any of the file names will load that game automatically. A maximum of ten files will be shown.

2-1.1.2 Main Menu | Command

2-1.1.2.1 Movement Orders
•

Set Movement Orders: This command is used to issue specific “location-bylocation” (i.e., “hex-by-hex”) movement orders to one or more units in the same
location. After selecting this menu item, click on the map or the Force Tree to
select the primary unit to move. Once this unit is selected, the Unit Movement
Commands Form will be displayed.

The use of this form in issuing orders is covered later in the manual, but it allows for
additional co-located units to be selected as well as for adding and editing a unit's
current movement commands.
Units may be given generalized movement orders though the Maneuver Group orders option, which is covered later in the
manual. Maneuver Group orders, however, are not “location-by-location”. Instead they are “objective based”, and the AI
decides the specifics (the location-by-location” path) of how the units gets there.

2-1.1.2.2 Targeting
•

Target with Direct Fire: This option is
TARGET LOCATION-BASED; the location is
selected from the map first, and then the AI
shows what units can target that location.
After selecting this command, select (left-click)
on the target location on the map. The target
can be an enemy unit, an object of some type
(IP, bridge, obstacle, etc.) or the location itself
(recon by fire against possible but unknown
enemy units).
After selecting the location, the Set Direct Fire
Form will appear. This form allows for the
selection of the individual firing unit, the exact
target in the location (if there is more than one),
as well as the ammunition and ROF (rate of
fire) to be used for the firing.
Direct Fire (DF) requires that the firing unit have a valid LOS to the target, i.e., it must be sighted in some manner.
Additional information and specific instructions on using the form and setting DF targets is covered later in the
manual.

•

Target with Indirect Fire: This option is also
TARGET LOCATION-BASED; the location is
selected from the map first, and then the AI
shows what units can target it.
This option is enabled only if the current force
contains at least one unit that is capable of
indirect fire (fire that is not aimed, e.g.,
artillery). Otherwise, it will appear “grayed-out”
on the menu, and can not be selected.
After selecting this command, select (left-click)
on the desired target location on the map. The
target can be an enemy unit, an object of some
type (IP, bridge, obstacle, etc.) or the location
itself (recon by fire against possible but
unknown enemy units).
After selecting the location, the Artillery/Fire
Support Mission Form will appear. This form
allows for the selection of the individual firing
unit, the exact target in the location (if there is
more than one), plus other mission
characteristics including the spotting unit,
calling unit, ammunition/ROF, impact area,
shift, and a number of other values.
Indirect Fire (IF) does not require the firing unit to have a valid LOS to the target, i.e., it does not need to be visible
or sighted. However, there must be a valid flight path between the firing unit and the target based on the
ammunition selected to fire. Additional information and specific instructions on using the form and setting IF targets
is covered later in the manual.

•

Set Targeting Orders: Unlike the
previous targeting options, this
command is FIRING UNIT-BASED;
the firing unit is selected first, and then
the AI displays what it can hit on the
map.
If “(TFHQ Only)” appears in the menu
choice, it indicates that the highest
level of FOW is set for the scenario and
targeting orders can be issued only to
the player's TFHQ unit. If other units
are selected, and error message will be
displayed.
After selecting this option, click on the
map or the Force Tree to select the
firing unit. If a single unit is picked (and
valid), the AI will “gray out”
locations/hexes on the map which can
not be hit by any available weapon.
The Targeting form will then appear (as shown above). This form allows players to select the target location, firing
unit, ammo, and other characteristics. It is covered in more detail later in the manual.

2-1.1.2.3 Air Missions
•

Set Air Mission (CAS): This command sets up
Close Air Support missions (air-ground strikes)
and is TARGET LOCATION-BASED; the
location is selected from the map first, and then
the user selects the air unit that will perform the
mission.
This command is enabled only if the current
force has at least one fixed wing aircraft in play
(helicopters use normal DF to engage enemy
targets; they do not engage via CAS). Aircraft
assigned to flank forces do not count towards
this requirement.
After selecting this choice, left-click on the
desired target location. The Close Air Support
Missions Form will appear (at right). The AI will
automatically add the available air units to the
top grid, and then select the one it deems best to
conduct the mission. It will then populate the
mission characteristics fields, including
ammunition to use, weapon release point
standoff, flight directions, and SEAD
(suppression of air defenses). Players may
changes these values as desired, subject to
conditions and physical system restrictions.
The Close Air Support Missions Form is covered later in this section of the manual, while a general discussion of
CAS missions appears in Section 3.

•

Set Air Drop: This option is used to set up
parachute air drops of combat units. It is
enabled only if the current force has at least one
aircraft with loaded passengers in play (for
flexibility, it does not check if those passengers
are airdrop-capable, however).

After selecting the option, the Air Drops Form will
appear. From it, users can set the aircraft
participating in the drop, the drop zone location,
the number and characteristics of each drop
pass, the aircraft's return/on-call position after
the drop, and all of the other aspects of the drop
operation.
The Air Drops Form is covered later in this section of
the manual, while a general discussion of
paradrop missions appears in Section 3.

2-1.1.2.4 Turn/Auto-Run Game
•
•

Turn Complete: Click this choice to end the current orders phase and advance the turn to the next
player's orders phase, or to the combat phase. Selecting this option is the same as clicking the
“Advance Turn” button (see below).
Turn Complete Auto-Advance: These options allow players to run through multiple turns without stopping. They
are enabled only in one-player games (i.e., Human vs. AI). When selected, these menu choices override the
existing auto-advance settings (which are set in the Main Menu | Preferences form). When games are run in autoadvance mode, they execute without pause or an orders phase until the end condition is met. While neither player
will be able to issue orders, the AI will still issue targets normally each turn. Auto-advancing always ends after the
last game turn is executed.

◦
◦
◦

Advance Until Contact: The game will run without a pause until some form of firing occurs (DF, IF, CAS, etc.).
Advance 5 Turns: The AI will run five combat turns in a row, and then return to the human orders phase.
Run to end of Game: Execution will not stop until after the last specified game turn is executed. The end
game turn is set at the start of the game/scenario.

2-1.1.2.5 End Scenario
•

End Scenario: Selecting this option will end the scenario immediately, even if the end game turn has not been
reached, and bring up the Game Results Form (Victory Conditions). After viewing this form, the game can not be
directly continued; to run additional turns the file must be reloaded.

2-1.1.3 Main Menu | Staff Officers

2-1.1.3.1 Staff Officers (S1, S2, etc.)
•

Staff Officers: The staff officer screens bring up information on the friendly and enemy forces. They present
information broken down into useful categories, which can ease gaining the current status of the force and issuing
orders. The individual staff officer screens (S-1/2/3/4, XO, Engineering, FSO, ALO, Communications) are covered
in more detail later in the manual.

•

Force/SOP Settings: This menu choice conveniently displays general information and SOP values for all units in
the force. It also allows them to be set from a single form, without having to cycle through units. SOP orders
control what units do by default in the absence of specific orders.

Figure 9: Force Settings Form

◦

◦

<Left click>: Clicking any cell in a row to show
that unit's location on the map (display only - no
editing).
<Right click>: Brings up the Unit Information
Form (shown at right) for the selected unit. This
form allows for most general and SOP values to
be changed, though some may only be set at the
beginning of the scenario. This form is covered in
more detail later in the manual.
Note: The entries on the General Tab can not be
changed though the <Right Click> / Unit
Information Form procedure. Instead, users must
use other interface options to assign individual
units to composite units (only possible during the
set-up phase), or to maneuver groups (any time).
These actions are described later in the manual.

•

Unit Loading/Passenger Status: Selecting this
options brings up the Loading Status Form that
displays all of the current passenger/carrier
relationships in the force.
The form allows for several different views – each
categorizes the passenger relationships in a different
format:
◦ By unit
◦ By carriers
◦ By composite unit
The form will be covered in more detail later in the
manual.

•

Build/Modify Composite Units: This option allows
users to customize the composite unit assignments
within the force. As a quick reminder, composite units
are “aggregate” entities composed of two or more
individual units, such as an infantry squad. They are
treated as a single unit for orders and display
purposes, and both simplify operations for a human
player, as well as insure accurate deployments for
these types of units.
The Composite Units Form allows players to
determine all of the current composite units in play,
and their constituent sub-units. It also allows users to
edit, delete, and create new composite units, including
those created automatically based on the force TO&E.
Use of this form will be covered in a separate section
later in the manual.

•

Build / Modify Networks: Networks are dedicated
digital communications channels between units that
allow them to share information and resources. They
operate in the same fashion as computer LAN's,
Intranets, and even the Internet/World Wide Web.
Most commonly within the simulation they are
radio/wireless, but this is not a restriction; networks
can use wire, fiber optics, or other formats for signal
transfer.
In order to join a network, a unit must possess
communications equipment that is network-capable.
This is defined in the Communications System Data
Table. In addition, the equipment must be compatible
with the other units in the network, in terms of both
hardware and software/protocol.
The Networks Form is covered in more detail later in
the manual.

•

Adjutant Mode: If desired, the AI can act as a human player's assistant. In this mode, the AI will automatically
perform many of the more advanced types of tasks, freeing the player from the effort and complications. To toggle
the mode On/Off, click the menu item.
When enabled, the Adjutant will perform the following tasks:
◦ Direct Fire Targeting: The AI makes all determinations on actual targets and ammunition to fire. Users
simply select the firing unit and the target location. The normal Targeting Form never appears. NOTE:
Instructions for what the program expects you to do next appear at the bottom of the Main Form.
◦ Indirect Fire Targeting: Essentially the same as DF, above, and the IF Targeting form will not appear. Users
simply select the target location, and the AI determines which unit will fire, what the target will be, what type of
ammunition will be fired and with how many rounds, as well as all of the other mission parameters (calling
unit, painting unit, priority, adjustments, etc.). If no unit can fire, a message will be shown.
◦ Close Air Support (CAS): As with DF and IF, users can only select the location of the target on the map. The
AI will select the aircraft unit to perform the mission, decide what ammunition to use, and set all other mission
parameters, including allocating SEAD (suppression of enemy air defenses).

2-1.1.4 Main Menu | Maneuver Groups/Recon

2-1.1.4.1 Set/Adjust Maneuver Groups
Maneuver Groups allow players to give formations general, mission-based, orders. The AI then takes over, and, acting as
the group commander, it issues detailed and specific orders to the individual units in the group to accomplish the
objectives. This general concept is known as semi-autonomous command/AI.
For example, instead of issuing specific orders to each of the platoons in a infantry company, the human player can issue
orders to the company as a whole to move to an general objective, pause to call for artillery and to provide “softening-up”
fire, and then to finally unload the foot troops who then move on to the final objective as the assault unfolds.
Maneuver groups are extremely powerful and provide the following benefits:
•
•

They simplify and speed-up the orders process: Orders for complicated operations plans can be given quickly, and
to a formation instead of individual units.
They help keep a player's plans coordinated: In giving fewer commands, and giving them at the same time, it's
easier for players to fulfill their maneuver plan by avoiding mistakes in moving units.

•
•
•
•

They are extremely flexible: Players are afforded command options that are difficult to implement using the detailed
individual-unit orders process.
They are more effective: As the situation changes the AI will automatically adjust its plans accordingly to achieve
the objectives based on the latest intelligence.
They eliminate “micro-management”: Since the AI handles all of the specifics, the player does not have to micromanage the operation in detail; he is free to concentrate on higher-level considerations.
They are realistic: Maneuver Group orders more closely model the player acting as the force commander as
opposed to a small-unit leader.

To issue, view, or change Maneuver Group orders, click the
“Set/Adjust Maneuver Group Orders” menu choice. The
Maneuver Groups Form will pop up (shown at right).
This form is used to define the individual maneuver groups
(which are always a normal formation), display their existing
objectives, and to edit/issue those objective orders.
The specifics of issuing orders to Maneuver Groups are
covered in more detail later in the manual.
Note: Due to their significant advantages, players are
strongly encouraged to use Maneuver Groups whenever
feasible.

2-1.1.4.2 Set/Adjust Recon Assignments
Reconnaissance Assignments are similar to Maneuver Groups, in that the AI assumes control of the units to achieve
reconnaissance-type missions. Compared to Maneuver Group orders, Reconnaissance Assignments are much more
limited in their scope, and are only applicable to certain types of units, specifically those that:
•
•
•

Have a Weapons System designated in the Data Table as a Reconnaissance type, e.g., "Recon: Armrd Veh
Heavy", or “Aircraft: Recon”.
Have a Weapons Systems designated in the Data Table as an RPV (remotely piloted/controlled vehicle).
Possess a radiation detection device (operational or not).

In addition, the unit can not be a passenger (it must be unloaded first). The unit can, however, be a reinforcement that
has not yet arrived.
Reconnaissance Assignments have three basic steps, where each step is handled automatically by the AI:
1. Move to a defined area.
2. Search the area until a specified “level of quality” is reached.
3. Move to the next area in the progression and repeat until all areas have been searched.

After selecting this option, the Recon
Assignments form will appear, as shown
at right. This form shows all of the
current units with Recon Assignments,
and general information about those
orders.
It also allows for editing existing orders,
as well as selecting new units for recon
assignments.
As stated previously, only units with
weapons systems defined as a
“Reconnaissance” type (in the Weapons
Systems Data Table), or those with
radiological detectors are eligible to be
given recon assignments.
This form is covered in more detail in its
own section later in the manual.

2-1.1.5 Main Menu | Display

Because it is often difficult to discern information at a glance from topographical or other 2 dimensional maps, the TSS
has a wide range of display toggles to enhance or limit the information shown. These toggles are set from Main Menu |
Display.
Many of these display toggles have associated “Hot Keys”, which are shown on the drop-down menus, e.g., “Ctrl+G”. A
full list of hot keys is included at the end of this section.
Depending on what version of Aide De Camp (ADC) was used to create the map (either ADC-2 or ADC-3), some of the
options may be “grayed-out” and unavailable. The options which are only applicable to one map version or the other will
be noted in the discussion sections below. However, it is important to note that aside from the concrete version
differences, what options are available will also depend on how the map was created. For example, if a map creator
didn’t specify a hex overlay symbol for an ADC-2 map, it will not be possible to select one for display within the simulation.

Likewise, if an “Overlay” layer was not created as part of an ADC-3 map, it will not be possible for a user to display the
hex grid pattern.
The available display options are:
•

Toggle Grid: (ADC-2 Maps Only) If the map was built in ADC-2 and also has a specified grid overlay symbol (either
hexagonal or square) this option will be available. Toggling it will cause the grid overlay pattern to be displayed or
not. Each grid represents a single location.

•

Toggle Elevation Shading: if the map was created using the default symbol set, this option will “shade” the map
locations based on their relative elevations (divided up into “levels” 1-20).

The effects of these two toggles appear as shown (Left: both off; Right: both on):

Figure 10: Map samples showing grid and elevation shading on (right), and off (left) with an ADC-2 map. The
options can be toggled separately from each other, but some maps may not have them available. These
options are not available for maps created with ADC-3.
•

Toggle Force Tree/Info Panel: This option will open and close the right hand Information panel, which includes the
Force Tree display.
The panel can also be re-sized using the lower left corner buttons (red highlight on the examples below):
[ << ]: Enlarge the panel by 50 pixels
[ >> ]: Shrink the panel by 50 pixels
[ X ]: Close the panel
[ -> ]: Re-open the panel (when completely closed).

Figure 11: Info Panel - open (right) and closed (left), showing re-sizing buttons.

•

Toggle Off-Map Area Display: opens or closes the Off-map Display. Off-map areas surround all playing maps, and
represent additional space in which units can move, engage in combat, and perform other general operational tasks.
However, some activities and objects are ignored or prohibited in off-map areas including ground elevation, terrain,
and some engineering operations.

•

Toggle Combat Report Display: opens or closes the Combat Reporting window. The window shows the results of
the last turn’s combat phase.

Figure 12: The Combat Reporting Window.
•

Bring Current Location Info to Top: this command will bring the Current Location Information window to the top of
all other forms, opening it if necessary.

Figure 13: The Current Location Information window.
•

Show Units / Unit Display: These settings control if the unit symbols are shown on the map, and if so, what symbol
format to use if multiple types (known as “Views”) have been defined. For example, the symbol type/view could be
“Default”, or “NATO”, as shown here:

Figure 14: “Default” Symbol View.

Figure 15: “NATO” Symbol View.

NOTE: Symbol Views are defined using the ADC Symbol Editor program, which is separate from the TSS
program. Not all games contain multiple symbol views, and the available Views may differ between titles.
•

Show Terrain / Smoke / Mines / Improved Positions / DF TRP’s / IF PPD Tgts / Engr Ops / Victory Locations /
Map Notes / Land Communications Lines: These toggles turn the map symbols on and off for the object type
specified. Each of these object types will be covered in greater detail later in the manual.

Maps created in ADC-3 allow for greater display flexibility of map objects than those shown above. This adaptability
stems from the fact that ADC-3 maps are based on “layers”, which group together symbols of a similar type allowing them
to be turned on/off together. In addition, map makers may create and name the layers as desired or needed for specific

maps and areas. This allows users greater control over the map display, and makes it easier to focus on terrain or other
map features of interest.
To access the ADC-3 map layer display toggles, click Adjust Map Layers. From the pop-up form check the layers to
display and then click OK.
Note that this form also allows players to set the layer draw order using the Up/Down arrows. To change a layer in the
draw order, select it, and then use the arrows to move it in the list. Layers are drawn in order from the bottom (first) to the
top (last); therefore layers at the top are drawn “over” layers at the bottom.

•
•

Show Night Effects: If the game is occurring during a period of darkness (between sunset and sunrise), this option
allows the map to be automatically shaded based on the light level available. Locations affected by artificial
illumination (fires or flares, primarily) are drawn with a “greenish” hue.
Show weather Effects: If the current ground type contains the text “snow” or “mud” (case-insensitive), and this
toggle is enabled, the program will automatically add a random effect on the map as shown here:

Figure 16: Automatic snow example.

•

Figure 17: Automatic night example.

Map Overlays: Map overlays use colored dots or squares of various shades to show location information relative to
the rest of the map. Examples are elevation, concealment, movement speed, and protection. The overlay below
shows relative movement rates though each location. Note that the legend is at the top of the screen, to the right of
the buttons (so 9 is fastest, 0 is the slowest).

Figure 18: Sample map overlay (speed). Note that the roads are marked as the fastest (9), while the
woods are the slowest (2).
The overlay toggles can also be accessed from the floating Location Information form, discussed below.
The size of the dots can be adjusted from Main Menu | Preferences | Display Tab for each zoom level.

•

Scenario Description displays whatever text description accompanies the game. Normally this would include the
player’s OPORDER (mission), and any notes the scenario designer wanted to add.

Figure 19: The mission statement (OPORD) for the current scenario (as entered by the designer). Some may
have maps and other graphics included with them (click the upper right corner icon to see full-size).

•

Display PBeM Messaging/Scenario Notes: this will display the PBeM Message form, which shows any notes or
comments added by the opposing player during his turn. While the form is visible, the active player can add
comments of his own, which will likewise be read by the opposing player during his next orders phase. Note:
comments are never deleted automatically - they must be deleted manually, if desired.

Figure 20: PBeM Message form. This form transmits messages from one player to another during the game,
often including taunts, laments, and general disrespect.

2-1.1.6 Main Menu | Preferences
Preferences allow users to customize many aspects of the program, including unit colors, AI fidelity, game displays, Fog
of War and many other options. Selecting this option brings up the Preferences Form, which will be covered in more
detail later in the manual.

Figure 21: The Preferences Form (Example)

2-1.1.7 Main Menu | Map Areas/Events

Map Areas and Events are powerful tools that are used for both force control, and to allow for flexibility in scenario design
and flow. Normally, they are defined either as part of the scenario creation process, or in the Set-up Phase. However,
both options are available during the game.

2-1.1.7.1 Map Areas
Map Areas are zones (or single/multiple specific locations), that are used for various force control purposes. Specifically,
they are used for Maneuver Group objectives (covered previously), Reconnaissance Assignment search areas (covered
previously), and also possibly in Trigger definitions as part of Events (see below). They can also be used for
“housekeeping” purposes, to assist players in defining areas of particular significance.
To add or edit Map Areas,
select this menu option.
The Map Areas Form will
appear, and any defined
areas will be shown on the
map.

This form is covered in more detailed later in the manual, but
it allows players to create, edit, and delete map areas. Map
areas may be designated using three methods:
 Circular areas based on a central anchor location
and radius.
 Rectangular areas defined by selecting the corner
locations.
 Lists of one or more individual locations selected
individually.
The areas may also be given specific names, colors, and
display “fill” patterns, as shown in the example above.

2-1.1.7.2 Events
Simply put, events are powerful options that allow players to set up situations where, “If a Trigger occurs, then a Reaction
happens as a response”. For example, if, “an enemy unit is observed in this area” (the Trigger), then “release the reaction
force” (the Reaction).

Clicking this menu option will bring up
the Events Form as shown at right.
This form allows players to define new
Triggers and Reactions, and to use
them to create Events.
It is also used to edit or delete existing
events, or to check what triggers and/or
reactions have already occurred.
Events and the use of this form are
covered in more detail later in the
manual.

2-1.1.8 Main Menu | Reports

The Reports options allow players to get detailed information about the scenario results/play so far, as well as to check /
verify terrain effects. To preserve Fog of War, not all of the options are available in two-player games; the reports
themselves are 100% accurate – they completely ignore FOW restrictions.

2-1.1.8.1 View/Save MOE Report For This Scenario
MOE (Measures of Effectiveness) values capture various performance aspects of operations including losses, detections,
communications, and supporting missions, among other things. Selecting this menu option allows users to view the
existing MOE statistics up to the current point in the scenario.
A sample “Summary” MOE report is shown at right. Other,
more detailed, reports are also available, including reports
on:
 What systems killed what targets, and with what type
of ammunition (sample shown below)
 Specific system detections rates and losses and
 Results of air strike missions.

To Save an MOE report, click “File” from the Form's Main
Menu. MOE reports are saved in a comma-delineated text
format suitable for importation into spreadsheets or other
analysis utilities.
Use the radio buttons at the bottom of the form to cycle
through the different types of MOE reports available.
Tip: Having the “Auto-resize Form” box checked
conveniently keeps the form viewable when changing types.
MOE Reports are covered in more detail later in the manual.

2-1.1.8.2 Merge Saved MOE Reports Together
Most professional applications require that the individual results of a large number of scenario runs be aggregated
together to give a valid statistical analysis. “Batch Run” mode performs this aggregation automatically for runs done as
part of the batch, while this tool allows users to do it manually for any saved MOE files (including those from batch runs).

Select this menu option to bring up the MOE Report Merger
Form.
Use the [Add...] button below the left-hand box to select/add
saved MOE files to the merge list. As files are selected, their
contents will be displayed in the blue text box on the right.
To merge the reports, click [Merge Now]. The results will be
shown in the blue text box. To save the merged compilation,
click [Save Merged Report].
Merge files are saved in the same standard commadelineated format as normal MOE files.
MOE Reports are covered in more detail in the own section,
later in the manual.

2-1.1.9 Main Menu | Sandbox

The Sandbox is a very powerful tool that allows
users to directly get base sighting, accuracy,
damage, and other model results explicitly,
without having to run through an actual combat
phase or even to have “real” units in play.
Utilities such as this are sometimes called
“combat calculators”, in that they allow direct
access to the models and afford users the
ability to change parameters and conditions
and see the results.
Due to the complexity of the form, it is covered
in greater detail in its own section later in the
manual.

There are two ways to access the form, either using “real” units, or by starting with something completely hypothetical.

2-1.1.9.1 Pick Spotter then Target
If a scenario is loaded and active, selecting this option
allows actual units to be selected for the spotter/firer
and target. In this case, the spotter is selected first,
then the target. An information message will be
displayed at the bottom right of the Main Form indicating
which unit the player is currently selecting (as shown at
right).
The actual unit characteristics and situational values will
be used in the calculations, along with the actual LOS
between them.
Aside from the LOS, which remains constant, and
related characteristics, users may adjust most of the
values on the form normally to see the differences,
including changing the weapons systems.
Note: due to FOW considerations, units selected for the
Sandbox must be known to at least “level 4” in order to
be chosen. Attempts to pick units less well known will
result in an error message being displayed.
The known level is displayed in the mouse-over text in
the leading brackets after the dash, as shown in the
example at right (the T-90 unit is known to level 5, as of
30 seconds ago).
IMPORTANT: When using actual units for the Sandbox, it is important to remember that the actual LOS and unit
positions are used for all calculations. Thus, certain adjustments may not be allowed, and changing many of the values
may not have a discernible effect. In addition, the result graphs will often be “blocky” and/or show peaks and valleys.
These effects are simply artifacts of the models using a static LOS over a variable range. In reality, the graphs are 100%
accurate ONLY at the exact range between the units; results at other ranges are extrapolations and/or simplifications
gained by manipulating the LOS and represent the spotter unit moving into different locations.

2-1.1.9.2 General (no units)
Selecting this option brings up the Sandbox Form with the default values set. Users must select at least a spotting and
target weapons system; the other values may be set normally.
Unlike the option above, there is no LOS used because no specific units are used. Therefore the graph values will be
accurate at all ranges.

2-1.1.10 Main Menu | Help

The help menu brings up several context-specific help files, as well as options for checking for updates online and
checking the version, memory, usage, and other resource allocations.

2-1.1.10.1 Complete Manual
Selecting this option displays this manual in the system's default HTML/web browser window. The manual is local to the
user's computer; no internet access is required to view it.
Other formats (besides HTML) may be available. Please contact HPS Simulations for more information.

2-1.1.10.2 How Do I...?
This option brings up specific, step-by-step instructions on how to perform common operations. For example:














How Do I Move Units?
How Do I Load Passenger Units?
How Do I Unload Passenger Units?
How Do I Give Passengers Orders After Unloading?
How Do I Load A Unit When There Is No Carrier In Its Location?
How Do I Load Units, Move Them to a New Location, and Then Unload Them?
How Do I Give Units DF Targets?
How Do I Call In Artillery?
How Do I Call In Air Support?
How Do I Check A Specific LOS Between Locations?
How Do I Check Area Visibility From A Location?
How Do I Locate Valid IF/DF Firing Locations?
How Do I Make A Scenario?

As with the manual, this document is also displayed in the system's default HTML/web browser window.

2-1.1.10.3 Tutorial Slides
This menu choice displays the Tutorial “Slide Show”. This graphic presentation covers the basic aspects of the
simulation, without going into great detail, and is automatically shown when new users bring up the program for the first
time.

2-1.1.10.4 Updates Online
Selecting this option will open a link to the Series Updates page on the HPS web site in the system's default HTML/web
browser window. This makes it easy for user to check if they have the latest version of the program, as well as to see if
any new optional add-on files are available (such as maps, scenarios, symbol sets, etc.).

2-1.1.10.5 About
This option brings up the “About” form. It contains general information about the program, including the version number
and release date, and specific details on the current system resources and files loaded.

The top section contains general information on the
program. For Government or Professional users, your
version type will be displayed.
The second section (navy blue background) lists all of
the supporting files loaded as part of the current
scenario. These include the database files (top group),
the OPS file (saved game), and MAP and SYM files
(bottom group). The last line in this group displays the
version of the program executable that was used to
create the saved game (OPS) file. This data is often
extremely useful for diagnosing problems or
inconsistencies, either locally or when contacting the
HPS support department.
The bottom section displays the current total system
resource usage information (includes all running
programs, not just the TSS one). If games are running
slowly, or if “strange” errors keep occurring, this data
can help determine if a lack of available system
resources might be the cause.

2-1.2 The Control Buttons
The control buttons are located under the Main Menu on the Main Window. They allow the player to quickly perform
common tasks without having to open and search through multiple menu options.

2-1.2.1 File Actions Control Buttons

These buttons are used to load saved games, and to save the current game.

2-1.2.1.1 Load Game File
Clicking this button will bring up the Load Saved Game Form, which allows users to select a game file to load. The form
will display ALL game files, including, but not limited to, games saved as scenarios. The specifics of scenarios vs.
standard saved games was discussed in a previous section.
If a player wishes to load in a scenario, and only a scenario, then use the Main Menu | File | Load Scenario option
instead.

2-1.2.1.2 Save Game To File
This button automatically saves the game using the current file name. If the game was not initially loaded from a file, a
standard file name selection box will appear. Otherwise, an “overwrite confirmation” box will pop-up alerting players to the
fact the initial file will be overwritten with the new data.

To save the game to another file name, use the Main Menu | File | Save Game As option instead.
To save the game as a scenario, use the Main Menu | File | Save Game As Scenario option instead.

2-1.2.2 Map Display Control Buttons

The map display control buttons are used to perform basic viewing functions, such as zooming in and out of the map,
redrawing the screen, and bringing up the off-map area display.

2-1.2.2.1 Zoom In/Out
The zoom display level controls the “magnification” of the
map display on the screen. At low “zoom”, it allows for
more map area to be shown at less detail, versus less
map area at greater detail.
Zoom Level 1 is always set as the most “zoomed out”
display available. It will show the maximum amount of
map area, but with the fewest details. It is intended to
give a “big picture” overview of the battle, but not
necessarily to give orders (though it is appropriate for
some types of orders, particularly those involving
Maneuver Groups, aircraft, and operations prior to enemy
contact).
By default, there are two additional zoom levels:
Zoom 2 is a medium level magnification, and is generally
suitable for giving formation movement orders, assigning
direct fire targets, and checking command relationships.
Zoom 3 provides a detailed look at a small part of the
battlefield, and is geared towards short range activities
such as selecting specific locations for positioning, close
combat, and engineering operations.
To zoom in, click the “Zoom In” button, and position the
map cursor (which will have changed shape) over the
center of the area you wish to see enlarged.
To zoom out, click the “Zoom Out” button. The lower
magnified map will be centered on the same location as
the current screen.
Examples of the three zoom levels are shown to the right.
Note: Maps created with ADC-3 are not limited to having
three zoom levels; the actual number is set by the
designer when the map is created.
Figure 22: Zoom Levels

2-1.2.2.2 Redraw Map
Clicking this button redraws the map from “scratch”. This should rarely be necessary, but occasionally an operation will
leave bits of graphics or other unwanted objects on the screen. Redrawing will remove these remnants and provide a
clean display.

2-1.2.2.3 Toggle Long-Range Map
Clicking this button opens or closes the Long-Range Display
depending on whether is it currently visible or not.
This toggle is also available under the Main Menu | Display
option (the Main Menu is covered below).
The Long Range Display is used to show the “Off-map”
areas, which surround the actual playing map. Off-map
areas represent additional space in which units can move,
engage in combat, and perform other general operational
tasks. In basic respects, locations in the off-map areas are
the same as those on map. They are the same size, use the
same grid pattern, and can be occupied by units.
However, there are some important differences. Some
activities and objects are ignored or prohibited in off-map
areas including ground elevation, terrain, and some
engineering operations. These restrictions are covered in
more detail later in the manual.
The Long-Range Display form itself is also covered in more
detail later in the manual.

Figure 23: The Off-map Display (half-size)

2-1.2.3 Orders Mode Control Buttons (Targeting and Movement)

The Orders Mode is used to allow players to easily issue targeting or movement orders to a number of units in
succession. In orders mode players do not have to go through the <Right Click> procedures outlined later in the
manual, but instead just have to click on eligible units and then they “pop” right into the appropriate mode automatically.
Units may be selected either by clicking them on the map, or on the Force Tree. The Force Tree is covered later in the
manual.

2-1.2.3.1 DF Targeting Mode
Click the button to toggle DF Targeting Mode. When the button is “pressed”, the mode in ON. Otherwise it is off.
When in the DF Targeting Mode, the player only has to select a friendly unit, and then a target location. The DF Targeting
Form will automatically pop-up, allowing the player to set the targeting values.
The DF Targeting Form and issuing DF targeting orders is covered in more detail later in the manual.

2-1.2.3.2 Unit Movement Mode
Click the button to toggle Unit Movement Mode. When the button is “pressed”, the mode in ON. Otherwise it is off.

As with DF targeting, above, when the Movement Mode is ON, the player gives orders simply by selecting a friendly unit.
The Unit Movement Form will automatically pop-up, allowing the player to add/edit/delete orders for the selected unit(s).
The Unit Movement Form and issuing movement orders is covered in more detail later in the manual.

2-1.2.3.3 Cancel Operation
Clicking this button cancels all orders modes (including LOS modes, below) and returns to the normal state.

2-1.2.4 LOS Mode Control Buttons (Line of Sight)

Because Line of Sight is vitally important for many operational functions, including observation, DF targeting,
communications, and cover/concealment, there are two easy to use tools provided for it.
The first is the “Point to Point” tool, which displays detailed LOS results between two specific locations. It is best used for
situations such as:





Determining optimal exact unit positioning against known enemy units and/or other definitive features.
Setting up DF TRPs.
Assisting in specific targeting decisions.
Analyzing the effectiveness of discrete observation or direct fire conditions.

The second method is the “Area LOS Check”. This displays the LOS results from a single spotting location to all of the
locations around it within a certain radius. It is appropriate for:





Determining general movement objective areas.
Identifying movement routes that offer cover/concealment.
Highlighting terrain contours, including elevation and cover/concealment.
Displaying all locations that have good sighting to/from a particular location.

2-1.2.4.1 Point to Point LOS
The “Point to point” LOS is determined between a single spotting location, and a single target location. After clicking the
button, left click on the spotting location, followed by a left click to select the target location.
A line will be displayed on the map between the locations, and the detailed results shown in the LOS Cross-section
display:

Figure 24: The LOS Cross-section Display showing blockage, ground elevations and above- ground terrain.
The Cross Section panel shows the cross-section of the ground surface (in brown), along with any above ground terrain
(in colors identified in the Legend panel below it). The spotting and target points are shown with the red and white
squares (“S” = spotter, “T” = target), and the LOS line is drawn between them. The absolute and above-ground elevation
of each point is shown in green at the bottom right. If a unit is not being used for either the spotter or target, by default an
AGL elevation of 1 meter is used. Otherwise, the actual AGL of the unit, including its intrinsic height is used instead.
At the lower right of the cross-section panel the text will indicate if the target is silhouetted (making it easier to spot and
target), and below that actual range in meters is shown along with the current maximum sighting distance. The maximum
sighting distance is set at the start of the scenario.
Below the Legend panel, detailed information about the LOS is shown. On the left, both the outbound (from spotter to
target), and inbound (target to spotter) LOS results are shown. These will not always be the same, given that units are
usually assumed to position themselves to take advantage of terrain as far as possible to maximize their sighting
capabilities out of their location, while making it as hard as possible for they themselves to be seen. These effects are
customizable, and are set as the Spotter and Target LOS blocking Percentage Modifiers when a scenario is created.
Next to the LOS results text, a series of values will be displayed when the mouse pointer is moved over the cross-section
display. These values correspond to the point in the LOS under the cursor, and include:











LOC (location number);
Base Loc Elev (the nominal or “center of the location” elevation);
Cx and Cy (the absolute coordinates of the point, in meters from the upper left corner of the map);
[ ] (the interval);
Ground Elev (the modified ground elevation - using smoothing and triangulation, if enabled);
Interval in Hex (the distance the interval spends in the location, used for adding LOS blocking as a proportion of
total location size);
LOS Elev (the absolute elevation of the LOS in meters);
Bk Pts (LOS blocking points for the interval);
Ter El (maximum terrain height in the location AGL, in meters);
Rng (the range to the point from the spotter, in meters).

At the bottom of the form, two buttons allow players to cycle through known units present in either the spotting or target
location. If a button is grayed-out, it indicates that no known unit is present in that location.
To select another LOS, click [Close] and click on the map as before to select the two locations.
To return to the main mode, click on the depressed Point to Point LOS button, or click the Cancel Orders button (see
above).

2-1.2.4.2 Area LOS
The area LOS shows the LOS blocking to all of the locations within a certain radius of the selected spotting location.
Shades of white/gray/black are used to show the results, where white is completely open (less than 10% blocking) and
black is completely blocked (100% blocking). A legend is shown at the top of the map to the right of the control buttons,
and the screen will appear similar to this:

Figure 25: The area LOS display. The spotting location is red, while gray shades show the percent blocked.
Black indicates the LOS is completely blocked.
Locations without any shading were not checked – they were further than the specified radius.
The radius and “dot” display sizes are set on the Preferences form, under the Display tab, as shown here:

Figure 26: Adjusting the Area LOS display settings.
To check another spotting location, simply click on the map.
To clear the map display and return to the main mode, click on the depressed Area LOS button, or click the Cancel
Orders button (see above).

2-1.2.5 Turn Control Buttons

The buttons allow players to quickly end their turn or replay the previous turn's combat and activity.

2-1.2.5.1 Replay Entire Combat Phase
Clicking this button brings up a complete visual replay of the last combat phase, exactly as if the player were watching it in
“real time”. The display control options on the Combat Phase Report Form function exactly as they do during a “live
replay”, allowing players to adjust the amount/level of information displayed, along with any delays, pauses, animations,
and sounds.

Figure 27: Last Turn Action Replay
The Combat Phase Report Form is covered in more detail later in the manual.

2-1.2.5.2 Show Combat Phase Summary
This option replays the last turn's action, but includes only general summaries of the phase activities. Because it is much
less detailed, it is also faster to run.

2-1.2.5.3 End Turn
Clicking this button ends the current player’s turn. Depending on the situation, control either switches control to the other
player (human or AI), or moves to the combat phase execution. Players are always given the option to save the game at
the end of their turn; in PBeM situations the file is then sent to the other player.

2-1.3 The Force Tree
The Force Tree shows all of the units in the Task Force, including those that have been destroyed. The Force Tree does
not show flank units.
The units are arranged in the order set at the start of the scenario. Each indent represents one lower level and the lines
show the direct command assignments. The force tree may be condensed or expanded using the standard Windows “+”
(expand) and “-“ (condense) icons to the left of the HQ units. The only exception is the TF HQ; it can never be
condensed. By default, the tree view is drawn expanded.

Figure 28: The Tree View (Fully Expanded).

Figure 29The Tree View (Fully Condensed).

As previously stated, the indents and lines are used to show the relationship of units within the force. Subordinate units
are always indented from their higher HQ, and connected with a line. In the example (Expanded) above, for instance, the
A US Rifle Company, B US Artillery Battery, and C Attack Helo Company are directly under the TF HQ. The 1st Rifle
Platoon is under the A Rifle Company, and so on.

2-1.3.1 Force Tree Icons
Single icons are used to show the status of the units. In most cases these icons represent the strength of the unit, but
they can also note morale status, paradrops, and missiles. The icons, in order of precedence are:
Unit has been auto-evacuated (removed from the game, but not destroyed).
Unit surrendered to the enemy.
Unit has been destroyed.
Unit is In-Flight/Missile.
Unit is in the air (paradrop).
Unit is a reinforcement that has not yet arrived.
Unit has not been placed or is not “in play” for some other reason.
Unit is Wavering.
Unit is Broken
Unit is Berserk.
Unit is Running For Cover.
Unit is Disrupted (after a paradrop landing).

Unit is at Full Strength.
Unit is at Medium Strength.
Unit is at Low Strength.
Only one icon is shown for each unit. If a unit would qualify for one or more icons, for example, full strength and broken,
the icon shown will be the highest in order of precedence in the chart above.

2-1.3.2 Text Additions
The following text strings are added before or after the standard unit name to show status or command chain:
String

Before/After

Description

[Evacuated]

Before

The unit has been permanently damaged and has been evacuated from the
game. It is not considered destroyed, but it plays no further part in the
scenario.

[Spt]

Before

The AI considers the unit to be in direct support and will not move it until either
the action moves out of range or the unit itself is threatened.

(Psgr)

Before

The unit is a passenger on another unit (not used for composite units).

(IP)

Before

The unit is in an IP, or for composite unit, all of the non-passenger type
subunits are in an IP.

(IP*)

Before

Composite unit only: Some of the composite unit’s non-passenger units are in
an IP, while some aren’t.

(Det)

Before

The unit is a detachment (voluntarily or combat induced)

(?)

After quantity

The information is more than one pulse old (not completely current)

Group
.../.../.../ TF

After

The unit is a Composite Unit Group.

After

The unit’s chain of command, using first text “block” of the name in each unit
in the chain separated by slashes.

<< Leader

After

Assigned leader name.

(Reinf [turn])

After

The unit is a reinforcement. The entry turn is shown in brackets.

Face: h / t

After

The approximate cardinal hull (h) and turret (t) facing directions.

(Loaded)

After

The unit is carrying passengers. For composite units, this is shown if any
subunit is carrying a passenger unit that is not part of the composite unit.

(All Loaded)

After

Composite unit: all non-carrier type subunits are loaded within the composite
unit.

(Part Loaded)

After

Composite unit only: some, but not all, non-carrier type subunits are loaded
within the composite unit.

(X Loaded)

After

Composite unit only: Cross-loaded - at least one non-carrier type subunit is
loaded on a unit not within the composite unit.

NOTE: These strings are also used for the “mouse-over” text shown on the map.

2-1.3.3 Force Tree Mouse Actions
Moving the mouse cursor over a unit in the
Tree View will shown its current strength
and weapon system in the text box just
under the Force Tree. This is known as a
“mouse over”.
In the example to the right, the 1st US Rifle
Platoon unit is comprised of five “Infantry
(R)”.

Left clicking on a unit will scroll the map to
its current location, highlight the unit, and
show its movement path, if applicable.
The color used for the highlight and path
display can be adjusted in the Preferences
Form (Main Menu | Preferences).

Right clicking on a unit will bring up the Unit
Data Form. This provides detailed
information about the unit and its current
status. This form is covered in more detail
later in the manual.
The Unit Information form also allows for the
unit name and some other values to be
changed, depending on the current turn and
situation.

2-1.3.4 Composite Unit Mode
Units are displayed on the Force Tree using the current Composite Unit Mode setting. If the Composite Units Mode is off,
each subunit will be shown individually on the Force Tree. Otherwise, only one entry will appear for the group. In this
case, the loaded status of the Composite Unit HQ subunit will be shown. Here are some examples:

Figure 30: Composite Unit Mode - ON.

Figure 31: Composite Unit Mode - OFF.

Strength icons are averaged for the entire composite unit. Averaging does not apply to morale state, however, since all
units in a Composite Unit must have the same morale state.
To toggle the Composite Unit Mode setting, use Main Menu | Display | Composite Unit Mode.
Composite units were covered in brief previously in the manual, and will also be discussed in more detail in a later
section.

2-1.4 Map/Location Information Panel
This panel is located at the bottom right of the main form, and
provides information on the location under the mouse, plus
current general game conditions.
The top portion of this panel details the terrain in the location
under the mouse:
LOC: the location ID number.
ELEV: the ground surface elevation, in meters above sea
level.
TER: the terrain types in the location. Cosmetic types
(i.e. ones that have no effect), are not shown.
LOS: the base LOS blocking % from terrain in the
location. Terrain LOS blocking values are set in the TEC
Data Table.
CONCEAL: The amount of concealment provided by
terrain. Terrain Concealment values are set in the TEC
Data Table.
COVER: The amount of cover (protection) provided by
terrain. Terrain Cover values are set in the TEC Data
Table.



SCN FOLIAGE: The scenario foliage level
setting, in percent (of full/normal summer foliage).
This value is used to model seasonal or location
differences in leaf quantity/density and may be
more than 100%. It is set in the initial scenario setup process.

The bottom section of the panel details other objects in the location, as well as the current conditions:
UNITS: the number of friendly / enemy units present.
Objects and civilians are counted as “enemy”.
IPs: the number of known Improved Positions.
MINEFIELDS: the number of known minefields (any
type).
SENSORS: the number of known sensorfields (any
type).
BRIDGES: the number of known bridges (any type).
DF TARGETS: the number of pre-planned DF Targets
(reference points) in the location.
IF TARGETS: the number of pre-planned IF Targets
(reference points) in the location.

Temp: The current temperature in °C.
Precip: the precipitation (rain/snow/etc.) level, in %.
Wind: the sustained wind speed in Kph and
meteorological direction (i.e., “from/out of”).
Clouds: the cloud cover, in %
Illum: the current ambient illumination level in %
where 100% = a bright sunny day).
Time: the scenario time (hh:mm in 24 hour format).
Elapsed: how many minutes the current scenario
has been underway. The “~” indicates approximate.
LOS: The maximum LOS sighting range.
Note: All of these values (except elapsed time) are set
as part of the scenario creation process.

Section 2-2: The Location Information Form
The Location Information Form provides detailed information about map locations, and the units and terrain features in
them. It is updated as the mouse moves across the screen.

Figure 32: The free-floating Location Information Form.
Additionally it has toggles for the various map overlay displays equal to the ones on the Main Menu | Display pull down.
The overlays are broken down into categories, general and player specific:
General overlays are force neutral, and do not take into account a force’s composition or mission.
•
•
•
•

Elevation - the ground elevation of a location.
Concealment - the amount of terrain LOS blocking in a location.
Ground Speed - how fast an “average” unit can move through a location.
Chem/Dust/Smoke - the amount of chemical agents, smoke, and/or dust present in a location.

Player specific overlays take into account the force’s weapons, capabilities, mission and force arrangement on the map.
For example, if a player is attacking East to West, a North-Sound road is much less valuable than an East-West one.
•
•
•
•
•

Sighting - a combined measure of the quality and quantity of what can be seen visually from a location.
Protection - the amount of cover, or protection from fire, afforded by the terrain in a location.
Movement - the average speed of a force’s units though terrain in directions most likely to be used.
Obstacle - the best places for the force to place movement obstacles (counter-mobility operations).
Worth Seeing - a measure of how valuable a location is to see, for example a crossroads or bridge would be more
important to observe that an empty field.

The command and control toggles are used to turn off and on the formation overlay graphics:
•
•

Formation pointers - lines drawn between a headquarters unit and both its higher headquarters and its subordinate
units. The colors of the lines are set in Main Menu | Preferences | Map Colors.
Command Radius - a hatched circle showing the extent of the headquarters unit’s unimpaired command radius.
Additional time is required to communicate with units outside of this area; for example, it will take longer to send
movement orders or to receive SITREP’s. The command radius is determined from the HQ unit’s communications
equipment, level, and the average terrain and roughness of the map area.

Figure 33: The command radius and formation pointers for the A US Tank Company HQ.
The Display Units/Objects settings are used to parse though the effects of FOW (fog of war). Specifically, they limit the
units and objects displayed by how long ago they were last sighted. The longer that time period, the more likely it is that
the unit may have moved or changed its situation.
•
•

Sighted - show only units and objects currently sighted (friendly and enemy)
n Min - show only units and objects that were sighted within the last n minutes, and, if sighted by other units, that
have been reported via SITREP.

Section 2-3: The Off-map Display
The default available playing area for a TSS scenario measures approximately 6500 Km x 6500 Km (based on a scale of
100 meters per location), with the map’s upper left corner centered within the total area. While it is not impossible for the
playing map to take up this entire area, it is extremely unlikely, and most maps will only occupy a small percentage of the
available playing area. The rest of the playing area is known as “off-map”.
The Off-map Display is used to access off-map areas, which cannot be shown or selected from the Main Screen map. At
minimum zoom, the display covers the entire playing area, using labeled distance “rings” to show the range from the
“center” point (the upper left corner of the visible map). All active units must be located within this area (or be on the main
map).

Figure 34: The default Long-Range (off-map) display. The Main Screen map is the gray rectangle near the center.
The blue dots are friendly units. The light gray line shows the currently selected unit’s movement path (a KC-10
refueling aircraft orbiting the battle area).
Locations and units can be placed and selected from the off-map just as for the main map, by right or left clicking on them.
Likewise, “hot” units and off-map locations are identified by the colored square.
Off-map locations are similar to on-map ones, in that they can be occupied by units, and those units can perform most of
the combat activities that they can on map such as moving, firing, and sighting. However, there are some differences:
•
•
•
•

All off-map locations are all the same elevation - the average of the visible map.
Off-map locations have only a single terrain - they use the first one defined in the TEC.
Off-map locations have no hexlines or hexsides, or bridges.
Obstacles, IP’s and other constructions can not be placed in off-map locations.

2-3.1 Using a Background Map/Picture For the Offmap Display
If desired, users can replace the green shaded background with maps or pictures. This allows for a quicker appreciation
of where the offmap locations and units are in relation to the main battle area.

Figure 35: Using a larger-scale map for the Offmap Display background. The map scale is used to determine the
display size (so it matches with the location scale).
To add a picture, click the “Change Background” button on the Offmap Form. You can then select the picture or map
graphic to use (in BMP or JPG format). The graphic must be scaled so that 1 pixel (on the graphic) equals 1000 meters
(on the ground). You should also insure that the center point of the graphic coincides with the upper left corner of the
main map area.
The following multiplier examples apply for map graphics scanned at 300 pixels per inch:
Original Map Scale
1 : 36,000,000
1: 12,000,000
1 : 10,000,000
1 : 4,500,000
1 : 2,250,000
** Lower scales are not recommended

Section 2-4: The Load Scenario Form

Graphic Size Multiplier
168.96%
56.31%
46.93%
21.12%
10.56%

After selecting to load either a standard saved
game file, or a scenario, the Load a Scenario
Form will be displayed (shown at right). This form
provides players with information on the available
saved game files, and allows one to be selected
to load and play.
To change the search folder, click [Change
Folder/Browse]. The current search folder path
appears under the button.
To get information for a particular game, select it
from the Scenario Files (upper) list box. The
following information is displayed:
• The game name (if it has one).
• A picture file associated with the file (if set by
the creator).
• The mission for each player/force.
• Whether a force is human or AI controlled by
default.
• The current status – either the current turn
number, or “set-up phase”.
• The map used.
• A text description (if entered by the creator).
• The end turn.

Figure 36: Loading a saved game/scenario. The bottom left
section displays only when loading scenarios.

Files can be sorted alphabetically (by name), by the size (in terms of a combination of map area and number of units),
difficulty (based on unit types present, missions, and the amount of terrain on the map), or CPU Demand (the amount of
computer resources needed to run the scenario, which also roughly translates into how fast it will execute).
When loading a scenario, as opposed to a standard saved game, players also have the option of setting the control of
each force (AI vs. human), adjusting the ending turn (game length), and also resetting or modifying the Fog of War (FOW)
level.

Section 2-5: The Scenario Control Form

After selecting the file to load (scenario or normal), the Scenario
Control Form will appear. This form allows players to set the control
and Fog of War (FOW) levels of each force, as well as adjust the
Expert Level setting.
Setting both forces to AI control will result in a game that runs itself to
completion without any human intervention or actions (“unattended
mode”).
Setting both players to human control allows for either “hotseat” or
“PBeM” games between two or more opponents, or allows a single
player to control both forces.
The FOW settings adjust the realism of intelligence and knowledge of
friendly and enemy forces. Off is the least realistic (but simplest),
while Level 4 is the most realistic (but most complicated).
The Expert Level determines how much information is shown to a
player, and what command options he has. The “Novice” level acts
as a limit to protect new players from being overwhelmed, while Level
3 offers full access.
For additional information on these settings, please see the section
on setting up a new game, later in the manual.

Section 2-6: The AI Settings Form
In games where at least one player is AI controlled,
this form allows players to customize AI performance
as well what they can observe during the run. It will
appear when the game is initially loaded, and also at
the start of the set-up phase.
The specific settings are:
Movement Default: The AI uses this setting to place
priority on terrain effects when determining movement
paths. “Direct” and “Semi-direct” paths focus on the
shortest distance, “Speed” paths on the quickest time,
and “Tactical” on the best cover and concealment
along the route.
Fidelity Resolution Values: These adjustments allow
users to gain execution speed (i.e., the program will
run faster), at the expense of AI competence and
model fidelity. The current settings are displayed on
the Main Form, to the right of the Command Buttons,
as shown here:

Figure 37: The Scenario Control Form allows
basic game situation adjustments.

The user-settable fidelity values are:

•

Combat Resolution: This setting allows basic
firing results (impact angle/point, velocity,
penetration, etc.) to be applied to multiple
rounds in the same burst, without having to
recalculate them for each round.
For example, if the first round in a 10-round
burst is determined to hit a target on the side
and penetrate 50mm, then these same results
could be used “as-is” for other rounds in the
burst without having to recompute them.

Figure 38: The AI Settings Form allows players to adjust AI
performance vs. execution time and other game settings.
Regardless of this setting, damage assessment is always on a per round basis (i.e., the effects of the common
50mm of penetration will be determined for each round individually). Fine: Calculate each round; Normal: Apply
results to up to 5 rounds; Quick: Apply results to up to 10 rounds.

•

LOS Resolution: Sets whether “auto-smoothing” is used when determining LOS’s. Auto-smoothing reduces
artificial “steps” in the LOS ground cross-section; these steps arise due to the limitation of a location having a
single elevation which can't capture slopes in each direction. Inaccurate steps are more prevalent in maps with
high elevation changes, and they can create artificial “dead-zones” in the models. Fine: Use auto-smoothing;
Quick: No smoothing.

•

Targeting Resolution: This setting applies to the AI targeting routines, and determines how many “good” targets
the AI will evaluate in detail before deciding which is the best one. In this case, a target is considered “good” if it
meets the firing unit/force SOP values, is possible to engage with some probability of causing damage and/or
suppression, and if it will not cause likely friendly casualties. Fine: Evaluate most or all targets; Normal:
Evaluate a few targets; Quick: Evaluate one or two targets.

•

Aircraft Resolution: Regulates how frequently sighting and anti-aircraft fire checks are made against moving
aircraft. The less frequent the checks, the less likely aircraft are to be sighted and/or engaged. However, the
sighting and firing checks against aircraft are extremely resource-intensive, so adjusting this value for scenarios
with a large number of aircraft can result in dramatically faster execution times. Sighting time adjustments from
this value are randomized, so that the actual times will vary around the average. Fine: Sight continuously (each
location/hex moved into); Normal: Sight every 30 seconds or so; Quick: Sight every 1 min or so.

•

Command Resolution: This setting determines whether a unit's communications state/status is determined once,
at the beginning of the pulse (disregarding subsequent overloads or other effects of incoming and outgoing
messages), or if it is recalculated fresh each time a message is sent/received. Fine: Recalculate at the instant
each message is sent/received; Quick: Use the initial value for the entire pulse.

•

Movement Resolution: Used by the movement AI routines, these settings determine how much time the AI
spends on analyzing potential objectives and paths for units.
1. Resolution: This value determines how many potential objective locations are considered before issuing a
unit with movement orders. The more objectives examined, the better the AI's tactical strategy, but each
objective also requires that one (or more) movement paths be determined as part of the process. This can be
a time-consuming process, especially on maps with limited general mobility. The value is also used in the
airstrike routines to determine the best specific targets and weapon release points once a general target has
been selected. Fine: Evaluate most or all; Normal: Evaluate a few; Quick: Evaluate one or two.
2. Seconds per Unit: This is the absolute maximum time, in seconds, that the AI will spend trying to move a
single unit, including checking for alternate destinations if a path can not be found to the original (due to a
single path time out, above, or other condition). When this limit is imposed before a path is found, the unit is
not issued any orders.
3. Seconds per Waypoint: This is the maximum amount of time, in seconds, that the AI will spend attempting to
determine a movement path between any two points for a single unit. If a path is not found in this time, the AI
will move on and attempt to determine a path to a different destination or simply abandon the attempt,
depending on how much time has already been spent with the unit (see above).

View From Player Perspective: These settings determines what users are shown during the combat phase:
• Player 1: The display will be that of the Player #1 (Blue) Force Commander’s perspective (including Fog of War
(FOW)).
• Player 2: The display will be the Player #2 (Red) Force commander’s perspective (again, including FOW).
• Umpire. When viewing as an umpire, Fog of War is completely ignored, so everything is reported as it actually
occurs without regard to the player or force involved. However, normal FOW is maintained in the modeling; this
setting affects only the map display.
• Reporting Detail Level: This setting determines how much combat results information is shown to players. At
level 1, players are shown only general summaries, while at level 6 the information includes detailed penetration
values as well as the LOS cross-sectional display, among other things. The reporting level does not adjust any
applicable FOW considerations; information that is not known is not shown.
• Auto-Save: Checking the box next to this option will save AI vs. AI games periodically after the entered number of
turns (where 1 means it is saved after each turn, 2 after every other turn, etc.). Games are saved automatically to
the folder “\Auto Turn Saves” under the main program folder. This option is only applicable to AI vs. AI games
(where both layers are AI controlled).
Orders Processing: These settings control how often the AI issues new movement orders to units under its control.
• Update Orders Every N seconds: This setting controls how often the AI will check to issue movement orders to its
force, in “game time”. For example, if this is set to 60 seconds, then after each minute of game time elapses
(rounded to the combat pulse), the AI will issue movement orders. Lower values result in longer games, but give
the AI force better responsiveness and capability. Orders other than movement (DF, IF, CADS, etc) are not
affected by this setting, they are always given once per pulse.
• AI Units Complete Existing Orders Before Updating: When checked, the AI will not issue movement orders to a unit
until the unit has completely exhausted all previous orders (the unit’s movement command queue is empty). Using
this option can make for faster running games, but also reduces the AI force’s responsiveness.
Mode: This value determines how often the game will return to the orders phase (allowing the human player to view the
current situation and/or issue orders):
• Non-Stop: The game will progress directly from one combat phase to another until the scenario is complete (the
end turn is reached). The sequence will never be interrupted by an orders phase.
• Periodic: The game will run through 5 combat phases in a row, and then enter the orders phase.
• Each Turn: The game sequence will proceed normally; each turn will have an orders phase.

Note: A separate setting allows for a return to the orders phase on after any enemy contact occurs (temporarily
overriding the values above). This value is set using the Main Menu | Preferences form, discussed later in the
manual.
Composite Unit Mode On: If checked, composite units will be used for display and orders purposes. Otherwise, each
unit will be shown and accessed individually. Composite Units were mentioned previously at the start of this section, and
are also covered in more detail later in the manual.
NOTE: As previously mentioned, during the game these settings can be viewed/edited at any time by using the
Preferences Form (Main Menu | Preferences). The Preferences Form will be covered later in the manual.

Section 2-7: Staff Officer Screens
To help players sift through the available information and make good decisions, the TSS makes available a full set of Staff
Officer assistance screens. The staff is the equivalent of what you would find in a standard US Army combat unit, and
each staff officer provides the player with information and critical notices for a specific functional area.

2-7.1 General Characteristics of Staff Officer Screens

Figure 39: The functional areas common to all staff officer screens.
Each staff officer screen contains 4 major functional areas. The first is the Unit Information Window, which shows either
friendly or enemy units, limited by the staff officer’s specialty. For example, the S-1 (Personnel) Officer shows all friendly
units in play, the S-2 (Intelligence Officer) shows only enemy units, while the ALO (Air Liaison Officer) display is limited to
friendly air units.
Units in the Unit Information Window are sorted and color-coded according to criteria set by the player in the Sort Criteria
and Status Indicator areas. This makes it easy to see the general condition of the force, and also to identify individual
units that are in a critical condition, and to take timely and appropriate actions.
Left clicking on units in the Unit Information Window will scroll the map to their current location, and highlight them.
Right clicking on units in the Unit Information Window will bring up the detailed Unit Information screen (friendly units
only).

The Sort Criteria allows players to pick some relevant unit condition, and have the units appear sorted by that criterion.
For example, units could be sorted by morale, so that the best and the worst would be easily identified. Selecting
“Formation” means the units will appear in the same order as the Force Tree.
Status Indicators are used to color-code the unit entries based on their current level of some relevant factor. The
available colors are red, yellow and green, and the user can set the “levels” for each. For example, the user could set red
for units with morale less than 50, yellow for morale levels between 50 and 75, and use green for all others.
Staff officers also provide relevant comments and suggestions, and will point out areas they feel need extra attention from
the player.
Some staff officers have the ability to issue orders to a player’s force or perform some function automatically. If so, an
action button will appear at the bottom of the screen.
A slide-bar control allows the human player to set the aggressiveness level of the AI when giving orders to his force,
affording some control over the choices the AI will make. More aggressive AI tends to favor speed over protection, and
engaging as soon and as often as possible as opposed to conserving ammunition and remaining hidden until high
obtaining good kill probabilities and/or value targets. The slide-bar control is at the bottom of each staff officer form,
whether that staff officer can issue orders or not.

2-7.2 S-1: Personnel Officer

Figure 40: The S-1 (Personnel) Officer screen.
The S-1 officer provides information on friendly unit strength, morale, and leaders. As units lose strength and morale,
they are less able to accomplish their mission.
The S-1 screen fields are:









Units: The name of each unit.
Weapon: The weapon system assigned to that unit. An asterisk (*) denotes a composite unit - the weapon
system of the group HQ is shown.
Qty: The number of weapons systems present in the unit.
Strength: The ratio of the unit’s current strength to the starting strength.
Morale Level: The current morale level of the unit 0 (Bad) to 100 (Good).
Morale State: The current morale state (normal, wavering, broken, or berserk).
Leader: If a leader is assigned to the unit, and able to perform leadership functions, the leader’s name is shown.
Leaders that have been killed or seriously wounded are removed from the scenario.
Comments: Comments on the unit’s current status or other pertinent information.

2-7.3 S-2: Intelligence Officer

Figure 41: The S-2 (Intelligence) Officer screen.
The S-2 officer provides information on the known and estimate enemy force, as well as the current weather. As the
scenario progresses and more of the enemy force becomes known, the estimates of the enemy’s force will become more
accurate.
The S-2 screen fields are:






Units: The description of the enemy unit, as known through the scenario FOW (fog of war) level.
Sector: The relative position of the enemy unit in relation to the friendly axis of advance/start line (left, right,
center). Note: the sector value is meaningless for “free set up” (no start line) scenarios.
Detection Unit/Method: this column that shows the original source of the information for the enemy unit. Sources
of information include the pre-scenario disclosure activities, SITREP’s from friendly units, radio intercept, radar
(including triangulation), and sensors.
Comments: Comments on the enemy unit’s current status or other pertinent information.

2-7.4 S-3: Operations Officer (Movement)

Figure 42: The S-3 (Operations) Officer screen.
The S-3 (Operations) officer provides information on friendly unit movement objectives, and comments on whether they
seem sufficient to accomplish the force’s mission in light of the known and estimated enemy forces. The S-3 will also
issue move orders to a player’s force, if desired.
One-click movement orders can be given from the S-3 screen by double-clicking on a unit (which automatically enters the
game in movement mode), and then selecting waypoints from the map. If the “adjutant mode” is on, the AI will handle all
of the path calculations, and speed settings without any further human input. Otherwise, the standard unit movement
form will be displayed allowing players to set these characteristics. One the movement orders have been accepted (or
canceled) for the unit, control returns to the S-3 form.
The S-3 screen fields are:







Units: The name of each unit.
Weapon: The weapon system assigned to that unit. An asterisk (*) denotes a composite unit - the weapon
system of the group HQ is shown.
Orders: This field indicates if the unit has any movement orders in its queue (yes/no). It also indicates if the unit
is loaded, or a passenger. Passenger units that have orders in their queue that will be executed upon
disembarking are noted with an asterisk (*). Special Note: Units may experience a delay before they begin
executing orders due to command and control lags or other factors; this is indicated by showing the text in orange
(pending), as opposed to green (executing).
Speed: The unit’s current speed in Kph.
Comments: Comments on the unit’s current movement status or other pertinent information.

2-7.5 S-4: Supply Officer

Figure 43: The S-4 (Supply) Officer screen.
The S-4 (Supply) officer provides information on the amount of ammunition units have on hand, and will assess the overall
force supply level. The S-4 will also issue orders for units low on ammunition to reduce their ROF (rate of fire) to
minimum levels, if desired.
The S-4 screen fields are:






Units: The name of each unit.
Weapon: The weapon system assigned to that unit. An asterisk (*) denotes a composite unit - the weapon
system of the group HQ is shown.
Gun (1-6) Ammo: This field shows how much ammunition remains on hand for each gun launcher (1-6) for each
general type of ammunition. Ammunition remaining is shown in minutes of fire remaining at standard nominal
weapon ROF. The general types of ammunition are: “AT” (anti-tank, including HEAT and large caliber/high
velocity solid projectiles), “AP” (anti-personnel, including high explosive, fragmentation or rapid fire small arms),
and “Ot” (Other, including mines, sensors, NBC, etc).
Comments: Comments on the unit’s current supply status or other pertinent information.

[Show All Unit vs. Unit Targeting]: This report is a detailed description of DF possibilities for the entire force. It lists
every friendly unit, and then it cycles through every known enemy unit evaluating it as a potential DF target for that
friendly unit. The results are then shown, either as ”OK!”, meaning that the enemy unit can be engaged, or “NO FIRE”,
which indicates that it can't. Additional details are then provided as to why firing is blocked, or the best gun/ammo
combination to use.

Figure 45: Complete force targeting results.
This analysis can take a while to complete, especially in large scenarios, so a progress bar is shown at the beginning of
the operation.

[Have AI Issue DF Targets to All Units]: Clicking this button will cause the AI to issue DF targeting orders to all friendly
units. In most cases, the AI will leave existing targeting orders unchanged, unless it determines that much better
opportunities are available.

2-7.7 Engineering Officer

Figure 46: The Engineering Officer screen.
The Engineering officer monitors all combat engineering operations undertaken by the force, whether specialized
engineer units are performing them or not. The Engineer also makes assessments of the most valuable types of
engineering operations within the force’s mission and the enemy situation.
The Engineering screen fields are:







Unit: The friendly unit performing the engineering operation.
Engr Op: The type of engineering operation being performed.
Sector: The sector and depth of the engineering operation location. Note: the sector value is meaningless for
“free set-up” (no start line) scenarios.
% Complete: The current completion percentage of the project (0-100%).
Mins to Complete: The estimate time to completion, in minutes, using currently allocated resources.
Comments: Comments on the current project/unit status or other pertinent information.

2-7.8 FSO: Fire Support Officer (Artillery)

Figure 47: The FSO (Fire Support Officer) screen.
The FSO (Fire Support Officer) handles IF (Indirect Fire) support missions fired by artillery, mortars, and rockets. The
FSO will call for (i.e., “establish”) IF missions for the entire force based on the current situation, if so desired (or the FSO
may determine that no additional IF missions are warranted).
The FSO screen fields are:











Firing Unit: The unit assigned to fire the IF mission. The same unit may appear multiple times in the list, however
only on mission may be fired at a time. Once one mission has been completed, the unit will become eligible to fire
others (after a delay to realign and target the guns).
Target: The mission target, with the description limited by current FOW levels.
Start Time: The time the mission will commence firing. The actual time (DAY HH:MM) is shown first, followed by
the game turn and pulse in parenthesis, e.g., (2/1) for turn 2, pulse 1. Note that this is the planned/earliest start
time. Because units can only fire one mission at a time, it is possible that high priority missions will delay the start
of lower priority ones.
Location: The current target location, either a numbered on-map location or off-map.
Rounds Fired/Left: This shows the total number of rounds already fired / remaining in the mission, followed by the
ammunition name.
Status: The current status of the mission: Pending (waiting to be fired); Firing Spot (firing spotting rounds - one at
a time until accuracy increases enough to FFE); Firing FFE (firing for effect - rounds are being fired at the mission
ROF setting); Firing DF (the IF mission has been interrupted because the unit was required to fire defensive DF);
OK to fire (the situation allows for firing as planned); Can’t Fire (the condition indicated prevents the mission from
being fired as planned).
Comments: Comments on the current mission status or other pertinent information.

“Auto-Assign Artillery Missions during turn” checkbox: if checked, the AI will automatically allocate IF missions for the
human player’s force. Otherwise, the AI will never assign IF missions.
Left clicking a mission on the grid will cause the mission target and firing unit to be identified on the map.
Right clicking a mission on the grid will also bring up the Arty/Fire Support Mission screen, which will display all of the
mission values.
To delete a mission: Right-click on the mission line of the grid. Click [Remove] from the Arty/Fire Support Mission form.
To edit a mission: Right-click on the mission line of the grid. Change the mission values using the Arty/Fire Support
Mission form. Click [OK] to save the changes (or [Cancel] to close the form without changing anything).

2-7.9 ALO: Air Liaison Officer (Close Air Support)

Figure 48: The ALO (Air Liaison Officer) screen.
The ALO (Air Liaison Officer) is concerned with CAS (close air support) missions being flown in support of the ground
forces. The ALO will call for (i.e., “establish”) CAS missions for the entire force based on the current situation, if so
desired (or the ALO may determine that no additional missions are warranted).
The ALO also provides information on paradrops.
The ALO screen fields are:










Air Unit: The aircraft unit assigned to the CAS mission. The same unit may appear multiple times in the list,
however only on mission may be executed at a time. Once one mission has been completed, the unit will become
eligible to execute others.
Mission Type: Either Air Strike (CAS) or Air Drop (parachute delivery of units).
Status: The current status of the mission: Pending (the mission has not yet started); n sec out / n Passes
Remaining (the aircraft is currently making a pass over the target/drop zone, the approximate next weapon
release time and number of passes remaining in the mission are shown); Mission Aborted (the mission has been
canceled for the reason shown); Mission Complete (the mission has been completed); Inbound/Outbound (used
for paradrops, indicates the relative aircraft position/flight path)
Target: The mission target, if CAS, with the description limited by current FOW levels. Otherwise, for airdrops
this indicates the center drop point.
Start Time: The time the mission will commence firing. The actual time (DAY HH:MM) is shown first, followed by
the game turn and pulse in parenthesis, e.g., (2/1) for turn 2, pulse 1. Note that this is the planned/earliest start
time. Because units can only fly one mission at a time, it is possible that high priority missions will delay the start
of lower priority ones.
Comments: Comments on the current mission status or other pertinent information.

[ ] Auto-Assign Air Missions during turn checkbox: if checked, the AI will automatically allocate CAS missions for the
human player’s force. Otherwise, the AI will never assign CAS missions. Note: the AI is not capable of and will never
assign airdrop missions, irrespective of this toggle setting. A human player must always set airdrops.
[ ] Show finished missions checkbox: if checked, air missions that have been completed will be shown in the grid.
Otherwise, only active and pending missions will appear.
Left clicking a mission on the grid will cause the mission target to be identified on the map.
Right clicking a mission on the grid will also bring up the Close Air Support (CAS) Missions screen, which will display all of
the mission values.

To delete a mission: Right-click on the mission line of the grid. Click [Remove] from the Close Air Support (CAS)
Missions form.
CAS missions may not be edited (only deleted).

2-7.10 Commo: Communications Officer

Figure 49: The Commo (Communications) Officer screen.
The communications officer keeps track of how long it takes for order and reports to travel to and from the line units. The
longer the times, the slower the force’s response to new orders, and the less information the commander will receive. The
Commo officer also reports on enemy jamming measures and general unit internal friction.
The Commo screen fields are:













Units: A complete list of all friendly units in the force.
In Command: Specifies whether the unit is within the Command Radius of its immediate acting HQ. Units outside
the command radius experience increased delays to receive orders and transmit reports. Command Radii defaults
are preset in the databases for each nation, and may be modified during the scenario creation process.
Command Delay: the current command delay in minutes and seconds, followed by (turns pulses). The command
delay is the time required to transmit orders to the unit, or receive reports from it.
Range to HQ: This is the range, in meters, between the unit and its current acting HQ. Above TF HQ indicates
that the next higher HQ is the HQ to which the TF HQ reports; this unit is never present, it is simulated instead,
and the command radius is assumed to be unlimited.
Delay % of Normal: This shows the current delay to the unit as a percent of “optimal”, to the fastest that is
theoretically possible using radio transmissions (based on the force command delay value).
Jamming: This indicates the percent of the expected delay time that is due to enemy jamming.
Mode: The current transmission method in use between the units: n/a (Start) (the command delay is ignored
during the set up phase); Data: (high speed data, including satellite linking, if available); Radio (standard LOS
dependent radio); Visual Signal (flags, arm/hand, smoke, or other visual signals); Messenger (a “runner” must be
dispatched between the units).
Friction: The internal unit friction delay, in seconds. Internal friction represents the time it takes to disseminate
and organize a unit to carry our received orders, and is often affected by leaders present with the unit.
Comments: Comments on the current communication status of the unit or other pertinent information.

If the force has satellites available, an additional button will be shown at the bottom of the form labeled: [Show
Satellite Availability]. Clicking this button brings up the Satellite Availability Form, described later in the manual.

2-7.11 Passenger/Carrier Loading Status
Keeping track of which units are loaded, and on what carriers can be a challenge, especially in scenarios with a lot of
passenger units. This is especially true for units which are part of composite units (such as infantry squads); if component
units become separated from the composite's HQ, they will be removed from the composite. This can greatly complicate
force management, and will cause disruption and fragmentation.
The Loading Status Form is invaluable in these situations, since it explicitly shows the loading relationships for the force in
several different ways: basic/by units, by passengers, by composite units and by cross-loading between composite units.
Cycling between these modes is accomplished by clicking the action button at the bottom of the form. The button caption
will change so that it always properly identifies the next form in the series.
Loading status applies to all carrier/passenger situations, including units on aircraft, ships,, etc. as well as those on
vehicles.
To display the Loading Status Form, use: Main Menu | Staff Officers | Unit Loading/Passenger Status.

2-7.11.1 Loading Status (Complete) View
This view shows the loading status of every unit in the force, listed in “formation” order (the same order as the Force
Tree).

Figure 50: Loading Status Form: Complete View
The “Load Status” column indicates whether the unit is a carrier (i.e., loaded with other units), is a passenger, or is not
loaded (neither a passenger or carrier).
The “Notes” section gives further information about the status, depending on whether the unit is a passenger or carrier.

Passenger Units:
Carrier Units:
• Passenger not in a comp group: The unit is not part
• CAR part of comp unit: The unit belongs to a
of any composite unit.
composite unit.
• Carrier not in a comp group: The unit's carrier is not
• All psgrs from same comp group: All of the
part of any composite unit.
passengers loaded on the unit are from the same
composite unit as the unit/carrier.
• Neither unit in a comp group: Neither the unit or its
• All psgrs from another comp group: The loaded
carrier are part of a composite unit.
passengers belong to composite units, but this
• Psgr/Carrier in same comp group: Both the unit and
composite unit is different than the one the
its carrier are in the same composite unit.
unit/carrier belongs to.
• Psgr/Carrier in different comp groups: The unit and
•
No
psgrs part of any comp group: None of the
its carrier are in different composite units. This is
loaded passengers belongs to a composite unit
known as “cross-loading”, and may indicate the
• N psgr same group: The quantity of passenger units
potential for fragmentation.
that belong to the same composite unit as the
unit/carrier.
• N psgr another group: The quantity of passenger
units that belong to a different composite unit as the
unit/carrier.
• N psgr no group: The quantity of passenger units
that do not belong to any composite unit.
Click [Show Loading Status By Carrier] to move to the next view/mode.

2-7.11.2 Loading Status (By Carrier) View
This view displays only currently-loaded carrier units; if a unit doesn't have at least one passenger, it will not be included.
For each unit displayed, the carrier is shown first, and its passengers are listed underneath.

Figure 51: Loading Status Form: Carrier View
As with the previous view, the “Notes” section gives further information, in this case concerning the relationship of the
passenger unit to the carrier. The options are more limited, however:
•
•
•

Passenger not in a comp group: The unit is not part of any composite unit.
Carrier not in a comp group: The unit's carrier is not part of any composite unit.
Neither unit in a comp group: Neither the unit or its carrier are part of a composite unit.

•
•

In same comp group: Both the unit and its carrier are in the same composite unit.
In different comp groups: The unit and its carrier are in different composite units. This is known as “crossloading”, and may indicate the potential for fragmentation.

Click [Show Composite Group Loading Status] to move to the next view/mode.

2-7.11.3 Loading Status (By Composite Unit) View
This view displays all of the currently defined composite units active in the scenario; if a unit doesn't belong to a composite
group, it will not be included. For each composite group displayed, the “Group” name shown first, with the constituent
units following in “Force Tree” order.

Figure 52: Loading Status Form: Carrier View
The “Carrier Unit/Passengers” column indicates if the unit is currently a passenger, carrier, or, if blank, neither. If the unit
is a passenger, the carrier unit will be displayed following the identifier “CAR:”. If the unit is a carrier, the total number of
units loaded on bard will be displayed as “N Passengers”.
The “Notes” section gives further information about the unit's status, depending on whether it is a passenger or carrier.
Passenger Units:
Carrier Units:
• Carrier is not part of a comp group: The unit's carrier
• All from this comp group: All of the passengers
is not part of any composite unit.
loaded on the unit belong to the composite unit.
• Same comp group: Both the unit and its carrier are
• All from another comp group: All of the loaded
in the same composite unit.
passengers belong to composite units other than the
one the unit/carrier belongs to.
• Carrier in different comp group: The unit and its
• No psgrs part of any comp group: None of the
carrier are in different composite units. This is
known as “cross-loading”, and may indicate the
loaded passengers belongs to a composite unit
potential for fragmentation.
• N psgr this group: The quantity of passenger units
that belong to the same composite unit as the
unit/carrier.
• N psgr another group: The quantity of passenger
units that belong to a different composite unit as the
unit/carrier.
• N psgr no group: The quantity of passenger units
that do not belong to any composite unit.

Click [Show Cross-loads...] to move to the next view/mode.

2-7.11.4 Loading Status (Cross-loading) View
Cross-loading is when a unit which belongs to one composite unit is loaded on a carrier which is a part of another
composite unit. This situations should be avoided unless absolutely necessary, since it becomes much more difficult to
keep all of the involved units together in the same location, and unplanned/unintended unloading can cause the
composite units to break apart (which occurs when sub-units are in different locations than the HQ unit).
This view will display all current cross-loading situations, ignoring the current user “Use Composite Units” setting.
Note: Composite units are covered in detail in other sections of the manual.

Section 2-8: Preference Settings
The preference settings allow users to customize a wide range of display and game function values. Some are intended to
make the game easier as players become more advanced, while others are designed to improve the graphical
representations and make them easier to see.
The Preferences menu is accessed though Main Menu | Preferences.

Figure 53: Preferences / Display Tab.
Display:
• Auto-Scroll: if checked, the map will automatically scroll when the mouse is placed near the map edge for a certain
period of time.
•

Mouse Auto-Scroll Band Width: the distance from the map edge the mouse must be placed to begin an auto-scroll
operation (in pixels).

•

Mouse Auto-Scroll Tracking Delay: the time that the mouse must remain in the Auto-Scroll band to begin an autoscroll operation (in milliseconds).

•

Start-up with Elevation Shading: if checked, the elevation shading display toggle will initially be set to ON when
the TSS program starts. Otherwise, it will be off. The toggle can be changed at any time during the game from the
Main Menu | Display menu.

•

Minimum Size to Show (per zoom level) : only units of this size or larger will be displayed on the map when viewed
at the zoom level specified. For example, if this is set to “Platoon”, any unit lower than that, such as squads and
sections, will not be shown on the map.

•

Overlay Dot Sizes : this setting controls how large the colored dots used by the overlay, area sighting, and other
routines appear on the map for each zoom level. If the value is set to zero, the dots will not be displayed at that
zoom level.

Units:
• [ ] Enable Composite Unit Mode: if checked, composite units will be displayed and listed as a single unit for subunits of the same type and in the same location. For example, an infantry squad defined as a composite unit which
is comprised of 4 sections of personnel subunits will appear as a single entity if all 4 sections are in the same
location.
•

[ ] Auto-Draw Stack Symbols: if checked, the program will draw a “stack” symbol when multiple units are in the
same location. Otherwise, up to 4 discrete symbols will be drawn per location, overlapping as necessary.

•

Status Dots: up to three status dots can be drawn on friendly unit symbols at zoom level 3 to reflect the unit’s
status in various areas.

LOS (Line of Sight):
• When using the Area LOS check, this is the maximum range from the spotting location at which Lines of Sight will
be checked. By setting this value to something less than the maximum LOS range, but reasonable for the force’s
weapons and situation, the time required to run the Area LOS can be greatly reduced.

Figure 54: Preferences / Map Colors Tab.
Map Colors:
• Selected Unit/Location Indicator Colors: these colors are used to identify the currently selected unit and/or location
on the map (known as the “hot” unit or “hot” location). The colors should be selected for good contrast with the
underlying map and other graphics. These colors are also used on the Off-map Display.
•

Formation Pointers: pointers are the lines drawn between a unit and its parent headquarters and subordinates.
The lines have two parts, the primary color identifies what the line is pointing to, while the secondary part is a thin
line drawn inside the primary one, and shows whether the link is within the command range or not.

•

Movement Path: this color will be used to draw the movement path of the selected (hot) unit on the map.

•

Map Unit Information Text: these are the colors that will be used in the unit and object information “pop-up boxes“
that appear on the map as the mouse is scrolled. The background of these boxes is always black. Map notes are
text strings and colored dots that can be placed on the map by players for reference purposes only. The [ ] Show
Unit Name, [ ] Show Weapons System and [ ] Show Unit Speed checkbox toggles control what information will
be shown on the map when the mouse cursor passes over friendly unit. If the box is checked, a text string with that
toggle’s information will be displayed.

Figure 55: Preferences / Unit Colors
Unit Colors:
• Player: select the player to which to assign the current unit color scheme. A player’s force, mission, and starting
edge are set when creating a new scenario.
•

Example Sym : one of the unit symbols from those available in the symbol set is shown as an example of how the
currently selected color scheme will look on the map. To see a different symbol, click the [Show Prev Sym In List]
or [Show Next Sym In List] button.

•

Color 1: click on the color swatch to select the “outside” color.

•

Color 2: click on the color swatch to select the “inside” color.

•

Color 3: click on the swatch to select the “line” color.

•

Set to High-Contrast Default: clicking this button will reset the symbol color scheme to the default values of
magenta, white and black.

•

[ ] Add Nation Flag: this toggle causes a small flag of the unit’s nation to be displayed in the upper left corner of
large symbols, if the selected player’s nation has been assigned one. Flags for each nation are set in the DataView
editor.

•

Reset: clicking this button returns the color scheme to its original value before any changes were made.

Figure 56: Preferences / Game Values
Game Values:
Note: Some of these settings were covered previously in the manual under the AI Settings Form; their descriptions are
repeated here for convenience.
•

Current Expert Setting: the expert setting makes games easier for less-experienced players by performing many
command functions automatically, as well as simplifying some of the more advanced aspects of the game system,
such as FOW (fog of war).

•

Auto Advance Mode: these toggles allow for the scenario to be run in a “hands-off” mode until some kind of action
occurs. They are especially convenient at the beginning and ending phases of the scenario, when the forces are
either moving into or out of contact. The toggle settings are:
o [ ] Run Game Non-stop: if checked, the scenario will run to the set end turn without stopping or entering
a human orders phase (AI orders phases will still be executed normally, however).
o [ ] Turn Auto Advance: when checked, the scenario will run without stopping for the specified number of
turns.
o [ ] Stop Auto-Advance On Combat: when this setting is checked, it will terminate all auto-run processes
when any form of combat action occurs (DF, IF, CAS, etc.). It has no effect for games being run normally
(turn by turn).

•

[ ] Override AI Control When Manually Setting Targets: this toggle applies ONLY to composite units, and only when
the Composite Unit mode is ON. When it is checked, the user will be able to set targets for Composite Units;
otherwise their targeting is completely in the hands of the AI (and can not be modified by a human player). When
human-selected targets are applied to a composite unit, all sub-units within the composite unit share those targets;
no modifications are made based on the ability of the various weapons in the sub-units to engage those targets.

Figure 57: Preferences / General
General:
Note: Some of these settings were covered previously in the manual under the AI Settings Form; their descriptions are
repeated here for convenience.
•

[ ] Override Scenario Settings: Settings are stored in two places – “globally”, as part of the program, and “locally”,
as part of the scenario,.
o Global settings are stored in a file named: “Poa2prefs.DAT”, and are used as initial values for all newly
created scenarios. This file is updated whenever changes are made, so that it effectively stores the last
settings that a user selects.
o Local settings, by contrast are saved with the scenario file itself.
o By default, the settings saved with the scenario take precedence over those saved globally, unless this
box is checked. In that case, the preferences will be set to the global values – or whatever was “last set”.

•

Auto Save: these settings enable the computer to automatically save the current game at set intervals for easy
recovery in case of a program crash or system failure, as well as asking if the user would like to load the most
current game found in the main program directory the game initially starts up. Auto-saved games are saved in the
standard Saved Games sub-folder under the main program, with the name: Autosave.OPS, or Autosave
(SetUp).OPS (depending on the current turn).

•

Combat Action Reporting: the Game Message Delay setting determines how long most of the “pop-up” type
messages will be displayed before disappearing, as well as the combat reports.
o [ ] Use Sounds and [ ] Use Animations enable sound and animation effects in the player orders as well
as combat phase.
o [ ] Write Combat Results to File enables users to save the text combat reports to a file (new reports are
appended to the end of the file, so make sure to use different file names between scenarios).

•

Show These Dialogs: these toggles allow users to customize the error messages the program will show. All of the
messages in the list also contain a “Do not show me this message again” type check box when they appear on the
screen, but even if a user “checks” the box on that form, the setting can be reset here.

•

Force Tree Stats: if selected, the unit text shown in the force tree will include the unit’s current speed (in Kph),
and/or strength (in percent).

•

Fog Of War Settings: this allows users to change the scenario’s current FOW level for one or both players, as long
as the FOW level hasn’t been “locked” (as for 2 player games). Once locked, the FOW setting can’t be changed.

Figure 58: Preferences / Performance
Performance:
Note: Some of these settings were covered previously in the manual under the AI Settings Form; their descriptions are
repeated here for convenience.
•

Combat Resolution: This setting allows basic firing results (impact angle/point, velocity, penetration, etc.) to be
applied to multiple rounds in the same burst, without having to recalculate them for each round.
o For example, if the first round in a 10-round burst is determined to hit a target on the side and penetrate
50mm, then these same results could be used “as-is” for other rounds in the burst without having to
recompute them.
o Regardless of this setting, damage assessment is always on a per round basis (i.e., the effects of the
common 50mm of penetration will be determined for each round individually).
o Fine: Calculate each round; Normal: Apply results to up to 5 rounds; Quick: Apply results to up to 10
rounds.

•

LOS Resolution: Sets whether “auto-smoothing” is used when determining LOS’s. Auto-smoothing reduces
artificial “steps” in the LOS ground cross-section; these steps arise due to the limitation of a location having a single
elevation which can't capture slopes in each direction. Inaccurate steps are more prevalent in maps with high
elevation changes, and they can create artificial “dead-zones” in the models.
o Fine: Use auto-smoothing; Quick: No smoothing.

•

Targeting Resolution: This setting applies to the AI targeting routines, and determines how many “good” targets the
AI will evaluate in detail before deciding which is the best one. In this case, a target is considered “good” if it meets
the firing unit/force SOP values, is possible to engage with some probability of causing damage and/or
suppression, and if it will not cause likely friendly casualties.

o

Fine: Evaluate most or all targets; Normal: Evaluate a few targets; Quick: Evaluate one or two targets.

•

Aircraft Resolution: Regulates how frequently sighting and anti-aircraft fire checks are made against moving
aircraft. The less frequent the checks, the less likely aircraft are to be sighted and/or engaged. However, the
sighting and firing checks against aircraft are extremely resource-intensive, so adjusting this value for scenarios
with a large number of aircraft can result in dramatically faster execution times.
o Sighting time adjustments from this value are randomized, so that the actual times will vary around the
average.
o Fine: Sight continuously (each location/hex moved into); Normal: Sight every 30 seconds or so; Quick:
Sight every 1 min or so.

•

Command Resolution: This setting determines whether a unit's communications state/status is determined once, at
the beginning of the pulse (disregarding subsequent overloads or other effects of incoming and outgoing
messages), or if it is recalculated fresh each time a message is sent/received.
o Fine: Recalculate at the instant each message is sent/received; Quick: Use the initial value for the entire
pulse.

•

Movement Resolution: Used by the movement AI routines, these settings determine how much time the AI spends
on analyzing potential objectives and paths for units.
o Resolution: This value determines how many potential objective locations are considered before issuing
a unit with movement orders. The more objectives examined, the better the AI's tactical strategy, but
each objective also requires that one (or more) movement paths be determined as part of the process.
This can be a time-consuming process, especially on maps with limited general mobility. The value is
also used in the airstrike routines to determine the best specific targets and weapon release points once a
general target has been selected.
o Fine: Evaluate most or all; Normal: Evaluate a few; Quick: Evaluate one or two.
o Seconds per Unit: This is the absolute maximum time, in seconds, that the AI will spend trying to move a
single unit, including checking for alternate destinations if a path can not be found to the original (due to a
single path time out, above, or other condition). When this limit is imposed before a path is found, the unit
is not issued any orders.
o Seconds per Waypoint: This is the maximum amount of time, in seconds, that the AI will spend
attempting to determine a movement path between any two points for a single unit. If a path is not found
in this time, the AI will move on and attempt to determine a path to a different destination or simply
abandon the attempt, depending on how much time has already been spent with the unit (see above).

•

Orders Resolution: These settings determine how often the AI checks and updates unit orders. The longer the
delay between checking, the less “flexible” the force will be, but longer times results in faster game runs and may
even be more realistic (human commanders can't process the situation and react as fast as the AI can).
o Update Orders Every N seconds: This setting controls how often the AI will check to issue movement
orders to its force, in “game time”. For example, if this is set to 60 seconds, then after each minute of
game time elapses (rounded to the combat pulse), the AI will issue movement orders. Lower values
result in longer games, but give the AI force better responsiveness and capability. Orders other than
movement (DF, IF, CADS, etc) are not affected by this setting, they are always given once per pulse.
o [ ] AI Units Complete Existing Orders Before Updating: when checked, the AI will not issue movement
orders to a unit until the unit has completely exhausted all previous orders (the unit’s movement
command queue is empty). Using this option can make for faster running games, but also reduces the AI
force’s responsiveness.
Set All To: Provided for convenience, selecting a choice from this drop-down will automatically set all values to the
chosen value.

•

Section 2-9: Right Clicking (<RBM>) on the Map
The Right Click (<RBM>) is the principal and most complete interface with anything having to do with the map and the
objects on it. It works on both the Main Map and the Off-map Display.
Depending on the stage of the scenario and/or the situation, not all of the options may be available for selection.

2-9.1 <RMB> Pop-up: Terrain Info
Selecting this option displays the details for all of the terrain found in the
chosen location. This includes the ground surface type, above ground
elevation, roads, river, buildings, and other terrain features.

The display form is the same as that used in the Terrain Effects
Chart (TEC), which shows all of the defined effects for each terrain
type, including those on movement, LOS, secondary terrain
creation (rubble, for instance), and energy / electromagnetic
blocking.
Additional information can be found in the DataView manual, or by
clicking Help | Help Text from the form's Main Menu

2-9.2 <RMB> Pop-up: Unit Info
If one or more non-flank friendly units are in the location, “Unit Detail Info”
may be selected. This displays the detailed Unit Information screen (below)
for every friendly unit in the location, cycling though them in “formation
order” if there is more than one present. To quit cycling, click the “Cancel”
button on the bottom of the currently displayed Unit Information screen.

2-9.3 <RMB> Pop-up: Composite Units
A composite unit is a user-defined collection of sub-units that are treated as
a single entity to make the simulation easier to use. When composite unit
mode is enabled, and one or more non-flank composite units are in the
chosen location, this option may be selected from the menu. It will bring up
the Composite Unit information screen (below), which details the sub-units
in each composite unit and allows for editing and changing composite unit
compositions and characteristics.
Composite units are covered in more detail in other manual sections.

2-9.4 <RMB> Pop-up: Enemy Weapon Info
If there are known enemy units in the location, and their weapons systems
have been identified, clicking on this option will bring up general information
on the known weapon system(s).

2-9.5 <RMB> Pop-up: Give Orders to Units
If one or more non-flank friendly units are in the
location, this option may be selected. From it,
units may be given all of the standard combat
orders, or at least the ones they are capable of
performing.
This option is not available during the “place
units on map” segment of the Set-up Phase, or if
no non-flank friendly units are in the selected
location. In addition, some options may be
disabled if those operations are not possible for
the force or for the specific units in the chosen
location (for example, the location must contain
a friendly air unit in order to select “Show Air
Missions”).

The orders are:
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Give Movement Orders: clicking this brings up the Unit Movement box, and allows the unit(s) in the location to
be given movement orders. The Unit Movement box allows for either individual or formation movement, and is
described later in this section.
Set DF Targets: if the unit(s) in the location is/are capable of firing DF at enemy targets or objects, clicking this
option will allow the user to click on another map location containing the desired target, and will then
automatically bring up the DF fire selection box. The DF fire selection box allows players to set the
ammunition, ROF and other characteristics, and is described later in this section.
Show Air Missions : if a unit in the selected location is an aircraft unit capable of flying CAS missions, clicking
this will allow a target location to be selected, and then will automatically bring up the CAS Missions box. The
CAS Missions box enables players to set all aspects of the CAS mission, including SEAD (suppression of
enemy air defense), flight path characteristics, ordinance to use, and the number of passes. The CAS
Missions box is described later in this section.
Perform Engineer Op: if the unit(s) in the location is/are capable of performing any engineering operations,
clicking this will allow the user to click on the location for the engineering operation, and then bring up the Unit
Engineering box. The Unit Engineering box allows the user to decide what engineering operations to conduct
in the location as well as assign extra units to speed up the completion time, and is described later in this
section.
Load Units: this command allows units in the location to be loaded onto a carrier unit. If the carrier unit is in a
different location, movement orders will be issued to bring the units to the same location.
Unload Units: if any units in the location are currently loaded, clicking this will enable the passengers to be
given the command to unload. Passengers always unload in their carrier unit’s current location at the time of
unloading.
Join Units : the units in this location may be given order to join with other units, either in the same location or
not. If the other unit is in a different location, it will be given movement commands to join with the selected unit.

The follow-on forms and procedures for each of these commands are covered elsewhere in the manual.

2-9.6 <RMB> Pop-up: Create a Detachment
If at least one friendly non-flank unit in the selected location has a quantity
greater than 1, clicking this will allow a detachment to be created in this
location. Once created, detachments are normal units in all respects, and
their original parent unit is their headquarters.
By default, newly created detachments are merged into a single composite
unit. If warranted, the owning player may override this setting at the time of
creation.
The procedure for creating a detachment is covered later in the manual.

2-9.7 <RMB> Pop-up: Target this Location
All on and off map locations may be targeted,
subject to the force having units capable of firing
into them. Other than airstrikes, units without a
direct LOS (line of sight) must use IF (indirect fire).
Otherwise, DF (direct fire) is used.
Depending on which selection is made from this
menu: IF, DF or Airstrike, the appropriate targeting
box will appear allowing players to set the firing
units and mission characteristics.
The follow-on forms and procedures for each of
these commands are covered later in the manual.
This option is not available during the “place units
on map” portion of the Set-up Phase, and the
individual options are only enabled if units of the
appropriate firing type are present in the current
force.

2-9.8 <RMB> Pop-up: Check Selected Unit Targeting to This Location
This utility answers the question: “Where must the currently selected unit
be placed in order to target/fire at this location?”.
This very useful in that it allows players to insure that key terrain points are
covered with effective fire after they are identified. For example, this will tell
a player where to place specific anti-tank weapons to be able to fire at a
major crossroads, or where to place a machine gun in order to cover the
approaches to a bridge.
It covers both DF and IF, based on the selected unit's capabilities. If the unit
has both, then both will be shown. Otherwise the display will be limited to
either DF or IF.
Results are shown on the map as a Targeting Overlay:

Figure 59: Targeting Overlay results. “DF” indicates the selected unit
can fire into the target location using DF if located in that hex. “IF”
indicates it can use IF. Dark tinting indicates that it can use neither. If
it can use both, only “DF” is shown.
To use this utility, follow these steps:

1. First select the firing unit by clicking on it from the Place
Units on Map Form, the Force Tree or directly from the
map. Only one unit can be the “currently selected” unit
at a time, and it will always be highlighted on the Place
Units On Map Form or the Force Tree. If there is no
“currently selected” unit, this option will be disabled.

2. Next, move the mouse over the desired target location,
<Right Click>, and pick “Check Selected Unit
Targeting to THIS Loc”. The map will display all of the
potential firing positions for the unit, for both DF and IF
(if the unit is DF/IF capable). The routine is not limited
by a specific gun/launcher in the firing unit - as long as
at least one gun system can hit the target from a firing
location, that location will be considered acceptable.

3. Perform any intended activities, such as moving,
placing, editing units, and/or objects.
Note: some activities, such as checking LOS's, or
issuing movement or targeting orders will cause the
map overlay to be lost and the map reset. For these
situations, it is suggested that Map Notes be placed on
the important locations for future reference (Map Notes
are covered later in this section, below).

4. Click the [End Operation] button from the Main Form
button bar to turn off the display and reset the map (if it
has not already been reset from starting an operation).

The specifics of the routine are covered in more detail in a separate section later in the manual.

2-9.9 <RMB> Pop-up: Place/Edit Objects
Objects are physical entities constructed or
placed by humans, other than combat units, that
occupy locations on the map. They include:
♦ Bridges (linear road-type spans over
underlying terrain).
♦ Improved Positions (protective
structures occupied by units).
♦ Minefields (devices activated by the
presence of units).
♦ Obstacles (constructions designed to
impede movement).
♦ Sensors (remote devices which detect
the presence of nearby units).
All objects can all suffer loss or damage from
combat action; most can also be deliberately
targeted, at least if their presence is known to
the enemy force.
In the Set-up Phase, the top portions of this
menu allow players to either place objects on
the map or to edit the information of objects
(editing is limited to objects placed by the
friendly player).
Enemy-placed objects known to the friendly force cannot be edited. However, if the object is fully known, selecting one of
the place/edit options will show detailed information about it.
In the placement/Set-up Phase, NON-BRIDGE type objects in a location can be cut, copied, and pasted using the
standard Windows-type utilities. Depending on what is in the selected location, up to four options may be available to the
player:

•
•
•

•

Cut Object(s): This removes all of the non-bridge objects in the location, and places them on the Windows
clipboard.
Copy Object(s): This copies all non-bridge objects to the clipboard - leaving the objects in the location
untouched.
Paste Object(s): This places whatever objects are currently on the clipboard into the current location. If there
are not enough placement points to complete the operation, the program will place what objects it can, and
inform the player of the shortfall situation. This option is not enabled until one or more objects have been placed
on the clipboard with previous a previous “Cut” or “Copy” command.
Copy Type: The current placement mode is used to limit the copy
operation (as described above) to only the object type currently being
placed. For example, if the current mode is to place obstacles, selecting
this will copy only the obstacles in the current location to the clipboard.
The selected radio button on the Force Set Up form (see right)
determines the placement mode.

The follow-on forms and procedures for each of these placement actions are covered in other manual sections.

2-9.10 <RMB> Pop-up: Place/Edit Preplanned
This selection is only available during the Set-up
Phase. It allows players to place pre-planned DF
TRP’s (target reference points), and IF PPD’s (preplanned targets) in selected locations, which are
control measures that regulate and increase the
effectiveness of friendly fire.
Essentially a TRP acts as a unit’s primary DF firing
location, and takes precedence over targets in other
places. PPD targets are locations mapped out in
advance by the artillery unit so the coordinates and
firing values are known and do not need to be
calculated in the “heat of the moment” when a fire
mission is requested. They may also be preranged, in which case one or more actual “test”
rounds have been fired to fine tune the calculated
gun settings.

A location may be selected as a TRP and/or PPD target for any
number of friendly units, although in practice, locations will normally
only have one preplanned item in them in order to distribute fire.
The number and types of TRP and PPD targets available to units is set
as a part of the nation/force characteristic values, and may be edited at
the very start of a scenario when the forces are first selected.
The TRP and PPD forms are covered separately in other manual
sections.

Figure 60: Map Display. DF TRP on the left, IF
PPD on the right.

2-9.11 <RMB> Pop-up: Engineering
Clicking this command will bring up the Engineering Operations Form for the
currently selected location. The box lists all in-progress operations in the
current location, as well as allowing the player to begin new ones and
assign units to perform them.
Construction and engineering operations, as well as the Engineering Form
are covered separately in the manual.
This option is not available during the
“place units on map” portion of the
Set-up Phase, or if in Targeting or
Movement Orders Mode (set using
the buttons at the top of the Main
Form).
Figure 61: Map display of a
planned engineering operation.

2-9.12 <RMB> Pop-up: Bridge Demolition
This command brings up the Bridge Demolition box. It shows all the bridges
in the location that can be blown up, and allows the player to give
commands to do so. To be eligible for demolition, a bridge must be primed,
i.e., have explosives placed and wired, and an unbroken friendly unit must
be nearby.

Figure 62: Bridge Demolition Form. Bridges must be “primed” (with
explosives) before they can be selected for demolition.
Attempts at bridge demolition are not always successful. Sometimes the explosives detonate but the bridge is not
destroyed, or the explosives may fail to go off entirely. In the latter case, nearby units will attempt to re-prime the bridge,
and if successful, another attempt can be made at demolition.
The follow-on procedure for bridge demolition is covered later in the manual.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Once a demolition order is given (the “OK” button is clicked), it may not be rescinded.

2-9.2.13 <RMB> Pop-up: Map Notes
Map Notes are cosmetic (i.e., “display only”) objects that a player may place
on the map for reference. They have two components:
• A dot which appears on
the map, the color set by
the user.
• And a user defined text
string that will appear in
the pop-up info box when
the mouse is moved over
the location.

Figure 63: Adding a Map Note.

Examples of map notes:

Figure 65: An example of map notes used to easily identify a
movement route (ROUTE RED). Notes can be used to show
key areas, objectives, fire points, unit boundaries, waypoints,
Figure 64: Example of a Map Note as it appears on
and many other control and reference objects.
the map.

2-9.2.14 <RMB> Pop-up: Last Map Note This Loc
Selecting this option places an exact copy (color, text, known-to settings) of
the last-placed Map Note in the currently selected location.
It is designed to allow players to more quickly and easily add notes for
routes, areas, or lines where multiple Map Notes are required.

Figure 66: Using the “Last Map Note This Loc” menu option to outline
a unit's field-of-fire in seconds.

Section 2-10 Creating a New Game
To create a completely new game (from scratch), select Main Menu | File | Create New Game From Scratch. This will
bring up the Game Creation Checklist form:

Note on terminology: For ease of use in this section the terms “scenario” and “game” are used interchangeably, as in
military and gaming parlance both apply to the map, units and other things that comprise a single combat situation or
battle. However, in the TSS the term “scenario”, as opposed to “game”, is used to denote a specific and particular type of
game file in which the creator and subsequent users have the ability to adjust certain values as will be discussed in a later
section. These editing options are not available when saving or loading with standard (non-scenario) saved game files.

2-10.1 The Game Creation Checklist
The scenario checklist shows each of the steps that are taken to
create a new game, in order, from top to bottom. In summary,
players set the most general values first, then move on to forcespecific ones before finally choosing the composition of each force.
Once each force has been selected, the scenario can begin.
By default, the checklist will take players through each of the steps
in sequence automatically.
The current creation step is highlighted in yellow.
Completed creation steps are highlighted in white.
Prohibited steps are highlighted in dark gray.
Steps can be prohibited based on the expert level setting, and/or in
two human player games, one player cannot edit the other player’s
force.
Players may always “go back” and select a completed and
available step (with a white highlight). However, players should
remember that any changes they make would apply only to newly
selected units; they will not be applied retroactively to units already
selected. For example, changing the force supply level will not
affect the on-hand ammunition levels of any units already selected.
The scenario checklist is also used when modifying an existing
game saved in the Set-up phase. In that case, all of the steps will
start out as white (or will be “grayed-out”).
Once all of the steps have been completed (are highlighted in
white), click the [OK] button to proceed with the set-up procedure.

Figure 67: The Scenario Creation
Checklist.

During the game creation phase, players may
want to more closely examine the map, which is
visible on the Main Form behind the Game
Creation Checklist. To do this, click on the main
form. This will allow for normal zooming and
scrolling.
At the same time, the Game Creation Checklist
will move behind the Main Form, and a “speed
button” will appear on the Main Form at the upper
right corner of the map display. This speed button
resembles the Game Scenario Checklist Form,
and clicking it will bring the Game Scenario
Checklist Form forward so that it is active and on
top of the Main Form.
Players may also click on any visible part of the
Game Creation Checklist Form to re-activate it.
Figure 68: Click the speed button to re-activate the Game
Creation Checklist Form.

2-10.2 Expert Level
The Expert Level is set first, since based on the level selected and its limitations some options may not be available for
players to choose. Expert levels are designed to make the program easier to use for newer players by limiting the options
available during the game (these are handled automatically by the AI “behind the scenes”).

Figure 69: Expert Level Settings.
The expert levels and their major limitations in the game are:
Novice: This level is designed for new players. It has the following effects:
 New games: load existing scenarios only.
 Close Air Support (CAS): Able to select location only. The AI selects everything else.
 Artillery: Able to select location only. The AI selects everything else.
 Fog Of War (FOW): Always OFF (all units fully known at all times).
 Composite Units: Always on, and cannot be edited by the human player. The local “Move Together” and “AI
Targeting Only” options are always enabled.
 Civilians: None.
Level 1 (Moderate): This level is for players who have played a few scenarios.
 New games: AI generated forces only; default start conditions (start lines, flanks, emplacement points); default
weather and files; CAI file used if it is found. The AI will auto-place the human player's force.
 CAS: Able to pick location and specific target. The AI selects everything else.
 Artillery: Able to pick location and specific target. The AI selects everything else.
 FOW: No restrictions.
 Composite Units: Always on, and can be edited by the human player. The local “Move Together” and “AI
Targeting Only” options are always enabled.
 Civilians: None.

Level 2 (Advanced): This level is for players who are comfortable with the system, but generally want to let the AI pick
support mission parameters.
 New games: Nationality values cannot be edited. The cut/paste features are not available in the force
selection form (selecting units from the TO&E).
 CAS: Able to pick location, specific target, air unit, and ordinance. The AI selects everything else.
 Artillery: Able to pick location, specific target, firing unit, and ammunition. The AI selects everything else.
 FOW: No restrictions.
 Composite Units: May be enabled or disabled and can be edited by the human player. When enabled, the
local “Move Together” local option is always enabled for all composite units.
 Civilians: None.
Level 3 (Expert): This level is for players comfortable with the system, and who want full control of all aspects of the
simulation.
 New games: No restrictions.
 CAS: Full control - able to pick location, specific target, air unit, ordinance, SEAD, firing times/durations, and
calling/marking/painting units.
 Artillery: Full control - able to pick location, specific target, firing unit, ammunition, time on target, and
calling/spotting/painting units.
 FOW: No restrictions.
 Composite Units: No restrictions.
 Civilians: Available if desired.
To “go back” and change the settings, simply click on the
“Set Expert Level” button on the Scenario Checklist Form.
Note that if a “lower” Expert Level is selected, some current
settings may be reset (FOW, for example), and not all
options will be available for editing.

2-10.3 Scenario Information
The Scenario Information form allows players to enter a name and general description of the scenario being constructed,
as well as assigning a picture/graphic bitmap file to it.

Figure 70: New Scenario Information Form.
From the New Scenario Information Form, users can enter and edit the following values, if desired (all the entries are
optional):






Scenario Title: The name for the scenario, generally containing some description of where or what it is about.
Scenario Description: Up to three more detailed descriptions of the scenario. When new text is entered, the radio
buttons at the bottom determine which player can view the text. If “General”, it will be visible to both players,
otherwise only Player 1 or Player 2 can access it. This feature is used primarily to allow for a general description,
say a short history leading up to the battle, and then for specific orders to be given to each player without those
orders being known to the other player. In the example above, Player 1 is attacking, and his orders specify he
must seize OBJECTIVE AXE. Player 2’s orders, however, would be different and would likely direct him to defend
a certain area, or if attacking, to have a different objective. As long as the individual orders are entered with the
appropriate player’s radio button enabled, the players would not be able to view each others orders.
Scenario Icon: By clicking the “Select BMP button”, players may assign any Windows Bitmap (.BMP) file to the
current description (as determined by the General, Player 1 and Player 2 radio buttons described above). This
graphic file can be anything the user desires, such as unit crest or an operational graphic of the map with the
phase lines and objectives marked, as shown below. Clicking on the picture will bring it up at full-size in Windows
Paint (see below).

Figure 71: The Full-size graphic assigned to the scenario in the above example.
Many of the included scenarios in TSS games use a mission statement in the standard US Army OPORDER format,
which is as follows (taken from FM 7-10, “The Infantry Rifle Company”):

US Army Company-Level Standard OPORDER Format
Task Organization (units assigned including those in Direct support)
1. SITUATION.
(The company task organization for the mission is stated at the start of the OPORD so that the subordinates know what assets they will have
during the operation.)
a. Enemy situation.
(1) Composition, disposition, and strength.
(2) Recent activities.
(3) Capabilities.
(4) The enemy’s most probable COA. A sketch or enemy overlay is normally included to clarify the description.
b. Friendly Situation.
(1) Mission and concept for the battalion.
(2) Mission for the unit on the left.
(3) Mission for the unit on the right.
(4) Mission for the unit to the front.
(5) Mission for the unit to the rear or following.
(6) Mission for the battalion reserve.
(7) Mission for any units supporting battalion if they impact on the company mission.
c. Attachments and Detachments. Changes to the task organization during the operation. For example, if the task organization
changes during the consolidation phase of an attack, it would be indicated here.
2. MISSION.
The mission essential task(s) and purpose(s). It normally includes Who, What, When, Where, and Why. The where is described in terms of
terrain features/grid coordinates. If objective names are used. They are secondary references and placed in parentheses.
3. EXECUTION.
a. Concept of the Operation. This paragraph describes how the: CO intends to accomplish his mission. At company level, a
maneuver and 'fires subparagraph will always be included. When needed to clarify the concept to ensure synchronization,
additional subparagraphs, such as engineering, Intelligence, EW, and counterair operations, may be included. The operation
overlay/concept sketch is referenced here.
(1) Maneuver. The maneuver paragraph should be focused on the decisive action. At company level, a maneuver
paragraph that assign the missions to each platoon and or section and identifies the main effort normally, requires no
additional clarification. If it should, the CO clarify it in the concept of the operation paragraph (paragraph 3a).
(2) Fires. This paragraph describes how the CO intends for the fires: to support his maneuver. It normally state the
purpose to be achieved by the fires, the priority of fires for the company, and the allocation of any priority targets. AA
target list, fires execution matrix, or target overlay may be referenced here.
(3) Engineering. Often, especially in defensive operations, this paragraph is required to clarify the CO's concept for
preparing obstacles, mine and fortifications. When the company is supported by engineer equipment or units, the CO
states his guidance for employing these assets here. He may do this by stating his priority for the engineer effort
(survivability, countermobility, and mobility) and the priority for supporting his subordinates, 3d PLT, 1st PLT, Antiarmor
section, 2d PLT, mortar section, and the CP).
b. Tasks to maneuver units. This paragraph lists each of the platoon’s tasks/limitations. Each of these subordinate units will have a
separate paragraph.
c. Tasks to Combat Support Units. This paragraph lists the tasks and limitations for the mortar and antiarmor sections and any
attached combat support units. Each unit will have a separate paragraph.
d. Coordinating Instructions. These are the tasks and limitations that apply to two or more subordinate units. If they do not apply to
all the subordinate units, then those units that must comply are clearly stated.
4. SERVICE SUPPORT.
This paragraph provides the critical logistical information required to sustain the company during the operation.
a. General. It provides current and future trains locations.
b. Materiel and Services. It may have a separate subparagraph for each class of supply, as required.
c. Casualty Evacuation.
d. Miscellaneous.
5. COMMAND AND SIGNAL
a. Command. This paragraph state where the c2 facilities and key personnel will be located during the operation and adjustments to
the unit sop, such as a change to the succession of command or the standard wire plan.
b. Signal It provides critical communications requirements such as radio listening silence in effect forward of the LD, signals for
specific events or actions emergency/visual signals for critical actions, and SOI information.

To “go back” and change the settings, simply click on the
“Set Scenario Information” button on the Scenario Checklist
Form.

2-10.4 Select the Scenario Map
Select any valid TSS map for use with the scenario. The larger the map, and in particular the more buildings it has, the
slower games using it will run.
TSS maps come in two types:

•

•

Standard: These existing maps are “static”; they are used “as-is”, and can not be modified or adjusted. They may
represent actual ground locations on the surface of the Earth, or they may be generalized. They can also include
previously saved Geomorphic maps.
Geomorphic: These maps are “dynamic”, and are created and modified in the GeoBuilder Utility before being
used in the scenario. Geomorphic maps are created from a set of existing tiles or standard maps (though, the use
of standard maps is not recommended). The TSS series includes a large number of generalized base
geomorphic tiles, which can be added together to create larger playing areas of infinite variety.

To begin, select the type of map you wish to use for the
new scenario from the dialog box, either “Existing”
(standard), or “Geomorphic”.
The next step depends on which action is chosen. If
[Create New Geomorphic Map] is picked, the main
program will minimize and the GeoBuilder Utility will
load and run. Instructions for its use are included in the
Appendix. When the new geomorphic map is
completed, the utility will close and the main program
will be restored.

Otherwise, if [Use Existing Map] is clicked, the
standard file selection dialog will appear, as
shown here. Any compatible map may be
selected, with the standard file extensions
shown in the type drop-down. Specifically they
are:
.MAP: Maps created with ADC-2
.AM3: Maps created with ADC-3
.AG3: Previously created and saved
geomorphic maps.
Older format maps will be automatically updated
as necessary to meet the current program
standards.

It is not possible to continue with the scenario creation routine until a valid map is selected, therefore canceling before
picking a map will result in the creation process being aborted. However, as with the other scenario creation steps, it is
possible to “return” later in the process and select a different map; though this can cause map-related values to be reset
(the flank size, for example).
To do this, simply click on the “Set Map” button on the
Scenario Checklist Form.

Once a valid map has been selected, it will be displayed in the main map window.
Note: if the geomorphic map option is selected, but a map is not successfully created (for example, the operation is
canceled), the program will automatically enter the Use Existing Map routine.
Additional maps have been released on the HPS web site (www.hpssims.com).
TSS maps are created with HPS Simulations’ companion program, Aide De Camp (purchased separately) or with the
limited TSS Map Editor Utility.
As previously noted, maps may be shared between all of the titles in the TSS series. Thus, a map made for the modern
era, could be used equally well in WWII, and vice-versa.

2-10.5 Set Conditions/Data Tables
The game default conditions master form allows users to use one
or more non-standard data tables, to adjust the general initial
conditions and values, to set the weather, including changes over
time, and to edit or change bridges.
To use a non-default file or value, uncheck the box next to the
condition. When the OK button is clicked on the main form, you
will be prompted to select the new file or values to use in place of
the defaults.
In particular, for large or small scenarios players may want to use
the special Division or Company TO&E’s. These TO&E’s are
specially designed to keep the number of units in play at
reasonable and manageable levels for scenarios at these scales.
To select an alternate TO&E, uncheck the “Use Default
Organization Data” checkbox and then select either
“Company.ORG” or “Division.ORG” (if available) when prompted.
Use of the Divisional level TO&E should be limited to maps with a
scale of 250 meters per location or greater so that the default units
don’t violate stacking limits. The Company level TO&E works best
on maps around 50 meters per location.
Figure 72: New Game Default Conditions
master form.

This form and options are not available for games created at low
Expert Levels.

If “Edit Auto Placed Bridges” is checked, when the [OK] button is clicked, the program will automatically cycle through
each bridge that was auto-placed on the map, bringing up the Edit Bridge Information Form for each in turn. Players can
edit the information as desired, clicking [Save/Next] to save any changes they made and move on to the next bridge,
[Cancel/Next] to cancel the changes they made and move on to the next bridge, or [Quit] to stop cycling though the
bridges and return to the main set-up sequence.
The Edit Bridge Information Form will be discussed in more detail in a later section on editing placed objects.
To “go back” and change any of the Conditions settings,
simply click on the “Set Conditions / Data Tables” button on
the Scenario Checklist Form.

2-10.5.1 Using Custom Data Files
To use a non-standard data file (one with a file name other than “standard.NNN”), uncheck the box next to the category of
file.
This option allows users to customize the data as desired, and to save the file to a new name so as not to overwrite and
destroy the standard data tables (which may be used by other saved games - including the scenarios, and having
modified ones in their place would likely cause errors or crashes).

2-10.5.2 Setting the Environmental Conditions
The Set Conditions Form allows users to change the time of day, lighting and non-weather meteorological vales, as well
as the LOS characteristics, turn resolution and map scale.

Figure 73: Set Game Conditions Form.

2-10.5.2.1 Set Current Time\Light and Non-Weather Meteorological Values
All times are in 24-hour format (HH MM), and are Local. The program calculates the sunrise and sunset times from the
BMNT and EENT values.
These values are used to judge the natural light available at any time during the game, with moonlight providing much
less illumination than the sun. Cloud cover, and artificial illumination (flares, forest fires, burning wrecks) also affect the
total light available. A more in depth discussion of the modeling and mechanics can be found in Part III of the manual, in
the section on detecting units and objects.







Current Time: The game start time.
BMNT: Beginning of Morning Nautical Twilight. This is the time at which the center of the sun is 12 degrees
below the sea-level horizon and rising before sunrise.
EENT: End of Evening Nautical Twilight. This is the time at which the center of the sun is 12 degrees below the
sea-level horizon and falling after sunset.
Moon Percent: The percent of full-moon illumination provided by the moon - 0 (new moon) to 100 (full moon).
Moon Rise: The time the disk of the moon just rises above the sea-level horizon.
Moon Set: The time the disk of the moon just rises above the sea-level horizon.

The US Naval Observatory provides a free on-line reference of many of these values for any given day on any point on
the Earth. These utilities are located on their web site, which can be accessed either by clicking on the link on the form, or
by copying the URL shown into your browser window. Please note that links can, and do, change. So, while the link
provided was current as of the time the program was compiled, it may be different at the time of actual use.

2-10.5.2.2 Set LOS Special Values
Normally, units position themselves within concealment terrain in order to best see out while trying to remain as hidden as
possible. For example, they will hide behind trees or buildings. However, the units can’t be completely hidden, otherwise
they would not be able to see anything themselves. Thus, they must expose themselves at least somewhat.
The TSS allows users to model this type of standard unit action by globally adjusting the amount of LOS blocking added
by terrain in spotting and target locations as follows:





Spotting Loc %: This is the percent of LOS blocking that will be applied from terrain in a spotting unit’s location. If
it is zero, it indicates that spotting units always position themselves so that the terrain in their location has no
effect on them seeing out in any direction. At 100%, the terrain has normal blocking capabilities, indicating that
units never try to position themselves to better see out of their current location.
Target Loc %: This is the percent of LOS blocking that will be applied from terrain in a target object’s location. If
it is zero, it indicates that target units always position themselves so that the terrain in their location has no effect
on them being seen from any direction. At 100%, the terrain has normal blocking capabilities, indicating that units
have not taken any steps to adjust their position within the current location.

Normally the spotting percentage will be lower than the target percentage, since units position themselves to maximize
clear outbound sighting lanes (represented by a lower spotting %), while using the terrain to mask as much of themselves
as possible from the enemy (represented by a higher target %).
Two other LOS values may be changed from this form, to give designers additional control over how effective the spotting
is:
LOS smoothing: When enabled, this routine removes “steps” in the ground surface cross sections by replacing them with
more natural smooth slopes. The steps are caused by the format of the map itself, where the map is comprised of a
limited number of individual “hexes” or “locations”, each with a discrete elevation, but not interim elevations between them.
This essentially makes each location a “step”. The larger the distance between the centers of the locations, the more
“step like” the cross sections will be, and the more necessary smoothing becomes (at a cost in execution speed).
Degrade Over Range: If enabled, this setting adds blocking points to the LOS based on the ratio of the actual range to
the maximum sighting range. The blocking points are added proportionally, so at 10% of the maximum range 10 points
are added, at 60% of the max range 60 points are added, and so on (100 points blocks the LOS completely). The
maximum sighting range is set as part of the weather conditions, as described below. If this option is disabled, the
maximum sighting range still applies as an ultimate limit, but blocking points are not added based on the range.

2-10.5.2.3 Set Turn Resolution
As described elsewhere in this manual, combat action in the TSS is organized into turns which are themselves comprised
of pulses. The duration of the pulses, and number of pulses per turn, affect the overall accuracy of the simulation, the
execution run time, and the amount of flexibility players have in terms of controlling their forces.
Pulse duration is in seconds. Turn duration is in pulses. Therefore, if a pulse is 15 seconds, and there are 4 pulses to a
turn, a turn will last 60 seconds.
All of the modeling in the TSS is done based on seconds of game time elapsed. However, these setting do affect the
overall accuracy of the simulation in that many activities occur only one per pulse or turn. For example, the AI strategy
operates only once per turn, the AI tactical routines occur once every other pulse (or two minutes, whichever is longer),
while the SITREP processing and environmental change routines occur once per pulse. Therefore, it is true to say that
the shorter the pulse duration, the more accurate the simulation.
However, the difference in accuracy also depends on the units involved and map scale. As a rule of thumb, the slower
the units and the lower their rates or fire, the longer the pulses and turns can be. Likewise, but to a much lesser extent,
the larger the map scale, the longer the pulses and turns.

2-10.5.2.4 Set Map Scale
The map scale is the size of each location (hex or grid). Larger location sizes allow the on and off map areas to cover
more ground, and allow for larger forces, but they also reduce the accuracy of the simulation modeling.
In general, the map scale should never be greater than about 25% of the standard main weapon ranges. For example, in
a game comprised of mostly small arms equipped infantry, the map scale should be kept below 250 meters - assuming
the weapon ranges to be about 1000 meters. In a game with a significant number of M-1 tanks with a maximum weapon
range of about 4000 meters, however, the map scale could be up to 1000 meters.
The default scale for the TSS Series is 100 meters per location.

2-10.5.3 Setting the Weather
The Current Weather Conditions Form allows players to adjust the atmospheric weather and ground conditions, and also
allows them to change over the course of the game.

Figure 74: The Current Weather Conditions Form.

2-10.5.3.1 Setting the Weather Period Length
The weather period is the interval at which weather changes during the course of the game. It can be as little as 30
minutes, or as great as 12 hours. While the conditions may change with each period, the duration of a period does not the weather period is constant for the entire game.
As will be described below, weather and conditions do not instantly change suddenly from one state to another at the start
of a new weather period. Instead, the program models the reality that conditions tend to change over time, although some
changes may be deemed to occur quickly, within the space of a few minutes.

2-10.5.3.2 Setting the Values For Each Weather Period
Use the Time Period Display grid (with the bold red text entries) to set the weather conditions at the start of each weather
period. To change a value for a specific time period, click anywhere on the time period line in the grid. The currently set
weather and ground conditions will appear in the Period Information Boxes just below the grid.
You can change the values individually, and/or select a new “default” weather/ground type from the drop down box. To
add new default weather or ground types, or to change the values of the existing default types, use the TEC data table
editor in the DataView module.
The weather/ground condition values are:
 Temperature: The ambient air temperature, in degrees C.
 Wind Speed: The average wind speed in Kph.
 Wind Direction: The wind “from” direction, in compass degrees (0° North, 90° East, 180° South, 270° West).
 Precipitation %: This is the relative amount of precipitation falling, not the percent chance of precipitation
happening at all (which is calculated automatically by the program based on analyzing changes in the weather
period values). This value ranges from 0 (no precipitation), to 100 (very heavy rain or snow).









Cloud Cover %: The approximate amount of visible sky occupied by clouds, from zero (no clouds) to 100
(completely overcast).
Cloud Bottom: The approximate height of the bottom of the clouds, in meters.
Cloud Height: The approximate height of the clouds, in meters.
Max Sight Range: The maximum extent of a visual LOS, irrespective of any other factors, in meters.
Foliage %: The relative percentage of foliage present, in percent of “normal” (the value entered in the TEC).
Values less than 100% decrease the amount of foliage (making it easier to see through), while values of above
100 increase it (and make it harder to see though). The foliage percent is used only for blocking visual LOS’s - it
has no other effects.
Dust %: This value modifies the amount of dust generated from moving units from “normal” (the value in the
TEC). Values below 100% lower dust generation, while those above 100% increase it.

As was previously mentioned, the program automatically “transitions” between successive weather period conditions.
Normally, these transitions are made gradually, for example, if the temperature is 20 degrees at 12:00 and 25 degrees at
16:00, the scenario temperature will rise gradually between 12:00 and 16:00. It does not jump all of a sudden at 16:00.
However, in certain cases, the models may “decide” that the transition should proceed quickly, to represent the passage
of a fast moving front, for example. The factors involved are the amount of difference in conditions between two
consecutive weather periods (the greater the difference, the higher the chance of a quick transition), and the weather
period length (the shorter the period, the greater the probability of a quick transition).
Other than setting the conditions at each of the weather period intervals when the game is first set-up, players cannot set,
change, or specify the weather conditions at any point in the game. The program’s weather models do it automatically.
The weather is always assumed to be the same everywhere, both on and off map.

2-10.5.3.3 Adding or Deleting Days of Weather
To add or delete a day’s worth of weather periods use the buttons: [Add Day] and [Delete Day] at the bottom of the form.
The program will automatically check that enough days of weather have been defined to cover the length of the game,
and if necessary, will create them using the values already entered.

2-10.6 Initial Set-up Conditions
The initial set-up conditions determine the general positioning, composition, mission and nationality of the forces that will
be participating in the scenario. It is also used to set up victory conditions and civilian involvement.

Figure 75: The Initial Conditions Set-up Form.
Blue tinted values apply to Player #1 (the “blue” force).
Red tinted values apply to Player #2 (the “red” force).
Light gray tinted values are not player specific and apply to the scenario as a whole.
Dark gray tinted values are not selectable due to the situation or the Expert Level setting.
The major sections of the form are:
♦

Mission: The force’s general combat assignment for the duration of the scenario.
o Missions are “location oriented”, in that the force must either seize (if attacking) or hold (if defending)
portions of the map area. In most cases, one player is attacking and the other defending. However, both
players can also be attacking, which is known as a meeting engagement.

o The force’s mission is also used by the AI when placing unit and formulating strategy.
Start Conditions: This section details the orientation and set up areas of each force.
o Each force must either start from a friendly map edge, or in more fluid situations, use the “free-set” option.
One word of caution with the “free set up” option, though, is that the AI cannot effectively position forces
on the map. As such, “free set up” games should always be designated as human vs. human, at least
initially, so that the human player can place the forces appropriately.
o Hexes In From Edge: This is the width of the buffer area in which the player will be permitted to set up.
The distance is measured in “hexes” (or locations) towards the center of the map from the specified
player’s friendly edge.
 The actual distance, in meters, can be calculated using the “Hex Size” value shown below the
panel (note: “Hex Size” is the same as the Map Scale). The edge of the buffer area towards the
center of the map is known as the player’s Start Line, and he will only be able to place forces
behind it (towards his friendly edge).
 Normally, player edges will be opposite of each other, e.g., East - West, or North - South, and a
gap, or “no man’s land”, will be left between the two start lines. To calculate the size of the gap
add the two “Hexes In From Edge” values, and compare them to the appropriate map dimension
value shown below the panel. For example, if the map is 100 hexes wide and the blue player is
15 hexes in from the West edge and the red player is 70 hexes in from the East edge, the gap will
be 15 hexes wide, i.e., 100 - (15+70).
o Flank Size: Flanks represent areas that are occupied by and the responsibility of friendly formations
outside of the player’s control, but that belong to the same higher force and have the same general
mission of the player. While flank areas are not strictly “off limits”, main force units venturing into them
are at higher risk of being engaged by friendly forces in the flank area or becoming involved in traffic
jams.
 The flank size is the width of these areas, as measured in from the map edge, to the left and right
of the player’s force based on its “facing” towards the enemy, i.e., perpendicular to the start edge.
For example, if the start edge is to the west, the flank areas will be to the north and south.
 Free set up forces do not have flanks.
 The AI will not move units into flank areas – therefore they can be used to limit the “effective” map
area in scenarios where this is appropriate.
o Emplacement Levels: This is the number of “points” of Improved Positions (IP’s), Obstacles, and Mines
that the player will have available to place on the map in the set up phase. Normally a defending player
will have more points that an attacker, but this depends on the overall situation.
 Each object’s point cost is equal to its victory point value as specified in the data tables. Victory
Point values can be edited in the DataView module.
 Check the “Unlim” box to give the force an unlimited number of points.
♦ Control: Forces can be either human or AI (computer) controlled.
o When creating games that will use free set-up, or that will eventually be saved as a true scenario, it is
recommended that both players be set to human controlled.
♦ Nation: Select the nationality of each force.
o Nations are defined using the DataView module.
o Force Selection: This determines how the force’s units will be selected.
o Manual: The human player will manually select all of the force units. This option is not available at the
low Expert Level - force selection is automatic.
o Generated: The program will select a force of the size and quantity selected below the radio button. For
example, if the size is set to “Bn/Sqdn/NTU” and the quantity is 3, the computer will automatically select a
force comprised of approximately 3 ground battalions plus support units (or 3 aircraft squadrons or 3
naval task units, based on the formations available for the force’s nation). The actual auto-selection of
units does not happen immediately, but occurs in the player’s force selection step, as will be described in
a later section.
♦ Victory Conditions : The victory conditions specify what the force must accomplish to “win” the scenario, in terms
of enemy forces destroyed and/or terrain objectives taken as well as the maximum permissible friendly losses.
When determining loss percentages, victory point values are used to determine each weapons system’s “cost” as a
percent of the force.
o Min: The minimum percentage of the enemy force that must be destroyed
o Max: The maximum permissible friendly losses
o Objective Radius: Attacking force objectives can be specified as either one or more physical map
locations, or the capture/destruction of a unit or object. If the selection is location-based, then this
distance determines how far a unit can be from an objective location and still be considered to “occupy” it
for victory purposes. If this value is equal to, or less than, the map scale (i.e., how large each hex or
♦

♦

location is, in meters), then units will need to occupy the objective location itself in order to be considered
“on it”. Otherwise, units may be multiple locations distant, and still considered “on” the objective, as long
as they are within this radius. The Objective Radius value has no effect on unit/object based objectives.
o Extended Radius %: This value creates a “near the objective” victory zone which extends out a
percentage of the standard Objective Radius. For example, if this value is set to 200%, and the Objective
Radius is 300 meters, units within 600 meters of the actual objective (200% x 300 meters) will be counted
as “near” the objective. Units “near” an objective have less worth towards victory than units “on” it,
approximately 1/3 to 1/5th as much. The Extended Radius value has no effect on unit/object based
objectives.
Note: Objective values are set ONLY for attacking forces. Defending forces simply prevent the attacker
from achieving his objectives. If it is desired to give both sides objectives, then the scenario should be set
up as meeting engagement – where both forces are attacking.
General: These values determine the level of civilian involvement and the length of the game.
o Civilian units do not engage in combat and are controlled by the AI player. However, they can cause
movement issues, and wounding or killing civilians lowers a player’s final victory score. When created at
the start of the scenario civilian units are almost always placed in a location with a road or building. When
created during the battle itself, however, civilian units always appear in a location with buildings.
 % Level: This determines the number of civilians present on the map at the start of the game. At
a level of 100% approximately one unit (family sized) is placed every square kilometer.
 Probability: This determines how many and how often civilians will be created once the game is
under way. It is the expected increase in civilian units, based on those present at the start, in one
hour. At 100%, for example, after the first hour the number of civilian units will have doubled, by
the end of the second it would have tripled, and so on (ignoring losses and those that move off
the map).
o Scenario Duration: This is the length of the scenario in turns. The actual time in hours and minutes is
also shown. When this time has expired, victory will be established and the scenario considered
completed. If the game had been proceeding in auto-run mode, control will return to the human player.
o Add Other End Conditions: This option is intended principally for scenarios that will be run in unattended
(AI vs. AI) batch mode. Specifically, it prevents wasted time from having a scenario continue to run to it's
“end turn”, even after victory has already been decided or a force force effectively destroyed.
If checked, the End Scenario Early Conditions Form will
appear when the [Done] button is pressed on the
Scenario Control Checklist Form (shown at right), before
placing units on the map. This form will be covered later
in the manual.

2-10.6.1 Selecting Civilian Types
As was stated previously, the AI controls all aspects of
civilian “units” and their actions. This includes selecting
and placing them at the start of the scenario, and during
the game turns. If civilians were selected to participate in
the scenario, either being present at the start or from
being placed during the game, the scenario creator must
set the types of civilian “units” available to the AI.
To do so, the form shown at right will automatically pop-up
when the Initial Conditions Form closes. It lists all of the
currently defined civilian weapons system types, with a
check box next to each. When creating new civilian units
(either at the start or during the scenario), the AI will only
consider the types that are checked (i.e., all civilian units
will be of one of these types).
If no boxes are checked, the AI will select randomly from
all defined types.
Weapons systems are defined as “civilian” in the
Weapons Systems Data Table.

Figure 76: Selecting available civilian types. These values
are set during set-up and may not be changed afterward.

2-10.7 Fog of War (FOW)
Fog of War is a term used to describe the lack of
complete and accurate information available to a
commander and forces on the battlefield. Most
commonly, it is applied to knowledge deficits of enemy
units, which must be sighted, analyzed and reported by
other friendly units - a time consuming and not always
accurate process.
However, FOW can also apply to friendly units, since it
represents anything less than perfect and up to the
second knowledge - a condition rarely achieved with
anything but the smallest units.
The TSS models FOW by having each unit, including the
commander, maintain “knowledge” on what it knows
about every other unit currently in play. This knowledge,
which is rated by “quality”, is gained either by direct
observation or from reports by other units passed through
the chain of command.

Figure 77: Setting the Fog of War Level.

At higher Expert Level games, the TSS allows users to modify the FOW settings in order to provide a balance between
playability and realism. High FOW games are more accurate, and provide a more correct depiction of the commander’s
situation, but are also usually harder and more confusing to play.

2-10.7.1 FOW Levels
The available FOW levels are:


OFF: Every unit in the game is always completely and fully known by every other unit in play, both friendly and
enemy. This setting is ALWAYS used for low Expert Level games, and can not be modified.











Level 1: Friendly units are always fully and completely known. Friendly units that sight enemy units gain perfect
and complete knowledge of them. However, other friendly units do not automatically know this information; it
must be transmitted between units by SITREP’s (situation reports) using the chain of command.
Level 2: The same as level 2, except that friendly units do not gain perfect knowledge of enemy units when they
are sighted. Instead the information gained will be rated for “quality” based on the circumstances (and possible
an element of chance), and will range from only knowing that an enemy unit of some type is present to knowing
the exact enemy weapons systems and numbers.
Level 3: The same as Level 2, with the exception that the position of moving friendly units may not be exactly
known. Instead, an estimated position will be calculated using the last known position report from the friendly unit,
correlated with its speed and movement orders.
Level 4: Same as Level 3, with the added condition that the player's “viewing perspective” is locked to that of the
Task Force HQ. Because targeting and certain other orders require that the human player “see” exactly what the
selected unit “sees”, these operations are blocked. They may be given ONLY to the HQ unit where the player is
considered “located” (normally the TF HQ).
Standard Game: The same as Level 1, with the exception that every friendly unit knows of every sighted enemy
unit immediately. SITREP’s are not used.

2-10.7.2 Locking the FOW Levels
In two-human player games, the Fog of War setting can be locked to prevent it being changed by either player during the
game without the others knowledge. To lock the FOW settings in their current levels, check the “Lock FOW” box.

2-10.7.3 Using Different FOW Levels For Each Player
The FOW level is set individually for each force. While they will usually be the same, this is not required and they may be
set to different levels if desired.

2-10.8 Default Force Values

Figure 78: Setting the Default Force Values.
The default force values are used to outline many of the capabilities of the force, and also to make unit selection quicker
and easier by automatically adjusting unit status values to predetermined levels.
With the exception of the AI aggressiveness level, once these values are set during the creation process, they cannot be
changed later in the game - unless the game is saved as a scenario and the turn reset to the start (effectively creating a
new game).
The default values for each nation or force (those shown when the form first appears) can be changed (and new
nations/forces created) in the DataView module. Changes made there apply only to the default values shown when new
games are created, however; no changes will be made to values used by games already created. Likewise, changes
made using this form as part of creating a new game apply only to the new game; no changes will be made to the stored
default values.
Depending on the Expert Level and time period (modern, WWII, etc.) of the game, not all of the options may be modified.
These sections will be tinted in dark gray instead of the red or blue player color.

2-10.8.1 Command and Control
There are two primary sets of command and control values that are set for a force. The first set is the command radii.
They determine how far units can be from their HQ and still be under effective control. The second set is the message
types. These values determine how long it takes the force to communicate various reports and requests.

2-10.8.1.1 Command Radii
The command radii values are used to determine how far units can be from their HQ and still be within effective command
and control. The radii primarily represent communications capabilities, but also the ability of the HQ to understand and be
able to act upon the conditions and situations encountered by remote subordinate units. This also includes how accurate
the force’s maps and other intelligence information is, since if the HQ’s view of the unit’s area of operation does not match
reality, many more reports and adjustments to orders will be necessary to bring the HQ in line with the actual ground and
situation.
Units outside of a HQ’s maximum command radius require more time to receive orders and to transmit SITREP’s. The
further the unit is outside the radius, the greater the delays involved.

Figure 79: Edit Command Radii Form.
Command radii are measured in meters, and are defined by HQ size and general stacking type, as shown above. For
composite units, the nominal HQ unit is used. The maximum range is 32,000 meters (32 Km).
To edit a value, click on that cell in the grid.
Click [Reset] to return all values to the default values.
Click [Cancel] to quit editing without making any changes.
Click [Done/Save] to save the changes and exit.

2-10.8.1.2 Message Types
A set of standard message types is used to transfer information, orders and requests for support. The general categories
for messages are:









Generic: Anything not specifically defined by another message type.
SITREP (Situation Report): Any report providing information on friendly or enemy forces, battlefield objects,
and/or terrain.
Move Order: Movement commands of any type.
Call for CAS: Request for a Close Air Support (CAS) mission.
Call for Artillery: Request for a fire support mission.
Engineering: Orders to begin construction of an engineering project.
Acknowledge: Simple acknowledgment of a received transmission.
Live Feed: Continuous transmission (video/audio/etc.).

Message types are defined for both voice (radio) and data. This allows for different transmission times based on the
sending method. For voice/radio, the sending rate is a standard 100 Bits per second. Thus, a message that is 3000 bits
long will take 30 seconds to send (under ideal conditions).

For data, the sending rate
depends on the capacity of
the equipment, and whether
or not other messages are
being transmitted and
received at the same time.
Capacity (or “bandwidth” as
used in LAN/Internet lingo) is
specified in the
Communication Jammer
System Table.
Figure 80: DataView Communications System Data Table (capacity highlighted)
The standard message size and unit effects can be edited for each force by clicking the [Click to Edit Message Types]
button, located just under the flag graphic.

Figure 81: Edit Message Characteristics for Force
Users can change the name of the message, which is purely cosmetic, for easier identification in the reports. However,
the Type and Mode values can not be changed – these are used by the program to determine what form of message
should be sent in a given situation. The Type value specifies what information the message contains (and thus when it is
issued), while the Mode value determines whether the message is sent using Analog or Digital signals.
The Size and Unit effects values can also be adjusted for each message type. Message size is used to determine how
long a message takes to transmit, and for digital transmissions, how much “bandwidth” the message will take up.
•
•

For analog/voice transmissions, a standard transmission rate of 100 bytes per second is used. Thus, a voice
message of 2500 bytes will take 25 seconds to transmit.
For digital transmissions, the size is the actual all-inclusive size of the message, and including “sync” bits,
“checksums”, block and message headers, TCP, IP addresses and other control/admin data bits. The actual time
to send the message will be determined by the speed of the connection and any bandwidth restrictions caused by
other message traffic using the same connection.

The % Unit Effects is a measure of whether or not unit situation and conditions are taken into account when sending the
message. Examples of these unit conditions are morale, training, and suppression. If a value of 100% is used, the time
will be adjusted normally - no adjustment or deviation from the standard models. Otherwise, the adjustment time (either
plus or minus) will be modified by the entered percent.
For more information on messages and processing, please see the section on Communications in Part 3 of the manual.

2-10.8.2 AI Aggressiveness Level
The AI aggressiveness level determines how the AI will view the current situation, and what actions it will take. On
balance, more aggressive AI leads to more risk taking, and the to attempt to dominate the battle are as quickly as
possible, even if that means that control can not be sustained over the long term. Less aggressive AI, by contrast, takes
fewer risks and prefers to wait for situations to develop in order to make sound decisions.
On the tactical level, forces with higher aggressiveness will tend to open fire at longer ranges and lower kill/damage
probabilities, be less likely to conserve ammunition, will favor speed over cover and concealment, and be more likely to
call for fire support and use it against less well defined targets. On the strategic level, aggressive AI tends to concentrate
forces on what it perceives as the decisive point and to have minimal reserves. “Fast and furious” is this AI’s motto.
On the other hand, forces with low aggressiveness will tend to favor waiting to open fire until reasonable hit/kill/damage
probabilities can be achieved, will attempt to conserve ammunition so that it lasts, and will favor cover and concealment
over speed when moving. Strategically, the AI will spread forces out more evenly, and will keep units in reserve for
unexpected situations. “Slow and steady” best describes this way this AI thinks and acts.
Forces with medium level aggressiveness attempt strike a balance between the other two, although at times they may
actually act as one or the other for a short time.

2-10.8.3 General Force Values
These values are used to model the capabilities of the force in general.
♦ Orders Delay: This is the average time, in seconds, required for an order or SITREP to be transmitted by radio
between a HQ and subordinate unit. When a transmission method besides radio is used, for whatever reason, the
program will automatically calculate the time based on the actual method. Actual orders transmission times also
take into account the situation and state of the two units involved, if an leaders are present, and environmental
conditions.
♦ Air Superiority: The air superiority level represents air assets outside of the immediate battle that are assigned
to prevent enemy air operations over it. These assets are not available for direct control by the player, but have
several effects in the game:
o Initial enemy air unit reduction: At the start of the scenario, all enemy air units (those actually in play) will
be reduced randomly in strength by about four fifths of the friendly air superiority level. For example, if
the friendly air superiority level were set to 50, on average each enemy air unit would be reduced by
about 40% (4/5ths times 50 = 40%) of its starting strength. This reduction is based solely on the friendly
air superiority level; the enemy level is ignored. Thus, in games where both players have high air
superiority levels, both players will suffer high losses to their air units. And, in games where both levels
are low, both players will suffer minimal losses.
o Friendly air unit targeting: As the friendly air superiority level increases, friendly units are less likely to
erroneously target friendly air units, and if they do, will realize their error and cease fire more quickly.
♦ Arty Counter Battery: The counter battery (CB) level represents friendly assets outside of the scenario forces
capable of detecting and triangulating enemy artillery fire. Detection depends on the type and caliber of the enemy
artillery unit firing, the rate of fire, and the duration of firing. In general, the greater any of these values, the greater
the detection probability. The CB level is used in two ways. First, it determines the base detection probability and
the quality of the report if detection occurs. Second, it determines the minimum caliber and flight time required for
detection. When enemy units are detected by counter-battery, they become known and visible on the map to the
friendly force.
♦ Shoot and Scoot Level: Shoot & Scoot (S&S) is a tactic in which a unit fires a round or two, and then moves into
a nearby covered and concealed position for protection against return fire and spotting. The Shoot and Scoot Level
is the probability, 0-100%, of a unit doing this when firing at enemy targets. At a value of zero, units will never enter
S&S mode, while at 100% they always will. Using S&S has several effects:
o Units use a reduced ROF and do not acquire targets (since they spend less time firing).
o The ROF of incoming fire is decreased, since the unit rescues its exposure time.
o The firing unit is harder to spot by the enemy.

NOTE: The protected position can be provided by above ground terrain or constructive features in the
location, but is often just a dip in the ground level. To model this effect, units in the TSS do not need to
be in any kind of special terrain to use shoot & scoot techniques, but if there is no terrain in the location,
the effectiveness of the protection and concealment provided by it will depend on the “roughness” of the
map.
♦ Ammo Duds per 1000: This is the expected ammunition malfunction rate, from any cause, in rounds per 1000
attempted firings. This rate is applied to all ammunition used by the force; it is not adjusted for specific types of
ammunition. Dud rounds can cause weapon jams and malfunctions, although normally they merely result in the
round being ignored and having no other effects once it is “fired”.
♦ Electronic Warfare Rating: This general rating represents the quality and quantity of electronic warfare (EW)
assets available to EW units inside the force, as well as to those outside of it. It is also used as a measure of the
technological level of the force’s electronics in general, including communications, ECM, and ECCM for ground, air,
and naval units. The EW Rating is used in the following specific areas:
o Jamming: The EW level determines the amount, effectiveness, and range of friendly radio jamming
efforts, and reduces those of the enemy.
o Guided Missile Launchers: The higher the EW level, the greater the reliability and lower the repair time of
guided missile launch systems.
o Radar EECM: The EW level is used to quantify the ability of friendly ground, airborne, or guided missile
radars in to defeat enemy jamming and other countermeasures.
o Radio Intercept: The EW level sets detection probability of radio intercept weapons systems or remote
sensors.
♦ Re-Supply Interval: This is the average time, in minutes, at which units will be re-supplied with ammunition.
The re-supply is automatic, in that it does not require specific ammunition carrier units to transport the ammunition
to the receiving units. The rate of ammunition transfer is based on the caliber and weight of the ammunition,
among other things. The larger the caliber, and the heavier the weight, the longer it will take to transfer a round.
Units receiving ammunition must be in the normal morale state to do so, and must not be under threatening enemy
fire. If at any point during the transfer these conditions change, the transfer will be aborted. Ammunition transfer
will cease once the weapon system basic load is reached, adjusted by the force supply level (described below).
♦ “Check-in SITREP Period: Units without digital and GPS systems will attempt to send SITREP’s to their HQ of
their complete situation at the set interval over the duration of the scenario. For example, if this is set to 600
seconds (10 minutes), every 10 minutes units will send a SITREP containing everything they know about, including
themselves, to their HQ. This is in contrast to normal SITREP’s, which are sent only when something changes.
o The lower the check-in period, the more up to date the HQ’s information will normally appear, although it
should be noted that the information will usually not be any more accurate than it would without the
check-in (since normal SITREP’s would still let the HQ know when anything changes). However, lower
check-in times also create more radio traffic, which will tie up bandwidth and expose the units to
detection.
o Units under heavy fire or moving will normally not make check-in reports, or if they do, they will almost
always be delayed.
o Units that have an internal GPS system and digital communications capabilities do not send “check-in”
SITREP’s. Instead, their position and situation are automatically and continuously updated every combat
pulse. This models the fact that these units do not need any human action or intervention to report to
their HQ – the communications systems do it all automatically in an integrated manner.
♦ Average auto-evacuation time: Auto-evacuation is a process that removes permanently (not temporarily)
damaged personnel, gun, and vehicle units from the scenario. These units are not destroyed; however, once they
are evacuated they have no further effects of any kind (including sighting, reporting, firing, etc). At the end of the
game, their victory points may be added to the owning player’s total, as appropriate.
o To use auto-evacuation, set the value to a value greater than -1 (including zero). The value may be set
separately for personnel and gun/vehicle type units.
o To disable auto-evacuation, set the value to -1.
o The auto-evacuation value is the average time (in minutes) required to evacuate the unit after it is
determined to be permanently damaged. The actual evacuation time is determined randomly based on
the average value. Therefore it is possible (although not likely) that units may be evacuated immediately,
or even not at all.
o Auto-evacuation is principally intended to speed up larger games by limiting the number of detachment
units in play (since each damaged system creates a detachment). The more units in play – the longer the
turn execution requires.
o

2-10.8.4 Default Unit Values
The default unit values model the overall condition of the force, and are used as the default “starting” levels for new units
as they are created. Users can modify the values for the individual units as required, however, by bringing up the Detailed
Unit Information Form.
The default unit values are:
♦ Unit Strength: The Unit Strength value is a global percent adjustment applied to the standard weapon system
quantity as defined in the TO&E. For example, if the Strength Level is 50, a unit that would normally have 30
infantry will instead only start with about 15 (50% x 30 = 15). The application of the Strength Level percent isn’t
always exact, however, it includes variation of up to 15%. So, in the previous example, the unit could be
assigned anywhere from 12 to 18 infantry instead of exactly 15. The Unit Strength level cannot be set higher
than 100% (although units can be made larger on an individual basis from the Unit Detailed Information Form).
TO&E strengths are defined in the TO&E table, and may be editing in the DataView module.
♦ Unit Ammo: The Unit Ammo value is a global percent adjustment applied to the starting “basic load” quantities
of ammunition as defined in the Weapons Data Table in a manner similar to the Unit Strength Level, above. So,
for example, a weapon that normally has 50 rounds of a type of ammo will only have 25 if the Ammo Level is set
to 50. As with the Strength Level, the application of the ammo percentage is variable; the unit might have
anywhere from 20-30 rounds instead of exactly 25.
♦ Light Discipline: This is a measure of how good the units in the force are at not generating light during periods of
darkness and limited visibility that could be detected by the enemy. It includes everything the unit does from
having specialized night driving devices, to the frequency in use of flashlights and cigarettes. The level ranges
from 0 (poor) to 100 (no light ever).
♦ Radio/Communications Discipline: This level relates the amount of time units in the force spend on the radio to
transmit reports and orders. It includes the use of short codes to convey complex information, and also the
proclivity of radio operators to talk more than they need to or to key the mike unnecessarily. The higher the
Commo Discipline rating, the less time is spent on the air, and thus the less effective enemy jamming and
detection will be. In general, compared to a unit with a rating of 50, a unit with a rating of 100 will spend half the
time on the air and a unit with a rating of zero will spend twice as much. The Commo Discipline rating is used
only for radio transmissions; it has no effect on data, visual signaling or messengers.
♦ Training Level: The Training Level is a measure of the training quality and quantity units in the force have
received in how to operate their equipment and perform battlefield missions. It impacts on units’ performance in
almost everything the units does, from trying to sight enemy units, to firing its weapons, to calling for support and
communicating.
♦ Camouflage Level: The Camouflage Level represents how effective units are at camouflaging themselves in the
field to prevent detection by enemy units. The higher the level, the harder the unit is to spot and target.
Camouflage modification is affected by the terrain in the unit’s location (camouflage is less effective in open
areas), and also only applies to units moving less than 3 Kph.
♦ Unit Base Morale: Morale is a measure of a unit’s willingness to remain on the battlefield and perform its
assigned tasks. Units with low morale are less likely to engage the enemy (they have reduced accuracy and
rates of fire), and once they start wavering, will not respond to orders or make reports. At some point they may
also break and run or surrender. Morale, which is defined on a scale of 1 (poor) -100 (excellent), is adjusted
during the game both up and down based on circumstances. Units that begin the game with a level of 100 are
immune to morale decreases, and will maintain that level for the entire battle no matter what happens.
♦ Unit Base Friction: Friction represents the time required for units to process orders and information internally,
and is a function of many things including leader and individual training, existing SOP’s, and the ability to
communicate. In the simulation, it primarily affects how fast a unit can respond to orders, submit reports, and as
a limit on a unit’s ROF when returning fire from a “new” enemy unit.
o The Unit Friction value is the average delay, in seconds, expected for these things in a squad-level unit.
As an example, assume a platoon-sized unit has just received orders of some kind. Before the unit can
execute them, however, the platoon leader must process them himself, decide how to execute them
tactically, and then issue his own orders to the squads and/or other elements under his command. The
squad or teams leaders may then have to do the same. In another example, say the unit encounters
unexpected incoming fire. In this case, the reverse happens. The initial team begins to deploy, and
sends up a report, while the platoon leader makes and estimate of the situation, issues orders to his other
elements, and over time begins to build a base of return fire.
o The Unit Friction time increases with fatigue, and decreases with training and morale. Leaders assigned
to units can also affect the friction time, for either good or bad. The actual time is adjusted for the organic
size of the unit relative to a squad; units of size 1 do not experience friction.

♦ Unit Fatigue: Fatigue is used to model physical exhaustion and mental stress, which can greatly degrade
combat performance in all areas for both units and leaders. It also increases the risk of adverse morale
changes; highly fatigued units are more likely to break surrender, or stop listening to orders. The effects of
fatigue are exponentially applied, so that as a unit becomes more fatigued, it's performance suffers more and
more per “point” of fatigue added. When a unit has greater than 50% fatigue, its performance will begin to suffer
noticeably, and near 100 it will become almost useless. Fatigue is added during the scenario form movement,
being under fire, or performing “stressful” tasks, such as room-by-room urban clearing. It is reduced by rest –
where a unit does nothing, or is performing only light duty away from the enemy. A level of zero indicates no
fatigue, while 100 is the maximum.
♦ Button-up Under Heavy Fire: Buttoning-up refers to the situation where all exposed personnel withdraw inside
of an armored vehicle, and the hatches and other access points are closed. This protects the crew, especially
the vehicle commander, from the effects of enemy fire but at a cost of reduced visibility and the leader's
awareness of the outside situation around the vehicle. When this SOP is set, the AI will automatically “buttonup” applicable units when they come under fire it deems heavy enough to represent a threat to exposed crew
members (the exact determination depends on the type of incoming fire, the conditions near the vehicle, and the
characteristics vehicle itself). Units can also be manually ordered to button-up using the Unit Information Form.
The ability to “button-up” is set in the Weapons System Data Table; this setting has no effect on weapons
systems without that ability.
♦ Target Enemy HQ's First: In certain situations, friendly forces may be able to identify enemy HQ elements from
within the total opposing force they see on the battlefield. This can be through the use of radio detection/EW
(i.e. communications intercepts), identifiable weapons system characteristics (special command vehicles, radio
aerials, etc.), or general observation (visual/hand signaling from the unit, its position in relation to other forces,
etc). The intent of engaging known HQ units as a priority target is to degrade overall command and control, and
thus disrupt significant portions of the enemy force and his overall operations. The potential downside is that as
the enemy HQ's are engaged, the line units may not be – thus allowing them to survive longer and possibly
inflict more damage on the friendly forces. When checked, units will engage KNOWN enemy HQ's as a priority
target over all others, unless they are in imminent danger from another source.
♦ Pause to Engage: When set, units will stop moving when they engage enemy units. Being stationary often
affords a firing unit higher accuracy, and better target acquisition. Though, this is not always the case – it
depends on values in the Weapons System Data Table, specifically the gun stabilization and sighting value
reductions. When firing ceases (for whatever reason), the unit will begin moving again automatically, at its
previous speed and formation characteristics.
♦ Air Unit Instances: This specialized setting “reconstitutes” air units back to their full strength and supply after
they are destroyed, leave the battle area, or run out of fuel or ammo. This is done strictly for convenience and
time saving, in that it allows for scenarios encompassing long-term air operations without forcing the player to
create and set up a large number of air units and designate them as reinforcements. It also reduces the
scenario execution duration, since air units can require a large amount of processing time (fewer air units make
the game run much faster). When this value is set other than zero, each air unit will be “reconstituted” the
entered number of times. After that, it is removed normally. So, for example, if this value is set to “4”, each air
unit in the game will be “brought back” 4 times before being allowed to be removed from the game.
♦ Air Units Exit on Mission Completion: This setting is similar to the option above, in that it is intended principally
for convenience in speeding up scenario run execution times. When set, aircraft will be automatically removed
from the game when they complete their assigned CAS mission, specifically when they return to their starting
location. They are not considered destroyed in action, and the enemy does not get points from their removal.
This simply removes them from all further consideration and speeds things up since they no longer participate in
sighting, targeting or other time-consuming operations. Note that because CAS missions can have multiple
“runs” at the target, and may also receive in-progress AI adjustments, aircraft can remain in play for an extended
period and even engage multiple targets. Aircraft without CAS mission orders are not affected by this setting, at
least until they are issued such orders.

2-10.8.5 Intelligence/Reconnaissance Values
These values are used primarily for the detection of enemy units, civilians, and other objects on the battlefield. The AI
and S-2 Staff Officer also use these levels when determining the completeness and reliability of the information known
about the enemy force. The better the intelligence levels, the greater the confidence the player can have in the
information.
The intelligence source levels are:
♦ HUMINT: Human Intelligence. This represents information gained from or by questioning or interrogating
persons outside the force, including civilians, enemy prisoners and spies. HUMINT is above average at
providing information on bridges, and average for enemy units, IP’s, obstacles, and minefields.

♦ SIGINT: Signal Intelligence. This is information gained by intercepting enemy (or civilian) radio and
communications traffic. SIGINT can be very good at detecting enemy units, especially HQ’s, if they use radio
often (determined by other force levels). Otherwise, it usually provides little other information.
♦ Photo Recon: Over flights by friendly reconnaissance aircraft and/or RPV’s. When the LOS is open, photo
recon provides very good information for enemy units, IP’s, bridges and obstacles average detection of
deliberate minefields, and no information of hasty or random minefields. The results of over flights are heavily
dependent on the quality of the visual LOS into the location, however (adjusted for the foliage level). As the
LOS into the location is degraded, the effectiveness quickly drops. Over flight areas normally cover 5-10 Km
towards the enemy, starting at the friendly front line. The photo recon level is also used during the game to
determine the force’s “technology rating” for special detection routines.
♦ Satellite: Information provided from orbiting satellites. The capabilities of satellite intelligence is approximately
equal to that for photo recon, above. However, satellites are a little better at detecting enemy units, and
somewhat less effective at wire type obstacles. As with Photo recon, any LOS blocking terrain in the target
object’s location affects satellite intelligence. Satellite coverage is based on the center of the map, with a radius
of about 1 Km for each 10% of level. The satellite level is also used during the game to determine the force’s
“technology rating” for special detection routines.
♦ Patrol: This value is a percent that directly modifies the number of patrols run by the AI in the initial disclosure
phase. During this routine, the computer will run a number of discrete patrols aimed at detecting enemy units
and other battlefield objects. These patrols are assumed to have been run in the time period directly preceding
the start of the scenario, up to about 24 hours prior. The base number of patrols depends on the force size, and
also the number of personnel (by stacking type) it contains. Patrol depth is not affected by this value, normally
set between 500-2500 meters past the enemy start line, although that can vary depending on the force
composition.
♦ Radiation Alarms: Radiation alarm settings are used for radiological detection efforts, to determine what
situations likely represent “real” emission detections versus “false positives” or “false negatives”. This is
necessary because radiological decay/emission is random at the source level, and the aggregate count varies
around an average value over long time scales. Alarm levels are thus used to generate a “statistical confidence”
analysis, based on comparing the raw counts of detected emission products with the standard “background”
count. The longer the duration of the count, the higher the confidence that can be placed in it. Likewise with
the difference between the actual and background counts. But even so, there is always a level of uncertainty,
which is reflected in the alarm report level. Clicking this button will bring up the Radiation Alarms Form, which
will be discussed in more detail later in this section.

2-10.8.6 Message Time-out
Message “time-out” refers to the maximum length of time a unit will attempt to send a message. If the message is not
received by then, the sending unit will discontinue all further attempts at sending it, effectively discarding the message
from its queue. This keeps old messages from building up over time, and also prevents the overloading of radio and/or
data channels.
The time-out values apply equally to all units and transmissions in the force, and can be set individually as follows:
• Digital: This value applies to messages sent digitally (data).
• Analog: This value applies to messages sent by analog (voice).
• Visual: This value applies to messages sent visually (hang signals, flags, lights, etc.).

2-10.8.7 Live Feed Video
“Live feed” is a communications method where the sending unit constantly transmits information. The most common
example is from a video camera. However, many other detection devices can use a live feed transmission to relay current
information to a receiving unit or network.
Whether or not a communication system has live feed capability, transmit and or receive, is determined for the system in
the Commo Systems Data Table. In order for a live feed transmission to be completed, both the sending and receiving
unit(s) must have the appropriate capability. In addition, there must be sufficient available “bandwidth” between the units
to carry the data traffic. In this case “bandwidth” is used as in computer networking to denote the maximum amount of
data that can be transmitted in a given time period, normally expressed in bytes per second (Bps).
No allowance is currently made for the individual capabilities of differing detector (e.g., camera) systems in terms of
resolution and capture frame rate. Instead, all live feed systems use standards set for the entire force. These standards
are:

♦
♦

Quality (the pixel resolution of each frame or “capture”). There are three levels: Low (320 x 200); Medium (640 x
480); and High (800 x 600).
Frame Rate: the number of frames (pictures or “captures”) transmitted per second.

The higher the resolution, the better the information gained by the system. Likewise, the higher the frame rate, the better
the information, especially against moving units. However, higher resolutions and frame rates require more “bandwidth”
(transfer capacity).
As a side note, live feed as currently implemented is oriented towards visual images that are transmitted digitally in a
constant stream. However, live feed can also be used with analog devices, or systems using a detection method other
visual, such as radar, acoustic, or magnetic detectors. However, in these cases, the user will need to adjust the frame
rate and resolution as best possible to model the actual data streams from these systems.

2-10.8.8 Pre-Planned (PPD) Artillery Target Defaults
Pre-planed artillery targets are locations designated at the start of a scenario as either certain or likely to be used for
artillery fire missions. As such, special preparations are made in advance to conduct fire on them, at the very least precalculating the mission parameters and affording a quick way for them to be called. Depending on the situation, the
artillery unit “on-call” for the mission may register fire on it by firing a few rounds to verify that the gun settings are correct.
In the TSS artillery missions on PPD targets are called in faster, and have higher initial accuracy than those called against
non-PPD ones.
Additionally, some PPD targets may be designated as “Priority”, which means that missions on those targets will take
precedence over missions against other targets, including non-priority PPD ones, even if it means switching in midmission.
The number of PPD artillery targets available to a force depends on the force settings:
♦ Priority: The number of priority PPD targets assignable to each artillery unit.
♦ Normal: The number of non-priority PPD targets assignable to each artillery unit.
♦ Minimum Artillery Unit Level: The smallest size unit that may have PPD targets. Only firing units of this level
and above can be assigned PPD targets.

2-10.8.9 DF Target Reference Point (TRP) Defaults
DF TRP’s are locations are fire control measures used by a defending force. Specifically, they are points of key, or easily
recognizable terrain specifically assigned to be targeted by friendly units should the enemy appear there. They insure that
enemy units in the most threatening locations are always engaged, and that overlap of friendly fire is minimized. In a
manner similar to PPD targets, they are often “ranged”, so that accurate and effective fire can be brought on them quickly.
Also resembling PPD targets, DF TRP’s can be designated as “Priority” targets, and the effect is similar. Units will always
engage enemy units on a primary TRP before anything else, and when not firing will turn and face their weapons at the
priority TRP.
By default, only the primary front line combat arms type units are eligible for TRPs: APC (armor personnel carrier), Tank,
T/D (tank Destroyer), and ATG/ATGM (anti-tank gun/anti-tank guided missile).
The number of TRP’s available to a force depends on the force settings:
♦
♦
♦

Priority: The number of priority PPD targets assignable to each eligible unit unit.
Normal: The number of non-priority PPD targets assignable to each eligible unit.
All Combat Types can have TRP’s: In addition to the default types, AA (anti-aircraft), Reconnaissance, and Rifle
Infantry type units are also eligible to be assigned TRP’s.

2-10.8.10 Movement/Urban Operations SOP
These SOP values control what a unit will do by default when it is moving, or when it enters urban terrain (locations
containing permanent IP's/buildings), or locations with limited visibility. These settings are very important towards force
preservation, in that these situations represent times of maximum risk to the unit by enemy action, especially by ambush.
These settings are identical to the ones available from the Unit Information Form (used to give orders to individual units).
The only difference is procedural; the SOP's that are set here will be issued to all new force units as they are selected and

added. Because these SOP's are covered in detail in a later section of the manual, they will be discussed only briefly
here.
The Movement SOP settings are:
•

•

•

Herringbone when stopped: If checked, the AI will automatically “break down” stopped units into two firing groups
(if not already organized into firing groups), and face each +/- 45 degrees from the direction of travel. There is a
slight time delay required to perform this maneuver, and also to realign before continuing to move.
Keep behind subordinate units: Applies ONLY to HQ units. If checked, the HQ will attempt to stay “behind” (i.e.,
farther from known enemy units) than its subordinate units in order to gain protection and/or a better view of the
action.
No AI Move Orders (except Maneuver Groups): If checked, the AI will never issue normal movement orders to
the unit, unless it is part of a Maneuver Group. Actions that are due to unit morale state changes (breaking, going
berserk, etc.) are not affected by this setting.

The Auto-Unload SOP settings are customized for the type of terrain that the carrier unit enters, and are invoked based on
the terrain “concentration” in the location: None, All (1% or more), Medium (~30% or more) or High (~50% or more):
•
•
•

Urban or IP Level: The number of buildings or improved positions in the location.
Concealment Level: The sum of the individual “concealment values” for each of the terrain types found in the
location. Concealment values are set tin the TEC.
LOS Blocking: The total LOS blocking percent of all the terrain found in the location. LOS blocking values are set
in the TEC.

When a carrier unit's auto-unload SOP is invoked, all internal passengers will immediately debark, if not prohibited from
doing do. The AI will then analyze the carrier's continuing movement orders and will issue orders to reload the
passengers at the earliest possible time in the future when the carrier is out of the terrain.
The Urban Combat SOP settings are used to direct small scale deployment in terrain containing buildings. These settings
are:
•

•

Clear Room-by- Room : If checked, dismounted personnel will spend extra time in the location searching though
all of the rooms in each building. This insures that virtually no enemy escapes detection (though there is always a
chance a single person or two might remain hidden), but it requires much more time and effort (which causes
fatigue) than simply moving though.
Vehicles “hang-back”: If checked, vehicles will let personnel units move into the terrain before they do. The exact
spacing will be determined by the AI based on the number and types of buildings, the number of personnel, and
the weapons systems involved. Normally, the vehicles will stay 50-100 meters behind the dismounted personnel
– close enough to provide fire support with their heavy weapons, but far enough back to stay out of range of
close-in anti-tank systems (grenades, short range anti-tank rockets, etc.).

2-10.8.11 Setting Radiation Alarm Levels
Radiation alarms are used to measure the likelihood that a given elevated radiation count is being produced by an outside
source, above the normal background levels. While this may intuitively seem like an unnecessary complication, “after all if
you count more it must be from another source, right?”, the nature of radioactive decay prevents such straightforward
determinations. At best, all that can be said is that a certain elevated count level may be from an outside source, with a
certain confidence level. For example, two out of three times this report will indicate an outside source. Which of course
also means that there is a one in three chance that it doesn't (and is thereby classified as a “false positive”).
Without going into great detail, it is helpful to understand why this is so, with the caveat that the following discussion is of
a general nature, and somewhat simplified.
Radiation emission is what is known as a stochastic (or essentially random) process; at the atomic/source level it is
impossible to know exactly when decay will occur. An atom could decay 1 millisecond from now, 1 hour from now, or 100
years from now, with the probability of decay in a given time period depending only on the quantum properties of the
atom. So, for example, the probability of the atom decaying will be the same for each of those times (1 second from now,
1 hour from now and 100 years from now), say 0.001% per second, though the probability of the atom lasting for 1 hour or
100 years may be small (but given enough atoms in the starting sample, some will).
In most cases, it is reasonable to assume that the probability of decay for each atom remains constant over time, and is
not affected by the surrounding atoms. This then allows for the accurate prediction of overall (aggregate) decay rates in

large samples of the same atoms, where the laws of probability can be applied. Using an example familiar in everyday life
to illustrate this point, it may be said that that there is a “one-in-a-ten-million” chance of a plane crash. What this means is
that (on average) out of every 10 million flights, one is expected to crash. It's impossible to know exactly which plane will
crash. It could be one taking off right now, or one next month. Or it could be both, or neither, and in fact 30 million flights
could take off without a single accident. But with the probability applied over time, it will average out that one plane will
crash for every 10 million take-offs (assuming there are no changes made that affect the crash rate in the interim).
Applying this principal to radiological decay, results in the ability to predict, on average, the number of decays in a given
time period for a given number of atoms. For example, if the decay probability of a certain isotope is 50% per year, and
we start with a sample numbering 10 billion atoms, then we can predict that after one year roughly 5 billion decays will
occur (50% of the original total of 10 billion). This value is known as the “half-life” of the isotope – it is how long, on
average, required for exactly one half of atoms in the initial sample to decay. It is strictly a function of the quantum decay
probabilities of the isotope and is independent of the number of atoms in the sample; at every half-life interval, the amount
of original isotope remaining in the sample will decrease by half.

Figure 82: The original isotope amount decreases 50% with each half-life (HL).
In terms of detection, it's not always quite so simple, in that as atoms decay the number of intact atoms in the sample
decrease, which affects the raw count (per measuring period). The magnitude of this effect depends on the ratio of
isotope's half-life as compared to the measurement period. If the measurement period is very small compared to the halflife, for example 1 minute compared to a half life of a thousand years, then the count rate can be assumed to be constant.
over the period. Otherwise, adjustments must be made to account for this effect, as would be the case if the measuring
period was 1 minute but the isotope's half life was only half an hour.
Here are some sample half-life values for some selected radioactive isotopes:
Isotope

Half-Life (approx)

Uranium 232

72 years

Uranium 235

700 million years

Uranium 238

4.5 billion years

Plutonium 240

65 hundred years

Plutonium 242

380 thousand years

Plutonium 244

83 million years

Iodine 123

13 hours

Polonium 212

160 microseconds

Indium 115

5,000 trillion yeas

Figure 83: Sample half-life values. Note that half-lives can range from fractions of a second to trillions of years.

2-10.8.11.1 Background Radiation
All places on the Earth, as well as virtually everywhere in the universe, will have some level of ambient background
radiation. On Earth this radiation is caused principally by the radioactive decay of elements in the Earth itself, with a
contribution from cosmic rays (which become more prevalent at higher altitudes). Modern human sources may also be a
consideration, especially in urban areas (medical facilities, factories, laboratories, food processing plants and other
industries use various radioactive isotopes in the course of operations), and there may be residual radiation from nuclear
tests, power generation (including accidents), and/or waste storage.

Radiological detectors operate by “counting” radiation particles. Some are very sensitive and can count almost every
single one they encounter, while others may miss more than they register. Either way, though, the detection of an
“unnatural” emission source depends exclusively on detecting, or counting, the radiation it emits. Think of a Geiger
Counter; each “click” represents a particle being “counted”.
But counters can not identify positively particles by their source, though they may be able to offer clues by registering
physical characteristics such frequency/energy and direction. In the end, therefore, the analysis must focus on
determining if extra particles are being counted above the average background levels. Therefore, knowing the average
background radiation level is critically important to the success of the determination (and note that background levels are
expressed as “averages” - background decay of atoms is random and impossible to predict just as for the atoms in the
sample).
In practice, background radiation curves are obtained by either historical measurements, and/or by taking current
measurements near the survey site. Adjustments are then made for known natural or human sources in the survey area
itself. General/average background curves can also be sometimes used (i.e. of a place somewhat near the survey site),
but with the understanding that even natural radiation can vary tremendously between locations on the Earth, without
further consideration for altitude, weather, etc. For example, there are several known “hot spots” on the Earth, generally
over uranium or other radioactive ore deposits.

Figure 84: Sample background radiation curve from the DataView editor.
Background radiation curves are entered in the DataView
Module (see example above), and instructions are included
in its manual on the procedure for doing so. A specific
background radiation curve is selected for the scenario in
the Set Game Conditions Form, covered previously in this
section.

2-10.8.11.2 Radiation Alarm Levels
Because there is no such thing as an “absolute” count, detecting radiation counts above the background is based on a
statistical analysis of the raw data. The analysis first looks at the expected average background count, and compares it to
the actual count. Higher actual counts don't always mean an extra source is present, and lower counts don't always mean
that it isn't, as shown in the example below – where the second reading, taken on its own, would indicate that no extra
source is present.

Figure 85: Example of how actual radiation emissions and counts will vary randomly around an average value.
The differences between the individual counts are relatively exaggerated for illustration purposes, and in most
practical cases, the counts from the outside source (red) will be much lower than the background counts (blue),
making detection much more difficult.
To account for the uncertainty caused by the random nature of decay, results are expressed in terms of their probable
“confidence level”, which is a value between 0 and 100%. For example, confidence level of 75% indicates that the result
will be correct 3 out of 4 times, but that once in four it will be “false” – meaning that its conclusion that is wrong. The trick,
in real life as in the simulation, is to sift through the data and eliminate or mitigate the “false” results, either positive (when
the observer thinks something is there that isn't) or negative (when the observer thinks nothing is there but it is).
Calculating the confidence level is based on the fact that the radiation curve follows a Poisson Distribution, which is a type
of “bell curve”. Specifically, it derived using the value of “Sigma” ( σ ), or the standard deviation, converted to a percent.
Standard deviation is a measure of how far an actual count varies from an expected value. In this case, the expected
level is the average background spectrum and the actual count is what is recorded by the detector.
For example “1 Sigma” equals a confidence level of
84.1%, as shown in the graph at right, while “3
Sigma” converts to 97.7%.
The specifics of these calculations are beyond the
scope of the discussion in this section, but it is
important that users at least understand the basics
in order to set alarm levels, which are based on
Sigma values. The key points are:
•
•
•

The higher the sigma value, the higher the
confidence level.
The more data collected (i.e. the longer the Figure 86: Example of the Standard Deviation, σ, as it relates to
the Confidence Level of a standard distribution.
observation time), the higher the sigma.
No report is ever 100% certain, though it
Source: Wikipedia: Petter Strandmark , based an original graph by Jeremy
may be very close.
Kemp, in 2005-02-09 [http://pbeirne.com/Programming/gaussian.ps].

Given the inherent uncertainty in radiological detection, the best that can be achieved is to define different radiation alarm
levels that are combinations of raw sigma values and data collection times. That way reports can be judged, and ranked,
by the likelihood that they report the true situation, and are not false positives or negatives.

2-10.8.11.3 Radiation Alarm Form
The Radiation Alarm Form is used to define and modify alarm levels. Alarms have four components:

•

•

•

•

Name: Identification of the alarm
with sufficient detail to describe it
when it is reported. The default
values include a short description
followed by the sigma value
(converted to a percent
confidence level).
Minimum Sigma: The calculated
Sigma value must be greater than
or equal to this value.
Minimum Seconds: The
minimum “continuous”
observation duration period (see
below).
Map Text: The text to display on
the map in the location where the
alarm was detected. This string
should be kept relatively short to
prevent clutter.

Values entered for the Sigma and
Seconds fields must be valid decimal
numbers.

For the Sigma and Seconds fields must be valid decimal numbers.

Figure 87: The Set Radiation Alarms Form. Users can add as many alarm
levels as desired, and also define separate alarm lists for each force.

The “Ignore raw counts older than....” setting determines what is considered “continuous”. Reports occurring within this
time period of each other are considered to be “continuous”, and are aggregated together to provide a higher Sigma
level. This value is also useful when attempting to detect mobile targets, if it is set too high, the most significant alarms
will appear where the target was in the past instead of its current location.
Users may define as many levels as are deemed necessary by clicking the [Add New Alarm] button. However, a word of
caution is in order. At some point too many alarms can become more confusing than helpful, especially if the differences
between them are minimal.
Radiation alarms may only be defined in the set-up phase. Once a scenario is underway, they can not be modified
without saving the game “As a Scenario”, “Resetting the turn to 'Start'”, and then entering the set-up phase again.

2-10.9 Selecting Main Force Units
Players add units to their force using either pre-defined
units and/or formations (a group of units under a single
headquarters), or in a custom fashion.
Pre-defined units are known as “TO&E”, which stands for
“Tables of Organization and Equipment”, referring to the
approved standards that specify the composition and
equipment of each unit. When a TO&E unit or formation
is selected from the TO&E Panel, all of the sub-units and
sub-formations are automatically added to the force, with
the correct command relationships.
Custom units, on the other hand, are created on the fly users select a weapon system and quantity after clicking
the [Add A Custom Unit] button.
By default, all new units and the HQ unit of formations
report to the TF HQ. The TF HQ is the location of the
“player”, and is the highest-level unit in the game. The TF
HQ unit is created automatically by the computer when
the first other unit is created, however once created it can
be edited normally by the player.
Figure 88: Selecting Main Force Units.

2-10.9.1 Weapon System Model Selection Mode Panel
When a unit is created, the computer will initially assign a weapons system to it. Which specific weapons system it
assigns depends on several factors:
♦ If the TO&E calls for a specific weapons system, that is the one that will be used.
♦ If the TO&E calls for a “default” weapons system (see the insert below from the TO&E Editor), the computer will
select one based on the weapons available and the currently selected mode:
o Best Selection: The computer will pick the weapon system of the appropriate type with the highest VP
(victory point) value. In the case of a tie, it will pick randomly from the highest ones.
o Manual Selection: The user will be prompted to select a weapon system model.
o Random Selection: The computer will pick randomly from those available of the correct type.
o Equip similar follow-on selections with model selected for this unit: This option, which is on by default,
allows users to quickly create units equipped with a standard model. When checked, the computer will
use whatever model was selected for the current unit (either automatically or by the user) for all units of
the same type that are subsequently selected that require the computer to assign a weapon system. If
this box is not checked, or if it is subsequently unchecked, the selection process will be repeated each
time a unit with a default type is selected. Thus, this allows users to select a weapons system once, for
each type, and then have it automatically used for all follow-on units of the same type.

Figure 89: Defined vs. Default Weapons Systems in the TO&E Editor (DataView Module).

2-10.9.2 TO&E Panel
The TO&E Panel shows all of the pre-defined units and formations available to the player. These units and formations can
be changed and edited in the TO&E editor, which is part of the DataView module.
By default, only formations designated as belonging to the force’s nationality are shown. However, if desired ALL the
entries for all countries can be shown by un-checking the “Limit TOE by nation” box at the bottom of the form.

2-10.9.3 Current Forces Panel
This panel shows all of the units selected so far. They are arranged in a force tree structure, which readily shows the
command relationships. Each unit also has a generic unit symbol next to it using the standard NATO size indicators of
dots and lines.
Clicking a “+” next to a unit shows the next level of sub-units beneath it. Clicking the [+] button at the upper right shows
all units.
Clicking a “-” next to a unit hides all sub-units beneath it. Clicking the [-] button at the upper right hides all units not
directly under the Task Force HQ.

2-10.9.3.1 Reassigning Sub-Formations/Units to Different HQ’s
Units and formations may be reassigned as desired. To do so, first <Right Click> on the unit or the formation HQ that will
be reassigned. Then, from the pop-up menu, select “Reassign”. A list of all the units capable of acting as the unit’s new
HQ will be displayed. Select the new HQ unit from the list, and click [OK].
Units must be reassigned to units of their own level or higher. For example, while it is possible to assign a company to a
brigade, regiment, battalion, or even another company, it is not possible to assign it to a platoon. The unit level is an
intrinsic property of the unit, and does not depend on how large it is, or how many units it has under its command. Unit
levels can also be changed manually during the unit selection process (see below).

2-10.9.3.2 Deleting Units
Formations and single units can be deleted using the <Right Click> menu. Select either the formation HQ or the single
unit, <Right Click> and pick “Delete”.
It is not possible to delete a HQ unit without deleting all of the units under it; all subordinate units and formation must be
reassigned to another HQ first (see above).

2-10.9.3.3 Changing the Unit Level
To change a unit’s level, <Right Click> on it. Then select “Set Unit Size/Level” from the pop-up menu. A list of all the
defined unit levels will be shown. Select the new level, and click [OK].
Unlike the reassignment procedure, there is no automatic checking performed to insure that unit levels match the
command structure. This was done intentionally to preserve flexibility. However, having lower level units commanding
higher ones can lead to inconsistencies in the AI placement and direction of the formation during the game. So players
should insure that level hierarchy is maintained after such operations.

2-10.9.4 Editing/Changing Unit Information
During the initial set-up phase, players are able to customize
and change most unit levels and settings. Once the game is
underway (from Turn #1 on), however, these values are
locked and cannot be changed.
Unit values are edited from the Unit Information Form. To
display this form for a specific unit, <Right Click> on it, and
select “Edit” from the pop-up menu.
The Unit Data Form will be covered later in the manual.

Figure 90: The Unit Data Form.

2-10.9.5 Unit Names/Auto-Naming
When units are created, they will be assigned a default name based on whether or not the “Auto-Name Force Structures”
box is checked.
If the box is not checked, the name will be whatever weapon is specified in the TO&E for the unit.
If the box is checked, the program will automatically assign an alphanumeric character based on the unit size, plus the
TO&E entry for the formation. The program will assign a letter for a company sized unit, and numbers for everything else.
The numbers or letters begin at “1” or “A” for the first instance of a unit of that size under a HQ, and proceed sequentially
after that. So, for example, a force will have “1st”, “2nd” and “3rd” Battalions, and each of those battalions will have “A”,
“B” and “C” Companies, each of which will have “1st” “2nd” and “3rd” Platoons.
Unit names can be changed easily by left clicking them from the Current Forces tree. They may also be edited from the
Unit Data Form (<Right Click>, then “Edit”).

Figure 91: Auto-Name off: TO&E weapon entry used.

Figure 92: Auto-Name on: alpha plus TO&E
formation name.

Figure 93: Double-click on the unit name text to edit it using the Unit Information Form.
The [Clear All] button removes all of the formations and units assigned to the force, including flank forces, leaving only
the Task Force HQ.

2-10.9.6 Changing Basic Unit Default Levels
In order to make creating scenarios with different “sections” more convenient, the “Edit Unit Default Values” option allows
players to change some of the more common values without having to go back to the Nation/Force value screen.
Changing these values here has exactly the same effect, and the new settings will be used for all units subsequently
created (existing units will not be affected).
To bring up the Panel, click the [Edit Unit Default Values] button. When finished editing, click [OK].

Figure 94: Set Default Unit Values Panel.
When finished selecting the main force units, click [OK].

2-10.9.7 Random/Auto Force Selection
When a force has been set to be Randomly Auto-Selected (from the Initial Set-up Form), the procedure for determining
the force’s units is modified slightly. Instead of selecting individual formations and units from the TO&E display, players
simply choose which formations can be added, and which can’t. The computer will only consider those formations
checked; formations and units not checked will never be added to the force.

Figure 95: Random Auto-Selection Settings/Limiting Picks to Specific TO&E Entries.
The formations shown in the window will be all those defined for the nation/force’s “highest level”, shown and set at the
top of the form. In the above example, for instance, the player has chosen to have an auto-generated US force of two
battalions; therefore all of the US battalion level formations are shown.
The computer will randomly select the force from the available choices. Once the high-level units have been chosen,
support units will be added as appropriate, along with the flank forces.
The Weapons System Model Selection Mode panel is the same as for manually selected forces, as described above.
If “Edit Generated Forces” is checked, after the force’s units have been selected, the normal Select Force screen will be
displayed, allowing the force to be modified manually.
Otherwise, players will be taken directly to the Assign Leaders screen upon clicking [OK] and having the force generated.

2-10.9.8 Satellites
Satellites are selected during the force set-up like any other type of unit (normally using the [Custom Unit] button since
by default satellites are not defined in the TO&E’s). Unlike “normal” units, however, satellites are not directly placed or
controlled by the owning player. Instead, the computer automatically makes them available during specified periods of

availability, which are determined at the beginning of the scenario and may be subsequently edited from the Commo Staff
Officer (as described later in the manual).

Figure 96: Adding a satellite as a "Custom Unit" from the Select Main Force form.

By default the computer will automatically set all
satellites into a geostationary orbit (35,160 Km or
23,300 miles up), and make them available for the
duration of the scenario.
Also, by default, the satellites are given
reconnaissance and communications missions, if
the satellite is capable of them. The computer
never assigns satellites to jam enemy
communications or attack enemy units.
Satellites do not show up on the Force Set Up form.
However, when the [Force Placement Complete]
button is clicked to end the force placement phase,
if the force contains at least one satellite the
computer will prompt the player to set up satellite
availability. This dialog box is shown at the left.
Click [Yes] to change or edit the default satellite
availability, or [No] to keep the availability without
change.

2-10.9.8.1 Satellite Availability Form
First select the satellite from the top drop down box.
The current information for that satellite will be
displayed in the other sections.
The Mission Parameters Section details what missions
the satellite will perform and its orbital characteristics:
Recon/sighting: the satellite will attempt to sight other
units (including satellites). The satellite must possess
an intrinsic visibility rating or detection system for this
option to be enabled.
Communications: The satellite will receive and transmit
information based on its organic communications
systems. Note that the other unit must have a
communication system capable of communicating with
satellites (set in the Commo System Data Table).
Jamming: The satellite will attempt to jam enemy
transmissions. The satellite must have a jammer for
this to be enabled.
Attack: The satellite will attempt to attack other units
(including satellites. The satellite must be armed for
this to be enabled.
The orbital characteristics are the satellite’s height above the surface, in Kilometers, and its velocity in Kilometers per hour
measured relative to a fixed point on the surface. Geostationary satellites will always have an orbital height of 35159 Km
(due to orbital physics) and a relative speed of zero (they remain stationary over the same point on the surface).
Geosynchronous and other orbits will have a different height above the ground (often much less), and a non-zero relative
velocity (depending on the satellite’s orbital period).
Orbits are controlled by international convention, although in a war it is possible that these conventions could and would
be ignored. However, the generally designated satellite orbits are:
Height Above the Ground in Km (Miles)

Satellite/Spacecraft Types

150-450 Km (100-300 Miles)

NavSats, SpySats, Gamiest, Shuttle, ISS

450-900 Km (300–600 Miles)

Weather, Photo Satellites

900-1800 Km (600-1200 Miles)

Military ComSats, SpySats

1800-9000 Km (1200-6000 Miles)

Scientific Satellites

9000-18000 Km (6000-12000 Miles)

NavSats

35160 Km (23,300 Miles)

Geostationary: ComSat, Weather Satellites

375-75000 Km (250-50000)

Elliptical: Molinya, ComSats, Early Warning, SpySats

A satellite pass is a period when the satellite is over the battlefield area and available to perform missions. For
Geostationary satellites, there will be only one pass, and it will last the entire scenario. Geosynchronous satellites, which
cross the same points on the Earth at regular intervals will have regular repeating passes. For other types the passes
must be set up by the player to conform to the orbital characteristics.
The currently defined passes are shown in the Set Available Times (Passes) Box. Each pass is defined by:
o The start time, in either days : hours : minutes (absolute time) or in turns : pulses since the start of the scenario
(turn 1).
o The pass duration (time the satellite stays available) in absolute time (days : hours: minutes) or in pulses.
To change either the starting time or duration of an existing pass, double-click the pass line in the grid box. This will bring
up the Set Satellite Passes form showing the values for the selected pass.

To add a new pass, click the [Add New Pass] button. The Set Satellite Passes form will appear filled in with a new pass
using default start time and duration based on the passes already there.
To delete a pass, select it on the grid and click the [Delete Current] button.
To repeat the currently selected pass, click [Repeat Current]. The computer will add a new pass of the same duration as
the selected one, with a start time offset from the last defined pass in the list as the selected pass is from the pass before
it. For example, if the current pass starts 30 minutes after the pass before it, and lasts for 12 minutes, clicking this button
will create a new pass that starts 30 minutes after the last pass (in the list), and lasts for 12 minutes. This button allows
players to set up geosynchronous satellites easily (since their availability repeats at regular intervals).
The Satellite Availability Form can also be accessed through the Commo Staff Officer screen.

2-10.9.8.2 Satellite Passes Form
The Set Satellite Passes Form is used to edit the starting time and duration of a satellite’s assigned passes.
The pass starting time is set on the left side of the form, and the
duration on the right.
Each side has two values: an “absolute time” (days : hours : minutes),
and a “game time ” (turns and pulses). Players can set either value;
the other one will be updated automatically.
Pass starting times are always from the start of the scenario. They are
not “clock time”. For example, in a scenario that starts at 14:00, if you
want a pass to begin at 14:30, you would enter 30 minutes in the start
time box.
After changing a value, click [Save] to save the changes and close the
form.
For convenience, the scenario starting time (24-hour format) and
length is shown at the bottom of the form.

2-10.10 Selecting Flank Force Units
Once the main force has been selected, players are given the opportunity to select flank forces.
Flank forces are placed, and operate, in the designated flank areas on each side of the main force. They are AI-controlled
and are completely outside of the player’s control. Flank forces will normally move, fire and call for (and provide) support
only within the flank areas; there are times, however, when they must move or fire into the main force area, but will do it
only as a last resort.
NOTE: Flank forces are optional, and because they are AI controlled have the potential to greatly slow down game speed
and overall program performance. Therefore, they should be used only when necessary to model a “front” type of situation
where a player has related units on his sides, but out of his control. When used, players should also attempt to minimize
the number of units they contain.
Flanks include (and continue into) off-map areas.

The Select Flank Force form is the same as one used for
selecting main force units. The only difference is that
any units selected in this mode will be assigned to one
flank or the other.
The form operates the same as for selecting main force
units with one additional very convenient feature. That is
the [Gen Flank Forces] button at the lower center of the
form. When clicked, this will cause the AI to generate
the flank forces based upon what has been already been
selected for the main force, and the relative sizes of the
flanks.
Once the [Gen Flank Forces] routine has been run, the
button will be grayed out and no longer selectable.
Whether or not a player has selected to [Gen Flank
Forces] additional flank units can be chosen individually
from the TO&E structure window, created as a custom
unit. They can also be edited and have their values
changes in the same manner as if they belonged to the
main force.

Figure 97: Select Flank Forces.
By default, flank unit names are preceded by an asterisk, e.g., “ *A US Rifle Company ”. However, players may edit flank
units names the same as for those belonging to the main force.
Click [OK] when finished selecting flank forces.
Notes on AI Placement of Flank Forces: The AI will split the selected flank forces roughly equally between each of the
flanks. However, in order to maintain command and control it will NEVER split up formations. For example, if a single
battalion is selected for the flank forces, the AI will place the entire battalion on one flank while the other remains
completely empty. If, however, four independent companies are selected instead (the same battalion, but broken down
into its company level constituents), then each flank will receive at least one of the companies, and in fact it is likely that
each will receive two (for an exact 50/50 split). This situation is shown here:

Figure 98: Flank formations are split roughly equally between the two flanks, but are never broken up.

2-10.11 Assigning Leaders to Units
The final step in setting up the force is to assign leaders to units. Leaders are rated in how they affect the unit they are
assigned to in terms of:







Morale: Adjusts morale loss amounts from the nominal value and the probability of breaking.
Commo: Adjusts the time required to receive orders and transmit SITREP’s.
Targeting: Adjusts the time required to acquire a target and initial accuracy and ROF.
Competence: Adjusts the probability of making mistakes (i.e. selecting the wrong thing) in targeting/movement
orders/etc.
Initiative: How likely the unit is to act when it has no orders (or they are taking a long time to arrive).
Aggressiveness: Adjusts the force aggressiveness level when applied to AI actions of the unit.

Figure 99: Leader Values (from the editor in the DataView Module)
Leaders can be added and deleted from the force, and their values edited in the DataView Module. Values above zero
improve the unit’s performance in that area, values below zero worsen it. Leaders affect only the unit they are with. If it is
a headquarters, the leader will affect communications passing through the unit up and down the chain of command/. The
leader will have no other direct effects on subordinate units in the formation, however.

To assign leaders, follow these steps:
1) Select an un-assigned leader from those shown
in the Available Leaders Panel. The leaders
information will be shown at the bottom of the
form.
2) Click on the unit to which you want to assign the
leader.
3) If the unit does not already have a leader, the
[Assign] button at the bottom of the form will
become activated. Click it to complete the
assignment.
4) If the unit already has a leader, the [Remove]
button will become activated. If you click it the
leader will be un-assigned and will return.
5) If neither button becomes activated, the leader is
already assigned to another unit. He must be
unassigned from it and returned to the available
pool before he can be reassigned.
To un-assign a leader, select the unit to which is he is
assigned from the Current Forces Panel. The
[Remove] button will become activated. Click it to unassign the leader and return him to the available pool.
Figure 100: Assign Leaders To Individual Units.
When leaders are assigned to a unit, their name will
appear after the unit name in the Current Forces Panel,
e.g., “A US Tank Company Ldr: CPT Bell”.
When finished assigning leaders, click [OK] to save and close the form.

2-10.12 Ending a Scenario Early
Under the default conditions, scenarios will run until either their final end turn, as set in the initial set up, or until one force
has no units left. This can result in a scenario running for many “empty” turns (turns with no appreciable action or change
in the situation) after a force has achieved its objective or has crippled its adversary to the point where it can no longer
have an impact on the final result.
While running these empty turns has no detrimental effects on the final results, they can still consume a considerable
amount of time to execute. This is especially true in situations where a scenario's end turn is set very high to insure that
the last bit of action is always captured.
The effect is compounded in batch execution mode – where a scenario may run automatically for a hundred times in
sequence. Even if each run only “wastes” 5 minutes, by the end of a 100-run project the total wasted time would add up
to almost 9 hours, or a full work day for a professional analyst.

2-10.12.1 Set the Scenario to Use Early End Conditions
In order to prevent this time loss, scenarios can be set to end “early” - before the end turn is reached. This is done in two
places: when initially creating a scenario (on the Initial Set-Up Form), or when saving a game as a scenario (Edit
Scenario Description Before Saving Form). Examples are shown below.

Figure 101: End Game Early checkbox during initial scenario set-up.

Figure 102: End Game Early checkbox when saving a game as a scenario.

2-10.12.2 End Early Conditions Form
After selecting to set Early End Conditions, the form below will appear (either immediately, or after the set-up checklist is
completed – depending on where it was set). For each early-end condition, the following information is entered:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The player/force the condition applies to.
Minimum turn that the condition can be invoked.
The situation that triggers the condition.
The name/description of the condition.

Multiple early-end conditions may be defined for a scenario; the scenario will automatically end when any of the defined
conditions are met (i.e., “A or B or C or.... , not A and B and C and...).
When the form first appears, no conditions will have been defined, and all of the fields will be inactive (grayed-out). Click
on the [Add New Condition] button in the top panel to begin adding conditions.

Figure 103: End Scenario Early Conditions Form. No conditions have been set yet.
For each early-end condition, the following characteristics must be specified:
•
•
•

•

Minimum End Turn: the condition can not be invoked before this turn, even if the other characteristics are met. In
that case, the condition is ignored.
Applies to Force: The player/force that the condition applies to. Conditions apply to only one force; to apply the
same condition to both forces, it is necessary to create two separate entries (one for each force).
Trigger: This sets the situation that is required to invoke the condition. It may be of three types:
◦ Unit Action: The specified unit (or any of the force's units) is destroyed, reaches the map edge, or reaches a
victory location.
◦ Force Loss: The force's loss reaches a certain percentage (based on starting unit weapons system
quantities).
◦ Weapon Systems Left: The force has less than a specified number of weapons systems left. Weapons
system types are ignored; five tanks are equal to five riflemen, for instance.
Name: The end condition should be given a descriptive name so that it can identified when invoked, or later
edited.

Figure 104: End Scenario Early Conditions Form. A new end-early condition has been entered. The game will end
as soon as any US unit reaches an objective location on or after turn 60.
Click [Save All & Close] to save the values and continue.

2-10.13 Two-Player Games
When there are two human players, the set up is modified slightly to keep each player from knowing what the other has
selected. To make things more convenient, the human vs. human games are classified as:
 Hot-Seat: The players are both in the same location and only one computer will be used to play the game.
Normally one player will leave the room while the other takes his turn to maintain secrecy.
 PBeM: Play by email. The players are not in the same location, and are using different computers. Instead they
will be trading files after each operational step.
You will be prompted to select the type of game
after Setting the Initial Conditions, using the form
shown at right.
Once selected, this value will be used for the rest of
the set-up procedure, and will prompt players when
to save and send files or change seats at the
computer.
To change this setting later for some reason, you
must go back to the Set Initial Conditions step (click
on it in the Scenario Checklist Form)

Figure 105: Selecting the Two Player Game Situation.

Figure 107: Follow-on instructions.

Figure 106: Scenario Checklist note to save the set-up file
and send it to your opponent.

2.10.13.1 Passwords
Passwords prevent intentional or accidental access of one player’s force by the other. They are not required, but are
recommended.
The Set Password form will appear automatically in
2-player games before the first player’s force is
selected. It will also appear at the start of 2-player
saved scenarios when they are loaded in.
The text color will be the same as the primary unit
color of the player. By default these are blue and
red. The nationality flag will also be displayed.

Figure 108: Set Password Form.

To continue without a password, leave the text box
blank and click [OK]. Otherwise, enter your
password (case sensitive) in the text box and click
[OK]. Make sure to write down your password.
There is no way to recover it later.

If a password is entered for a force, it must be entered correctly at the start of each of that player’s active phases, in both
the set-up sequence as well as the actual game turns. If the entered password is incorrect, access will be denied.

Section 2-11 AI and the Map
At the start of each new game, the AI analyzes the map in terms of the actual forces and missions. It uses real-world US
military fundamentals (known as “MET-T”) to determine good avenues of approach, high-speed movement routes, key
terrain, and likely places for ambushes and obstacles. The AI's results are then converted into the “overlays” available to
each player once the game starts.
Since the map analysis can be a lengthy process, it is done only once at the start of the game; the values are then saved
as part of the saved game file and thus can be accessed quickly during the game itself.

2-11.1 CAI File
The .CAI file is simply the saved results of a previous map analysis. If one exists for the map, using it with a new game
greatly speeds ups the AI map analysis, reducing the time from as high as several hours to several minutes. This is
because most of the values are used “as-is”, and those that are modified usually don’t need to be recalculated from
scratch.
The drawback to using an existing .CAI file is that
some of the values might not be optimal for the
specific new force or mission. The greater the
differences between the two scenarios in terms of unit
types present, the less applicable the CAI will be.
Figure 109: If a .CAI file exists for the map, it may be
used to save processing time.

For example, a CAI file compiled from an all-aircraft
scenario will be almost useless for one with all foot
troops.

If no existing .CAI file is found, or if the scenario is relatively different, a new .CAI file should be created. The initial screen
allows for the routines to be customized for the types of forces involved, the map size and the time available.
When creating a new .CAI file for future use (i.e., one that
will be saved), it is best to follow these guidelines:





Use scenarios with at least a few of every movement
type (foot, wheeled, tracked, etc.) armored type
(armored, semi-armored, non-armored) and stacking
type (personnel, gun, vehicle, aircraft, naval) present
in each force, if possible.
Use “Neutral” Aggressiveness for each player.
Use the “Very High” AI Fidelity value.

Figure 110: AI Map Analysis Values.
.CAI files are considered to be part of the map, and are stored in the same folder as the map, and with the same file
name. For example, the CAI values file “Iraq.CAI” will correspond to the map file “Iraq.MAP”.

Section 2-12 Set Up Phase
The Force Placement Phase, also known as “Turn Zero”, is when players (or the AI) place units and objects on the map,
in off map areas, or designates them as reinforcements (the last two apply to units only).
The set up phase begins with the section/notification of force Victory Objectives, and is then followed by the unit/object
placement phase and then the initial orders phase (a standard orders phase, but with zero orders/friction delays).

Figure 111: The General Set Up Phase Sequence. The set up order between players is based on which player is
defending – that force is placed first (in this example, the “blue player”). If both players are attacking (known as
a “meeting engagement”), the computer randomly selects the player order.

2-12.1 Victory Objectives
Victory Objectives are locations or enemy units selected at the start of a scenario as potential goals for an attacking force
(defending forces do not receive objectives). Of these locations/units, one will be designated as the actual objective. The
others will become “dummies”, and are used to keep the defending player guessing as to which is the actual objective.
After the initial forces have been selected and the scenario
checklist form has been completed, the Victory Objective dialog
will appear for the attacker, as shown at right (if both are attacking,
it will be shown for the “first” player, as determined by the AI).
The reason this box pops up at this point in the set-up sequence is
that the objectives must be determined before the other (“second”)
force sets up. This allows the second player to at least be aware
of the potential enemy objectives, and deploy his force
accordingly.
For attacking players, this dialog allows for three options:
•

Have AI Set: Allows the AI to automatically set a location objective for the attacking force.
◦ The AI will create a number of potential objectives and designate one as the actual objective. The others will
become “dummies”, and are used to keep the defending player guessing as to which is the actual one. The
number of “dummies” created depends on the game situation, map size, and terrain.
◦ The defending player can only view the potential locations on the map. He cannot adjust them and cannot
identify the attacker’s actual objective from among the dummies. The attacking player, on the other hand,
may add and delete potential objectives, and may also select which of the potential objectives will be his
actual objective.

•

Adjust: Allows the attacking player to edit the current objective set or manually select a new objective (location or
unit). This selection will display the Victory Objectives Form, which will be discussed separately, below.

•

Continue: Leaves the existing objective set in place. If there are no objectives assigned, then no objectives will be
used in the scenario.

If the game has been loaded from a previously saved
scenario, the Attacking force will receive the message
shown at right. This alerts the player that the original
scenario creator included the indicated number of
objectives (“real” plus “dummy”) with the game. To
change the previously set objectives, click [Adjust],
otherwise [Continue] keeps them unmodified.

Defending forces, in contrast, do not have objectives
assigned. Therefore, these forces will be shown the dialog at
right, confirming that situation.
Once in the Placement Phase, the attacker's potential
objectives will be displayed on the map. The defender will not
be told which is the actual/”real” one, however (unless there is
only one defined). Please see the next section for an
example of how Victory Objectives are displayed on the map.

2-12.1.1 Victory Objectives Form
The Victory Objectives Form is used to
manually add, delete, or modify actual
and “dummy” objective locations, as well
as to designate an enemy unit instead of
a location. It will appear automatically
after the appropriate player selects to edit
or modify the objectives in the Set Up
Phase sequence.
The left hand side lists selected map
locations. The force's actual objective is
noted by “(Primary)” after the location
number. All other locations are
“dummies”.
The right hand side is used to select an
enemy unit as the force objective. Only a
single unit may be selected when using
this option; unlike with locations, there are
no “dummy” values.
To change between location objectives and unit objectives, use the radio buttons at the bottom right of the form as shown
in the example below.
Note: in order to preserve Fog of War, enemy units may only be selected as the objective against an AI controlled force.
Otherwise, the attacking player would have the opportunity to gain knowledge of the entire composition of his opponent's
force.

Figure 112: Toggling between location and unit objectives.

2-12.1.2 Selecting a Location as the Objective
To add new on-map locations to the
objective list, make sure the “Locations”
radio button is checked, and then simply
click on the map. The new location will be
highlighted with a “V” symbol and added to
the list as the current primary (or actual)
objective. Only on-map locations may be
selected as objectives.
Dummy locations, in contrast, are shown
with a muted gray “V” symbol instead.
To delete a location from the list, highlight it
and then click the [Remove Loc Objective]
button. If it is the primary objective, the next
in the list will be “promoted” to take it's place.
The defending player receives Victory Points
for each dummy added to the list. The point
amounts are determined by the map size
and force composition, and increase for
each additional dummy added. Care should
therefore be taken when adding additional
locations. In general, players should limit
the dummy objectives to between one and
four.

Figure 113: Example of adding objective locations.

To have the AI select locations for the force Victory Objective, click the [Have AI Set Loc] button. This will remove all of
the currently defined locations (both actual and dummy), and the AI will replace them with its own selections. These
selections will appear on the map and list box, where they may be edited normally (or just saved).

2-12.1.3 Selecting a Unit as the Objective
To select an enemy unit as the objective, click the “Units” radio button. All of the units in the enemy force will appear in
the list box. Click the desired unit from the list.
Only one unit may be selected as an objective, and it must be done manually; unlike with locations, the AI cannot select
unit objectives automatically.
When an enemy unit is selected as the objective, “victory” will be determined on whether or not it is destroyed,
surrendered, or damaged. If it is none of these things, the attacker will not be deemed to have achieved a victory, no
matter what other results he may have achieved.

2-12.1.4 Enemy Knowledge of Objectives
As was previously stated, the enemy force is given only minimal
information about the attacker's location objectives, and none at
all if the objective is a unit. The enemy player can only view the
potential locations. He cannot adjust them, and cannot identify the
attacker’s actual objective from “dummies”, if there is more than
one location defined.
The view at right shows what the CIS player sees on the map for
the United States victory locations set in the previous example
above. He knows that the blue player must take one of the three
locations displayed with a muted gray “V” symbol, but he does not
know that it is actually the one in the middle and the others are
“dummies”.
In cases where there are no victory locations shown to a player, it
means either that his opponent has no objectives (they are not
required), or that his objective is a unit. However, there is no way
for the player to tell which is the case, so he must plan
accordingly.

2-12.2 The Force Set Up Form (Place Units and Objects)
With the exception of map-based bridges, which are placed by automatically by the computer at locations where
appropriate hexlines cross hexsides, all unit and object placement is controlled with the Force Set-Up Form.

Figure 114: The Force Set Up Form.
The Force Set-Up Form provides information and control when initially placing a force. The left hand side includes the
unit grid and is used to control most aspects of unit placement, while the right hand side shows other information and
allows access to non-unit and AI features.
The Unit Grid shows all of the units in the force under the player’s command (so flank forces are never included). The
columns show:
•
•

•

•

Unit name: The unit’s identification.
Status: The unit's current primary condition:
Not Placed.
OM Placed On-Map
XM Placed Off-Map
R(#) Reinforcement (turn)
Load: The unit's current loading status:
Not Loaded.
C
Unit is a Passenger
P
Unit is a Carrier (has passengers loaded)
C/P Unit is a Passenger, but is also loaded. If the unit is a Composite Unit,
this may indicate that it is “self-loaded”, i.e., that it contains both
passenger and carrier sub-units, and that at least some of the
passengers are loaded on the carriers.
Map Loc: If the unit is placed on the map, the location/hex number will be shown. Off-map locations do not have
identification numbers, so this field will remain blank.

IMPORTANT NOTE: If “Entry Loc Not Set!” appears in the Map Loc column, it indicates that the unit has been
set as a reinforcement, but that it has no entry location defined (meaning that it can never come into play under
any circumstances). To correct this situation, select/highlight the unit on the grid, and then click on a location (on
or off map).
The “Setup Status” section (at the top right) shows how much of the force has been placed, both for units and for other
object types. The first number is the quantity remaining to be placed, either the number of units or “points worth” of other
objects. The second number shows the total quantity allotted to the force.
The “Place On Map Click” section determines what will be placed when the user left clicks on the map (or offmap display).
If “Unit” is selected, the currently highlighted unit will be placed in that location. If the unit has already been placed in a
different location, a confirmation message will pop up. Otherwise, the appropriate object placement form will be shown.

Figure 115: The “Place On Map” Click section is where users set the current object type being placed.
The “Victory Objective” section allows players to see the current victory objectives, both actual and “dummy”. An
attacking player will be able to distinguish between the two, a defender will not.
The “AI Setup Options” section allows players to use the AI to complete all or part of the force placement with a single
click. These options will be discussed in more detail, below.

2-12.3 Placing Units
Units may be placed in any non-prohibited location on or off the map. To place a unit:
1. Select the “Units” radio button from the “Place On Map Click” section.
2. Select the unit from the unit grid on the left side of the form
3. Left click on the desired map or off-map location.
At the time of placement, the AI will determine if the selected location is prohibited, based on the type and size of the unit,
the terrain in the location, and any other units that are already in the location. If the unit cannot be successfully placed in
the selected location, the AI will show a message to that effect, and cancel the placement action.

The form shown at left is used to easily set the facing and other characteristics of
units as they are placed on the map. It appears in conjunction with the Force Set
Up Form. It is also a “floating” form, meaning that it will appear on top of all other
forms in the application, and that it can be moved around the screen at will.
For each checkbox, there is a value or operation associated with it. If the box is
checked, the associated value will be automatically assigned to each unit as it is
placed on the map. Otherwise, the values will not be changed from whatever they
are at the time of placement – either what they were set to by default or what they
may have been adjusted to at some previous point in the set up.
If the [ ] Place in IP box is not checked, units will not be placed into them if they
are in the placement location, whether they were previously occupying one or not.
If it is, the AI will automatically select the IP for the unit to occupy, if there is more
than one appropriate and available IP in the placement location.
If the [ ] Display Unit Info Form For Each box is checked, the Detailed Unit
Information Form will be displayed for each unit as it is placed, allowing for
complete control over all unit values (though at a cost in increased time and effort).

2-12.3.1 Placing Entire Formations
For convenience, players may have the AI place an entire formation with a single click. In order to enable this feature,
check the “Auto-Place Formation” box. Then select any HQ unit from the grid, followed by the HQ’s placement location
(on or off-map). The AI will automatically place all of the units in the HQ’s formation. Specific unit placement is
determined from the player’s start line and mission, terrain, and HQ command radius values.
The selected unit may be the TF HQ, in which case the AI will place the entire force.
NOTE: Units in the formation that have already been placed by the human player will not be moved; they will remain in
place. If a player wants to remove this restriction, the subordinate units must be reset (or “unplaced”) before the formation
is placed. The procedure to do this is described below in the section “Un-placing Units Already Placed”.

2-12.3.2 Placing Composite Units
If the “Composite Units Mode” box is checked, the standard composite unit display will be used; each composite unit will
be shown as a single unit on the unit grid and map.
Additionally, when placing a composite unit, all of its subunits will be placed in the selected location. If for some reason
one or more sub-units cannot be placed in the location, a message to that effect will be shown.
Because at this stage it is essentially a cosmetic feature, the composite unit mode may be toggled on and off at will during
the placement sequence. Changing the setting will have no effect on units and/or subunits already placed.

2-12.3.3 Loading and Unloading Formations and/or the Entire Force
To load all of the units within a formation, select the HQ unit and click the [Load Formation] button. The AI will attempt to
load all passenger-type units on the available carriers, within the formation, using the following priority:
1. Passengers try to load on a carrier in their composite unit (if applicable)
2. Passengers try to load on a carrier in their direct chain of command (lower)
3. Passengers try to load on a carrier in their direct chain of command (higher)
4. Passengers try to load on a carrier not in their direct chain of command
To unload all of the passenger units in a formation, click [Unload Formation]. The passenger units will immediately
unload from their current carriers. If the carriers have been placed, the passengers will be placed in their locations.
Otherwise, the passengers remain unplaced.
Use the [Load Force] and [Unload Force] buttons to perform these operations with all of the units in the force (i.e., as a
formation but with the TF HQ automatically selected as the formation HQ).

2-12.3.4 Loading/Unloading Single Units
During the placement phase, loading and unloading single units is done through the Detailed Unit Information form. This
form is accessed by right clicking on the unit, either on the unit grid, or on the map. Once the Unit Data form is up, click
the “Movement” tab, and then check (or uncheck) the appropriate box in the Passenger/Loading section.

For more information, see the loading/unloading section in Unit Movement Orders, below.

2-12.3.5 Removing Existing Move Orders
For new scenarios created from scratch, units will begin without any movement orders. However, in cases where an
existing scenario is being modified, units may start out with commands already in place from the original. To remove
these commands for all of the units in a formation, click [Reset Move Form]. To remove movement commands for all of
the units in the force, click [Reset Move Force].
These actions occur immediately; none of the standard command delay procedures apply.

2-12.3.6 “Un-placing” Units Already Placed
To remove a unit from the map or off-map area and return it to the “unplaced pool”, highlight the desired unit on the unit
grid and click [Reset Unit]. The map and grid will update to show the unit being removed. To “un-place” the entire force,
click the [Reset Force] button.
Once a unit has been “un-placed”, its formation location information is lost; it is not possible to undo the action.

2-12.3.7 Designating Reinforcement Units
Designating units as reinforcements allows a scenario creator to easily insure that they appear at a certain location at a
certain time once the game is underway. At the start of the specified turn the reinforcement units will appear in the
predetermined locations, and will behave as normal units from that point on. Prior to their appearance, however,
reinforcement units are not present in the game at all; they cannot be selected in any operation, cannot move, accept
orders, sight, fire, be fired at, or be sighted.
To make a unit a reinforcement, set its “Entry Turn” value to the turn when it should first appear. The turn value must be
greater than zero. After setting the entry turn, click on the location where the unit should appear. If the unit has already
been placed, it will be removed from the map/off-map area.
To cancel a unit from being a reinforcement, set its Entry Turn to zero.

2-12.3.8 Setting Up Paradrops
To set up paradrops, a force must possess at least one paradrop capable surface unit, as well as at least one aircraft with
transport capability. If these conditions are met, click the [Load ParaDrops] button just under the unit grid. The standard
Load Units for will appear, but limited to paradrop capable units as potential passengers (the top box), and aircraft units as
carriers (the bottom box).

Figure 116: Loading paradrop units on an aircraft.
For potential passengers, the grid shows the following information:
Unit: The unit name
Loc: The units’ current location, or “-“ for not yet placed.
Carrier %Ld: If loaded, this field shows the unit’s current carrier and if the unit is a composite unit, the percent of the
unit loaded on that carrier (composite units may have individual elements loaded on different carriers, or none at all).
Required: The cargo capacity required to load the entire unit: P = Personnel Points, T = Towed Points, W = Weight
(Kg x 10).
For the carriers, the grid gives the following:
Carrier: The unit name.
Loc: The units’ current location, or “-“ for “not yet placed”.
Has Path: This is the path the carrier must travel to get to the passenger. In the setup phase, the passengers will be
loaded automatically, already placed or not, so “n/a” will be shown.
Passenger units may be selected singly by left clicking them, or as a group by holding down the left button and dragging
the mouse up or down. If multiple passenger units are selected, the total personnel, towed, and weight values are shown
at the bottom of the form.
Once the passenger unit(s) has been selected, all of the aircraft units with enough current free capacity to load the unit(s)
will be shown in the bottom box. Select the desired carrier, and click the “Load Unit” button to load the selected
passengers on the aircraft.
If no carrier aircraft appear in the bottom box after one or more passengers have been selected, it indicates that no
aircraft has enough free capacity, in either the appropriate points or weight, to load the passenger selection.

2-12.4 Placing/Editing/Removing Improved Positions (IP’s)
IP’s are placed on the map by selecting the “IP’s” radio button from the Force Set Up form, and then left clicking on the
map where the IP’s should be placed (IP’s can not be placed off map). Or, <right click> on the map location, and select
Place Edit Objects | Place/Edit Improved Positions from the pop-up menu.

The Improved Positions form will pop up:
The blue list box at the top will show any existing
IP’s in the selected location. If it is blank, the
location does not yet have any IP’s in it.
To add a new IP to the location, click the [Add]
button. To add IP’s, you must have enough IP’s
points remaining to pay the cost for the number
and type of IP’s being placed. If the Points
Remaining shows “UnLm”, it means that the
points are unlimited; there is no limit to the
number of IP’s that can be placed.
The number of available IP placement points is
set during the scenario creation procedure.

Figure 117: The Improved Positions form, with the [Add] button
and “Points Remaining” tally highlighted.
After clicking the [Add] button, the
Select Item Sorted By Country and Type
Form will pop up. It will show all
currently defined Improved Position
types. The point cost is also given.
To select an IP type, either double click
it from the list, or highlight it and click
[OK].

Figure 118: Select the IP type to add from all the currently defined types.

The IP symbol will be placed on the map, and the
Improved Positions form will reappear.
Set the characteristics of the new IP:
Damage: The damage amount 0-100%.
Facing: The IP facing, in compass degrees (0=North,
90=East, 180=South, 270=West)
Quantity: The number of IP’s being placed.
Create Lane: If checked, a movement lane will be
created through the IP’s. This may reduce their effect as
obstacles to movement.
Known to: Identifies which force knows of the IP’s
presence at the start of the scenario. An asterisk (*)
indicates the player that initially placed the IP.
Click [OK] to save the new IP’s.
Figure 119: Edit the characteristics of the newly placed IP.

To change the type of an existing IP, first
select it from the map by a <right click>
on its location, then by selecting Place
Edit Objects | Place/Edit Improved
Positions from the pop-up menu. If there
is more than one IP in the location, select
the one to change from the list box. Then
click the [Edit IP Type] button and select
the new type for the list as when picking
an IP from scratch.

To delete an existing IP from the location
completely, select the IP from the list box.
Then click the [Remove] button.
Changes are immediate and permanent;
there is no, “Are you sure?”, confirmation
box or undo option.

2-12.4.1 Dynamic IP's
Dynamic IP's have the ability to change between different IP types during the course of the scenario.
For example, an IP could start out with it's
access doors open, but then close them
when the enemy approaches. In this
situation, the first IP type would be a “Doors
Open” version, and the second type would
be “Doors Closed”.
In most cases the two IP types will be
virtually identical in terms of values, with
only one or two differences to reflect the
desired change.

Figure 120: “Silo w/Doors Open” changing to “Silo w/Doors Closed”.

For instance, one IP type might have “surface access” and “top armor” while the other doesn't, with the size, capacity,
armor and other values the same between the two. This is not required, however; any two IP types can be linked
dynamically. Users are cautioned against “drastic” changes, though, since they can lead to very unpredictable and
unexpected results. For example, if units are occupying the initial IP but are prohibited in the “change-to” IP, they may be
eliminated, or unable to move/fire/etc.
Both the initial and “change-to” IP types must be defined prior to the game being loaded (IP's are defined in the DataView
Improved Positions Data Table). If it becomes necessary to add new IP types after that, the game will first need to be
saved, and then reloaded after the new IP's are defined.
There are no “transitional” states associated with Dynamic IP's; they are always of one type or the other. In the above
“door closing” example, for instance, the doors are either open or they are closed. They are never “half-open”. As such
the symbol on the map will always be that of the current state (if the graphics are different for each).
Dynamic IP's are limited to two states. However, they can switch freely between the two states without restriction, e.g.,
the IP's doors can open and close as many times as needed.

2-12.4.1.1 Creating/Removing Dynamic IP's
Dynamic IP's are created using the Improved Positions Form. They may be set either when the IP is initially placed on the
map or when it is edited. To edit an existing IP, <right click> on its location on the map, then select Place Edit Objects |
Place/Edit Improved Positions from the pop-up menu.

To create a Dynamic IP, follow these
steps:
1. First, select the base IP from the
list box.
2. Then, click [Select/Add] button
in the Dynamic IP section of the
form, as shown at right.
3. The standard IP selection Form
will appear. Select the “changeto” IP type from the list. In this
example, that would be the
“ICBM Silo with closed doors”.
4. Set the values associated with
the change action (these values
will be discussed in the next
section.
Figure 121: Add a Dynamic (“change-to”) ability to the selected IP.
To modify the “change-to” IP, simply click
the [Select/Edit] button again, and follow
the steps exactly the same as when
adding a new Dynamic IP for scratch.
IP's may only have a single “change-to”
IP; it is not possible to “chain” multiple
Dynamic definitions/changes together.

Figure 122: After adding the Dynamic action (“Doors open” to “Doors
closed”). The “Change To” IP is shown under the Action Name field.
To remove the Dynamic IP definition, click the [Remove] button in the Dynamic IP section of the Form. Removing the
Dynamic IP action does not affect the existing IP in any other way.
It is important to note that Dynamic IP definitions are not global; they apply ONLY to the IP being edited. In other words,
defining a “change-to” IP for for an existing IP on the map does not automatically add the same definition to any other
IP's, even if they are of the of the same type. If there are multiple IP's in play that require Dynamic abilities, they must be
adjusted separately.

2-12.4.1.2 Dynamic IP Characteristics
Dynamic IP actions have the following values:
Action Name: A descriptive text string that should
clearly identify what change will occur by the dynamic
change. This text will appear in all subsequent reports
and interface fields referencing the action.
Transition time: The time, in seconds, required to
change between states (either “forward” or “back”).
Stop if Enemy Occupies IP: If checked, if any enemy unit physically occupies the IP (not just its location) any transition
operation underway will automatically cease and the IP will remain unchanged in its initial state. For example, if an
enemy unit enters the silo while the doors are in the process of closing, the close activity will stop and the doors will
remain open (i.e., the IP immediately reverts to the original type). Any time spent “changing” is lost; if the change beings
again it will do so from scratch.
All intrinsic IP values, such as damage amounts, facing, quantity, etc. remain unchanged after a dynamic change
operation.

2-12.4.2 Editing/Removing Existing IP’s
To edit or remove single IP’s already placed, <right click> on the location of the IP’s, and select Place Edit Objects |
Place/Edit Improved Positions from the pop-up menu.
The Improved Positions form will appear. The
existing IP’s in the location will appear in the top
box. Click to select the one to be edited or
deleted.
To change the type of the IP, in this example from
a “Hasty AFV Position” to something else, click
the [Edit IP Type] button, and select the new type
from the list just as for selecting an IP type to
place from scratch.
To remove the IP completely from the location,
click the [Remove] button.
Click [OK] to complete the operation, or [Cancel]
to abort.

Figure 123: Editing/removing existing Improved Positions.

2-12.5 Placing Obstacles
Obstacles are placed on the map by selecting the “Obstacles” radio button from the Force Set Up form, and then left
clicking on the map where the obstacles should be placed (obstacles can not be placed off map). Or, <right click> on the
map location, and select Place Edit Objects | Place/Edit Obstacles from the pop-up menu.

The Obstacles form will pop up:
The blue box at the top will show any existing
obstacles in the selected location. If it is blank, the
location does not yet have any obstacles in it.
To add a new obstacle to the location, click the
[Add] button. To add obstacles, you must have
enough obstacle points remaining to pay the cost
for the number and type of obstacles being placed.
If the Points Remaining shows “UnLm”, it means
that the points are unlimited; there is no limit to the
number of obstacles that can be placed.

Figure 124: The Obstacles form, with the [Add] button.

The number of available points is set during the
scenario creation procedure.
After clicking the [Add] button, the AI will
automatically select a type for the new obstacle,
and place it on the map using the last type
selected, if possible.
To change the new obstacle’s type, click on the
drop down list box, as shown. In this example, the
type is being changed to “Log Hurdles”

Figure 125: Click on the type drop-down box to select the
desired obstacle type.

Next, set the characteristics of the new obstacle:
% Complete: The percentage of the obstacle
currently in place, between 0-100% (0 means no
work has been done yet, 100% means the
obstacles is completed/finished).
Create Lane: If checked, a movement lane will be
created through the obstacle. Lanes may reduce
the obstacle’s movement effects.
On Fire: Is the obstacle currently on fire? Note
that the obstacle must be defined as flammable in
the TEC in order to be set on fire.
Known to: Identifies which force knows of the IP’s
presence at the start of the scenario.
Orientation: The direction/orientation of the
obstacle. This is used for hexline obstacle types
only (the type is defined in the TEC).
Click [OK] to save the new obstacle.

Figure 126: Edit the characteristics of the newly placed
obstacle. Note that hexside obstacle types (in this
example, the anti-tank ditch) require an orientation.

2-12.5.1 Editing/Removing Existing Obstacles
To edit or remove single obstacles already placed, <right click> on the location of the obstacles, and select Place Edit
Objects | Place/Edit Obstacles from the pop-up menu.
From the Obstacles form, select the obstacle to edit or delete. To edit the obstacle, follow the directions for the last step
of placing a new obstacle, above. To remove the obstacle, click the [Remove] button.
Click [OK] to save the changes and close the Obstacles form.

2-12.6 Placing Mines
Mines are placed on the map by selecting the “Mines” radio button from the Force Set Up form, and then left clicking on
the map where the mines should be placed (mines can not be placed off map). Or, <right click> on the map location, and
select Place Edit Objects | Place/Edit Mines from the pop-up menu.

The Mines form will pop up:
The blue box at the top will show any
existing mines in the selected location. If it
is blank, the location does not yet have any
mines in it.

Figure 127: The Mines form, with the [Add] button highlighted.

To add mines to the location, click the
[Add] button. To add a minefield, you
must have enough obstacle points
remaining to pay the cost for the number
and type of mines being placed. If the
Points Remaining shows “UnLm”, it means
that the points are unlimited; there is no
limit to the number of mines that can be
placed.
The number of available points is set
during the scenario creation procedure.
After clicking the [Add] button, the
Select Item Sorted By Country and Type
form will pop up. It will show all
currently defined mine types. The point
cost is also given.
To select a mine type for the minefield,
either double click it from the list, or
highlight it and click [OK].

Figure 128: Select the first mine type from all the currently defined
types.

The Mine Form will reappear with the
selected mine type as “Mine 1”. Set the
number of this mine type to add to the
minefield in the “Quantity” field.
A minefield may contain two different types
of mines. To add another mine type (or to
change a type already assigned), use the
“Select Mine Type” buttons at the bottom of
the form.
Once the mine types and quantities have
been set, adjust the characteristics of the
new minefield:

Figure 129: Edit the mine types, quantities, and other characteristics
of the newly placed minefield. Minefields can contain two different
types of mines.

Pattern: The minefield pattern has several
effects in the simulation, in terms of effects
on both enemy and friendly forces as well
as detection and clearing. These effects
are explained in Part III of this manual.
However, here is a brief description of the
pattern types:
Scattered - the mines are randomly
scattered throughout the area, as from
placement by artillery or “thrower”
devices.
Hasty - a small number of the mines are
placed quickly by hand, with minimal
recording and marking. Hasty
minefields are often removed after a
short time.
Deliberate - mines are placed by hand,
often in significant number and in
accordance with standard procedures,
with good record keeping and marking.
Known to: Identifies which force knows of
the minefield’s presence at the start of the
scenario.
Create Lane: If checked, a movement
lane will be created through the minefield.
Lanes may reduce the mine’s damage and
other movement effects.
Click [OK] to save the new minefield.

2-12.6.1 Editing/Removing Existing Minefields
To edit or remove single minefields that are already placed, <right click> on the location of the obstacles, and select Place
Edit Objects | Place/Edit Mines from the pop-up menu.
From the Mines form, select the minefield to edit or delete. To edit the minefield, follow the directions for the last step of
placing a new minefield, above. To remove the minefield, click the [Remove] button.
Click [OK] to save the changes and close the Mines form.

2-12.7 Placing Sensors
Sensor fields are placed, edited, and deleted exactly as with minefields, above. The only difference is they contain
sensors instead of mines.

2-12.8 Placing/Editing Bridges
The AI automatically places bridges on the map wherever a hexline crosses a hexside feature and an appropriate bridge
has been designated for the line type and span length. For example, if a road crosses a narrow stream hexside, the AI
will place the first bridge type it finds that has a road line type, a narrow span, and has been marked as “OK for AI to
place”. These bridge characteristics are set in the TEC (Terrain Effects Chart) table.

2-12.8.1 Placing New Bridges Manually
To manually place a bridge on the map, check the “Bridges” radio button from the Force Set Up form. If the new bridge
will connect two different locations they must be adjacent. Otherwise, there are no other requirements for bridge
placement; the bridge location(s) do not have to contain a hexline or hexside, or even be accessible to all maneuver units.
To place a bridge that will connect two different locations (i.e., span a hexside), left click the map at each end of the bridge
in succession. The first location that is selected will become the bridge’s “anchor” location, which is used to trigger the
bridge’s “mouse over” text and also where the map must be clicked to edit the bridge information. Each bridge can have
only one anchor, even if it connects two different locations.
For a”full hex” bridge, i.e., one that spans from one edge of a location to the other, click the original placement location
twice, since both ends are in the same location.
After clicking to select the bridge ends, the Edit Bridge Information form will pop up showing either the existing or the
default bridge info, while the bridge icon on the map will change to an uncolored “?”.

Figure 130: Editing bridge information (new and existing bridges).
The following information can be set for bridges:
Name: Text string used to identify/name of the bridge.
Type: The bridge type must be selected from the types currently defined in the TEC. The bridge type determines the
bridge’s weight class/limits (which is number shown on the map), speed limits, construction material, and other traffic
limitations.
Position Known: If checked, the player/force knows the location of the bridge. Otherwise, the bridge is completely
unknown and will not be displayed to that player, even if the other “known” check boxes are checked below it.
Type Known: If checked, and if the bridge’s position is known (see above) the player/force knows the general bridge
type. Otherwise, the player does not, and a “?” will appear for that bridge on the map.
Damage Known: If checked, and if the bridge’s location is known (see above), the player/force will be aware of any
damage the bridge has sustained. Otherwise, the damage amount is unknown.
Primed for Demolition: If either player has placed explosive charges on the bridge intended to destroy it on command,
enter the amount of explosive used (in Kg of TNT equivalent explosive, fully tamped) and the player placing the
charges. Otherwise, enter zero for the amount of explosive placed and leave both radio buttons unchecked.
Orientation: Orientation is only changeable for “full-hex” bridges, i.e., those bridges that go from one edge of a location
to the other without connecting to another location. In this case, the orientation should match the bridge’s direction.

Bridges that connect two different locations together have their orientation set as the direction between the two
locations.
Bridges cannot be placed off map, and can only be placed manually during the start phase of the scenario. Once the
game is under way, bridges must be constructed as combat engineering operations.

2-12.8.2 Editing/Deleting Existing Bridges
To edit an existing single bridge, scroll the mouse cursor over the bridge’s anchor location, which will be one end of the
bridge. When the bridge information shows up in the mouse-over text/Current Location Information Form top window, the
cursor is over the anchor location. Note that bridges only have one anchor location, even if they connect two different
locations.

Figure 131: Scroll the mouse over the map to find the “anchor location” of the bridge.
<Right click> on the map location, and then select Place Edit Objects | Place/Edit Bridges from the pop-up menu and
fly-out. The Edit Bridge Information form will pop up, and the bridge information can be edited as described above.
Bridges cannot be deleted and bridge information cannot be changed once a scenario has begun and reached turn 1.
From that point on, bridge status can only be changed through combat engineering operations.

2-12.9 Clearing/Removing Objects En-mass
To remove ALL of a certain type of
object, use the [Clear] button in the
upper left of the Force Set-up form.
From the pop-up panel, select the
object type to remove. After a
confirmation message, ALL nonflank objects of that type will be
removed from the map.
Figure 132: Clearing objects from the map en-mass.
For example, to remove all of the mines that have been placed in the main playing area by the current player, click [Clear]
followed by [Clear All Mines]. All of the mines will be removed from the map, and the points added back to the available
total. It does not matter how or when the mines (or other objects) were originally placed, for example if the player placed
the mines himself or through an AI action, or if they were placed as part of a previously saved scenario.
However, players may never clear objects originally placed by the opposing player, even if known, or those belonging to a
flank force. Objects meeting either of these criteria are ignored by the removal routines.

2-12.10 AI Placement Options
The AI is fully capable of setting up all facets of a combat force including units, engineering items, and targeting control
points (TRP’s, DF Targets). This is true whether the force is attacking or defending and no matter what weapons systems
and other components the force has at its disposal.
For convenience, human players are afforded the opportunity to have the AI place all or part of their force. There are two
options:
[AI Place All Remaining Units]: When this button is clicked, the AI will place all units in the force that have not already
been placed. The AI will not move any units that have been placed by a human player, but may adjust units that were
previously placed by the AI. If the “Auto-load Formations As Placed” check box is checked, the AI will load units it
determines appropriate (however, the AI will never set up paradrop operations - those must always be set the by the
human player).
[AI Place Everything Remaining]: Clicking this button will have the AI to place everything remaining unplaced in the
force, including units, objects (IP’s, obstacles, and mines - but NOT bridges), and TRP’s and DF targets. Units are placed
as described above, and the AI will likewise never change any objects placed by the human player.
NOTE: Scenarios without defined start lines (free set-up) limit the effectiveness of the AI placement routines. Players
should always check any AI set up in these situations to make sure it is appropriate with their wishes.

Section 2-13 DF Target Reference Points (TRP’s)
DF TRP’s are control measures used by a defending force to automatically distribute and prioritize targets to units within
the force. They also insure that key areas are always covered by fire, and also to increase the effectiveness of that fire.
Specifically, TRP’s are locations on the map that have one or more friendly units designated to fire at them if the enemy
appears in their vicinity. If the unit is firing at something else at the time, it will usually immediately switch to the TRP,
unless it is in danger of being overrun and/or in a degraded morale state.
Units can often have more than one DF TRP assigned to them. In these cases, each DF TRP is given a priority for the
unit covering it, so that if the enemy appears the unit will know which one to cover if the enemy appears on multiple DF
TRP’s at the same time.
The availability of DF TRP’s is limited to defending forces. Attackers generally do not use them in that they are not
efficient or useful. It is difficult to accurately plan in advance exactly where the enemy will be, especially once the battle
begins and forces move out of their current positions. Instead, attacking forces use standard zones of fire, which are
dynamic and adjust as the force advances and moves. Rather than burden the player with setting and updating these, the
AI does it automatically “on the fly” as the scenario progresses.
By default, DF TRP’s are also limited to longer range/high
powered weapons systems, including tanks, tank
destroyers, and AT weapons. This is because there are
normally far fewer of them on the battlefield than infantry
and other lighter weapons, so it is more important to make
sure their fires are directed at the highest enemy threats.
However, players can give DF TRP’s to other unit types
when setting up a new scenario from the Force Values
form.

Figure 133: Adjust Force DF TRP’s available (Set
Force/Nation Values Form).

2-13.1 Placing DF TRP’s
DF TRP’s are placed on the map during the set up phase, usually after all the units have been deployed since units must
be on the map in order to be assigned them. There are two ways of assigning TRP’s:



On the Force Set Up form, click the “DF
TRP’s radio button in the Place on Map Click
section. The map will be drawn so that
locations out of LOS/Main Gun/All gun are
shaded as shown in the inset. The
determination is based on your current TRP
targeting option (see below). Left-click on the
desired map location to set the TRP.

Special Note: The TRP radio button is the
preferred method of placing TRP’s on the map,
since all possible valid locations will be shown
by the overlay. This prevents a great deal of
wasted time and frustration by preventing
“hunting and clicking” one location at a time.
However, in larger scenarios the overlay may
take some time to generate. In these cases,
players can limit the number of units placed at a
time, and then assign them TRP’s. Once units
have all of their TRP’s assigned (they have no
“free ones” left), they are ignored in the overlay
calculations, greatly speeding up the execution
time.

Figure 134: All possible TRP locations are shown with a
map overlay when the DF TRP radio button is selected.


<Right Click> on the map location, and then
select Place/Edit Pre-Planned | Place/Edit
DF TRP’s from the pop-up menu. NOTE:
This method is not recommended for most
scenarios, since it can be difficult and
frustrating for players to know which locations
can be targeted.

Figure 135: <Right click> to place TRP's individually (no
overlay).
In order for a location to be valid as a TRP, the firing unit must have a valid LOS, less than 90% blocked, to it from the
unit’s present position. Because conditions can change radically over the course of a scenario, however, it is not required
that any of their weapons can actually use DF into the location.

Although the player can, at his option, limit locations to those that can be actually engaged. In this case there are two
options available:
 Main Gun: The selected location must be able to be engaged by the unit’s primary gun system (shown as gun #1
in the Weapons Information).
 Any Gun: The selected location must be able to be engaged by at least one the unit’s gun systems (including the
main gun).
When determining if the location can be engaged, the AI will make all of the standard firing checks for range, valid
projectile flight paths, and ammunition types on hand. It does not check facing/rotation, missile command limits, or
guidance considerations.
After selecting the location for the TRP, the Direct Fire TRP form will
appear, as shown here. If any unit in the force already has the location
as a TRP, the unit will appear in the top box. In this example, no unit
does, so a note to that effect is shown instead.
At least one friendly unit must be eligible to be assigned the location as
a TRP. If that is not possible, based on the current limiting options
(LOS only, Main Gun OK, or Any Gun OK). a note will be shown in the
“Select Firing Unit” drop-down box. In order to set this location as a
TRP, one or more units must be relocated as described elsewhere in
the manual.
Otherwise, Click [Add], and then select a firing unit from “Select Firing
Unit” drop-down box.

Figure 136: The Direct Fire TRP Form.

A fire line will be drawn on the map between the unit’s current location
and the TRP, as shown below. To set the TRP values, follow the
directions for Editing Existing TRP’s, below, and then click [OK].

Figure 137: Adding a new TRP - the firing unit has been selected.

Figure 138: TRP symbol on map.

2-13.2 Editing Existing TRP’s
To edit an existing TRP, <right click> on the map location containing the TRP and select Place/Edit Pre-Planned |
Place/Edit DF TRP’s. The TRP form will appear as when adding a new TRP, except that any firing units that have the
location as a TRP will be shown in the top box, followed by “[P]” for primary and “[S]’ for secondary.
The first unit in the list is selected by default. To select another, left click it. When the TRP is selected, its control settings
will be displayed on the panel beneath the “Select Firing Unit” drop down box. These vales are:

Priority: The relative precedence and importance of the TRP.
 Primary: Given greater weight than standard targets or
secondary TRP’s. In practice, they are also ranged/test
fired, so the initial accuracy is very high.
 Secondary: Lower weight that Primary TRP’s, but more
than standard targets. They are not always precisely
ranged or test fired, but the initial accuracy is increased over
firing at a non-TRP target.
Area: The effective extent of the TRP. Any enemy unit in this area
is taken to be “on” the TRP.
 Point/Unit: The single selected location only.
 Circular Area: The TRP encompasses a circular area with
the radius specified in the top arrow-box.
 Rectangular Area: The TRP encompasses a rectangular
area with dimensions specified in the two arrow-boxes.
Width is left/right as displayed on the screen (normally
east/west), and Height is up/down (north/south).

Figure 139: Editing an existing TRP.

At the bottom of the form, the force DF TRP quantity per unit is shown (P=Primary, S=Secondary), along with the action
buttons:
[Add]: Add a new TRP. If you have made changes to the existing TRP, the changes will be saved (but can be
reedited by selecting the TRP again from the list before exiting).
[Remove]: Removes the selected TRP.
[OK}: Saves changes and closes the form.
[Help]: Brings up the on-line help document for the form.
Once set, the firing unit for a TRP cannot be changed. Use [Remove] to erase the TRP, and then add a new one with the
desired firing unit.
After the set-up phase is over and the scenario has begun, DF TRP’s may not be changed or altered.

2-13.3 Showing DF TRP’s On the Map
The Main Menu | Show DF TRP’s toggle determines whether
the TRP symbols are shown on the map or not. If the
symbols are not being displayed, insure the toggle is enabled
(checked), as shown.

The display toggle is automatically turned on whenever the TRP form is shown, or the TRP radio button is checked on the
Force Set Up Form.

2-13.4 Using DF TRP’s
Players never directly target TRP’s. Instead, the AI uses them “behind the scenes” when assigning DF targets to
individual units. By default, the TRP priority will override other considerations and cause the unit to begin engaging any
known enemy unit that appears on an assigned DF TRP. However, this is not an absolute condition. The AI will analyze
the situation, using these factors, among others:







Is the unit in imminent danger from another source that would be better to engage?
Does the friendly unit have an existing target? Is it on a DF TRP also?
What weapons does the enemy unit have? How valuable/lethal/fast is it?
What are the friendly unit SOP settings?
What is the DF TRP’s priority level?
What are the expected results of engaging the target on the TRP?

However, it is worth stating again that the AI requires a compelling reason to have a unit not engage enemy units on a DF
TRP. By default, the unit’s orders oblige it to fire at TRP’s, in order of priority, before firing at other targets.

Section 2-14 IF Pre-Planned (PPD) Targets
Pre-planned indirect fire targets are set determined as part of the initial set-up before the scenario action begins. They
are locations on the map that are either potentially critical to the success of the mission or are otherwise likely to be fired
at by artillery (or other IF weapons) at some point in the battle. By locating them in advance, as “Pre-planned” targets, it
insures that fire can be brought on the quickly and accurately when is needed.
PPD targets are similar to DF TRP’s, described above, in
many respects. PPD targets are assigned to IF-capable
units, with the number per unit is determined by the force
values based on the unit size. Additionally, as with TRP’s,
PPD targets are assigned a priority, which determines how
quickly and effectively the initial fire will be.

Figure 140: Adjust Force PPD Targets available (Set
Force/Nation Values Form).

Unlike TRP’s, however, PPD targets are not limited to only a defending force; they are always available to both sides.

2-14.1 Placing IF PPD Targets
PPD targets are placed on the map during the set up phase, usually after all the units have been deployed since units
must be on the map in order to be assigned them. There are two ways of assigning PPD’s:


<Right Click> on the map location, and then select
Place/Edit Pre-Planned | Place/Edit IF PPD Targets from
the pop-up menu.



On the Force Set Up form, click the “IF PPD Targets radio
button in the Place on Map Click section. Then, select the
unit to be assigned the PPD. The unit must already be
placed on the map. Click on the desired location.

In order for a location to be valid as a PPD, it must be able to be engaged by at least one artillery unit. The artillery unit
must be placed, either on or off map, and it must be able to engage the location from its current position. When
determining if the location can be engaged, the AI will make all of the standard firing checks for range, valid projectile

flight paths, and ammunition types on hand. It does not check emplacement, facing/rotation, missile command limits, or
guidance considerations.
After selecting the location for the PPD, the
Indirect Fire PPD Targets form will appear, as
shown here. If any unit in the force already has
the location as a PPD, the unit will appear in the
top box. In this example, no unit does, so a note to
that effect is shown instead.
At least one friendly unit must be eligible to be
assigned the location as a PPD. If that is not
possible, based on the current artillery unit
placements, a note will be shown in the “Select
Firing Unit” drop-down box, as shown in this
example. In order to set this location as a PPD
target, one or more artillery units must be
relocated, as described later in the manual.

Figure 141: The Indirect Fire PPD Form.

Otherwise, Click [Add]. The Calling Unit tree will
be filled in. Then select a firing unit from “Select
Firing Unit” drop-down box, as shown below. To
set the PPD values, follow the directions for Editing
Existing PPD Targets, below, and then click [OK].

Figure 142: Adding a new PPD Target - select the firing unit from the dropdown box (only valid units will be shown).

Figure 143: PPD symbol on map.

2-14.2 Editing Existing PPD Targets
To edit an existing PPD, <right click> on the map location containing the PPD and select Place/Edit Pre-Planned |
Place/Edit IF PPD Targets. The PPD form will appear as when adding a new PPD, except that any firing units that have
the location as a PPD will be shown in the top box, followed by “[P]” for primary and “[S]’ for secondary.
The force settings for PPD targets per unit will also be displayed under the Firing Unit drop-down box. In the example
shown, “(1P/2S)” indicates each artillery unit in the force can be assigned 1 primary PPD and 2 secondary.
The first unit in the list with a PPD in the location is selected by default. To select another unit, left click it. When the PPD
target is selected, its control settings will be displayed on the panel beneath the “Indirect Fire Targets” drop down box.
These vales are:

Type: Determines if the mission has a predetermined start time or not.
 Timed IF: The mission will automatically
begin firing on the specified turn.
 On Call IF: The mission has no pre-set
start time. It will be fired whenever called
by a unit during the scenario.
Priority: The relative precedence and importance
of the PPD.
 Primary: Given greater weight than
standard targets or secondary PPD’s. In
practice, they are also ranged/test fired,
so the initial accuracy is very high.
 Secondary: Lower weight than Primary
PPD’s, but more than standard targets.
They are not always precisely ranged or
test fired, but the initial accuracy is
increased over firing at a non-PPD target.
Area: The effective extent of the PPD. Any
enemy unit in this area is taken to be “on” the
PPD.
 Point/Unit: The single selected location
only.
 Circular Area: The PPD encompasses a
circular area with the radius specified in
the top arrow-box.
 Rectangular Area: The PPD
encompasses a rectangular area with
dimensions specified in the two arrowboxes. Width is left/right as displayed on
the screen (normally east/west), and
Height is up/down (north/south).

Figure 144: Editing an existing PPD Target.

Calling Unit: The calling unit is used only for “On
Call” missions, and will be the unit that actually
radios back to the FDC to begin firing. If the
calling unit is a HQ, any unit in the HQ’s formation
may call the mission, but with additional delay
penalties.
At the bottom of the form are the action buttons:
[Add]: Add a new PPD Target to the location. If you have made changes to the existing PPD, the changes will be
saved (but can be reedited by selecting the PPD again from the list before exiting except for the firing unit).
[Remove]: Removes the selected TRP.
[OK}: Saves changes and closes the form.
[Help]: Brings up the on-line help document for the form.
Once set, the firing unit for a PPD target cannot be changed. Use [Remove] to erase the PPD target, and then add a new
PPD with the desired firing unit.
After the set-up phase is over and the scenario has begun, PPD targets may not be changed or altered.

2-14.3 Showing IF PPD Targets On the Map
The Main Menu | Show IF PPD’s toggle determines
whether the PPD symbols are shown on the map or not.
If the symbols are not being displayed, insure the toggle
is enabled (checked), as shown.
The display toggle is automatically turned on whenever
the IF PPD Targets form is shown, or the PPD radio
button is checked on the Force Set Up form.

2-14.4 Using IF PPD Targets
How a Pre-planned target is used during the scenario depends on its type.
“Timed” Preplanned timed missions are fired automatically when the scenario time matches the mission start time. If the
artillery unit scheduled to fire the PPD mission is firing another at that time, the priorities of the missions will be compared,
and whichever is greater will take precedence and be fired. If the priorities are the same, the in-progress mission will be
fired to completion, followed immediately by the timed PPD.
Otherwise, timed PPD missions are fired based on their priority.
“On-call” Preplanned targets, on the other hand, are used when calling for a new fire mission during the scenario. In this
case, the PPD target allows these missions to be initially fired more quickly and accurately than for non-PPD targets.
Calling for fire is covered later in the manual.

Section 2-15 Locating Units to Fire at a Specific Location
One of the more common questions during the set-up phase is,
“Where do I need to place or move this unit so it can fire at this
location?”
The TSS has an easy way to answer this question, by simply
selecting the desired firing unit from the force tree, and then <Right
Click> on the location you want the unit to be able to target. From
the drop down menu, select: Check Selected Unit Targeting To
THIS Loc.
The program will automatically calculate every location on the map in
which the unit can be placed to target the selected location. Circles
with “DF” inscribed indicate positions from which the unit can use
direct fire. “IF” designates firing locations where the unit can utilize
indirect fire, if it has that capability.

Figure 145: The selected unit (1st CIS Mortar Platoon) can fire at the selected location (light gray box next to
stream) from any of the locations indicated by the red circles (using either DF or IF). The target is always taken
to be the location (ground) itself; any enemy units or objects located there are ignored.
The calculations use the target location itself as the actual target; units and objects in that location are ignored since they
can move or be destroyed. The calculations check every gun/ammo combination available to the firing unit and take into
account the firing unit characteristics, ammunition flight paths, terrain/current LOS considerations (for DF), weapon
minimum and maximum ranges. Results are limited to ammunition types the unit has on hand.
The calculations ignore turret/gun rotation, emplacement, Improved Position effects, missile command limits and
guidance/painting considerations. Also ignored are variable factors that change rapidly during the scenario, such the
firing unit’s current location, facing, morale/suppression level, and whether the gun has fired in the past combat turn.
It is important to note that during the scenario it is possible conditions will change, and that a unit will no longer be able to
hit the target from a location previously identified by this utility. There are many causes for this, most commonly including
smoke and dust, changing weather, and whether the unit occupies an IP in the firing location.
It is also possible that a unit could engage a unit or object in a target location from a position the utility does not identify as
possible. This is because units and objects can have intrinsic height, and also potentially a height above ground level
(AGL), as for aircraft. Because the utility uses 1 meter above ground level in the calculation, it will often not match that of
an actual unit target.
Players should keep these possibilities in mind when placing or moving units against planned target locations.

Section 2-16 Loading/Unloading Units
In the set-up phase, units may be loaded and unloaded freely. The loading action occurs immediately, and requires no
time or orders to be issued. Once the game has started, however, loading and unloading actions are not automatic.
Instead, orders must be issued to the involved units, and the loading action itself usually requires some amount of time to
complete. From an interface perspective, however, the user actions necessary are the same in either case, so no
distinction will be made between them in this section.
There are three interface methods of performing loading/unloading operations. Which one a player uses is purely a
matter of personal preference or which is easier in the given situation.

2-16.1 Loading using the Unit Data Form
The first method is to <right click> on the unit, either on the map (then select Show Unit Data from the pop-up menu) or in
the force tree or force placement grid (set-up phase only). This will bring up the Unit Data form. Click the “Movement
Tab, and look at the “Passenger/Loading” section. Changing the status is as simple as checking or un-checking the
appropriate box on the form as shown:
Is Passenger:

If checked, the unit is currently a
passenger. Clicking the box will unload
the unit.
If not checked, the unit is not a
passenger. Clicking the box will bring
up the loading form.

Is Loaded:

If checked, the unit is carrying
passengers. Clicking the box will
unload them.
If not checked, the unit is not carrying
passengers. Clicking the box will bring
up the loading form.

Figure 146: Adjusting loading status through the
Unit Data Form.
Depending on the action selected, the Load Units or Unload Units form will appear (and which will be described below).
NOTE: If composite units are being used, the Unit Data form will be brought up for each of the sub-units in the composite
unit in turn.

2-16.2 Loading using the Map <Right Click> Menu
<Right click> on the unit on the map. From the pop-up menu, select: Give Orders to Unit(s) | Load Units or Unload
Units.

2-16.3 Loading using Movement Commands
There are several ways to get to the Unit Movement Commands form:



<Right click> on the unit on the map. From the pop-up menu, select: Give Orders to Unit(s) | Give Movement
Orders.
Enter Movement Mode using the button at the top of the main form, then left-click on the unit - either on the map
or in the force tree.




On the S-3 Staff Officer form, left click to select the unit.
From the main menu, select: Command | Set Movement Order (Ctrl + M). Then click on the map location
containing the units or the force tree.
Once the unit movement form is up, make sure that
the bottom portion is displayed. If not, click the button
with the down arrow.
Once the form is expanded, make sure the unit is
selected (is highlighted in blue and has a check mark
next to it). Then click either [Load] or [Unload].
These buttons are located on the right hand side of
the bottom panel of the form.
Figure 147: The Unit Movement Commands Form.
Click the Down Arrow to fully expand the form

2-16.4 Load Units Form
The Load Units form is used to load one or more units on another. The unit being loaded is known as the carrier, and the
units being loaded become passengers. In order to be loaded, the selected carrier unit must be a carrier type (the cargo
limits are set as part of the Weapons System information).
The top box (Select Units To Load) is used to
select the passenger(s) unit to load. To select
more than one unit, click and drag down the
list. If multiple passenger units are selected,
the total personnel, towed, and weight values
are shown at the bottom of the form.
If a selected passenger unit is already loaded,
or has existing movement orders to perform a
load operation, a flash message with this
information will appear down at the bottom of
the form.
If the “Load Formation” checkbox appears, the
selected unit is an HQ. Checking it will cause
its entire formation to be included in the load
action.
The bottom box (Select Carrier) shows all of
the potential carriers for the selected passenger
units. If no carrier units are shown, it indicates
that no carriers have enough free capacity (in
either the appropriate points or weight) to load
the passengers as a single block.
Check “Show only carriers in selected location”
to limit the carrier units shown to those in the
initially selected location.

Figure 148: The Load Units Form.

For potential passengers, the grid shows the following
information:

For the carriers, the grid gives the following:

Unit: The unit name
Loc: The units’ current location, or “-“ for not yet
placed.
Carrier %Ld: If loaded, this field shows the unit’s
current carrier and if the unit is a composite unit, the
percent of the unit loaded on that carrier (composite
units may have individual elements loaded on
different carriers, or none at all).
Required: The cargo capacity required to load the
entire unit: P = Personnel Points, T = Towed Points,
W = Weight (Kg x 10).

Carrier: The unit name.
Loc: The units’ current location, or “-“ for not yet
placed.
Has Path: One of the following:
- In Loc: The carrier is in the same loc as the
selected passenger(s).
- Yes: The carrier must travel to one or more of the
selected passenger units, but its current movement
orders pass through those locations.
- No: the carrier will need to be issued movement
commands to take it to all of the selected
passenger locations. The AI will do this
automatically when the orders are issued.

Once the passenger units have been selected, select the desired carrier from the bottom box. Click [Load Unit] or [Load
Grp] to have the carrier load the selected passengers. Note that loading and unloading orders are ALWAYS given to the
carrier.
If the selected unit is part of a composite unit and composite unit mode is on, as in the above example, the action button
text will be changed to [Load Grp], to indicate that ALL units of the composite group will be loaded on the carrier. This
insures that composite units remain together and do not cross-load on carriers not belonging to the composite group.
If the operation cannot be completed for any reason, a flash message will appear briefly at the bottom of the form.
Units can never load on themselves.
Click the [OK] button to issue the orders and close the form, or [Cancel] to close the form without issuing any orders. If
the orders are issued during the set-up phase they take effect immediately, there is no delay of any kind. Otherwise, the
normal command delay and order execution times apply.

2-16.5 Unload Units Form
The Unload Units form is used to unload one or more units on another.
The top box shows a list of carriers that currently have
passengers. If the “Show only carriers in selected location”
box is checked, the carrier list will be limited to those present in
the selected location (or the location of the originally selected
unit). Otherwise, all of the carrier units in the force will be
shown.
The bottom box shows all passenger units currently loaded on
the selected carrier.
Just under this box, the current carrier location is shown, along
with the actual unloading location - which take into account
how far the carrier will move before it receives the unload
orders due to the command delay. For carriers not moving, or
with only a minimal command delay, these locations will be the
same.

Figure 149: The Unload Units Form.

If “Issue move orders to units after unloading” is checked, the
interface will cycle though each of the debarking units in turn,
allowing the player to easily issue movement orders to each.
This routine will be described, below.

Once the carrier unit has been selected, select the passengers to unload from the bottom box. Click [UnLoad Unit] or
[UnLoad Grp] to have the carrier to unload the selected passengers. Note that loading and unloading orders are
ALWAYS given to the carrier.

If the selected carrier is part of a composite unit and composite unit mode is on, as in the above example, the action
button text will be changed to [UnLoad Grp], to indicate that ALL units of the composite group will be unloaded from the
carrier. This insures that composite units remain together.
If the operation cannot be completed for any reason, a flash message will appear briefly at the bottom of the form.
Click the [OK] button to issue the orders and close the form, or [Cancel] to close the form without issuing any orders. If
the orders are issued during the set-up phase they take effect immediately, there is no delay of any kind. Otherwise, the
normal command delay and order execution times apply.

2-16.5.1 Giving Debarking Units Movement Orders
Because players will often wish to give passenger units movement orders to execute upon debarking, the interface allows
for this to be done easily. For example, a player may want to truck troops to a woods location near an objective, and then
have them debark and assault to position on foot. This protects the vulnerable trucks from enemy fire, and also reduces
the vulnerability of the infantry to being killed en mass if a truck is hit and explodes.
After clicking [UnloadUnit] or {Unload Grp], the interface will begin cycling through all of the debarking units, one by one,
to allow them to be given orders. The current unit will be identified in green, as shown:

Movement orders are given by clicking on the map to create waypoints. Each time a new location is selected, the AI will
automatically generate a path to the new waypoint from the last (starting with the debarking location).

Click [OK] to select the path and move to the next debarking passenger, or [Cancel] to just debark the unit. If there are
no further debarking units, the form will close automatically.

Section 2-17 Giving Units Movement Commands
The Unit Movement Commands form is the primary method of issuing units movement commands. This includes
assigning actual movement objectives, as well as status changes such as elevation, speed, march-mode, and facing. The
form also allows players to give units engineering orders and pauses.
The form is brought up by one of the following methods:
1. Right-clicking a unit on the map and selecting Give Orders to Unit(s) | Give Movement Orders.
2. Entering Movement Mode by clicking the Orders Mode button at top of main form (right), and then
selecting a unit from the map or force tree.
3. Selecting Main Menu | Command | Set Movement Orders (or pressing Ctrl-M), and then selecting a unit from
the map or force tree.
When the form first appears, it may be either fully collapsed (as shown on the right, below), partially expanded (left,
below), or fully expanded (center, below):

Figure 150: The Unit Movement Commands Form, fully compressed (top, left) and partially expanded (top,
right), and fully expanded (center, bottom). Use the arrow buttons to change between the orientations.

2-17.1 Selecting Units for Orders
The unit Selection window is located at the top of the form. It is always visible, even when the form is fully compressed.
The unit list displays all of the friendly units in the same location as the one initially selected. Check boxes to the left of
each unit determine if they will receive the orders being issued (if checked), or ignored (if not). Use the [Check/Uncheck
All Units Above] button to toggle the check marks for all of the units shown with one click.
Only one unit can be highlighted in the list at a time. This highlighted unit is known as the Focus Unit. It is the “active
unit”, and its information is what is displayed on the form - even if other units are checked to receive the same orders. For
example, the focus unit’s path is shown in the Movement Orders box, and the focus unit weapon system is used when
determining prohibited locations, minimum and maximum speed values, and other unit-specific things.
Each unit name in the list may be followed by additional information. One thing that will be shown is whether or not the
unit is loaded (as either a passenger or carrier). Additionally, an equal sign (“=”) is used to signify the units that currently
have the same directional movement commands as the focus unit (including if the units have no commands at all). This
quickly identifies units that are moving together as a group. A plus sign (“+”) shows units that are capable of carrying
other units.

2-17.1.1 Function Buttons
The Unit Selection panel contains the following functional buttons:
[Flash Path]: The focus unit’s current movement path will be shown on the map, scrolling as required.
[Set Reaction Orders]: The reaction orders for all of the checked units can be checked/set. The Reaction Orders
form will initially show the reaction orders for the focus unit. However, when it is closed all checked units would be
issued the same set of orders. Reaction orders will be covered later in the manual.
[Show Prohib Locs On Map]: This will cause the map to redraw with locations within 2000m completely prohibited to
the focus unit darkened. These locations should not be selected for movement waypoints since the unit will have no
way of reaching them. A sample is shown below.

Figure 151: Locations with prohibited terrain are darkened.

2-17.2 AI Fidelity
The AI Fidelity determines how the AI will determine a path to a new waypoint (assuming it
isn’t adjacent to the end of the existing path), and what it should emphasize in doing so.
Note: this setting is saved and used for all AI movement operations, including for a
computer controlled opponent.

The AI Fidelity options are (with their relative “real time” processing time in parenthesis):
Direct Path: (Fastest) The AI will attempt to use as straight a path as possible, regardless of speed or concealment.
The only time the path will vary from a straight line is if it encounters a location the unit is prohibited from entering.
Semi-Direct Path: (Fast) The AI will move to the new waypoint using roughly a straight line, but will allow some
deviation (a few hundred meters off “straight”) to produce the fastest execution time.
Best - Speed: (Slow) The AI will determine the fastest path to the new waypoint, without regard to how straight the
path is. If two paths have the same execution time, the one with the best cover and concealment will be selected.
Roads will be used as appropriate, subject to the units’ current march mode settings (set in the unit SOP).
Best - Tactical: (Slow) The AI will determine the most covered and concealed path to the new waypoint, without
regard to how straight the path is. If two paths have the same cover and concealment, the fastest will be selected.
When this option is selected, roads are ignored unless necessary (units are assumed to remain in tactical march mode
unless it becomes necessary to change temporarily).
The option may be changed at any time; a first method can be used for one waypoint, and a second method for another.
The method used is always determined by the radio button setting when the waypoint is selected by clicking on a map/offmap location.

2-17.3 Formation Move
The formation move utility allows players to move an entire formation with a
single click when its HQ unit is selected. For example, if a company HQ is
selected, and a formation move is used, all of the units in the company will be
issued appropriate movement orders automatically by the AI when an objective
is picked for the HQ unit. The AI determines the final objectives for all of the
subordinate units, determines movement paths to get them there, and issues the
orders.
To use the formation move utility, check the “Move Formation” box, if it is enabled (indicating a HQ has been selected).

For flexibility, the formation move affords players the following options:
Constrain Route: The subordinate units will converge on a point in the HQ’s movement path near the starting point.
They will then follow the HQ’s path until the get near the final objective. This is used primarily to move a formation
along a road when the subordinate units begin spread out over a wide area.
Constrain Objectives: This will place all of the subordinate units’ final objectives near, or equal to, the HQ’s final
objective. The actual objectives depend on prohibited terrain and other factors, but by default are within 100 meters of
the HQ objective for a platoon, 300 meters for a company, and 500 meters for a battalion.
Include Offmap Units: If this is checked, units in the formation that are currently located offmap will be included in the
move. Otherwise, they will be ignored.
[Cancel All Orders]: All units in the formation will have their current orders canceled. Note that some orders may
remain due to the command delay (it takes time for the cancellation order to reach the units - in the meantime they will
execute what orders they have).
[Load All (Auto)]: This auto-loads all of units within the formation to the greatest extent possible. The load orders are
issued as normal commands, subject to the command delay and an execution time.
[Unload All (Auto)]: This unloads all passenger units from carriers in the formation. The unload orders are issued as
normal commands, subject to the command delay and an execution time.

Figure 152: Unconstrained. The
position of the units and their
paths remain constant relative to
the HQ.

Figure 153: Constrained Path. The
unit paths converge on the HQ path
near the start and follow it to near
the objective (constrained path
shown in red).

Figure 154: Constrained Objective.
The final unit objectives are close
to, or the same as, the final HQ
objective.

As stated previously, when issuing a formation move, constrained or not, the AI will determine the final movement
objectives and waypoints for all of the moving units. The AI will select these locations based on avoiding prohibited
terrain, while maximizing sighting toward the enemy. Additionally, the AI will weigh cover and concealment and mobility in
the location based on the force’s mission and aggressiveness level.
When using a formation move, the HQ’s movement path will be shown in the active move path color (by default this is
yellow, but it can be changed from Preferences | Map Colors Tab | Selected Unit’s Path). The paths for the other units
in the formation will flash on the screen momentarily, using shades of gray. Once they have all been drawn, only the HQ’s
path will remain.
NOTE: Self-homing and en-route/in-flight units are never included in a formation movement order.

2-17.4 Movement Orders
The movement orders section is used to display
and edit the focus unit’s movement path. The
focus unit is identified at the top of the section.
If it has current orders of any type, the approximate
time required to execute those orders will be
shown immediately underneath. The time is
always approximate (and is preceded by a tilde “~”
to note this) because many things could occur
during the execution could affect the final time.
Some examples would be morale changes,
breakdowns, pausing to fire, and leader effects.
Figure 155: The movement orders section.

The location shown is the unit’s presently known
location. This may be different than the unit’s
actual location if friendly Fog of War (FOW) is
used.

2-17.4.1 Path Display
The Path Display shows all commands currently assigned to the unit, including directional, speed and status changes,
and other operations. The commands are shown in the order they will be executed, separated by commas. Directional
commands are based on the standard compass directions, and are in uppercase letters. Other commands will be
displayed as a code, followed by the new value, if appropriate. For example, a speed change to 40 Kph is shown as
“spd:40”.
Human player set codes are normally in lower case letters, while those imposed by the computer are in upper case. For
example, “Dly:10” is a 10 second delay imposed by the computer (and not editable by the human player), while “dly:10” is
a 10 second delay ordered by a human player, and which may be edited/deleted if the command delay allows it.
Clicking the [Show Command Index/Legend] button will pop-up a list of all the codes.
A special note concerning the movement path is that if friendly Fog of War (FOW) is used, the path shown will be the
expected path from the unit’s currently known or estimated location. Because this estimated location may not match
where the unit really is, or because other status changes may not be completely known, the path may not match the unit’s
actual orders.
When the FOW is set to include friendly units, “Showing Projected Friendly Positions” will be shown in the upper right
corner of the map display. Otherwise, the label will read, “Showing Actual Friendly Positions”.

Figure 156: Map label when Friendly FOW enabled.

Figure 157: Map label when Friendly FOW disabled.

2-17.4.2 Command Buttons
The command buttons are located to the right of the path display. Clicking these buttons causes an order of the
appropriate type to be added to the end of the unit’s current path. If there are multiple units checked in the Units Selection
box, these orders will be given to them also.
Based on the focus unit’s situation and weapon system type, some of the commands may not be valid or possible to
issue. In these cases, the command buttons will be disabled.
The Command Buttons are:

[Clear All]: Clicking this button erases the units’ movement path back to the command delay limit. Because the
command delay limit is the time it takes for orders to reach the unit, nothing before this can be changed or edited.
[Erase Last]: This erases the last command entered, as long as it is not before the command delay (see above).
[Pause]: Click this to add a pause command. Pauses are in seconds. During pauses, units will not move, but will
sight and fire normally.
[Speed]: Clicking this button adds a speed change command onto the end of the current path. Speed is in Kph, and
once changed the unit will maintain this speed until changed (if the terrain allows it).
[Facing]: Click this button to append a facing command. Facing is specified as a major compass point. When this
command is executed, the unit will face in the direction specified, including its turret if it has one. After that the unit will
not change facing until it either executes a directional movement command (directional movement always causes an
automatic facing change), the player changes the facing automatically, or the unit must change facing to engage a
DF/IF target.
[Up]: Used only by personnel-type ground units in buildings or structures, this order causes the unit to go up one story
in a multi-level building. Each story adds 3 meter in elevation. Multi-level terrain is a value set in the TEC. If the unit
is not in a multi-story structure, is not a personnel unit, or is already at the top story, the command will be ignored.
[Down]: As with the above command, this is used only by personnel-type ground units in buildings or structures, this
order causes the unit to go down one story in a multi-level building. If the unit is not in a multi-story structure, is not a
personnel unit, or is already at the top story, the command will be ignored.
[In Tnl]: Enter tunnel/underground IP (Improved Position) from the ground surface (IP must have surface access).
[Out Tnl]: Exit a tunnel/underground IP to the ground surface (IP must have surface access).
[Load]: Clicking this brings up the Load Units form, which allows carrier units to load passengers, or other units to be
loaded as passengers. The Load Units form is described above.
[Unload]: Clicking this brings up the Unload Units form, which allows loaded carrier to be issued with unloading
commands. The Unload Units form is described above.
[In IP]: Enter an appropriate IP in the location.
[Add Engr Ops]: This button brings up the Engineering form, which allows the player to assign the unit to a new or
existing combat engineering project such as laying mines, building obstacles, or clearing lanes. The Engineering form
and how to use it will be described in more detail later in the manual. If the location of the engineering operation is not
in the current movement path end point, the AI will automatically issue movement orders to get the unit to where it
needs to be.
[MOPP]: Click this button to issue orders to change the units NBC protection (MOPP) level. MOPP Levels and the
protection/degradation they provide is set in the MOPP System Data table and linked to the Weapons System. When
multiple units are selected with differing MOPP structures, the level will be applied proportionally to all of them based
on the focus unit. For example, if the focus unit has a maximum MOPP level of 3 and is ordered to assume MOPP
Level 1, all of the other units will be ordered to assume 1/3 (33%) of their maximum MOPP level, rounded up to the
next highest level. Which means a unit with a maximum MOPP of 5 will go to level 2 (33% times 5 = 1.67, rounded up
to 2). Most MOPP changes require time to effect, based on the settings in the MOPP System Data table.
[March Mode]: This will issues for a formation change, which will toggle the unit’s March Mode between road (linear)
and tactical (spread out). This toggle will override any existing SOP orders for movement mode. However, the SOP
values will take effect again after the formation change if the unit starts moving.
[Altitude]: Click this button to set the altitude of an aircraft unit. Altitude is set in meters AGL (above ground level),
and applies only to aircraft units.
[Undo Waypoint]: When issuing directional movement commands by selecting waypoints on the map (see below),
clicking this button will remove the last path segment added and the path will end at the previous waypoint. Waypoints
are not saved beyond the current operation; once a movement path has been saved, the waypoints are lost.
[Editor]: The editor button allows players direct access to the individual movement commands, but only for noncomposite, non-aircraft units. Path editing will be covered in more depth below.
[Start/End Patrol Mode]: Click this button to begin a cyclic (repeating) patrol path. Select desired path by clicking on
the map to select waypoints. When finished, click [End Patrol Mode] to have the AI close the loop by generating a
path from the last position in the path back to the starting location. Patrols will be discussed in more detail below.

2-17.4.3 Movement Path Editor
The Movement Path Editor allows players to edit the unit path command-by-command back to the command limit
(remember, it is never possible to edit or change commands prior to the command limit since the orders to make the
change can’t arrive before they are executed). The editor allows for existing commands to be deleted and new
commands inserted without having to delete the entire movement path and rebuild it from scratch.
In some cases the editor option will not be available:
 The focus unit is a Composite Unit
 The focus unit is an aircraft

The path editor shows all of the unit’s current
commands, starting in the upper left corner and
proceeding left to right down the rows of the grid.
When applicable, new values are shown in
brackets in the box after the command. For
example, “spd” followed by “[35]” shows a speed
change to 35 Kph.

Figure 158: The Unit Movement Editor gives direct access to
the individual commands.

The red vales are those prior to the command
delay; no orders can reach the unit before they
are executed. As such, red entries cannot be
edited or changed.
The current insertion/deletion point is shown in
green. Multi-box commands are selected by
clicking on either box.

To delete an order from the list, click on the box containing the command. The text in the box will turn green to indicate it
is selected and the [Erase Last] button will be re-labeled [Remove Cmd]. Click [Remove Cmd] to erase the command.
All commands past the one deleted will be “moved up” one in the list.
To insert an order into the list, select the insertion point by clicking the appropriate box. Then, click the Order Button for
the command you wish to insert. The orders buttons function exactly as described in the general section above, with the
exception that directional buttons have been added. These buttons must be used to insert directional commands, since
clicking on the map always appends on to the end of the list.
It is not possible to directly edit commands in the list, e.g., change a speed command from 25 to 35 kph. In these cases,
the original command must be deleted first, and then the new command inserted in it’s place. So, to modify a speed
command as for the previous example, you would:
1. Select the speed command by clicking on it (either box).
2. Click the [Remove Cmd] button. The list would move up one, but the selected entry point remains the same.
3. Click [Speed].
4. Select 25 Kph.
If “Apply to Units With Same Path” is not checked, the changes made in the editor will only apply to the focus unit.
Otherwise the changes will be applied to other selected units that have the exact same movement path as the focus unit.
Units with even slightly different paths or commands, or those not checked in the Unit Selection box will never be affected.
To close the editor and return to the normal display, click [Close].

2-17.4.5 Entering IP’s
Units may be given orders to occupy IP’s (Improved Positions) at any point along their movement path. However, normally
this is only done at the end of the unit’s path otherwise it would move out of the IP immediately as it continues to execute
its orders.

Orders to enter an IP are
given from the Unit
Movement Commands Form,
which must be fully
expanded (as explained
previously).
When a unit is given orders
to enter a location that
contains one or more known
IP’s that are of the correct
type for the moving unit, the
[IN IP] button will become
enabled on the form (as
shown highlighted in red at
right). Click the button to
give the unit orders to enter
one of the IP’s in the
location.

Figure 159: This unit’s path takes it into a location containing IP's. Click the [IN
IP] button to have the unit enter one of them in the current location.

If there is more than one applicable IP in the location,
choose the one the unit should occupy from the pop-up
list box.
If the label “[OK to select]” appears after the IP name, it
indicates that one or more of the moving units can occupy
the IP, at least in the absence of other occupying units or
damage.
If “[No unit can enter]” appears instead, it indicates that
the type or size of the IP is not sufficient to hold the unit is
the best of circumstances and therefore it is very unlikely
that the unit will be able to carry out the orders (although
the IP may still be selected).

Note: Only very basic checks of the IP type, overall capacity and size are made when giving orders. These checks do
not take into account other units potentially or actually occupying the IP, combat damage or other factors. Therefore, just
because a unit has orders to enter an IP, it does not mean that it will actually do so when it reaches the IP location; the
IP will require enough excess capacity and size to hold the unit at the time it tries to enter, otherwise the occupation will
be prohibited.

During the execution phase, there is no cost or delay for units to enter/exit IP’s or tunnels. However, if the unit is then
moving on, the normal movement routines are applied using the TEC values for the IP.

2-17.4.6 Moving Underground
Underground IP’s allow units to move below the ground surface. When several underground IP’s are linked together in
adjacent locations, they form a tunnel. The capacity and characteristics of the tunnel depend on the IP Data Table and
TEC (terrain effects chart) values:
•

IP Values
o Size: height and width

•

o Capacity
o Type of units that can occupy
o Surface access
o Ability to connect to other underground IP’s.
TEC Values
o Maximum speed for each movement type
o Delays
o Other environmental factors (flooding, icing, weather)

These values are set in the DataView module.

Figure 160: A unit moving into a tunnel from the surface. Note that underground is a different color.
To give a unit orders to move into a tunnel (or underground IP) from the surface, give the unit orders to move to the
location containing the tunnel entrance. The tunnel entrance is itself an IP and it MUST have both surface access and be
able to connect to underground IP’s.
Fully expand the Unit Movement Commands Form. The [IN TNL] button will become enabled (if it is not enabled then the
tunnel entrance is of the wrong type for the unit, or not large enough, or it does not have surface/underground access).

Figure 161: To enter a tunnel, click the [IN TNL] button (highlighted) on the Unit Movement Commands Form.

To move a unit out of a tunnel onto the surface, issue commands to the tunnel entrance, and then click the [OUT TNL]
button on the Unit Movement Commands Form:

Figure 162: This unit starts in a tunnel and is given orders to move to the tunnel entrance and then to the surface.

2-17.5 Setting Movement Waypoints
A waypoint is simply a movement objective, selected by clicking on an on or off map location. Waypoints are an easy and
efficient way to give units movement orders. Each time a waypoint is selected, the AI will automatically determine the
best route for the unit to take between the new waypoint and the end of the unit's current path. In this case “best” is
defined by either player settings (speed versus protection), or for AI commanders, as a blend of both speed and protection
en-route with the relative weight of each based on the force aggressiveness level. Highly aggressive forces favor speed
over protection, and vice-versa for those of low aggressiveness.
Waypoints also provide a convenient way to erase portions of a movement path while entering it. If the path to a newly
selected waypoint results in an odd or unwanted path, merely click the [Undo Waypoint] button. This will removes the last
entered waypoint and path segment from the command list, without affecting the commands entered to that point.

Figure 163: Selecting the next waypoint from the map.

Figure 164: The AI determines the best path & adds it.

It is a good idea to keep waypoints fairly close together. Doing that minimizes the AI processing time, plus gives greater
control over the general path orientation. There is no hard and fast rule, since the relative movement and concealment
values of the map area can vary considerably. However, on highly cluttered and movement-difficult maps, such as forest
or mountainous terrain 5 or 6 “locations” (i.e., “hexes) is a good range. On more open maps, such as the desert, the
ranges can go up to about 20 locations (hexes) or more. For comparison, in the above example, the new waypoint is
about 8 locations/hexes away from the last.
When issuing waypoints as part of a formation movement order, the AI will determine the waypoints of the subordinate
units based on their current orientation towards the HQ unit, and if the objective is selected as constrained. Movement
paths will then be determined to these waypoints and the orders issued to the units. Whether or not the AI considers the
path or objectives constrained is determined at the instant the waypoint is selected. In other words, when the map
location is clicked, are the Constrain Route/Objective boxes in the Formation Move panel checked or not. Any settings
used for previous waypoints are ignored.

2-17.5.1 Showing All Friendly Move Paths
At the bottom on the movement form is a checkbox labeled:
Show All Paths. Checking this box marks out the
movement path of every other friendly unit in dark red. This
makes it easy to see where other units will be going so that
players can make sure the force’s units cover a desired
area or stay out of each others way.
An example is shown below:

Figure 165: Example - showing all friendly movement commands. The current movement path of the focus unit is
in yellow. The paths of all other friendly units are overlaid in dark red (no distinction is made between them).

2-17.6 Patrol Mode
The Patrol Mode is used to issue a unit a closed-loop path that it will execute repeatedly for the duration of the scenario or
until the patrol is canceled. Some common uses of the patrol mode would be for aircraft units flying the same flight path
over the battlefield, or reconnaissance units scouting the same area for the enemy.
Before beginning a patrol, a unit may be given orders to move to the
start point of the patrol path. This is the lead-in path, shown in blue
in the diagram. It is issued by selecting movement waypoints as
usual.
Once the starting point of the patrol has been reached, click the
[Start Patrol Mode] button. From this point on, selected waypoints
will become part of the repeating patrol path, shown in red in the
diagram.
Figure 166: Generalized patrol format.

2-16.6.1 Setting up a Patrol
When setting the unit movement path,
the patrol start location is highlighted in
green. In the example shown here, the
start loc is approximately located in the
center of the map display.
The path that comes up from the unit’s
current position (to the south) is the
lead-in path.
The path that leads off to the west of the
start point and then turns north and east
is the patrol path (under construction).

Figure 167: Setting up a patrol path.

The patrol path does not need to be
circular; it can be of any shape and can
even cross itself. It may also contain
non-directional commands such as
speed and altitude changes. However,
at the end of the patrol, the last waypoint
must be on the patrol path, or the AI will
“close the loop” by returning a path back
to the original starting point. To end
entering the repeating part of the patrol
path, click the [End Patrol Mode]
button.

Once the patrol path has been closed, it
will be shown in green, both on the map,
and in the Unit Movement display, as
shown.
No additional orders may be given to the
unit after the patrol path has been
closed. Attempting to do so will cause
the patrol to be canceled.
None of the commands within a patrol
may be edited without canceling the
patrol. In these cases a warning
message will be displayed requested
confirmation of the cancellation. If the
operation proceeds, the patrol path (or
what is left of it) will revert to a normal
sequence of orders.

Figure 168: The completed patrol path, including the lead-in segment.

2-17.6.2 Canceling a Patrol
To cancel a patrol, either edit a value in the unit’s movement
path, or select a new waypoint. Either one will cause
cancellation of the patrol, after bringing up a confirmation
dialog.

2-17.7 Maneuver Groups
This option allows players to give a formation mission-type orders, in the general format of “go here and then do this basic
action”. As such it can greatly simplify the process of giving units orders and also reduce confusion and tedium. It can
help insure that individual unit and formation actions are integrated as part of an overall plan. An example would be:

Figure 169: A typical Maneuver Group orders use. Each step (1-3) is an Intermediate Objective.
By using Maneuver Group orders, this plan can be issued to the assault formation in three easy steps, probably in about a
minute. This can be compared to the much more lengthy process that would be required to issue these commands using
the standard movement command interface (above). However, Maneuver Group orders are not as exact as standard
movement commands. They only allow players to give their force general objectives, but without actually giving specific
orders to any units or micromanaging. The AI will use its own abilities (taking into account the changing situation) to
accomplish those missions as best it can.
A Maneuver Group is simply an existing formation that has been given one or more Intermediate Objective Orders (an
Intermediate Objective is a single order to “go here and do this”). The Maneuver Group is always specified by its HQ unit,
and includes ALL of the units under that HQ that are not part of their own Maneuver Group. So, for example, if A
Company is selected as the HQ of a maneuver Group, all of the units under A Co would also be part of that group. Then,
later if the 1st Battalion (of which A Company is a part) is selected to be a Maneuver Group, it would include all of the units
in the battalion with the exception of A Company, as shown here:

Figure 170: Maneuver Groups always contain all of the units under the selected HQ, with the exception of any
sub-formations that are part of their own Maneuver Group (in this case, A Company, as shown on the right is not
part of the 1st Battalion Maneuver Group since it is its own group).

2-17.7.1 Maneuver Groups Form
Maneuver Groups are added, edited and deleted using the Maneuver Groups Form.
To display this form, click Main Menu | Maneuver Groups/Recon.

Figure 172: Maneuver Groups defined. Each group is
a shaded a different color.
Figure 171: Maneuver Groups Form (no Groups defined).
The top panel of the form shows all of the existing Maneuver
Groups. Each maneuver group is shaded a different color
and all units of the same group share the same color.
Note: in some cases, two or more Maneuver Groups may the
share the same shade if the number of groups exceeds the
number of discrete shading colors (about 25).
The bottom panel displays all of the intermediate objective
orders for the group selected in the top pane. Intermediate
Objectives are always executed in order – top to bottom as
shown in this panel (i.e., the first objective is at the top, the
second under it, and so on).
To define a new Maneuver Group, click on the formation HQ
unit in the top pane. If the selected unit is not part of an
existing group, the Set Intermediate Objectives Form will
appear (see below). Otherwise, the existing orders will be
shown in the bottom pane:

Figure 173: A Tank Company selected for new
Maneuver Group. All subordinate units are also
highlighted as part of the group.

To add a new set of Intermediate Objective Orders, click the [Add New Intermediate Objective] button. The Set
Intermediate Objectives Form will appear (see below).
To edit or delete a set of existing intermediate orders for the
current Maneuver Group, select the orders set from the bottom
pane. Then select the action with one of the enabled buttons:
[Edit Set]: Edit the parameters of the orders, including both
the location(s) and actions to be taken.
[Delete Set]: Delete the set of objective orders completely.
When a Maneuver Group has no Intermediate Objective orders
remaining, the Maneuver Group label is deleted as well (the
actual units are not otherwise affected).

Figure 174: Select a set of Intermediate Objective
orders (bottom pane) to edit or delete.

When an existing Maneuver Group is selected from the top panel, the units will be highlighted in yellow on the map and
existing Intermediate Objective locations will be displayed on the map. The currently selected objective set will be in
bright red. Others will be in dark red.

Figure 175: Units in the group are outlined in yellow. The locations for each Intermediate Objective set is shown
in red (current is bright). Note that these Intermediate Objective sets contain more than one location each.
To delete a Maneuver Group completely, delete all of its existing Intermediate Objective orders (see above).
Note: When a maneuver group is deleted, it is automatically absorbed into any existing “higher” level Maneuver Group its
HQ may be a part of. For example, in the initial case above, A Company was a Maneuver Group separate from that of
the 1st Battalion. However, once A Company ceases to be a Maneuver Group, it will automatically become part of the 1st
Battalion’s Group, as shown below:

Figure 176: Deleting Maneuver Groups when a higher HQ's is also a Maneuver Group parent.

2-17.7.1.1 Intermediate Objective Panel:
The bottom panel displays all of the currently defined Intermediate Objective orders for the current Maneuver Group. The
information is broken down into three columns as follows:
Map Loc(s):

Options

Actions

The locations making up the objective
set. A set can contain multiple
locations, any number of which can
be designated to be “real” (see
options).

Modifications concerning the objective
areas, including radius and number
that are “real”

Actions that units will take upon
reaching the objective.

• The defined objective locations
are shown by number.
• COMPLETED: all units have
reached the objective.

• Rad: ## m: If the objectives have
been designated as areas
(instead of single locations), this
is the area radius from each
center point, in meters. The
location(s) displayed are the
center point(s).
• Cover All: All objectives in the list
should be occupied as far as
possible.
• Cover X / Y: Not all of the objectives
need to be occupied; the AI must
only occupy X number of the Y
total objectives.

• Occupy IP: Units will occupy any IP's

•

•

•

•
•

in the objective location subject to
normal considerations. If none are
present, or can not be entered, this
action command will be ignored.
Undergnd: Go underground; the
units will move into any
underground tunnels or IP's in the
objective location. If none are
present, or can not be entered
subject to normal considerations,
this will be ignored.
Wait All: Units will wait at the current
objective until ALL units in the
Maneuver Group arrive before
moving on to the next objective.
Carriers that are "holding position"
at a previous objective are ignored
for this determination.
Wait N sec: Units will pause for N
seconds when they reach the
current objective before continuing
on to the next. The status of other
units in the Maneuver Group is not
considered.
Unload: Carrier units will unload all
of their passengers upon reaching
the objective.
Hold Carriers: Carriers will stop and
hold their position at the current
objective; they will not execute any
further objective orders until given a
"Resume" movement

2-17.7.2 Intermediate Objectives Form
The Intermediate Objectives Form is used to set up Intermediate Objectives. An Intermediate Objective is simply a single
set of orders to the Maneuver Group telling it to proceed to one (or more) designated locations, and then for the units to
take an action when they get there. All of the particulars of how that will be accomplished will be determined by the AI at
the time the units execute the orders; no human input is required, or even possible. This is true even for humancontrolled forces.

The intermediate Objectives Form has three parts. The top panel
displays all of the objective locations selected for this set. Locations
are selected or removed by clicking on the main map. Off-map
locations can not be selected. In general, the more units in the
Maneuver Group, the more locations should be selected. Otherwise,
the Maneuver Group will become concentrated (“bunched up”) in a
small area; adding to the difficulty of the units moving and also
presenting a good target to the enemy.
The second panel shows the options to apply to those locations. The
Radius is a measure of how far a unit can be from the center
(selected) location and still be considered on the objective. The
Number of locs to cover value is the minimum number of locations that
the AI should occupy, if more than one location is selected for the set.
For example, 2 out of 3. By default it is set to ALL (-1). This value is
intended to allow the AI greater flexibility when issuing the actual
orders, since it can pick and choose the best locations based on the
current situation.
The bottom panel are the actions the units should take on reaching the
objective, and will be discussed in more detail below.

Figure 177: Intermediate Objectives Form.

2-17.7.2.1 Selecting Intermediate Objective Locations
Intermediate Objective locations are selected by clicking on the map when the Set Intermediate Objective Form is active.

Figure 178: Click to add a location to the objective set.
The location will be added to the top panel of the form.

Figure 179: Continue clicking on the map to add
additional locations to the objective set. There is no
limit to the number of locations that may be selected.

The AI movement path determination processing time and its ability to determine effective paths depend greatly on the
distance between the start and ending locations. As a rule of thumb, a distance of about 10 locations (or “hexes”) is a
good general range for almost all situations and computers. Therefore, it is a good idea to try to keep objectives within
about 10 locations (or “hexes”) of the units’ starting locations (or their locations from the previous objective set).
Unless set otherwise in the Options section (see below), the AI will distribute units among the available objectives, while
making sure to occupy each of the objectives in the set with at least one unit. This needs to be taken into account when
selecting the number of location objectives in the set. Too few, and the force may become too concentrated causing
traffic jams and confusion, as well as offering a prime target for the enemy. Too many objectives and the formation will
become scattered and diluted, losing power, control and cohesiveness.

There is no hard and fast rule for determining the proper number
of objectives for a set, since the quantity depends on the options
selected for the set (see below). However, in general, the
objective location set should maintain the proper formation width,
and contain one objective for every major sub-group in the
Maneuver Group.
For example, in the above illustration of a company-level
Maneuver Group, three objectives have been set for the Group –
one for each platoon; and they are spread out over a front equal to
the initial spacing.

Figure 180: Objective location and spacing.

When a location is selected from the list, it
will appear as “filled in” on the map.

Figure 181: Selected location highlighted.
To delete a location already selected as part of the set, simply click on it on the map.

2-17.7.2.2 Intermediate Objective Options
There are two options available for Intermediate Objectives: “Radius”, and “Num locations to cover”.

The Radius option increases
the “size” of each objective;
each location within this circle
is considered an acceptable
objective location. In other
words, when the AI is
determining where units will be
moved to achieve the objective,
all locations within the Radius
distance (in meters) of an
actual objective location will be
open for use, giving the AI
much greater flexibility.
By default, the Radius is zero:
only the selected location is the
objective. The locations(s)
themselves must be occupied
by friendly units.
The shaded areas on the map
represent the effects of the
radius value, as shown by the
example to the right where the
radius is 200 meters (and
which may be compared to the
previous screen shots where
the radius was zero).

Figure 182: Using the Radius option.

The “Num locations to cover” specifies the minimum number of objectives which must be occupied by units (accounting
for the radius value, above). By default the value is “-1”, which equals “ALL”. However, it may be set anywhere between
1 and the total number of objective locations in the set.
By setting the value less that the number of objective locations, the AI gains flexibility at the time it determines which units
should move to what locations to fulfill its Intermediate Objective mission. For example, if 5 locations have been selected
for a set, but the “Num locations to cover” value has been set to 3, the AI can decide not to occupy up to two objectives if
it feels that doing so would not be advantageous. Otherwise, it would have to occupy all 5, which might be detrimental
and something that no human commander “on the spot” would decree.

2-17.7.2.3 Intermediate Objective Actions
Actions are specified measures taken by units when they reach their objective locations. These actions are handled
automatically by the AI, and do not require any human input or intervention.
Actions are only performed by units when they are able to
do so. For example, a Maneuver Group may have orders
to “occupy Improved Positions (IP’s)” in a location, but if the
location only contains personnel-type IP’s only personneltype units will execute the orders. Other types of units in
the Group will ignore the orders.

Figure 183: Intermediate Objective Actions.

The available Actions are:
• Wait: All units in the group will wait upon reaching their assigned objective. The wait can be specified as either a
number of seconds or until all other units in the Maneuver Group have reached their assigned objectives for this
set. The “For All Group Units” option applies only to group units with movement orders. Therefore carriers
“holding position” (see below) are ignored since they are not moving.
• Occupy IP's in locs: Units will attempt to occupy any appropriate IP (Improved Position) in their destination
locations. Normal IP type and capacity limits apply; if no IP’s are present, or no IP’s can be entered subject to the
normal conditions and restrictions, this action command will be ignored.

• Go underground: If there is a tunnel/underground IP entrance in the location, the unit will enter it. Because
tunnels are also IP's, this box will automatically supersede the above IP checkbox, where applicable.
• Unload passengers: If the unit is a carrier, it will unload any current passengers (towed or internal) when it
reaches the objective.
• Carriers hold position: Carrier type units (vehicles with a cargo capacity of type "APC", "Cargo" or "Supply") will
hold their position and cease executing Intermediate Objective orders when they reach the objective. They can
still be given orders normally, however. Carriers holding position can be given orders to resume moving at later
objectives (see below). Carriers that are part of a Composite Unit Group may be temporarily broken out of the
Composite Unit Group if other units in that Group move on without it. The carrier unit is not removed from the
Maneuver Group, however.
• Carriers resume moving: Issuing this order will have all carriers holding their position (see above) resume
moving on the current objective once all other (non-carrier) units in the group are moving towards it. When
carriers that were broken out of a Composite Unit Group occupy the same location and their original Composite
Unit Group's HQ, they will rejoin the Composite Group.
Actions may be changed at any time, even after units have begun executing their objective orders. However, normal
command delay restrictions and limits apply.

2-17.7.2.4 Intermediate Objective Example
As an example of how to use Intermediate objectives, the following illustration shows how to use them to perform a
common tactical maneuver: a deliberate infantry assault from the march:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The force starts out from the assembly area with the infantry loaded on their APC’s/carriers.
The loaded carriers move to a covered and concealed position close to the enemy. The infantry dismounts.
The troops proceed to the assault position on foot with the vehicles moving along side them to provide support.
The vehicles stop outside of effective short range AT range of the enemy forces.
The infantry proceeds on foot alone to assault and take the enemy position.

This can be accomplished using the standard movement interface; however, it would be complicated and rather time
consuming process. It would also be inflexible, based on “pre-programmed” time schedules that are not responsive to the
developing situation as it actually occurs.
Instead, it is a simple matter using Intermediate objectives, as shown in this step-by-step example:

Start by clicking “Main Menu | Maneuver”. Select
the assault force. In this case, pick 2nd Battalion, A
Company.

The locations of each unit in the formation will be
highlighted in yellow on the map:

All the map display controls are active; it is
possible to zoom in, zoom out and scroll.

Select the dismount locations, which in this case
will be about 5 hexes (@200 m/hex from the
bunker that the units will assault. Click on the map
to do so, and the location will appear in red and
also be added to the list on the Intermediate
Objective Form.

As per the “rule of thumb” more than one location
should be selected for the objective set – the AI
will apportion out the individual units in the
Maneuver Group (in this case A Company) to
occupy as many as are specified. In this case, two
locations will be selected so that the formation isn’t
completely “bunched up”.

Now that the locations have been selected,
Actions are set to tell the AI what should be done
when the units reach the objectives. This is done
using the Set Intermediate Objectives Form.
In this example, the radius will remain at 0, and the
“Num to cover” at -1 (all).
Because the passengers should dismount here,
the action values should be set so that “Unload
Passengers” is checked. Since speed is of the
essence, the “Wait” has also been unchecked so
that the Group will move as fast as possible.
Click [OK].

Control will return to the Maneuver Group Form.
All of the units in the Maneuver Group will be
shaded the same color in the top box. The
objective just added appears in the lower panel. In
this case it shows the 2 locations just added, along
with a brief description of the options and actions.

The next step is to add the locations at which the
carriers (the Stryker vehicles) will stop and provide
covering fire while the infantry continue the
assault. Click [Add New Interim Objective Set]
to add a new set of objectives.
The previously assigned objective locations now
appear in dark red.
As before, clicking the map will set the new
objective locations. In this case, the locations will
be about 400 meters (2 hexes) from the bunker.

The carriers will hold their position at this location
(to provide fire for the advancing infantry), so that
box is also checked.
As before, “Wait” has also been unchecked so that
the Group will move as fast as possible.
Click [OK] to save the objective set.
Control will return to the Maneuver Group Form.

Click [Add New Interim Objective Set] to add a
new set of objectives, in this case the actual
assault on the bunker by the dismounted infantry.
Then click the IP location. Since there is only one
IP, it will be the only location in this Objective Set
(all of the dismounted infantry will converge on it).
Because the assaulting units should enter the
bunker and occupy it (and eliminate any
defenders), the “Occupy IP’s in loc” box should be
checked.
In this case the “Go underground” checkbox is also
checked, in case the bunker is connected to a
tunnel system. In this case the infantry units will
automatically enter any tunnels, and proceed
underground to their next Intermediate Objective, if
they can.
The mission is now complete. The AI will execute the orders as best it can once the scenario begins (or as soon as it
can if the scenario is already underway).

Helpful tip:
In large scenarios, it can be confusing and difficult
to remember which units are assaulting which
enemy positions, which units are providing
support, and what forces are providing screening
or other activities.
Map notes are a quick an easy way to encapsulate
this information, using the color and text
properties.
It makes sense to place a map note on the on the
bunker location so that it readily apparent that an
assault force has been assigned to it. To do so,
just right-click the location and select “Map Notes”.

Select the color and enter any desired text. In this
case, the text will be set to the attacking formation.

The map note will then appear on the map (if the
display setting for Map Notes is enabled), and the
text will be shown when the mouse is passed over
the location.

2-17.8 Reconnaissance/Radiation Detection Assignments
This option is similar to Maneuver Groups (above) in that it allows players to give “objective-based” reconnaissance
orders to units where the AI handles the details automatically. However, unlike Maneuver Groups, these assignments
may only be given to reconnaissance-type units, or those that have radiological detectors (these characteristics are set in
the weapons Systems Data Table).
A further difference with Maneuver Groups is that the available options are limited to those applicable to reconnaissance
assignments, namely actions associated with searching areas of the map and when to proceed to other areas. The
choices do not include options for combat or organizational changes.
Specifically, recon assignments directed units to search defined areas, in a given order, leaving one area for the next
when a set of defined conditions are met.

Figure 184: General format of a recon assignment progressing between multiple defined areas. All actions of the
recon unit are controlled by the AI, including specific search patterns inside of each area.

Reconnaissance assignments are based upon Map Areas (covered separately in the manual). Players are encouraged to
define these areas first, before setting up recon assignments. However, players will be given the option of creating new
map areas “on the fly” from the Recon Assignment Form if none have been set.

2-17.8.1 Set Recon/Radiation Detection Assignments Form
To give a unit a Reconnaissance Assignment,
select:
Main Menu | Maneuver Groups/Recon |
Set/Adjust Recon Assignments.
The Set Recon/Radiation Detection Assignment
Form will appear, as shown at left. The form will
be blank if no assignments have been made (as
shown here), otherwise units with existing recon
orders will appear in the top box.
The bottom panels are used to set parameters for
each map area that the unit will be directed to
search.
Click [OK] to save all changes; Click [Cancel] to
discard all changes (including newly created map
areas) and return to the orders mode; Click [Help]
to display a set of general instructions.

Figure 185: Set Recon/Radiation Detection Assignments Form.

2-17.8.2 Issuing a New Recon Assignment
To give a new unit a recon assignment, click the
[Add New Assignment] button under the Current
Unit Assignments display panel.

2-17.8.3 Recon Assignment Unit Selection
Select the desired recon unit from the pop-up box. Units
already given recon assignments will not be shown in the
list.
“<RAD>” to the left of the unit name denotes that the unit
has radiological detectors on board. The unit may also be a
reconnaissance type, but that is not required to be selected.
“<RECON>” to the left of the unit name indicates that the
unit does not have radiation detectors, but it is an allowed
reconnaissance type.
Note: the pop-up box will only display units with radiological
detection devices or of a “reconnaissance type” weapons
system.

2-17.8.4 Recon Assignment Areas/Progression
A unit must be assigned one or more map areas in which
to search. The unit will proceed between these areas in
the the order they are entered (known as the
“progression”). The AI will automatically issue orders for a
unit to move from one area to the next when the exit
conditions are met for the original area (see below).
To add a new map area to the progression, click the cell
under the “Area ID” column displaying the following text:
“>> Click here to add a new area to progression.”
A drop-down will appear showing all of the currently
defined map areas available to the player (right, lower). If
no areas have been defined, the the drop-down list will be
blank (as shown below).
Select the desired area from the list, or to create a new
map area from scratch, click:.
“>> SELECT TO CREATE A NEW MAP AREA”

Figure 186: Click the cell under “Area ID” to add a new
map area to the progression.

The panel will change to show the map area types (as
shown below right). Click the button that best represents
the type of area you want to create. Then follow the
standard procedure for creating new map areas
(described later in the manual).
Note: Map Areas are defined from: Main Menu | Map
Areas/Events.
Figure 187: Select an existing map area to add.
To define a new map area:

Figure 188: (Step #1) Click the highlighted drop-down
entry to create a new map area.

Figure 189: (Step #2) Select the new map area type.

Hints on map areas:
•

•

•

•

To display all of the available map areas,
check the box labeled: “Show all player's
Map Areas...”, as shown to the right.
Otherwise, map areas will only be shown
if they are part of the unit's progression.
Use map area types appropriate to the
assignment. For example, if the recon
mission should concentrate on a road,
then the map area for that assignment
should probably be a “Location List” type,
with the locations corresponding to the
road. This keeps the recon units focused
on specific features of interest. Recon
around specific points should be circular,
while area sweeps should generally be
rectangular.
Keep area sizes to the minimum extent
appropriate to the mission. When
necessary, try to break larger areas up
into two or more smaller ones. Smaller
areas preserve greater flexibility, and are
more efficient for the AI search routines.
Try to minimize area overlap. This will
Figure 190: Existing map areas shown on the map after checking the
optimize the performance and speed of display box on the form. This example shows all three types of map
the AI search routines and also prevent
areas: Circular (left), Rectangular (top, right/center), and Location
wasted effort between multiple recon
List (bottom right/center).
units and/or missions.

2-17.8.5 Progression to the Next Area
Units will search a given area until one of two things happen:
1. The unit is deemed to have “sufficiently observed” a
certain percentage of the locations in the area
(based on the the user-settable “Threshold value”,
shown at right). What constitutes “sufficient” is
determined by the AI Aggressiveness level and
general situation.
2. A radiological source is detected somewhere on the
map (the detection can be by any unit). The source
location is known as a “radiation hotspot”. Note: this
Figure 191: The Threshold Value determines how
condition only applies to recon units with radiological
thoroughly
an area must be searched before the recon
detection capabilities.
unit moves on to the next area (progresses).
When one of these conditions occurs, the AI will evaluate
whether the recon unit should “move on” based on its
mission orders (described in more detail below).
Radiation hotspots may override some mission orders, specifically:
•
•

If the Hotspot “Any area in list” or “Anywhere on map” options are selected then,
The “Forward of front line” and “Sector Limits” will be ignored.

This override applies only to radiation hotspots, it is not used for unit detections.
Otherwise, all orders limits apply normally.

2-17.8.6 Recon Search Area Limits/Conditions

Mission orders allow users to customize how the unit reacts to new radiological detections, and also to “fine-tune” the
search areas.
Radiation Hotspots
The orders in this section are used to
“converge” recon units on identified
radiation sources. The goal of this
concentration of units is to better
pinpoint and identify the source, but it
comes at a cost of performing
reconnaissance in other areas.

Forward Of Front Line
This limit is used to keep recon units
from getting too far out in front of
friendly forces. The AI determines the
“front line” position based on current
unit dispositions. If neither side has
“friendly edge”, this setting may be
ignored when the AI can not define an
obvious front.

Sector Limits
Sectors define battlefield areas
laterally (i.e., perpendicular to the
friendly “front line”). They are
designed to keep units from straying
into areas “in front of” other friendly
units, where they might interfere with
their operations or even possibly be
erroneously engaged by friendly fire.

•

•

•

•

Ignore Hotspots: Discovery of
radiation sources (“hotspots”)
will have no effect on this unit's
assignment, no matter where
they are located.
Current area/sector: Within its
current search area (only), the
unit will focus on known
radiation sources (“hotspots”);
otherwise they will be ignored.
Any Area in list: The unit will
move to/focus on known
radiation sources (“hotspots”)
located in any area in the
progression; otherwise they will
be ignored.
Anywhere on map: The unit will
move to/focus on known
radiation sources (“hotspots”)
located anywhere on the map.

•

Range in meters: Enter the
maximum distance from the
defined “friendly lines” that the
recon unit should travel. Enter
zero to ignore the limit
completely.

•

•

•

•

Ignore Sectors: The recon unit
is is not limited by any sector
boundaries. It can travel
anywhere on the map (subject to
other limitations).
Stay in current sector: The unit
will remain in its current sector.
Sector widths depend on the
size of the map area and current
situations.
Stay in HQ sector: The unit will
stay in the same sector as its
immediate HQ. If the HQ moves
to a new sector, the recon unit
will shift as well.
Stay in formation sector: The
unit will be limited to locations in
sectors occupied by units in its
formation (all units under its
parent HQ).

Once in an area, specific unit search patterns are determined by the AI based on the area topography, mission focus and
type of area. This is covered in more detail in Section 3 of the manual.

2-17.8.7 Removing an Area From the Search Progression
To delete an area from the recon unit's search progression,
simply click the cell marked “DELETE” on the same line as
the area.

Section 2-18 Setting DF Targets
Direct Fire (DF) is aimed fire directed at individual targets or an observed location. The individual targets can be enemy
(or sometimes friendly!) units, and other objects such as bridges, buildings, IP’s, and obstacles. Direct Fire can also be
used against a location, in which case it is known as “area fire”, and the technique is often called “reconnaissance by fire”.
Normally it is used against suspected enemy positions to either cause damage directly or to get the defenders to return
fire and expose their whereabouts.

2-18.1 Setting DF Targets for Specific Firing Units
Direct Fire (DF) targets are set manually using the Targeting form. There are several ways to bring this form up for a unit:
1. Enter Targeting Mode by clicking on the Targeting Button in the Order Mode box
at the top of the main screen
(the button will remain depressed after being clicked). Then select the desired units one by one from the force
tree or by clicking them on the map/off-map display. After all the units have been issued orders, click the
Targeting Mode button again to exit the mode (the button will return to the normal state).
2. <Right Click> on the unit from the map/off-map display. Select Give Orders to Units(s) | Set DF Targets.
3. From the Main Menu | Command | Set Targeting Orders. Then select the firing unit from the map/off-map
display or force tree.
Which method is used depends on user preference and which is more convenient in the given the situation. In all cases,
however, the Targeting form will appear, as shown below.

Figure 192: Selecting DF Targets. The firing unit has just been selected: colored lines show DF involving the unit
last turn (incoming and outgoing), while the shaded areas indicate areas that can not be targeted using any
available weapon/ammo combination. Note that this display breaks the standard Fog of War considerations – the
enemy unit and other information shown is that known by the selected firing unit - not the TF HQ!
Dark shading is used to show locations where nothing known to the firing unit can be engaged with DF. The reason might
be that the location is out of LOS (can’t be seen), is out of range, or that it is not possible to get a valid flight path for any
projectile or munition the unit has at its disposal. If a location contains known units or objects, they will be checked
independently of the location (which is taken as a point ground level at the center of the location). If any can be fired at,
the location will not be shaded, even if the ground level center point cannot be engaged.
Colored fire lines are used to show DF that occurred in the last combat phase. The line color determines which side fired
the rounds, and matches the color set as the “first” color for each force’s unit display. By default these colors are blue and
red, but they may be changed from: Main Menu | Preference | Units | Color 1. Sometimes these lines appear to
terminate in an empty location. This is normally a result of FOW (the enemy unit’s position is not known exactly, or has
changed), or in some cases the enemy unit may have been destroyed.
Additionally, the map display will be redrawn to show what the firing unit knows about the enemy (and friendly) situation,
including its actual position. Note that this will override the normal FOW (fog of war) display, which only shows the
player only what he or she would know as the TF Commander (the TF HQ unit).
Exception for Self-homing units: Self-homing units are handled differently than all other units because their target does
not need to be within the warhead or weapon range, and does not need to be sighted or even within LOS. This is
because self-homing units can travel to their target’s location before attacking them. Therefore, only locations beyond the
current flight/fuel range of the self-homing unit will be shaded, since the unit cannot reach them. Additionally, ALL
KNOWN units will be displayed on the map, not only those that are sighted.

2-18.1.1 The Targeting Form
The targeting form is used to determine the actual DF target in a location, including if it is the location itself, as well as the
ammunition and rate of fire to use. The form is divided into four major sections, as shown here:

Figure 193: The Targeting Form.
The top section is used to select the friendly firing unit. The box lists all of the friendly units co-located with the
one selected, whether they are the same type or in the same formation or not. If the selected unit is alone in the
location, it will be the only one shown, as with the example above. Otherwise, it will be highlighted (selected) by
default.
To select another unit, click on it to highlight it. Only one unit may be highlighted/selected at a time.
Each time a different unit is selected, the map display will be updated for that unit’s weapon capabilities and available
target locations. Additionally, if the selected unit has existing targets, they will be shown in the Firing Groups/Existing
Targets grid.

2-18.1.2 Selecting the Target
After the firing unit has been selected and the map updated, the target location needs to be selected by clicking on the
map/off-map display.
Each unit can be assigned up to 9 different targets; although it is more correct to say that each unit can have up to 3 firing
groups, and each firing group can have up to 3 targets. As a rule, however, the use of firing groups and targets is for
advanced users. At first, players should limit themselves to one firing group per unit (the default), and one target for that
firing group (also the default).
If the unit already has a target in the assigned firing group/target slot, a
confirmation dialog will pop up asking if the existing target should be
replaced. If [Yes] is selected, the new target will replace the existing
one when the main [OK] button is clicked and the target accepted.
Otherwise, clicking [No] aborts the operation and provides an
opportunity to select another firing group or target slot, pick another
firing unit, or to cancel the targeting operation entirely.

The current “slot” is selected using the check boxes at the bottom
of the form; one for the firing group, and one for the target
number (1-3). It is possible to assign the same target to more
than one firing group by clicking more than one check box, or
even the same firing group multiple times (so it can be engaged
by different weapons).

Figure 194: Select the Firing Group and Target
Number.

To display all of the targets on the form at once, click the
[Expand Firing Groups] button.
It is worth noting that it is possible to assign targets to firing groups that have not yet been defined. This allows for
maximum flexibility, but if the firing group is not created before the combat phase, the target will be ignored. To divide a
unit into firing groups, use the Unit Information form as described in more detail later in the manual.
Once the location and target slot has been
selected, the Targets drop down box will be filled
in with all known targets in the selected location,
including the location itself (as an area target).
If “Automatically set best target in selected
location” is checked, the AI will determine the
best target according to kill/damage probabilities,
and the firing unit’s SOP settings and select it by
default. The AI will never select objects, only
units or area targets.
To select a different target, click on the drop
down list.

Figure 195: Current/Default Target. Open the drop-down list (as
shown in lower picture) to select another target from those
known in the location.

Figure 196: Example of how to add a second target while keeping an existing one in place.

2.18.1.3 Setting/Changing the Firing Group Info
To change the firing group information, click on the top line of boxes in the Firing Groups/Existing Targets grid labeled
“Gen FG Info”. The Unit Information screen will pop up, with the Firing Groups tab selected. If the firing group does not
yet exist, the quantity will be zero. Setting this value to 1 or greater will create the firing group automatically, with the
quantity subtracted from any existing firing groups.

Figure 197: Edit the Firing Group Information by clicking on the top row of cells in the Firing Groups Grid.

2-18.1.4 Firing Parameters/Information
The Firing Group/Existing Targets Grid shows the firing information for each target, including new ones as they are
selected. This information is the “best known”, as experienced by the firing unit, including FOW (depending on the level
set for the game). Additionally, other uncertainties may creep in simply due to changing situations or the inability of the AI
to “nail down” parameters for any number of reasons.
Each firing group may be assigned a maximum of 3 targets. This allows for great flexibility by allowing each firing group
to:
1. Engage the same target with multiple available guns
2. Engage different targets with different guns
3. Assign multiple targets to the same gun so that if the first target is destroyed or can no longer be engaged,
firing will automatically switch to the next assigned target.
The cells in the grid show information, but are also “selectable” by clicking on them to allow for editing or more
information. Each of the cell types will be described below.

2-18.1.4.1 Target
The target cell gives information about a current target. If the target is a known unit or object (subject to the firing unit’s
FOW), that information will be shown, including the target unit description (or “Area Tgt” for firing at a location in general),
the current speed and facing, and the location ID.
Clicking on the “Target” cell will identify the location of the target shown in the cell, if it exists. If the target location is on
map, the main display will automatically scroll to it, if necessary. Otherwise, the Offmap form will appear. This location
will always be the actual one fired at, there are no FOW effects applied.
There are no editing functions associated with this cell. To change an existing target, or to add a new one, use the Target
drop down box and/or click on a location,

2-18.1.4.2 ROF
The ROF (rate of fire) grid cell shows the nominal ROF the unit has been ordered to maintain against the target, followed
by the actual expected ROF for the next combat pulse taking into account any necessary rotation and aiming, which is
also shown. The ROF values are expressed in rounds per pulse, or “rpp” to the nearest tenth of a round, rounded up.
Rotation and re-aiming is in seconds.
For example, the string: “1.3 rpp (Act=0 w/ 4s rot)” indicates that:
1. The unit has orders to fire approximately 1.3 rounds per pulse (about 5 rounds per minute or one round every 12
seconds using the default 15 second pulses).
2. The unit will not fire any rounds at all in the next pulse (Act=0). In this case, the rotation does not leave enough
time remaining in the pulse to fire a round. However, assuming the conditions don’t change, we would expect to
see a round fired in the pulse after that.

3. The unit must spend 4 seconds rotating/turning to the target and re-aiming.
Clicking on the ROF cell brings up the Unit Information form as described above in the section on Gen FG Info. This form
allows the unit’s ROF orders to be set.

2-18.1.4.3 Pulses/Ammo
This cell shows the number of consecutive previous combat pulses in which this target was engaged and the current type
of ammunition being fired. The number of pulses is in parenthesis. For example, “(2)” indicates that the target was
engaged during the previous two pulses.
Clicking on this cell allows the gun/ammo combination to be selected from the pop-up form, shown below. Each
gun/ammunition combination is shown on a separate line. The quantity of rounds on hand is shown after the ammunition
name in square brackets.
The Kill Prob. column shows the expected
probability that a single round of that ammunition
type will destroy the target, in percent. A dash
indicates the probability is nil. An “X” indicates
the ammunition type cannot be used against the
target.

Figure 198: Set the gun/ammo combination to be used for the
selected target.

The Notes column will show if an ammunition
type can be fired, and if not, why. If a round is
on-hand, but cannot be fired, the reason is
normally a firing path consideration (range,
outbound/inbound angles) or has to do with
guidance/target marking (see section below). If
the munition is guided, additional information on
guiding/painting units may be shown in red at the
bottom of the form.

The current target is shown in black at the bottom, with the firing group and target number in blue below it.
To select a new gun/ammo combination, highlight it on the grid, and click [OK].
Click the [Clear Target] button to remove the target completely. The form will close and values on the main grid will be
reset.
Click [Cancel] to close the form and keep the existing gun/ammo setting.

2-18.1.4.4 Kill/Dmg/Supn Probabilities
The probability that a round will effect the target broken down into three distinct categories: Kill (the probability the target
will be completely destroyed), Damage: the probability the target will suffer some form of major damage, and Suppression
(non physical effects that prevent the unit from performing at peak effectiveness regarding moving, sighting, and firing).
The Kill and Damage probabilities are in percent, while Suppression is in “points”. Vertical lines ( | ) are used to separate
the values in the cell. For example, a value of “15% | 45% | 3 pts” indicates each round has a 15% kill probability, a 45%
damage probability (if not killed first), and on average adds 3 points of suppression.
This field is read-only. Clicking on it has no effect.

2-18.1.4.5 Clearing (Removing) Targets
To clear all of the unit’s existing targets (for all firing groups), click the [Clear All Targets] button.
To clear a single target, click its Pulses/Ammo cell. From the pop-up form, click the [Clear Target] button.

2-18.2 Setting DF Against A Specific Target
A second way to order DF is to select the target first, and then select the firing units. This method is very convenient
when a player wants to target an enemy unit, but doesn’t know which friendly units can engage it, and/or wants to make
sure the one with best kill probability does.

To use this targeting method, either:
1. From the Main Menu | Command | Target With Direct Fire <Ctrl D>. Then click on the target location from the
map/off-map display.
2. <Right Click> on the map and from the pop-up menu select Target This Location | Target with DF, as shown
here:

Figure 199: Right-click on the target location to engage it with DF.
The Set Direct Fire form will appear. The AI will automatically select the best target known in the location, based on the
target’s type, victory point value, and other factors (for example, tanks will normally take precedence over AFV’s, which
take precedence over foot troops). The AI will also select the best friendly firing unit.

The top section of the Set Direct Fire Form is
used to set specific targets within the
selected location, including the location itself
(area fire).
The middle grid shows all of the friendly units
that can use DF against the selected target:
 Unit: The unit name
 Weapon: The AI gun selection.
 Ammo: The AI ammunition selection.
 ROF: The AI ROF setting, in rounds
per pulse, along with the number of
rounds to be fired next pulse and any
turret or hull rotation necessary (in
seconds).
 Rating: An AI assigned value based
on the kill probabilities, ammo on
hand, firing unit SOP, and other
factors. The higher the value, the
more likely the target is to be
damaged efficiently.
 Has Target: “Yes” if the unit already
has a target, “No” if it doesn’t, or “AI
Ctrl” if the unit’s target is under AI
control (and not available to the
player).

Figure 200: The Set Direct Fire form.

If the “Show Targeting Results” box is
checked, the bottom section shows an AI
analysis for every unit and gun/ammo
combination in the force against the
target.

To use this form, follow these steps:
1. Select the desired target in the location from the top drop down box.
2. Select the firing unit from the grid. If the grid is empty, it indicates that no friendly units can engage the selected
target with DF (see the Targeting Results box for more info).
3. Change the firing weapon and ammunition from the AI default, if desired. To do this click [Edit Weapon/Ammo].
The pop-up form and its operation are described in the previous section.
4. Set the desired rate of fire using the edit box/arrows to the right underneath the Available Firing Units grid. The
ROF is in rounds per 10 minutes (e.g., entering a value of “10” is the same as 1 round per minute, while a value of
“1” indicates 0.1 rounds per minute).
5. Click [OK] to save the target information for the firing unit. Targets are always assigned to Firing Group #1, as
Target #1. If some other assignment is desired, the targeting will need to be accomplished by selecting the firing
unit first, as described in the previous section.
6. Or, click [Cancel] to close the form without saving any changes.

2-18.2.1 Targeting Results
The targeting results list shows a summary of every unloaded unit in the force and why or why not it can target the
selected object with its possible gun/ammunition combinations. The result information text, while normally selfexplanatory, is described in detail later in the manual.
Each unit is shown by both its name and weapons system. Each available gun/launcher is also shown, followed by the
available types of ammunition for it. The ammunition name is shown in parenthesis after the text string.
The process of determining this information can take some time to process, especially with larger scenarios. Users are
therefore afforded the option of having the AI skip displaying the list if they find it is slowing down the game. The “Show
Targeting Results” box is used to toggle the operation. To disable the list generation, uncheck the “Show Targeting
Results” box. To enable it, check the box instead.

Section 2-19 Calling for Artillery/IF Fire
Unlike Direct Fire, which can be either firing unit or target based, Indirect Fire is always location-based, in that the target
location is selected first then the mission parameters are assigned. The methods for doing this are:
1. From the Main Menu | Command | Target With Indirect Fire. Then click on the target location from the map/offmap display.
2. <Right Click> on the map then select Target This Location | Target with IF/Arty, as shown here:

Figure 201: Right-click to call for Indirect Fire/Artillery.

2-19.1 The Arty/Fire Support Mission form
After selecting the target location, the Arty/Fire Support Mission form will appear. This form allows for all aspects of the
fire support mission to be set. As such, it is one of the more complicated forms in the simulation, and not all panels and
options will be enabled at the lower Expert Levels, and in fact, only parts of the form may be visible. To change the
Expert Level setting, go to Main Menu | Preferences | Game Vals tab.
The form is also used to edit existing mission info (from the FSO staff officer).

Figure 202: The Artillery/Fire Support Mission Form. Not all parts may be visible/active at lower Expert Levels.
To give a quick overview of the form:









Target Loc: The target location as selected before bringing up the form, or the existing mission target location.
Available Firing Units: For new missions, this will show all of the IF-capable units in the force that can engage the
target, and from which the actual firing unit can be selected. For existing missions, this will be the selected firing
unit (only one firing unit can be assigned to a mission).
Mission Specs: This panel shows the mission specifications, including the starting time, the number of rounds to
fire (total), the rate of fire per gun, the priority, and whether the fire should be directed at an area or point.
Shift: This section determines if the target location changes over time, i.e., the fire “shifts”.
Calling Units: This section displays the calling unit. The calling unit must be able to see the target unless the
mission is for a PPD or area target. The calling unit is also the painting unit, if one required by the ammunition
being fired.
Targeting Results: This shows the results of every available gun/ammo combination for the IF-capable units.

2-19.2 Select the Target
The Target Loc drop-down box allows for the selection of specific
unit targets within the location as long as the firing unit knows
them. In this case, an enemy BMP-3 unit is known and therefore
it may be targeted. However, unless the ammunition being fired
is self-detecting or homing, an eligible friendly unit will need to
spot and adjust the fire and possibly paint the target (using
lasers).

Figure 203: Select a known target from the drop
down box.

The location itself may always be targeted.

2-19.3 Select the Firing Unit/Ammo
The mission firing unit and ammunition are selected from the Available Firing Units box. For new missions, the AI will
automatically go through each available artillery/IF-capable unit in the force, and determine how effective it will be against

the selected target and the best ammunition to use (limited only to what is currently on hand). These units are then sorted
by their “rating” value, which is a composite number determined by analyzing the target kill and damage probabilities, the
suppressive value, and how much “overkill” there is (which reduces the rating).
Unit: The unit ID.
Weapon: the IF-capable gun selected to fire.
Ammo: The munition to be fired.
Rating: A relative value for the firing unit/gun./ammo/target
combination (higher is better).
Has Target?: Is the unit assigned/firing another mission (yes/no)?
To select a unit for the mission, click it to highlight it.

Figure 204: Selecting the firing unit.

Other functions:
[Edit Weapon Ammo]: Click to manually select the gun/ammo
combination or to see actual kill probabilities (see below).
[Show Status of All Arty Units]: Click to show the general status
of all IF-capable units in the force (see below).

Clicking [Edit Weapon Ammo] brings up a form with the following information:
The Kill Prob. column shows the
expected probability that a single
round of that ammunition type will
destroy the target, in percent. A
dash indicates the probability is nil
or unknown. An “X” indicates the
ammunition type cannot be used
against the target.
The Notes column will show if an
ammunition type can be fired, and
if not, why. If a round is on-hand,
but cannot be fired, the reason is
normally a firing path consideration
(range, outbound/inbound angles)
or has to do with guidance/target
marking (see section below).

Figure 205: Gun/Ammo combination info for the selected firing unit. Note
additional guidance/painting info at the bottom of the form.

For guided munitions, the AI will show a note if a separate guiding unit is required “(guidance dependent)”, and will also
show potential guiding/painting units at the bottom of the form - as in the above example for the Copperhead round.
Clicking [Show Status of All Arty Units] brings up the unit
summary shown here. All of the IF-capable units in the force
will be listed, along with whether or not they can potentially
fire the mission. The status values are:
No ammo on-hand: the unit has no ammunition on hand for
the IF-cable weapon(s).
Not emplaced or moving: The unit is moving or needs to be
emplaced, but is not.
Potentially Available: the unit is not moving, is emplaced if
necessary, and has ammunition on hand.
This form provides a quick overview of the force’s IF units.
For more detailed information, use the Gun/Ammo form
above, or the Targeting Results (described below).

Figure 206: IF-capable unit availability summary.

2-19.4 Mission Specs
The specifications section contains the following information about the selected mission:

Mission ID: A user-editable text string used to identify the
mission.
Use PPD: If the mission is going to be fired against location
assigned as a pre-planned (PPD) target for the firing unit, this
box determines if the mission will be based on the PPD or
fired as simple on-call. The box is checked by default, which
normally provides the best performance in terms of delay,
accuracy, and effect. Players should only turn off the use of
an existing PPD target is they have a compelling reason to do
so.
Status: The time the mission is scheduled to begin firing. The
value entered is the absolute (or “clock”) time, expressed as
part of a 24-hour day. The current scenario time is shown at
the bottom right of the main form. For reference, after a time has been entered it will also be displayed as a turn and
pulse. NOTE: Missions do not always begin at their scheduled start time. Many factors can delay the mission,
including if the unit is firing another mission, airstrikes have forced a check fire, or the unit is temporarily not able to fire
for another reason. However, a mission will never begin BEFORE the scheduled start time.
Priority: The relative precedence and importance of the mission: High, Medium, or Low. In general, if a unit has more
than one mission to fire at a time, the one with the highest priority takes precedence. Priority can get complex,
however, so it is discussed in more detail below.
Spotted (by calling unit): If this box is checked, the calling unit will also act as the spotter for the mission (as long as a
valid LOS exists between the unit and the target at the time the mission actually begins). Spotting is a method of
increasing the accuracy by firing single spotting rounds to see where they land before firing the “real” mission (FFE or
fire for effect). Spotting rounds are not deducted from the number of rounds to fire for the mission, although they do
deplete the firing unit’s on-hand stocks.
Total Rounds: The total number of rounds to fire, not including those used for spotting (FFE Only). The total number
of rounds the firing unit has on hand is shown to the right, after the ROF entry box.
ROF: The rate of fire for each gun, in rounds per minute. ROF values can be decimal numbers for fractional rounds
per minute, e.g., enter “1.5” to fire one and a half rounds per minute, or 3 rounds per two minutes. Units will attempt to
fire at the ROF specified to the best of their ability, but actual conditions at the time of firing may force the unit to fire a t
a slower rate (they will never fire faster). The maximum ROF for the weapon is shown next to the text entry box.
Area: The effective extent of the mission impact area. Rounds are fired so that they impact evenly with approximately
the same number in each location in the area (if more than one).
 Point/Unit: Fire into the single selected location only.
 Circular Area: Fire into a circular area with the radius specified in the top arrow-box.
 Rectangular Area: Fire into a rectangular area with dimensions specified in the two arrow-boxes. Width is
left/right as displayed on the screen (normally east/west), and Height is up/down (north/south).

2-19.5 Shift
Shifting allows the mission’s target location to change over time. This is also often referred to as “walking” the fire.
Shifting fire is set up using the following parameters:
Direction: A principal compass direction, which is set by clicking one of the
directional buttons.
Amount: The amount of each shift, in meters. Shifting is done in discrete jumps,
separated by this distance.
Period: The time between shift jumps, in game pulses. The actual duration of a
pulse depends on the scenario settings.
When fire is shifted, the primary target location will be offset in the direction specified by the shift distance. Shifting does
not affect the impact area orientation, only its center point; the new impact areas will be determined based on the new
principal (center) target location after the jump, and the rounds will be distributed into the new locations.

2-19.6 Calling Unit
The unit that contacts the FDC (fire direction center) to initiate the support mission is known as the “calling unit”.
In most real-life cases this unit can visually see the target, although that is not required. When it can see the target,
however, the calling unit almost always observes the results of the fire and communicates adjustments to the FDC. In this
capacity, the unit becomes the mission’s “spotting unit”.

All on-call fire missions require a calling unit. Having a spotting unit is optional (unless the munition being fired requires
the target to be painted/designated).
Select the calling unit from the force tree display. As
the mouse is moved over the unit names, their current
status will be shown in the box underneath the tree
view. The status will show:
 If the unit is broken (morale not “normal”)
 The current LOS from the unit to the target (in
percent, where 100% is completely
unblocked)
 The current estimated accuracy
 The estimated delay: minimum / actual. The
minimum delay is the transmission plus
preparation time. The actual delay includes
the duration of other missions the firing unit
has scheduled to execute first. If the firing
unit has no current missions in its queue, the
two times will be the same.
Once the unit is selected, if a guided munition is being
used additional information will be shown at the
bottom of the panel.

Figure 207: Once the calling unit has been selected,
additional information will be shown underneath, including
any guiding/painting considerations.

2-19.6.1 Calling Unit Effects
The call for fire procedure is covered later in the manual, but the selection of the calling unit is a critical component of the
mission. The calling unit is the element that contacts the FDC, and thus initiates the mission. Therefore, the
communications delay between the unit and the FDC will determine how long it takes for the mission to start once it is
“ordered” by the calling unit. In general, the higher up the chain of command the calling unit is, the faster the mission will
begin. Additionally, if the calling unit is an FO (forward observer) as set in the weapons data table, the communications
delay for both calling the fire and adjusting it is minimized.
If the fire will also be spotted, the spotting unit is always the calling unit.
A unit can only call for and/or spot a single fire mission at a time. If it is designated to call for other missions, those will be
delayed.

2-19.7 Targeting Results Box
If you want to know why a unit can’t fire at the target and thus doesn’t appear in the Available Firing Units Grid, this will
answer the question. The targeting results list shows a summary of every IF-capable unit in the force and why or why not
it can target the selected object with its possible gun/ammunition combinations. The result text strings, while normally
self-explanatory, are described in detail later in the manual.
Each unit is shown by both its name and weapons system.
Each available gun/launcher is also shown, followed by the
available types of ammunition for it. The ammunition name is
shown in parenthesis after the text string.
The process of determining this information can take some
time to process, especially with larger scenarios. Users are
therefore afforded the option of having the AI skip displaying
the list if they find it is slowing down the game. The “Show
Targeting Results” box is used to toggle the operation. To
disable the list generation, uncheck the “Show Targeting
Results” box. To enable it, check the box instead.
Figure 208: IF Targeting Results. To see this display,
make sure that "View Targeting Results" is checked.

2-19.8 Canceling a Support Mission
To cancel an existing support mission, bring up the FSO Staff Officer screen and <Right click> the mission line. From the
IF/Mission form, click [Remove]. IF support missions may be canceled at any time, including once they have started.

2-19.9 Support Mission Priorities
When an artillery unit is in a situation where it has more than one active fire mission, priority is determined using the
following sequence:
1. The mission priorities are compared, and the greatest takes precedence. SEAD missions are always given the
highest priority, followed by player (or AI) set priority.
2. For missions with the same priority, in-progress missions take precedence over those not yet begun.
3. For missions with the same priority and in-progress status, PPD targets take precedence.

Section 2-20 Calling for Close Air Support
Like Indirect Fire, CAS is always location-based, in that the target location is selected first then the mission parameters
are assigned. The methods for doing this are:
1. From the Main Menu | Command | Set Targeting Orders. Then click on the target location from the map/offmap display.
2. <Right Click> on the map then select Target This Location | Target with Airstrike.

The methods are shown here:

Figure 209: Main Menu selection, followed by
clicking on the map to select target.
Figure 210: Or, right-click on the target location.

2-20.1 The Close Air Support Mission Form
After selecting the target location, the CAS Mission form will appear. This form allows for all aspects of the airstrike
mission to be set. It is probably one of the more complicated forms in the simulation, and to ease new players into the
system not all panels and options will be enabled at the lower Expert Levels; only parts of the form may be visible. To
change the Expert Level setting, go to Main Menu | Preferences | Game Vals tab.
The form is also used to edit existing mission info (from right-clicking the FSO staff officer).

Figure 211: The Close Air Support form. At lower Expert Levels, some options/panels may not be visible.
As a quick overview of the form, these are the main sections:












Target Loc: The target location as selected before bringing up the form, or the existing mission target location,
along with the specific target within that location.
Available Air Units: For new missions, this will show all of the fixed-wing aircraft units in the force that can engage
the target, and from which the actual firing unit can be selected. For existing missions, this will be the selected
aircraft unit (only air unit can be assigned to a mission).
Mission Stats: This panel shows the mission specifications, including the starting time, the number of rounds to
fire (total), the number of passes, the flight path, and whether or not other units will participate in some way.
Pass Grid: This section shows the details of each pass the aircraft will make at the target. The aircraft can use
different weapons and ammo on each pass.
Start Time: The time at which the AI will attempt to have the air unit physically attack the target for the first time,
i.e., the weapon release time on the first pass.
SEAD: This section lists all artillery and DF firing that will take pace in conjunction with the airstrike to reduce
enemy anti-aircraft fire.
Assisting Units: Any other units that will directly assist the airstrike are identified here as a Forward Air Controller
(FAC), marking (smoke/incendiary), or painting (laser) unit. It is permissible (and likely) that a single unit will act
in more than one of these capacities at the same time.
Flight Path: Speed, altitude, and other aspects of the ingress and egress flight paths.
Action Buttons: [Cancel] to close the CAS form without saving any data; [Abort] to cancel an existing mission
and remove it from the queue; [OK] to save the air mission, and close the form; [Help] to bring up the “online”
help text for the CAS form.

2-20.2 Select the Target
The Target Loc drop-down box
allows for the manual selection
of specific unit targets within
the location as long as the TF
HQ unit knows of them. In this
case, an enemy BMP-3 unit is
known and therefore it may be
targeted.

Figure 212: Select a target from the drop down box. If Auto-SEAD is checked, the
AI will automatically assign SEAD missions.

The limitation of requiring that the TF HQ “know” of the enemy unit is in place to maintain FOW for human players (unlike
for DF targeting, where the firing unit's FOW “known” information is used instead). When the AI/computer player calls for
CAS missions enemy units known by the forward air controller (FAC), marking, or painting unit(s) may also be targeted.
The location itself may always be targeted.
If “Auto Pick SEAD” is checked when a new target is selected, the AI will determine if any IF or DF fire would be
appropriate to suppress enemy anti-aircraft fire. This is known as SEAD (Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses). If it
concludes that SEAD is warranted, it will assign the necessary orders to the firing units.

2-20.3 Select the Aircraft Unit
The aircraft unit is selected by clicking on the Available Air Units grid. This grid shows the following information:

Figure 213: Select the aircraft unit for the CAS mission.

Air Unit: the unit ID.
Weapons System: the aircraft type.
ETA: Estimated time of arrival, in seconds.
This is the fastest possible arrival time,
calculated as a straight-line path from the
aircraft’s current location (ignoring turns
and all other movement factors/limitations).

Only one aircraft unit can be selected to perform a CAS mission.
Additionally, an aircraft unit can be assigned only one mission at a time. Once it has a CAS mission in its queue, an
air unit will no longer be displayed in the Available Air Units grid until its current mission is executed or aborted.
For new missions, the AI will automatically select what it considers to be the “best” air unit to fly the mission, based on the
ETA to the target, ammunition on hand, and the expected success of the overall mission profile (including supporting units
and communications delays).

2-20.4 Set Up the Passes
Because fixed-wing aircraft cannot stop to fire, instead they make “passes” at the target. Each pass is essentially a
separate attack, resulting in a munition being dropped or fired. At the end of a pass, the aircraft either flies an orbit to
“circle around” and make another pass on the target, or at the end of the final mission pass, it returns to its on call station.
Flight paths and CAS passes are shown in more detail in Section 3 of the manual.
The ammunition for each pass is set in the Pass Box. For new missions, the AI will automatically set up one pass. For
this pass, it goes through each available munition and determines how effective it will be against the selected target
(limited only to what is currently on hand). The munitions are then sorted by their “effectiveness rating” value, which is a
composite number determined by analyzing the target kill and damage probabilities, the suppressive value, whether it
needs a supporting unit to paint the target, and how much “overkill” there is (which reduces the rating).

Figure 214: The CAS Pass Grid.


To set the mission start time (the “drop” time of the first pass), use the arrow buttons as shown to set the Day,
Hour and Minute. For missions that should start as soon as possible, use the current turn (the default). Once the
first drop time is set, follow-on passes will proceed automatically, with the time between them determined by the
orbital path the aircraft follows and its speed.



To add/set the number of passes the aircraft should make, use the arrow button as shown above. Each mission
must have at least one pass; there is no limit to the maximum number of passes, as long as the aircraft has
sufficient ammunition remaining. As new passes are entered, the AI will select the best munition to use based on
what it estimates will be on hand at that time (i.e., accounting for ammunition allocated to previous passes).



To change the number of rounds to
drop/fire on a given pass, highlight the
pass number and then use the arrow
buttons at the bottom center of the box,
as shown above. Holding down the
arrow causes it to scroll. Because the
situation could change before the pass
actually occurs, you can set the number
of rounds to any value; no checking is
performed against the on-hand quantity
or rounds expended in previous passes.
The number of rounds currently on hand
is shown in brackets (4 cluster bombs in
the example shown to the right).
To change/set the ammunition for a
pass, highlight the pass number, and
then click the [Edit Wpn/Ammo] button
located at the bottom right of the box.
The pop-up form is as described
previously for DF and IF.



The Kill Prob. column shows the
expected probability that a single round
of that ammunition type will destroy the
target, in percent. A dash indicates the
probability is nil or unknown. An “X”
indicates the ammunition type cannot be
used against the target.

Figure 215: Example of multi-pass mission. Note that the
munition can change on each pass.

Figure 216: Select the munition to use for the pass.

2-20.5 Adding SEAD Missions
SEAD, or suppression of enemy air defenses, is coordinated indirect and/or direct fire against known enemy units or
suspected positions that could potentially fire at the attacking aircraft. SEAD fire is synchronized with the timing and flight
path of the airstrike so that the enemy units are suppressed to the fullest extent possible without endangering the aircraft
by the friendly fire.
The AI will automatically assign SEAD missions as appropriate if the “Auto-SEAD” checkbox is checked when selecting
the airstrike’s target, as previous described. Those missions will appear in the SEAD grid.
Otherwise, players may manually add SEAD missions by clicking either [Add IF SEAD] or [Add DF SEAD].

Indirect fire SEAD missions are entered in the FDC (fire direction center) queue as normal artillery fire support missions.
They may then be view from the FSO (fire support officer) staff officer screen. However, as SEAD they are given the
highest priority. DF orders are handled at the time of firing.
To remove an existing SEAD mission, highlight the mission and click the [Remove SEAD] button.
SEAD missions are not recommended for airstrikes against moving targets. This is because the overall situation and
actual target location will likely change between the time the mission is called and the time at which it begins. However,
while the AI will warn players of this fact, players are free to assign the SEAD mission anyway and accept the attendant
risks.

2-20.5.1 Picking an SEAD Target
Click the [Add IF SEAD] or [Add DF SEAD] button. The CAS form will disappear, and the map cursor will change to
cross-hairs. Move the cross-hair cursor over the location to target with the artillery/direct SEAD fire, and click the left
button.
The appropriate form will
appear; either the Set Arty/Fire
Support Mission or the Set
Direct Fire form. Set the
mission characteristics using
these forms as described in
previous sections, above.
These values include how many
rounds will be fired, the rate of
fire (ROF), and other missionspecific characteristics.
When finished, click [OK] to
accept the new missions.

Figure 217: Set Arty (IF) form.

Figure 218: Set DF form.

To cancel before selecting a location for SEAD and return to the main CAS form, click the [Mode Cancel] button,
located just under the Main Menu (shown to the left).

2-20.5.2 Setting SEAD Mission Start Time
The SEAD display allows players to customize the time at
which the fire, either direct or indirect, will begin. The time
is entered as the Day (0-game end), Hour (0-24), and
Minute (0-59). These settings will override whatever time
was set in the IF or DF form in the previous step, above.
Normally, SEAD missions should start at least a few
minutes in advance of the first pass of the airstrike. This
insures that the enemy is suppressed before the aircraft
enters the area.
If SEAD, or normal DF or IF firing occurs at the same time
as the aircraft makes a pass, the AI may automatically call
a “check fire”, which will temporarily stop all friendly firing.
The decision is based on the type of fire, the location, and
the airstrike flight path. Once the aircraft has cleared the
area and the AI deems it safe to continue, firing will resume
as normal.

Figure 219: Setting SEAD Mission Start Time.

SEAD missions take priority over almost all other types of fire. In DF situations, the unit will only ignore SEAD orders if it
is in danger of being destroyed or rendered combat ineffective. For IF, only another SEAD mission, already in progress,
will cause the mission to be delayed (but it may still be eventually fired).

2-20.6 Assisting Units
In some cases, units other than the attacking aircraft may participate in the airstrike. These units may act in one of three
ways:
Forward Air Controller (FAC): The FAC unit directs the aircraft unit to the
target, making the strike more accurate. Normally the FAC will maintain
LOS contact with the target through the mission, and will also attempt to
maintain contact with the attacking aircraft. In many cases, the FAC will also
act as the marking or painting unit (see below). FAC-capable systems are
designated in the Weapons System Data table.
Smoke/Incendiary (Marking Unit): This unit creates and places a visual
identification mark on the ground near the target to help the aircraft identify
the location. This results in a more accurate airstrike and less chance of
fratricide, especially in dense terrain or close-in situations. In most cases,
the unit will use smoke/incendiary, although only incendiary can be used at
night unless there is artificial illumination present. To be able to mark a
target, the unit must have smoke or incendiary munitions (of any type) on
hand and must be able to “fire it” into the target location.

Figure 220: Assisting Units panel.

Laser: If the munition is laser-guided the target must be “painted” by a
friendly unit to identify it to the munition. This is the unit that will do so. To
be eligible to paint the target, the unit must be equipped with a laser
designator and have an unblocked LOS to the target.
Only (currently) eligible units will be shown in the drop down boxes. It is the responsibility of the player to insure that they
meet the requirements at the time of the actual airstrike, munition drop, and/or impact. If they do not, they will be ignored,
possibly causing the mission pass to be re-run, or even for the entire mission to be aborted.

2-20.7 Flight Path Characteristics
The selection of the proper flight path minimizes the chances of the aircraft taking enemy fire, reduces the changes of
hitting friendly forces by mistake, increases the accuracy/effects of the munition being dropped, accounts for weather
conditions, and has the aircraft avoid friendly SEAD fire. When new targets or munitions are selected, the AI will
automatically select what it considers to the best flight path for the aircraft. However, this determination is based on the
current situation, and thus players may want to change this based on planned movements and forecast conditions.
Attack Heading: This will be the aircraft’s cardinal compass
direction/heading when the munitions are released.
Release Altitude: The aircraft’s altitude in meters at the release point/path.
Depending on the munition characteristics, this altitude may be restricted to
prevent damage to the aircraft or to insure proper guidance.
Speed at Drop: The aircraft speed in Kph at/during munition release. The
speed affects target acquisition, accuracy and guidance.
Stand Off: The distance between the release point and the target in meters,
discounting the forward inertial motion of the munition. Normally only
powered and/or guided munitions are capable of having a standoff.

Figure 221: Flight Path Characteristics.

Straight Line: The distance before the release point (whether standoff or
not) during which the aircraft will fly a straight and level path, in meters.
Longer paths generally increase target acquisition and accuracy, especially
for unguided munitions.
Egress Turn: The direction the aircraft will turn immediately after munitions
release. Depending on the situation, the aircraft may continue to circle
around for another pass, or it may return to either an on-call station or base.
More information on CAS flight paths can be found in Part 3 of the manual, including diagrams on each of the flight legs
and their effects.

2-20.8 Check Mission Plan
Setting up CAS missions is complicated, and it can be hard to tell if all of the
pieces “fit together”. The [Check Mission Plan] button enables players to
check all of the mission specifications once they have been entered, to insure
everything is valid. A full list of the messages is shown later in the manual in the section titled “Information, Warning and
Error Messages”.

2-20.9 Canceling a Support Mission
To cancel an existing support mission, bring up the FSO Staff Officer screen and <right click> the mission line. From the
IF/Mission form, click [Remove]. IF support missions may be canceled at any time, including once they have started.

Section 2-21 Engineering Operations
Engineering operations are used to create new or remove existing battlefield objects during the game. Examples are
emplacing minefields and obstacles, clearing lanes through enemy minefields, demolishing bridges, building Improved
Positions (IP’s), and constructing roads/trails/paths.
In order to perform an engineering mission, a unit must have the capability to do so. Thee capabilities are incorporated in
the weapons system, as set in the Weapons System Data table, and defined in the Engineering Systems Data table. In
addition, some engineering operations require the expenditure of consumable supplies, such as construction materials or
mines. In these cases, at least one unit performing the operation must also have a sufficient quantity of these supplies on
hand.

Figure 222: The Engineering Systems Data Table.
Engineering operations are initiated and controlled from the Engineering Projects form. It may be accessed by:
1. If you know the specific LOCATION for the operation, Right-click on the map location and then select
Engineering from the pop-up menu.
2. If you know the specific UNITS to perform the operation, select one of them and give it movement orders. Then
click [ADD ENGR OP]. The methods for giving units movement order was described in detail previously, but the
methods are:
a. Right-clicking a unit on the map and selecting Give Orders to Unit(s) | Give Movement Orders.
b. Entering Movement Mode by clicking the Orders Mode button at the top of main form (shown
at right), and then selecting a unit from the map or force tree.
c.

Selecting Main Menu | Command | Set Movement Orders (or pressing Ctrl-M), and then selecting a unit
from the map or force tree.

Figure 223: Right-click on the
location, and select
“Engineering”.

Figure 224: Give engineering orders to the focus unit (only) from the Unit
Movement form.

2-21.1 The Engineering Projects Form
The Engineering Projects form is used to add new projects as well as to view, augment and cancel in-progress projects.
When starting a new mission in an empty location (where “empty” means that the location contains no objects such as
existing buildings, IP’s, mines, etc.), the form will appear as:

Figure 225: The Engineering Projects Form.
As a quick overview of the form, these are the main sections:
 Start New Project: Use the buttons in this section to begin engineering operations to place new objects or
remove/clear existing ones.
 Current Projects in Loc: This list box shows all of the force’s in-progress engineering operations in the location.
The highlighted operation is the “Active Project”.









Placement Types/Available Systems: These drop down boxes are used to set which specific type of object will be
created or placed, one a button has been clicked to begin a new operation.
Available Units: this window shows all of the friendly units capable of working on the Active Project (as selected in
the Current Projects in Loc box), as well as units that are assigned to it. Clicking on units in this box will assign
them to the project.
Limit Auto Search to Units Within X meters: this setting allows the user to limit potential units shown in the
Available Units box to only those within a certain maximum distance of the location.
Stats: This shows the current status of the Active Project, and the estimated completion time.
Objects in Loc: This list box shows all of the objects currently existing in the location, by primary type.
Action Buttons: [Cancel] to close the form without saving any data; [OK] to save the project, and close the form;
[Help] to bring up the “online” help text for the Engineering Projects form.

2-21.2 Start New Project
This section is used to begin a new project, either to construct a new object or remove an existing one. The object
categories are:
1. Mines (including sensors)
2. Obstacles
3. Bridges
4. Improved Positions (IP’s)
5. Roads (including trails and all other linear paths that connect adjacent locations).
This section is only available when entering the form from a right-click on the map or from the Unit Movement form. You
cannot begin new projects when viewing/editing an existing project from the Staff Officer page.

2-21.2.1 Creating New Objects
To create a new object on the map, click the [Place Object] button for the category of object to be placed. Not all of the
category buttons may be enabled; if the object category cannot be placed in the selected location or if no units in the force
are capable of placing any type of object in the category, the button will be grayed-out.
If a unit was “hot” coming into the form (i.e. it was entered from the Unit Movement form), only that unit and its capabilities
will be used to determine what operations as possible. No other units can be added to the project.
Otherwise, the AI will automatically search through the force units to find those that are capable of performing the
operation, looking at capabilities, ammo remaining, and morale status. It will show these units in the Available Units box,
where they can be selected to perform the operation.
IMPORTANT NOTE: In order to assist players in choosing the
best units, the AI will limit its search for capable units to only
those within a user-specified distance of the work location.
This distance is set underneath the Available Units box. If,
after selecting to begin an project, you don’t get any units
displayed in the box, try increasing the auto-search range.

Figure 226: The auto-search range.

As an example, after clicking the [Place Mines] button with no initial “hot” unit, the form will look similar to this:

To cancel the current object placement and replace it with another, just click the [Place Object] button of the new type of
object you want to place. For example, if you click [Place Mines] and then find no units are available, you may want to
place an obstacle instead. Rather than clicking [Cancel] and bringing up the form again, just click [Place Obstacles].
The form will be cleared of any entries you made for the mines, and you can continue normally.
After starting an engineering operation, a white “E” inside a
dark/bright red square will be placed on the map to note an
active or planned engineering operation.
Missions that are planned, but not yet started use a dark red,
while those that have at least one unit working on them will
use bright red, as shown in this example:

Figure 227: Planned
Engineering Operation
(dark red).

Figure 228: Active
Engineering Operation
(bright red).

2-21.2.1.1 Placing Mines/Sensors
Mines and sensors are placed and utilized in a very similar fashion, and are often found together. Therefore, in the
simulation they are placed using the same routines.
To begin, click the [Place Mines] button. If no unit was initially “hot”, a list of all units within the auto-search range
capable of placing mines/sensors and with mines/sensors on-hand will be displayed in the Available Units box.
Otherwise, the hot unit will be shown.
The AI will also fill the Placement Types/Available Systems drop down box with a list of all the potential mine/sensor types
that can be placed by the units in the Available Units box. Select the type to place.
The Units List Box will be updated to show only the units capable of placing that particular mine/sensor. Select the units
to perform the mission by clicking the checkbox next to their name. As units are selected, the estimated project
completion time will be updated in the status window.
To complete the operation once all of the work units have been chosen, click [OK]. The selected units will be issued
orders to move to the project location (if they are not already there), and then assigned orders to work on the project. This
is covered in more detail in a later section, below.
Only one minefield type can be placed by a given operation. The actual quantity and model of mines to be placed is
specified in the minefield type definition, which is set in the Engineering Systems Data table in the DataView Editor
module.

Figure 229: Sample Engineering Data Table entries for minefields showing mine quantities.

When the operation is completed, the minefield will contain the mines specified in the table. To place additional mines,
either of a different type or a greater quantity of the same type, an additional placement is required; depending on the
location size (in square meters) a number of multiple minefields may be placed in the same location.

2-21.2.1.2 Creating Obstacles
Click the [Place Obstacles] button. If no unit was initially “hot”, list of all units within the auto-search range capable of
placing obstacles and with obstacles on-hand will be displayed in the Available Units box. Otherwise, the hot unit will be
shown.
The AI will also fill the Placement Types/Available Systems drop down box with a list of all the potential obstacle types
that can be placed by the units in the Available Units box. Select the type to place.
The Units List Box will be updated to show only the units capable of placing that particular obstacle type. Select the units
to perform the mission by clicking the checkbox next to their name. As units are selected, the estimated project
completion time will be updated in the status window.
If the obstacle type is linear, for example a ditch or fence, the
obstacle will create a hexside when placed. This means it will act as
a movement barrier between two different locations (hexes), rather
than affect movement though the entire location. In this case, a
directional panel will appear at the upper right of the form.
Select the cardinal direction the obstacle will cover using the radio
buttons. The actual sides will then be shown in gray on the display,
as shown in this example.
Figure 230: This obstacle will cover the North
side of the hex (the NW and NE sides).
To complete the operation once all of the work units have been chosen, click [OK]. The selected units will be issued
orders to move to the project location (if they are not already there), and then assigned orders to work on the project. This
is covered in more detail in a later section, below.

Obstacles are never placed as a set of
individual components, for example, three
individual log hurdles. Instead, an obstacle
is considered a single entity that creates
certain movement effects as specified in
the TEC.
For example, looking at the sample TEC
entries to the right, placing “log hurdles” in
a location causes a 30 second delay for
foot troops when they are moving down a
road. “Log hurdles” also block (the
“Prohibited” value) the road for some
tracked and wheeled vehicles, which
means they have to use cross-country
movement in that location to get around
them.
Exactly how many log hurdles are actually
constructed to create this effect is not
relevant here. Instead what matters is that
the obstacle takes a certain work effort to
complete, and that once placed, all
together it imposes the set delay or
maximum speed values.

Figure 231: Sample TEC entries for some obstacle types.

In some cases it may be possible to place additional obstacles into the location of different type. However, this depends
on the location size (in square meters), and the obstacles already placed.

2-21.2.1.3 Building Bridges
Bridges are more complicated than other objects, because the bridge type span length must be equal to or greater than
the width of the terrain feature that is being spanned. The basic span lengths are:




Short: the bridge can cross narrow features (creeks).
Wide: the bridge can cross wide features (streams).
Full Loc: the bridge can cross a full location (lakes, open water).

The span length of each bridge type is set in the Bridges Data table. The width of the terrain features is set in the TEC.
Both of these tables are accessed in the DataView module.

Figure 232: Example of TEC width settings.
Figure 233: Example of bridge width settings.
Bridges can always cross features of a width less than then maximum span. So, for example, a full-location sized bridge
could span a Narrow or Wide feature.

2-21.2.1.3.1 Spanning Hexsides
The majority of bridges placed during a scenario will usually span either narrow or wide hexside features such as creeks,
ditches, or streams. To place these types of bridges, select either of the span end (anchor) locations from the map, and
then set the direction appropriately, as shown in this example:

OR
Figure 234: To build a bridge from A to B,
select either location from the map.

Figure 235: If A is picked,
the bridge goes East.

Figure 236: If B is picked,
the bridge goes West.

Once the operation has been saved, the dark or bright red in-progress engineering
symbol will be displayed on the end (anchor) location originally chosen. This is the
location in which the working units are located.
When the bridge is complete, the “E” will be removed and a standard bridge
symbol will be shown instead.

Bridges may be placed in a direction that does not have a hexside. The reason this is allowed is because other
engineering operations may be planned or in-progress to construct a hexside-type obstacle there, such as an anti tankditch. In this case, the bridge would be intended to cross the ditch, once the ditch is completed.
Bridges may never be placed in a direction that would force them to cross a hexside wider than their span. If the AI
determines this is the case, it will disable the directional buttons in those headings. This is shown in the example below,
where the selected bridge type (Rail/Steel Truss) has a narrow span (“Nar”), but the river to the west and southwest
requires a wide span to be crossed. Therefore the AI disables the buttons in these directions, preventing the bridge from
being placed.

Figure 237: Placing a narrow span bridge in the selected location (white square). The West and Southwest
directional buttons are disabled; the bridge is not long enough to span the hexside (river) in those directions.

2-21.2.1.3.2 Spanning Full Locations/Hexes
Full-location bridges consist of roadway that goes completely across the location/hex, from one edge to the opposite side.
Unlike hexside-spanning bridges, full-span bridges can be linked to span multiple
locations, as shown here. When complete, the bridge segments will link the shoreline
at location A to the shoreline at location D.
Also unlike hexside-spanning bridges, the constructing unit(s) must be able to occupy
each location in the path (with hexside spanning bridges the constructing unit only
needs to occupy the location at the end where construction will occur).

The orientation/direction of the full-loc span is
set using the panel at the upper right of the
form. Depending on the type of map grid,
some of the bridge orientations may not be
available.
Figure 238: Set the direction of
the full-loc span.

Note that the span ALWAYS goes between
opposite edges of the location/hex.

2-21.2.1.4 Constructing IP’s
Click the [Place IP’s] button. If no unit was initially “hot”, a list of all units within the auto-search range capable of placing
IP’s (Improved Positions) and with the necessary supplies on-hand will be displayed in the Available Units box.
Otherwise, the hot unit will be shown.
The AI will also fill the Placement Types/Available Systems drop down box with a list of all the potential IP types that can
be placed by the units in the Available Units box. Select the type to place.

The Units List Box will be updated to show only the units capable of placing that particular IP type. Select the actual units
to perform the mission by clicking the checkbox next to their name. As units are selected, the estimated project
completion time will be updated in the status window.
Unlike other engineering projects, the specific number of IP’s to be
constructed may be explicitly set. To do so, use the “Qty to Place:”
entry box under the type drop-down.
The maximum number of IP’s that may be constructed in a single
location is limited by the size of the IP and the location size itself,
along with any existing terrain or objects in the location. In some

Figure 239: The quantity of IP's is set under the
type drop-down.

IP’s must be given a facing direction. This is a compass heading, in
degrees, where North is 0/360. It is the direction that the front of the
IP will face.
Enter the facing direction from the panel on the center right of the
form.

Figure 240: These IP’s will face East (90°°)

To complete the operation once all of the work units have been chosen, click [OK]. The selected units will be issued
orders to move to the project location (if they are not already there), and then assigned orders to work on the project. This
is covered in more detail in a later section, below.
Only one IP type can be placed by a given operation. In some cases it may be possible to place additional IP’s into the
location. However, this depends on the location size (in square meters), and the obstacles already placed.

2-21.2.1.5 Building Roads
Click the [Place Roads] button. If no unit was initially “hot”, a list of all units within the auto-search range capable of
building roads and with the necessary supplies on-hand (if required) will be displayed in the Available Units box.
Otherwise, the hot unit will be shown.
The AI will also fill the Placement Types/Available Systems drop down box with a list of all the potential road types that
can be placed by the units in the Available Units box. Select the type to place.
The Units List Box will be updated to show only the units capable of placing that particular road type. Select the actual
units to perform the mission by clicking the checkbox next to their name. As units are selected, the estimated project
completion time will be updated in the status window.
Like bridges, which are essentially just roads over hexside obstacles, roads
must be given a direction. Roads are built in single segments from the center
of the location to the edge, as shown in the direction selection box.
To build a road completely from one edge of a hex to another, two segments
(and thus two projects) are required. The segments may be of any
configuration; they do not have to be in a straight line.
If the road will continue into other locations, those locations must be selected
sequentially and new projects created.
Figure 241: Setting the road segment
orientation
To complete the operation once all of the work units have been chosen, click [OK]. The selected units will be issued
orders to move to the project location (if they are not already there), and then assigned orders to work on the project. This
is covered in more detail in a later section, below.

2-21.2.2 Removing Objects
Only minefields and obstacles can be directly “removed” from the scenario. Bridges can be indirectly removed by first
priming them for demolition and then later blowing them up. These actions may be initiated from the Engineering
Operations form.

IP’s and roads, on the other hand, cannot be removed once they are placed. IP’s (including buildings) can be damaged or
destroyed by combat action, for example, explosive charges, fire, and bulldozing. In some cases, destroying buildings will
create rubble. Roads may be cratered by explosive charges or combat engineer operations, or blocked by rubble or other
intended obstacles. However, even if they are rendered ineffective, the object remains on the map, where it could
potentially be put back into serviceable condition.

2-21.2.2.1 Removing Minefields/Obstacles
To remove an existing minefield or obstacle, click the [Remove] button in that category.
In some cases, the engineering operation will result in the destruction of the object, while
in others it will create a lane through it (leaving the minefield or obstacle “mostly” still
there). The determination is based on the values in the TEC and Engineering Data
tables.

2-21.2.2.2 Priming Bridges for Demo
Bridges are not removed from the map as with minefields or obstacles. Instead, they are
first primed with explosive charges, as an engineering operation, and then destroyed
when the charges are set off “on command” at a later time. To prime a bridge with
explosives so that it can be destroyed later, click the [Prime Demo] button. There must be an existing bridge in the
location for the button to be enabled.
Note: To detonate the charges and demolish a primed bridge, use the Engineering Staff Officer screen or right-click on
the bridge location and select Bridge Demolition. A friendly engineer or personnel unit must be nearby the bridge to
receive the orders and set off the charges.
Depending on the current demo status of the bridge, the symbol will appear differently on the map (if the bridge is known
to the current player):

Figure 242: Normal.

Figure 243: Primed.

Figure 244: Demo this
turn.

Figure 245: Demo failed;
re-priming now.

Either player may know that a bridge is primed for demo, whether the player placed the charges or not, as long as the
bridge is known well enough (level 5). However, only the priming player knows when orders have been issued to blow the
bridge, or when re-priming is necessary because the initial demolition attempt failed.

2-21.2.2.3 Blowing Primed Bridges
To attempt to blow a bridge, the bridge must meet two conditions:
1. The bridge must be primed.
2. There must be a friendly personnel unit within 50 meters of either bridge end. The unit does not need to be a
combat engineer type.
When the selected location contains a bridge that meets these conditions, the [Bridge Demolition] button will appear at
the lower right. Click this button to issue orders to blow the bridge.
Here is an example:

Figure 246: Step 1 Right-click the primed
bridge location with a
personnel unit nearby.

Figure 248: Step 3 Select the bridge to demo,
and click [OK]. Once [OK]
is clicked, the orders are
issued and cannot be
changed or rescinded.

Figure 249: Click [OK]
on the Engineering
form. The bridge
color will change to
“demo ordered”.

Figure 247: Step 2 - Click the
[Bridge Demolition] button.
Bridge demolition orders are transmitted to the personnel unit on the end of the bridge, but are not subject to normal
command delays to better model the decisions of the “man on the spot”. The demo orders will be executed immediately
in the next combat phase.
Demolition is not always successful. In some cases the explosives detonate, but the amount is not sufficient or well
placed enough to cause enough damage. In others, the charges fail to go off. In the first case, because the charges went
off, the bridge must be primed again from scratch. In the second, the charges are still present, so the computer will
automatically have nearby personnel units attempt to find the cause of the malfunction and correct it.
This effort is identified as “re-priming the bridge”. When these efforts are completed, the units will automatically and
immediately attempt to demo the bridge again. The time necessary for re-priming depends on what the computer
determines as the failure of the initial demo attempt, the number of personnel participating, and the environmental
conditions.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Orders to blow bridges, once given, cannot be rescinded or canceled.

2-21.3 Active Operation Statistics
The Stats section of the Active Operation panel contains the following information about the Active Project:





% Complete: The percentage of the work that has been accomplished. A dash (“-“) indicates that the project has
not yet been initiated.
Estimated Time To Complete: This is the estimated time, in minutes and seconds, at which the project will be
complete, including any required travel time for the units involved.
Units On Op: The number of personnel and vehicles currently assigned to the project.
Game Time: The current scenario time in 24-hour format.

The Units On Op line also indicates the maximum number of personnel and vehicles that may be assigned to the project,
and if this limit has been reached. In general, one vehicle equals 5 personnel for these limits. Once the maximum
number of resources has been allocated, adding additional units will have no effect on the completion time. Although
“extra” units may take over for working units that become fatigued or suffer combat losses.

Figure 250: Statistics Example #1. Additional assets
can be added to the project to speed the completion
time.

Figure 251: Statistics Example #2. The maximum
allowed assets allowed are already present. Adding
more will not affect the completion time.

2-21.4 Current Projects in Loc
The Current Projects in Loc box lists all of the scheduled engineering projects to
be performed in the selected location. It does not indicate that work has actually
begun on a listed project in the list; the work units may be en-route or working on
other projects.
Projects are listed in the order they were entered.
To view and/or edit the information for an existing project, select it from the box.
The project’s information will be displayed on the form, as shown in the example
below. Players can add or delete units, or completely abandon an existing
project. However, the characteristics of the project itself cannot be modified.

Figure 252: Current Projects Box.

2-21.5 Available Units
The Available Units Box allows players to select the units to work
on the engineering project. To select a unit, check the small box
to the left of its name. To de-select a unit, uncheck the box.
For each unit, an ETA (Estimated Time of Arrival) is shown. This
is the time (in minutes: seconds) it will take for the unit to reach
the location under current conditions. This time can depend on
how the AI will issue orders to the unit using the “Proceed
Directly To Mission Box” check box. If this is not checked, the
AI will append any necessary movement orders to the end of the
unit’s current path, otherwise, the AI will cancel the unit’s current
movement orders (subject to normal command delays) and order
the unit directly to the location. In either case, the ETA is the
time required for the unit to arrive and begin the mission.
If the unit is a passenger, the orders will be issued to its carrier,
and the carrier will be used for all time calculations.

Figure 253: The Available Units Box.

As discussed in the “Stats” section, above, engineering projects have a maximum number of personnel and vehicles that
may work on them at one time. This limit is determined the by number and size of each object being placed, as well as
the size of the location and other objects in it. After the limit is reached, assigning additional assets to the project will
have no effect on how quickly the project is completed; the additional units essential just wait idle and watch since there is
no room for them to contribute.
The units shown in the Available Units box are limited in two ways. If the form was entered from the Unit Movement form,
only the Movement Focus unit will be shown. Additionally, the operation buttons and project type drop down choices will
be limited to operations that that unit can perform. If the Engineering form was entered in any other fashion, the Available
Units box will be populated when a project type is selected, and will include only those units capable of performing the
operation.
When used, Composite Units are treated as a single entity. If any subunit in the composite unit can complete the mission,
the composite unit will be listed and available for assignment. When a composite unit is selected to perform the
operation, the AI will likewise issue orders to move the entire unit to the location, even if other subunits can’t perform the
mission. This insures that the composite unit will stay together in one location.

2-21.6 Canceling a Project
To cancel a project either:
1. Right-click on it in the Engineering Staff Officer form
2. <Right Click> on the map location, and select Engineering from the pop-up menu. Then select the project from
the Current Projects In Loc box.
Once the project has been selected, click the [Abandon Project] button.

Section 2-22 Airdrop Missions
Airdrops allow a player to deliver paradrop-capable surface units to the battlefield via aircraft. Unlike slung or internal
cargo, which require the transporting aircraft to be stationary and at ground level in order to be unloaded, in a paradrop
the aircraft can be at any altitude and moving. The drop altitude and speed may have effects on the drop in terms of
accuracy and losses, however, as discussed in the Part III of the manual.

2-22.1 Loading the Aircraft
Aircraft are normally loaded for paradrops at the beginning of the scenario, as described above in the section on initial
placing forces. This is not required, however. The only prerequisite is that an aircraft must be loaded with paradrop
capable units before it can be selected to make a paradrop. When the units are loaded is immaterial. However, because
fixed wing aircraft can never stop moving it is impossible to load them once the scenario starts, as it is with helicopters.

For the following example, we’ll use fixed wing aircraft since they are the most common. During the set-up phase, insure
that the paradrop capable units are not loaded (click the [Reset ----] or [Unload ----] button as needed). Then click the
[Load Paradrop] buttons as shown here:

Figure 254: Loading cargo aircraft at the start of a scenario for paradrops.

2-22.1.1 Load Units Form (Paradrop)
The standard Load Units form is used to load paradrop capable units on the aircraft. However, it is slightly modified to
make loading easier; it only shows cargo aircraft units in the bottom (carrier) box.

Figure 255: The Load Units Form (Paradrop). Select
the paradrop units from the top box, the aircraft unit
from the bottom box, and click [Load Unit] to have
those units board the aircraft and available for airdrop.

Figure 256: Select multiple passengers by clicking and
dragging the mouse in the top box. The total capacity
required is shown at the bottom. Click [Load Unit] to
load all the selected passengers on the aircraft.

Single units may not be broken up and loaded on different aircraft units. Composite units are treated as a single unit in
this respect. In the event that a composite unit cannot load as a single unit on an aircraft unit, players should turn
composite units off, load the composite unit as necessary on different aircraft units, and then turn composite units back
on.
There is no absolute “best way” to load aircraft, especially if excess lift capacity is available. In some cases, it makes
sense to fill the aircraft as full as possible in order to use the fewest number of planes. This generally keeps the units
together in a limited area, although it tends to fragment the dropped units for a longer time since it takes more passes to
deliver them. In others situations it might make more sense to put less passengers on each aircraft, which speeds up the
missions and can drop entire unit groups faster, but may also cause more dispersion on the ground since each aircraft will
fly a different path (sometimes slightly, sometimes greatly off the mark).
When all units have been loaded on the aircraft, click [OK] to save the assignments.
IMPORTANT NOTE: The mechanics of airdrops are covered in Section 3 of the manual, including a full discussion of
how drops are executed and how the passes relate to each other, as well as how units exit the aircraft, land, are
dispersed, and take losses. As such, these topics will only be touched on briefly in this section as they apply to the
specific action/setting.

2-22.2 Setting the Airdrop
To order an airdrop, use the Main Menu | Command | Set Air
Drop option, as shown in the example to the right.
This is the only method that can be used to order a drop.
Because setting up airdrops is done so infrequently, it was not
added to the right-click menu group.

2-22.2.1 Airdrop Form
After the Set Air Drop command has been selected, the Airdrop Form will appear:

Figure 257: The Airdrop Form, with the initial instruction message displayed.

Once the instruction message has disappeared, click on a loaded aircraft to begin issuing the airdrop orders. The
Available Air Units box will list all of the aircraft units currently available to receive new airdrop orders (in order to qualify,
an aircraft must have passengers on board that do not already have orders to jump).
After selecting the aircraft the remaining sections of the form will fill in as applicable:

Figure 258: Once the air unit is selected, the other form sections will be filled in and activated.

2-22.2.1.1 Set the Drop Location
To select the center-point of the drop location, click [Set Drop Location]. The Airdrop Form will disappear. Click on any
on-map location. This will be the designated center point of the drop, which is actually the middle point of each run; an
aircraft will spend an equal amount of time dropping units before it and after it on each pass.
Because airdrops are conducted as a series of one or more straight line passes, each following the same flight path as
closely as possible, units will tend to spread out in a line after being dropped. The dropped units may be further displaced
by drift while in the air, or mistakes by the aircrew or other inaccuracies in the drop itself. The selected drop center point
is therefore only a control measure. When the units are actually assembled on the ground, their distribution may not
correspond to the center point at all.

2-22.2.1.2 Set the Units to Drop
Select the units to drop in the current pass by clicking the check box next to them in the Available Passengers Box. The
more units that are selected, the longer the drop run will be and the more spread out the units.
If you want all of the available units to drop as part of the current pass, click the [Select All] button.
As drop units are selected, they are automatically added to the current pass information in the Air Drop Passes box below
it. If you want to assign units to a new pass, click the [Add Pass] button in the Air Drop Passes section.

Figure 259: Select Drop Units.

2-22.2.1.3 Airdrop Mission Orders
The main mission orders section allows players to set the following information:









Jump Heading: The cardinal heading of the aircraft during
the drop passes. All passes are made at the same heading.
Click a directional button to change.
Start time: The time at which the first jumper should exit the
aircraft. Use the arrow keys to adjust.
Return Location: Where the aircraft should fly when the last
unit has jumped and the mission is complete. By default, it
is the unit’s current location. Click [Set Return Location] to
select another location - either on or off the map.
Return Speed: the speed, in Kph, the aircraft should
maintain to the return location once the mission is
completed.
Return Altitude: the altitude, in meters, the aircraft should
maintain to the return location once the mission is
completed.

2-22.2.1.4 Airdrop Passes
The Airdrop Passes section allows players to set the number and information for each pass:








Pass Grid: This grid box shows the number of passes
and the total number of units jumping on each pass.
Clicking on a pass in the grid makes it the active
pass.
Drop Units : This is a list of the individual units assigned
to the selected/active pass.
[Add Pass]: Clicking this button adds a new pass to the
mission.
[Clear Empty Passes]: Clicking this button removes any
passes with no units assigned.
Drop Speed: the speed, in Kph, the aircraft should
maintain for the pass while units are jumping.
Drop Elv: the altitude, in meters, the aircraft should
maintain for the pass while units are jumping.

To add a new pass to the mission, click the [Add Pass] button. A new pass will be added, and made active. To select
drop units for the new pass, click them from the Available units box. Here is an example where 5 units have been added
to the first pass, followed by the creation of a second pass, and then finally assignment of two units to the new pass.

Figure 260: First pass complete.
Click [Add Pass] to a new pass.

Figure 261: The second pass is
active (highlighted). Units will be
assigned to it as they are selected.

Figure 262: Two units have been
added to the second pass. Click
[OK] when all passes are complete.

As units are added to a pass, the AI will automatically adjust the pass altitude and speed settings based on that the
jump/parachute characteristics of the units in the pass. Additionally, each pass may have its own settings; they do not
need to be the same for all passes. However, flight characteristics cannot change in mid-pass. Therefore it is a good
idea to try and keep all of the units in a pass of the same type. For example, if both vehicle and troops will be jumping as
part of the mission, the vehicles should go in one pass (or set of passes) by themselves, and the troops in another.
A unit assigned to jump in a pass may be removed from that pass at any time (whether it is the active pass or not) by
simply un-checking the box next to the unit name in the Available Units box. Checking the box again will assign the unit to
the active pass; this provides a quick and easy way to shift drop units among the passes. Using the above example, for
instance, to switch the 1st US Rifle Squad just added to pass #2 to pass #1, the sequence is:

Figure 263: Click pass #1 on the
grid to make it active.

Figure 264: Uncheck the box to
remove the unit from its current
pass.

Figure 265: Check the box again to
add the unit to the active pass (#1).

After all of the passes have been set, click [OK] at the bottom of the form to save the mission.

2-22.3 Viewing/Canceling Airdrops
Airdrops can be viewed or canceled
using the same procedure as CAS
missions. Bring up the ALO Staff
Officer screen, and <right click> on the
airdrop mission line.
Like CAS missions, no aspects of a
planned airdrop can be changed or
edited, and for the same reasons.
Airdrops require a great deal of planning
and coordination and it is difficult, if not
impossible, to adjust those settings “on
the fly”.
To cancel a mission, Click the [Cancel
Msn] button, which will appear under
the Available Air Units grid. If the
selected air unit has more than one
mission scheduled, use the drop down
box next to the button to insure the
correct mission is selected.

Section 2-23 Detailed Unit Information
The unit information form displays the current status and other values of an individual friendly unit. Right clicking on a unit
from the force tree, map, or the set-up grid selects it.

For enemy units, a different form is shown instead: the Detailed Weapon Information form. This form will be described
later in this section. The reason the Unit Information form is not shown is to preserve Fog of War; only the owning player
would have access to the unit status information that it shows.
In addition to just displaying values, the Unit Information form also allows players to adjust certain unit characteristics by
clicking on them. Which values can be changed depends on whether the game is in the set-up phase (turn zero), or has
already moved into the actual game phase (turn 1 or greater). If a value cannot be changed, it will appear grayed-out.
Click on the tabs at the top to bring up a functional area page. Click [OK] to close the form.
NOTE: If the form was entered from the map by clicking on a location with more than one unit, the Unit Information form
will by cycled for each unit in turn after clicking [OK]. To end the cycling, click [Cancel]. The same applies if the unit
selected is a composite unit. The unit information will be shown for each subunit in turn, unless [Cancel] is clicked first.

2-23.1 General Tab
The General Tab contains the following information:


















Unit name: The current unit ID. Click to change at any time.
Weapons System : The current weapons system of the unit.
Click to change (set-up only).
Leader: the leader assigned to the unit, or “No Leader”. Click
to change (set-up only).
Owning player : The number of the force (starting from 0) that
controls the unit.
Quantity: The number of weapon systems in the unit. Click
to change (set-up only). Note: There is no limit to the quantity
that may be set. However, the program will enforce the
maximum stacking limit based on the weapon system type
and terrain.
Unit Level: The unit level. Click to change (set-up only).
Competence Ratings: The various ability levels of the unit,
where 0 is poor/low and 100 is perfect/high. Click to change
(set-up only).
Assigned HQ: the nominal HQ of the unit, i.e. the unit it will
report to under normal conditions. Click to change (set-up
only).
Current Acting HQ: The actual HQ unit accounting for current
conditions (combat losses, morale, communications, etc.).
Height AGL: The current elevation of this unit in meters.
Applies to aircraft only, unless in a multi-level building.
[ ] In an IP: Checked if the unit currently occupies an IP,
otherwise not. Click to change at any time. If no suitable IP’s
are in the location, this has no effect.
Symbol: The symbol that will be displayed on the map. Click
to change at any time.

Click [Show Weapon System Info] to bring up detailed information
about the equipment. This form is covered later in this section.

2-23.2 Status Tab
The Status Tab contains the following information:

Figure 266: Unit Information: General Tab.
Note that if the unit is part of a composite group,
“Group” will appear in the main form title, along
with identifying which sub-unit this one is in the
group (here it is the HQ, out of 4 total sub-units).
















Morale: The current morale level of the unit where 0 is
poor/low and 100 is perfect/high. Morale affects unit
performance and readiness to follow orders. Click to change
(set-up only).
Fatigue: The current fatigue level of the unit where 0 is none
and 100 is high. Fatigue degrades unit performance in many
areas. Click to change (set-up only).
Cammo: The current camouflage level of the unit where 0 is
none and 100 is high. Camouflaged units are harder to
visually see/target. Click to change (set-up only). Note that
the camouflage level is adjusted during the game based on
the unit’s overall camouflage competence, situation, and the
terrain in the location.
MOPP: The current MOPP level of the unit. MOPP levels
are set in the MOPP Data table, and higher levels provide
greater protection against NBC threats. Click to change (setup only).
Morale State: The current morale state of the unit. Click to
change (set-up only).
Suppression: The unit’s current suppression level where 0 is
none. Suppression prevents a unit from moving, sighting or
firing at the enemy. Click to change (set-up only).
Status Flags: For each value, checked means “Yes” and
unchecked means “No”. Values that are grayed-out are not
applicable to the current unit. Clicking “Buttoned-up” causes
an armored unit to button or unbutton. Clicking “Popped
Smoke” causes the unit to pop defensive smoke. If the
Popped Smoke box is checked, clicking it again will have no
additional effects.
Ammo On Hand: Set the weapon to display/edit by clicking
on the text box (see example). Each ammo type that can be
fired by that gun will be listed, along with the number of
rounds currently on-hand. These values can be set during
set-up. The default ROF (rounds per minute) of the gun can
also be set at any time by editing the ROF box.

If [ ] Apply to Other Units is checked, the gun’s ROF setting will
be applied to other units in the force using selectable criteria (see
below).

2-23.3 Movement Tab
The Movement Tab contains the following information:

Figure 267: Unit Information: Status Tab.

Figure 268: Click on the gun/launcher name to
show/set its ammo levels and ROF.















Maintain Speed: The speed which the unit will attempt to
maintain, in Kph. Units will attempt to keep this speed in all
terrain and conditions. In some situations the unit may not
be able to meet the specified rate, in which case it will go as
fast as it can. Click to change at any time.
Actual Speed: The unit’s actual speed, in Kph.
[ ] In Reverse Gear: If they unit is currently moving in
reverse, i.e., “backing up”, this checkbox will be marked.
Units are ordered to move in reverse when given movement
orders.
[ ] Overwatch/Pause: If the unit is paused to provide
protective spotting/fire as part of an AI formation-move
overwatch scheme, this box will be checked.
[ ] Engineer Operation: If the unit is currently working on an
engineer operation, this box will be checked.
Movement Commands: this shows the directional and other
movement commands the unit is executing. Click [Show
Command Index/Legend] for a list of the command codes.
[ ] Is Passenger: If this unit is loaded on another this box will
be checked. Otherwise, it will show the unit’s carrying cost
and type. Clicking the box will cause the unit to be
loaded or unloaded, depending on its current state.
[ ] Is Carrier: If this unit has passengers this box will be
checked and the carried units listed in the blue box
underneath. It also shows the available capacity of the unit.
Clicking the box will cause the unit to be loaded or
unloaded, depending on its current state.

Figure 269: Unit Information: Movement Tab.

2-23.4 Firing Groups Tab
Each unit can be subdivided into three Firing Groups, where each Firing Group has its own facing, set of targets and firing
characteristics. The Firing Groups Tab contains the following information:



















Select Firing Group: Click on the desired Firing Group
number. To add a new Firing Group, click the number and set
the quantity to at least 1 (below).
Quantity: The number of weapons systems assigned to the
Firing Group. The total number of weapons in each Firing
Group always equals the unit quantity. To change the
quantity, use the up and down arrows. The AI will
automatically add or deduct from the other Firing Group
quantities so that the total unit quantity remains constant.
Face: The hull facing, as a cardinal direction. All weapons
system in the Firing Group must face in the same general
direction (although the AI may add minor variations). Click to
set at any time.
Tur Face: The turret facing, as a cardinal direction. All
weapons system in the Firing Group must face in the same
general direction (although the AI may add minor variations).
Click to set at any time
Target: The Firing Groups current target. Each Firing Group
can have up to three separate targets (each engaged with a
different gun/launcher).
Wpn: The gun/launcher being fired at the target (1-3). Click
to change at any time.
Ammo: The ammo being fired at the target (1-3). Click to
change at any time.
Pulses fired: The number of pulses that this target has been
engaged, also known as the acquisition level. As acquisition
increases, so can the accuracy and ROF.
ROF: The ROF in rounds per minute for this gun/ammo
combination against the target (1-3). Click to change at any
time.
Tot Num Fired: The total number of rounds fired b the
gun/launcher at the target in the last combat pulse. The pulse
length in seconds is variable, and is set at the beginning of the
scenario.

Figure 270: Unit Information: Firing Groups
Tab.

2-23.5 SOP Tabs
SOP’s (Standing Operating Procedures) are general default orders that units will follow in the absence of more specific
instructions. However, units sometimes deviate from the SOP, either through error, or though the unit leader’s judgment
(as determined by the AI). There are two SOP Tabs. The first consolidates combat-related orders, while the second
controls movement and other general ones.

2-23.5.1 Combat SOP Tab
The combat SOP Tab contains the following information:


















Priority DF Targets: Up to 5 target types may be specified
as a priority to target, in order from 1 to 5. When the unit
has a choice between different targets, extra weight is
assigned based on the target’s priority. While other factors
are also considered, in general targeting decisions made by
the AI will follow the SOP priority.
Target Type: Select each priority type, 1-5, from the drop
down boxes.
Mx Rng: The maximum range, in meters, at which to
engage this type of target. This limit is intended to prevent
wasteful or ineffective long-range fire.
[ ] Hard: This checkbox determines if the range is “hard”,
i.e., never to be exceeded under any circumstances.
Otherwise, the AI uses the range as a guide, albeit an
important one, but not as an absolute limit.
Max Engage Range for All weapons: If this value is set to
anything but zero, the AI will not voluntarily select targets
beyond the set range, in meters. Although, in practice
mistakes and other situations may cause it to occur beyond
the AI’s control. This setting is used principally to set up
close-in ambushes.
[ ] Engage HQ’s First: If this setting is checked, the unit will
engage KNOWN enemy HQ units as a priority. Whether or
not the unit can properly identify an enemy HQ depends on
Figure 271: Unit Information: Combat SOP
the unit’s training and other levels, radio intercept and other
Tab.
EW efforts, current conditions, the characteristics of the
enemy unit itself.
[ ] Shoot & Scoot: If the force uses “shoot & scoot” tactics (where the unit moves to a hidden/defensive position
after firing a few rounds), this checkbox determines whether the unit should use them or not. Shoot & scoot
tactics effects are handled by the AI
[ ] Pause to Fire: If checked, the unit will pause to fire when moving. Otherwise, it will fire on the move, but often
with reduced accuracy and/or ROF.
Close Combat SOP: This determines the unit’s action in a close combat situation (when an enemy unit occupies
the same location as the friendly one). The first two options are self-explanatory, while the third leaves the
decision to attack or not up to the AI based on what it thinks will be the most successful. For more information on
Close Combat, see the relevant section in Part 3 of the manual.

If [ ] Apply to Other Units is checked, the settings from that section will be applied to other units in the force using
selectable criteria (see below).

2-23.5.2 General SOP Tab
The combat SOP Tab contains the following information:













Movement Mode: This setting controls how the unit will
move by default, or when encountering an unexpected
situation. Tactical mode means that the unit is spread out
and ignores any roads. Road mode is when the unit is in a
column moving down a road or trail; it moves faster but at
the same time is more vulnerable. The movement (or
“March”) mode can also be set explicitly when issuing
Movement Commands.
[ ] Herringbone on Pause: If this is checked, the AI will
automatically attempt to “herringbone” the unit any time it
stops by having each of the three firing groups face in a
different direction. One will remain facing the line of travel,
while one will face 60° to the right, and the other 60° to the
left. If necessary, the AI will temporarily create the Firing
Groups if they don’t exist. The herringbone configuration
provides the unit with a wider field of observation, and also
allows for quicker firing against enemy threats off the center
of march, although at a cost of observation and firepower to
the front. The herringbone will be collapsed automatically
once the unit begins moving, or is given a facing or targeting
command.
[ ] Keep behind subordinate units: This option is available
only for HQ units. When checked, the HQ will remain
“behind” (i.e., in the direction away from the enemy) its
subordinate units, excepting units in direct support, such as
artillery. This prevents HQ units from getting in front of their
maneuver line units and becoming vulnerable.

Figure 272: Unit Information: General SOP Tab.

[ ] Vehicle “hang-back”: This option is only available for vehicle units. When checked, the vehicle will “hang-back”
slightly (approximately 30 seconds) when entering a new location to allow dismounted personnel to enter it first
and perform a reconnaissance or draw enemy fire. During this time the vehicle unit may not be able to provide
covering fire for the dismounts, or if it can, may suffer a reduction in its effectiveness. The “hang-back” operation
itself is handled completely by the AI, and is transparent to the owning player.
[ ] Clear Urban/IP’s Room-by-room: This option is available only to personnel-type units (infantry, foot troops).
When checked, units will clear locations containing one or more IP’s (Improved Positions) they enter room-byroom. This imposes a time delay on the unit, based on the total number of rooms and number of friendly troops in
the location. It also virtually insures detection of any enemy units in the location, and their engagement by the
friendly forces. The number of rooms in an IP is set in the IP Data Table (buildings/urban areas are placed on the
map as IP’s).
Auto-Unload Personnel in Terrain: These settings will cause passenger personnel-type units to unload from their
carrier when the carrier enters various types of “hazardous” terrain. This unloading is a defensive measure aimed
at minimizing friendly casualties (from having the carrier destroyed along with all of it’s loaded passengers), as
well as an offensive measure intended to allow for a more thorough search of the are by the foot troops instead of
observation from inside the moving vehicle. The settings are broken down by the relative amount of
terrain/features in the location:
o None: Units will NEVER unload based on the specified terrain being in a location.
o All: Units will ALWAYS unload as long as any of the specified terrain/feature is present in a location.
o Medium: Units will unload only if a moderate or greater amount of the specified terrain/feature is present
in the location.
o High: Units will unload only if a great amount of the specified terrain/feature is present in the location.
and also by the type:
o Urban or IP: the location contains Improved Positions.
o Concealment: the location contains terrain that provides concealment (concealment is set in the TEC
Table).
o LOS Blocking: the location contains terrain that blocks the LOS to some degree (LOS blocking points are
set in the TEC Table).



Reaction Orders: Reaction orders determine what a unit should do when detecting an enemy unit(s). They are
described in more detail in the next section, below. Click [Click to Change] to add or change the unit’s current
reaction orders.



Radar Turns Between Use: For Radar units, this is the duration between energy pulse emissions. By pulsing the
emissions, instead of sending them out continuously, Radar units lower their exposure to being detected by the
enemy and attacked with Radar-homing munitions. The cost, however is that pulsing reduces the Radars’
effectiveness in terms of detection probability and fidelity. If the duration is set to zero, the force’s Radars will
operate in continuous mode.

If [ ] Apply to Other Units is checked, the settings from that section will be applied to other units in the force using
selectable criteria (see below).

2-23.6 Damage Tab
The Damage Tab shows the damaged suffered by the unit so far. This includes damage from enemy fire, or other
mishaps like weapon jams or malfunctions. In some cases damaged may be repaired during the course of the scenario.
When this occurs, the status flags will be updated to note the change:
This page has two sections:




The top section shows the systems that are considered
damaged, but that are capable of potentially being repaired.
Repair attempts are conducted automatically by the unit, and
may take a varying amount of time depending on the system
and the type of damage. After a time without success, the
repair effort may be considered as failed, in which case the
damage becomes permanent. It is also possible that due to
human error the repair job may be bungled, which also leads
to the system being damaged permanently.
The bottom section shows the systems that are destroyed.
They are damaged beyond repair.

At Set-up: The boxes may be manually checked to inflict damage.
After that point, they are display-only to reflect the current unit status.
Systems Shown: The systems that may be damaged are the unit’s
gun/launchers, special systems, mobility methods (tracks, tires
engines, legs), communications gear, NBC systems, comfort systems
(air conditioning, heater), fire control (affects accuracy and ROF), and
general electronics (radar, detection equipment, etc).
Figure 273: Unit Information: Damage Tab.

2-23.7 Special Tab
If the weapons system has special systems (as set in the Weapons Data Table), their status and “ammo” remaining will
be shown on this tab:






System Name: The name of the special system, or “Not
Used”.
Ammo: the amount of ammo (or expendable supplies)
remaining on hand. Not all special systems require
ammo/supplies to be used; the setting is in the appropriate
Data Table, e.g., the Engineering System Table, the Point
Missile Defense Table, the Laser table, and so on. Click on
the arrow buttons to change the on-hand amounts (set-up
only).
Commo Systems: All organic communications systems will
be listed here. These systems are assigned as part of the
Weapons System.

Figure 274: Unit Information: Special Tab.

2-23.8 Apply SOP Orders to Other Units
If the “Apply to Other Units” option was clicked on any of the Unit Information Tabs, the following panel will appear at the
bottom of the Unit Information Form:

These settings allow users to customize which other units in the force, if any, should receive the same SOP orders.

The top checkbox is a “master” control. Unchecking it will uncheck all of the section boxes
on the individual tab pages (no SOP values will
be applied to any other units).
Figure 275: Apply Settings to Other Units Panel. Only SOP
sections checked on the individual tab pages are included.
The other radio buttons are filters that determine which other units in the force will receive the SOP orders (as set for this
unit). These filters are:

o Formation: Only units in the same formation are eligible to receive the SOP orders. For purposes of determining
o

which other units are in this unit’s formation, units are included if they are “under” (have in their higher chain of
command) the current unit’s HQ (i.e., up one level).
Entire Force: All units in the force are eligible.

o This Weapons System Only: Only units with the same assigned weapons system are eligible to receive these
orders.

o All Units of the Same Type: Only units of the same general type (APC, Tank, Personnel, Artillery, etc.) are eligible
to receive these orders.
Note: Do the specificity of many of the SOP orders eligible units must be limited by either weapons system or type. For
example, a vehicle can’t be given orders to clear a location room-by-room, and a personnel unit can’t be given the same
engagement ranges and targets as a tank.
The SOP values are applied when the form’s [OK] button is clicked. They are not applied if [Cancel] is clicked instead.

2-23.9 Weapon Information Form
The Detailed Weapon Information form shows a complete range of
information about the weapons system including its size, mobility,
guns/launchers, munitions, cargo capacity, and special systems.
The form has five tabs, grouping the information by functional area.
After viewing the form, click [OK] to close it. Clicking [Help] brings
up some general information on the form operation and fields.

Figure 276: Detailed Weapon Information
Form.
The information form is accessed in one of two ways:
1. For friendly units, bring up the Unit Information Form (as described in the previous section, above). Click the
[Show Weapon System Info] button on the General Tab.
2. For enemy units, right-clicking the unit on the map and select “Enemy Weapon Info“ from the pop-up menu.

Figure 278: Enemy Units (right-click pop-up menu).

Figure 277: Friendly Units (click the button on the Unit
Information Form - General Tab).
This form is “Read-Only”,
and does not allow for
changing any of the
values. These values are
part of the Weapons
System Data Table, which
can be viewed using the
DataView module.
Because the DataView
module contains a
complete list of these
values in the form’s “online help file, they will not
be covered again here.
They are also described in
parts of Part 3 of the
manual.

Figure 279: Weapons System Data and Help (DataView module).

2-23.9.1 Ammunition Penetration/Properties Chart
The Penetration Analysis form shows detailed information about an individual munition model. Data includes the physical
properties, the maximum and minimum ranges, the accuracy curve (accuracy vs. range), as well as the kill and damage
probabilities. A sample is shown here for the US 25mm APFSDS DU (Depleted Uranium) round:

Figure 280: The Penetration Analysis Form.
For a more detailed explanation of the terms and properties on the form, use Main Menu | Help at the top of the form.
There are two ways to access the form. The first is from the Ammunition Data Table Editor, by clicking the [Show
Penetration] button. The second is by right-clicking the ammunition type at the top of the Detailed Weapon Information
form’s Weapon’s tab, as highlighted below:

The Penetration Analysis Form is “Read-only” when accessed through the Detailed Weapon Information form. Click
[Close] to close the Penetration Analysis form and return.

Section 2-24 Reaction Orders
Reaction Orders control how a unit will respond to various levels of contact with the enemy, as handled by the AI acting as
the unit leader. They are simply the commander telling the unit leader, “If this happens, then do this.” As such, the AI
will follow these guidelines until given specific orders to the contrary or the situation changes in some other way.

2-24.1 Reactions on Enemy Contact Form
The Reactions on Enemy contact Form is where the commander gives individual units contingency orders for “If this
happens, then do this.” The, “If this happens” circumstances are shown on the left hand column of the grid. The “then
do this” orders are covered by the rest of the grid, and are specified in terms of movement, targeting, and return fire.

Figure 281: The Unit Reactions on Enemy Contact Form.
The Reaction orders form is accessed for a unit though the Detailed Unit Information Form, SOP tab. In the Reaction
Orders section, click the [Click to Change] button, as shown here:

To access the Detailed Unit Information form, <right click>
on the unit on the map, Force Tree, or Force Set-up Form
grid. This procedure was covered in more detail in the
previous manual section.

Figure 282: Reaction Orders are set from the Detailed
Unit Info Form, SOP Tab.

Click on the situation line to set the contingency orders for a given situation (i.e., “if this happens, then do this”). There
are 5 situations defined, all of which must be the result of incoming enemy fire (i.e., not breakdowns, mines or other
causes):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

On Taking Kill: incoming fire has caused the total loss (kill) of a weapons system.
On Taking Damage: incoming fires has caused damage to a weapon system.
On Suppression > 25: The unit’s suppression level reaches 26 points.
On Suppression > 10: The unit’s suppression level reaches 11 points.
On Any Incoming DF: The unit takes Direct Fire, disregarding any results.

After clicking the situation line, the contingency orders will be shown in the lower panels of the form, where they may be
edited as specifically described in the sections below. To save the new orders, click [OK]. To cancel without saving, click
[Cancel].

The form also offers several other options to make issuing reaction orders more convenient:
[Default All]: clicking this returns all contingency orders to the default settings.
[Reset All]: clicking this returns all contingency orders to the settings when the form was opened, before any changes
were made. It is the same as clicking [Cancel], but without closing the form.
[ ] Apply to all units of Type NNNN: If this check box is checked, clicking [OK] will assign these contingency orders to
all units in the force with a weapon System of the type specified (NNNN).
[ ] Apply to all units in formation: If this check box is checked, clicking [OK] will assign these contingency orders to all
units in the formation, whether their weapon system type matches the selected unit’s or not. This box is only enabled if
the selected unit is a HQ.

2-24.2 Reaction Orders - Movement
The Movement Reaction Orders control whether the unit should move in a contingency situation, and also whether units
should be loaded/unloaded.

Figure 283: Set Movement Reaction Orders.
The options are:














No Change: The unit will continue executing its current movement orders. If it has no orders, it will hold position.
Hold Position: The unit will stop in its current position. Any movement orders it has will remain viable, and will be
execute when the contingency situation is removed.
Closest Cover: The unit will abandon its current movement orders, if it has any, and will move the closest covered
position within 500 meters. If no cover is found within that range, the unit will stop moving and hold position.
Retreat to Cover: The unit will abandon its current movement orders, if it has any, and will move away from the
enemy to the best covered position within 750 meters. If no cover is found within that range, the unit will stop
moving and hold position.
Advance to Cover: The unit will continue to execute its current movement orders, if it has any, to the first covered
position it enters. If no cover is found within the unit’s current orders, or if it does not have any current orders, the
unit will stop moving and hold position.
Rush Enemy: The unit will abandon any current movement orders and immediately move at the fastest speed
possible toward the enemy firing unit. If confronted with multiple enemy firing units, the unit will tend to move
towards the closest.
Unload Internal: If checked, the unit will immediately unload any non-towed (internal) passenger units it is
carrying (applied to carrier units only). The normal unloading time requirements apply.
Load Internal: If checked, the unit will immediately attempt to internally load (non-towed) as many units as
possible that are located in the same location. The normal loading time requirements apply.
Unload Towed: If checked, the unit will immediately unload any towed passenger units it is carrying (applies to
carrier units only). The normal unloading time requirements apply.
Load Towed: If checked, the unit will immediately attempt to load as many towed units as possible that are
located in the same location. The normal loading time requirements apply.

2-24.3 Reaction Orders - Targeting
Targeting Reaction Orders determine what the unit should fire at, and if it should call for fire support (if available).

Figure 284: Set Targeting Reaction Orders.
The options are:







Normal/SOP: The unit will continue to fire at targets according the to normal conventions and rankings, with the
“value” of the target adjusted for its standard SOP priorities. The unit may still fire at non-priority targets, though,
if the AI feels the value is high enough to warrant the target being engaged.
Priority Only: The unit will fire only at targets of a type corresponding to an SOP priority types (up to 5 types may
be designated as priority). If no target of a priority type is available, the unit will not fire.
Ignore SOP/Fire at Will: The unit will rank targets based on the standard criteria, such as “value” and probability
of killing it, without any modification for it being an SOP priority type or not. Additional value is placed on returning
fire at the enemy firing units to suppress, rout, or destroy them.
Call for support: If checked, the unit will attempt to call for fire support (artillery only, not CAS), if available.

Note: SOP target priorities are covered in more detail in the previous manual section.

2-24.4 Reaction Orders - Return Fire
The Return fire setting determines how aggressive the unit should be in returning fire, once targets are selected using the
criteria in the targeting section, above. It does this by controlling the return fire rate of fire (ROF), which is the number of
rounds fired in a given time period.

Figure 285: Set Return Fire Reaction Orders.
The options are:





Normal ROF: The ROF will be whatever the unit or AI would normally use. No change will be made for the
contingency.
Hold Fire: The ROF will be set to zero; the unit will effectively not fire at all.
Suppressive Fire: The unit will fire at a rate intended to suppress the enemy to prevent, or greatly reduce, the
incoming fire and/or its effectiveness. This amount may be less than the normal or maximum rates of fire.
Maximum ROF: The unit will use its maximum Rates of Fire for all return fire. The maximum rate of fire is set for
each gun launcher in the Gun/Launcher Data Table, and is modified for the situation and unit conditions.

Section 2-25 Attach/Detach Elements
Attachments are the direct assignation of one element (unit) to another. If the unit that is being attached will remain fully
independent, all that needs to be done is to set the subordinate unit’s HQ to that of the parent. This is done either at the
very start of the scenario in the TO&E/force editor, or by using the Detailed Unit Information form’s General Tab. Both of
these procedures were covered in previous sections of the manual.
If the attachment will become an integral (organic) part of the parent unit, the Join procedure is used instead. This merges
the two units together into one, and will be discussed below.
A third option, which falls in between the first two, is to make the subordinate unit part of a Composite Unit with the parent
as its HQ. This allows the subordinate unit to remain an independent entity/unit in the scenario, but limits its freedom of
action under the rules of composite units. Creating and editing Composite Units is covered later in this part of the manual,
and a technical discussion of how they operate is included in Part 3.

2-25.1 Joining Units
When units are joined together, the units merge into one and the parent unit absorbs the subordinate element completely.
From that point on, the sub-unit is no longer part of the scenario, and its weapons systems and equipment become an
indistinguishable part of the parent unit. In practice, this means adding the subordinate unit’s setting the subordinate
unit’s quantity to zero.

To join units together, right click on the location containing the
units. From the pop-up menu, select Give Orders to Unit(s) |
Join Units, as shown to the right.
In order to be eligible to join together, both units must be in the
same location, and meet these general requirements:






The morale state of both must be Normal
They must have the same Weapon System
The incurred damage must be equal.
They cannot be carrying passengers.
If the parent is in an IP, the subordinate unit must be able
to fit in the IP as well.

When one or both of the units being joined together are composite units, the above requirements still apply to the
composite unit as a whole, with the exception that the weapon system types of the two units do not need to be exactly
equal. In this case, new sub-units will be created in the final joined unit (which will also be a composite unit) for the “extra”
weapon systems.
For example, a composite unit comprised of 8 infantry and 2 trucks is added to a unit with 2 infantry and 4 AFV’s. The
final unit would have three sub-units: 10 infantry, 2 trucks, and 4 AFV’s.
This same procedure is used even if the two units do not share even a single weapon system, as long as one of them is a
composite unit. In this case the all of the subunits are simply added to a new composite unit comprising them all. For
example, if the composite unit of 8 infantry and 2 trucks is added to a non-composite unit of 4 tanks, the results will be a
composite unit of 5 tanks (the parent and Composite unit HQ), plus 8 infantry and 2 trucks.
The Join Units form is used to join two units together:
The top box shows all of the units in the location. Click
on one of the units to select it as the subordinate unit in
the join operation. Units with existing “Join” orders are
shown by a “>>” after the unit name, followed by their
new parent unit.
The AI will automatically cycle though the other units in
the location and identify possible parent units. To be
considered as a parent, a unit must be the same level as
the subordinate unit or higher. For example, a platoon
could act as a parent for another platoon or a squad; it
could not be a parent for a subordinate company.
The potential parent units will be shown in the bottom
box, along with the time required to join the subordinate
with the parent, in seconds.

Figure 286: The Join Units Form.
After selecting the parent and subordinate units, click [Join Units] to complete the operation. If neither unit is a
composite unit, the subordinate unit will be issued a “Join” command in its movement orders. The parent unit will receive
a “Pause” order so that it does not move out of the location before the Join command is executed.
If either unit is a composite unit, no “Join” commands are issued. Instead, the subordinate units are immediately assigned
to the parent composite unit. If the parent is not a composite unit, one is created. Once this operation is completed, the
only way to undo the composite unit changes is to click the [Cancel] button. All unloaded units in the new/adjusted
composite units are issued with the appropriate Pause amount required to join the units together.

Figure 287: Joining non-Composite units. The
subordinate and parent are selected. Click [Join Units]
to issue “Join” orders to the subordinate.

Figure 288: The subordinate has been issued orders to
join with the parent. This is noted in the top box using
the ">>" followed by the parent (2nd US Tank Platoon).

Figure 289: Joining Composite Units. The subordinate
and parent units are selected. Click [Join Units] to join
the 1st US Rifle Squad to the 2nd US Rifle Squad.

Figure 290: The subordinate unit has been joined with
the parent. It no longer appears in the upper box. The
only way to separate them again is to edit the
Composite Unit (2nd US Rifle Squad).

Important Note: The “Pause” command, once issued by clicking [Done] to save the Join commands and close the
form, can never be edited or changed. This is true even if the “Join” command is removed at some later time through
the Unit Movement Form.

2-25.2 Creating a Detachment
Detachments are sub-units broken off from a larger parent unit. They are used to perform a different mission or to provide
extra coverage of the area around the parent. Examples are a small section detailed to provide observation of a potential
enemy route of advance (LP/OP - Listening Post/Observation Post), a heavy weapon posted to guard a crossroads, a
radioman temporarily assigned to another unit, or a team left behind to blow a primed bridge.

For the most part, detachments are relatively small units. However, in some cases the detachment may be as large, or
even larger, than the parent unit after the split. This is perfectly acceptable, as long as the parent’s quantity is not zero (in
which case the parent just becomes the detachment).
Detachments may be created at any time during the scenario. Most
often they are created from a single parent unit, but it is also
possible to create detachments with several different weapon
systems from several different parents. For example, a detachment
could contain a machine gun, a mortar, and a tank. The only
requirement is that all of the individual parent (or donor) units must
be in the same location when the detachment is created.
The first step in creating a new detachment is to <Right Click> on
the parent unit’s map location. Then, from the pop-up menu, select
“Create a Detachment”, as shown to the right.
The Detachments Form will appear, with all of the potential parent
units in the location shown. If one of the prospective parent units is
a composite unit, all the sub-units will be displayed automatically, as
in the example below.
Figure 291: <Right Click> pop-up menu.

Figure 292: The Detachment Form. Prospective parent/donor units are shown in the top window, along with their
original size. Systems broken off and assigned to the new detachment are shown in the bottom window.

Adding weapons systems to the new detachment is done in three steps:

Figure 293: Step 1 - Select Parent
Unit From top box.

Figure 294: Step 2 - Set quantity.

Figure 295: Step 3 - Click the [Add
to Detachment] button.

To add additional elements to the detachment, repeat these steps as many times as required:

Figure 296: Example of multiple systems (elements) in the detachment.

To remove an element from the detachment, select it from
the bottom box and click [Remove From Detachment].
The same procedure is used to change the quantity of one
of the elements. The element is first removed, and then
added anew with the desired quantity.

Click the [Save] button to create and save the new detachment. The new unit will be added to the current force, with the
parent unit as its HQ. If there is more than one element (and thus parent unit) the parent of the first element becomes the
detachment’s HQ.
Additionally, the AI will attempt to maintain the current loading situation. Therefore, if a loaded carrier is selected as the
parent unit, the AI will automatically transfer its passengers to the new detachment, proportional to the quantity loaded on
the parent unit. For example, if a unit of 4 AFV’s is carrying 8 troops, there are 2 troops on each vehicle. If one AFV is
broken off to form a detachment, 2 troops will also be broken off with it, and will remain loaded.
Multi-element detachments may also be automatically turned into Composite Units. To do this, check “[ ] Make
Detachment a Composite Group” before clicking the [Save] button. This is the default option. Composite Units are
covered in the next manual section (on editing/changing), and also in Part 3.
To close the form without saving or creating anything, click [Cancel].
Detachments are treated like any other unit; they are given orders, use the chain of command, move and fire, and report
enemy contracts the same as a non-detachment. The only difference is that the text string “[Det]” is added to their name
for easy identification.
Where a detachment is placed on the map depends on the current scenario time:
 In the Set-up Phase: The detachment is initially placed in the parent’s unit’s location. However, it is immediately
selected and put into “placement mode”. As such, <left click> on any other map location to place the detachment
in that location. In fact, every <left click> will move the unit to the selected location until some other operation is
initiated or the “Cancel Mode” button is pressed.
 In Any Scenario Turn: The detachment is placed in the parent unit’s location; it cannot be moved without issuing
movement commands.

Section 2-26 Composite Units
Composite units allow players to consolidate several subunits into a single maneuver unit. This is done strictly as an
interface option in order to make the simulation easier to play and less confusing, since the subunits will be shown with a
single symbol on the map and may be given orders as one (as long as they remain in the same location).

Within the composite unit however, all of the subunits remain as separate entities. This maintains complete accuracy, as
well as flexibility; turning off the Composite Unit Display Mode allows the subunits to be accessed directly at any time.

Figure 297: Composite Unit mode OFF. All of the individual subunits are listed in the map mouse-over text, as well
as the force tree.

Figure 298: Composite Unit mode ON. The subunits have been combined together into a single line for both the
mouse-over text and force tree.
Composite units always use the name of their nominal HQ unit (the first in the list) with “Group” appended onto the end.
For example, “1st US Rifle Squad Group”. This is the text that will be shown on the force tree, form grids and mouse-over
text.
Composite units are created automatically at the start of a scenario based on the TO&E entries of the units selected.
Whenever a formation is added where the sub-units have the same level of the HQ, the unit will be added as a composite
unit by default. For example, an infantry squad might have a HQ element of squad level, a Machine-gun subsection of
squad level, a Rifle section of squad level, and an APC section of squad level. Because all of the sub units are of the
same level as the HQ (squad), a composite unit will be created for the formation - a HQ and three sub-units (Machinegun, Rifle and APC).

2-26.1 Toggling Composite Unit Display Mode
The Composite Unit Mode can be toggled off and on at any time from a number of menus and forms. The most common
toggle controls are:




Main Menu | Display | Composite Unit Mode.
Force Set Up Form - Composite Unit Mode Checkbox.
Staff Officers Form (any) - Composite Unit Mode Checkbox.

As previously stated, the display value can be toggled at any time without changing or affecting the units themselves. It is
merely a display/interface option and not a reassignment or restructuring tool.

2-26.2 Composite Unit Controls
There are two control measures over Composite Units:




Stay Together Orders: The subunits will never voluntarily move so that they end the turn in different locations.
This has the effect of limiting the Composite Unit to the speed of the slowest element in all terrain types and
movement modes
AI Targeting Only: The player is prevented from manually issuing DF targeting orders to the subunits in the group.
This option is used to keep things simple for the player, since the subunits may be of a wide variety of types and
have widely different weapons and capabilities.

By default, both of these controls are set to Yes/On. To adjust them, use the procedure for adjusting composite units,
below.

2-26.3 Adjusting Composite Units
Composite units can be adjusted at any time during a scenario, including
adding or deleting subunits to an existing Composite Group, adding or deleting
Composite Groups themselves, or adjusting the characteristics of existing
composite Groups. These changes are made using the Composite Groups
Form, which is accessed by the Main Menu | Staff Officers | Build / Modify
Composite Units.

2-26.3.1 Composite Units Form
The Composite Units Form is used to add, delete and adjust the force’s composite units. The main sections are the Force
Box, the Currently Defined Composite Units Box, and the sections that give details about the active (selected) Composite
unit. The form appears as shown here (no Composite Unit has been selected/or is active yet):

To adjust the controls and/or composition of a Composite Unit, follow these steps:

Activate the existing Composite Unit by
selecting it from the Currently Defined Box at
the upper right of the form. The current
information for that Composite Unit will be
shown in the boxes underneath the Currently
Defined Box
The Entire Force box will also scroll to the HQ
of the Composite unit. All of the elements of
the Composite Unit will be shaded the same
color in the Entire Force Box. However, only
ten shades are used for this identification, so it
is possible that other Composite Units may
share the same shade. If a “>” appears at the
far left of a unit line, it indicates that the unit is
in the same location as the active Composite
Unit HQ.
The form will appear similar to that shown to
the right.
Figure 299: The Composite Units Form.
After making changes, click the [OK] button to save them and close the form. To discard the changes, click [Cancel]
instead.

2-26.3.2 Adjusting Control Values
To adjust the control values, use the check boxes underneath
the Composite Units Currently Defined Box. These control
measures were discussed previously in this section.
Checking the box turns the control on, un-checking turns it off.
The “Stay Together” control can only be turned on if all of the
Composite Units subunits are currently in the same location.
To edit the Composite Unit name/ID string, use the text Box
underneath the check boxes. The Composite Unit name/ID is
separate from all of the subunit name/ID’s; it may be set as
desired without regard for any other considerations.

Figure 300: The Control flags and name for the
active Composite Unit are changed underneath the
Currently Defined Box.

2-26.3.3 Adding Subunits/Elements
To add one or more subunits to the active
Composite Unit select the units from the Entire
Force Box.
Units can be selected one at a time and
automatically added by double-clicking them. Or,
conversely single-click on the unit and click the
[Add Unit(s) to Selected Composite Unit]
button. To add multiple units, after selecting the
first one use <Shift> Click to select the other
anchor of the range.
Added units do not need to be in the same location
as the Composite Unit HQ. However, if any of the
units being added are not, the Composite Unit’s
“Stay Together” Orders will be set to “No” and an
informational message displayed.
If [ ] Limit To Units in Selected Location is
checked at the lower right, only those units in the
same location as the Composite Unit HQ will be
shown in the Entire Force Box. This helps prevent
situations where adding a new element turns off
the “Stay Together” control order.

Figure 301: Select a unit to add from the Entire Force Display,
then click the [Add Units(s) ...] button .

NOTE: Self-homing, en-route/in-flight, and minefield/sensorfield units may not be included in a composite unit.

2-26.3.4 Removing Subunits/Elements
To remove one or more subunits from the active Composite Unit
select the subunits from the Elements of Selected Composite
Unit Box.
Subunits to remove are selected one at a time from the
Elements of Selected Composite Unit Box. When a subunit is
selected, the [Remove Unit] button will be enabled.
Click [Remove Unit] to immediately remove the subunit from
the Composite Unit. The form will be updated, but no other
changes are made to the subunit.
If the Composite Unit HQ is removed, the next subunit “in line”
will takes its place and become the HQ.
Figure 302: Select a subunit to remove from the
Elements in Composite Unit Box then click the
[Remove Unit] button.

2-26.3.5 Changing the HQ
To change the Composite Unit HQ element, select the new HQ
unit from the Elements of Selected Composite Unit Box.
When a subunit is selected, the [Assign Unit As HQ] button
will be enabled. Click this button to make the selected subunit
the new HQ.
No other changes are made to either of the affected subunitsthe previous or new HQ.
There are no restrictions on which subunit can become the new
HQ. Any element in the group is eligible.

Figure 303: Select the new HQ from the Elements in
Composite Unit Box then click the [Assign Unit as
HQ] button.

2-26.4 Adding New Composite Units
New Composite Units may be added at any time during a scenario. The only limitation is that a subunit element cannot
be in two Composite Units at the same time. To create a new Composite Unit, follow these steps:
1. Select the HQ unit from the Entire Force Box. If the unit is part of another Composite Group, it will be removed
from that group.
2. Click [Make This A New Composite Unit]. The new group will be created, and selected (its information shown
on the right hand side of the form).
3. Continue adding subunit elements as desired by selecting them from the Entire Force Box as described in the
section on Adding Subunits, above.
4. Adjust the control orders and name as desired using the checkboxes and edit box.

Figure 304: Select the New HQ unit from the Entire
Force Box. Click [Make this a New Composite Unit] to
create the new unit.

Figure 305: The new Composite Unit will be activated
and its information displayed on the right hand side of
the form.

2-26.5 Deleting Composite Units
Composite Units may be deleted at any time during the scenario. Because Composite Units are used only for interface
simplification, deleting a Composite Unit has no effect on its subunits other than to remove any control restrictions they
might have been under. The chain of command and all other aspects of the unit remain unchanged.
To delete a composite unit, follow these steps:

1. Select the Composite Unit to remove by clicking it
in the Composite Units Currently Defined Box, as
shown in the example to the right.
2. Click the [Dissolve Unit] button.
The form will automatically update once the operation is
complete.

Figure 306: Select the Composite Unit to delete, and
click the [Dissolve Unit] button.

2-26.6 Auto-Create Composite Units
The Auto-Create utility is intended primarily to “fix” situations that arise from over-customizing Composite Unit definitions
(e.g., when so many edits have been made that the force structure has become unmanageable), or when the user loses
track of what is going on or his ultimate objective in editing them. It essentially provides a quick “reset”, and returns the
Composite Units to their “original” condition from when the scenario was first created.
To accomplish this, the utility performs two modification steps. First, it removes all current Composite Units, whether they
are user-created or default. Then, it parses the unit list creating Composite Units based on the standard default
condition: that of a subordinate unit having the same level (size) as its HQ. This is what the AI does on its own after units
are added to the force.
To run the utility, click the [Auto Create] button at the bottom of the form,
as shown at right.

A confirmation dialog will appear (shown at right), with
notification that any existing Composite Units will be
deleted (even if none are presently defined).
To preserve the existing definitions, and cancel the
operation, select [Cancel] from the confirmation dialog.
Otherwise, click [Proceed], and the Composite Units will
be rebuilt from scratch. The form displays will also be
updated.
If there is any uncertainty towards whether or not rebuilding the Composite Units from scratch is the desired action, save
the scenario prior to running the utility. That way a back-up is available in case the results are not as expected.

2-26.6 Restoring Unit Names
When Composite Units are created, the AI automatically renames the constituent units by adding “Group” to the HQ
element, and a “-N” to the subordinates. In some cases this is not desired, or is not appropriate if the Composite Unit is
immediately removed.
This utility returns all unit names to their values when the
form was initially loaded. Essentially, it “undoes” all name
changes enacted in the current editing session.

Note that this routine only returns names to their values when the
form was first brought up; it does not rename units “from
scratch”, and will thus not overwrite previous user changes.
To rename units by hand, <Right Click> on the unit on the map,
Force Tree, or Place Units On Map form, and then edit the string
in the “Unit Information” text box (as shown at right). If the
Composite Units Form is still active, it must be closed first.

Section 2-27 Communications Networks
A communications network is a group of units that are “linked” together for data transfer and propagation via a LAN (local
area network). As with a LAN in any other environment, the units (or nodes) in the network all possess compatible
communications gear, a common addressing scheme, and a single communications protocol (the method by which
messages are broken down, coded and error checked). Networks allow messages, reports, and other data to be sent to a
large number of units quickly and efficiently.
Messages are normally propagated within a force using the chain of command and force structure. This scheme is
covered in detail in the section on Command and Control in Part 3 of the manual. However, in brief units will send nonSITREP messages (request for support, acknowledgments, corrections) either directly to the supporting unit, or though
the chain of command. For example, a unit calling for an artillery mission will either contact the artillery units directly, if it
has priority, or will request the mission through a higher HQ. SITREP’s on the other hand, propagate up and down the
chain of command, as well as laterally between sister units at the same level. As an example, a report on an enemy force
by a platoon will be sent up to company HQ, down to the subordinate squads, and also to the other platoons in the
company.
Networks do not replace the normal chain of command/force distribution scheme, but rather operate in addition to it.
Instead of limiting messages at each step to only units in the chain of command, messages are sent to every unit on the
network. This greatly facilitates the speed of information transfer, especially SITREP’s on friendly and enemy forces, and
also allows a large number of units to share a single resource, for example, a live camera feed from a sensor or RPV.
However, if a unit in the normal message chain of command/force distribution (up, down, and lateral as appropriate) is not
on a network, the message will still be transmitted to it, just not via a network.

2-27.1 Network Types
The TSS allows for two types of networks, distributed, and centralized:




Distributed networks do not have any overall controlling unit. Every unit in the network receives every message
that is sent out. If the message is not a report of some type, for example a “request for fire support”, then any
units not involved in that action will ignore the message. A distributed network is what is most commonly found in
a home or office LAN environment.
Centralized networks, in contrast, have a central processing point. All messages are sent to this unit before being
forwarded to the other units on the network. A mail server is a good example of a centralized network, in that all
mail messages are processed there before being sent out to the Internet or to a recipient’s inbox.

Figure 307: Network types. The red (on the left) is a distributed network, the blue (right) centralized.

2-27.2 Equipment
In order to assign a unit to a network, it must first have a network-capable communication system available.
Communications systems are defined in the Communications/Jamming Data Table, which may be viewed with the
DataView module. Each communications system has a flag for network interoperability, as shown in this example:

Figure 308: The Communications/Jamming Systems Data Table, with the Network Link flag highlighted.
Note that the flag is simply “Yes” or “None”; the communications system will either be able to be part of a network or not.
It is up to players to insure that the networks are set up in a realistic fashion for the scenario.
Once defined in the data table, communications systems are assigned to weapon systems. As long as at least one
assigned system is network capable, any unit with that weapons system may become part of a network. However, this
does not insure that the unit will always be able to use the network during a scenario. Data transmissions are subject to
defined limitations of the communications system itself, for example bandwidth, as well as range or LOS requirements,
damage, jamming, and other factors. These factors are assessed at the time of transmission.
For Composite Units, the communications systems of the HQ are used when communicating outside the Composite Unit
Group.

2-27.3 Networks Form
The Networks Form is used to create, delete, and edit networks for the current
scenario. It is accessed from the Main Menu | Staff Officers | Build / Modify
Networks.

The Networks form is divided into three main sections:
1. The Defined Networks Box shows all of the currently defined networks, and allows for their characteristics to be
set/edited.
2. The Network Connectivity Box allows networks to communicate with other networks (essentially identifying that
they use a shared protocol).
3. The Force Box allows units to be added to a new or existing network.
These sections are identified in this example:

Figure 309: The Networks Form.
Click [OK] to save any changes and close the form and [Cancel] to close without saving.

2-27.4 Adding a New Network
To add a new network, select at least one
unit from the Force box. If desired, a
contiguous range of units may also be
selected by <Shift> clicking on a second
unit; the units in between will also be
selected (see the example to the right).
Click the [Create Network] button to add
the selected units to the new network.
The first unit in the list will automatically
become the default name of the network.
If the network is centralized, as opposed
to distributed, this unit will also become
the controller unit. In the example to the
right, this unit is the “A US Tank
Company”.
The computer will also assign an
identifying color to the network to
distinguish it easily from the others.

Figure 310: Pick one or more units and click [Create Network].

The network name, color and distributed
values may be changed at any time. The
protocol of the network may also be set
to inter-operate with other networks.
Setting the network characteristics is
covered in the next section, below.

Figure 311: The new network is added, and the form updated.

2-27.5 Adjusting Network Characteristics
To change a network’s characteristics, first select the network from the Defined Networks Box by clicking on it. The
characteristics information will be filled in, as well as the shared protocol settings.

The network characteristics are:






ID Color: This color identifies the network on
this form and throughout the simulation. Click
the colored box to select another color from a
standard color selection dialog box.
Mode: Check to make the network distributed,
otherwise centralized.
Name: A text string used to identify the
network.
Shared Protocol: Check the boxes next to all
other networks that use the same protocol. If
networks sharing a protocol, messages
transferred between them do so more quickly
and accurately (the message does not need to
be translated or re-entered).

To change the controller unit of a centralized
network, select the network from the Defined
Networks Box, then select the new controller unit
form the Force Box. The new controller must
already be a member of the network (and will be
shaded in the Force Box).
Click the [Assign As Controller] button.

2-27.6 Adding Units To a Network
Units may be added to an existing network at any time. To do so, follow these steps:
1. Select the network from the Defined
Networks Box.
2. Select the unit(s) from the Force Box.
3. Click the [Add to Network] button to add
the selected units to the network.
Adding units will not change the name or the
controller unit of a network, even if the units being
added are “before” any other current units in the
force list. To change these values, use the
procedure outlined in the previous section.

Figure 312: Click the [Add to Network] button to add the
selected unit(s) to the selected network.

2-27.7 Deleting Units From a Network
To delete a unit from a network, select the
network from the Defined Networks Box, and then
select the unit from the Force Box. Member units
of the network will be shaded in the Force Box.
Click the [Remove From Network] button.
If the unit being removed is the controller of a
centralized network, the next unit in the list will
become the controller in its place.

2-27.8 Deleting a Network
To delete a network completely, select it form the Defined
Networks Box. Then click the [Remove Network] button
underneath the network name box.

Section 2-28 Map Areas and Events
Map Areas allow users to identify and mark locations on the map as control measures for force operations, or simply for
special attention. By themselves Map Areas are simply display entities - they have no intrinsic effects on any of the
modeling or AI routines, or on combat activities. However, they can be linked to perform as objectives for Maneuver
Groups, Reconnaissance Assignments, and as part of the triggers for Events.
Map Areas can only include “on-map” locations. They may not be created in the off-map display.

2-28.1 Map Area Types
There are three types of map areas:
•

•

Rectangular: This type of area is defined by an “upper-left corner” location, and a “lower-right” corner location.
When used with hex-grid maps, “edge” locations are included in the area if their center point is within the exact
rectangle (to the nearest meter), otherwise they are excluded.
Circular: Circular areas are defined by a center location, and a radius (in meters) from the middle of that location.
As with rectangular areas, “edge” locations are included in the area if their center point is within the circle traced
by the radius (to the nearest meter).

•

Location List: This area is formed by selecting one or more individual locations/hexes to form a list. There are no
limits on what locations may be selected (other than they must be on-map); the locations do not need to be
adjacent to one another, or do not need need to follow any pattern.

Figure 313: Map Area Types: Rectangle (red), Circular (blue), and Location List (pink); areas may overlap freely.
All Map Areas, regardless of type, share the user-settable attributes of a Name, Color, and Fill Pattern. Setting these
values is discussed in the next section.

2-28.2 Adding, Editing, and Deleting Map Areas
To access Map Areas, select the Main Menu |
Map Areas/Events | Create/Edit Map Areas
menu choice form the Main Form.
If no map areas have been defined, the list box
portion of the form will be empty (as shown at
right), otherwise the existing Map Areas will be
displayed.
To create a new Map Area, click the [Add New
Area] button under the list box. A drop-down
box will appear (shown below). Select the
desired type for the new Area, or click <Esc> to
cancel.

Figure 314: The Map Areas Form, used to add, edit, or delete Map
Areas. When no Areas have been defined, the list box will be blank.

2-18.2.1 Setting General Area Values
All map areas share several general characteristics, namely their draw color, fill pattern, and one or more anchor locations
on the map. Setting and editing these values is performed in the same manner no matter what type of map Area is under
consideration (Rectangular, Circular, or Location List). Changes will be shown immediately, both on the map and in the
sample display box (center right).
Area Name/ID: A descriptive text string that
identifies the Area. This string will be
displayed over the Area on the map (except
for Location Lists), and will be used when
selecting the area as a control measure
(when used as part of a trigger, for
example).
Display: The pattern used to fill the Area.
[ ] Show to current player only: If
checked, this Map Area will only be visible to
the current player; the opposing player will
never have access to it or any knowledge it
exists.
Sample Display Box: Click this box to
change the display color.
Map Location Grid: Clicking on the map will
set the anchor location for the value with the Figure 315: Setting General Map Area Values. Note that the colored
highlighted “MAP” cell (in red). Clicking on
text underneath the location grid provides instructions and/or hints.
the on the “MAP” cell makes it “current”.
The other cells allow the location value to be
edited by hand (not recommended).
The Map Areas Form has three action buttons at the bottom:
[Cancel]: Exit without saving any additions or changes.
[Save]: Save the area and exit/return.
[Help]: Display the Map Area help file.

2-28.2.2 Setting Rectangular Areas
Rectangular Areas are defined by two opposing (diagonal) corner
locations. It doesn't matter which corner is set to which, i.e.,
Corner #1 doesn't have to be the top or left corner, the computer
will automatically assign them as appropriate.
After the corner locations have been selected, they can be changed by selecting their “MAP” box (which becomes
highlighted in red) and then clicking on the map. In the example above, for instance, clicking on the map will set “Corner
#1” (Corner #2 remains unchanged).
Or, users can edit the location values directly by clicking on the appropriate cell in the grid, which brings up a standard
edit box. Hit [Return] to save the changes, or click on another grid cell.

2-28.2.3 Setting Circular Areas
Circular Areas are defined by setting a center location, a radius,
and starting and ending angles. The radius value is in meters, and
the angle values are in compass degrees:
• 0°/360°= North (straight up)
• 90° = East (straight right)
• 180° = South (straight down)
• 270° = West (straight left)

Setting the angles to 0° and 360° results in a “full circle” area. Using other angles will create “pie slice” orientations, as
shown in the example below.

Figure 316: Setting Circular Area Start/End angles.

2-28.2.4 Setting Location Lists
Location List Areas are defined by selecting one or more discrete
locations from the map. Locations are selected by clicking on the
map - there is no “hand-edit” option.
As locations are selected they are added to the list.
To remove a location from the list, click on the map location again.
The list box is display-only, and clicking on/selecting its entries has
no effect.

2-28.2.5 Map Area Tips
Map Areas should be given names
that are succinct, yet descriptive, and
color/fill patterns that enable them to
show up easily on the map.
They should also follow important
terrain or man-made features as far
as possible. For example if a
“fenced-in” area has special
significance within the scenario, it
should be declared as its own area.
If the area surrounding the fenced-in
portion is also important, it can be
defined as well, but as a separate
entity (Map Areas can overlap).
This configuration is shown in the
example at right, with the “UltraSecure” Zone Area inside of the
“Ammunition Bunkers” Area.
Map Areas are drawn in the order
that they were defined/as they are
shown in the list, with the last on top.
So always define smaller areas last.
Important Note: Location Lists do
NOT display the Area name on the
map. Therefore, try to use the other
Area types whenever possible.

Figure 317: Map Areas Example. “Aircraft Parking Area” (red), “Fuel Storage
Tanks” (blue), “Ammunition Bunkers” (purple), “Ultra-Secure Zone” (yellow).
The “Ultra-Secure Zone” appears on top of the “Ammunition Bunkers” area
since it is defined later in the list (inset).

Section 2-29 Events
Events are sets of predetermined actions that result from occurrences of specific conditions during the game. They allow
for automatic “reactions” to specified “triggers”, in the general format of “If A happens, then implement B”, where A and B
can include more than one item. For example, “if an enemy unit is detected in the area around a missile silo” (the trigger,
A), then “release the rapid-response team” (the reaction, B).
Events can be used as force control measures, recreations of real-world situations, or to add variability and interest to a
scenario.
The triggering and reactions for Events are handled completely by the computer subject to the values entered for the
event; no human input is necessary, or even possible. When the computer AI has determined that the trigger conditions
are met subject to the Event options, it automatically implements the reactions.

2-29.1 Composition of Events
Events are created and edited using the Events Form. This form is accessed by clicking: Main Menu | Map
Areas/Events | Events.
Events are comprised of two primary parts:
• The first part is a set of “Triggers”, which identify what must occur in the scenario to activate the Event (i.e., “if this
happens...”).
• The second part are the “Reactions”, which specify what happens when the triggers are activated (“.... then this
occurs”).
Both Triggers and Reactions are defined using the Events Form, as described below. They must be defined first before
they can be used to create an Event. Additionally, once defined, Triggers and Reactions can be used in any number of
Events; users do not need to create multiple entries for the same Trigger of Reaction.

Figure 318: The Events Form. Define Triggers and Reactions first. They are then combined to create Events.

2-29.2 Creating, Editing, and Deleting Triggers
The Available Triggers Panel, at the top right of the Events Form, displays and controls the editing of Triggers. Once a
Trigger is defined, it will appear in the list box and can be selected to be part of an Event.
Note: Triggers often use Map Areas as control measures. Therefore Map Areas should be defined as fully as possible
before creating Triggers and Events. Map Areas were covered in the previous section, above.
To Add a new Trigger, click the [Add New To List] button. A dropdown menu will appear showing the trigger types recognized by the
program (the list may expand in the future).

To edit or delete an existing Trigger, select it in the display panel,
and then click the [Edit Highlighted] or [Delete Highlighted]
button at the bottom of the section to edit or delete the entry,
respectively. The editing function uses the same form as for adding
new entries, which will be described below.

The current trigger types are:

Unit Detected Trigger: This trigger is activated
when a unit from the specified force detects a
unit from the specified target force subject to the
set conditions. Users can set:
• The sighting force and/or specific
sighting unit (use “All” for any unit in the
force).
• The target unit's owning force, and its
characteristics (type and size). Use “Any
Type” for all units in the force being
detected.
• The quality level of the sighting. The
Figure 319: Unit Detected Trigger (Example 1). This example
higher the level, the better/more
trigger
will be invoked whenever any US unit detects any enemy
complete the information (“known” levels
(CIS)
unit
anywhere on the map. Detections can be from any
are covered in the section on detection
source,
including
maneuver units, aircraft, remote sensors,
and FOW).
electronic
surveillance, satellites, etc.
• The location/area of the target unit. Use
“Entire Map” for any location on the map.
• A specific friendly unit that must receive
the report of the sighting (will normally
impose additional delays while the report
works through the chain of command to
the ultimate unit. For no restrictions, use
“Any unit in force”.
To change any of the values, click on the editing
or drop-down boxes.

Figure 320: Unit Detected Trigger (Example 2). This trigger will
be invoked when an enemy (CIS) personnel unit is detected to
Level 2 or better inside of the Ammunition Bunker Area, and the
report is received by the 806th AP Detachment (the TF HQ).

Unit Engaged Trigger: This trigger is invoked
when a unit from the specified force takes
incoming fire subject to the set conditions. Users
can set:
• The target unit's force.
• The target's characteristics – either a
specific unit or a type of unit (use “All
Units” or “Any Type” for any unit in the
selected force).
• The type of incoming fire: DF, IF, airstrike
or any combination of the three.
• The results of the incoming fire:
suppression (greater than 25 points),
immobilization, damage, kill, or any
combination of the four.

Figure 321: Unit Engaged Trigger (Example 1). This example
trigger will be invoked whenever any US unit is engaged by any
means, with any result.

To change any of the values, click on the editing
or drop-down boxes.

Figure 322: Unit Engaged Trigger (Example 2). This example
trigger will be invoked whenever any US MBT/Medium Tank unit
takes damage or a kill from incoming enemy DF. Other types of
incoming fire, or fire that does not cause kill or damage will not
trip the trigger.

Location/Area/IP Occupied Trigger: This trigger
is invoked when a unit from the specified force
physically occupies a specified location/hex, a
location/hex with in a Map Area, or an Improved
Position (IP).
In this Trigger type, users can set:
• The moving/occupying unit's force.
• The occupying unit's characteristics –
either a specific unit or a type of unit (use
“All Units” or “Any Type” for any unit in
the selected force).
• The thing being occupied, either a single
location, a defined Map Area, or an
Figure 323: Loc/Area/IP Occupied Trigger (Example 1). This
Improved Position (IP). After clicking the
example
trigger will be invoked whenever any US unit is engaged
desired radio button, click on the map to
by any means, with any result.
set the single location/hex or IP, or select
the Area from the pop-up dialog box.
To change any of the values, click on the editing
or drop-down boxes.
Important Note 1: Unlike the previous “Detected”
Trigger, detection is not necessary here – the
trigger is invoked whether the occupying unit is
known or not.
Important Note 2: When an IP is designated to
be occupied, the unit must do exactly that. It is
not enough that the unit just move into the
location of the IP; it must physically occupy
(“move into”) the IP itself.

Figure 324: Loc/Area/IP Occupied Trigger (Example 2). This
example trigger will be invoked whenever any CIS unit physically
occupies the ICBM silo. This is in contrast to the first example,
where the CIS unit only needs to move into the silo's location.

2-29.3 Creating, Editing, and Deleting Reactions
The Available Reactions Panel, at the bottom right of the Events Form, displays and controls the editing of Reactions.
Once a Reaction is defined, it will appear in the list box and can be selected to be part of an Event.
Note: Reactions use Reinforcements and Dynamic (Active) IP's as control measures. Therefore these should be defined
as fully as possible before creating Reactions and Events (setting these values were covered in previous sections).
To Add a new Reaction, click the [Add New To List] button in the
Available Reactions section. A drop-down menu will appear
showing the trigger types recognized by the program (the list may
expand in the future).

To edit or delete an existing Reaction, select it in the display panel,
and then click the [Edit Highlighted] or [Delete Highlighted]
button at the bottom of the section to edit or delete the entry,
respectively. The editing function uses the same form as for adding
new entries, which will be described below.

The current reaction types are:
Release Reinforcements Reaction: This reaction
immediately brings into play units previously
designated as reinforcements. Units are so
designated during the set-up phase, from the
Place Units On Map Form). The units will be
placed in their entry locations, which is also set
during the set-up phase.
With this reaction, users can set:
• The type of units to release, either by
stacking, movement, weapons system
type, or parent HQ. Use “All units” for no
restrictions.
Figure 325: Release Reinforcements Reaction (Example 1).
• The reinforcement turn assignment for
When this example reaction is invoked, it will release all US units
the units. This setting can include
designated as reinforcements – their set entry turn is ignored.
multiple turns, so that it is possible to
easily tailor major responses without
having to define separate reactions. For
example, a single reaction could include
turns 300 and 350, thus saving having to
define one reaction for each turn on its
own. Use “All turns” to ignore the unit
entry turn settings – when invoked, all
reinforcement units not already in play
will enter the scenario.
• One or more limiting formations. This
option is somewhat like specifying “All
under HQ” from the first box, except that
it is more flexible and allows for multiple Figure 326: Release Reinforcements Reaction (Example 2). This
reaction will release only those units that are assigned an entry
formations to be set.
turn of 300. Units can also be limited by type, HQ, or formation;
To change any of the values, click on the editing multiple assignments are also possible (i.e., turns 300 AND 350).
or drop-down boxes.
Note: When setting “reaction forces” as reinforcements, “arrival turn” values should be used that are significantly in
excess of the game length so that there is no chance they will be released “normally”. For example, if the scenario is set
to run for 60 turns, reinforcement turn values of 200 or more should be used.
In addition, reinforcement turn values should be used to group together units that are part of a single reaction force, but
separate them from other independent reaction forces. For instance, if three formations are designated as “reaction”
forces, but can be released separately from each other, then each formation should be assigned different reinforcement
turns. For example, the units in the Attack Helicopter Company could be given a turn of 300, the units in the Attack
Aircraft Flight Company a turn of 350, and the Reconnaissance Troop reinforcement turns of 400. Within each formation,
however, all of the units would share the same value.

Figure 327: Example of setting up three independent Base Reaction Groups (all the units sharing the same
reinforcement turn): Group 1: turn 300; Group 2: turn 350; Group 3: turn 400. Actual deployment of the units
within each Group can be limited by additional settings in the Reaction definition.

Figure 328: Base Reaction Groups are not constrained by formations – only by entry turn. However, normal
Chain of Command requirements/effects will be imposed on units once they enter the scenario.

Initiate Active Object Reaction: This reaction
starts an Active Object change operation. Active
Objects, which were covered in a previous
section, have the ability to change their
characteristics while the scenario is underway.
With this reaction, users can set:
• The type of Active Object to change.
Active Object types are currently limited
to Dynamic Improved Positions (IP's)).
This value must be set before an actual
object can be selected (since it is used to
set what objects are displayed in the list). Figure 329: Initiate Active Object Reaction. When this example
reaction is invoked, it will start the “Open Silo Doors” action for
• The delay time, or “countdown”, before
the
specified IP. The time required to complete the operation (i.e.,
the active operation actually begins after
open the doors), and its effects are set in the object's definition
the reaction is invoked. This delay,
(shown below).
which is in seconds, can represent
simple confusion as well as preparation,
dissemination, confirmation, and other
procedures that might be necessary prior
to starting the change.
• The object to change. The object must
exist (i.e., be in play), and must have an
Dynamic Operation assigned. An
example of setting an IP to have an
Active (Dynamic) Operation is shown at
right.
To change any of the values, click on the editing
or drop-down boxes.

2-29.4 Creating, Editing, and Deleting Events
Events are combinations of Triggers and Reactions. These items must be defined before they can be assigned to an
Event, and must be displayed in the Available Triggers and Reactions boxes on the right hand side of the form.

Figure 330: Adding Events, once the appropriate Triggers and Reactions have been defined.
To create a new Event, click the [Add New Event] at the bottom
right of the Existing Events panel.
It is best if the required Triggers and Reactions have already been
defined, however it is always possible to add or modify these
items later.
NOTE: If a Trigger or Reaction is edited, their changes are applied
immediately to any Event that uses them (i.e., Events always use
the latest version of any Trigger or Event, no matter what their
settings were when the Event was first created).

The new Event will appear in the list, with its options set to the
default values. These values should be changed as appropriate:
•
•

•

Save As: The text description of the Event.
Known To: Which player(s) are aware that this Event
exists. If an Event is not “known To” a player, that player
will not be able to view or edit it. The default is the current
player.
Triggers: If multiple Triggers are selected, this determines
if the Event is invoked if ANY of the Triggers is tripper, or if
ALL of the Triggers must be tripped. For example, if there
are 3 Triggers assigned to an Event, T1, T2, and T3, then:
◦ If 'Any Trigger' is checked, the Event will be invoked if
the conditions of any single trigger (T1, T2, or T3) are
met.
◦ If, in contrast, 'All triggers' is checked, then all of the
triggers (T1, T2 and T3) must be met before the Event
will be invoked. For the purposes of this
determination, once a Trigger has been “tripped”, it
remains “tripped” for the duration of the scenario, even
if conditions later change such that the requirements
are no longer met.

Figure 331: Event Values.

Once editing is complete, click [Save] at the bottom right of the form to save all changes and return to the main screen (or
[Cancel] to discard all changes before returning).
In general, Events should be defined by selecting the Triggers first, then the Reactions, and finally setting the main Event
values. However, it is not mandatory to follow this sequence, and it is always possible to add, edit and delete these items
at any time.
To add a Trigger or Reaction to the Event, simply click on the desired Trigger or Event in their respective list boxes. A
check box will appear next to the item description, showing that it is part of the Event. For example, this Event will release
the Initial Reaction Teams (i.e., “bring them into the game”) when an enemy is detected in the Ammo Bunker area (using
the Triggers and Reactions defined as examples in the previous sections):

Figure 332: Example Event 1. This Event will be invoked when an enemy unit is detected in the Bunker area, and
will release all of the units designated as part of the Initial Reaction Team (reinforcement turn = 300).

Figure 333: Example Event 2. This Event will cause the silo doors to open (initiate Dynamic IP action) when
either a US unit is engaged, or when an enemy unit occupies the IP location.

Section 2-30 Ending the Turn
When a human player has finished reviewing the previous combat action and issuing orders, the next step is to end the
turn. The scenario will then proceed, either to the next player’s turn, or into the combat activity phase.
There are several ways to end the turn:
1. Click the End Turn Mode button (shown to the left).
2. Select Main Menu | Turn Complete (shown at the far
left).
3. Select Main Menu | Turn Complete Auto Advance. In
addition to ending the turn, it will put the game in autoadvance mode.
4. Hit <Ctrl> + T on the keyboard.

As was previously mentioned, the game proceeds in a cycle of repeating steps until the end turn is reached:
1. First player turn
2. Second player turn
3. Combat activity
The combat activity phase is always watched in real time by the last human player to have a turn before it occurs. In oneplayer games (vs. an AI player), this is always the human player. In a two human player game, this will be the second
player. The first player then watches the combat phase replay (which shows things from his perspective).
The defender is always the second player. In cases where both players are attacking (meeting engagement), players go
in numerical sequence (1 then 2).
If the game is in auto-run mode, steps 1 and 2 are omitted, essentially resulting in a number of back-to-back combat
phases. This helps move scenarios along quickly during periods of limited action, or in AI vs. AI situations. The autoadvance mode options allow players to customize the duration and extent of the auto-advance, either by a number of
turns, or when “action occurs” in the combat phase. The auto-advance setting can be adjusted on the Preferences Form,
or the Action Reporting form, as discussed in previous sections.
For two human player games, at the end of each turn or combat phase, players will be asked to save the game to a file.
This file should then be sent to the other player, if not playing “hot seat” on the same computer.

Section 2-31 Combat Reporting
The program uses both graphical and textual methods to show players what is occurring during the combat pulse (or
replay). The graphical methods are shown on the map, while the text messages are displayed on the action reporting
form.
In all cases, the information shown is always subject to the Fog of War (FOW) level being used for the scenario. Displays
are thus limited for what each player actually “knows”, at least for the most part. In some situations additional information
is provided on friendly forces or actions to prevent confusion or doubt when actions do not happen as planned or as a
player would expect them to.

2-31.1 Graphical Map Displays
The map display graphics are of three types:
1. Impact location highlight with a colored square. This is used for the location of artillery or missile impacts or close
air support strikes. It may not be the actual location, depending on FOW.
2. DF firing and target unit location with colored squares. As with impact locations, the location shown may not be
the actual units’ locations, depending on the FOW situation.
3. Fire lines representing direct fire are drawn between the firing unit and target. The line color is the firing force’s
primary color (set in the Preferences Form).

4. An “A” inside a circle shows moving aircraft. The color is the force’s primary color.
The actual graphics shown will depend on the animation level, which is set in Preferences during the player’s turn, or the
Action Reporting form during the combat phase or replay. The higher the animation level, the more is shown. At the
lowest animation level, only the location highlights are displayed.

2-31.2 The Combat Phase Report Form
The Combat Phase Report Form shows textual messages describing the occurrence and results of combat and other
activities. The information is filtered for the FOW situation and the position of the player as the TF Commander, but as
previously stated, allowance is sometimes made to reduce confusion. For example, friendly weapon malfunctions are
reported, even though it is unlikely that in real-life the TF Commander would know that at the instant it occurs.

Figure 334: The Combat Phase Report Form.
The above diagram covers all of the major settings of the form, and how they are used.
Making these changes speeds up the combat phase execution:






Turning off the sound
Lowering the animation level
Lowering the detail level
Lowering the message delay.

While these changes provide more information:





Turning on the sound
Raising the animation level.
Raising the detail level
Increasing the message delay.

The text reports themselves are self-explanatory. Each pulse and phase is identified in turn with yellow labels (depending
on the detail level setting). The reports and summary values are in white.
The Detail Level Setting determines how much information/text is shown for each reported event. Detail Level 1 is the
most succinct, and displays essentially only the highlights or summaries. Level 6 is the most detailed, and it list most of
the parameters and calculated values associated with the action.
• Level 1: Aggregate Summary only.

•
•
•
•
•

Level 2: Type Summary (IF, DF, etc) only.
Level 3: Type Summary with basic firing reporting.
Level 4: Aggregate Summary, with Detailed Firing Reporting.
Level 5: Full Reporting (Firing, Detections, etc).
Level 6: Full Reporting with Detailed Firing and LOS Information.

Examples of the reports at Level 1 and Level 6 are:

Figure 335: Detail Level 1 report.

Figure 336: Same situation at Detail Level 6.

A final summary is always shown at the end of the report. It
does not depend on the Detail Level setting.
At the top of the summary, the number of AI timeouts is
given. AI timeouts occur when the AI can not find a
movement path between two locations within an allotted
time limit (the “timeout” value - which is user-customizable
from the Preferences form). When a timeout occurs, the
unit will not move at all; a high number of timeouts indicate
that the AI is having difficulties moving units on the map in
the current conditions. In that case, either raise the timeout
level (resulting in longer running games), or if that is not
possible, try to make movement easier for the AI (add
bridges, reposition forces, etc.). Otherwise a force with a
high number of timeouts will move sluggishly, if at all.
After the timeouts, the combat activity is summarized.
This summary indicates the total number of units firing on
each side, the number of rounds fired, the number of hits,
and the number of kills.
If a question mark appears as one of the values, it means
that Fog of War prevented the player form having complete
and accurate knowledge of the value.

Figure 337: The Combat Report Summary.

2-31.3 Saving the Report to a File
The turn report can be saved as a standard text file in zero-player (AI vs. AI) games.
The option to do this is presented at the start of the first
combat pulse in a timed dialog box. To enable the file save
feature, click yes.
The text that is saved to the file is a direct copy of the text
shown on the Combat Phase Report

The file is saved in a folder named “Action Reports”, directly under your main program folder. The file name will be the
scenario name with the extension “.TXT”, for example “Operation Talon.TXT”. If the scenario does not have a name,
“Unnamed Game” will be used, instead.
If a file with the default name already exists in the folder, by
default the existing file will be renamed by the addition of a
time-date indicator on the end of the file name. However,
the existing file name may be used if desired (with new text
appended onto the end of the existing report).

To disable the file save during a scenario, bring up the Preferences form (Main Menu | Preferences). On the General
Tab, uncheck the box labeled: [ ] Write Combat Reports to File.

Section 2-32 Viewing the Replay/Turn Summary
Players may view a replay or summary of the previous combat phase at any time during their orders phase.
Clicking the Turn Replay button causes a complete recap of the previous combat phase to be displayed,
exactly as if the player were observing it in real-time. All of the map animations, sounds and graphics are
displayed normally, using the detail level and message delay settings.
Clicking the Turn Summary button causes all of the text messages and summary from the previous
combat phase to be displayed at the current detail level. However, there are no accompanying sounds,
animation, or map graphics. Therefore this is a much quicker alternative to get information than the Turn
Replay option, above.

Section 2-33 Game Results (Victory) Screen
At the end of the scenario (the end turn is reached or an early end condition is met), the Game Results screen will be
displayed. Because it identifies which player “won”, it is also called the “Victory” screen.
“Victory” comes in several levels, in increasing order:
Draw, Marginal, Substantive, Decisive, and
Overwhelming. The level is determined by determining
the Victory Points for each player, and comparing the
totals.
Victory Points are gained by:
• Destroying enemy units
• Having enemy units surrender
• Having units on/near the objective
• Having a smaller force at the start (in terms of
total weapon system Victory Points)
Victory Points are reduced by:
• Inflicting civilian casualties
• Not having units on the objective (when
attacking)
• Adjusting the objective manually at the start of
the scenario (attacker)
A further adjustment is made for each force’s mission.
The more the force was supposed to hold or take the
objectives, the more emphasis is placed on doing so.
For example, a force with the mission to “Hold at all
costs” will incur greater point values (plus and minus)
for units in the objective area (defending/attacking) than
one assigned to “Delay”.
Additional detail and information can be accessed by
clicking the buttons on the bottom of the form ([MOE
Report] and [Show Replay]). These options will be
Figure 338: Game Results Screen.
discussed in the sections on “Reports” and “Full Game
Replay”, below.
Click [Reveal All] to remove all Fog of War constraints. Units (both friendly and enemy) will be shown in their true states
and positions on the map. This option is available only at the end of a game to prevent FOW circumvention by players in
two-human player games.

Section 2-34 MOE Reports
The MOE Report (Measures of Effectiveness) was added in response to professional user requirements. The report is
designed to provide detailed data on specific areas of interest. These areas were determined by the nature of each
project. Therefore, as the TSS is used for other analysis opportunities, additional MOE values are likely to be added in
the future for those projects.

2-34.1 MOE Summary Page
The MOE report is accessed either from the Main Menu | Reports (as shown to
the right) or by clicking the button on the Game Results screen (see above). When
activated, the MOE Report will display the Summary Page.

The MOE Summary Page shows overall force performance.
The categories/values are: (Note: VP = Victory Points)
Force Exchange: the KIA exchange ratio, using VP’s.
KIA % of Force: percent KIA in VP’s.
KIA by Friendly: Fratricide (friendly-fire) losses.
Surrenders: Number of units that surrendered.
Breakdowns: Number of mechanical breakdowns.
Evacs: Number of systems auto-evacuated.
Times Damage: Number of discrete damage events.
Force Points: Raw VP totals.
Units Detected: Total units detected by any means.
Time on/to Objective: Time the first attacking unit reached the
objective or when last defending unit abandoned it (in sec
since start).
Messages Sent: The total number of messages sent, with sub
headings for network messages and number of units on or off
the network.
Messages Received: The number of sent messages actually
received by the intended recipient.
Comm Time: the total time taken by all messages to reach
their recipient; includes network subset.
Messages Canceled: Total canceled by sender.
Bandwidth Exceptions: Number of messages canceled due to
bandwidth (capacity) limits. Broken down by limits for senders
and receivers.
Jamming Delay: Average time increase from jamming.
Intercepts: The number of (friendly) messages intercepted by
the enemy.
Message Statistics Section: Total number and time by
message type and sending method.
Air Missions: The number of air missions actually started, and
the average time since being called.
Arty Missions (FFE): The number of arty missions going to
FFE, and the average time required to do so.
Arty Missions (Fired): The number of arty call for fire missions
and the average time required.
Click the radio buttons to bring up additional reports, which
are discussed in the following sections.
Click [Generate Spreadsheet File] to send the results into a
delimited file that can be easily imported by spreadsheet
programs or can be merged with the MOE results files from
other scenario runs (using the MOE Merger utility, below).

Figure 339: MOE Summary Page.

2-34.2 MOE Attacking/Defending Systems Page
This page is accessed by clicking the radio button at the bottom left of the MOE Report form.

Figure 340: MOE Attacking/Defending Systems Page.
This report shows details of all “kills” in the game, where a system was destroyed. Specifically, it shows a summary of
what specific attacking weapon systems caused the kills against each defending system, and the total number of those
kills. For example, the first (highlighted) line in the figure above indicates that US HMMWV firing M789 30mm ammunition
destroyed 2 Syrian Technical trucks during the course of the scenario. Note also that civilian losses are counted as well.
Even though the civilians were likely not intended as the targets, this page makes no distinction between intended targets
and actual ones. All that are counted are actual kills, including those from collateral damage and terrain fires.
Note also that only the round actually causing the kill is recorded. If previous combat actions caused extensive damage,
they are ignored. That is true even if their damage was necessary for the recorded round to achieve the kill.

2-34.3 MOE Weapons Systems Page
This page is accessed by clicking the radio button at the bottom left of the MOE Report form.

Figure 341: MOE Weapons Systems Details Page.
This page shows the aggregate kill, damage, detections and breakdowns for each weapon systems. The positive (+)
column indicates things of benefit to the force, while the negative (-) column is the opposite. The force is set using the
radio buttons at the lower right.
The values shown are:
o Kills:
o (+): The number of enemy weapons systems (of any type) that this system has killed.
o (-): the number of friendly systems of this type that were killed.
o Damage:
o (+): The number of times that this system has damaged an enemy system (of any type).
o (-): the number of times friendly systems of this type were damaged.
o Detections
o (+): The total number of detection events of enemy units (of any type) by the indicated weapons system.
An event occurs any time the known level of an enemy system is increased. For example, if an enemy
unit as “known” at level 1 at the start of the pulse, but during the pulse that level was increased to 3 by
and infantry weapons system, and again to 5 by a tank, the infantry and tank would each add one
detection event to their respective totals.
o (-): Total enemy detection events (see above) of friendly systems.
o Breakdowns: The total number of mechanical breakdowns suffered by weapons systems of the indicated type
during the scenario.

2-34.4 MOE Merger
The MOE merger allows for the MOE results of a single or batch scenario run to be added together into a single final
report.

Note: To set up a batch run, use Main Menu | File |
Batch Scenario Run when initially loading in the
scenario (as shown at right). The Batch Run
feature allows for a scenario to be run start to finish
multiple times (up to 100 times).

The MOE results of either a batch or single run must be saved to a file before they can be merged. This is done using the
[Generate Spreadsheet File] button on the main MOE page. All saved MOE files have a default extension of “.MOE”.
Merging MOE files is done in 4 steps:

Figure 342: Step 1: Bring up the MOE Merger from the Main Menu | Reports | MOE Merger.

Figure 343: Step 2: Click [Add Report] to add the first file. The MOE values are shown in the left pane.

Figure 344: Step 3: Click [Add Report] to add additional files. The combined results are shown in the left pane.

Figure 345: Click [Merge] to save the merged results to a new file (which is delimited).

Section 2-35 Full Game Replay
At the conclusion of a scenario, a full-game replay may be viewed. This replay shows all major combat actions and unit
positions as they actually were – without any effect of Fog of War. The replay is only a general overview. It does not
include the detailed combat reports from each phase/turn.

The replay is initiated by either clicking the [Show Replay] button on
the Game Results form, or from the Main Menu | Reports | Scenario
Replay.

To preserve FOW in competitive two-player games, if either player
has a password defined there will be limitations on when the replay
may be viewed.

The Replay Control form (see below) will appear, and the replay will
start automatically.
If the Game Results Form (left) is visible, it will be minimized until the
replay is closed.
The Replay Control form is used to adjust the replay running characteristics, including the running speed, and allows
players to pause, forward or rewind the replay. The form uses standard buttons, as shown here:

Figure 346: Scenario Replay Control Form.
The current turn being shown, as well as general information is shown in blue text under the buttons.
The current combat action will be shown on the map. All of the standard display buttons work normally, including the
zoom in and zoom out functions. General messages will also be shown on the map near the action.

Figure 347: Map display during the replay. Zoom in/out functions operate normally.

When viewing is complete, click the “X” in the upper right corner of the Replay Control Form to close the form and exit the
replay.

Section 2-36 Scenario Files
Scenarios are standard saved game files, with one exception. They are always considered to be at the “starting point”.
This makes it easier for players to pick them out when they want to start a new game; they don’t have to search though
the in-progress save files in the same folder.
Designating a file as “Scenario” also helps creators that want to save their game set up for later use, especially for
multiple runs/variability analysis, or for distribution to other players. By saving a game as a scenario, the maker gets more
control over many playability settings that are not available when games are saved normally.
Finally, because scenarios are always at the starting point, players have additional control over many values when the
scenario is loaded. They can thus override what the creator entered, although the maker’s values will be set as the
defaults.

2-36.1 Loading A Scenario
To load an existing scenario file, use Main Menu |
File | Load Pre-Made Scenario.
Or hit <Ctrl> + P on the keyboard.

The Load Scenario Form will appear, as in this example:

Note: not all scenarios will have text descriptions or graphics associated with them, so these areas may appear blank.
Additionally, this form only shows text and graphics designated as “General” when the scenario was created. Text and
graphics entered specifically for Player 1 and/or Player 2 are never displayed on this form to preserve their contents from
potentially being wrongly disclosed to the player loading the game. For more information on text and graphics, see the
next section on creating scenarios.
After selecting the desired scenario file to load, set the Scenario Control values as desired at the bottom left of the form,
and click [Start Game] to load the file and begin the game.
Scenarios can also be “quick-selected” by double-clicking on them in the Scenario Files box. However, the scenario will
be loaded with the default Scenario Control values.

2-36.2 Creating a Scenario
Any game may be saved as a scenario file, at any time. This is true whether the game was just created from scratch, is in
the set-up phase, or is already in-progress. This allows for situations to be easily saved for “what-if” analysis.
The first step in making a scenario, therefore, is to get an in-progress game with the desired situation. In most cases, this
will mean creating a game from scratch, picking the map missions, forces, and setting the nationality and unit levels. It is
also common for new scenarios to have the units placed on the map, loaded or emplaced, and even assigned initial
movement orders. This makes it easy for the creator or other uses to load the game and immediately jump into the
action. In these cases, the game is normally created as human vs. human, and then saved as a scenario on turn 1
(although as will be described below, the turn can be reset to the set-up phase if desired).
Additionally, one may find that the end of one game makes a good starting point for a new one. This is fine too, since
there are no ultimate limits.
To save any existing game as a scenario, use
Main Menu | File | Save Game As Scenario.
All games are eligible to be saved as scenarios;
their current turn, conditions, or forces are
immaterial.

The first special option players are given when saving as a
scenario is to change the Victory Objective locations.
Selecting [Yes] brings up the Victory Objectives box,
covered in a previous manual section on setting up new
games. Selecting [No] leaves the objective(s) unchanged.

The next step is to select the file name. This is done using a standard “Save Current Game As” dialog box. Note that this
is used only for the file name on the hard disk. It does not set the scenario “title” (which is displayed at the top of the main
form for game identification). In case an existing file name is chosen, a warning box will alert players to the fact that if
they continue, the original file will be overwritten.
After the file name has been selected, the Edit Scenario Description Form will be displayed, allowing the scenario creator
to add mission statements, historical background information, and other textual descriptions, as well as graphics. The text
and graphics can be set to appear generally (visible at any time to either player) or can be limited to only one player or the
other. This allows the creator to enter up to 3 different sets of text and graphics: a general set, a set for player 1 and a set
for player 2.
Here is an example of how the form is used:

When [ ] ReSet FOW is checked, all accumulated intelligence on units and objects will be removed. This process is
applied to all units equally; afterward no unit will have knowledge of any other unit or object, and all existing SITREPS will
be deleted. Note that this affects information on friendly as well as enemy units. However, knowledge of friendly forces
will be updated later as part of the normal scenario starting procedures (some enemy forces may be detected as well).
If this option is not selected, all intel remains intact; what units know about other units will remain unchanged, and all
SITREPS remain active (including those in the process of being transmitted).
If [ ] Reset Turn to Start is checked, the scenario will be saved with the turn reset to zero (the set-up phase). An option
will also be offered to reset all of the “Last Known” information. When this happens, all knowledge each force has of the
other will be lost. However, some knowledge may regained when the standard start of game detection routines are run;
when loaded, the scenario will follow the normal new/set-up phase game sequence.
If the turn is not reset, the current turn will remain unchanged in the new scenario; when it is loaded players will begin
from that point.
If [ ] Add End Conditions is checked, the Set End Conditions Form will appear after closing (clicking [Save Now]). This
form allows players to set conditions that will end the game before the end turn is reached, with the intent of saving
“wasted” time having to run a game to an arbitrary ending turn after all action has effectively ended or an objective has
been reached. The Set End Conditions Form and early ending conditions were covered in detail in a previous section of
the manual.
If no alternate ending conditions are set, the scenario will always run until the set end turn (or until a force is completely
wiped out and has no units left).
Click the [Save Now] button to save the new scenario and close the form.

Section 2-37 Getting Help
Most forms and screens in the game have instant help available for them. This type of help is sometimes called “on-line”
because it is readily available and part of the program itself. While perhaps counter-intuitive, no Internet access is
required.

2-37.1 The Main Form
Help is accessed from the Main Menu | Help. It has the
following options:






Complete Manual: Opens this document in an html
format using the default web browser.
How Do I ... ?: Displays a special set of step-bystep instructions for the most common operations.
Tutorial Slides: Displays the set of “slides” used
with the default tutorial game.
Updates Online: Provides a link to the HPS web
site where updates/additional files are posted.
About: Displays the “About Box” with version and
system information.

2-37.2 Other Game Forms
Most forms have associated help, which is accessed
through a [Help] button. In most cases, this button is
located at the bottom right of the form, although in a few
cases it is located elsewhere.

2-37.3 DataView Forms
Help is accessed on all of the forms from the
Main Menu | Help option.

Section 2-38 Information, Warning, and Error Messages
2-38.1 Firing/Targeting (DF, IF, CAS)
Whenever the computer, analyzes any kind of firing situation the following text stings may be displayed (along with their
complete meaning):
Display String

Notes

OK to fire.

The analysis did not encounter any errors or other situations that would prevent
firing.

OK to fire (guidance dependent).

The munition being fired is guided. No errors were encountered by the analysis, but
guidance must be checked at the time of actual firing.

Can't engage.

The firing unit has no gun/launcher systems, or no ammo has been defined for the
selected gun.

Wpn damaged/destd.

The intended gun/launcher system has been damaged or destroyed and cannot fire.

Gun doesn't exist.

The selected gun has not been defined in the data table.

Ammo doesn't exist.

The selected ammunition has not been defined in the data table.

ROF=zero.

The ROF (rate of fire) is zero - either as set in the data table, or from orders issued
to the firing unit.

No ammo on-hand.

The firing unit does not have any of the selected ammunition on-hand.

Outbound angle too great.

The required firing angle exceeds the gun’s maximum elevation. This could be
necessary to achieve the required range or to clear obstacles.

Inbound angle too great.

The incoming flight path to the target is too steep and cannot be achieved by the
gun or munition. Normally this is a result of having to clear obstacles near the
target.

Over command limit.

The firing unit is already controlling the maximum number of guided munitions
allowed; no more can be fired until some are released.

Over range/no firing angle possible.

The target is beyond a powered projectile’s maximum range as set in the data table,
or for ballistic projectiles, a flight path to the target cannot be achieved using any
allowed gun/launcher elevation.

No valid target.

The target cannot be engaged.

Weapon already fired.

The gun/launcher is not available because it recently fired and the minimum time
between rounds has not expired.

Can't rotate to target.

The gun/launcher either cannot be rotated at all, or not far enough to engage the
target with current facings/conditions.

Unit in IP, can't see target.

The firing unit is in an IP (Improved Position), and the target is outside the IP’s firing
arc.

Wpn can't engage ground (<10m elev)
target.

The firing weapon can’t engage ground targets (those at 10m or less elevation
AGL). This flag is set in the data table.

Wpn can't engage air (>10m elev) target.

The firing weapon can’t engage air targets (those at more than 10m elevation AGL).
This flag is set in the data table.

Under minimum range.

The target is closer than the munition minimum range as set in the data table.

Over maximum range.

The target is closer than the munition maximum range as set in the data table.

Target out of max gun range.

The target is beyond all possible maximum gun/ammo ranges for the unit/weapon
system.

LOS Blocked.

DF (direct fire) is not possible because a valid LOS does not exist between the firing
unit and the target.

Coax already fired in hull/tur.

The selected weapon cannot engage because a gun mounted coaxially with it just
fired. Coaxial links are set in the data table.

IP doesn't allow backblast.

The firing unit is in an IP (Improved Position), and the munition to be fired generates
backblast. However, weapons with backblast cannot be fired from inside the IP.
The backblast flags are set in the data tables.

Must be fired IF.

This indicates that intended DF is not possible because no valid LOS exists
between the firing unit and target. However, the firing unit is capable of IF (indirect
fire) which must be used instead.

Unit must be emplaced first.

The firing weapons system must be emplaced before it can fire, and it is not.
Orders to emplace are usually issued automatically when units stop moving (if the
unit must emplace to fire). Orders may also be issued manually though the Unit
Movement interface.

Target is not sighted.

The firing unit must have the target sighted to use DF against it.

No ammo on hand.

The firing unit does not have any of the selected ammunition remaining on-hand.

Ammo is not targetable.

The selected ammunition cannot be manually targeted (e.g., passive mines, or
weapon systems) or if the target is a personnel type, the ammunition is not
suitable/prohibited by convention (e.g., large caliber AP rounds being fired at single
troops).

Ammo has no DF effectiveness.

The accuracy against the target is zero.

Missile Accuracy=0.

The accuracy of the guided missile is zero; all tracking of the target is lost.

Controller Destroyed.

The ammunition is a guided missile type, and the default controller has been
destroyed. In some cases, another controller may be able to take over. Otherwise,
the missile is lost (and may detonate randomly in its current location).

Controller Broken.

The ammunition is a guided missile type, and the default controller has suffered a
morale change to a broken state (defined as any state except normal and
wavering). In some cases, another controller may be able to take over. Otherwise,
the missile may be lost (and may detonate randomly in its current location).

Controller Suppressed.

The ammunition is a guided missile type, and the default controller has been
suppressed to the point that it can no longer control the missile. In some cases,
another controller may be able to take over. Otherwise, the missile may be lost
(and may detonate randomly in its current location).

Controller Fatigued/Un-Trained.

The ammunition is a guided missile type, and the default controller unit is fatigued or
un-trained to the point where the missile’s accuracy becomes almost zero. The
missile is often lost (and may detonate randomly in its current location).

Guidance Wire Broke.

The ammunition is a wire-guided missile type, and the control wire has been broken.
The missile is lost (and may detonate randomly in its current location).

No Controller Found.

The ammunition is a guided missile type, and no units in the force were found
eligible to control it. The missile is lost (and may detonate randomly in its current
location).

Rate of Fire Delay.

The firing is being delayed so that the gun’s maximum ROF is not exceeded.

Target Destroyed.

The current target has been destroyed. Guided missiles may be eligible to re-target
otherwise they are lost. Firing of non-guided projectiles will cease, after possibly a
few wasted rounds before the destruction is fully confirmed.

Internal/IR/Vis/Laser: Range beyond Max
LOS.

The guidance system (Infrared, Visible, or Laser) requires a valid LOS to the target.
The current range is greater than the maximum LOS range.

Internal/IR/Vis/Laser: LOS Blocked.

The guidance system (Infrared, Visible, or Laser) requires a valid LOS to the target.
The LOS is completely blocked by the ground or terrain.

Radiation Homing: Tgt not emitting.

A radiation-homing munition requires that the target at least periodically emit EM
energy. The target has not done so recently, and the homing system has nothing to
track.

Radiation Homing: Source blocked.

Radiation-homing munitions must be able to detect and lock in on radiation emitted
by their target. In this case, the radiation signature is blocked (by either the ground
or the curvature of the Earth).

2-38.2 CAS Mission Plan
These error/warning messages are shown after clicking the [Check Mission Plan] button when setting up a CAS mission:
Display String

Notes

The air mission plan is within limits.

The flight plan meets all munitions, guidance, safety and other requirements.

The selected air unit has already been
assigned a mission.

Aircraft units may only be assigned one CAS mission at a time, and the selected unit
already has one.

Stand-off distance prohibited (Min=n)
Max=n). Change to AI Setting?

The standoff distance entered is outside of what is permissible for the munition
(shown as “Min” and “Max”). Selecting [Change] will have the AI automatically
assign a valid standoff distance.

Release altitude prohibited (Min=n)
Max=n). Change to AI Setting?

The altitude at the munition release point is outside of what is permissible for the
munition/aircraft (shown as “Min” and “Max”), based on current conditions, assisting
units and weather factors. Selecting [Change] will have the AI automatically assign
a valid altitude.

The aircraft cannot begin the mission as
scheduled; it requires more time. Change
start to earliest time?

Based on the selected aircraft unit’s current position, heading, maximum speed, and
command delay, it cannot reach the designated start position by the entered mission
start time. Note: This is an information message only, and the value does not need
to be changed. If it is left as is, the mission will begin immediately.

The mission start time is not
possible/invalid.

The Day-Hour-Minute entered for the mission to begin is outside the time range of
the scenario (before starting time, or after the ending time).

The SEAD mission start time is not
possible/invalid.

The Day-Hour-Minute entered for an SEAD mission to begin is outside the time
range of the scenario (before starting time, or after the ending time).

2-38.3 Staff Officer Notes/Comments
These error/warning messages are shown in the Notes/Comments column of some of the Staff Officer screens. If a
message begins with “(P#)”, it indicates the pulse during which the action took place.
Staff Officer: Display String

Notes

S3: Reaction Order: Will stop in covered
position on current path.

The unit has encountered the enemy, or taken fire, and is executing a Reaction
Order. It will continue on its current movement path until it reaches a covered
position.

S3: Reaction Order: Running for nearest
cover.

The unit has encountered the enemy, or taken fire, and is executing a Reaction
Order. It has abandoned its current movement orders, and is moving towards the
nearest covered position.

S3: Reaction Order: Holding position.

The unit has encountered the enemy, or taken fire, and is executing a Reaction
Order. It has temporarily ceased executing its current movement orders, and is
holding in its current position.

S3: Reaction Order: Rushing the enemy.

The unit has encountered the enemy, or taken fire, and is executing a Reaction
Order. It has abandoned its current movement orders, and is rushing towards the
closest enemy unit.

S3: Reaction Order: Loading other units.

The unit has encountered the enemy, or taken fire, and is executing a Reaction
Order. It has temporarily ceased executing its current movement orders, and is
loading all possible units in the location before moving out.

S3: Reaction Order: Unloading.

The unit has encountered the enemy, or taken fire, and is executing a Reaction
Order. It has temporarily ceased executing its current movement orders, and is
unloading all passenger units before moving out.

S3: Supn: value %

The unit’s speed was reduced by (value) percent because it is being suppressed to
some degree.

S3: Held Back/SOP.

The unit is being held back due to its urban combat SOP setting (vehicles hang
back and let troops enter the location first).

XO: Reaction Order: Targeting changed.

The unit has encountered the enemy, or taken fire, and is executing a Reaction
Order to return fire at the enemy by switching its current target.

XO: Reaction Order: ROF set to suppress.

The unit has encountered the enemy, or taken fire, and is executing a Reaction
Order to adjust its ROF to attempt to suppress the enemy (not necessarily to
damage or destroy it)

XO: Reaction Order: ROF set to max.

The unit has encountered the enemy, or taken fire, and is executing a Reaction
Order to adjust its ROF to the maximum possible.

XO: Reaction Order: Popped smoke.

The unit has encountered the enemy, or taken fire, and is executing a Reaction
Order to pop smoke.

XO: Move path timeout.

The AI movement timeout prevented the unit from being issued movement orders.

XO: Tgt Changed.

The firing unit changed its target - normally this is because the existing target was
destroyed or could no longer be engaged.

XO: Tgt ID’d as Friendly.

The unit discovered that it was firing at or its current target was a friendly unit.

Commo: (Px) (Number) SITREPS could not
be sent (trans limit).

During pulse x, the unit was unable to send (Num) SITREPS because they
exceeded the total number of messages that the unit can handle per pulse.

Engr: Planned bridge not long enough.

The bridge the unit is attempting to place is not long enough to span the obstacle.
Normally followed by one or more of the next three messages.

Engr: Replaced with: (system name)

(See above) A “too short” bridge type was replaced by another system in the
construction project.

Engr: (Number) of units released from
project.

When a construction is changed, units that are incapable of constructing it are
removed from the project.

Engr: No replacement system found in
work units. Project effectively canceled.

(See above) No units have the capability to construct a bridge long enough to span
the obstacle, the project was canceled.

Section 2-39: Keyboard Shortcut Keys
Operational Actions
Ctrl – D

Target location with Direct Fire.

Ctrl - M

Toggle Movement Orders mode.

Ctrl - I

Target location with Indirect file.

Ctrl - T

End Turn.

Map Display Actions
Ctrl – E

Toggle Elevation map shading.

Ctrl - H

Toggle Location Info Form.

Ctrl – F

Toggle Force structure display.

Ctrl - O

Toggle Off-map display.

Ctrl – G

Toggle map Grid on/off.

Ctrl - +

Zoom in on the current unit/location.

Ctrl - (minus)

Zoom out one level.

Game/File Actions
Ctrl - A

Save file As.

Ctrl - P

Load pre-made Scenario.

Ctrl - L

Load a game file.

Ctrl - S

Save current game.

Ctrl - N

New game from scratch.

Ctrl - X

Exit.

Ctrl - 1

Load the “last loaded” file.

Ctrl - 2,3,4,5

Load the “last loaded” files 2-5.

Staff Officers
F1

S-1 (Personnel).

F6

Engineer

F2

S-2 (Intelligence).

F7

Fire Support Officer (artillery).

F3

S-3 (Operations).

F8

Air Liaison Officer (airstrikes).

F4

S-4 (Supply).

F9

Communications

F5

XO (Targeting).

Part Three: Modeling and Simulation
This section of the manual will describe the modeling system and technical details incorporated into the simulation. Some
of these topics may be referenced elsewhere in the manual; but they are presented here in greater detail.
If you want to know how or why something is working the way it is, this is the part to read.
Ed note: I’ve tried to keep the equations and math to a minimum and focus on how the routines operate in general. On
occasion, however, I’ve included them just to illustrate the depth of the simulation.

Section 3-1: The Turn/Pulse Sequence
Within the simulation, actual time is broken down into a series of turns, each of which is comprised of a number of
combat pulses. Turns are used to control how often users are given the opportunity to issue orders to their force, while
combat pulses (or just pulses) are used to determine the time between situational “snapshots” in which combat and
movement take place.
These divisions allow the user to set a balance between the level of realism and accuracy and the length of time the
simulation needs to run to produce these results and how much effort is required of the player. The relationships are:
Short Turn:
Short Pulse:

Long Turn:
Long Pulse:

(Pro) Better player control over force actions
(Con) Longer games with more player interaction required.
(Pro) Higher resolution and accuracy
(Con) Increased scenario execution time.
(Pro) Shorter games with less player effort required.
(Con) Reduced player control.
(Pro) Quicker combat processing time.
(Con) Reduced accuracy.

For example, if a turn is set to 2 pulses, the control over the force will be much greater than if a turn was set to 4 pulses.
But the shorter turn setting will require twice as much player effort to complete the scenario. Likewise, if the pulse
duration is set to 5 seconds, the combat accuracy and resolution will be very high, but the scenario will take much longer
for the user to complete than if the pulse duration were set to 30 seconds.
However, it is worth noting that the simulation keeps track of things down to the second when determining rounds fired,
distance traveled, command delay elapsed or any of the other time-determined game functions, no matter what the turn or
pulse settings are.

3-1.1 The Turn Sequence
Each turn is comprised of a command phase for each force, followed by a number of combat pulses. The number of
pulses per turn is set at the start of the scenario, and is normally roughly based on the game scale.
During the command phase, a player (either human or AI) can view the known actions from the last turn (subject to Fog of
War), consult with his staff, and/or issue orders to units within his force. There is no set sequence for these activities; they
can be done at any time, multiple times, or not at all. Thus a player could view the combat replay, issue some orders, and
then go back to the replay again and then end the command phase without checking with his staff.
The staff is used primarily to present information on the status of friendly and enemy forces, and provide an easy way to
select critical items such as fire missions or units for action. The staff also provides a basic level of commentary, and may
sometimes offer suggestions.
Orders are commands given to units to perform some combat task or reconfiguration. Examples include giving movement
objectives, assigning DF targets, calling for fire support, or changing any part of a unit’s combat posture such as facing,
speed, or NBC protective level. In some cases, a command delay will be imposed before the order is executed; this
represents the time it takes in real life to transmit the order down the chain of command and to complete it.

Additionally, at the start and end of each turn, the computer performs certain “housekeeping” operations such as
assigning DF targets and IF missions when applicable, and updating the weather conditions. These routines are not run
in each pulse due to the substantial length of time they often take to execute.
The actual sequence is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Player #1 command phase.
Player #2 command phase.
AI sets DF targets as applicable for both players.
AI sets IF missions as applicable for both player.
Combat Pulses (variable number determined at start of scenario).
Turn replay saved for later viewing by either player.
Weather conditions are adjusted.
A check is made to determine if the scenario is over, and if so, the results are shown.

3-1.2 The Combat Pulse Sequence
During the combat pulse, the computer takes complete control of the scenario and executes the movement and combat
actions that are determined to occur during the “real-time” duration of the pulse.
The combat actions and activities within a pulse occur as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

IF/artillery missions are fired.
Radar detection is attempted against enemy aircraft and en-route units.
DF is fired.
The movement phase is executed, including engineering work and Opportunity Fire.
Standard detection (visual/IR/acoustic) is performed for all enemy (and friendly) units.
The effects of repair efforts against damaged radars and gun systems is judged and applied.
Terrain fires are adjusted and spread.
Illumination is adjusted (from flares, ambient illumination, terrain fires, etc.)
Smoke is produced from wrecks and fires, and existing smoke drifts/dissipates.
Chemical contamination is adjusted for location and conditions.
Units are assigned as “acting” HQ’s when necessary to cover combat losses or other conditions.

3-1.3 The Movement Phase
The movement phase is broken down into several steps, which determine when and in what order units move or perform
other tasks.
1. All units not En-route move first. This includes just about everything except missiles of one sort or another, and
this is also when these units will perform other operations such as engineering actions and MOPP level changes.
2. All En-route units that are not attempting to intercept another En-route unit move next. En-route units attempting
to intercept a normal unit, such as a SAM trying to intercept an aircraft, move during this step.
3. Lastly, En-route units trying to intercept other En-route units move.
4. If an En-route unit moving in either step #2 or # 3 reaches its destination, or narrows the range to its target to near
zero, the missile will stop moving and attack. Attacks are made using the standard procedures for accuracy and
damage based on the “ammunition” values for the En-route unit.

Section 3-2: Firing Weapons
Weapon firing is dividing into two general categories, based on whether or not the firing unit can see its target. If the
target can be seen and aimed at, it is classified as “Direct Fire” (DF), otherwise it is known as “Indirect Fire” (IF).

3-2.1 Direct Fire (DF)
Direct Fire is used when the firing unit can directly aim at its intended target. As an example, a rifleman aiming and firing
at an enemy target uses DF. Usually, a unit using DF will be able to visually see its target. However, there are times
when this will not be the case. An example would be engaging a target several hundred meters away in a dense fog. The
target will not be visible to the naked eye, but it could show up clearly with a thermal sight. Thus, the thermal sight allows
the fire to be directly aimed, and thus DF.

DF can be used against any target type, including area/point locations, enemy units or weapons systems, or objects such
as buildings and obstacles. It can also be used as “area fire” against a general location, which may or may not contain
other “unknown” targets.
DF can be used by all munition types, powered or not, guided or not, or even physical or not (e.g., energy weapons).
All Gun/Launcher systems have the capability of using DF; no specific data settings are required.
DF is resolved in four basic steps:
• The firing parameters are calculated and checked to be both physically possible and within the firing unit’s
limitations.
• The total number of rounds to be fired is determined, and the rounds are fired one at a time.
• The round either impacts immediately (as in the case of a tank main-gun round) or a temporary en-route unit is
created (as in the case of a missile).
• If an impact or detonation is achieved, the results are assessed against all applicable targets.
The first step in the DF process is to determine the firing parameters. If any step in this sequence cannot be successfully
achieved, the firing is aborted. The steps are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

The firing unit is checked to determine if it must be emplaced (the requirement and time to be emplaced are part of
the Weapons System Data).
The target is checked to make certain it exists and is valid.
The firing weapons are checked for damage, including the firing control and target acquisition systems. In some
cases the weapon may still fire, even with damage, but at reduced capabilities.
The firing unit is checked that the correct ammunition is on-hand and available to fire.
The range to the target is checked to be within the minimum and maximum values for the ammunition type (these
ranges are part of the Ammunition Data).
The firing unit is checked to make sure that the weapon, or one mounted coaxially with it, hasn’t already fired at
another target (coax weapons are set as part of the Weapons System Data).
The weapon is checked for capability to engage either surface or air targets (capability is part of the Weapons
System Data).
If the firing unit is in an IP (or building), the firing weapon is checked for back-blast production, and if so, that the IP
allows for safe back-blast dissipation. Additionally, the open firing arc of the IP is checked to insure that it covers
the target’s location (back-blast is part of the Ammunition Data, safe back-blast dissipation and firing arcs are part
of the IP Data).
If the target occupies an IP, it cannot be engaged unless there is an opening in the IP wall in the direction of the
firing unit. However, the IP itself can still be engaged (and the unit inside can suffer collateral damage).
The LOS (Line of Sight) between the firing unit and the target is checked to be valid. If the LOS is completely
blocked (by hitting the ground, terrain, etc.), the target cannot be engaged and the procedure is aborted. For longrange LOS determinations, the curvature of the earth may also block the LOS.
The hull/turret facing is checked against the direction to the target. The target must be within the gun’s Firing Arc
(part of the Weapon Systems Data), otherwise the hull or turret will require rotation before the weapon can be fired.
Should rotation be required, however, a reduction will be made in the number of rounds actually fired to
compensate for the rotation action.
If the object being fired is a physical entity, a Flight Path to the target is determined. The flight path must not hit the
ground, and must be free of all terrain obstacles (the height of terrain and obstacles is part of the TEC Data). Flight
paths are discussed in a separate section, but are calculated differently for ballistic (non-powered) projectiles, and
those with a means of propulsion (powered). Flight paths are not used for non-physical “ammunition” such as
lasers and energy weapons.
If the object being fired is guided, the firing unit is checked for potential command limits to make sure it never has
more in the air than it can control (command limits are part of the Gun/Missile Launcher Data).

Once the firing parameters have been determined, and all aspects are acceptable, the rounds are fired. The exact
number of rounds that will be fired in a combat pulse depends on a number of factors:
• The capabilities of the gun/launcher system (the maximum ROF in rounds per minute for each gun/launcher is part
of the Weapons System Data).
• The firing unit’s SOP setting (part of Unit Data).
• The number of rounds remaining on-hand.
• If the firing unit must turn to face the target before firing, the number of rounds will be reduced to account for the
time used to make the facing change.

•
•
•

•
•

If a CAS mission is in progress near the firing unit, the ROF will be reduced, even if the firing unit is not the target of
the airstrike.
If the firing unit has a firing-control system and it is destroyed, the number of rounds fired is decreased by 75-95%.
If it is damaged, the number of rounds fired is decreased by 25-75%.
If the firing unit is not an aircraft, the amount of acquisition (number of seconds this particular target has been
engaged by this gun/launcher) is compared to the firing unit’s internal friction time. If the ratio is less than 2.0, the
number of rounds fired is reduced exponentially (i.e., the loss is much greater at smaller ratios than those closer to
2.0) by up to 90%. Leaders assigned to the unit modify its friction time.
The LOS blocking points reduce the number of rounds fired proportionally (i.e., 60% LOS blocking reduces the
number of rounds fired by 60%).
If the firing weapons system is co-located (“stacked”) with other weapons systems, its fire may be “masked”, which
has the effect of lowering the ROF. The ROF decrease is proportional to the percentage “over stack” in the
location. So, for example, if the normal stacking limit is 24 vehicles, and there are 30 in the location, ROF values
will be reduced 25% (6 extra divided by the base of 24). The base “limits” based on 100 meters per location, are
shown below. These limits are modified by the stacking factor for the terrain in the location as defined in the TEC.
o Personnel: 120
o Guns: 20
o Vehicles: 24
o Aircraft: 4
o Ships/Naval craft: 2

En-route and impact effects are described separately below.

3-2.2 Indirect Fire (IF)
Indirect Fire is similar to Direct Fire (DF), but is used when the firing unit cannot see its intended target, and/or cannot
directly aim at it. As an example, an artillery unit firing at a target out of sight behind a ridgeline must use IF. Indirect Fire
can be used against any target type, including area/point locations, enemy units or weapons systems, or objects such as
buildings or obstacles. It can also be utilized by all munition types, be they powered or not, or guided or not, or even
physical or not (e.g., energy weapons).
However, in order to fire IF a gun/launcher system must specifically be given that capability as part of the Gun/Launcher
Data.
IF is resolved almost exactly like DF, with the exception that LOS considerations are ignored. The firing unit does not
need to see its target, although accuracy may be increased if it does, but because of that, the firing is directed rather than
aimed.

3-2.2.1 Spotting Fire
In practice, a common procedure known as “successive bracketing”, or simply “bracketing” is used to adjust the fire onto a
specific target. It begins when the firing unit fires a single round. The spotting unit observes the impact point, and
determines its position relative to the actual target. The spotting unit then sends the firing unit a correction designed to
“over-compensate” somewhat for the difference. The firing unit makes the necessary changes and fires another round.
The spotting unit observes the impact, sends back a correction (usually much less than the first one), and the process is
repeated until the rounds are impacting on the target. At that point the spotting unit calls for FFE (fire for effect), and the
actual mission commences.
There are several different methods to adjust fire, depending on the situation and the initial accuracy, but in all cases an
observer calls back adjustments to the firing unit, making the FFE more accurate than if it were fired without any
adjustments at all. Examples are shown below. In the simulation, the AI decides which method to use, based on the
situation.

Figure 348: Successive bracketing.

Figure 349: Hasty bracketing.

Figure 350: Creeping Fire.
In order for the calling unit to spot the fire, it must have a LOS to the target, be in a normal morale state, and have
communications back to the FDC. If any of these conditions are “lost” during the adjustment phase, the AI will either
immediately begin FFE or cancel the mission depending on the current accuracy and whether or not the rounds require
the target to be painted/designated.
In general, there are no benefits of spotting fire against area targets; the initial accuracy is going to be good enough to
cover the intended impact area, even if some number of rounds may fall outside it. However, spotting is definitely
necessary to engage a point target, such as a unit, building, bridge, IP, obstacle or other object.
Spotting is also required for guided rounds. In this case the spotting unit becomes the painting unit and keeps the
targeted illuminated by a LASER or other designation device.

3-2.3 Anti-Aircraft Fire (AA)
Anti-Aircraft Fire is fire directed from ground units against air targets such as aircraft, or En-route missiles and rockets.
While AA fire is not a fundamental type, within the simulation it is handled in a separate phase, and has distinguishing
characteristics from simple DF or IF.
AA fire can only be directed against targets “known” to the firing unit. However, the target does not have to be in the LOS,
or currently spotted by the firing unit. Instead, it is enough that the firing unit’s radar may have detected the target (which
may be possible even if the target is over the horizon or behind an object that would block the LOS), or that information on
the target has been reported to the firing unit by some other friendly unit using the report dissemination procedure.

Additionally, AA fire may be either DF or IF, subject to the capabilities of the firing weapons and the situation at the time of
firing. In some cases, a guided weapon may require a controller unit with a visual or radar “lock” on the target, and/or a
painting unit that can illuminate the target using a laser or similar device.
AA fire can occur either during the movement phase of the turn as aircraft units move from location to location, or as part
of the normal firing phase if the target aircraft unit is hovering/stationary. When AA fire occurs in the movement phase, all
aspects of the targeting procedure are computer controlled, although the unit’s SOP will be used if applicable. The
number of rounds to fire is generally set at 30% of the weapon maximum, so that the weapon can either engage this or
other targets again in the same movement phase.
Additionally, when a unit fires AA fire as part of the movement phase, the firing gun/weapon system will be unavailable
during the normal firing phase.

3-2.4 Opportunity Fire
Opportunity Fire is a term used to describe a special situation where DF is used against a moving ground unit in the
movement phase. It is used to prevent target units from “skirting through” defensive fire zones by being able to move
completely though them in one movement pulse.
For example, Opportunity Fire can be used to engage a unit crossing a road cut through a forest, where the moving unit
will only be visible for a brief time. Without Opportunity Fire, the moving unit might well be able to move into the road
location, then also into the woods on the other side within one pulse. Thus, it would not be able to be engaged in the
open road location by the defending forces, even if they were placed to fire down the length of the road. With Opportunity
Fire, however, the unit can be engaged in “mid-move” as it enters the road, without the cover and concealment benefits
provided by the forest.
The use of Opportunity Fire is restricted, though, since it represents the situation where the defending unit is already set
to fire on a specific location, and thus is watching and waiting for the enemy to first appear. The conditions are as follows:
1. The target unit must be moving between locations on the map, since Opportunity Fire is determined at the instant
a unit moves into a new location. Units moving within the same map location are not subject to Opportunity Fire.
Units moving offmap are also never subject to Opportunity Fire.
2. The firing unit must have an assigned DF Target that includes the moving unit’s location. DF Targets are fire
control measures assigned at the beginning of the scenario to applicable forces and units.
3. The specific firing guns/launchers must not have been fired in the preceding IF, DF, or AA phases.
4. The moving unit must be detectable and able to be engaged by DF by the firing unit. The detection does not have
to be by visual means, but a valid LOS must exist between the firing unit and target.
5. All of the normal conditions applying to DF must be met.

3-2.5 Flight paths
The flight path is a course (through the air) traced out by a moving object. In the case of DF or IF, it refers specifically to
the path along which a projectile or missile moves. The flight path begins at the instant of firing/launch, and ends when
the projectile’s movement stops at an impact or detonation point. The flight path characteristics are calculated every
1/1000th of a second, and provide the projectile’s velocity vector (speed plus direction) and 3-dimensional position.
The flight path calculations depend primarily on whether the projectile is powered, and to a lesser extent, whether it is
guided.

Figure 351: Basic flight paths.

3-2.5.1 Ballistic (un-powered) Projectile Flight Paths
This classification includes all projectiles that do not receive significant thrust after the initial launch sequence. Examples
would be small arms, most tank gun rounds, ballistic rockets and even rocket-assisted artillery. For the purposes of this
classification, relatively small thrust amounts used only to guide the projectile are ignored.
After being fired, un-powered projectiles follow a standard ballistic trajectory; their path is determined from the constant
effects of air drag and gravity.
Note that there are often two unique firing elevation angles that will hit the target. When deciding which one to use, the
simulation first checks to see if they are within the firing weapon’s limits. If one of them is too high or low, the other is
used by default. Otherwise, if both angles are valid and the resulting flight paths are clear, the higher angle is normally
used for IF and the lower for DF.

3-2.5.2 Powered/En-route Object Flight Paths
Powered projectiles generate their own thrust for a majority of their flight path. As a result, they do not have to follow a
ballistic path, and in fact, rarely do. In most cases, powered projectiles are also guided. Examples of powered projectiles
include most missiles, some rockets, and special systems like RPV’s or cruise missiles that are used to carry a payload.
Powered projectiles follow an “optimal” flight path, which is determined initially at the time of firing based on the projectile’s
current position, the location of the target, and the weapon maximum/minimum firing elevation (up/down angle). If the
projectile is guided, the path is constantly reevaluated while it is in the air so it will attempt to compensate for target

movement, or otherwise changed conditions. The amount of compensation is based on the effectiveness of the
projectile’s guidance system under the conditions at the start of the movement phase.

Figure 352: Powered In-flight units follow simple flight paths. If the in-flight munition is guided, the flight path is
periodically adjusted to account for target movement.

Note that initially the flight path is calculated as one or two straight lines. This path represents the optimal combination of
the missile’s climb and dive capabilities, which determines if the missile will be able to avoid obstacles. Should an
obstacle block this initial (best) flight path, the target cannot be engaged.
In the case of a flight path with both up and down segments, the high altitude achieved at the “peak” also provides added
flexibility to respond to changed conditions. As the missile actually moves, however, it may level off at a reduced cruise
altitude (the cruise altitude is part of the missile data).

3-2.5.3 Firing Angles
For both powered and un-powered projectiles, the firing angle of the gun or launcher determines the initial flight path. The
angle must be set to a value that allows the target to be hit but which is also within the limits of the firing weapon. In order
to determine this angle, the program takes into account several factors:
• The absolute elevations of the firing unit and the target.
• The physical characteristics of the projectile (velocity, thrust, guidance, etc.).
• The type of flight path (ballistic, non-ballistic).
• The incline of the firing platform (from the ground only).
• Clearance of obstacles (hills, terrain, buildings, etc.).
• The maximum depression and elevation angles of the gun or launcher.
• At long ranges, the curvature of the Earth.
Based on these factors, the program calculates the “best” possible firing angle and subsequent flight path. If the flight
path cannot reach the target, or intersects the ground or an obstacle, the launch will be aborted.

Figure 353: Firing angle considerations for non-powered ballistic projectiles.

The firing angle will also take into account elevation differences between the firing unit and the target, as well as any
obstacles between them.

Figure 354: Simple and complex ballistic paths for un-powered projectiles.

3-2.6 Actions at Firing/Launch
At the instant a projectile is fired or launched, the following sequence of events is executed:
• A check is made for a malfunction in the gun or launcher. The probability of this occurring is the “reliability” value in
the gun launcher data. If a malfunction occurs, the firing is aborted at that point before the round is expended or
any further results are applied. Gun/launcher reliability is part of the Gun/Launcher Data.
• Otherwise, firing occurs and the round (or burst) is subtracted from the on-hand ammunition quantity of the firing
unit.

•

•

If the munition creates an en-route unit, that temporary unit is created in the firing unit’s location. The en-route
unit’s speed will be equal to the ammunition muzzle velocity, its facing set to the facing of the firing weapons
system, and its elevation to that of the firing unit plus one meter. At the moment the en-route unit is created, all
enemy radars get a special chance to detect it using the standard radar detection sequence. En-route units then
use the normal movement routines (with the computer controlling altitude and course), until they reach their
intended target.
If the projectile does not create an en-route unit, it is assumed to arrive at its target in the same pulse as it is fired.

3-2.7 Weapon/Round Accuracy
Accuracy is the probability that a munition will hit its intended target. As described in this section, accuracy is meant as
the hit probability determined at the time the round will impact or otherwise affect its intended target. Thus, it is different
and separate from “accuracy” as used to determine how effective an En-route unit is in flying along a pre-determined flight
path, or homing in on its target. That aspect for guided munitions is covered later in its own section.

3-2.7.1 General
All non en-route munitions are assigned an “accuracy curve”, which gives the absolute accuracy of hitting a standard
sized target (5 square meters) at various ranges (expressed as a percent of the maximum range). An example of an
accuracy curve is shown below.

Figure 355: An example of a typical ammunition accuracy curve (accuracy vs. range). Note that accuracy values
can be greater than 100%; this indicates that a target smaller than the standard size (5 sq. meters) can be
effectively hit 100% of the time at that range.
Based on the range to the target, the initial accuracy value is determined from the graph plot. In the example above, if the
target were at 55% of the ammunition’s maximum range, the initial accuracy would be 65% - meaning 65 rounds out of
every 100 fired would hit a standard target, defined as measuring 5 square meters.

3-2.7.2 En-route Unit (Missile) Initial Accuracy
The initial accuracy of an En-route unit (at the time of launch) is determined as for a standard round, using the ammunition
accuracy curve. This value is then modified for the gun/launcher and weapons system accuracies.

Guided En-route units can also use their accuracy rating during the movement pulse to determine how successful they
are at tracking on a moving target. In these cases the accuracy value will usually also change over time, as conditions
change. For example, the accuracy will be greatly lowered if a radar homing missile is jammed, or if the missile’s guidance
system becomes damaged. Conversely, the missile’s accuracy will likely increase as the range to the target drops. This
will be discussed further in the sections on guided munitions, below.

3-2.7.3 Guided Munitions
Guided munitions are capable of making course corrections to improve their accuracy against either stationary or moving
targets. The guidance may be completely internal (e.g., a heat-seeking missile), completely external (e.g., an optically
tracked wire guided missile), or a combination of both (e.g., a missile that sends video pictures back to a controlling unit).
If the guidance system has an external component, it will also have at least one link back to a remote controller of some
type. Links are often radio or wire, and are used to transmit commands and other information between the missile and the
controlling unit. If the link is broken, disrupted or jammed the missile will lose its guidance capability. The loss may be
permanent or not depending on the system, but it will always last at least until the link is restored.
Additionally the guidance may be passive or active. Passive types detect something emitted by the target and home in on
the signal (e.g., an “anti-radiation” missile that homes in on active radars). Active systems generate their own signals of
some type, and use them to detect and guide in on the target (e.g., a “fire & forget” radar guided missile).
Guided munitions can change course along their flight path to track and home in on moving targets, and to make general
corrections.
If a guided munition has several guidance systems available, the computer will automatically pick the best one based on
the current situation and conditions.

3-2.7.3.1 Internal
Internal guidance systems are contained completely within the munition itself, and do not require any form of
communication link to an external controller. As a result, these systems are often known as “fire and forget”, since once
the munition are launched the firing units do not need to further interact with them in any way.

3-2.7.3.2 Controlling Unit
If the en-route munition requires any type of external guidance, the unit that provides it is known as the controlling unit.
Often times the controlling unit will be the firing unit, but that is not a requirement. For example, a fighter could fire a longrange missile that could then be guided by a friendly AWACS aircraft, in which case the AWACS is the controlling unit not the fighter.
However, the controlling unit must have a valid communications link to the munition, or the guidance will suffer.
Additionally, if the controlling has a guidance command limit it will not be able to control more than that number of
munitions at the same time.
The controlling unit must also be in a normal morale state (i.e., not running for cover, wavering, broken or berserk).
In some cases, the communications link for a particular munition is vulnerable to jamming. This will be specified in the
Ammunition Types Data Table.
The computer automatically assigns the controller unit for an en-route munitions at launch, and may “pass off” control as
necessary to other eligible units, or to improve accuracy.

3-2.7.3.3 Painting Unit
A painting unit uses some form of marking device, usually laser, to specifically identify the target to the incoming guided
munition. The sensor in the munition “sees” the marking, and homes in on it. A common example of this type of weapon
is a laser-guided bomb, but many other munitions are guided this way including missiles and artillery rounds.
If a munition requires the target to be painting but no unit is available with painting capability, the accuracy of the munition
becomes almost zero and it will impact randomly within some distance of the intended target. The maximum distance
away it can land, or offset radius, depends on how much painting the target received before impact, and when that
painting occurred. For example, if the target was well painted until only a few seconds before impact, the offset radius will
be low, and the munition will still have a good chance of hitting the target or at least landing very close. However, if the

painting was sporadic and ended 30 seconds before impact, the offset radius will be a lot larger, and the chances of
landing on or near the target are much less, although they are never zero.
Painting units must have a valid LOS (line of Sight) to the target, as must the incoming munitions. Additionally, the
effectiveness of laser painting is decreased for degradation along those LOS’s, for example from smoke, foliage, or
atmospheric conditions such as clouds (based on the cloud base height and coverage percent) or fog. Additionally,
painting units must be in a normal morale state (i.e., not running for cover, wavering, broken or berserk).

3-2.7.3.4 Guidance System Damage
Guidance system components can be damaged in several ways:
• Damage/malfunction at launch. The probability of malfunction/damage is determined by the reliability rating of
gun/launcher firing the munition. The damage may be either temporary or permanent.
• Physical command-link (wire) breakage. Wire guided missiles stand a chance of having their wire break or “short
out” while in flight. The probability of this happening depends primarily on the terrain the missile has passed over,
where rougher types and/or the terrain being “on fire” increase the breaking chances. The probability is also
increased for precipitation, and high humidity levels. The damage is permanent.
• Damage to the controlling unit’s fire control system as from normal combat actions (if a controlling unit is required).
The damage may be temporary or permanent.
• Energy damage to the munition’s internal systems while En-route. Energy-induced damage is covered in detail
later in the manual, but essentially induced currents “burn out” the internal electronics causing them to fail. The
damage is permanent, and the missile is always immediately destroyed.
The results of guidance system damage will depend on the munition’s specific characteristics, and if it can use alternate
guidance methods. For example, if the command link wire breaks, can the missile switch to another form of guidance? If
it can, it will. Otherwise, it will be come “unguided”. In some cases, this will effectively destroy the munition, as in the
case of a wire guided missile with a broken wire. In others, the missile may continue En-route for a time in case it can
reestablish guidance, as with a long range air-to-air missile that can be guided by any friendly aircraft within range but
who’s controlling unit suffered system damage.
Munitions that are destroyed as a result of guidance loss may be determined to detonate in their current location or at a
location further along their flight path, depending on the munition’s current altitude, speed, and distance from the target.
When this occurs, units and objects nearby are subject to normal combat losses from random impacts. For example, a
guided bomb may lose guidance to its intended target, but it will still hit and explode somewhere, possibly even on its
originally intended target.

3-2.7.3.5 GPS (Global Positioning System)
GPS is based upon a series of radio transmitting satellites in geo-synchronous earth orbit. Appropriate receivers on the
earth’s surface can detect these signals, and use them to determine their location within a few meters.
This exact position information can also be useful for guided munitions, as long as the position of the target is also known,
and it is relatively stationary. In that case, the guidance system of the munition can continually monitor its progress, and
make course corrections as necessary to arrive at the target location. It also enables the munition to “fly” a predetermined
flight path exactly, without relying exclusively on less accurate dead-reckoning methods.
While GPS can be used as a sole guidance source, it is often used in conjunction with other guidance methods so that
compensation can be made for moving targets, or imprecise original target position information. In these cases, the GPS
is used to get the munition “close” to the target, where other, more accurate/appropriate guidance types take over.
By their very nature, however, GPS systems are more than moderately vulnerable to potential disruption. Current GPS
signals are limited to a single frequency, but even if this were expanded the number of discrete operating frequencies
would still be limited. Further, accurate results depend on the receiving equipment being correctly calibrated and able to
receive a strong enough signal. Thus, a GPS system’s efficiency can be reduced by deliberate enemy action or natural
conditions including terrain and atmospheric disturbances.
Then, there are the satellites themselves. Their owner could decide to deny their use to another nation, or they could be
taken out of service by anti-satellite operations. In either case, the GPS systems would be useless.
In the simulation, each force is given a “GPS Rating”. It is a measure of how “available” GPS signals are to that force
across the entire battlefield. It is an aggregate of global factors such as base access to GPS satellites and signals,
atmospheric conditions over the battlefield at the time of the scenario, and the general efficiency of the force’s devices.

Additionally, jamming equipment can be used to disrupt the enemy’s use of GPS signals, as will be discussed in the next
section.

3-2.7.3.6 Homing
Homing munitions require their target to emit some form of energy. The munition detects the energy, and aims for the
center of the source. The most common forms of energy used for homing are radar signals, heat (IR), radio, light, and
sound.
Homing munitions can often successfully tolerate interruptions in the energy source, especially if the target is stationary or
if the interruptions are short enough that the munition doesn’t lose the target from its field of vision. A prime example is a
HARM missile that guides in on energy pulses emitted by enemy radar stations. The station does not emit energy
continuously, but because it is stationary or slow moving, the missile can home in on the last known pulse location with
relatively good results.
The “pulse rate” for radar transmitters is set to a default value when a scenario starts, but can be adjusted by the owning
player for each radar unit in his force. It is worth remembering, however, that the pulse rate setting is a balance between
effectiveness and protection. On the one hand, a low pulse rate will protect the radar from HARM missiles, but on the
other, it will also mean that the radar is less effective at detecting enemy aircraft.
Interruptions in energy emission/detection have the greatest effects on accuracy when they happen as the munition nears
the target, although the simulation makes checks every second over the flight path, and adjusts the accuracy accordingly.
The longer the interruption continues, or the faster the target is moving across the munition’s field of vision, the greater the
accuracy loss. If the loss is great enough the target will be lost altogether, and the missile will cease operation.
NOTE: Target “movement” as used by these routines is not absolute. Rather, it is relative to the munition’s field of vision,
or in other words, how fast the target “appears” to be moving. For example, a truck in the distance does not appear to be
moving very quickly, while one moving at the same speed a few meters away seems to “flash” by. Likewise, the relative
direction of movement is important. A truck driving directly towards or away from an observer hardly appears to move at
all, especially compared to one moving directly from right to left.

3-2.7.3.7 Jamming
Jamming is the deliberate interruption or degradation of communications by the enemy. In terms of guidance systems,
the intent is to break the command link so that the missile misses its intended target.
Jamming takes many forms. The most common type involves disrupting radio transmissions by simply overwhelming
them with a stronger signal. But jamming can (and is) also used against other forms of communications. In fact, there are
methods to jam virtually every form of communications used on the battlefield. Radio interference has already been
mentioned, but other examples are laser defeating smoke screens and lasers that emit “fake” pulses, energy pulses that
can short out wire-guidance systems.
However, while it is true every communications method can potentially be jammed, some methods are much more secure
than others and, within the operational limits of the battlefield, can be virtually “jam-proof”. The simulation allows for this
with a “Not Jammable” flag in the Guidance System portion of the Ammunition Classes Data Table.
In the simulation, jamming is accomplished at two levels. At the force level, the force’s EW Rating is used to measure
jamming capabilities across the entire battlefield. It represents equipment and personnel possessed by the combat
formations and units that are not specifically represented in the Data Tables, including laser jammers/decoys, smoke, and
otherwise undefined radio jammers. It also includes unconventional interference capabilities such as “home-grown”
jammers made from modified radar detectors, or even otherwise non-EW units breaking into/overriding enemy radio
transmissions on their own.
The second level involves specific pieces of jamming equipment, known appropriately enough, as “jammers”. The ability
of a jammer against a particular form of communications signal is defined in the Jammer Data Table, along with its range,
power, and other capabilities. Jammers may be assigned to special EW units, carried by a weapons system, or even
deployed remotely, by artillery or dropped by air. All systems that move within an appropriate jammer’s range will be
subjected to disruption, based on the standard jamming procedures covered later in the manual.

3-2.7.3.8 Decoys
Decoys are used to “confuse” guided munitions by effectively creating alternate targets that the munition must distinguish
between. They range from “dummies” that are released by a parent system, to flares and chaff (strips of metal foil).

Each decoy will only be effective against certain types of guidance systems. For example, chaff is effective only against
radar-guided munitions. It will have no effect on an incoming heat-seeking (IR guided) missile. Likewise, flares may
disrupt an incoming heat-seeking missile, but they will not affect ammunition homing in on sound. The simulation breaks
decoy effectiveness down into the categories: heat/IR defeating (flares), radar defeating (chaff) , radar defeating ECM (the
decoy provides an “electronic signature”, rather than a physical one as with chaff), and noise defeating.
The computer uses decoys automatically whenever a missile is about to hit a target equipped with them. Each decoy
system is given an effectiveness rating, which is compared to the incoming missile’s electronics rating (based on the force
EW and Commo ratings) and accuracy. A determination is then made if the decoy “distracts” the missile, and if so, by
how much. A “distracted” missile may still detonate near enough to its target to cause damage, especially if the decoy is
only marginally effective, or a “last possible” second measure.
Decoys are defined in the Decoy Data Table, and assigned to weapons systems as “special systems” in the Weapons
System Data Table. Decoys may also be consumed with use, and if so, the parent system may eventually run out over a
period of time. The consumption rates and amount of decoys on-hand are also set as part of the weapons system data.

3-2.7.3.9 Summary of Guided Munition Characteristics
Guidance
Type

Guidance Link
General (applies to
all situations)

* Wire

* Radio

* Beam

* Internal
(F&F)

Firing Unit

Video

Camera is always
assumed to be in
the missile.
Accuracy degraded
by the LOS
between missile and
target.

Accuracy
reduced if
controller
doesn’t
have a LOS
to the target
at any time

Accuracy
reduced if
spotter
doesn’t
have a LOS
to the target
at firing

Accuracy
reduced if
spotter
doesn’t
have a LOS
to the target
at firing

Missile must
maintain a
LOS
throughout
flight, unless
GPS
present.

No
additional
specific
effects.

IR

IR cameras always
assumed to be in
the missile.
Accuracy is
degraded for LOS
between missile and
target (2/3 normal
degradation).

Accuracy
reduced if
controller
doesn’t
have a LOS
to the target
at any time.

Accuracy
reduced if
controller
doesn’t
have a LOS
to the target
at firing

Accuracy
reduced if
controller
doesn’t
have a LOS
to the target
at firing

Missile must
maintain a
LOS
throughout
flight unless
GPS
present.

Radar

RADAR in either the
missile or controlling
unit. RADAR must
maintain lock
throughout flight.

No
additional
specific
effects.

No
additional
specific
effects.

No
additional
specific
effects.

Laser

Detector in the
missile. Laser “spot”
from firing unit or
another unit (needs
an LOS to the
target). Missile
needs LOS at any
point within last
200m of flight path.

Not
available

Not
available

Visual

Firing unit’s sights
(IR, thermal, etc.)
are used to “spot”
target.
Controller must have
valid LOS to both
the missile and
target at all times.

No
additional
specific
effects

Radiation

Radiation detector
can be in either the
missile or the
controlling unit.
Detector must
maintain an LOS to
target throughout
the flight. If the
target’s radar is “off”
at the time of impact,
the accy is lowered.

General

- If a unit controls
the missile, that
unit’s status (morale,
suppression,
training, etc.) affects
accuracy. Broken
units cannot control
guided missiles.

External

GPS

Jamming

No
additional
specific
effects.

GPS low
(0.5) but
also offsets
accy losses
from
degraded
LOS (1/2
norm).

Jamming
harder than
avg (0.5).

No
additional
specific
effects.

No
additional
specific
effects.

GPS low
(0.5), but
also offsets
accy losses
from
degraded
LOS (1/3
norm).

Jamming
harder than
avg (0.5).

Radar in
missile
(missile
must
maintain
lock)

Radar in
firing unit
(unit must
maintain
lock)

Radar in
external unit
(air or
ground
depending
on launch
location)

GPS avg
(1.0).

Jamming
easier than
avg (1.5).

Not
available

Always Yes

Not
available

Not
available

GPS much
higher than
avg (1.75).

Jamming
little easier
than avg
(1.25).

No
additional
specific
effects

No
additional
specific
effects

Cannot
select.

The firing
unit is the
default
controller,
and cannot
later switch
control to
another unit.

At firing, an
external
control can
take over for
the duration
of the
missile’s
flight.

GPS
negligible
(0.0).

Jamming
much harder
than avg
(.25).

No
additional
specific
effects

No
additional
specific
effects

No
additional
specific
effects

Detector in
missile
(missile
must
maintain
lock)

Detector in
firing unit
(unit must
maintain
lock)

Detector in
external unit
(air or
ground
depending
on launch
location)

GPS avg
(1.0).

Jamming a
little easier
than avg
(1.25).

- Always
controlled
by firing
unit. Can
not be
controlled
by an
external
source.
- The wire
link can be
broken by
terrain, fire,
etc.
- GPS lower
than avg
(0.5).
- Jamming
much
harder than
avg (0.25).

- If controller
unit does
not have a
LOS to the
missile,
accuracy is
decreased a
little.
- GPS avg
(1.0).
- Jamming
easier than
avg (1.5).

- Controlling
unit must
always have
a LOS to
the missile.
- GPS avg
(1.0).
- Jamming
much
harder than
avg (0.1).

- No other
links:
completely
“Fire &
Forget”.
- GPS much
higher than
avg (2.0).
- No
Jamming
(0.0). (ECM
will still
apply).

-If missile
control can’t
be shifted to
an external
unit, it is
affected by
combat
actions
against the
firing unit.
-Must have
a guidance
link other
than
Internal.
- GPS avg
(1.0).
- Jamming
avg (1.0).

- An
External
controller is
used
whenever
possible.
- Must have
a noninternal
guidance
link.
- GPS little
higher than
avg (1.25).
- Jamming
little easier
than avg
(1.25).

- If GPS is
not
available, or
degraded,
the
accuracy is
lowered for
missiles that
use it.
- Jamming
is slightly
easier than
avg if GPS
used (0.9).

- Jamming
capabilities
depend on a
force’s EW
rating, as
well as
specific
jamming
systems
possessed
by the target.

* = Only one primary guidance link can be selected for each missile system. For Internal (F&F) guided systems, Firing Unit and Extern have no effect, even if selected

3-2.7.3.10 Seeking
Seeking is a capability of a munition to search an area and identify targets within that area and attack them. For example,
a primary munition may be fired by an artillery piece to a certain location, where it deploys by parachute some distance
above the ground. While descending, it uses a camera or other senor to detect targets nearby, and if it finds one, aims
and directs a secondary munition at that target.
The seek radius and effectiveness for ammunition models is specified in the Ammunition Data Table. Once fired, the
computer handles the seeking and targeting functions automatically. If it finds one or more targets, they are engaged
using the normal routines.

3-2.7.4 Target Size
Targets sizes are determined from the perspective of the unit or missile viewing them, and reflect how big the object
appears - not necessarily how big it is in reality. As such, objects appear smaller as they get further away and a small
object close by may look larger (and be easier to hit) than a much larger target at a greater range. Target sizes are
measured in square arc seconds. There are 3600 arc seconds in a degree, and for comparison the full moon measures
approximately 1800 arc seconds across, or 5650 square arc seconds in total size.
The size determination routine initially builds a representation of the target object out of “blocks” based on the target’s
length, width and height values that are defined in the Data Tables. If the target has a turret, it is superimposed on the
hull, in a centered position, and the facing set accordingly in relation to the hull. The object is then rotated in 3 dimensions
to match the perspective of the viewer, and the silhouette values are applied to reduce the “blocks” to approximately the
actual contours.
The actual dimensions are then adjusted for the range between the object and the viewer, giving the nominal apparent
size of each side, and the total object, in square arc seconds.

Figure 356: Target apparent size calculation, and the effects of intervening objects.

If the target is behind an opaque object such as a wall or berm, its total apparent size will be reduced for the portion
hidden by the intervening object. The apparent size of the specific side(s) blocked by the object will also be reduced. So,

for example, the apparent size of a tank target’s hull might be very small if it moves behind a wall while the turret size is
not affected.
Initial weapon accuracy values are entered in the Data Tables as the probability of hitting a standard 5 square meter
target at a range of 1000 meters (2.1 x 108 sq. arc sec). The difference between this and the apparent target size is
applied to the accuracy determination proportionally, i.e., if the target appears twice the standard size the accuracy will be
twice normal, if it appears half the standard size the accuracy will be halved.
A secondary factor is how “square” the target appears. The more “un-square” the appearance, the harder it is to hit. For
example, a target 10 meters (~30 ft) long but only 0.25 meters high (~10 inches) is harder to hit than one 1.6 meters (~5
ft) square. The reduction in accuracy for “non-square” orientation is applied exponentially; with the effects becoming
significant only when one dimension is several times greater than the other.

3-2.7.5 Firing Unit Movement
As weapons systems move, they often experience vibration changes in attitude and other conditions that detract from
optimal firing conditions. As such, movement normally decreases the accuracy of unguided rounds being fired by its
weapons. The amount of reduction depends on several factors, including what sorts of stabilization equipment the firing
unit has, the “roughness” of the terrain being traversed and how fast the firing unit is moving.
Each gun/launcher within a weapons system is given a base “movement accuracy” rating, which represents how effective
the stabilization equipment is under normal operating conditions. This rating is then modified by the conditions of the
movement. The first determination is simply what kind of terrain the unit is moving over. If the terrain’s maximum speed
is 50 Kph or more it is considered a smooth road. If it is between 25 and 50 Kph, it is considered a trail or smooth crosscountry. Otherwise, it is rough.
The terrain type determines how the accuracy is reduced. On rough terrain, the relative accuracy falls off much more
quickly at low speeds than it does on smoother surfaces. The following graphs show the relationship between relative
accuracy reduction and relative speed (actual speed as a percent of the weapon system’s maximum speed) for each of
the general terrain types:
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Firing unit movement affects only the accuracy of unguided rounds. It has no additional effect on guided munitions.

3-2.7.6 Target Apparent Movement
Target movement may also affect unguided fire accuracy. There are two components to target movement. The first is the
apparent velocity, or how fast the target appears to be moving across the firing unit’s field of vision (apparent movement
was described in the section on missile “Homing”, above). This component forces the firing unit to track the target,
rotating the firing weapon to always point in the correct direction, potentially causing a decrease in both the rate of fire
(ROF) and accuracy since the weapon can not remain “set”.
The second component is the physical offset caused by the target’s velocity and direction of movement as compared to
the flight path of the projectile. Specifically, it measures how much adjustment must be made to the firing conditions to
anticipate where the target will be when the round impacts, and the amount of uncertainty in that prediction. Greater
target speeds and/or slower projectile velocities (longer flight times) result in higher accuracy loss. Likewise, lateral

movement (side to side rather than straight towards or away from the spotter) will result in more accuracy loss that nonlateral.
Accuracy is reduced proportionally for apparent movement (as a ratio of the apparent movement to the turret or system
rotation rate), and exponentially for target movement (the effects become more pronounced with higher actual speeds).
Target unit movement affects only the accuracy of un-guided rounds. It has no additional effect on guided munitions.

3-2.7.7 Other Non-guided Accuracy Modifiers
The accuracy of non-guided projectiles is also affected by a number of other factors:
• How well the firing unit “knows” and can see the target. If the unit is not sighted completely, i.e., if the model and
quantity are not correctly known, the accuracy is reduced based on how much information is known. “Known”
levels are covered in more detail in the manual section on FOW (fog of war), but the accuracy decrease applies
even if the player is not using FOW for his display and force information.
• Firing unit suppression lowers accuracy exponentially.
• Accuracy is increased for target acquisition, which is measured as the length of time the target has been
continuously engaged by the firing unit. The benefits of acquisition are maximized after about 30 seconds of
engagement. The amount of accuracy improvement varies between systems and guns, but is usually 45% or
less.
• If the firing unit is using “shoot & scoot” tactics, target acquisition (above) is ignored, and the accuracy may be
decreased by up to 20% since set-up/preparation time is limited.
• The firing unit’s training level may decrease the accuracy by up to 25%.
• The firing unit’s fatigue level may decrease the accuracy by up to 20%.
• If the target is an aircraft at a different elevation AGL than the firing unit, an adjustment is made based on the
difficulty involved in taking into account the ballistic trajectory. This effect is most pronounced at long ranges
(above 40% of maximum), and at elevation angles within 20 degrees of 45. The effect is much less at low range,
and if the aircraft is relatively “straight up”, or “straight out”.
• If the relative radial speed between the firing unit and target (towards or away from each other) is greater than 5
meters per second, the accuracy will be reduced using a hyperbolic function. At speeds above about 100 meters
per second, the accuracy will be only 1% of the unadjusted value.

3-2.8 Weapon/Round Effects
This section discusses the various major destruction methods, and how various target types modify their effects.
Weapon effects are classified by their final result on the target, either a “kill”, “damage”, or “no effect”. A “kill” means the
target is damaged to a degree where it is unable to perform any of its intended combat functions, or affect combat
operations in any meaningful way, and has no chance to be repaired within the scope of the scenario. For example, a tank
that has been almost completely wrecked, or an obstacle pulverized to dust would both be considered “killed”.
“Killed” targets are considered permanently destroyed and removed from the scenario.
“Damaged” targets suffer some form of debilitating loss, but it is limited in scope and they retain at least some combat
functions. An example would be a tank that loses its radio, or an obstacle that has only been partially demolished.
Damage is normally permanent, but occasionally it may be judged as potentially repairable. The best example is a tank
that is judged to take a moderate hit to its treads. It immediately suffers mobility damage from the hit and loses the ability
to move. However, the tread can potentially be replaced and mobility restored, so the damage could be judged repairable
as long as the damage was limited to the treads.

3-2.8.1 Effective Target Armor Thickness
With the exception of personnel, virtually all weapons systems and other objects in the simulation are either made of, or
include as protection, some form of physical armor material. This includes the obvious things like armored vehicles, but
also objects made of concrete or earth such as bridges, IP’s, and above-ground obstacles. To destroy or damage the
object, the armor must be damaged or destroyed first.
Armor will affect the results of every weapon and ammunition type fired in some way. It may block energy, prevent
penetration, or keep out heat and poisonous chemicals. In all but a few cases, such as with chemical or flammable
weapons, the armor needing to be overcome by the weapon or round will not be the same as the nominal armor thickness
(which is measured from face to face by the shortest possible distance). Instead, it must penetrate a distance equal to

what is known as the effective armor thickness. This value is defined as the distance the projectile or other weapon will
traverse between the armor faces along its current flight path.
The effective thickness is calculated as the nominal armor thickness, adjusted for the composite (3 dimensional) impact
angle. The composite angle is a comprehensive value. It takes into account the flight path of the projectile or weapon,
the angles/slope of the armor, as well as the orientation of the target.
Many damage routines and relationships are based on a target comprised of standard steel plate. When needed, the
effective thickness of a non-steel armor material can be normalized to steel by using density, strength, and hardness
comparisons.

3-2.8.2 Kinetic/Impact Effects

Figure 357: Penetration curve for a kinetic projectile, along with fracture and deformation probabilities (from the
DataView Module - Ammo Data Table).
All physical projectiles that impact a target with a velocity greater than zero have kinetic energy, and thus the potential to
penetrate the material and/or create spall. This includes specialized rounds that are designed for maximum kinetic
penetration such as AP, HVAP, and APDS, as well as straight HE or even smoke rounds. Shrapnel, which consists of
flying pieces of metal or other debris, can also kinetically penetrate materials, and cause damage to any number of targets
and objects. The simulation models all of these situations, and in the discussion that follows, the terms projectile,
penetrator, and round are all used to describe the moving object that strikes the target.
Kinetic penetration of materials of normal armor-type composition and thickness occur principally through localized
structural failure. This leads to the loss of cohesive strength in the armor structure and material displacement.
Depending on the properties and thickness of the target, other processes can occur, including plugging (where the armor
“snaps” almost at once throughout it’s entire depth - ejecting a “plug” in front of the penetrator), petalling (where the armor
fails along the axis of penetration and “bends back” similar to a pencil pushed though a piece of paper), melting, and
vaporization of the armor or penetrator material.
The kinetic penetration of a projectile can be modeled based on the physical properties and conditions of the projectile
and the armor target at the instant of impact. The simulation uses a modified version of an equation initially developed by
Poncelet (Recht, 1983):
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Cα = empirical dimensionless constant (value is a function of the nose cone shape)
Solving this equation for V=0 gives the maximum penetration distance, or xmax. This value is then compared to the actual
armor thickness to determine if the armor is breached, and if so, how much of the penetrator remains to cause damage to
the target interior.

3-2.8.2.1 Projectile Air Drag and Impact Angle
In order to effectively use the Poncelet equation, the exact impact velocity must be known. Additionally, the actual impact
angle is required to calculate skip probabilities, as well as the total thickness of the armor to be penetrated.
Since the projectile’s initial muzzle velocity, size, ogive angle, and air drag coefficient are known, this is accomplished by
applying basic air drag calculations to the projectile every one-hundredth of a second it is in flight. The drag calculations
take into account the current velocity, the surface area of the projectile, as well as the air temperature and precipitation.
Once the air drag is known for each hundredth second interval, the projectile’s actual velocity and flight vector (path) is
determined using the initial firing angle, the initial velocity, and the effects of gravity. Because of their conical shape,
projectiles in flight tend to “line up” on their path vector. In other words, the projectile “points” along the flight path as it
traces out the standard ballistic arc. This is especially true for “long-rod” type penetrator and/or those with stabilizing fins
(which can be visualized as high speed “darts”).
The flight path is traced up to the point at which the projectile impacts the target surface, and the final values are used by
the other equations.

3-2.8.2.2 Projectile Fracture and Deformation
Whenever a projectile impacts with a solid target, there is a chance it will fracture or deform. The cause is the sudden
stress generated by the rapid deceleration upon encountering the target material. Fracturing occurs when the projectile
suffers a large degree of internal cracking, breaks apart into pieces, or even shatters completely. Deformation, on the
other hand, is when the projectile bends or changes shape, or breaks into two pieces.
The base fracture probability is determined by the projectile’s impact velocity and by comparing the hardness ratio of the
projectile to the target material. The greater the ratio, the lower the base probability (i.e., the fracture probability drops as
the projectile hardness value increases). The base probability is then lowered for the impact angle (maximum fracture
probability is achieved at 90 degrees), and finally for “Td ratios” of less than 10, where the in this case “Td ratio” is the
ratio of the thickness of the armor to the projectile diameter.
The deformation probability is primarily based on the impact velocity, the “Td” ratio, the “Ld ratio”, and the relative
strengths of the projectile and target materials. The “Td ratio” is as described above, and the “Ld ratio” is the ratio of the
projectile length divided by the projectile diameter. The deformation probability increases with velocity, Td ratio and Ld
ratio. It decreases with higher impact angles and higher relative projectile strengths.
In cases where fracture or deformation is determined to occur, the penetration of the projectile will be reduced. The
amount of the reduction will depend on the extent of the cracking or bending and in some cases it may become effectively
zero, as for complete shatter.

3-2.8.2.3 Petalling/Plugging
Petalling is a situation where the target material suffers a point catastrophic failure at the point of impact, followed by
radial tearing produced by the pressure stress of the impact but otherwise remains intact. A common example is pushing
a pencil through a piece of paper.
Plugging is when the target material suffers catastrophic failure in a pattern corresponding to the shape of the incoming
projectile, but otherwise remains intact. The distinguishing feature is that the target material is ejected as a single “plug”
on the interior side.
In both cases, the primary value of consideration is the Td ratio. Petalling and plugging rarely occur above Td ratios of
1.5. The probability is also dependent on a ratio of the target material’s strength vs. hardness.
When petalling or plugging is determined to occur, the energy required for the projectile to penetrate the target is lowered
by up to 75%, which is the same as raising the effective penetration by up to 400%.

3-2.8.2.4 Spall
Spall is comprised of flakes, droplets or small pieces of armor material that are ejected at speed from the armor’s interior
surface. It is produced principally by shock waves, which in the case of penetrating projectiles are created by the original
impact and travel though the armor.
The amount of spall is proportional to the penetration and mass density factor of the projectile, and inversely proportional
to the armor strength and anti-spall rating values. Additionally, each ammunition type is rated for the amount of spall it
creates.
The creation of spall will sometimes absorb some of the projectile’s energy that otherwise would have gone into
penetration. In these cases, the penetration of the projectile may be reduced by some amount to compensate. The
actual amount depends on the initial energy of the projectile, and the amount of penetration as compared to the armor’s
effective thickness.
The effects of spall are greatly reduced if the armor has an anti-spall liner.

3-2.8.2.5 Target Damage/Destruction
The damage from penetrating-type rounds is caused by the destructive effects of fragments of armor and whatever
remains of the projectile after penetrating the armor. These fragments and pieces are sprayed out from the point of
impact, and tear into crew and relatively unprotected equipment causing physical damage and destruction. Additionally,
the spray elements are also often very hot, sometimes even molten, which enables them to burn into things and ignite
flammable or combustible items such as fuel, ammunition, and wood.
Damage from penetrating projectiles is initially based on the “excess penetration”, and the amount of spall.
Spall creation was described above. The damage probability from spall is directly proportional to the amount of spall
created.

3-2.8.3 HE/HESH
High Explosive detonations cause damage through blast effects, which include shock waves, overpressure, and heat.
Additionally, HE explosions almost always create shrapnel, consisting of flying pieces of debris from the ammunition
casing and whatever material is near the explosive charge when it detonates.
HESH (High Explosive Squash Head) type rounds are designed to create maximum amounts of spall on the interior of
hardened armor surfaces. They use a plastic type of explosive that “spreads out” on the armor surface from the force of
impact before detonating. The “spreading” increases the surface area of the explosive compound in contact with the
armor, and thus the energy imparted into the armor by the explosion. Since spall creation depends on the energy, the
HESH produces significantly more spall than a normal HE type round.

3-2.8.3.1 HE: Blast Effects
The primary effects of an HE explosion are normally caused by blast. The program uses a standard calculation based on
1% of kill probability at 1 dm for 10 g of TNT equivalent though 1 mm of steel-strength armor. For ranges other than 1 dm,
the probability is adjusted by the square of the difference in distance. For materials other than steel, the probability is
adjusted based on the relative material strength.
The damage probabilities against unarmored targets are approximately 3 times that for armored.
Against non-unit object types, such as obstacles, bridges, or IP’s (improved positions), the program uses the cratering
routines, described below, to determine how much material is displaced from the object, and thus the percent damage
inflicted. Objects can be damaged independently of whether or not they are occupied by a unit or a unit is nearby.

3.2.8.3.2 HE: Shrapnel Creation/Damage
Shrapnel is effectively a number of secondary kinetic projectiles created by an explosion. The ammunition AP Radius
rating, amount of explosive material, and target composition determine the relative number and velocity distribution of the
individual shrapnel pieces. Because shrapnel pieces are irregularly shaped, they have large air drag coefficients. This
causes their velocity, and thus potential to cause damage, to drop off relatively quickly with distance.
The simulation treats shrapnel as random kinetic projectiles with initially high velocities (based on material densities and
strengths, but usually greater than 200 m/sec), large drag coefficients (greater than 100,000) with the properties of either
soft steel (the shell casing) and/or the target material.

Some rounds are specifically designed to produce shrapnel, as with anti-personnel munitions filled with ball bearings.
These types of warheads are not handled separately, but rather are assigned high AP Radius values and Personnel Kill
percentages in the Ammunition Table.

3-2.8.3.3 HE: Spall Creation
All explosions impart energy into the target, and thus have the potential to create spall. The amount of spall created is
proportional to the amount of energy imparted into the armor, based on the amount of explosive being detonated, and
also the armor properties. HESH rounds impart approximately 400% as much energy as non-HESH rounds of the same
mass.

3-2.8.3.4 HE: Cratering
HE rounds are capable of cratering roads, terrain and bridges. Additionally, “craters”, i.e., displaced material, causes
other objects such as obstacles and IP’s to suffer damage and degradation in their effectiveness. The amount of damage
is proportional to the amount of material displaced and is determined by the strength and density properties of material
making up the object, and the amount of explosive.
Most HE rounds will penetrate into the target for some distance before exploding, based on the kinetic penetration
principals already described.. The amount of penetration can greatly increase the effect of the blast though the effects of
“tamping”, or constraining the explosion so the energy is not expended into empty space.
By default craters proper are created only in terrain, roads and bridges. The detonation depth (penetration) and amount
of material displaced determined the crater diameter. The exact position of a crater is determined though the accuracy
routines, where aimed fire is directed at the center of the road or bridge. Craters against terrain are always random.
As a single map location becomes cratered, designated “crater” terrain types will be added to the location for Low,
Medium, and High crater area percentages. The crater terrains will normally reduce movement rates significantly, as well
as reduce stacking, along with other potential effects.

Figure 358: Some possible road/bridge cratering orientations from an impact.
Roads and bridges suffer incremental reductions in their effectiveness based on cumulative crater effects. However, a
“crater” terrain type is not used. Instead, the effect of each crater is determined by the crater diameter and its position on
the road or bridge. In the example above, the crater in the center of the bridge would have the greatest effect on the
bridge, followed by the one slightly off center and finally the one on the edge.
The individual crater damage percent is then added to the cumulative total. An adjustment is made for “overlap”, based
on accuracy, crater size, and how damaged the target already is to determine if the new crater is partially (or fully) in an
existing one. Once the cumulative damage total reaches 75%, the bridge or road is effectively destroyed.
Bridges are discussed more fully, including how they are damaged and the effects of the damage, in the section on
Movement later in the manual.

3-2.8.3.5 HE: Rubble Creation
Terrain types may create rubble as they are damaged or destroyed by HE bursts. This tendency is set in the TEC
(Terrain Effects Chart), and consists of two parts. The first is the relative ease of rubble creation, and the second is the
relative total amount of rubble that can be created when the structure is fully destroyed.
Rubble creation is based on the crater size created by an HE round, as described above, modified by the terrain type’s
relative ease of rubble creation value. The larger the crater, the more rubble it creates. However, as with bridges, once a
location has rubble in it, the crater may be determined to hit in an spot already turned to rubble, in which case it will have
less, or even no, additional effect.
The total amount of rubble created by fully destroying a structure is equal to the volume of the structure (length x width x
height), modified for its relative rubble creation amount.

3-2.8.3.6 HE: Minefield/Sensorfield Damage
HE explosions have the ability to destroy emplaced mines and sensors if they land nearby. The initial destruction
probability is 10% for every 0.5 Kg of explosive detonated at a range of 1 m, which is modified for the range the round is
determined to land from the mine or sensor.
Single HE burst may destroy multiple mines or sensors, especially if very large explosions are involved, or the field is
densely packed.
Mines that are destroyed are assumed to detonate, which means they may damage units in their location. In this case,
the standard mine attack routines are used for damage assessment.
3-2.8.3.7 HE/APHE Nominal vs. Effective Penetration
When an HE charge detonates, the shock wave radiates out through the armor material in a concentric pattern. Thus, the
shock waves will never have to travel further than the actual armor thickness to reach the interior surface. This distance is
known as the Nominal Penetration, in that it the actual unmodified thickness of armor experienced by the HE wave
regardless of the impact angle.
The Effective Penetration, by comparison, is the penetration that would be required by a solid penetrator to equal the
effect of the HE detonation. Because this value does depend on the impact and armor angles, it will always be at least
the amount of the nominal penetration, and often times significantly greater.

Figure 359: Effective vs. Nominal Penetration for an explosive charge.
In the simulation models, all calculations are based on the effective armor thickness and the effective penetration. For
example, in the above diagram the nominal penetration of the explosive is 10mm, which is also the thickness of the armor
plate. However, the simulation would compare the effective armor thickness of 35mm to the effective penetration of the
HE charge, also 35mm, to arrive at the final results.

3-2.8.4 APHE

Figure 360: APHE (Armor Piercing High Explosive) projectile fundamentals.
APHE rounds blend the best characteristics of both AP (armor-piercing) and HE (explosive) rounds into a single projectile.
In a standard-use scenario, as pictured above, they penetrate a reasonable amount of armor before detonating, which
then constrains the explosion and increases its applied energy - and damage capacity. Or the projectile may even
completely penetrate the armor, in which case the energy of the explosion is applied completely to the vulnerable interior
of the target.
In the simulation, the effects of an APHE round are computed in two steps. The first is to determine the penetration
before detonation. This is done using the standard penetration routines.
The second step is to calculate the effects of the explosion. If the projectile only partially penetrated the armor (or if the
target is very thick like a road or the ground), the effects of the explosion are increased. The amount of the increase in is
proportional to the ratio of penetration to the round diameter, up to about 4 times the normal (unconstrained) energy.
If the round completely penetrates the armor, the damage calculations for the HE portion treat the target as completely
unarmored.

3-2.8.5 HEAT

Figure 361: Shaped charge/HEAT warhead fundamentals.

HEAT (High Explosive Anti-Tank) or “shaped charge” rounds use a narrow, high-speed jet of gas and molten metal to
penetrate armor. The jet is created by the complex interactions of the shock waves produced by the conical shape of the
explosive charge, and a thin metal liner that is melted and vaporized.
The jet requires a certain distance to organize itself, stays coherent for a certain distance more, and then begins to
deteriorate. Along this path, the maximum penetration work is done in the middle segment, where the jet is coherent.
The distance at which this path begins (where the jet becomes organized) is known as the “standoff” distance. If the jet is
just encountering the armor surface at this point, it will achieve maximum penetration. If the armor is encountered sooner
it will break up the jet formation before it becomes fully coherent. Or, if the armor is encountered later the jet will already
have begun to break up. Both of which will result in less penetration. This situation is represented graphically in the
diagram above.
HEAT rounds are given a standard penetration amount in the Ammunition Data Table. This penetration is in millimeters of
standard steel armor. When a HEAT round impacts a target, this is the value that will be compared to the effective
thickness of the armor to see if the armor is breached. There are no shock wave effects or associated spall creation,
although the round may have some blast effects on relatively unprotected objects near the detonation point.
The penetration value is reduced if the anti-HEAT rating of the armor type, which represents skirts and other measures
designed to prevent the detonation from occurring at the optimal standoff distance, as shown in the bottom of the diagram
above. However, if the HEAT round is a “tandem warhead” configuration, the effectiveness of the anti-HEAT rating is
reduced. In a tandem- warhead, there are two charges; the first blasts away the skirt, so the second can detonate at the
proper standoff.
The kill and damage probability of HEAT type rounds depends exponentially on the excess penetration (which represents
the amount of material that blasts though the armor), and the original warhead weight.
One variation on the standard design adds a thick metal plate at the opening of the cone. In this case, when the charge
detonates the Miznay-Shardin Effect turns the plate into a dense high-speed mass of molten metal. The physics are
slightly different, but the characteristics within are essentially the same; the warhead has an optimal standoff distance,
creates a certain amount of penetration, and spews molten metal and fragments once through the armor.
Another variation is the “Tandem Warhead”, which has two shaped charges in line. The purpose of this round is to defeat
defensive measures that prevent the warhead from initially detonating at the optimal standoff distance, such as skirts.
With a tandem warhead, the first charge is intended to destroy or neutralizes the defensive measure, thus allowing the
second one to bypass it and detonate at the optimal standoff distance. There are of course countermeasures to tandem
warheads, which have led to the introduction of triple warheads and defensive measures against them, but in both cases it
becomes prohibitively expensive to proceed much further than that.

3-2.8.6 Flame/Incendiary
Flame and incendiary rounds are treated the same by the simulation because they cause damage by heat and oxygen
loss. As such, the primary factor in calculating damage is the amount of burning material.
The damage may be reduced for armor, but the relationship of additional armor thickness to additional protection provided
is an inverse exponential. This means that the effects of each additional millimeter of armor provides less protection
(about 0.7 as much) than the millimeter added before it.
The protection from armor is reduced for high levels of burning material, approximately 1% for each 2.5 Kg of incendiary
(or about 2 liters of a liquid flammable).
Semi-armored (open-topped) targets receive protection from their armor, but only about 1/6th as much as if they were fully
armored. Targets with reasonably large openings, such as some IP’s, may not receive any armor benefit at all on some
portion of the flammable material applied if it is determined the flammable can enter the interior though the openings. The
determination of how much flammable would get through the opening is based on the size of the opening, what direction
the flammable material is placed on the target, and the quantity of flammable.

3-2.8.6.1 Flame: Wide-Area Flammables
“Wide-area” flammables (as set in the Ammunition Data Table) containing over 50 Kg of material have the added effect of
removing a large amount of oxygen from the atmosphere in their localized location. This has no effect on inanimate
objects but can cause asphyxiation and death to personnel. The basic death rate is about 1% per each person for each
5Kg of wide-area flammable material.

3-2.8.6.2 Flame: Terrain Fires
Flammables and incendiaries may ignite terrain in the location in which they are used. Terrain flammability is defined in
the TEC, and is characterized as High, Medium, Low, or Not Flammable. Additionally, flammable terrain has a maximum
fire level, which represents how much of the terrain type is flammable and approximately how hot it will burn.
Certain objects, such as wooden bridges and obstacles, may also be set as flammable in the TEC. In these cases they
are treated exactly as any other flammable terrain.
Terrain flammability is modified globally by the flammability setting set as part of the scenario weather. It is used to
account for the effects of rain or drought specific to the scenario being played.
The probability that a terrain type will ignite is proportional to the amount of flammable material being used, and the
terrain’s fire rating.
Wrecks and exploding ammunition may also start terrain fires.

3-2.8.6.3 Flame: Igniting Objects
Man-made objects such as obstacles and IP’s can also be weakened or destroyed by flame or incendiary weapons.
Additionally, objects constructed of wood or other flammable materials, may be set alight, resulting in illumination, smoke,
and other effects. Users define the relative flammability of obstacles in the Obstacle Data Table. Flame weapons cannot
damage excavations, such as ditches, and pure earthworks, such as berms.
The base damage probability for igniting/damaging obstacles is:
Wood (log hurdles): Pdmg = 10.0
Concrete (dragon’s teeth): Pdmg = 1.0
Steel (tetrahedrons): Pdmg = 0.25
Earth/Wood (log cribs): Pdmg = 2.0
Wire (concertina): Pdmg = 1.0
Pdmg = Pdmg x (M / 7.0) x 1000 [increase for amount of flammable material]

If F > 0, then: [obstacle is flammable to some degree]
Pignite = (M / 14) F
Where:
Pdmg = Damage Probability in %
Pignite = Probability of Ignition in %
M = Mass of flammable material in Kg
F = Flammability Value (Obstacle Data Table)

The corresponding equation for IP’s is:
Fdmg = 10000 x Mf / ρ x L
Actual damage is assessed in a semi-random fashion based on the IP Wall Damage Factor. On average, however,
the damage (in percent) will be equal to approximately the square of the IP Wall Damage Factor.
Example: 1 gallon of napalm placed on a 20 inch thick concrete wall results in an Fdmg of 7. This means there is, on
average, approximately a 7 percent chance of causing 7 percent damage, but the actual damage will be determined
randomly using a loop structure.
Where:
ρ = Density of the wall material in Kg / m 3
Fdmg = IP Wall Damage Factor
Mf = Napalm-equivalent Mass of flammable material on wall in grams
T = Thickness of the IP wall in mm

3-2.8.7 Chemical Weapons
Chemical weapons are of two general types, persistent and non-persistent. Persistent types are commonly powders or
liquids, and stay potent and localized after the initial application. They are also resistant to environmental breakdown. In
the simulation, persistent chemicals remain in their initial location for the remainder of the scenario. However, exposure to
sunlight/high temperatures and precipitation will reduce their concentration level over time.
Non-persistent agents, on the other hand, disperse or decompose relatively quickly after they are placed. Examples are
aerosols, gasses/vapors, and quick-evaporating liquids. In the simulation, they are treated much like smoke or dust - they
are blown and dispersed by the wind.
Chemical weapons are only effective against human beings, be they civilians, ground troops, or crews. To suffer the
effects of chemicals, personnel must be exposed to the agent for a period of time. The exposure time and the
concentration level together determine the absorbed dose. Based on the absorbed dose, the person will have a chance
of being either temporarily or permanently incapacitated, or killed.
The flag for chemical munitions and the persistence type is in the Ammunition Type Data Table.

3-2.8.7.1 MOPP (Protection)
MOPP stands for “Mission Oriented Protective Posture”, and represents varying levels of protection in NBC (nuclear,
biological, chemical) environments. Because most NBC protective measures reduce effectiveness and degrade
performance, they are entered into only when necessary. The MOPP system is simply a number of discrete “steps”,
leading from no protection to full protection, that allow a unit to tailor its protection level to the threat at hand without overly
reducing effectiveness.
For example, the US military uses 5 incremental MOPP levels for troops and personnel:
• Level 0: All gear is ready for use, but none is actually worn.
• Level 1: Over-garment and helmet cover worn.
• Level 2: Rubber over-boots worn.
• Level 3: Protective masks and hoods worn.
• Level 4: Rubber gloves are worn.
MOPP systems and levels are defined in the MOPP System Data Table, and are then assigned to weapons systems in
the Weapons Systems Data Table.

3-2.8.8 Energy/Advanced Weapons
The TSS models the effects of a wide range of energy and advanced weapons, including beam and dispersed
electromagnetic energy, as well as plasma and particle beams. Each of these weapons has unique propagation and
damage characteristics, as summarized in the table below:

Microwave
Beam

Laser Beam

Plasma
(Plasmoid)
Beam

EM/HPM Area
Pulse

Charged Particle
Beam

Neutral Particle
Beam

Degrades over
range

No

No

Yes - Depends on
type.

Yes

Low

Low

Degrades in the
atmosphere

Potentially
degraded by
liquid water and
water vapor
(including
foliage).

Yes - more for
moisture, clouds,
thermal gradients,
etc.

Potentially
degraded by
liquid water and
water vapor
(including
foliage).

Yes

Low

High (due to
turbulence as the
beam becomes
ionized)

CW power at high
levels is reduced
for the breakdown
of air surrounding
the impact site.
Effects less at
high frequencies.

Accuracy

High at all ranges

High at all ranges

N/A

Medium

High, but bent by
magnetic field low accy at long
ranges

Medium

Target

Single object
target.

Single object
target.

Affects all targets
in range/area.

Single object
target.

Single object
target.

Single object target

LOS Required

LOS not required,
but energy
reduced.

Yes

LOS not required,
but energy
reduced.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Blinds Personnel

No

Possibly

No

No

No

No

Incapacitates
Personnel (nonlethal)

Depends on
frequency,
energy.

Depends on
energy.

Depends on
frequency,
energy.

No

No

No

Kills Personnel

Depends on
frequency,
energy.

Depends on
energy.

No

Yes

Depends on
energy/beam
density.

Depends on
energy/beam
density.

Penetrates
physical armor

Based on
frequency and
armor
characteristics.

No

Based on
frequency and
armor
characteristics.

% based on
armor density &
thickness

% based on
armor density &
thickness

% based on armor
density & thickness

Damages
physical armor

No

CW - thermal.

No

No

Yes, at the same
time it damages
the rest of the
system.

Yes, at the same
time it damages the
rest of the system.

Pulse - thermal
plus impulse.
Adjustments
made for
reflectivity,
incidence angle

Can explode
ammunition

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Selectively
damages
electronics
(requires
coupling)

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes (creates an
ionized zone
around beam)

No

Countermeasures

Shielding

Reflective
surfaces, blocking
screens.

Shielding, circuit
isolation
equipment

High density nonmetallic shielding

Magnetic field,
High-density
shielding

High density
shielding

Energy weapons can be of two types, beam or dispersed. Beams propagate with a very narrow cross section, and
deposit concentrated energy in a small area on the target surface. They are aimed at single specific targets, and affect
only that target.
Conversely, dispersed weapons project energy over a wider area, and all targets within that area are equally affected.
Also, unlike beams, the energy from a dispersed source is absorbed over the target’s entire surface.

Figure 362: Energy weapon types showing dispersion patterns and potential targets.

3-2.8.8.1 Coupling
Unlike physical projectiles or explosive shock waves, metallic wires and other parts of the target system can absorb
energy and transmit it directly to sensitive electronic components. This is especially true if the target system contains an
actual antenna of some sort, and even more so if it is “tuned” to the frequency of the incoming energy pulse.
When energy is absorbed by a component in this manner, it is known as “coupling”. In reality, a large number of factors
influence coupling, including the frequency of the incoming energy, the orientation and dimensions of the “acting antenna”,
the materials involved, and various potential types of shielding that may be present.
The simulation uses a simplified method for determining coupled energy based on the overlap of two energy curves - one
for the pulse and one for the target system. The curves themselves are specified by three values: the peak coupling
frequency, the peak energy level (for the pulse) or “100% kill” energy (for the target system), and the “spread” at which the
coupled energy drops to half the peak value. The energy at the point where the curves intersect is the coupled energy
that will be absorbed by the target system.

= Absorption curve of target sub-system
= Pulse energy curve
= Intercept point – Power absorbed (Pa)

Pa

Frequency
Absorption Peak Freq
(Fa)

Intercept
(Fi)

Power

P

Pulse Peak Freq
(Fb)

Figure 363: Coupling calculation of energy transferred between an incoming energy pulse and a target system.
The probability of destroying the target system is determined by comparing the absorbed energy to the amount required
for a “100%” kill (the peak of the target system’s susceptibility curve). In the above example, by looking at the graph the
absorbed energy (Pa) is about 25% of the peak value (P) so the kill probability is also about 25%.
If the system is not killed outright, it may be damaged. The difference is that damaged systems can potentially be
repaired.
The curve values for the energy pulse are set in the Advanced/Energy Weapons Data Table. Susceptibility curve values
for individual target systems are set in the Weapons System Data Table, the Ammunition Data Table, the Radar Systems
Data Table, and the Gun/Launcher Data Table, all of which can potentially suffer damage from coupling, as shown in the
drawing below:

Figure 364: Sample energy pulse effects against weapons system target types.

What types of targets the weapons can affect are set in the Energy/Advanced Weapons Data Table, along with the pulse
energy, duration, and recharge time.

3-2.8.8.1.1 Standard Target System Sizes For Coupling
The energy flow (or flux) from an energy weapon is in Joules per square centimeter, per “pulse” where the pulse duration
is in milliseconds. Thus, the total amount of energy absorbed by the target system will depend on the size of the system
and the amount of time it is exposed to the energy. The time is a simple calculation, since the pulse duration is specified
for the energy weapon, along with the recharge time and total pulses available (anywhere from one for a single-shot
weapon such as a bomb, to continuous for a CW laser).
However, the area for most of these systems must also be known. Rather than adding additional fields to the data tables,
the program uses standard sizes based on the system involved. These sizes are:
System

Effective Size in Sq. Centimeters

Weapons Systems (personnel,
vehicles, aircraft, etc.)

(L + W) /2 x H
(Dimensions from the Weapons System
Data Table)

Missile guidance systems

1,000

HE Warheads

Actual caliber / 10

Gun/Launcher electronics

1,000

Radar

10,000

Propulsion/Engine

800

Special Systems (decoys,
PMD, lasers, etc.)

1,000

Communications

800

Fire Control

1,200

Remote Sensors

300

Mines

200

Note that these sizes are not intended to equal the “complete” size of the system involved. Instead, they represent a
generalized area that is acting as an antenna to absorb and transmit the incoming energy.

3-2.8.8.2 Physical Destruction
For energy weapons that cause physical destruction to solid matter, the program calculates the mass vaporized based on
the absorption percent. The actual calculation is based on a simple method proposed by Wilson (1987), where the energy
to vaporize a mass m of solid material at initial temperature T is:
Ev = m(CS(Tm-T)+CL(Tv-Tm)+Lf+Lv)
- orEv
m = --------------------------------------------CS(Tm-T) + CL(Tv-Tm) + Lf + Lv

(the mass vaporized if the energy is known)

Where:
CS = solid specific heat capacity
CL = liquid specific heat capacity (J/Kg K)
Tm = melting point
Tv = boiling point
(K)
Lf = latent heat of fusion
Lv = latent heat of vaporization (J/Kg)
Usually, however, Lf << Lv and T << Tv , and Cs >> CL = C. We then have the simple form Ev = m(CLTv+Lv), or

Ev
m = --------------(C*Tv) + Lv
Sample amounts of mass (in grams) vaporized for 1 Joule of power:
- Aluminum = 7.7 E-5 (C=903 Tv=2270 Lv=10,900,000)
- Silicon
= 8.0 E-5 (C=707 Tv=2628 Lv=10,600,000)
- Iron
= 13.1 E-5 (C=449 Tv=3160 Lv=6,800,000)
- Steel
= 12.5 E-5 (C=460 Tv=3280 Lv=6,500,000)
A final transformation based on the Strength/Hardness ratio is applied to account for actual armor material as defined in
the Armor Data Table.
Once the amount of vaporized material is known, the result can be used to determine how deeply the borehole goes (if
penetrating armor), or how much of the target system has been destroyed.

3-2.8.8.3 Degradation
Energy/advanced weapons are subject to several types of potential degradation, including being blocked/absorbed by
armor materials, atmospheric effects, magnetic fields, reflection, and dispersion (if not a beam with zero degree dispersion
width). Additionally, the Earth’s surface blocks transmissions, although wide area energy can propagate on the “back” side
of ground obstacles (such as hills), but with reduced effectiveness due to the effects of diffraction wave cancellation.
For ease of use, many of the calculations use 13 standard “bands” to group energy/advanced weapons with similar
characteristics. These bands are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

Long Wave Radio: 1 to 1 x 10 6 Hz
AM Radio: 1 x 10 6 to 1 x 10 7 Hz
Short Wave Radio: 1 x 10 7 to 2.9 x 10 9 Hz
Microwave Low: 2.9 x 10 9 to 1 x 10 10 Hz
Microwave Medium: 1 x 10 10 to 7 x 10 10 Hz
Microwave High: 7 x 10 10 to 3 x 10 11 Hz
Infra-red: 3 x 10 11 to 4 x 10 15 Hz
Visible Light: 4 x 10 15 to 8 x 10 15 Hz
Ultra-Violet: 8 x 10 15 to 3 x 10 17 Hz
X-Ray: 3 x 10 17 to 1 x 10 21 Hz
Gamma-Ray: 1 x 10 21 and above Hz
Plasma: Directed beam of ionized atoms.
Particle: Directed beam of particles (normally electrons if charged, atoms if neutral).

3-2.8.8.3.1 Standard Dispersion Degradation
Radiation that propagates over a wide area, as opposed to a concentrated beam, is subject to standard degradation
based on range. The degradation function is based on the inverse square of the distance, so as the range doubles, the
power is reduced to 1/4th its original value. This degradation is automatically applied to all non-beam energy weapons.
Beams may also be reduced in power as they propagate, based on the beam width value. The beam width value is in
hundredths of a degree, and measures how much the beam “spreads out” as it travels through space. It determines the
beam’s impact area, which is then compared to the beam’s width at a range of 1 meter (where full power is assumed).
The ratio is then used to calculate the final energy density at the target. Beams with a width of 0 are not affected by this
degradation.

3-2.8.8.3.2 Range Degradation
The simulation allows for degradation for range, above the standard range degradation, above. This degradation can
apply to any form of energy, including beams. In fact, this type of degradation is probably most significant with particle
beams, which tend to lose coherence as the range increases. The type (log or straight-line) and amount of degradation is
set in the Energy/Advanced Weapons Data Table.

3-2.8.8.3.3 Weapon-Specific LOS/Block Point Degradation
Some types of weapons, most notably beams such as lasers, require an LOS to their target. However, in some cases all
that is required is that the LOS not intercept the ground; visible light-blocking terrain may have little or no effect on the
beam strength. For example, foliage would have only a minimal impact of a particle beam, while it might completely block
a laser. Both of these characteristics are defined in the Energy/Advanced Weapons Data Table.

3-2.8.8.3.4 Terrain-Specific LOS/Block Point Degradation
Each terrain/object type can be given blocking properties in any or all of the 13 general “bands” of energy/advanced
weapons. The blocking is expressed in millionths of a percent per 100 meters, assuming a “standard” distribution of the
terrain type in that space. Any weapon of an appropriate band that requires a LOS and passes though that terrain will be
degraded by the specified percentage. The degradation percentage for each band is specified in the Terrain Effects
Chart.

3-2.8.8.3.5 Weapon-Specific Atmospheric Degradation
Interaction with the gas molecules and other particles in the atmosphere may affect some energy weapons; most notably
laser beams that are bent from thermal or other density gradients, and neutral particle beams that tend to lose coherence
in the turbulence an ionization of collisions. This effect is in addition to any applicable range or LOS degradations, as
noted above. The type (log or straight-line) and amount of degradation is set in the Energy/Advanced Weapons Data
Table.

3-2.8.8.3.6 Weather-Specific Atmospheric Degradation
As with the LOS, the atmospheric conditions (weather) selected for the scenario can also affect energy/advanced weapon
propagation based on the general band of the propagating energy. The blocking is expressed in millionths of a percent
per Kilometer, assuming a completely homogenous atmospheric composition over all distances. All weapons of the
appropriate band will be degraded based on their range to the target. The weather-specific band degradation values are
set in the Weather Data Table, and can also be adjusted at the start of a scenario.

3-2.8.8.3.7 Cloud Degradation
Clouds may diffract or reduce the effectiveness of certain types of energy, such as lasers. This effect is in addition to any
applicable range, LOS, or atmospheric degradations, as noted above. The amount of degradation is set in the
Energy/Advanced Weapons Data Table, and is based on a one-to-one relationship between the cloud cover the energy
passes though (taking into account the cloud base and height) and the degradation multiplier.

3-2.8.8.3.8 Incidence Angle Degradation
The incidence angle is the orientation of a beam impacting on the target surface, and is applicable only to beams. The
incidence angle of a beam hitting “straight on” is zero, and is said to be “normal” to the surface. A beam that just barely
grazes the surface would have an incidence angle of close to 90 degrees, and one with 90 exactly would miss the surface
completely - the beam would be exactly parallel to it.
As with solid projectiles, the armor’s effective thickness is increased to account for the angle of the beam though it.
However, some beams suffer additional degradation depending on the incidence angle. The effect is almost always the
result of reflection or the beam interfering with itself in some way. The incidence angle degradation value is Yes/No, and
set in the Energy/Advanced Weapons Data Table. If it is set to yes, the energy will be degraded 1.1% for each degree of
difference from normal (100% at 90 degrees).

3-2.8.8.3.9 Armor/Protective Material Degradation
Armor and other protective materials may block incoming energy using user-defined degradation multipliers in each of the
13 standard bands. The values are in millionths of a percent, per millimeter of armor. For beam weapons, the straight
line path though the armor is used, taking into account the relative angles of the beam and armor. For non-beam
weapons, the thickness is equal to the weapon system’s minimum nominal thickness; no adjustments are made for
angles.
Where weapons systems are concerned, only some systems are protected by armor. Others are considered “outside” the
armor, and thus fully exposed. Units inside IP’s (Improved Positions) are always protected by the IP armor.
Internal (Protected By Armor)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communications
Fire control
Gun/Launcher electronics
Internally stored ammunition - both
guidance systems and HE warheads.
Propulsion systems
Physical system destruction

External (no armor protection)
•
•
•
•
•

PMD systems
Radar systems
Externally stored ammunition (principally on
aircraft - bombs, rockets, etc.) - both
guidance systems and HE warheads.
Optical systems
Mines/sensors

Because an armor type is applied as a single item to a weapons system, it effectively “surrounds” the entire weapons
system. Therefore, care must be taken to look at the complete system when defining the armor values. For example, a
solid plate of steel armor may completely block microwaves. However, when steel plate is used in a “real” tank, it includes
vision ports and other openings that allow them to pass through unimpeded. Therefore the armor degradation values
should not be set very high - otherwise the tank will be unrealistically impregnable. If the openings are “sealed” on a
certain model of tank with the same armor, the weapons system values should be modified, instead, as described below.
Additionally, coupling can take place through any holes or gaps in the metallic envelope of a target, even if the hole is
"plugged" by a nonmetallic solid. The "goodness" of such coupling depends upon the size of the hole relative to the
wavelength of the radiation, which must be reflected in the armor’s protective values.
Specific energy/advanced weapons may be designated to ignore armor. This is set in the Advanced/Energy Data Table.
These weapons completely ignore all physical armor types.

3-2.8.8.3.10 Weapons-System Specific Degradation
Weapons systems can be assigned a unique susceptibility profile against advanced/energy weapons. The profile is
divided into 6 general energy “bands” and 7 general beam-weapon types. These bands and types are different than the
standard 13 bands used in the previous sections in order to more exactly model specific defensive measures and
weaknesses. They are:
Energy Bands
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long wave
Radio
Microwave
Visible
X-ray
Gamma rays

Beam Types
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pulsed Laser
CW Laser (continuous)
Pulsed Maser
CW Maser (continuous)
Plasma
Charged Particle
Neutral Particle

Profile values are in percent, and they multiply incoming energy amounts directly; values less than 100 reduce the energy,
and values above 100 increase it. The modifications are made after all other modifications for armor and degradation
during propagation. The values are set in the Weapons System Data Table.

3-2.9 Ammunition/Weapon System Lethality Adjustments
The simulations allows for a wide degree of customization concerning ammunition lethality against various types of
targets, as well as survivability measures employed by target weapons systems.

3-2.9.1 Ammunition Values
Ammunition effectiveness is broken down by both kill and damage probabilities by target type: AFV’s and other fully
armored targets, guns and semi-armored targets, and unarmored personnel and troops. Whenever a munition has been
determined to hit and penetrate an armored target, or land near an unarmored one, these values are used as the basis for
determining the results. The ammunition’s AFP (Anti-Personnel Factor) rating is used for near misses, and is the radius
at which unprotected personnel have a 50% chance of being killed.
Physical ammunition also has a probability of being a “dud”, where the ammunition malfunctions in some way and either
never fires, or never detonates at the target. The dud rate is set as part of the Force Data. Rounds that are determined to
be “duds” have no combat effect, and are simply subtracted from the firing unit’s on-hand quantity.

3-2.9.2 Weapons System Survivability
Each weapons system has a survivability rating, which represents how hard the system is to kill or damage as compared
to an “average” system. In practice, it reflects things such as the overall design, internal fire suppression systems, and
ammunition/fuel storage. The value can range from -100, which means the system can’t be killed, to + 100, which means
it is 10 times more likely to be killed than an average system. Zero is used for no change from the standard.

3-2.9.3 Special Non-Lethal Ammunition Types
Ammunition Classes can be designated as non-lethal to personnel. These types of munitions will never kill personnel.
Instead, if a “kill” is achieved they immobilize the target unit, and damage all of its weapons so it cannot fire. The damage
is not permanent, and the target unit may eventually regain mobility and weapon use once the fire is lifted. However, in

the meantime it is essentially helpless, and will readily surrender to nearby units (for more information on surrendering,
see the section on Morale).
If a unit is immobilized in this fashion, it loses command of any en-route guided weapons it is controlling.
Non-lethality is set in the Ammunition Classes Data Editor.

3-2.9.4 Specific Optical System Damage
Certain types of ammunition are intended to produce high flash or radiation that damage optical systems. The
ammunition, as used in this sense, may be either physical, such as an artillery round, or energy, as in lasers.
Two assumptions are made in determining how much damage the optical system suffers. The first is that the flash or
laser pulse acts in less time than the shutoff time of the optical system. The second is that optical systems can be
damaged if the incident energy is 0.01 J/cm2 or greater, or permanently destroyed at levels above 0.05 J/cm2. If these
assumptions are deemed invalid, the ammunition type should not be designated as able to damage optical systems.
The power reaching the optical system is determined by the standard laser routines described above, or for flash rounds,
is based on the amount of filler it holds. Specifically, each Kilogram of filler produces 32 million candlepower at a range of
1 meter. One candlepower is equal to 1/683 Watts per steradian, so the total power can be calculated at 1 meter, and
then decreased for the range to the target using the standard inverse square relationship between power and distance.
If the power levels calculated at the target are sufficient to cause damage, a further check is made to see if the target is
facing the burst. For this check, the optical equipment is assumed to be located in the target’s turret, if it has one;
otherwise the hull facing is used. The facing must be within 30 degrees of direction to the burst.
If the facing check is passed, the probability of damage being inflicted on the system is determined using the incident
power level: Damage Probability (0-100) = 0.2 x Power (J/cm2).

3-2.10 Suppression
Suppression is an effect of fire on troops in or near the target area that distracts and forces them to take cover. It is most
pronounced against troops in the open, but also affects armored vehicles and other systems by forcing their crews to
remain inside the vehicle with the hatches closed. This is known as being “buttoned-up”.
Suppression can prevent units from optimally sighting and engaging enemy units, and may also keep units from moving
(pinned-down). The exact effects are dependent on the weapon system type, the amount of suppression, and the source.
Suppression is allocated in “points”, where generally speaking 100 points of suppression will prevent a unit from sighting
or firing at all. The maximum suppression level depends on the type of weapons system being targeted:




Fully Armored: 20 points
Semi-Armored: 40 points
Non-armored: 150 points.

Additional points to be added above these levels are ignored.

3-2.10.1 Calculating Suppression Amounts
The base amount of suppression added from a specific ammunition type is based on the ammunition’s APF rating, which
is defined as the distance at which unprotected personnel have a 50% chance of being killed measured from the point of
impact/detonation. The maximum suppression radius is 5 times this distance, meaning that there will be no suppression
effects on units farther away than this.
The APF rating is always at least 1 cm, although most ammunition types will have values greater than this. The APF is
then modified for the size damage type:
• APF = APF 1.15.
• APF = APF x 1.25 if the ammunition contains HE.
• APF = APF x 2.0 if the ammunition is a FRAG (fragmentation) type.
• APF = APF x 0.75 if the ammunition is solid.
The modified APF value is then used to calculate the suppression to all target units within range (5 times the base APF
radius). The amount of suppression depends on the following factors:
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Range. Suppression is reduced exponentially with increasing distance as shown in the diagram above.
Cover in the location. Suppression is reduced by 25% of the cover amount, i.e. a cover level of 40% will reduce
suppression 10%.
In an IP. If the unit is in an IP (Improved Position), suppression is reduced 0.95% for each percent of protected arc
of the IP (suppression reduced 95% at 100% protected arc).
If the unit is armored and already buttoned-up, additional suppression is reduced by 95%.
If the unit is fully armored, the suppression is reduced 10 to 15 points (not percent).
If the unit is semi-armored, suppression is reduced 5 to 10 points (not percent).
If the unit is not armored, suppression is increased by 50%.

3-2.10.2 Buttoning-up From Suppression
Armored and semi-armored units will button-up from incoming fire based on the suppression level. The probability is
determined as the suppression level to the 1.5th power (which gives 100% probability at about 20 suppression points).
Un-armored units can never button-up.
On average, units will un-button approximately 2 minutes after the firing ceases, if the force SOP dictates they should
remain unbuttoned whenever possible. Otherwise, they will un-button approximately 5 minutes after firing ceases. Units
running for cover will not unbutton until they reach it and return to a normal morale state. Broken, wavering, or berserk
units un-button normally.

3-2.10.3 Suppression Dissipation
Once assessed, suppression takes time to dissipate even after incoming fire ceases. The reason is that it takes time to
realize the fire has ceased, and that another barrage isn’t about to begin. The heavier the preceding fire, the longer it
takes for units to realize the coast is clear and return to an unsuppressed posture with hatches open and heads up.
The suppression reduction per combat pulse is based on the unit’s current suppression level, and whether or not it just
received enemy fire (of any type). In general, a unit not under fire will “lose” 1/2 of its suppression points per minute, with
a minimum of reduction of 5 points per minute and a maximum reduction of 50 points per minute.
Units under fire can still lose suppression points, but only if the incoming fire is fairly light and ineffective compared to
what the unit experienced in its recent past. In this case a unit will “lose” 1/5th of it’s suppression points per minute, with
no minimum and a maximum of 25 points per minute.
Heavily suppressed units, with suppression levels above 100 points, “lose” points at half the standard rates specified
above.

3-2.11 Secondary Explosions/Collateral Effects
When a weapons system is destroyed, the ammunition and fuel it is carrying have the potential to explode and cause
damage to nearby objects. The probability and ultimate damage is based on the amount of ammo on hand, the weapon
systems’ size and weight (for fuel) and the type of the destroyed weapon system:
•
Personnel - no secondary effects.
•
Guns - ammo may explode (shrapnel, blast, fire). Guns do not create wrecks. Usually only 25-50% of the
ammunition on-hand is at risk for detonation.
•
Vehicles - ammo and fuel may explode (shrapnel, blast, smoke, fire). The probability of creating a wreck is based
primarily on the vehicle’s size, its armor level, and if it is deemed to explode. If a wreck is created, the effects may
linger for some time. If a vehicle is deemed to explode, all of the ammunition and fuel also detonates. Otherwise, it
may “cook off” over time as part of the wreck.

•

Aircraft - ammo and fuel may explode (shrapnel, blast, smoke, fire). The destroyed craft will land some distance
from its current location based on heading, altitude and speed. Wrecks are always created, and effects will linger
for some time afterward. All on-hand ammunition and fuel detonates either along the flight path or in the final crash
location.

Destroyed weapons systems are rated in terms of their ability to create blast, shrapnel, smoke, and fire. The ratings are
based on the explosive weight and types of the ammunition on-hand, corresponding explosive propellant charges, and
any amount of liquid fuel or incendiary material.
The effects of these secondary explosions are calculated as random explosions within the location (e.g., exactly as if they
were unguided artillery). As such they can damage or kill other units nearby (friendly or enemy), set the terrain on fire,
cause suppression and morale losses, and even set off “chain reactions” of secondary explosions in the weapons they
destroy.

3-2.12 High Smoke/Flash/Noise/Backblast
Smoke, flash, noise and backblast are characteristics of many gun/launcher systems that affect how easy they are for the
enemy to spot, and potentially limit how and where they are used. These values are set in the Gun/Launcher Data Table.
The effects can be summarized as follows:
• Smoke: If a gun produces high smoke, it is easier to visually spot in the daytime, and may add several smoke levels
to its map location when fired. Actual increases: +5% at night, +10% at twilight, +15% low sun angle, +25%
daytime.
• Flash: Flash is categorized as high, or very high. Flash makes the gun easier for the enemy to visually spot in
either the day or especially night. Actual increases (high/very high): +150%/+250% at night, +100%/200% at
twilight, +25%/+35% low sun angle, +50%/+100% daytime.
• Noise: Noise is also either high or very high. It improves the enemy’s chances of detecting the firing unit by sound,
both at night and during the day. Actual increases (high/very high): +100%/+150% at night, +75%/100% at twilight,
+50%/+75% low sun angle, +50%/+75% daytime.
• Backblast: Gun/launchers that produce backblast cannot be fired in enclosed areas without potentially killing their
crew or nearby units. Enclosed areas are defined as any IP (including buildings), where the “backblast OK” flag is
set to No. Additionally, backblast produces smoke and flash making the firing unit easier to spot. Actual increases:
+25% at night, +10% at twilight, +20% low sun angle, +25% daytime.

3.2.13 Creating a new unit by “Firing” a Gun/Launcher
As stated previously, it is possible to create a new unit when a gun/launcher is fired. This capability is especially useful for
situations such as firing long-range/flight duration missiles, launching aircraft from a carrier, or sending out RPV’s
(remotely piloted vehicles) from a parent craft.
The unit created from this “firing” is a “real” unit, although it can be either temporary, or permanent. Temporary units are
destroyed upon reaching their target (or maximum range) and have restricted player control. They are also known as “enroute” or “in-flight” units to reflect their nature and status.
Permanent units, on the other hand, remain in the scenario and can be controlled by the player as with any other
maneuver unit. They can be given orders, will move and fire normally (except for self-homing units), and are generally
indistinguishable from any other unit in the player’s force.
When the new unit is created, whether temporary or permanent, it will have a quantity of one, and the firing unit will be
assigned as its headquarters. It will be assigned the default force competence levels (training, morale, supply etc.), the
standard ammunition basic load for the weapons system, and will be facing in the direction of the parent unit that fired it.
New permanent units are subject to the standard command delays from the moment they are created (does not apply to
temporary units since they can not be controlled).
The links that tell the system to create a new unit upon firing, and what weapon system to assign to it, are set in the
Ammunition and Weapons System Data Tables.

3-2.13.1 Temporary En-route Units
As stated above, temporary or en-route units are used to model objects such as missiles, which have long flight times to
their target or can be intercepted or affected while they are in play. By turning these objects into units, it becomes easier
for both the program and human players to manage them, since they use all of the standard routines including those for
movement, sighting and damage.

In some ways, en-route units are “real” units. For example, they are comprised of a weapons system, have a specific
position, heading, altitude and speed, and can be detected by enemy forces. They can also be damaged or destroyed by
combat action.
However, en-route units are always outside the direct control of the owning/firing force commander. Once the en-flight
unit is created, it will be completely computer controlled, and cannot be accessed in any way or given orders. Examples
include most guided and ballistic missiles and rockets, as well as pre-programmed/targeted cruise missiles. These types
of en-route units also do not sight and/or report on the enemy, do not follow SOP directives, and are not affected by any
kind of morale considerations.
They simply follow a path to their target, as determined by the computer, based on the missile’s guidance capabilities
(including being controlled by a unit in the force, as with an ATGM), at which point they detonate or run out of fuel. It is
because of this limited life span that en-route units are also known as “temporary” units; they are always removed from
the game once the missile reaches its target (or is destroyed though some other combat action).
En-route units always have their firing unit as their nominal HQ, and will appear under it on the force tree. However, they
are never included in any kind of formation command or order (move, target, SOP, etc.). They may also not be
incorporated into a Composite Unit.

3-2.13.2 Standard Units
In this case, the unit being created is completely “normal”. It can be given orders and controlled by the human player just
like any other maneuver unit. Examples are aircraft launched from an aircraft carrier, RPV’s, or cruise missiles with the
ability to change their targets or flight paths on command.
The firing unit is always assigned as the created unit’s HQ, and all communications and command relationships and
orders apply normally to the new unit (formation move, targeting, SOP, etc.). They may also be incorporated into
Composite Units, although this is not recommended.
The location of the “firing” (launching) unit’s “target” will be set as the new standard unit’s movement objective, and the
computer will automatically determine the best movement path to that location, as well as setting the speed and altitude (if
the new unit is an aircraft).
Standard units are not automatically destroyed on firing unless the Weapons System Data Table flag for “Destroyed On
Firing” is set to “Yes”.
All values used for combat modeling are set in the Weapons System Data Table.

3-2.13.3 Self-Homing Units
Self-homing units are normal units with the added characteristic that they will always automatically insure their movement
path takes them to the last known location of their primary target (Target #1, Firing Group #1). This location is always
judged by the unit “knows”, subject to Fog of War, and thus may not be completely accurate or up to date. The unit’s
target may be a location, an enemy unit, or an object (IP, building, etc.). Players may freely change the primary target at
will, at least up until it is actually engaged.
Once a self-homing unit arrives at its target’s location, the target is immediately attacked using the self-homing unit’s main
weapon.
When a self-homing unit determines that its current movement commands will not take it to the currently known location of
the primary target, for example in the case of an enemy unit that has moved, the unit will immediately discard its current
orders, and formulate new ones based on the quickest known path to the target. However, players may at any time issue
commands on their own, which do not necessarily follow the quickest or shortest path. The unit will follow those orders
without change as long as they eventually take the unit to the target location. Please note however, that if the target is
moving, it is likely that at some point its location will no longer be in the self-homing unit’s movement path, and the selfhoming unit will immediately reformulate its orders to move the enemy units’ new position - erasing any orders that had
been previously issued by the player.
Self-homing units do not have to have a specific target, however. Instead, they can be given movement waypoints, as
with normal units. In these cases, the self-homing unit will always follow its current orders; because it does not have an
actual target, it will never automatically reformulate the movement path.

While self-homing units can be issued with explicit communications and network equipment (Weapons System Data
Table), they are also always given a standard radio (equal to checking “Radio” for the standard communication flag in the
Weapons Systems Data Table). This is important, since self-homing units always move towards the last known location
of their target as they know it, and can be given orders to home in on and engage known targets that they can’t see
directly. By having these units effectively integrated into the force’s communications grids and/or networks, the unit’s
information on enemy forces and the situation can be kept current and complete.
Self-homing units always have their firing unit as their nominal HQ, and will appear under it on the force tree. In most
respects they are treated as normal units, however they are never included in any kind of “formation-based” command or
order (e.g., formation move orders, targeting, SOP's, etc.). They may also not be incorporated into a Composite Unit.
All values used for combat modeling are set in the Weapons System Data Table.

3-2.13.4 Data Table Flags and Summary
To create an en-route unit, in the Ammunition Data Table set the “Temp Unit When Fired” flag for the munition to “Yes”.
Then, select the appropriate Temp Unit Type. This can be any entry in the Weapons System Data Table, but most likely it
will be a general system designated as an “in-flight” type. For example, to create a TOW ATGM using the default data
set, make “Temp Unit When Fired” equal to “Yes”, and then select “Temp: Medium Air (Pending)” from the Weapons
System list.
For combat modeling, en-route units use the size values from the Weapons System Data Table. All other values (speed,
warhead, weight, etc.) are set in the Ammunition Data Table.

To create a normal unit, in the Ammunition Data Table insure that the munition “fired” by the launcher has the “Temp Unit
When Fired” value set to “No”. Then, set the “Special Type” field to “Wpn Sys/Unit”, and select the Weapon System to be
“fired” (for example, “FA-18 Hornet”, or “Predator RPV”). The “Self-Homing” field for that weapon system should be set to
”No”.
To create a self-homing unit, in the Ammunition Data Table insure that the munition “fired” by the launcher has the “Temp
Unit When Fired” value set to “No”. Then, set the “Special Type” field to “Wpn Sys/Unit”, and select the Weapon System
to be “fired” (for example, “NLOS-LS PAM”, or “Guidable Cruise Missile”). The “Self-Homing” field for that weapon system
should be set to ”Yes”.
Type

Characteristics

Ammo/WpnSys Data Flags

Examples

En-route / In-flight / Temporary
Unit

No player control.
Always destroyed at target.
Easiest to set-up and use.

Temp Unit When Fired = “Yes”
Special Type = “None”
WpnSys Table Self-Homing = n/a

ATGM, SAM’s, SSM’s, cruise
missiles, rockets.

Normal Unit

Normal player control.

Temp Unit When Fired = “No”
Special Type = “Wpn Sys/Unit”
WpnSys Table Self-Homing = “No”

Aircraft, RPV’s, controllable cruise
missiles.

Self-homing Unit

Normal player control.
Automatically homes in on target.

Temp Unit When Fired = “No”
Special Type = “Wpn Sys/Unit”
WpnSys Table Self-Homing = “Yes”

NLOS-LS missiles, next generation
robotic craft.

Section 3-3: Close Combat
Close combat can occur when opposing ground units occupy the same location. It represents a wide variety of combat
actions that happen at very close range and are outside the scope of the database values, such as vehicles colliding with
and running over troops and other vehicles, bayonet actions, clubbing, stabbing, shoving objects into tank tracks, and
hand to hand combat, to name a few.
While close combat can only occur between units in the same location, it is important to note that it is NOT mandatory and
may not always occur. Some examples of when it may not are:
•

None of the units in the location are capable of engaging in close combat (due to weapons systems, morale
levels, etc).

•
•
•

All unit SOP's and/or orders direct them not to engage in close combat.
The location scale (meters per location/hex) is large enough that the units are not in direct contact even though
they occupy the same location.
The location terrain, IP's, or other terrain prevent close combat.

3-3.1 Initiating Close Combat
A close combat situation can be initiated when a unit moves into a location containing one or more enemy units. When
this occurs, all ground units in the location may immediately cease movement depending on SOP settings, exact positions
within the location, and other conditions. They retain any movement orders they might have, but they will stay in the
location until the close combat situation is removed, e.g., until only one force or the other occupies the location.
Close combat is resolved at the end of the movement phase, so additional units from either side may move into the
location during the current movement phase. As soon as they do, however, they can be involved in the ongoing close
combat and will not be able to move out of the location until it is completely resolved. The same applies if the close
combat lasts more than one turn. Units that move into a location already containing a close combat will join in, and will
cease moving.

3-3.2 Resolving Close Combat
The units involved in close combat are broken down into attackers and defenders. A unit is considered to be attacking if it
moved into the location in the current phase. Otherwise, it is a defender. Note that this means it is possible for all of the
units to be attackers or defenders, or for a force to have units in both categories.
Close combat is resolved in steps:
1. The defending units are lumped together by owning force into aggregate numbers of personnel, vehicles, guns,
naval craft, and miscellaneous.
2. The attacking units are “aligned” against the combined defenders by force and type. Defending personnel are
attacked first, then vehicles, then guns, then naval craft, then whatever is left.
3. The attacker must achieve a ratio of at least 1.5:1 before being able to attack the next type. For example, against
10 personnel and a tank, an attacker would need to have at least 15 personnel before being allowed to attack the
tank. For this calculation, vehicles count as 5 personnel. Attacking units are aligned as a single entity - they are
not broken down between types.
4. The attacking force inflicts losses on the defenders. Losses are either immediate or deferred until the end of the
close combat round (e.g., after the defender has a chance to inflict losses back on the attackers).
• Attacking units that are wavering or broken are removed from the attack.
• Attacking units with low morale (less than 30, or less than 75 with a random factor) are removed from the
attack.
• The standard Weapon System Close Combat Attack Factor (CCAF) is added for each attacking unit. Close
Combat factors are set in the Weapons System Data Table and are broken down against armored and nonarmored targets, depending on what type of targets the attacking unit is aligned against.
• The value is adjusted by multiplying it by the defending units’ Weapons System Close Combat Defense
Factor (CCDF).
• The value is multiplied by the strength ratio strength.
• The value is multiplied by the average morale ratio (attacker over defender).
• The number of actual kills is a random amount up to the value. The number of immediate kills is determined
by the difference between the attacker’s average morale and the defender’s.
• Immediate kills are deducted from the defender’s force, and the morale reduction from these losses is
assessed. Units are also checked to see if they change morale states, e.g., break or go berserk.
The defending units then become the attackers and vice-versa, and steps 1-4 are run through again.
After the original defending units have attacked, the deferred losses are assessed to both sides - including morale effects.

Section 3-4: Improved Positions
Improved Positions (IP’s) are structures or excavations intended to protect friendly forces from the effects of enemy fire.
There are many different types of IP’s, each of which is constructed to be occupied by specific types of friendly units and

provide protection against certain enemy threats. IP’s can be further segregated by the degree of freedom with which
they allow friendly forces to fire their weapons at enemy targets.
Most Improved Positions involve at least some form of excavation, as the earth provides one of the most effective forms of
protection available. This is especially true for rifle or crew served weapons, since the digging can be done by hand under
most conditions. For larger weapons and vehicles, or in frozen or hard ground, excavation often requires heavy
equipment or explosives. Normally, positions are dug only to a depth that will still allow the weapon to fire out of the
position. Soil removed by the excavation (called the “spoil”) is often used to construct above-ground berms and walls or
to fill sandbags for added protection outside of the firing arc. In some cases, overhead cover (a roof) is added to the
position to protect against airbursts.

Figure 365: Basic IP (Improved Position) Types - excavated vs. built-up.

3-4.1 Setting Up IP Types
IP Types are defined in the Improved Position Data editor. Properties of the IP include the material that the (aboveground) walls, parapets or berms are made of, how thick they are, what (if any) overhead cover is provided, what kinds of
units can occupy the position, and what firing arcs are provided. The simulation ignores below-ground portions of the IP,
they are assumed to be immune to the effects of direct fire (not airbursts, though).
Diagrams of the dimensions and components for some common types of positions are included at the end of this section.

3-4.2 Constructing IP’s
IP’s are placed on the map either at the beginning of a scenario, or once a battle is under way, through the construction
efforts of friendly forces. To be available for construction, an IP must be assigned to an Engineering System, using the
Engineering System Data Editor. The Engineering System data includes the time it takes to construct the position (for
that Engineering System), and if it requires the use of any special types of expendable items (explosives, etc.).

The Engineering System itself is then linked to a Weapons System (such as a rifleman, tank, bulldozer, or whatever). Any
unit with this weapons system can then construct the position during the scenario, given the time required (and any
expendable items) as listed in the Engineering System Data. If the unit has more than one of the weapons systems on
hand, it will be able to construct multiple positions concurrently. It is very important to keep this in mind when determining
the relationships between these tables, since the final result will depend on each link in the chain.

3-4.3 IP Effects
Improved Positions have three primary effects in the simulation. First, they are treated as a type of armor that protects the
occupants from the effects of combat actions. Second, they affect the sighting routines by adjusting the effective size of
the occupying target unit and also making it more difficult to tell exactly what type of weapon it is. Lastly, IP’s limit the
fields of fire and/or sighting ability for friendly units.
IP walls are treated exactly as any other type of armor. The walls will slow or stop penetrating projectiles, and will have all
the normal effects on other ammunition types. Once the incoming round has achieved a hit on the weapon inside the IP,
either by penetrating the IP wall (in which case the velocity and other characteristics are recalculated), or by hitting an
exposed part of the weapon, the damage is calculated normally. The determination of how much of the weapons system
is exposed is discussed below.
For sighting purposes, weapons occupying IP’s can be partially or completely hidden. The determination is based
primarily on whether or not the IP has a firing arc and overhead cover. If an IP has a firing arc, general approximations
can be made about the positioning of the occupying weapons system to allow it to fire. If the firing arc is zero, the weapon
is assumed to be completely surrounded by walls or excavation and thus is always fully hidden. The only way the weapon
can be sighted is from above, and then only if the IP lacks overhead cover. Likewise, if the IP wall height exceeds the
weapon height, the wall will completely block sighting of the weapon from that direction (and also will prevent the weapon
from firing in that direction).
In cases where the wall height is less than the weapon height, the following generalizations are made in determining how
much of the weapon can be seen “above” the wall, or though the firing arc. These ratios apply even if the wall height is
zero, in which case the protection is provided completely by excavation:
Firing Arc = 0

w/Overhead Cover

No Overhead Cover

Personnel

Hidden

Size = 10% normal

Size = 20% normal

Gun (missile,
mortars)

Hidden

Size = 25% normal

Size = 50% normal

Vehicles

Hidden

Size = 20% normal

Size = 30% normal

Aircraft

Hidden

Hidden

Hidden

Once a weapon system is discovered, the same percentages are applied to the probability the weapon type will be
ascertained. This reduction is applied after all other modifications have been accounted for. For more information, see
the manual section on Sighting.
Under direct fire, the size adjustments are also used to determine if the round impacts into an IP wall or berm or against
the target. If the round path enters the IP through the firing arc, the chance of hitting the target is adjusted by the Arc
Open percentage.
As an example:
• A tank with a height of 3 meters and width of 4 meters is in an open-topped IP with a front wall height of 2 meters, a
width of 5 meters and an open arc percentage of 50. For simplicity, the projectile is coming from the exact front of
the tank (0 degrees).
• The nominal tank area is the vehicle’s width times the height = 12 sq. meters (3 meters x 4 meters). 30% of this
height (0.9 meters) is assumed to be above the wall (from the chart above). In this case, this also means 2 meters
of vehicle height is behind the wall (2 meters = the wall height), and 0.1 meters below the ground surface.
• Without taking into account any “cut-outs” in the wall for the firing arc, the area of the tank “sticking up” over the IP
wall is 3.6 sq. meters (0.9 meters (from step #2) x 4 meters (the tank width) ). The area of the wall in front of the
tank is 8 sq. meters (2 meters (the height of the wall) x 4 meters (the width of the tank) )
• If the projectile was entering outside of the firing arc, these two values would be used in determining how the round
impacts, and whether or not it hits the IP wall.

•

However, in this case the projectile path is in the firing arc, and the arc openness is 50%. This reduces the wall
area to 4 sq. meters (50% x 8 sq. meters (the nominal wall area) ). The difference in area is added to that of the
tank, which becomes 7.6 sq. meters (3.6 meters (the nominal tank area) + 4 sq. meters (the difference) ).

Finally, IP’s place limits on the ability of the units occupying them to see and fire out. In all cases units can see and fire
only in the firing arc. However, in cases where a unit of one type occupies an IP meant for another type, it can’t see or fire
out very well. An example of this is when an infantry (personnel) unit occupies an IP meant for a tank (vehicle). However,
the advantage is that the personnel unit can’t be seen or hit by enemy direct fire very well either (except by air-bursts if the
position is open-topped). In this regard, “smaller” weapon types can always occupy vacant IP’s designed for “larger”
types. However, an IP can only be occupied up to its normal capacity using the following cost equivalents:
Improved Position Type
Personnel

Gun

Vehicle

Aircraft

Personnel

1

1/ 5

1/ 10

1 /20

Gun

-

1

1/2

1 /4

Vehicle

-

-

1

1 /2

Aircraft

-

-

-

1

Small units in larger positions have their ROF, and spotting probabilities reduced by 30-60%, depending on circumstances
and weapon size (personnel suffer the lowest degradation, guns and vehicles the most.

3-4.4 IP Access
Units enter and exit IP’s based on the access it provides: either surface or underground. As the names imply, surface
access allows units outside the IP on the ground surface to enter it (or to exit it to the ground surface). IP’s that “connect
underground”, on the other hand, allow entrance and exit from underground IP’s, such as tunnels. Underground IP’s will
be covered in more detail in a later section.
The IP must have access appropriate to the unit’s condition at the time it attempts to enter the position, including any
limitation imposed by damage to the IP.
A single IP type can have either, or both, surface and underground access. Examples of IP’s with both could be a tunnel
entrance, an elevator into a subterranean complex, or bunkers and casemates connected to underground tunnel systems
(signature features of much of the Maginot Line positions, for instance).
Access is not enforced during the set-up phase; units may be initially placed in any IP regardless of its access. However,
capacity and other standard occupancy limitations sill apply.
An IP type can also have no access whatsoever. If so defined, units would not be able to enter or exit them during the
scenario, short of having the IP sustain damage that “opens it up” (see below). Units could still be placed in the IP during
the set-up phase, however, since there is no access check performed when initially placing units.
IP access values are set in the IP Data Table using the DataView module, as shown here:

Figure 366: IP Access settings. Surface access is not required.

3-4.4.1 IP Damage and Access
When an IP sustains damage, it may affect the access characteristics of the IP as well as the capacity and protection
values. Specifically, damage can “open up” surface access through previously impassible walls or it can “block”
underground movement. The damage can be from any source, including combat actions, placed explosive charges,
bombs, fire, or exploding stored ammo (secondary explosions/effects).
Vehicle wrecks can block or severely limit underground access; however, they have no effect on surface access.
The change in the “amount” of access (either more or less than normal) is proportional to the level of damage. This
means that in some cases, only certain types of units will be allowed to use the access while others will be blocked. For
example, in a partial tunnel collapse from bombing, infantry may still be able to move through the tunnel, but vehicles may
be blocked. In these cases, the moving units will also often be penalized to some degree in terms of time and maximum
speed to account for the difficulties in navigating through the damage.
As another example, engineers may blow a hole in the side of an IP that has no surface access. In this case, the damage
will be such that only infantry will be able to pass through the breech, and they will be slowed in doing so. If additional
demolition work is performed, at some point vehicles could enter as well (assuming that they are permitted to occupy the
IP in terms of type and capacity).
As IP damage is repaired, access reverts to its normal “undamaged” state (either access allowed or not).

3-4.5 Underground IP’s
An “Underground” Improved Position (IP) is any IP that is wholly underground (below ground surface level). Units in an
underground IP can not sight or fire at units on the surface (and conversely, surface units can not directly sight or fire at
underground units). This includes underground IP’s with surface access.
Examples of underground IP’s include tunnels, bunkers, storage rooms, missile silos and command centers.
Examples of IP’s that are below the ground surface level but that are NOT underground include surface bunkers with
underground access, large tunnel entrances/exits, or deep open-air pits or excavations.

Figure 367: "UIP" indicates that a unit is in an Underground IP.
Underground IP’s are defined in the DataView module using the “Underground” value:

Figure 368: The "Underground" toggle determines whether an IP is underground. Other values such as floor
elevation, overhead thickness, etc., are used for combat resolution.

3-4.5.1 Special Underground IP Considerations
In the interests of user-convenience, Underground IP’s are given certain special characteristics that are applicable to most
situations. These include communication, LOS, grade/slope and DF considerations effects. These effects are applied
automatically, and can not be adjusted or removed by the user.
•
•

Communications: All underground IP’s are assumed to contain land lines (communication cables). Units in these
IP’s can use land lines as a communication method if the recipient unit is also in a location with land lines.
Underground IP’s use a modified version of the LOS routines:
o

The LOS though a series of connected IP’s (tunnels) must be in a straight line, adjusted for the “offset”
effects of the hex/grid pattern.

Figure 369: LOS through connected/adjacent underground IP's (tunnels). The
LOS on the right is open, the one of the left is blocked.

The floor and ceiling of each IP is used to determine if the LOS is blocked by either. In cases where more
than one IP is in a location, the most favorable one for the LOS is used.
o Aside from wrecks and occupant units, there are no terrain effects.
o The maximum range is determined based on the IP cross-sectional area (height x width). Larger IP’s,
such as vehicle tunnels, have longer sighting ranges than smaller ones such as” crawl spaces”.
DF is not permitted in Underground IP’s.
Close combat is adjusted for the width of the IP so that the number of attackers/defenders in direct contact is
never more than could fit across the width of the IP.
Automatic placement on the map. In some cases, an underground IP may be placed on the map automatically by
the computer at the start of the scenario. This allows the underground IP to have surface access as is intended,
and saves the player from having to do it. The IP is placed as follows:
o A surface IP with underground access must be located adjacent to an underground IP.
o The two adjacent IP’s (surface and underground) must allow the same types of units to occupy them.
o There must not be an underground IP in the location with the surface IP.
o When these conditions are met, the computer will automatically place an underground IP of the same
type as the adjacent one in the location with the surface IP. If more than one IP type is adjacent to the
surface IP, the largest underground IP type (in terms of capacity/size) will be selected.
o

•
•
•

3-4.5.2 Underground IP Fog of War
Underground IP’s are known and detected like all other battlefield objects. At the start of the scenario, they will be known
to the defending/placing player, but usually unknown to the other force (unless set otherwise when the IP was placed).

Figure 370: Initial detection values are set on the Force Values Form.
During the initial detection phase, underground IP’s cannot be detected by signal, aerial or satellite reconnaissance. They
have a very slight chance of being detected by patrols, but realistically they can only be detected through HUMINT
(interrogation of enemy soldiers or others in the area).
Units in underground IP’s have the same limitations on being detected, with the exception that they may be detected by
SIGINT (detection of their radio and signal traffic). However, the initial detection probability is much reduced given that
the units are more likely than not to be using other forms of communications besides radio, which are harder to detect or
intercept. And, when they do use radio, the signal strength reaching friendly SIGINT units will be reduced over units
transmitting from the surface.

Figure 371: Only HUMINT can realistically detect underground IP's at the start of the scenario. Signal intercept
can detect units in tunnels, but not the IP’s themselves.
During the scenario, units always detect adjacent underground IP’s whenever they occupy one. Additional IP’s may also
be detected by visual, IR or other means during the standard sighting and detection phase. Newly detected underground
IP’s are reported using the normal reporting and message procedure.
Radio communication from underground systems can be problematical, and all radio transmissions from underground
units are adjusted based on the LOS between the sender and recipient. Where the signal passes through the ground, the
strength is reduced according to the amount of earth it passes through and the frequency (if known). When the strength is
reduced passed a threshold based on the radio maximum range, the transmission is blocked. For systems that require an
LOS, the reduction from passing though the earth is greatly increased over systems that do not require it

3-4.5.3 Underground IP Map Display
On the map, below-ground IP’s are shown underneath objects on the surface. As with IP’s in general, the icon for units
occupying the IP are shown underneath the IP symbol.

Figure 372: Underground IP map display.

3-4.5.4 Tunnels
Because tunnels are the most common use of underground IP’s it is worth discussing them in somewhat greater detail.
•
•
•

•

Construction: Tunnels are constructed by placing a series of adjacent underground IP’s that have underground
access.
Units move though the adjacent IP’s based on their movement characteristics as set in the TEC (Terrain Effects
Chart). For example, to create a rail tunnel, all of the IP types used to create the tunnel must allow for rail
movement as defined in the TEC.
Surface access is optional. However, if it is desired, it is achieved by placing an IP type that allows for it (i.e., has
both surface and underground access). The IP should allow for the same type of units to move though it as the
other IP’s making up the tunnel. For example, in a rail tunnel the “entrance” IP must also allow for rail movement
in the TEC.
There is no prohibition against creating a tunnel completely from IP types that have both surface and underground
access. This configuration will allow units to enter and exit the tunnel at any point along its length. However, for
most map scales this situation would not be realistic.

•

•

There is also no prohibition against having certain “limited” access points along the length of the tunnel, using IP’s
with surface and underground access but that do not allow as great a movement type as the tunnel. For example,
a “Stairs” IP type could be defined and placed that allows access to the tunnel by personnel only, even though the
tunnel itself can carry vehicles.
Hexline features, such as roads, trails or rail lines are always assumed to be on the surface; they are completely
ignored by units moving though tunnels. As such, hexlines should in general not be included on the map in
location where the feature proceeds through a tunnel (i.e., a “gap” should be left by the map creator).

Figure 373: Tunnel “start” with a surface entrance. The computer has automatically added a "real" tunnel IP to
the location with the entrance to insure connectivity.

3-4.6 Moving Between Adjacent/Co-located IP’s
In order for a unit to enter an IP, these conditions must be met:
1) The IP type must permit the unit stacking type (personnel, gun, vehicle, etc.).
2) The IP must have enough free capacity to hold the unit, accounting for damage, wrecks, and other units already
inside it.
3) The IP must be large enough in each dimension (length, width and height) to allow the unit to physically occupy it.
4) The IP must have appropriate access (as discussed above).
If these basic conditions are met, the unit may move between the IP’s. Except as specified, the moving units will use the
standard movement routines, and will be subject to delays and terrain effects.

3-4.6.1 Moving Between Adjacent/Co-located IP’s
Surface to Surface: Units may move between co-located IP’s (the IP’s are in the same map location) without exposure or
cost. When units move between adjacent surface IP’s they may do so in one of three ways, depending on the IP
characteristics:
1) If the IP’s are discrete (buildings, bunkers, etc.) they must exit the first IP, move over the surface to the adjacent
location, and then enter the second IP.
2) If the IP’s are “location sized” (i.e. one dimension equals the map location/hex scale), the unit moves directly from
one to the other. It is never exposed on the surface.
3) If the IP’s both have underground access, they are assumed to be connected by a tunnel, and the unit can be
given orders to use it instead of moving on the surface.
Underground to Underground: When units move between adjacent underground IP’s, they always move directly from one
IP to the other. The units never exit to the surface. Both IP’s must “connect underground”.
Surface to/from Underground: The IP’s must be co-located. There is no cost for the move.

Figure 374: Movement path of a unit moving into a tunnel. Movement though underground tunnels (IP’s) is
indicated in a different color than surface movement.

3-4.6.2 Unit Orders: Above/Below Ground
Units must be given explicit orders to move underground from the surface or vice versa. This can be done in one of two
ways:
1) Issue an explicit movement order though the standard movement orders interface. The unit will execute the order
as it would any other movement command.

Figure 375: The “Out Tunnel” command orders a unit in an underground IP to the surface.

2) Issue an Intermediate Objective order to a Maneuver Group that includes instructions to move above or below
ground at the objective. The AI will issue orders to the unit as appropriate; no human intervention is required or
allowed.

Figure 376: Maneuver Group orders to go underground and enter tunnel.

Units will attempt to carry out these orders as best they can, depending on the situation at the moment of execution. For
example, if a tunnel entrance IP is blocked due to damage, a unit with orders to enter it may not be able to do so. In these
cases, the AI will move the unit on the surface, if possible, to the next objective.

3-4.6.3 AI Movement Considerations
When the AI is called on to move units though tunnels, it will follow these general rules:
1) It will try to keep units above or below ground unless the unit is given a specific order to the contrary or a path can
not be found (see #3, below).
2) A unit in a surface IP will remain on the surface, even if the surface IP is connected to an underground tunnel.
3) If a unit is underground in an IP with surface access and the AI can not find a valid underground movement path
to its destination, then the AI will attempt to move the unit to the surface and from there find a path to the
objective. If a valid above ground path is found, the unit will be moved to the surface in its current location to
execute it.
4) In the above case, if an above ground path can not be found, or the unit can not move to the surface in its current
location, the AI will attempt to move the unit as best it can through the known underground IP’s, “one location at a
time”. In general, the AI will always attempt to move the unit closer to the final destination, and will try not to
“back-track” along paths it has already traversed. However, uncertainty is built in to the model; moving though
unknown tunnels is a difficult and time consuming process in real life, and the AI procedure is designed to model
this.

3-4.7 Sample Improved Position Diagrams
The following diagrams are provided for reference. Emplacements for specific weapons systems or special situations will
often vary from these basic designs.

Section 3.5: Point Missile Defense Systems
Point Missile Defense (PMD) Systems interdict incoming enemy missiles as they near their target. Currently in the
simulation, intended targets “fire” the PMD only in their own defense. They will not try to intercept missiles aimed at other
targets. However, to provide flexibility, the simulation will allow Directed Energy weapons (PMD or not) to be used against
enemy missiles, even if the firing unit is not the target of the attack.

PMD weapons are designed to destroy or at least deflect the incoming missile before it impacts. PMD systems use a
number of methods to accomplish this, depending on their sophistication level. Smoke, anti-missile rockets and guided
missiles, un-aimed “canister” type fragmentation charges, and aimed directed energy beams are the most common
options.
Whenever a unit with a PMD system comes under attack from a projectile moving at less than 500 meters per second, the
simulation automatically checks to see if the round can be detected by the PMD system. These checks are made at least
twice, when the missile is launched/fired, and just before it impacts. In the second case, the detection probability is
“averaged” over the flight of the projectile from the maximum detection range (or the actual range, if less) and a point
about 10-25 meters from the target. The longer the time the missile spends in the detection area, the better its chances of
being detected. If the PMD system has a long-range weapon, it may engage the target out to the weapon’s maximum
range, once the incoming missile has been detected.
Once an incoming missile has been engaged by a PMD system, it may still cause damage to the target, or to other targets
nearby. This is true even if the PMD scores a “direct hit”. The reason is that the incoming missile is often either thrown
off course, in which case it still explodes on impact, or the “kill” from the PMD detonates the warhead anyway. The
simulation will determine when these conditions occur, and apply any secondary effects as applicable. Normally,
unprotected troops are at the greatest risk from these effects; however, other vehicles (or even the original target) may
also be damaged or destroyed.
In general, PMD systems are grouped along the following divisions:
• Detection System: The detector determines what targets the PMD system can see and track, as well as how
vulnerable it may be to countermeasures or conditions. Most PMD systems can defend against one or more types of
relatively slow-flying missiles, including rocket-propelled grenades. However, advanced technology is required to be
able to intercept very fast missiles, or small targets like artillery rounds. The best all-around detection system is
probably Active Radar since it has the potential to detect any solid object. However, in practice, radar systems also
require filters and other sophisticated controls to separate out “clutter” (i.e. flying debris, chunks of earth, etc.) from
actual threats. Most other detection systems are threat specific, in that they detect only one type of incoming missile.
The detection system also often determines how far out the incoming missile can be engaged, which determines
potential secondary effects on the target and/or nearby units.
• Damage Routine: This is how the PDM system disables the incoming threat. These methods range from a simple
throwing up of smoke, to advanced guided interceptor missiles and directed energy beams. The method of damage
has two important effects in the simulation. It determines how far away the incoming missile can be engaged, and
what secondary affects the PMD system may produce on nearby units. For example, a system that uses canister
rounds containing several hundred ball bearings will almost certainly cause casualties among any unprotected troops
in its firing arc.

3-5.1 PMD Detection Systems
In the simulation, detection systems are rated for the types of targets they can pick up (slow missiles, fast missiles,
RPG’s, artillery, etc.), the method they use to detect those threats (Radar, IR, sound, Laser, etc.), how far out they can
detect targets, and how long they take to verify the flight path and engage the target.
Individual detectors types are only effective against specific targets. If the target is not of the appropriate type, it can not
be detected or engaged by the PMD system. The basic target types are broken down as follows: Slow missiles (<200
m/sec); fast missiles (>=200 m/sec); rocket propelled grenades (RPG’s); small artillery/mortar rounds (<105mm); and
large artillery rounds (>=105mm). These categories can be set for each PMD system.
There are two varieties of detectors: Passive and Active. Passive detectors register energy produced from external
sources, as when a LASER beam is shone on a target to “illuminate” it. In the absence of an energy source, the detector
remains quiescent Active detectors, on the other hand, produce their own energy, and actively seek out targets. Within
these bounds, there are a few additional restrictions:
1) Passive Laser detectors are only effective against laser-guided missiles (which home in on laser light reflected from
the target). Likewise, Passive Radar detectors are only effective against radar-homing missiles.
2) Passive Acoustic detectors can only detect incoming rounds that move at low sub-sonic speeds and generate noise
during either firing and/or flight. They cannot detect artillery rounds fired from a distance of greater than 5 Km and
fast missiles (>200 m/sec).
3) Passive Visual/IR detectors key in on launch backblast and heat produced during flight. Only missiles produce
these signatures, and can thus be detected.

Each PMD system is given a “detection rating” which is a measure of its effectiveness. The detection rating is based on a
benchmark of detecting the “average” incoming round at a range of 500 meters (or the maximum detection range, if less
than 500 meters). The “average” is taken to be a projectile with the size and speed comparable to a US TOW-2 (speed
~120 m/sec, diameter ~150mm). The actual detection probability is than adjusted for the relative missile/projectile
characteristics. Larger and slower rounds are easier to detect than small fast ones. In the simulation, this is also true for
acoustical detection systems, since it is assumed that faster and larger rounds are also louder.
The more time the incoming round spends in the “detection zone”, the better its chance of being detected. One it is
detected, the PMD will engage at the earliest opportunity within its maximum range.

3-5.2 PMD Damage Routines
Damage by PMD systems is not resolved in the same way as other combat situations, since the conditions are very
different. Instead, the PMD system is given an effectiveness rating which represents the maximum average chance it has
to deflect or destroy the round once it is engaged. In most cases, a target will only be engaged a single time by the PMD
system, so this rating effectively represents the lethality of the system. However, long range or directed energy systems
may get multiple engagement opportunities, which will improve their overall performance. Whether or not a PMD system
gets to engage multiple times is a function of how fast the target missile is moving, as opposed to how long it stays in the
detection zone and how fast the PMD system takes to react.
Like the detection probability, the effectiveness rating is based on an “average” projectile, again the US TOW-2. The
actual probability adjustment depends on both the type of target and the damage method used:
Damage
Type

Target Type
Slow Missile

Fast Missile

RPG’s

Small Arty

Large Arty

Anti-Missile
Rockets
Guided
Missile

Normal

Much Less

Less

-

-

Normal

Less

Normal

Much Less

Less

Smoke (*)

Normal

Less

-

-

-

Canister

Normal

Less

Normal

-

-

Screen (**)

Normal

Normal

-

-

-

Dir. Energy

Normal

Normal

Less

Less

Normal

(*) - Smoke is effective only against laser-, IR- or visual-guided missiles.
(**) - Multi-spectrum screen is effective against laser-, IR-, visual-, or radar-guided missiles.
In general, the effect of faster missiles is to decrease the reaction time of the PMD system. This most heavily affects
smoke, which may take several seconds to deploy, and unguided rockets, which have less of a “window” in which they
can damage the incoming missile.

PMD System
Damage
Type

Incoming Target Type
Smaller

Larger

Slower

Faster

More Filler

Much Less

Much More

Less

Much Less

More

Less

More

Normal

Less

More

Normal

Normal

Normal

Much Less

Normal

Less

Slightly More

Normal

Normal

Normal

Screen (**)

Normal

Normal

Normal

Much Less

Normal

Dir. Energy

Less

Much More

More

Less

Normal

Anti-Missile
Rockets
Guided
Missile
Smoke (*)
Canister

(*) - Smoke is effective only against laser-, IR- or visual-guided missiles.
(**) - Multi-spectrum screen is effective against laser-, IR-, visual-, or radar-guided missiles.

In comparing the actual size, speed, and filler weight (warhead size) to the TOW-2 average, in general most systems do
better against larger and slower targets. In particular, the systems that send out a shower of shrapnel or ball-bearings
(rockets and canister) are given more opportunity against these targets than those with single projectiles/warheads.
Smoke types are once again heavily penalized against very fast moving targets.
Secondary effects may also be caused by the action of a PMD system. Shrapnel from rockets and canister will affect
unprotected troops and other soft targets within their radius of action (35 meters for canister, 15 meters for rockets).
Likewise, if the incoming missile detonates, it may create additional damage within a radius based on its filler weight (from
the point it is determined to have detonated). Deflected missiles can also produce casualties either by hitting another
target in the same location, or less likely, another location along the flight path. The simulation takes all of these factors
into consideration, and calculates the damage accordingly.

3-5.3 PMD Ammunition Depletion
One special topic concerns the way in which PMD ammunition depletion affects the efficiency of the system. In some
cases, this will be straightforward, as in the case of rockets or missiles with 360-degree traverse. Once a missile is fired,
one missile is removed from the available ammunition pool. Likewise, a burst of smoke or directed energy drains one unit
from those available. As long as this type of system has at least one round remaining, it can engage any incoming missile
(within the system’s covered arc).
However, in other situations, things are more complicated. Because the simulation does not keep track of how many
rounds remain for each area (or arc) of coverage, but instead lumps them all together, it might be unreasonable to
subtract exactly one round every time. For example, let’s say a tank has 12 canister rounds spaced evenly around its
360-degree arc. Each canister covers an incoming arc of 30 degrees, and once a round has been expended in that arc
any missile that enters from that direction will be unopposed. If the driver can’t swivel the tank fast enough to bring an
unexpended round to bear, the simulation needs to calculate the probability that the missile is coming in along a protected
vs. unprotected arc.
The equation used is:
Prob. of protected = (rounds remaining) x (depletion factor)
For the first case, the depletion factor should be 100. As long as at least one round remains, any incoming missile will
have a 100% probability of entering through a protected arc. In the second case, the probability should be about 8 or 9
percent. That way, once a few rounds are expended, the probability of a missile coming in a protected arc also
decreases.

3-5.4 PMD Vulnerability
Another consideration is the relative vulnerability of the detection system itself to damage and destruction. For example,
most active radar systems include antenna arrays that are easily damaged, even by small arms fire. Thus, there is a
chance these systems may be damaged by the explosion (or impact) of the incoming missile even though it has been
detonated or knocked off course by the PMD system itself. Because there are so many components and potential
weakness in the PMD system, damage is assessed in the normal way (using burst radius values, penetration, and the
like) and then adjusted for the vulnerability factor.

Section 3-6: Fog Of War (FOW)
FOW of war is a term used to describe the lack of precise information commands posses on the battlefield once the action
starts. It applies to lack of precise information on enemy positions and strengths, as well as the friendly situation. The
better a force’s communications and the more concentrated its units are, the better the information and the less FOW the
commander will experience.
The simulation models FOW as it applies to both friendly and enemy forces, although the level of each can be set by the
human player(s) as follows:

Effects

FOW Level

Friendly Units

Enemy Units

OFF

All fully known.

All fully known, even if not sighted.

1

All fully known.

Units that are sighted are fully known (e.g.,
the exact size and weapon system are
known). Unsighted units remain hidden, or
shown with the best “last known” information.

2

All fully known.

Units may be sighted to degrees, from barely
sighted to fully sighted, and the information
presented corresponds to the level. Unsighted
units remain hidden, or shown with the best
“last known” information.

3

Fully known if sighted or stationary.
Otherwise, the latest SITREP and best
estimate of the unit’s position are shown.

Units may be sighted to degrees, from barely
sighted to fully sighted, and the information
presented corresponds to the level. Unsighted
units remain hidden, or shown with the best
“last known” information.

3-6.1 Unit-specific FOW
Information is specific to each unit in the game. In other words, each unit “sees” and “knows of “ a unique set of friendly
and enemy units. This includes information about the unit itself; a unit always knows it own situation completely even
though its HQ or sister units might not.
Additionally, units can only act using the information they posses at the time. For example, units can only fire at targets
that they can see themselves, regardless if other friendly units can see it - even if they are in the same location. Likewise,
if a unit doesn’t know an enemy unit is waiting at a certain location, it might get ambushed, even if other friendly units
know the enemy is there.
The game is intended to be played principally though the “eyes” of the Task Force (TF) Commander, as if the human
player were present in the TF Headquarters unit. With one exception, all of the staff reports and map displays will be
limited to the information the player would know in that position. The single exception is direct fire (DF) targeting. If the
player selects individual units in order to give them explicit DF targets (and thus bypasses his AI-subordinates), the map
will display what that unit knows. Otherwise, it would be impossible to give any kind of meaningful orders.
Players wishing to preserve complete FOW, therefore, should never select units for targeting orders. Instead,
they should avoid “micro-management”, and rely on the AI controllers to select targets for the individual units, as would
occur in real life.

3-6.2 Known vs. Sighted Object Information
All units and objects that are not hidden are either sighted (the unit can actually “see” it in some way, including though
radar or other sensors), or they are “known”. Known objects are not currently sighted, but a position and situation is
“known” for them in some way - either though a past sighting, or from reports sent by other friendly units (see below).
Information from direct sighting, while not always complete, is always current. On the other hand, information that is
“known” is often neither current nor accurate, and is instead simply the “best” or “last known” position and condition of the
object. In reality, the object may have moved or changed its condition in any number of ways, and thus “known”
information should be used with care when making plans.
Information is always displayed with the “as-of” time at which it was gained. Information from direct sighting will always be
shown as “[Current]”, while “known” information can be “[Current]” or any duration since the start of the scenario, such as
“[2 minutes Ago]”.

3-6.3 Messages
SITREP (Situation Report) messages are used to transmit information between units, so that target sightings and other
reports can be disseminated throughout the force as applicable. SITREP’s travel though the normal chain of command,
both up and down. For more information, see the section on the Chain of Command, below.

As SITREP messages are received, information on the object of the message is updated, if it is more current than what
the unit already knows. Otherwise, the SIPREP report is ignored. The SITREP is then always forwarded to the unit’s
higher HQ. It may also be sent down to the unit’s subordinates, depending on how pertinent the AI determines it is.
Therefore, while SITREP’s are not always disseminated to all of the line units, they are always sent up the complete chain
of command to the TF HQ.
SITREP’s can cover any aspect of what a unit knows, including the condition of friendly and enemy units, objects such as
obstacles and bridges, and unknown or “wrongly” known terrain.

3-6.4 Enemy Units
Using all but the lowest level of FOW, enemy units begin the game completely unknown to the friendly player. During the
start of game set-up phase, a number of enemy units may be revealed as described in that section, below. After that,
they will only become known if a friendly unit detects them. Detection can be by any method, such as visual, light, noise,
radar, or other sensor.
Depending on the level of FOW in force, detection is rated by its quality, which in turn determines how much information it
reveals. For example, a detecting unit will know a lot more about an enemy unit it sees in the clear a hundred meters
away than it will about one it hears making noise at night in the woods. The quality of detection is known as the “known
level”. There are five levels, which provide the following information about the target:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Exact Quantity
(Ex: 5 x M106A2)

No

No

No

No

Yes

Model
(Ex: M1A1 Abrams)

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

General Type
(Ex: Tank, APC)

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Appropriate Unit Symbol
(Ex. Tank Unit)

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Facing
(Ex: Facing East)

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unit Size
(Ex: Platoon, Squad)

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Movement
(Ex: All Moving, None Moving)

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Stacking Type
(Ex: Vehicle, Personnel)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Enemy units are always reported in aggregate. In other words, individual units are not reported. Multiple enemy units of
the same type are in the same location (and have the same known level), they will be reported as a single entity. So, for
example, a report would say “10 x M1A2 Bradley”, or “Company of Vehicles” rather than something like “3 Platoons of
Tanks”.
In order to be aggregated together, enemy units must be known at the same level. They must also be of the same type,
based on the known level. For example, if the units are known at level 1, they only have to be of the same general
stacking type in order to be aggregated together, so a tank unit and a truck unit would be put together since they are both
vehicles. If the units were both known at level 5, however, they would have to be the exact same model in order to be
aggregated.
Aggregate enemy forces known at less than level 3 will only have a generic unit symbol displayed on the map. At level 3
and above, a symbol appropriate to the weapon system type will be shown, along with a size indicator (based on the
aggregate size).

3-6.5 Friendly Units
At all but the highest FOW level, friendly units are not subject to FOW. The owning player will always know their current
status and location. While this may not be very realistic, it is the easiest way to play the game.
At the highest FOW level, friendly units become subject to information uncertainly. However, the uncertainty is minimal,
especially compared to that of enemy units. Friendly unit quantities are always known, as well as the exact positions of
stationary units. Moving units, however, will have their positions shown where they “should be” given their last known
speed and movement path.

3-6.6 Flank Forces
Flanks are areas on either side of the player’s zone of advance that are occupied by friendly forces that are not under the
player’s command. Flank forces are NOT required, but when used they can create more realistic scenarios, specifically
modeling cases where the player's force is participating as part of a larger “front”. For example, the player may be taking
the place of a company commander in a battalion-level attack. The flank forces could then represent all or part of the
other companies in the battalion, which will be attacking along side the player's force, but over which the player has no
control.
The existence and width of the flanks is set in the initial game set up. Players should note that creating large flank forces
will degrade the program's performance, so they should be used only to the extent necessary to model the scenario.
Friendly flank forces are on the same “side” as the player, and have the same general mission, but are completely under
the command of the AI, which represents the flank commander. In a manner of speaking, players should consider that
the flanks belong to other players. Flank forces will generally not enter or fire into the main sector, and they don’t expect a
player’s units to venture into theirs. Otherwise, there is a high potential for “friendly fire” to occur, where friendly units
shoot at units on their own side (see below).
Flank forces can contain fixed-wing aircraft. Because of the speed and characteristics of these air units, they often trace
out long flight paths as part of their standard orbit or CAS mission. As such, the program makes an exception for them so
they may essentially ignore sector boundaries while moving and do not trigger friendly fire like ground units or helicopters
do. However, if a fixed-wing aircraft conducts a mission of any type across a flank sector boundary, it is subject to fire
from friendly units in that sector.

3-6.7 Terrain/Objects
Players always fully know terrain and other objects, such as obstacles and IP’s on their side of the start line. However, at
the start of a scenario, terrain on the other side is sometimes unknown, and IP’s and obstacles are always unknown. Like
enemy units, they will remain unknown until detected by friendly units.

Figure 377: A partially identified enemy improved position as displayed on the map. The symbol indicates it is a
rudimentary (level 1) infantry position of some type.
Unlike enemy units, however, once terrain types and objects are detected, they are fully known.
Concerning terrain, roads and towns are the most likely to be reported incorrectly.

3-6.8 Bridges

Figure 378: Bridge Information Form (can only be accessed during the scenario if the bridge is fully known)
Bridges have three unique FOW components as compared to other objects. Even if they are “known” to be present in a
location, their type, damage level and whether or not they are primed for demolition are not also automatically known.
Like units, these characteristics must are revealed step-by-step based on the “quality” of the detection or the player’s
situation.
Players always have complete information for bridges on their side of the start line. They also have complete information
on bridges once a friendly unit has moved across or next to, or that they have primed for demolition.
Otherwise, bridges must be detected as for other objects. Bridge types and damage are relatively easy to determine
through aerial reconnaissance and medium to long range ground spotting. Whether or not a bridge is primed for
demolition, however, requires closer inspection.
Once a player knows a bridge characteristic, it remains known for the remainder of the scenario, even if the
spotting/detecting units move away from the bridge or lose a LOS to it.

Figure 379: Fully known bridge displayed on the map, including the weight class (150).

Figure 380: Partially known bridge displayed on the map. The weight class is not shown since the damage/type
is not currently known.

3-6.9 Minefields
Minefields may be detected the same as other objects, although short of having a unit explode a mine, they are often
much harder to see since mines are normally buried or camouflaged. Deliberate minefields are easier to detect than
hasty ones because they are usually marked to protect friendly forces from inadvertently entering them.

Figure 381: Initial minefield placement screen. Only the owning player will be shown the quantity and type once
the scenario is in progress.
Players always know the number of mines and types in a minefield they placed. The other player will never know the
number of mines placed, although he may get general information on the size of the minefield and the types (AP/AT)
placed. Unfortunately, this information often only comes after a unit or two has moved into a minefield and detonated
some.

Figure 382: A "discovered" enemy minefield as shown on the map. Note the size and type are not shown.

3-6.10 “Friendly Fire”
Friendly fire is the term used to describe when units of the same force fire on each other. The units involved can be part
of ground, air, or naval forces, or any combination.
The TSS does not allow players to voluntarily target friendly units. However, the AI routines do allow for mistakes and
other errors that cause friendly units to engage other friendly units. The most common instances of this are when units
stray across flank boundaries, or during unguided airstrikes.
The single biggest factor in determining if friendly fire occurs is how well the firing unit can see the friendly target. This is
determined using the standard sighting procedures discussed below, and takes into account the environment, the unit’s
particular situations, training and other levels. Very rarely will units fire on friendly units sighted at level 4 or above, and
only if the unit has strayed across a flank. At sighted levels lower than this, the units will be readily engaged if they
strayed across a flank, or if they are a long way from where they are “supposed to be”, as determined by the computer.
Generally, units will not find themselves in this situation unless they have broken or are running for cover, or a “mistake”
has been introduced into the unit’s movement path due to fatigue, inexperience, or plain bad luck.

Section 3-7: Detection of Units/Objects
Units and objects must be detected before they can be targeted or shown on the map. Detection can take many forms,
including visual sighting, hearing noises, seeing lights at night, radar, or pick-up by a remote sensor.
During each combat pulse, friendly forces attempt to detect unknown units (both enemy and friendly) or objects such as
obstacles, IP’s and bridges. They also attempt to improve their information level on objects that have already been
detected to some extent.
When new objects are detected, or the information level improves, the friendly unit involved creates a SITREP message,
and sends it to other units via the chain of command, as described both previously and in the manual section on the Chain
of Command. SITREP’s disseminate the information throughout the force, or at least to units that are closely “related” by
the chain of command.

3-7.1 Visual
Visual detection is the most common, and most accurate detection method. It is simply being able to “see” something,
either with the naked eye, or some form of optical aid such as binoculars. Every unit in the game is capable of visual
sighting, and in fact constantly tries to sight objects within its field of vision.
Visual sighting requires that the spotter have a valid LOS to the target. For this determination, the LOS goes from the top
of the spotting weapons system to the top of the target object. For example, if the spotter is a tank 2 meters high, and the
target is a 3 meter-high building, the LOS goes from a point 2 meters above (AGL) the center of the spotting location to a
point 2 meters above (AGL) the center of the target location.
If the spotting unit is in an IP, the IP configuration must allow the unit to see the target location. IP’s are spotted
independently of any units that may occupy them, although in most cases the IP will be spotted first given it is usually
much larger than a unit inside. In situations like this, where the target is a unit inside a larger IP, the effective size will be
limited by the amount of blocking the IP provides. For example, a unit in a pillbox with only small firing ports will have its
effective size set to that of the ports when a unit outside the IP tries to “see” it.

The visual sighting probability is based on apparent size, measured in square seconds of arc, as described in the prior
section on targeting. The baseline value is that a “truck sized” object has a 50% chance of being spotted at a range of
700 meters (an apparent size of 2.5 million square arc seconds) in 15 seconds. The baseline value is modified as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The probability is reduced proportionally for the LOS blocking value.
If the range is greater than 700 m, the probability is multiplied by the 700/actual range.
If the target is silhouetted, the probability is increased 300-500%.
The probability is reduced proportionally for the concealment level in the target location.
If the sun is low and behind the target (i.e., the spotter is looking into the rising or setting sun), the probability is
reduced. The reduction depends on the angle of the sun above the horizon, the cloud cover, the sun position
relative to the LOS, and ambient illumination level.
The probability is reduced by 10%-20% for twilight conditions.
If the spotter or target is an aircraft, the clouds will reduce the probability is the LOS passes through the cloud layer.
The reduction is proportional to the cloud cover percent.
If the target is an aircraft, and the spotter is at a lower elevation (AGL), the probability will be reduced somewhat if
the cloud deck is not in the LOS, but “in the background”, i.e., higher than the target aircraft.
If the illumination level in the location (ambient + artificial) is less than 20 points, the probability is reduced inverse
exponentially (small losses near 20, much larger losses if under 10).
If the target is already sighted to some level, the probability is increased by 150% - 500%, depending on the level.
If the target is not sighted, but is known, the probability is increased 125%.
If the target fired one or more of its weapons last turn, the probability is increased, depending on the weapon(s).
The minimum increase is 20%, but it is especially increased for weapons that create flash and smoke, as indicated
in the Gun Data Table. Flash is more relevant at lower light levels, while smoke is the opposite and requires
illumination of some type to be seen.
If the target is broken or berserk, it is 4 times more likely to be spotted.
If the target unit’s morale is less than 50, the spotting probability is increased by up to 20%
If the target unit’s training level is less than 60, the probability is increased by up to 20%. If it is greater than 85, it is
reduced by up to 10%.
The probability is reduced for a ground target unit’s camouflage level - 0.2% per camouflage level for personnel,
and 0.1% per level for all other target types. Naval and air units are not affected.
If the target is moving, the probability is increased for the apparent speed. The adjustment is up to 250% of normal.
However, the probability is reduced for very fast targets with a relative velocity above 800 degrees per minute (13
degrees per second).
If the target unit is moving, and generating dust clouds, the probability is increased as long as the dust clouds
appear “behind” the target to the spotter.
If the spotting unit is moving, the probability is reduced based on the actual speed as a percent of the maximum
weapon speed. The value is then adjusted for the best gun stabilization value. The maximum reduction is 50%.
The probability is adjusted (plus or minus) for the weapons system visibility rating. The rating values are set in the
Weapons System Data editor.
The probability is adjusted proportionally for the spotting and target unit quantities.
If the range is greater than 500 meters, the probability is increased for spotted enemy units near the target (within
300 meters).
If the spotting unit is an aircraft, the probability is adjusted based on the aircraft’s altitude (AGL). Below 100 meters,
the probability is adjusted anywhere from 75%-200% of normal. Above 100 meters, the probability is increased
200%-400%.
If the spotting unit and/or target unit are currently engaging in “shoot & scoot” techniques, and the range to the
target is 500 meters or more, the probability is reduced up to 60% for each (firing unit/target unit), based on the
terrain in the location.
If the spotting unit is suppressed, the probability is decreased 1.5% for each suppression point, unless the unit is
armored and buttoned-up. In that case, the probability is reduced by the weapon system buttoned-up visibility
factor, which is specified in the Weapons System Data Table.
If the spotting unit has thermal sights that are “pointed” towards the target, the probability may be increased based
on the ambient temperature and illumination levels. Thermal sights are most effective at lower light levels and
colder temperatures with minimal wind.
If the spotting unit has thermal sights that are “pointed” towards the target, the probability may be increased
depending on the current conditions and the type of IR system (active vs. passive). The technical level of the IR is
also used, as well as the anti-IR rating of the target weapons system. Passive IR sensors require an active IR
source, which in addition to illuminating the area for friendly forces, will be easily detected by enemy IR sensors.

•

If the unknown unit is friendly, the probability is increased greatly if the unit is “known” at all (but not spotted).
Additionally, the probability is increased based on how close the units are in the “chain of command”, and how
many levels up the chain of command the first “shared” HQ is.

3-7.1.1 Illumination
Illumination is a measure of the light intensity at any given location. It is composed of two parts: the ambient illumination
from the sun or moon, and artificial light produced from any other source such as forest/terrain fires, flares, or burning
wrecks.
Ambient illumination is applied equally to all locations based on the current ambient illumination level. Artificial
illumination is applied to locations individually, based primarily on a their distance and LOS from the illumination source.
Artificial illumination is calculated in “points”, where 2 million candlepower equals approximately 5 points at a range of 400
meters. As with other forms of radiated energy discussed in a previous section, the light from an artificial source is
assumed to radiate equally in all directions, and thus the intensity decreases as the square of the distance.
Artificial light levels are calculated as follows:
Source
Wrecks:
•
Light Vehicles
•
Medium Vehicles
•
Heavy Vehicles
•
Light Aircraft
•
Medium Aircraft
•
Heavy Aircraft
•
Other
Flares:
• Flares drop at a rate set
they burn out at a height
(AGL) of 30 meters based
on their burn time and
initial ignition altitude.
Terrain Fires:
• The maximum fire level for
a terrain type is the
Terrain flammability as
designated in the TEC.

Illumination Generated (at 100 meters)
3 points per wreck
6 points per wreck
10 points per wreck
5 points per wreck
15 points per wreck
25 points per wreck
1 points per wreck

One gram of incendiary filler produces approximately 32,000
candles of light.
The burn time is set in the Ammunition Types Data Table.
The ignition altitude is set in the Ammunition Data table.

Each fire point is approximately 30 million candles, or the equivalent
of 9000 grams (2.5 gallons) of flammable liquid (napalm).

As outlined above, illumination improves general visual sighting during periods of darkness or limited visibility. It may also
cause units to become blinded, if trying to sight, or silhouetted, if being sighted.

3-7.2 IR (Infrared) Detection
Infrared radiation, or IR, is energy at a wavelength just outside the visual range of humans (just below red). It is emitted
by all objects with a temperature above absolute zero (-273K), and is sensed as heat. At relatively cool temperatures,
objects will emit energy essentially only in the IR wavelengths. As they get hotter, however, the peak emitted energy
distribution moves towards (shorter) wavelengths in the visible band. This is why hot metal glows red, then yellow, then
blue-white in addition to the IR “heat” felt on the skin.
Thermal sensors use the relationship between temperature and the emitted energy wavelength to “see” objects in the
absence of visible light. Because warmer object glow “brighter” at shorter wavelengths, they can be detected against a
cooler background by selectively filtering those wavelengths. The greater the temperature difference between the
ambient and the object, the easier it is to see. That is why thermal sensors are most effective in detecting high
temperature objects (engines that have been running for a while, for example), and at lower ambient temperatures where
humans can show up by virtue of being much warmer than the environment surrounding them.
While human eyes can’t see it, IR is a type of light, and it behaves very much like light in the visible part of the spectrum.
In particular, it reflects from objects irrespective of their temperature, based on the object’s surface properties. As such, it

can be used just like visible light to illuminate objects, although with somewhat less resolution than visible light due to the
relative monotone spectrum.
There are two types of IR devices, although both use reflected IR light to “see” object. The first type is “active”, so
designated because it produces it’s own IR light, which it then uses to illuminate the target area. It’s just as if it had a
searchlight, except the light produced by the searchlight is in the IR range and thus can’t be seen by humans. When an
IR sensitive device views the IR-illuminated area, it produces a picture humans can see.
The second type of IR system is “passive”, and it is simply a detector. It does not have an IR source. Instead, it relies on
either an active system somewhere else emitting IR light, or on the ambient IR radiation (which, remember, is produced
by any object above absolute zero - which is essentially everything on the Earth).
The simulation models both types of IR systems, and allows for higher resolutions based on the IR illumination level in the
target location, along with the technology level of the detector (which is based on the Communications level as set in the
Force/Nations Table). Additionally, units that use active IR are much easier for other IR systems to detect, subject to the
normal LOS and facing conditions that apply to visible light.

3-7.3 Noise
Units may also be detected by the noise they make. For example, it is possible to detect a column of enemy tanks
moving up a road by the sound of their engines and treads, even though they can’t be seen directly.
The probability of detecting a unit by the noise it makes is based on the apparent sound level heard by the “spotting” unit.
This is calculated based on the following:
• The base amount is based on the general type and weight. Personnel make the least noise, then vehicles, then
ships and aircraft.
• Vehicles with no movement orders are assumed to have their engines shut off, and are treated as personnel.
• Helicopters make relatively more noise than their weight would otherwise generate, and slow fixed wing aircraft
less.
• Jet aircraft moving at high speeds (>0.75 Mach) generate additional noise over what their weight would otherwise
generate. Any object moving above Mach 1 generates a sonic boom, which increases the noise level dramatically.
• The probability is increased if the unit is moving, based on both the absolute and relative speed. This means a tank
moving up a slope as fast as it can, will still make a lot of noise, even though it has a low actual speed.
• The unit’s noise discipline can affect the level under certain conditions.
• The noise level is decreased 1% for each degree the ambient temperature exceeds 25°C. It is increased 1% for
each degree under 5°C.
• The noise level is reduced 3% for each Kph of wind speed.
• The sound level is reduced for distance using an inverse square relationship.
It is much more difficult to get “high quality” information (such as the exact model of the enemy equipment) from noise as
compared to visual detection. However, noise can often alert friendly units to the enemy’s presence, which in addition to
allowing them to be targeted with supporting fires, also makes them more liable to be seen visually.

3-7.4 Light
Units can also be detected from the light they generate. For example, it’s easy to see a column of vehicles moving down
a road with their headlights on, especially from the air.
The computer determines whether vehicular units are using headlights or not based on their speed. If the unit is moving
at the headlight threshold speed or above, it is assumed to be using headlights. At speeds slower than that, units are
using their blackout lights exclusively. The threshold speed is 15 Kph in total darkness and is increased 3 Kph for each
degree of illumination, up to 20. Headlights are not needed if the illumination is greater than 20. The speed is also
adjusted for the force’s night vision devices, 1/2 Kph for each point in the average of the force’s photo-reconnaissance
and satellite ratings.
Only vehicles use headlights.
Stationary or non-vehicular units can also generate light. Aside from jet aircraft however, the amounts are very small.
The nominal generated light levels are adjusted as follows:
• The LOS must not be completely blocked, and the light level is proportionally decreased for any LOS blocking
points.

•
•
•

The light level is reduced 1% for each level of illumination in the target location.
Stealth technology reduces the signature from aircraft movement (jet exhaust). The stealth level is set in the
Weapons Systems Data Table.
The light from non-aircraft units is adjusted for the unit’s noise discipline rating, which can modify the level +/- 50%.

Like noise, light detection does not usually generate top-level information on weapon models. However, it does assist in
further visual and other detection efforts.

3-7.5 Radio Transmissions
Units can be detected by the radio transmissions they send, at least if the enemy force possess any level of radio finding
equipment. In the simulation, radio detection devices are defined as sensors, in the Sensor Data Table, and assigned to
weapons system in the Weapons System Data Table.
The chance of a sending unit being detected increases with more transmissions it makes, and also the longer the
message durations. The detection probability is based on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The transmitter’s power output, based on the command radius of the unit, or if it is an AWACS or naval craft.
The signal strength is decremented for the range between the transmitting and detecting unit, using the inverse
square of the distance.
The received power must be greater than the minimum power level (sensitivity) of the receiver.
The average message duration is calculated. Message duration is based on the transmission method (data,
radio/voice, satellite), and the message type (SITREP, moment orders, targeting orders, etc.).
If the transmission method is anything but data, the transmission time is adjusted for the both sending and receiving
units’ communications level (and also the leaders’, if any is present).
For durations less than 5 seconds, the probability is reduced to 1/3rd normal. For durations over 10 seconds, the
probability is increased 200% plus 5% per additional second.
The probability is adjusted proportionally for the detecting unit’s training level, and the force SIGINT level.

Units detected from signal intercept are never known beyond level 1, or that “something” is in a certain location. However,
given that larger HQ's are often found though this method, that is often enough to call in air or artillery. But beware; if the
HQ is stationary and has been for a while, and the force has a relatively high communications level, it is likely that the
antenna is located away from the actual HQ itself. In this case, the reported position will not be the HQ’s actual position,
but rather an “offset” location that represents the antenna’s location.

3-7.6 Radar
There are many types of radars, and each can detect a set number of target types. Virtually anything that has an
elevation above the ground level can be detected, including aircraft, missiles, and artillery and mortar rounds.
Because radar has such a wide range of detection and identification functions, as well as guidance capabilities, it is
covered in a comprehensive special section below.

3-7.7 Remote Sensors
Remote sensors are devices that detect enemy ground units and send that information to friendly forces without the
requirement of having a friendly unit present in their locations. In a simple form they might be something as basic as a
microphone attached to a small transmitter. Friendly units could then simply “listen” for any noises that would indicate
enemy movement - vehicle engines for example.
The simulation allows for a range of sensors, using sound, vibration, light, and radio as the detection medium. Each
sensor also has a sensitivity rating for personnel, vehicle, and radio energy, which is the range at which an “average” unit
of that type can be detected. Sensors use the standard detection routines for their medium as described above, with a
few exceptions. The first is that the adjustments for the “spotting unit” (morale, fatigue, etc.) are always completely
ignored since sensors are not units. In addition, the following adjustments for each type are:
•

AFV (Vehicles): The average is based on an M113 APC moving at 25 Kph.
1. Sound: Adjusted proportionally for the weight and speed value. Reduced 50% for non-tracked vehicles.
2. Vibration: Adjusted proportionally for the weight and speed value. Reduced 90% for non-tracked vehicles.
3. Light: Headlights must be on (see section above for headlight discussion).
4. Radio: Sender’s radio power is based on the command radius of target vehicle.
5. Radar: Probability adjusted proportionally for actual size, and reduced for the weapons system stealth rating
and the terrain in unit’s location.

•

Personnel: The average is a group of 4 troops walking in the clear.
1. Sound: Reduced 50% if not moving, and 25% if moving less than 5 Kph.
2. Vibration: The unit must be moving, but there are no other adjustments.
3. Light: Reduced 75% if the unit is not moving.
4. Radio: Sender’s radio power is based on the command radius of the target unit.
5. Radar: Probability adjusted for terrain (cover/concealment) in location.

If a unit is detected, the sensor accuracy is used to determine how much information the sensor is able to gain, and how
accurate it is. For example, sensors with low accuracy might report only that “something” is there, while those with high
accuracy might be able to report an approximate number, movement direction and speed, and even the likely model of the
unit detected.
Aside from sensors that detect EM emissions, only surface units (less than 10 meters AGL) can be detected.
When a remote sensor detects a unit, it must transmit that information back to friendly forces. Specifically, the information
must be sent to either a friendly HQ or EW (electronic warfare) unit. Each sensor type has a maximum transmission
range. If there is no friendly HQ or EW unit within that range, the detection will not be reported.
Remote sensor reports may also be degraded by enemy EW efforts, which may delay the report or cause the accuracy to
be reduced.
Integral sensors are assigned to a weapons system and are considered fully “part” of it, such as FLIR (forward-looking
infrared) equipment mounted on a helicopter. They use the same basic detection routines and probabilities as remote
sensors, but have no need to transmit information back to friendly forces. The detecting unit always knows of the
detection immediately and without degradation.

3-7.8 Start of Scenario Detection
At the start of the game, players “know” only what units and terrain are on the friendly side of the start line. However, in
almost all cases, additional information will be provided based on friendly reconnaissance efforts, including signal
intercepts, satellite monitoring, aerial reconnaissance, HUMINT, and patrols. The amount of information provided by each
of these techniques is determined by the force levels in each of the areas (which can be adjusted when a scenario is
created), as well as the situation on the ground.
In some cases, more than one type of detection system may detect an enemy unit or object. In that case, the second
detection usually adds to the “known level” of the item, although sometimes it might not. So the number of items shown
on the map will not always match the total number of items reported found at the beginning of the game.
The base probability of detecting an object for any method is equal to the force level in that area. For example, if the
satellite level is 100, then the base probability of detecting an “average” object is 100%. However, these values are
adjusted depending on the type of object being detected, and also sometimes for conditions.
Unlike detection during an in-progress scenario, information found during this phase is known equally by all of the units in
the force. SITREP’s are only used once the scenario has started.

Figure 383: The results screen for "Start of Scenario" detection of enemy units and other objects.

3-7.8.1 Signal Intercept
Signal intercept detection is the result of friendly radio detection and triangulation efforts prior to the start of the scenario.
Units outside of your task force conduct these efforts, based on the force SIGINT level, and the results are completely
independent of the size of composition of your task force.
Signal intercept can detect enemy units anywhere on the map, and is multiplied for the target object as follows:
• Bridges: 1%.
• Minefields: 1%.
• Obstacles: 1%.
• IP’s: 0% (they can not be detected).
• Units: 30% (50% if HQ).

3-7.8.2 Pre-battle Satellite Monitoring
Satellite monitoring represents satellite pictures and video taken of the battle area from space before the scenario begins.
The pictures are sent to a processing center, and the deciphered intelligence is sent down the chain of command to the
task force. The satellite coverage area is centered on the center of the map, and it has a radius of 100 meters for each
point of the force’s satellite level.
Because the satellite data was obtained prior to the start of the scenario, the current weather is not used. Instead, the
computer determines what the weather was like up to 48 hours in the past, and uses that in the routines. Cloud cover and
precipitation decrease satellite effectiveness.
The base detection probability is multiplied for the type of object being detected as follows:
• Bridges: 50% (hard to tell if they are primed for demolition).
• Minefields: 10%.
• Obstacles: 30%.
• IP’s: 40%.
• Units: 35%.
Actual satellites may also be added to a force that will operate during the scenario. These satellites become quasi-units
controlled by the AI, and may be used for reconnaissance and communications purposes. The operation, capabilities and
characteristics of these satellites are discussed in the section on Command and Control, later in the manual.

3-7.8.3 Aerial Reconnaissance
Aerial reconnaissance includes photography and other sighting activities performed by friendly aircraft, including very high
altitude flights, and those by drones/UAV’s (unmanned aerial vehicles). The aircraft performing these flights are not part
of the player’s task force, or even the echelon above the task force, but represent high-level assets owned by the
combined joint task force.
Reconnaissance over-flights cover the entire are of the map.
As with satellites, the current weather is not used, and instead the average weather over the last 12-24 hours is used.
The base detection probability is multiplied for the type of object being detected as follows:
• Bridges: 35% (hard to tell if they are mildly damaged or primed for demolition).
• Minefields: 10% of normal.
• Obstacles: 30%.
• IP’s: 30%.
• Units: 30%.

3-7.8.4 HUMINT
HUMINT, or “human intelligence”, is information gleaned principally from the interrogation of enemy soldiers who
surrendered or defected, or were captured. It also includes information provided by civilians coming from the enemy
areas.
HUMINT covers the entire map area, and the base detection probability is multiplied for the type of object being detected
as follows:
• Bridges: 40% (may be able to disclose if primed for demolition).
• Minefields: 30%.
• Obstacles: 35%.

•
•

IP’s: 35%.
Units: 25%.

3-7.8.5 Patrols
Patrols operate differently from the other reconnaissance activities, in that the computer actually sets a portion of a
player’s force on the map to represent units that have been in place before the force moved into the line, and these units
run actual patrols across the front line. The number of units the computer places on the map, and where they are placed
depends on the situation. More units are placed for defending forces than attacking forces, and also for the greater
“urgency” of the mission (e.g., more units are placed for “defend at all costs” or “major attack” missions than for “delay” or
“feint” ones).
Patrols are much more effective when performed by normally dismounted troops (infantry). On average, each company
sends out four patrols, each to an objective at a depth between 1- 3 Km (although they can go deeper if enemy forces are
light). Once at their objective location, a patrol searches out to a distance of 300 meters. Only objects in this area, or
within 100 meters of the patrol’s march route, or that can be seen form any location the patrol occupies, can potentially be
detected.
The base detection probability of patrols is determined using the standard detection routines for dismounted infantry,
multiplied by the following:
• Bridges: 50% (may be able to disclose if primed for demolition).
• Minefields: 20%.
• Obstacles: 40%.
• IP’s: 40%.
• Units: 50%.

Section 3-8: Movement
During the movement portion of the combat phase, units will move according to their current orders. Movement always
occurs between adjacent locations, whether the locations are on the map or not.
Unit positions are represented by their hypothetical center of mass. This point is defined as the location around which the
unit’s equipment and personnel are “ equally spaced”, either linearly (if in road march mode) or concentrically (if in tactical
mode).
The center of mass is determined to the nearest meter, and always lies within a single location. For stationary units, the
unit’s center point is the center of the location. Moving units, however, will have their position updated exactly as they
move between locations. So, while the unit may appear to be in the center of that location, in reality it may be “off center”
en route to its destination.
For example, a unit that started moving due east 15 seconds ago at a speed of 10 Kph, will be positioned 41 meters to the
east of its current location center. This is because as a stationary unit it was located in the center of the location, and 41
meters is the distance it will travel in 15 seconds at its current speed. If a location measures 100 meters in size, it means
the unit is almost to the next location, but not quite. It must travel half the location size (100 x 1/2=50 meters) to reach the
next location (so it has 9 more meters to go, or about 3 more seconds).

3-8.1 Time Required to Move Between Locations
For those familiar with standard wargames, the TSS does not use the concept of “movement points”. Instead, it uses a
system based on terrain having certain maximum speed limits or delay times based on the movement type. The reason is
simple; a tank unit ordered to move forward with the infantry at 5 Kph does not slow to 2 Kph just because it hits some
light brush. Instead, the light brush only affects the tank if it is moving faster than some “maximum speed” through the
brush, say 40 Kph. Another example is infantry crawling to combat at 1 Kph. It really doesn’t matter if they are crawling
down a road, though the grass, or even in a forest. At 1 Kph, the terrain has no discernible effect on their movement rate.
The system also allows for better and more realistic control of combined arms movements. Because disparate units can
be ordered to move at constant (and equal) speeds, the group will stay together along the march, rather than having the
faster units (such as the vehicles), speed off ahead and leave the slower units behind.

Figure 384: A portion of the TEC (Terrain Effects Chart) showing movement effects for ‘Clear’ ground conditions.
The same values are used for terrain as well as obstacles, hexlines (roads), and hexsides (rivers).
The time required for a unit to move between two locations is calculated in 3 steps. First, the unit must move to the edge
of its current location. Then, it must cross any terrain feature between the locations (hexsides). Finally, it must move to
the center of the destination location. Each step in the process follows a similar procedure:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

A check is made to determine if the portion of terrain the unit must traverse is prohibited. The check includes
terrain and other permanent map features, as well as for wrecks, fires, and other combat related conditions. If the
portion is prohibited, the unit cannot move into the location as ordered, and will automatically attempt to find
another path to its final destination.
A check is made to see if road march-mode is either required or “called for” by the SOP. Road march-mode puts
the unit in a linear formation, so that it can move along a road or bridge. Otherwise, it is in “tactical” mode and
moves cross-country completely ignoring roads and other linear features. If a march-mode change is necessary,
the orders will be automatically issued to the unit so they can be executed (and the time required accounted for)
before the movement proceeds.
If the unit is moving into a different location, the stacking limits are checked. If an “over-stack” condition will occur,
the unit will either be assessed a delay, or if the location is crowded enough, will either be broken up into
“detachments” or prevented from entering it completely. Stacking is discussed in more detail below, but is set for
each terrain type by general weapon category (personnel, gun, vehicle, air, and naval).
The “cost” of the movement segment is determined based on the terrain types in the location, as well as the unit’s
march mode. Terrain affects movement in one of two ways: It can either impose a maximum speed on the unit, or
it can add a discrete delay, in seconds. In cases where several terrain types are present with different maximum
speeds, the “slowest” one is used for the entire segment. If more then one type of terrain is present that adds a
discrete delay, however, the combined sum of the delays is used. For example, if a location contains the following
terrain, the maximum speed will be 30 Kph, with a delay of 180 seconds:
o Woods with a max speed of 30 Kph.
o Clear with a max speed of 70 Kph.
o Earth berm obstacles that add 120 seconds.
o Concertina wire that adds 60 seconds.
The slope to be traversed by the unit is determined using the ground elevations of the starting and ending locations.
If this slope exceeds the maximum grade of the weapons system, it will likely be prohibited from completing the
move. Otherwise, the speed may be reduced based on the ratio of the actual grade to the maximum grade applied
to the maximum weapons data speed.
A check is made to see if the unit suffers any mechanical breakdowns, and if so, an immobile detachment is
created.
If the terrain is on fire, the unit is checked for damage, based on how long it had been contact with the fire, how
strong the fire was, and the basic unit characteristics.
If the unit is in contact with chemical agents, the effects are assessed, along with any automatic MOPP (protective
measures) adjustments.

•
•
•

•

If the unit moves into a location containing enemy units a check is made to determine if a close combat situation
exists. If so, the unit will stop moving until the close combat situation is resolved (or it suffers some adverse combat
result). Close combat was discussed previously in the manual.
If the moving unit is in the same location as a minefield (whether enemy or friendly, known or unknown), the
computer will determine if it hits a mine, and if so, assess the results. Mines are discussed in more detail below.
If the unit is moving in conditions of darkness (illumination < 20 points in the location), the weapon system’s
maximum speed may be decreased based on the “Maximum Night Speed” value in the Weapons System table.
The maximum speed reduction is applied proportionally between the normal (daytime) and night values based on
the actual illumination level (use of the daytime value at 20+ points, use of the night value at zero illumination
points). For example, if the normal max speed is 50 Kph, and the night value is 10 Kph, at a illumination level of 10
(ambient plus artificial), the maximum speed for the weapons system would be 30 Kph.
If maximum unit speed is also potentially limited by the sighting range in the location based on the global Maximum
Sighting Range plus any dust or smoke present. In these cases, units will not move faster than the distance they
can see within a prescribed amount of time. For example, in fog a vehicle may move so that it can always see at
least 10 seconds of travel ahead of its current location. If the visual range in this case were 200 meters, it means
that the vehicle could not travel faster than 20 meters per second (200 meters / 10 seconds) or 72 Kph. The actual
seconds of “sighting” required varies for each unit based on its general stacking type and the type of movement
being affected:
Stacking Type

Road Visibility

Cross-country Visibility

Personnel/Gun

10 seconds

15 seconds

Vehicle

15 seconds

30 seconds

300 seconds

300 seconds

Aircraft (hoverable)

No effect

No effect

Aircraft (fixed-wing)

No effect

No effect

RPV

No effect

No effect

Naval

Smoke effects can be adjusted for IR or other visual enhancement equipment as described in the general sighting
section. No modifications are used for dust or the global Maximum Sighting Range value.

Disorganized units (from airdrops) with movement orders will not begin moving until they become organized. Wavering
units (from morale effects) may or may not move if they have orders to do so, depending on their situation.
Units that must emplace before firing, such as artillery, will automatically be given orders to do so whenever they complete
executing their existing movement orders. Likewise, if an emplaced unit is given movement commands, it will
automatically un-emplace before executing the orders since emplaced units cannot move.
Units with SOP orders to “wishbone” will automatically arrange themselves in that configuration whenever they pause.
There is no time delay for this maneuver, which merely entails breaking the unit into three firing groups and pointing each
in different direction for better protection. When units in a “wishbone” formation begin moving again, there is also no time
delay to resume the normal march configuration.

3-8.2 Obstacles
Obstacles are man-made objects designed to impede or even stop the movement of enemy units. They include such
things as log hurdles, log cribs, barbed/razor wire, ditches, and abatis. They are used to provide what are known as
“counter-mobility” operations.
In the simulation, obstacles are defined as terrain types and are included in the TEC. As such, they act as any other type
of terrain, and can either limit the maximum speed of a unit moving though them, or they can impose a discrete delay.
They can also “break” a road, e.g., force units to go into tactical march-mode to get around them.
Obstacles can either be placed at the start of the scenario, or emplaced by appropriately equipped units once the scenario
is underway. Likewise, they can be destroyed from engineer or combat operations during the scenario. Partial obstacles
(either in the process of being built, or partly destroyed), may have either reduced effect or none at all, depending on the
obstacle type, the amount of obstacle in place, the terrain, and the moving unit’s type.

3-8.3 Stacking
Stacking refers to the quantity of units and weapons systems present in the same location at the same time. Several
stacking values apply to movement:
System “Stacking
Type”

Deployed Limit *

Transient Limit *

Road Limit *

Personnel

120

300

40

Gun

20

30

6

Vehicle

24

48

8

Naval

2

2

-

Aircraft
4
4
* - Based on a scale of 100 meters per location. The limit is adjusted proportionally for other scales.
In addition, each terrain type has a “stacking factor” specified in the TEC. This value proportionally affects all of the
stacking limits in the location, so terrain with a value of 50% reduces the stacking limits to half the base values.
The deployed limit represents all of the units in a location that are not moving in the current pulse. The transient limit
reflects all units in the location, moving or not. The road limit encompasses all of the units in the location currently moving
on a road (hexline). Under no circumstances can these limits be voluntarily violated, with the exception of emergency
situations, as when passengers bail out of a destroyed carrier.
If a moving unit would violate the transient (or road) stacking limit, one of two things will happen. If the unit can break up
into smaller “pieces” and move through the location under the limits, it will do so. The “pieces” will then join back together
once the unit is clear of the stacking restriction, with a delay imposed. This is a representation of the “accordion effect”
that will be familiar to anyone who has ever lead a substantial convoy.
Otherwise, the unit will hold its position until it can enter the location without violating the limits. If the delay goes on long
enough, or if the AI acting as the unit commander “thinks it will”, the unit will attempt to find an alternate route around the
blockage.

3-8.4 Chemical Contamination Areas
Ground units may suffer in several ways from moving through chemically contaminated areas. The first is that the
chemicals may kill or disable personnel that come into contact with the substances. The second is that units will likely be
forced into a high MOPP level, if it not in one already, which drastically reduces effectiveness and fatigue. Lastly, the
mere fact that chemicals are present tends to make troops more cautious, and focuses their attention on the
contamination rather than other events, further reducing effectiveness.

Figure 385: Chemical contamination areas as shown on the map.
Units that have orders to move into known contamination areas will automatically assume a MOPP level the AI controlled
unit commander deems adequate, unless the human player has already issued specific MOPP orders. Once they are

past the area, they will return to their original level. Units that enter an area that was not previously known to contain
chemical agents, will take immediate MOPP protective measures, and will move out of the area on their own orders.
The destructive (kill and incapacitation) effects of chemical agents was discussed in detail previously, but essentially the
lethality and other effects depend on the concentration of the agent in the area, the MOPP level of the exposed units, and
the time the units remain exposed. The higher the concentrations of agent that are absorbed into the body, the higher the
casualty/incapacitation rate.

3-8.5 Bridges
Bridges as objects are discussed in more detail in a later section of the manual pertaining to terrain. However, bridges
have two important considerations as they pertain to unit movement. First, units must be in road-march mode to cross a
bridge. Secondly, the bridge must be able to support the unit in terms of weight capability and minimum width, both taking
into account damage the bridge may have sustained. Both of these conditions must be met, or the unit cannot cross the
bridge.
A further effect of bridges is that they limit traffic flow across them. The computer takes into account each unit as it
crosses, including whether two-way traffic is possible based on the bridge width (accounting for damage), and the width of
the weapons systems crossing. It also limits the number of weapons systems on the bridge based on each unit’s speed
and the distance between weapons systems. It is worth noting that bridges can, and often will, become choke points if
they are being used by a large number of units and that significant delays can result.
The stacking type of a weapons system is set in the Weapons Systems Data Table.

3-8.6 Mines
Moving units may detonate mines, if their current location contains a minefield of any type. Only moving units will
detonate mines; stationary units, even if in a minefield, will not.
The probability that a moving unit will detonate a mine is determined principally by the density of mines of the appropriate
type in the location. There are three broad classifications of mines based on the types of targets that will cause them to
detonate: anti-tank (AT), anti-personnel (AP), and anti-ship (AS). Mines are further classified by how they detect enemy
units. Passive mines are stationary and relatively inert, and require that the moving unit directly “trip” them, either though
direct pressure, magnetic flux, or some other stimulus. Active mines, on the other hand, have the capability to search for
targets and also usually a method of engaging them more effectively than a random detonation. These measures include
the ability to directly target an enemy unit, and/or the ability to move to a more favorable engagement location.
The result of a mine detonation depends on its filler material. By default, mines are filled with high explosive, and cause
damage though the effects of blast, shrapnel, or armor penetration. They can also contain lethal chemicals. In either of
these cases, they use the standard combat results routines discussed previously.
Mines can also be a type that produces illumination, a common example of which is a “trip flare”. In these cases the mine
itself doesn’t cause any damage, but it both alerts friendly forces of the enemy’s presence, and illuminates the area so the
enemy can be engaged with direct and/or supporting fire.
Units moving though a cleared lane may still detonate a mine. However, the odds are much less than if moving outside
the lane.
Mines are discussed in more detail as part of the section on Engineering.

3-8.7 Dust Generation
Ground units may create dust as they move across the map. The amount of dust they generate is determined by the
unit’s speed, the size of the weapons system, the terrain dust creation factor, and the ground condition dust level. The
larger and faster the weapons system, the more dust created. Dust can be reduced or increased for the type of terrain the
unit is moving though (if there are multiple terrain types in a location, they are averaged together). It is also adjusted for
the ground condition value, which is a universal adjustment applied to every location on the map. It is designed to
simulate widespread conditions, such as reduced dust after heavy rains, for example. It can also be used to model snow
“dust clouds”, which are usually much smaller than their counterparts made of soil.
Once placed, dust behaves like smoke and is subject to normal drift and dispersion. It will also degrade visual LOS’s, and
may both hide friendly units and mask their fires.
Dust is only placed in locations on the map. It is never created in locations off-map.

3-8.8 Camouflage Level Adjustments
Moving units lose camouflage levels that they might have built up while remaining stationary. Guns, aircraft, and ships
lose all of their camouflage once they start moving. Personnel and vehicles may retain some camouflage; at least if they
are not moving too fast, since their camouflage levels are based on their current speed. Generally, their best camouflage
level will be approximately 1/8th of the level while stationary, minus 1 point for each 5 Kph of speed.
Camouflage, which makes the unit harder to spot visually, is only applicable if the unit is in a location containing terrain
with a concealment value greater than 10.

3-8.9 Join Units/Create Detachment
Units represent a group of weapons system under a single command. For combat and most other purposes, they are
treated as single, and indivisible, entities. However, any unit larger than one weapons system can create a detachment,
which is simply a part of the unit that is detached and operates on its own (and is shown as a separate unit). The
detachment can be as large as the initial unit size, minus one, since otherwise there would be no point in creating the
detachment. Detachments are treated as normal units in all ways, and their initial parent unit is also their HQ.
Detachments may be created voluntarily by a player for operational purposes, for example, small detachments can be
placed forward of the main unit to act as LP/OP’s (Listening Post/Observation Posts). They may also be created by the
computer to account for situations such as a unit having a weapons system sustain damage of some type, or to prevent
over-stack situations when moving.
Units may also be joined together, at the discretion of the owning player. However, in order to join, the units must be of
the same weapons system type, must have similar damage values, and be in a normal morale state. The units must be in
the same location, and the combined unit must not be so large as to violate the stacking limit for its current location. If the
parent unit is in an IP, the combined unit must fit in the IP, and if the parent unit is loaded, the combined unit must fit on
the carrier.
When units join together they pool their ammunition. However, the combined unit’s morale and other levels are based on
a weighted average of the levels of the two units joining together. If either unit contains a leader, that leader takes over
the combined unit. If both units have leaders, the leader of the subordinate unit is effectively removed from the scenario.
Joining units requires a certain amount of time, depending primarily on how large the units are, the communications rating
of the force, any leaders present, and if either of the units is moving or suppressed.
The computer will only join units after they were broken up during movement to avoid an over-stack. All other joining
actions will be from orders issued by a human player. The larger unit is automatically the parent, unless they are of
roughly equal size, in which case the human player can specify the parent.

3-8.10 Mechanical Breakdowns
Units may suffer mechanical breakdowns from movement. The breakdowns can be caused by any number of things
including flat tires, thrown treads, engine failures, or even leg muscle sprains or joint twists for troops on foot.
Weapons systems are given breakdown rates in the Weapons Data Table, or zero if the system never breaks down within
the expected time frame of a standard scenario. The breakdown rating is in Kilometers, and is the “Mean Distance
Between Failures”, e.g., the distance that the system will travel, on average, before experiencing a breakdown of some
sort. Breakdowns occur randomly, however, so it is possible that one system will break down right away, while another
may go many times the breakdown distance without a problem.
The probability of a breakdown for moving ground units is also modified for the terrain they are traversing. Each terrain
type, including obstacles, has a breakdown adjustment in the TEC - which can range from 4 times to one half as likely to
cause breakdowns as “standard”. These adjustments are applied only for the terrain the unit is actually moving over, not
all of the terrain types in a location. For example, a unit moving down a road will ignore the other terrain types in the
location, while a unit moving tactically will ignore the road. If an obstacle breaks a road and a moving unit is forced to go
around it tactically, a portion of each (road and the other terrain) will be used.
When one or more breakdowns have been determined to occur in a ground unit, the number is compared to the quantity
of the moving unit. If the two quantities are equal, the unit is immobilized in its entirety. Otherwise, an immobilized
detachment is created. The immobilization is also judged to be temporary, or permanent. The probability of the
breakdown being temporary and thus potentially repairable is about 4 times that of being permanent.

Air units that suffer breakdowns have their quantity reduced. They do not create detachments, and the stricken aircraft
are assumed to either have crash landed, or attempted to return to their base.

3-8.11 Transporting Passenger Units
For portage purposes, weapons systems are classified as either “personnel”, or “other”. The personnel classification
represents rather small objects, such as troops and light guns and missile systems that are stowed internally. “Other”
includes larger things such as guns, vehicles, and aircraft that are towed, slung, or mounted on some sort of flat bed
(which can be internal).
Each weapons system is rated by a cargo cost, which is the number of “Cargo Points” the system occupies when loaded.
Cargo “Points” represent limiting factors besides weight, such as volume, size, or awkwardness. Most systems take up
one point, such as one infantryman, one AT gun, etc. However, crew-served weapons often have costs equal to the
number of men in the crew, so that a mortar may have a cost of 5 points (3 for the crew, one for the mortar itself, and one
for the ammunition).
If the weapons system can potentially transport another unit, its transport capacities are also specified in “Cargo Points”,
broken down for each type. For example, a truck might have 25 personnel “Cargo Points”, and 1 other “Cargo Point”.
Thus, the truck could carry some number of troops (up to 25 “personnel Cargo Points”) plus tow another weapons system
with a cost of 1 “other Cargo Point”. These capacities are ultimate limits, and under no circumstances can a weapon
system exceed its Cargo Point capacity.
Transport-capable systems also have a maximum loaded weight. The total weight of its passengers, both personnel and
other, can never exceed this limit.
If a unit is both loading and unloading passengers at the same time, unloading takes precedence over loading. Only after
the unloading is complete will loading begin.

3-8.11.1 Loading/Unloading Time
Loading and unloading is not usually instantaneous, even for troops. The time required depends primarily on what is
being loaded, and is different for each carrier system. These delays are specified in the Weapons System Data Table for
each carrier system, for bother personnel and other types. The delays are for a “full compliment”, and are adjusted for
lower quantities. They are also adjusted for:
• Low morale - using the best value between the passenger and carrier.
• High fatigue - using the worst value between the passenger and carrier.
• Low training - using the best value between the passenger and carrier.
• Suppression - using the highest value between the passenger and carrier.

3-8.11.2 Loading
In order for one unit to load on another, several conditions must be met:
• The units must be in the same location.
• The carrier unit must be stationary.
• The carrier must have enough spare Cargo Points of the appropriate type to accommodate the unit being loaded,
after accounting for any other passengers already loaded.
• The weight of the passenger unit is added to that of any other passengers already loaded, and the total must not
exceed the weight limit of the carrier.
If these conditions are met, the passenger unit will load onto the carrier. There will be a time delay before it is
accomplished, based on the carrier’s loading time value, the quantity of weapons systems being loaded, and if any other
units are loading/unloading at the same time.
Passengers are assumed to be loaded equally on all available weapons systems if the carrier unit is comprised of more
than one system. For example, if a platoon of 30 troops is loaded on a unit of 5 trucks, each truck will hold 6 troops. If
there are more carriers than passengers, for example 5 trucks towing 2 guns, the passengers are assigned to the carriers
randomly.
NOTE: During the player’s order phase, units may be given orders to load on each other even if they are not currently in
the same location. However, the AI will check to see if their current orders will eventually place them in the same location,
and if not, will automatically issue orders to one or both units to accomplish this. In some situations, however, the carrier
unit may be delayed or destroyed en-route to the meeting point. In this case, the AI takes over as the leader of the

potential passenger unit, and after waiting for a time past the expected meeting time, may decide the carrier is not coming
and issue orders based on that realization.

3-8.11.3 Unloading
In order for a unit to unload, several conditions must be met:
• When unloaded, the passenger unit must not cause an over-stack condition in the current location. The only
exception is if the unloading is occurring from a combat action that damages or destroys the carrier, in which case
stacking is ignored. This is known as involuntary unloading.
• The carrier unit must be stationary (except for paradrops), unless it has been damaged or destroyed from a combat
action of some type.
If these conditions are met, the passenger will unload from the carrier. There will be a time delay before it is
accomplished, based on the carrier’s loading time value, the quantity of weapons systems being loaded, and also if any
other units are loading/unloading at the same time.
The unloaded unit will initially face in the same direction as the carrier, and if the carrier is at all suppressed, will be
assigned an equal or greater number of suppression points. The unloaded unit will initially have no speed; however, if it
has movement orders it will begin to execute them once the unloading delay has been accounted for.
If the unloading has been involuntary, e.g., a result of combat action destroying the carrier, the computer will check if the
portion of the passenger unit unloaded could “fit” on the remaining systems in the carrier unit. If they can, they will
normally be loaded automatically. Otherwise, a detachment will be created for the newly unloaded passengers.
If the unit does not have movement orders, and caused an over-stack condition in the location by unloading, the computer
will automatically issue special movement orders to the unit out of the location to relieve the over-stack. In most cases
this means moving no farther than an adjacent location. However, the computer will issue orders as necessary until the
unit reaches a location where it does not cause an over-stack.

3-8.12 Emplacing Units
Some weapons systems have significantly different configurations between movement and their other combat operations.
For example, towed guns cannot be fired in their normal travel mode; they must be set up first. This procedure might
include such things as opening the rails, positioning the gun, adjusting sights, setting up range stakes, and insuring the
area around the gun is flat and clear of objects to handle the recoil.
These procedures are collectively known as “emplacing” the weapon, and the time required to perform them is known as
the “emplacement time”. This time is set for each weapons system, and can be zero, which indicates the system does not
need to be emplaced in order to fire. This is appropriate for systems such as infantry.
Weapons systems that require emplacement cannot fire until they are emplaced.
The base emplacement time is modified as follows:
• Low morale.
• Low training.
• Suppression.
• Leaders present with the unit.

3-8.13 Aircraft
Compared to ground units, aircraft have unique movement and operational capabilities. These characteristics are
reflected in the movement routines, as well as in the way they attack and can transport other units to the battlefield.
The biggest difference with air units is that they completely ignore the terrain over which they are flying. Essentially they
can fly over any location on or off the map, at their current speed, without being effected by maximum speeds, time
delays, or even LOS considerations.

3-8-13.1 Fixed Wing vs. Hover-capable Aircraft
The simulation makes a distinction between “fixed wing” aircraft, which must maintain a certain minimum speed, and
hover-capable aircraft that can reduce their speed to zero. The determination is based on the data entered for the
maximum road and cross-country speeds in the Weapons System Data table. Aircraft with a maximum cross-country
speed greater than zero are considered fixed wing, and those with a value of zero are considered hover-capable. One

point to note is that the term “fixed wing” is used in this context only for simplicity and in reality means “any non-hover
capable aircraft”.
Note: Also for simplicity, the database uses only two speed values: maximum cross country speed, and maximum road
speed. For aircraft, the maximum road speed is the aircraft’s actual maximum speed, while the maximum cross-country
speed is actually the minimum speed.
Because fixed wing aircraft cannot reduce their speed to zero, they must be constantly moving. Any air unit without
specific movement orders will be given orders by the computer. In most cases, the air unit will be ordered to orbit parallel
to the front line, at a depth based upon its current location. However, if the air unit is performing a mission of some type,
the computer will issue appropriate orders.
Hover-capable aircraft are not under this restriction. If they find themselves without movement orders, they will simply
stay in their current location.
The current version of the simulation does not model fuel consumption, on the assumption that in real life air units will
exhaust their ordinance before they run out of fuel, or that battles on the scale modeled by the simulation will end before
then. As such, air units may circle or hover indefinitely.

3-8-13.2 Giving Aircraft Units Movement Orders
Air units with current mission orders (to provide CAS or an airdrop) cannot be given movement orders by the human
player without first canceling the mission orders. Air units without mission orders, including those that are orbiting, may be
given orders freely. The procedure is the same as for ground units, with the exception that if the unit is a fixed-wing
aircraft, the speed may not be set lower than the minimum value (the maximum cross country speed value in the
database).

3-8-13.3 Special Aircraft Missions
Depending on its capabilities, an aircraft may have the ability to perform Close Air Support (CAS) or Paradrop missions.
CAS missions engage enemy ground targets, and may be flown by any aircraft unit armed with the appropriate weapons
and with ammunition remaining. Paradrop missions are used to transport ground units to the battlefield, where they are
dropped from the transport aircraft by parachute. Any aircraft with transport capabilities may fly paradrop missions as
long as it has at least one passenger on board. Passengers are normally loaded at the start of the game, although hovercapable aircraft may load units during the scenario.
Both of these mission types are controlled by the computer, once the player has selected the appropriate target or drop
location, and the general mission parameters. Because of the way these missions are set and executed is fairly detailed,
they will be discussed in their own section later in the manual.

Section 3-9: Morale
Morale represents the willingness of a unit to engage the enemy and to continue to perform its assigned combat missions.
In the simulation, there are 5 unit morale states:
• Normal: the unit takes orders normally, and continues to perform assigned combat tasks.
• Wavering: The unit stops and holds its present position. It will continue to engage enemy forces, but will not
accept further orders.
• Run to Cover: The unit will retreat to the nearest cover that will protect it from enemy fire. It will continue to fire,
and will continue to execute its current orders once it reaches cover or returns to normal morale status.
• Broken: The unit will no longer actively engage the enemy, and it will retreat as best it can some distance away
from nearby enemy units. The exact distance of the retreat varies, and depends on the situation, but can be
anywhere from a few hundred meters, to more than a 2 or 3 Kilometers.
• Berserk: The unit will rush the nearest enemy unit. It will not accept new orders, and will ignore any orders it was
given before going berserk.
Each unit has a morale level, which is a value between 0 (Very low) and 99 (Very high) points. Units begin the scenario
with morale level point values in line with the overall force morale value, which is user adjustable. For average forces, the
morale would be around 70 points. Highly motivated forces, such as Special Forces, Rangers, or Marines might have
morale values of 95 points or more.

Force morale values can never be less than 60 points.
A unit with a morale level of 100 will ignore morale considerations completely. If the force level is 100, all of the units in
the force will also initially have a level of 100 without any random variation.
At the start of a scenario, the morale level of a unit can be adjusted from the Unit Data screen (accessed by a <right
click>).

3-9.1 Morale Adjustments
Morale is adjusted during the scenario from a number of combat activities.
Morale is Increased by:
•

•

Destroying an enemy target. Aircraft and
other high value targets increase morale
more than personnel and small vehicle
targets.
Resting in place. As units remain stationary
out of effective enemy fire, they gain morale
points.

Morale is Decreased by:
•

•

•

Taking effective enemy fire. If the unit suffers
losses or damage, more morale is lost than if it
only takes fire.
Seeing friendly targets destroyed. If the unit is
in a position where it can observe other units
taking kills it loses morale.
Having a friendly HQ destroyed: If a friendly
HQ is destroyed, all of its subordinate units
lose morale.

Whenever a morale adjustment is made, the unit is also checked to see if it undergoes a status change. If the unit gains
morale points, and is currently in a non-normal morale state, it is checked to return to normal. Otherwise, the unit is
checked to see which, if any, of the other than normal states it enters. The check takes into account both the current
morale level of the unit, as well as how many points it lost or gained in the current turn.
Berserk units never have their morale affected by combat actions, either up or down. They revert to either Wavering or
Normal status only after they have attacked and destroyed one or more enemy units.
The following table summarizes potential morale state changes, based on the unit’s current morale state:

Current Morale
State

Potential New
State

Considerations in Determining if the Change Occurs

Normal

Wavering

Does not need to be taking fire.
Morale must be less than 40 points.
Most likely in the morale point range 30-40.

Run to cover

Unit must be taking fire.
Morale must be less than 80 points.
The unit must not already be under reasonable cover or in an IP.

Broken

Unit must be taking fire.
Morale must be less than 30 points.
Higher probability if base force morale is low (<70 points).
Most likely in the morale point range 0-20.

Berserk

Unit must be taking fire.
Morale must be less than 35 points.
Higher probability if base force morale is high (>80).
Most likely in the morale point range 30-35.

Normal

Must not be under fire.
Morale must be above 45 points.
The higher the morale level, the higher the probability.

Run to Cover

Unit must be under fire.
Morale must be less than 85 points.
The unit must not already be under reasonable cover or in an IP.
The morale loss during the turn must be relatively small, otherwise the unit may become
Broken, instead (below).

Broken

The unit must be under fire.
Morale must be less than 40 points.
The higher the morale loss in the turn, the greater the probability of becoming Broken.
Higher probability if base force morale is low (<80 points).
Most likely in the morale point range 10-30.

Wavering

Run to Cover

Broken

Berserk

Berserk

Wavering units cannot become Berserk.

Normal

Must not be under effective fire.
Morale must be above 40 points.
The higher the morale level, the higher the probability.

Wavering

Must be taking fire.
Morale must be less than 45 points.
Most likely in the morale point range 30-40.

Broken

Must be under fire.
Morale must be less than 35 points.
The higher the morale loss in the turn, the greater the probability of becoming Broken.
Higher probability if base force morale is low (<80 points).
Most likely in the morale point range 10-25.

Berserk

Units Running to Cover cannot become Berserk.

Normal

Must not be under fire.
Morale must be above 50 points.
The higher the morale level, the higher the probability.
The greater the cover in the location, the greater the probability.

Wavering

Must not be under effective fire.
Morale must be above 40 points.
The higher the morale level, the higher the probability.

Run to Cover

Broken Units cannot convert to Run to Cover.

Berserk

Broken Units cannot become Berserk.

Normal

Cannot be under effective enemy fire.
Must have just destroyed an enemy unit within 150 meters.

Wavering

Can be under fire.
Must have just destroyed an enemy weapons system, at any range.

Run to Cover

Berserk units can not covert to Run to Cover

Broken

Berserk units can not covert to Broken

Section 3-10: Force Levels

The force levels are used to quantify the capabilities of a force in the important aspects of combat operations. Some
values, such as air superiority, are applicable only to the force as a whole. Others, such as morale, apply to each unit
within the force. By default, the appropriate force levels are reflected closely in its component units, within a few percent to
model random variation. However, at the start of a scenario, the values for individual units may be modified manually
using the Unit Information form.

3-10.1 Training
Training affects a wide range of combat functions in the simulation, including weapon accuracy, rate of fire, target
acquisition times, the amount of target overlap, and the ability to not “get lost” during long movements. Units with higher
training levels perform these tasks better, and thus should achieve better results than poorly trained forces. The force
Training Level is set at the beginning of the scenario, and is applied equally to all units within the force. However, at the
same time, users can adjust the Training Level for individual units, so that differences between various units or branches
can be modeled correctly.

3-10.2 Discipline Ratings
A force has three discipline ratings: light, noise, and communications. Each represents how effective units in the force are
at preventing the enemy from detecting them by the specific method named. For example, at night, units with low light
discipline ratings are more likely to allow stray light to escape their area, which might be seen by enemy forces. The
same applies to noise, while the communications rating measures how quickly a unit can transmit information so that the
signal doesn’t last long enough for the enemy to get an accurate bearing on it.

3-10.3 Camouflage
Each ground unit is rated for its ability to camouflage itself, in order to be more difficult for the enemy to spot. Normally,
camouflage is most effective when a unit is stationary, and in some kind of terrain that offers cover and concealment.
However, very high camouflage levels can also afford some benefit to units in other situations. Like the Training Level,
above, the Camouflage Level is set at the beginning of the scenario for each unit based on the force level, and can be
edited for each unit individually.

3-10.4 Communications (Orders Delay)
The Communications/Orders Delay time determines how long it takes an HQ or any other unit to receive, transmit, and
disseminate information. In the simulation, under normal circumstances, orders are issued by a higher HQ and then
transmitted down to its subordinate line units. In cases where the Force Commander (either a human or computer
player) issues orders, these orders begin at the Task Force (highest level) HQ. It is also possible that the computer AI
(Artificial Intelligence) will issue its own orders, either in the absence of orders from the Task Force Commander, or under
the “stress” of combat. These orders will often be issued by HQ units, but sometimes line units will decided “on their own”
to perform some maneuver or targeting operation.
In the same vein, reports of enemy sightings and engagement results/damage must be transmitted up the chain of
command before the Force Commander knows of them.
In the simulation, orders and information flow through the normal chain of command, from the origination point up or down
through subordinate HQ’s to their destination – either the line units or the Task Force HQ. The Communications Level
determines how fast the orders are processed by each HQ in the chain, and how fast the order is absorbed and
disseminated. In essence, The Communications Level determines how “flexible” the force will be, how fast it can adapt to
changing situations, and in the final measure, how much it is under the control of the Task Force Commander.
Communications are discussed in more detail in the section on Command and Control, below.

3-10.5 Friction
Friction is a measure of how long it takes units to process information internally, and to begin an action once the unit
commander decides to do so. It is discussed in more detail in the section on Command and Control below.

3-10.6 Air Superiority
The air superiority level is used at the start of a new scenario as a measure of how effective friendly forces are at
interdicting enemy air units en route to the battle area. The actual air engagements are abstracted, in that the computer
makes a simple determination of losses and aborted aircraft, and applies those losses to enemy air units.
As a rough estimate, every 10 points of air superiority will cause the enemy to suffer 8% aircraft losses. Therefore,
players should be careful when setting the level too high, since they may inadvertently wipe out all of the enemy’s air
assets.

At the start of a scenario, the air superiority level for a force is set from the Player Information form (click the “Change/Edit
Defaults” in the Nation section of the main set-up form).

3-10.7 Electronic Warfare (EW)
The force EW level represents the level of sophistication a force possesses in terms of electronic/radio equipment and
training. It is used in the following ways:
• The ECCM rating of all radars in the force is set to 1.25 times the EW rating.
• The EW rating determines the time it takes to fix a damaged, but repairable, guided missile launcher.
• The EW rating determines how effective the force is at jamming and intercepting enemy communications.

3-10.8 Supply and Strength
The supply and strength levels of the force are used only at the beginning of the game, and they provide a quick way to
adjust a force to reflect degraded conditions. These levels are straight percentages that are applied to the starting
strength of a force’s units, and the basic load of ammunition they receive. The nominal strength of a force’s units are set in
the TO&E, while ammunition basic loads are set in the Weapons Systems Data Table.

Section 3-11: Command and Control
Command and control is a key concept in the simulation, because no matter how superior a force’s weapons, their
effectiveness will be much reduced if they can’t be brought to bear against the enemy in a timely and coordinated manner.
Within the simulation, command and control encompasses the transmission of orders and messages, as well as fire
control measures such as targets and preplanned fires.

3-11.1 The Chain of Command
To model command and control issues, the simulation uses a standard military chain of command, where a higher
headquarters unit controls each unit in the force. The human or computer player is assumed to be the Task Force
commander, and therefore “present” in the Task Force HQ unit.
Units receive orders from higher HQ and transmit reports to higher HQ using the chain of command, with a delay imposed
at each level. The delay represents the time it takes the unit to receive, process, and if not the ultimate recipient, retransmit the message to and from other units in the chain. The relationships are shown for a simple situation below:

The delay at each step in the chain is determined by the situation and capabilities of that unit. In summary, these are:
• The unit will always use the fastest form of communication available to it. In order, these are:
o Data (1/20th force communications delay time)
o Radio (normal force communication delay time)
o Visual (120 seconds or more, and requires an open LOS)
o Messenger (variable - depends on the distance, terrain, etc.)
• Radio and data transmissions may be affected by enemy jamming.
• Radio, visual, and messenger times are affected by the unit’s morale level.
• If not data, and the sending unit did not start the scenario as an HQ (e.g., is an “acting HQ”), the time is increased
up to 150%.
• The transmission time is adjusted for leaders in the sending and receiving unit.
• If the recipient unit is an aircraft, the time is reduced by 50%. ‘
• If either the sending or receiving unit is an AWACS, the time is reduced 50%
• Non-satellite based transmissions are adjusted for LOS, range and other conditions using the command radius of
the sending and receiving units (discussed below).

3-11.1.1 “Acting” HQ units
If a normal Headquarters unit is destroyed or incapacitated by combat, it will be replaced in the chain of command by
another unit. The new unit will then become the “acting” headquarters of the formation, and orders to and from the other
units will go through it just as did they did the actual HQ.
The sequence in which units take over command functions is specified in advance by military doctrine. The simulation
uses a standard sequence where command passes to the highest-level unit directly under the HQ. If there are two or
more units at the same level directly under the impaired HQ, the first one shown when viewing the force tree takes over.
Should that unit also become impaired, the second in line will take its place and so on, down each level until the last unit
in the formation is reached. For example, in a standard infantry company the chain of command would pass down from
the company HQ to the 1st Platoon HQ, followed by the 2nd Platoon and so on. If all the platoon HQ’s are impaired,
command would pass down to the next level - the 1st Squad of the 1st Platoon, then the 2nd Squad of the 1st Platoon,
and so on.
If a nominal (or “starting”) HQ unit that has been impaired and replaced in the chain of command regains the ability to
command, it will return to its former position in the chain of command.

3-11.1.2 Command Radius
The command radius is the maximum distance at which a particular headquarters can control its subordinate units without
any loss in efficiency. The nominal radius is based on the level of the unit (generally higher level headquarters have
larger command radii), and the weapons system type (to differentiate between man-portable radio and those mounted in
vehicles or aircraft). Users can specify these values for the force when clicking the “Set Defaults” button under nations,
and then “Edit Command Radii” on the Force Information form button when setting up a new scenario.

Command radii are also adjusted for the relative “roughness” of the map. In this case, roughness is measured by the
variability of ground elevation over the map area. Relatively flat areas will have low roughness, while mountain ranges will
be very rough. Roughness also factors in above-ground LOS-blocking terrain, but with much less weight.
The command radius is used primarily to determine if degradation occurs in SITREP’s send by subordinate units. When
the range between the units is greater than the Command Radius, the “known level” of received SITREP’s is reduced.
Additionally, the command delay for movement commands is increased.

3-11.1.3 Internal Friction
Friction describes the time required to disseminate information and orders internally within a single unit. For example,
within a company it may take several minutes for the orders to be passed down from the commander, though the platoons
and squads until the troops are ready to move. Friction also results in lower ROF’s and less coordinated return fire when
the unit is first engaged by the enemy, resulting in a building of fires until the friction period is overcome. A complete list
of friction effects is:
• Friction delays the start of movement orders, and is effectively added to the command delay.
• Friction is applied to the disorganization period experienced by units after an airdrop.
• Friction lowers the initial ROF of units for new targets when those targets have not been previously spotted or
engaged.
• Friction lowers the effectiveness of fire against new targets that have not been previously spotted or engaged, and
results in more target overlap (where a single target object is engaged multiple times while others might not be
targeted at all).
The friction level is measured in seconds per weapons system equivalent. A weapon system equivalent is equal to seven
personnel or one of anything else (vehicle, gun, aircraft, or ship).
Actual total unit friction times are determined by multiplying the size of the unit in weapon system equivalents by the
friction level, and adjusting for suppression, fatigue, training, morale, and the capabilities of any leader present. Friction is
applied only to single maneuver units, and if the unit is a HQ, does not include its subordinate units or affect its order
transmissions time. For example, if a company HQ is a unit comprised of 3 tanks, the HQ units’ friction is based only on
those 3 tanks. It does not include any of the company’s subordinate units, which will have friction times of their own, and
it does not affect the command delay when issuing orders to those subordinate units.

3-11.2 Messages/SITREP’s
Messages are used to transmit orders and information on friendly and enemy forces up the chain of command (also called
SITREP’s, for “Situation Reports”). Units send SITREP’s whenever they have something new to report on the enemy
situation, as well as on a periodic basis. The periodic SITREP’s contain information on the friendly unit, as well as a
recompilation of what the unit knows on the enemy.
The time between periodic SITREP’s depends on the situation. If the sending unit is using data and has a GPS system,
the periodic SITREP’s are sent every turn. This is based on the fact the equipment always “knows” where it is and what
has been entered as the situation so it requires no human intervention (this is analogous to folks at HQ being able to see,
essentially in real time, where each tank was during the 2003 battles in Iraq). If however, the sending unit does not have
GPS, or is not using data, the periodic SITREP’s are sent approximately every 10 minutes.
The GPS flag is set in the Weapons System Data table.

3-11.2.1 Orders
Order messages are generated automatically every time a unit is given any kind of orders, either by the human
commander or the computer AI. For example, whenever a unit is given a new movement objective, a message containing
those orders is generated. Orders are also used when a unit requests support. With targeting and movement orders, in
most cases the originating unit will be the TFHQ (the “location” of the human player), although when the AI issues orders
the originating unit may be determined to be lower in the chain of command. For support requests, the sending and
requesting units are determined by the situation at the time the request is sent in.
The “built-in” orders that create messages are:
♦ SITREP: A report on enemy forces and/or the environment.
♦ Move Order: The unit has been given new move orders, or had existing orders adjusted.
♦ Target: The unit has being given a DF target.
♦ Call for CAS: The unit has called for an air support.

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Call for Arty: The unit has requested a support mission.
Call for Arty (PPD): The unit has called for support on a PPD (preplanned) target.
Engineering Order: The unit has been given an engineering mission.
Arty Spot Correction: Adjustment/shot correction of a spotted arty mission.
SOP: Any change to a unit’s SOP.
Ack: The unit is acknowledging receipt of a previous transmission. ALL transmissions are acknowledged.
Generic: All other messages.

3-11.2.2 SITREP’s
Because each unit in the scenario only knows what it can either see directly, or what has been reported to it, information
transfer within the force is critical to duplicating what units would know in real life. SITREP’s are what the units use for
that information transfer.
SITREP’s can be used to report information on either friendly or enemy units, or objects such as IP’s, terrain, obstacles,
minefields, etc. The general format of a SITREP is:
• The item being reported.
• The unit making the report.
• The information (the “known” level).
• The time the information was gained.
When a unit receives a SITREP from a subordinate unit, it checks the information and time of the report against what it
already knows. If the report is more accurate than the existing information, the SITREP is accepted. If the SITREP is less
accurate but more current, it will be accepted if it is at least 10 minutes more current than the existing information.
Otherwise, the SITREP is discarded.
When a SITREP is accepted, the receiving unit updates its information on the subject of the report. It also passes the
SITREP up the chain of command to its HQ unit.
Depending on the level of the unit making the initial report, its relationship to the unit receiving the report, and the nature
of the object being reported on, the unit receiving the SITREP may also pass it down the chain of command to its
subordinates. However, the AI makes the determination of when a SITREP is passed down, and players have no control
over the dissemination action.

3-11.2.3 Transmitting Messages
Units may use the following methods to transmit a message:
•
•
•
•

Radio: digital and analog; also network and live feed. Can be jammed and intercepted. May require LOS
depending on equipment characteristics. Range based on power and other factors.
Wire/cable: digital and analog; also network and live feed. Difficult to jam or intercept. Requires a cable between
the sending and receiving units
Visual Signaling: Analog only. Can be intercepted, but not jammed. Requires ambient light and a relatively
unobstructed LOS.
Runner: Analog only. Can be intercepted or lost. Time based on distance and terrain between sending and
receiving units. May reduce the sending unit’s size by one.

Units will attempt to send an order or SITREP message using the fastest method possible. Which method this turns out to
be depends on the equipment both the sending and receiving unit have (they must be compatible), if equipment has been
damaged, and the overall situation, for example a unit in the open under heavy fire may not be able to send out a runner
or use the radio.
Additionally, whenever a unit is part of a network, it will attempt to use the network whenever possible to send SITREPS,
and sometimes other orders as well.

3-11.2.3.1 Digital Transmission
Digital transmissions convert information into a series of “on” and “off” pulses, each of which is a “bit” of information (8 bits
= 1 byte). Data is always transmitted in standard formats, so that the recipient’s communications system “knows” how to
put the message back together once all of the pulses have been received. Additionally, for larger messages the data is
broken up into “chunks” of a standard size, each of which is known as a “packet”. Using packets makes it much easier for
the systems to detect faulty or missing bits of information and correct them since only the bad/missing packet has to be
resent – not the entire message.

When a digital message is received, the recipient’s communications system processes the message an outputs the
information in a variety of forms. For example, it could show a picture, or automatically update a video battle map, or play
sounds over a speaker. In most cases, the information is provided in a processed, readily usable format; no further
human action is required.
Digital messages can also be forwarded and copied to other users easily and quickly, or can use a network configuration
to be sent to multiple users simultaneously. Digital messages are easily (and often) compressed to require less
bandwidth (as when you ZIP a file before emailing it to a friend).
The maximum number of digital messages that may be sent or received is limited by the available bandwidth of the
communications system.

3-11.2.3.2 Analog Transmission
All messages that are not digital are considered analog. Analog messages include voice radio broadcasts, written
communications, and signaling. Analog messages can not be interpreted by non-human resources. Instead, they require
a human to receive the message, determine what it means, and then register the information in a useful manner (e.g.,
writing on a map with a grease pencil, or informing another person).
The number of analog messages that can be sent and received per pulse is limited by the level of the unit (reflecting the
fact that the HQ’s of larger formations can handle more message traffic since they have more people assigned to “operate
the radios”). The maximum number of messages is the level of the unit times two.

3-11.2.3.3 Live Feed
A live feed is a steady and constant stream of information sent out by a detector. The most common example is a video
camera, which is constantly transmitting pictures. Live feed systems only (and always) send SITREP reports. Because
the live feed is always “on”, the SITREP reports are sent each and every pulse, whether the detector has anything new to
report of not.
Because live feed systems are always transmitting, they will automatically use up as much bandwidth as they need to
send information, based on their current frame rate and resolution settings. If insufficient bandwidth is available to support
the traffic, the effective frame rate will be reduced to reflect this limit. For example, if a system requires 100 KBps to send
pictures at 5 frames per second, but only 20 KBps of bandwidth is available, the system will effectively only send 1 frame
per second.
Live feed systems always have priority on the available bandwidth. Care should thus be taken to insure that a live feed
source doesn’t use up all of the available bandwidth on a network or though a communications node – in that case no
other messages will ever get through.
The effective frame rate and resolution determine how well a live feed system will detect enemy units and other objects,
as discussed in the section on detection.

3-11.2.3.4 Networks
Networks are groups of units linked together for communications purposes. Whenever one unit on the network sends out
a report, all units on the network receive it. Networks can be used with either digital or analog messages as long as the
available communications equipment supports it. For digital communications, networking is accomplished though the use
of TCP/IP type protocols in the message/packet format and automatic routers and switches in the hardware that detect
those protocols (just like a LAN or the Internet). For analog networks, the systems are all “tuned in” to the same
frequency (if radio) or on the same cable loop (if wire).
Networks may be centralized, in that every sending unit communicates to the other units in the network though a single
central controller. Messages are sent to this controller, which then resends the messages to the other units on the
network. In these configurations, the message processing time or limit is always determined by what is available between
the central and peripheral unit.
By contrast, in decentralized systems there is no central controller. Analog messages (voice) are sent out once, and
received by any and all other units on the network with the appropriate capability. Digital messages are sent out and
routed dynamically through one or more routing points, arriving at a destination in the shortest possible time (like the
Internet). So for example, if units A, B, and C are on a network, and A sends out a message, that message may go from
A-> B -> C if it is faster than A -> C.

Network details and how to create them were covered previously in Part II in the section on setting up a new scenario.
Networks are also required to use communications satellites, described in a section below.

3-11.2.3.5 Degradation
Messages may be degraded, meaning they take longer to send/receive than normal, or lost completely (never sent or
received) based on the following general things:
• Communications system characteristics: The sending and receiving systems must be compatible, and may
require certain conditions to operate, such as a valid LOS. These characteristics are set in the Communications
Systems Data Table.
• Environment: Signal strength degrades with range, and may also be affected by weather and other conditions.
Low received power makes the message harder to pick up and may make the message take longer (from having
to repeat parts of it).
• Unit conditions : If the message type is affect by unit conditions, the time required will be adjusted for the sending
and receiving units’ training level, commo level, suppression, morale level, and the abilities of any leader that is
present.
• Damage: Damaged communications systems can not be used until they are repaired.
• Bandwidth: The total message traffic can never exceed the available bandwidth. Because messages are sent
sequentially, this means that messages must wait for bandwidth to become available (to both the sender and
receiver) before they can be sent.
• Old messages: Messages that can’t be sent due to bandwidth or other limitations are deleted automatically by the
AI after an appropriate amount of time has elapsed based on the communications system types and message
characteristics.

3-11.2.3.6 Jamming
Jamming is deliberate enemy interference with normal signal propagation and transmission. In its simplest form jamming
consists of putting out a very strong signal on the same frequency as one being used for communications; the “bogus”
generated signal then arrives at the receiver with more power then the original transmission, completely overwhelming it.
Countermeasures to this type of jamming include frequency switching and spread-frequency transmissions, but there are
counter-countermeasures to these efforts as well. To simplify the situation, the TSS models generalize jamming as
described in a previous section. The relative susceptibility of transmitters and receiver to jamming is set in the Commo
Systems Data Table, as is the relative effectiveness of jammer systems.
In cases where other conditions apply to signal reception, such as a valid LOS or minimum power level, these conditions
also apply to the jamming signal/attempt.

3-11.2.3.7 Detection
Message transmissions may be detected by the enemy player if the communications equipment used to send the
message is susceptible to it. This value is set in the Commo Systems Data Table. The effectiveness of the detection
attempt determined by the nature of the transmission (e.g., radio, laser, signaling, etc.), the “power” level, and the
message duration. When a message is detected, it can have these effects:
o The sending unit may become known to the enemy player to some degree. At a minimum, however, its
general location will be known with an accuracy based on the interception capability of the detecting
systems.
o The message itself may be able to be decoded to give further information about the units involved.
Enemy units that are detected from message intercept are reported to the force from the detecting unit using the normal
reporting procedures.

3-11.2.3.8 Satellites
As opposed to the “satellite rating” used for general pre-scenario detection, individual satellites can be added to the
scenario as special units that “appear” over the battlefield at specified times. These satellite units are almost identical to
normal units, in that they use a defined weapons system with the appropriate communications and other equipment, and
participate normally in all of the sighting and communications models. Also like normal units, satellites can be engaged
and damaged or destroyed.
Unlike normal units, however, they are not explicitly selected by the human player; they are created automatically by the
computer whenever satellite coverage is set-up. Additionally, their elevation (AGL) and exact location is controlled by the
computer, and their quantity is always either zero or one (the computer toggles the quantity based on whether the satellite
is over the battlefield or not).

When setting up satellite coverage, players can select the satellite’s weapon system (from the Weapons System Data
Table) and coverage periods. For satellites with geo-stationary orbits, the coverage period will be continuous – the length
of the scenario, start to finish. Otherwise, the coverage will be broken down into one or more discrete periods as the
satellite traverses the horizon in its orbit.
Satellites most often function as communications relay or repeater stations. Because they are above any terrain features
on the map, they can be used to bounce a signal from two units that do not have a valid LOS between them but that do
each have an LOS to the satellite in the sky above them. Note, however, that in order to provide communications, the
satellite must meet all of the requirements as with any other transmission. That may also include being part of a network
(satellites are assigned to networks just as any other unit).
Satellites may also be used for reconnaissance purposes. In this case, the satellite weapons system must have sighting
values set greater than zero. When using visual sighting, satellites detection probabilities are affected by clouds, dust,
smoke, and other atmospheric conditions. However, the effects of the maximum sighting range on the LOS quality are
greatly reduced compared to “normal” LOS calculations. The reason for this is that the LOS to the satellite proceeds
upwards through the atmosphere where it quickly clears the general haze and refraction near the surface that reflected in
the maximum sighting range value.

3-11.3 TRP’s and DF Targets
TRP’s and DF Targets are measures used to control the fires of the friendly force. While TRP’s apply to Indirect Fire, as
opposed to Direct Fire Targets, they are both designed to provide fast and effective fire when and where it is needed, and
with a minimum of waste and risk.

3-11.3.1 TRP’s
For simplicity, the simulation uses a very liberal definition for TRP’s, or Target Reference Points. Whereas in real life they
are points of reference for which the firing data is known to the artillery units, in the simulation TRP’s represent specific
locations that have been designated in advance as likely spots on which the force will either definitely or probably want
artillery fire. As such, they have the following characteristics:
• An identifier/name.
• A specific location on the map.
• A priority, either primary or secondary. Primary missions are normally fired faster, since the tubes are pointed at
that TRP when the unit is not engaged firing another mission.
• A priority calling unit or formation. Only this unit, or a unit in the designated formation, can legally call in fire on the
TRP.
• A type - either “on call” or “preplanned”. If a TRP is “on call”, it means that there are no actual missions scheduled
for it at the beginning of the game, and missions may be called in when and as needed. Preplanned missions, on
the other hand, are complete missions in place at the start of the game, which will be fired at a predetermined time.
Preplanned missions also include the following information:
o Area to cover, measured in meters from the central impact point. The impacting rounds will be evenly
dispersed though this area.
o Ammunition type to use.
o Number of rounds to fire.
o Rate of fire (rounds per minute per tube).
o Time to commence firing.
Missions fired using a TRP have several advantages over non-TRP missions. If not preplanned to fire at a certain time,
they take less time than ordinary missions to be called in and begin. They are also more accurate from the beginning, and
do not require spotting rounds.
TRP’s and DF Targets are placed on the map at the beginning of a scenario. The number of TRP’s and DF Targets, and
to which units they are available, is set in the Force Information form.

3-11.3.2 DF Targets
DF targets are used to control the fires of friendly units to insure that sensitive areas are always covered and that target
overlap is minimized. Like IF TRP’s, they are often ranged and increase the initial accuracy and ROF of a firing unit when
an enemy unit in the DF Target area is engaged. They are also used for opportunity fire, described below.
The primary characteristics of DF Targets are as follows:

•
•

•

They are assigned to specific firing units.
Targets may be either primary or secondary. Enemy units in a primary target area will be engaged before those in
a secondary area. The number of primary and secondary targets per unit is set as part of the Force Data. Like
TRP’s, targets in primary areas may be engaged faster if the unit is not firing at another target, since units
automatically train their weapons on the primary target when not otherwise engaged.
The target area may be specified as either circular or rectangular, and the radius/side lengths set.

3-11.3.3 Opportunity Fire
Opportunity fire is a mechanism used by the program to minimize the effects of having a discrete combat pulse.
Specifically, opportunity fire prevents fast enemy units from “skirting” completely through a kill zone in a single pulse,
before they can be engaged by friendly forces during the regular DF fire phase.
Opportunity fire occurs in the movement phase, when an enemy unit moves into the DF target area (either primary or
secondary) of a friendly unit. If the friendly unit has not already fired in the normal DF phase, it will attempt to engage the
enemy unit “on the fly”. The fire follows all of the normal DF firing routines and procedures, so it is more likely that enemy
units in primary target areas will be engaged than those in secondary ones, since the friendly unit’s guns are normally
trained on the primary are and won’t require as much rotational adjustment.
The results of opportunity fire are assessed immediately, and once the fire has been completed, the enemy unit may
continue moving (assuming it is still intact and capable of doing so after absorbing the combat results).

Section 3-12: Terrain Effects
Terrain includes all natural and man-made objects on the map that affect the simulation in some way. Examples include
trees, streams, roads, and buildings. Each map location must contain at least one type of terrain (known as the primary
terrain), and may contain many more (collectively known as secondary terrain). The Map Editor module is used to assign
terrain, both primary and secondary, to the individual map locations.
Note: this section uses the term “hex” for a single location on the map, since that is the term used in the map editor - HPS
Simulations’ program Aide De Camp - 2 (ADC-2). However, the terms “hex” and “location” are equivalent, and represent
the minimum indivisible area that can be accessed on the map. For information on how to create maps using that
program, please see the Appendix.
There are three types of terrain: hex (location), hexside, and hexline:
• Hex terrain is assumed to fill a hex uniformly, and it’s movement and LOS (Line of Sight) affects generally apply to
anything that is either already in the hex, or that is trying to move into that hex (from any direction). Hex terrain can
be specified (in the TEC editor) to contain multiple levels, or floors, which can be occupied by combat units.
• Hexside terrain is a linear feature located along the edge of a hex boundary “between” two adjacent hexes. Its
affects apply only when a unit or LOS “crosses” it.
• Hexline terrain is a linear feature completely inside the hex. Hexlines generally affect only movement - they never
affect a LOS.
Hexsides and hexlines often “connect” though multiple hexes, as when a road or river runs for a distance across the map.

3-12.1 The Terrain Effects Chart (TEC)
The Terrain Effects Chart (TEC) is used to “tell” the program what the effects of each terrain type should be. It includes
information such as each terrain’s effects on the LOS, the movement cost, and whether or not the terrain can become
craters or rubble, or be set on fire. The specific values saved for each type of active terrain (as opposed to terrain
symbols that are purely cosmetic) are:
•
•
•

•
•

Type: hex, hex multi-floor, hexline, hexside, IP, or permanent IP (buildings). Hexline and hexside types also have a
size specified - either narrow or wide.
Movement effects: either a maximum speed or a discrete delay in seconds for each movement type).
A flag if the terrain is placed from destructive combat actions. The standard created terrain types are:
o Craters - road plus high, medium and low hex.
o Rubble - high, medium and low hex.
LOS blocking points, and the color to use for the terrain on the LOS cross-section display.
Height of the terrain above ground (AGL).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cover and concealment values.
Probability of creating craters and rubble from HE explosions in the hex, either none, high, medium or low.
Flammability of the hex, either none, high, medium or low.
Relative “ground softness”, either firm, medium, or soft.
Mechanical breakdown multiplier.
Relative amount of dust generated by moving ground units, 0-10.
NBC multipliers, for persistent and non-persistent chemicals, and radiation.
Stacking modifiers.
If the terrain breaks any roads in the hex, such as for log crib obstacles.
If the terrain is a foliage (deciduous) type. If so, it is affected by the relative foliage level of the game (which is used
to easily model bare vegetation in fall or winter vs. leafy in summer). Because they do not seasonally lose their
leaves, evergreens should generally not be made a foliage type.
Advanced/Energy Weapons blocking effects.

Terrain type symbols (“Map/board symbols” as they are called in ADC-2) used in the map must be defined in the TEC in
order to have any effect in the simulation. Otherwise, the symbol will be treated as purely cosmetic terrain - added simply
to make the map more attractive.

3-12.2 Elevation
Every location both on and off the map has an elevation. This elevation is the height of the ground surface above mean
sea level, in meters. On map location elevations are entered as part of the map. Off-map locations are all set to the
average elevation of the on-map area.
Elevation is used in all of the following routines:
•
•
•
•

LOS determinations
Flight paths
Radio reception
Movement

Units may also have a relative elevation above the ground, known as AGL (above ground level). Aircraft almost always
have an elevation AGL, but it also applies to units on the upper level of multi-story structures. In those cases, each story
in the building is 3 meters high.

3-12.3 The LOS (Line of Sight)
The LOS is defined as the straight-line path between two points that would be traveled by a single beam of light. As such,
it is used to determine what a unit can see, and conversely, what can see that unit in return. Aside from visual sighting, it
is also applicable to certain kinds of communications transmissions, as well as radar detection and the engagement
potential of certain types of weapons.
The LOS is determined in 3 dimensions; it uses the exact map position and elevations of each the two end points - the
spotter and the target. The ground always completely blocks the LOS. Otherwise, each terrain type it passes through
may degrade the LOS to some extent based on the LOS value for the terrain in the TEC. Terrain blocking is specified in
percent, or “blocking points”. If the LOS reaches 100% blockage (100 blocking points), it is completely blocked even if it
does not hit the ground.
Terrain blocking points are specified in the TEC, but may be adjusted based on the current conditions. If the terrain has
been designated as a foliage type, the nominal LOS blocking points will be adjusted for the game foliage level (set in
Scenario Weather). Additionally, the points will be adjusted for the actual distance the LOS passes through the terrain.
LOS blocking points are based on the average amount of blocking present in 100 meters. If the actual distance is less,
the LOS blocking points will be reduced accordingly.
Terrain blocking points are also adjusted if they are in the spotting or target unit locations. This models the tendency for
units to position themselves to “see out” of a location, relative to the terrain in it. The reduction is 65% in the spotter’s
location, and 30% in the target’s.
Blocking points may also be added to the visual LOS based on the maximum allowable sighting range. The number of
points added is proportional to the actual LOS range as a percent of the maximum range. At the maximum sighting
range, the LOS will have 100 blocking points, even if it didn’t pass though any terrain.

While not terrain per se, clouds may also affect any LOS passing though them based on the cloud base elevation, the
cloud height, and the cloud cover percentage. The computer determines the actual effects at the instant the LOS is run.
For long range LOS’s, more than 10 Km or so, the curvature of the Earth must be taken into account. In this regard,
LOS’s are always completely blocked if they go beneath the horizon, after taking into account the height (AGL) of the
spotter and target objects.

3-12.4 Movement
Terrain can have a significant impact on the movement of ground units by limiting speeds and adding delays, as well as
creating slopes. The effects were discussed in detail in the section on movement, previously.

3-12.5 Bridges
Bridges are physical structures that allow units to “pass over” terrain features or obstacles that would otherwise slow or
prohibit their movement. Bridges are classified according to their capacity, length, and construction material. These
values determine the types of units that can use the bridge (based on the unit’s weight, size, and other units crossing the
bridge concurrently), what types of terrain features the bridge can cross (narrow hexsides, wide hexsides, or full hexes),
and how the bridge is damaged due to demolition or combat action.
Bridges are not part of the map. Because bridges can be damaged, destroyed, or erected during a scenario, they cannot
be part of the static map. Instead, they are part of the game file, and must be placed individually for each new
game/battle. This is true even if the battle will be fought on an existing map. At the start of each new scenario, the
computer will automatically place bridges at locations where hexlines (roads, trails, etc.) cross hexsides (rivers, streams,
etc.). The type of bridge placed will be the first “match” in the bridge type table between the hexline type and the hexside
width. For more information on setting up default bridge types, see the Bridge Types Editor. Once default bridges are
placed, the first human player has the option of changing or removing the bridges placed by the computer, as well as
adding additional bridges.
Bridge types must be defined in the Bridge Types Editor before they can be used in a scenario. To reduce confusion and
maximize flexibility, all of the appropriate bridge types should be created prior to starting the new scenario. Although, it is
possible to add new bridge types once a game is in progress; it may not be available when needed
Special bridge types that can be constructed during the battle, such as pontoon bridges, “Bailey” bridges, and the AVLB
must be defined in the bridge table and then linked to the Engineering Data table. The Engineering Data table also
includes the emplacement time and other values pertaining to the construction of the bridge. When construction is
completed, the computer will use these links to automatically place the bridge.

3.12.5.1 The Effects of Bridges
Bridges are used to assist units moving though degrading terrain or obstacles. However, the bridge must be of the
appropriate type and capacity for the given situation, or its beneficial effects will be degraded (or lost completely).
The basic bridge concepts are:
1. Hexside features (rivers, roads, etc.) ALWAYS break hexlines (roads, trails, etc.). This is true even if the hexline
appears to span the hexside on the map.
2. Bridges are the only feature that can cross a hexside.
3. “Full-hex” type bridges (those that go from one edge of a hex to the other) take priority over any hexlines or terrain
that are “underneath” them. Short-span bridges (which cross only a single hexside) have no effect on hex
features on either side.
4. “Full Hex” bridges not only cross all terrain in the hex, they also cross all hexsides that may be present at either
end.
5. “Short-span” bridges can only cross hexsides that are smaller than they are. For example, a bridge type that can
cross only “Narrow” hexsides will only be able to cross a hexside defined in the TEC as “Narrow”. A bridge type
defined to cross “Wide” hexsides can cross all hexsides (both “Narrow” and “Wide”). For more information, see
the TEC Editor.
6. When moving on a bridge, units will use the bridge’s maximum speed and delay rating as they cross the span.
The values are applied only for the period the unit is actually on the bridge, which depends on the bridge’s length
(narrow, wide, or full hex).
Bridge movement can be restricted or degraded by the physical characteristics of the bridge (maximum load, width, etc.),
and the situation at the time the unit attempts to cross (damage, multiple units trying to use the bridge at the same time,
etc.).

3.12.5.2 Bridge Restrictions
Each bridge on the map has a number of physical values that determine what kinds of units are able to cross the bridge
and how fast they can do it. These values are stored for each general class of bridge in the Bridge Types data table.
Each bridge on the map must be linked to a valid entry in the Bridge Types data table when initially placed. The values
are edited in the Bridge Types Editor.
Based on these values, bridge use is subject to the following restrictions:
1) A unit may never move across a bridge if it is heavier than the bridge’s maximum load rating. The bridge load
rating can be reduced from normal by damage (see below).
2) A unit may never move across a bridge if the hull width value of any of the unit’s weapon systems exceeds the
bridge width. The effective bridge width may be reduced by damage (see below).
3) If two or more units try to cross the same bridge at the same time (usually this occurs when different types of units
are crossing, such as infantry and tanks, or the units are moving in opposite directions), their weight and widths are
added together and cannot exceed the bridge maximums. If any of the combination values exceeds the bridge
limit, some of the units will be prevented from crossing the bridge so the limits can be met.
4) Bridges are considered hexlines for movement purposes. To cross a bridge a unit must be in road-march mode. If
a unit moving in tactical mode encounters a situation in which its standing orders dictate it should cross a bridge,
the computer will automatically switch the unit to road march mode to cross the bridge and back to tactical mode on
the other side. Changing between movement modes incurs a time delay, which depends on the unit type, the
terrain on each end of the bridge, and other factors (for more information, see the Using Movement section).

3.12.5.3 Damaging and Destroying Bridges
Bridges can be damaged and destroyed through deliberate demolition or though combat action. The calculations of
damage suffered by the bridge depend on the type of explosive/munition used, the action type (deliberate demolition vs.
impact), and the bridge construction/material.
Deliberate demolition, except in the case of misfires, are assumed to be accomplished by trained engineers with the
necessary amounts of explosives and thus always completely destroy the target bridge. Misfires are malfunctions in the
priming or detonation system, or in the explosive charges themselves, which prevent the explosives from detonating.
The probability of a misfire in any given situation depends on the force training level, and varies from a minimum of 5% to
a maximum of 40%. If a demolition does misfire, the engineer unit on location can often attempt to re-prime the charges,
and once that has been successfully accomplished, try the demolition again. Re-primed demolition actions have triple the
normal misfire rate. The probability of a total failure (with no further re-priming attempts allowed) is determined randomly
after each misfire, and depends primarily on the force supply level. Normally, however, at least one re-priming attempt
will be allowed. A random time delay is imposed on all re-priming action, as the engineers work on completing the
corrective repairs.
Damage by actions other than demolition (bombing, artillery, etc.) is assessed as a number of “damage points” based
primarily on the size (diameter) of the crater created by the munition on impact. Single craters deemed to exceed 75% of
the track width (or the cumulative number of damage points required to destroy the bridge) automatically destroy the
bridge. Damage points from smaller craters are otherwise accumulated from multiple impacts. Bridges damaged above
certain thresholds have their carrying capacity is reduced. Beyond that, once the number of damage points reaches the
destruction level of the bridge, it is completely destroyed.
In addition to the nominal crater size determination (which is calculated by the standard routines), the simulation makes a
determination of the actual impact spot to calculate the effective crater size to apply. For example, if the impact is on the
bridge center-line, the full crater diameter will be used. If, however, the round just barely clips the bridge along its edge,
the crater will be much reduced. This effect is demonstrated in the figure below, where the gray area represents the track
surface of the bridge. The crater on the left, which impacts near the center, has maximum effect. The other craters, being
closer to the edge, cause less damage.

Figure 386: Relative crater damage vs. impact position.

When adding the damage from multiple hits, the total is not strictly cumulative. For example, using the example above,
assume the craters (going from left to right) cause 10, 8, and 5 damage points respectively and that the bridge will be
destroyed at 15 damage points. If the damage points were simply added together, the bridge would have accumulated 22
points and would be considered destroyed. In fact, it would be considered destroyed even if the middle impact were
eliminated and only the left and right craters were considered. In reality, however, the biggest crater causes most of the
damage with only a minor addition from the others. So, the actual damage total would only be 11 or 12 points, and the
bridge would still be usable (although at a much reduced capacity).
Damage has the following effects on movement across bridges:
Threshold (%)

Above Threshold Effects

Max Speed

30 %

Reduced 2% for each additional 1% of damage.

Delay

50 %

20 seconds, plus 10 seconds for each additional 10% of damage.

Max Weight

35 %

Reduced 15% for each additional 10% of damage.

Width

20 %

Reduced 1% for each 1% of damage.

Note: The threshold is based on the total damage points required to destroy the bridge.

3-12.6 Cover/Concealment
Terrain can provide both cover and concealment for units. Cover is defined as protection from enemy fire, including direct
fire, shrapnel, over spray, and secondary explosions. In practice, this is implemented by reducing the effective size of the
target by the cover value when determining the hit probability and by reducing suppression amounts by one quarter of the
value. For example, in terrain with 60% cover the effective target size will be 60% of normal and suppression will be
reduced by 15% (1/4 of 60%).
Concealment is shielding that degrades visual sighting. Concealment is separate from the LOS blocking points, in that it
applies only to units in the target location. It does not apply to an LOS that merely passes through the location.
Concealment, which is specified in percent, reduces the size of the target unit that is visible to the enemy by that amount.

3-12.7 Combat Effects on Terrain
Terrain may be affected by combat operations in several ways:
• It can be set alight, for example brush, forest, or building fires.
• It can be turned into rubble, as in building and other man-made structures.
• It can be cratered.
The susceptibility to these effects is specified in the TEC for each type of terrain.

3-12.7.1 Terrain Fires
Flammable terrain and other flammable objects, such as wood bridges or obstacles, may be ignited during the scenario.
The initial ignition can come from several sources, including impacting incendiary/flame/illumination and HE rounds,
secondary ammunition and fuel explosions from destroyed weapons systems, and from other terrain already on fire. The
probability of setting the terrain on fire is based on the flammability rating of the terrain (high, medium, or low), and the
level of flame it is exposed to.
Terrain fires are rated based on the amount of material burning in the location, and the flame level. These levels are
calculated using the flammability and maximum fire levels in the TEC, which represent the “burn ability” and total amount
of “burnable” material, respectively. Fires usually start at a relatively low level, unless subjected to a large ignition
initiation, either from a single or multiple sources. From that point they may go out completely, or they may smolder,
maintain their current level, or increase. The probability of these outcomes is based on the current fire level, the ground
and weather conditions, the temperature, and the flammability levels of all the terrain types present in the location.
Fires tend to grow more rapidly when:
• The terrain has a high flammability and maximum fire level.
• The wind speed is above 10 Kph
• The temperature is above 30° C.
• The dust level is high (indicating dry conditions).

•
•
•

The terrain is a foliage type, and the foliage level is high.
The fire is young.
The fire starts from multiple locations, or additional fire amounts arrive from other sources/locations.

The reverse conditions tend to make fires grow slowly, or go out.
Because the fuel available in a location is limited, it will eventually get completely used up. Based on the fuel availability
considerations, then, terrain fires will generally tend to increase in strength to a certain maximum, burn there for a while,
and then taper off until they go out. However, fires may smolder or burn at a low level for quite a while, and then suddenly
flare up. Likewise, fires may burn hot for a long time and then quickly die out. The exact nature of any fire is
unpredictable.
Terrain fires may spread to adjacent locations. If the terrain is not already on fire, the standard ignition routines are used
based on the fire level in the current location and the amount of fire spread to the new location. If the location is already
alight, the newly arrived fire will increase the fire level if the fuel is available. Otherwise it will have no additional effect.
The amount of fire spread, and to what locations, is based primarily on the fire level in the current location and the wind
speed and direction. However, the other weather conditions that affect fire are also taken in to consideration.
Terrain fires will produce smoke. The amount of smoke is based on the current flame level in the location. Fires may also
cause damage to units occupying their location. Personnel and other unarmored units are particularly susceptible to the
effects of fires, but they can damage or kill other units as well.
Terrain fires cannot be put out.

3-12.7.2 Craters
Craters are produced by the detonations of high explosive, or the equivalent, at or under ground level in the appropriate
types of terrain. They can be produced from the detonation of HE type rounds and bombs, land mines, and secondary
weapons system explosions for unit “kills” and crashes. The susceptibility of terrain to cratering is set in the TEC.
Craters are added to the scenario based on their diameter, which is calculated using the equivalent HE weight, the depth
in the ground (or height above it), and the “softness” of the terrain as set in the TEC. Larger craters are created by higher
amounts of HE, having optimum penetration distance into the ground, and softer terrain. If the crater is on a road, the
diameter is used to determine if the road is blocked. In open terrain, the diameter determines the cratering “level” of the
location. Cratering is cumulative; however, allowances are made for overlap, which is usually more common as more
craters are added.

3-12.7.3 Rubble
Rubble is comprised of chunks of concrete, wood and other materials created from blast effects on buildings and
susceptible terrain. The total amount of rubble a terrain type can create in a location is based upon the size of the feature.
The higher and larger the structure is, the more rubble it will ultimately create when it is totally destroyed.
The amount of rubble created from a single blast event is based on the calculations used to determine crater size.
Essentially, the volume of the crater is multiplied by 155 to 500 percent, based on the material involved. The base amount
of rubble created is modified for destruction already present, so it becomes harder to create more rubble as the structure
is destroyed.

3-12.8 Off-map Areas
In most scenarios, the map area represents the main area of action, and most of the units will be located there. However,
the simulation allows for units to occupy locations off the edges of the map, up to 63,000 “locations” in any direction from
the top left corner of the visible map. If the scale is 100 meters per location, the total available playing area, including
both on and off-map areas, will be 12,600 Km x 12,600 Km.
Off-map locations for the most part are identical to on-map ones. They may be occupied and moved through by units as
they would on the map, and they may be targeted with DF, IF, and airstrikes. They are also treated the same for sighting,
and LOS’s can go between on-map and off-map locations without any special effects. Units may also move freely
between on-map and off map locations.
However, off map locations are different in the following respects:
• Off map location elevations are all set to the average elevation of the visible map.
• The terrain in off-map locations is set to the first one entered in the TEC. Off-map locations never have any type of
secondary terrain, including hexlines (roads) or hexsides.

•
•
•

Obstacles and other engineering projects cannot be built in off-map locations.
Off-map locations cannot be selected as DF Targets or IF TRP’s.
Off-map locations are referenced only by their offset distance from the upper left corner of the map in terms of X
and Y coordinates, instead of having a location number.

Off-map areas are accessed using the Long Range display. The circular bands indicate distance (in Km) from the upper
left hand corner of the map.

Section 3-13: Repairing Combat Damage
Many combat actions can result in systems being damaged, including the results of enemy fire, mechanical breakdowns
from movement, and other equipment malfunctions when firing or being used. In some cases the damage will be
permanent, and cannot be field expediently repaired within the scope of the scenario. In others, the damage will be
determined to be of a type that can potentially be repaired. When repaired, the damaged subsystem will return to
completely normal function. Until then, it cannot be used.
In some cases, temporary damage may become permanent. When that happens, repair work on the subsystem ceases,
and it cannot be repaired within the time frame of the scenario.
The following repair routines are used for the various subsystems:

•

Radar and Special Systems:
o The base probability is based on 50% of the unit’s training level.
o It is adjusted downwards for the range and detection characteristics of the radar (in order to model more
complex systems).
o Leaders may have a small influence.

•

Guns/Launchers:
o On average, aircraft systems will be repaired in 35-45 seconds, or they will be permanently disabled.
Approximately 35-50% of damaged systems can be repaired.
o The expected repair time depends on the caliber of the weapon/launcher: 10-30 seconds for a small
caliber weapons, 30-60 sec for a MMG/HMG (10-20mm), 1 - 1.5 min for a light automatic cannon (20mm40mm), 1.5 - 2 min for light gun (40mm - 75mm), 2 - 3 min for medium gun (75mm - 120mm), 4 - 5 min for
heavy gun (155mm-203mm), 5+ min for a super heavy gun. Guided missiles can be expected to take
about 2 minutes longer.
o The time is adjusted for unit suppression.
o The probability of fixing the system is based on the unit’s training level.
o The probability is adjusted for any leaders present.
o The probability is increased for fatigue.

•

Mobility Systems:
o Aircraft mobility damage cannot be repaired. Instead, the weapons system is removed from the game.
o The probability and time required to repair the damage is determined at the time the damage is assessed.
If not permanent, mobility damage is always repairable, but the more significant the damage is judged,
the longer it will take.

Due to accessibility considerations, damage to aircraft is much more often permanent than that to ground units.

Section 3-14: Weather
Weather, which includes both atmospheric and ground conditions, affects many aspects of the simulation. It affects
sighting, weapon accuracy, movement, fatigue, the availability of support, the effects of toxic agents, and the spreading of
fires, among others. “Standard” atmospheric and ground conditions are defined in the appropriate Data tables.

Weather is set when a scenario is created. Users can enter the desired ground and atmospheric conditions, using either
a “standard” set, or customized values. If desired, the simulation can model variable weather; again based on values the
user enters, including how frequently the weather will “change”. When using variable weather, users specify the
conditions at intervals of their choosing.

3-14.1 Ground Conditions
Movement rates are based upon the “standard” ground condition currently in force in the scenario, which is linked to the
TEC. Users cannot change any of these values within the scenario module; making effective modifications requires
editing the TEC or creating a new ground condition (including movement values) in the TEC.
However, users can customize the following values:
• Maximum sighting range (used for visual sighting).
• Foliage percent.
• Dust generation level.

3-14.2 Atmospheric Conditions
Unlike the ground conditions, users can effectively edit all of the atmospheric values:
• Temperature.
• Wind speed and direction.
• Precipitation.
• Cloud cover, bottom elevation, and height.

3-14.3 Variable Weather
If variable weather is used, the computer will automatically adjust the actual scenario weather. To accomplish this, users
enter a series of specific conditions that will be “in effect” at certain times based on a pattern of regular “change intervals”.
For example, if the change interval is 6 hours, and the scenario starts at 12:00 hours, the user would enter the desired
specific conditions for 12:00, 18:00, 24:00, 0600, and so on through the time period covered by the scenario. If the
scenario lasts longer than the weather periods entered, the conditions last entered will remain in force for the remainder of
the battle.
Users can also select the “change interval”, which can range from 30 minutes to 12 hours. The change interval is
constant for the scenario.
When using variable weather, conditions do not usually proceed directly from one state to another suddenly, e.g., in large
“steps”. Instead, most conditions change gradually over the interval. However, if the change between two conditions is
large, it may come on relatively suddenly if the computer decides it is best modeled as something akin to the passage of a
fast-moving weather front. This is especially true for shorter interval times. As an example, if one interval calls for warm
and sunny temperatures, and the next has rain and drops 10° C degrees, the computer will likely compress the change
into a short period, and the conditions will change very rapidly, perhaps even in a matter of minutes.
The weather is constant over the entire scenario area, including both on-map and off-map areas.

Section 3-15: Illumination
Illumination is a critical factor in visual sighting and observation activities. It affects the detection of units and objects, the
accuracy of weapons systems, and even the effectiveness of non-visual light based optical systems.
Illumination can be provided from several sources. Ambient illumination is present in every location in the playing area,
both on and off map. It most often represents light from the sun or the moon, but may also be from other sources such as
light reflected off clouds from a lit urban area.
Spot illumination, on the other hand, affects only discrete area around the source. It is produced by artificial sources, for
example flares, terrain fires or burning wrecks.

3-15.1 Illumination Level
The simulation uses light “levels” to measure the illumination level in a location, where the points include the ambient level
plus any spot illumination that might be present.

The ambient illumination is determined at the start of each turn. It is based the following factors:
•

•
•

The time of day:
o 100 for a clear day at noon.
o 80-100 for normal clear daytime conditions (minimum=50).
o 30-80 sunset/sunrise (minimum=20).
o 15-30 twilight (minimum=15).
o 0-15 night (depending on the moon percentage).
Cloud cover percentage
The cloud thickness (multiplier = actual cloud thickness/3000m).

Ambient illumination values may never go below the minimum specified for the time of day, even after accounting for
clouds and other factors.
Spot illumination is determined for each location based on the sources nearby. The light level received in the actual
location is adjusted for the LOS to the light source, and is also degraded using an inverse square relationship, so as the
distance doubles, its intensity is quartered.

The spot sources of illumination and their characteristics are:
• Flares:
o The current height AGL of the flare is used for the LOS and range determination.
o The flare illumination level is based on the amount of material it “burns” per second.
o Flares complete their burns at a height of 30m AGL.
• Terrain Fires:
o Terrain fires have a height AGL of 3 meters.
o The illumination generated at a distance of 100m by a terrain fire is equal to the fire level.
• Wrecks:
o Wrecks have a height of 1 meter AGL.
o The level per wreck depends on the type:
 Light vehicle: 3
 Medium vehicle: 6
 Heavy vehicle: 10
 Light aircraft: 5
 Medium aircraft: 15
 Heavy aircraft: 25
 All others: 1
A location may be illuminated from any number of spot sources, in addition to any ambient light, and the illumination levels
are added together to arrive at the final value. However, the light level may never exceed 100.

Section 3-16: Smoke and Dust
Smoke and dust clouds are comprised of particles suspended in the air. Their primary effect in the simulation is to block
visual and other types of lines of sight that pass through them. However, they can also pinpoint the location of moving
forces, or unknown terrain fires and wrecks.

3-16.1 Smoke Generation
Smoke is generated from three sources: terrain/object fires, wrecks, and ammunition/smoke equipment. The smoke
produced from each is determined as follows:
♦

♦

Terrain Fires:
o Each fire level produces 2 levels of smoke.
o The base level is adjusted for the terrain flammability, and a random factor (up to +/- 20%).
Wrecks:
o The base level (per wreck) is set by the wreck type:
 Light vehicle: 5.

♦

 Medium vehicle:10.
 Heavy vehicle: 15.
 Light aircraft: 10.
 Medium aircraft: 25.
 Heavy aircraft: 35.
o The level is adjusted for the amount of time the wreck has been “burning”, to see if it is merely
smoldering. The average burning and smoldering times are set by wreck type:
 Light vehicle: 15 min burn, 25 min smolder,
 Medium vehicle: 20 min burn, 25 min smolder.
 Heavy vehicle: 25 min burn, 30 min smolder.
 Light aircraft: 10 min burn, 30 min smolder.
 Medium aircraft: 20 min burn, 30 min smolder.
 Heavy aircraft: 25 min burn, 30 min smolder.
o The level is adjusted for a random factor (up to +/- 10%).
Ammunition:
o The smoke is based on weight of filler in the ammunition round, so that 1 Kg of material adds 10 smoke
levels to a 100m x 100m area.
o The base level is adjusted for the map scale.

3-16.1.1 Ammunition Smoke Types
The simulation models three types of smoke:
 Visual Blocking: This is “standard” smoke, consisting of dense opaque particles suspended as a cloud in the air.
It degrades and may completely block all visual LOS’s that pass though the cloud. IR and Laser are much less
affected, and the smoke has no effect on radar.
 Anti-IR/Laser: This type is usually referred to as a multi-purpose screen (as opposed to smoke), and includes
particulates of a particular size and opacity that highly scatter IR light and reflect laser beams. As such, visual, IR,
and laser are all blocked equally effectively. Radar is not affected.
 Anti-Radar: This screen degrades radar, often through the use of specially designed metal compositions such as
“chaff”. Only rarely will this screen completely block radar detection, but the degradation in positioning and
tracking can be quite significant, especially against radar-guided missiles. It has minimal effects on visual, IR or
laser.
The type is set in the Ammunition Classes Data table in the “Extra Function” field.

3-16.1.1.1 Modeling Characteristics
The smoke or screen within a location is always considered evenly distributed, and unless the ammunition has a burst
elevation, will have a cloud height of 100 meters AGL. If the ammunition has a burst elevation, which normally applies
only to anti-radar chaff, the top of the smoke or screen will be set to that elevation and the cloud will descend up to 1000
meters below that unless it hits the ground first.
LOS’s passing through this volume will be affected by the smoke based on the smoke level (density or amount of smoke)
and the distance (in 3-dimensions). Smoke effects are cumulative, and will be added for each smoke volume the LOS
passes through.

3-16.1.1.2 Burn Time
The burn time is the effective duration of smoke production for a single round of ammunition. During this time, the round
will produce smoke at an even rate based on the amount of filler burned per second. Produced smoke is added
immediately to the smoke level in the location, and will be subject to dispersion and being blown by the wind as described
below.
Once a round of ammunition has reached its production duration and burned out, it has no further effects.

3-16.1.2 Close/Point Defense (“Popped”) Smoke
Close defensive smoke is intended to screen large individual weapon systems, such as vehicles, or small groups of
personnel. In common terms, when a unit or system generates defensive smoke it is said that it “pops smoke”. This
referring to the standard smoke grenades that were (and still are) commonly used for produce the smoke screen.

3-16.1.2.1 Giving Weapons Popped Smoke
The ability to “pop” smoke is specified as part of a Point Missile/Close Defense System (PMD). Specifically, the PMD
System is given a flag indicating the ability is present, and it further links to an ammunition model representing the

individual smoke grenades/generators. The PMD system must then be assigned to the applicable weapons systems, with
the number of PMD systems being set to the number of individual launchers.
Normally, the weapons system will also be given a “basic load” quantity of ammunition for the system. Each level of
ammunition represents a single burst of firing, i.e., each launcher fires once per level of ammunition.
Once a scenario has started units without ammunition remaining on hand for the smoke-PMD system will not be able to
pop smoke. A unit must have at least one unit of ammunition on hand, even if the system does not deplete ammo with
each use.

3-16.1.2.2 AI Smoke “Popping”
In most scenarios, the majority of “popped” smoke will be done under the AI’s direction, as it represents the real-time
decisions of the front-line leaders of the individual units and weapons systems. In particular, the AI analyzes the following
situations when deciding whether a unit should pop smoke:



At the end of each pulse, all enemy units in sight are checked for what they are doing and their relative ability to
kill the friendly unit in question.
When the unit comes under fire, if that fire proves effective the unit may immediately pop smoke.

When determining whether or not to pop smoke, the AI also takes into account the force aggressiveness level; high
aggressiveness tends to lower the probability, while low aggressiveness raises it. Similarly, the AI checks the unit’s
reaction orders. If they are “cautious” in nature, the probability of popping smoke is increased.
The AI will never pop smoke for moving or berserk units.

3-16.1.2.3 Manual Smoke “Popping”
During the orders phase, players may order any of their applicable units to immediately pop smoke. <Right click> on the
unit to bring up the Unit Information form. Select the “Status” tab, and click the check box next to “Popped Smoke”. If the
box is not active, it indicates the unit is not eligible to pop smoke. Otherwise, the unit will pop smoke immediately, unless
some other error occurs which will be shown in a message.
When the orders are being given to a composite unit, all of the eligible sub-units will pop smoke. If this is not the desired
effect, the composite unit mode should be temporarily turned off before the command is given, and reinstated afterward.

3-16.1.2.4 Popped Smoke Effects
When a unit pops smoke, the command applies to all of the eligible weapons systems and firing groups in the unit. For
example, if a unit is comprised of 5 vehicles, all 5 will pop smoke. It is not possible to limit the action to only certain
systems.
Popped smoke always covers the front 180 degrees of each weapon system. It also always completely blocks any LOS
in that sector, whether incoming or outgoing. Thus, while the unit will not be able to be sighted from its front, neither will it
be able to sight in that direction.
Units may rotate their facing without affecting popped smoke. However, they will lose coverage (LOS blocking protection)
if they move. The amount of loss depends on the direction of movement, the distance moved, and the direction of the
LOS:
• Units that move forward lose all protection of the popped smoke.
• Units that move up to 50 meters backwards retain protection for LOS’s in the front 60 degrees, and gain no
protection from all others.
• Units moving more than 50 meters backwards lose all protection.
As with all other forms of ammunition-generated smoke, popped smoke may be visual only blocking, IR/Laser blocking, or
radar blocking. It will have the same effects as those described above.
Aside from generating general location smoke (see below), popped smoke affects only the popping unit.

3-16.1.2.5 Generation/“Burn” Duration
Popped smoke is generated continuously for the entire burn time duration as specified in the Ammunition Data table.
During this time the smoke coverage will always provide complete protection to the popping unit (only) - it is not affected
by dissipation or wind dispersion.

While popped smoke is designed to remain concentrated at the source point, some will inevitably disperse in the
surrounding location. This amount is equal to 25% of the normal smoke level generated based on the weight of the filler,
as described above, and will be added to any existing smoke in the location. Once added to the location smoke levels,
the smoke will be subject to normal dispersion and dissipation.

3-16.3 Dust Generation
Dust is generated from moving vehicles and other ground units. The amount (per weapons system) is determined by:
•
•
•
•
•

The base amount is calculated using the vehicle weight. The relationship is an inverse power function; as the
weight increases, relatively less dust is added for each increment.
The base level is adjusted for the moving unit’s actual speed. The relationship is a power function; as the speed
increases, relatively more dust is added for each increment.
The level is adjusted for the current ground condition dust factor.
The level is adjusted for the dust modifiers for the terrain the unit is moving over. Modifier values are set in the
TEC.
The level is adjusted for the map scale.

The total amount of dust generated by a unit is calculated by multiplying the level per system by the unit quantity.

3-16.4 Dissipation and Drift
At the end of each pulse in the combat phase, all types of smoke and dust will dissipate and may also drift, the exact
amounts depending on the conditions and initial amount of smoke or dust present.
Dissipation is determined as follows:
•

•

•

The base dissipation factor is based on the temperature, where higher temperatures result in greater dissipation:
o Above 32° C (~90° F), factor=0.7.
o Above 15° C (~80° F), factor=0.5.
o Above 15° C (~60° F), factor=0.3.
o Below 0° C (~30° F), factor= -0.1.
o Below -10° C (~15° F), factor= -0.3.
o Below -20° C (~ -5° F), factor= -0.5.
o Below -30° C (~ -20° F), factor= -0.7.
The base dissipation factor is adjusted for the wind speed, where higher speed result in greater dissipation:
o Above 65 Kph (~40 mph), factor + 0.8.
o Above 40 Kph (~25 mph), factor + 0.6.
o Above 15 Kph (~10 mph), factor + 0.4.
o Above 10 Kph (~5 mph), factor + 0.2.
o Below 10 Kph (~5 mph), factor - 0.2.
The dissipation factor is adjusted for the precipitation level. Heavier precipitation results in greater dissipation.

The smoke or dust level in the location is multiplied by the dissipation factor (which can never be less than 0 or greater
than 1.0) to arrive at the new level.
Drift is caused by the wind blowing the existing smoke or dust clouds into new locations. Drift is determined using
essentially the same procedure as for dissipation to determine the percentage of levels that will leave the current location
for the new one.
When drift is determined to occur, the calculated number of smoke or dust levels are subtracted from the initial location
and added to the destination. The destination locations are based on the wind direction and speed. The stronger the
winds, the more “in line” with the wind direction the drift will be. Otherwise, in light wind conditions, the drift can be in
almost any direction, although there will always be a least a slight favoritism in the general direction of the wind.
Drift can also move smoke and dust long distances, which can equate to more the one “location” on the map (especially if
the map scale is small). In those cases the maximum drift distance is determined by the wind speed, and the amount of
smoke or dust “left” in each location will be determined using a series of calculations as described above.
Dissipation is always calculated before drift.

Section 3-17: NBC (Nuclear, Biological, Chemical) Operations
NBC operations include the effects of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons, and the protective measures used to
mitigate these effects. Because of the relatively short time scale of the default scenarios, results within the simulation are
limited to those that would be expected to occur immediately, or very soon after exposure. For example, biological
weapons other than fast-acting toxins are not modeled, since noticeable effects are not usually seen until a day or more
after the initial exposure to the contaminant.

3-17.1 Nuclear Bursts
There are three primary immediate effects of nuclear detonations: blast, EMP (electromagnetic pulse) and radiation. The
simulation models all of these effects. Blast is handled with the standard damage routines, based on the “TNT” equivalent
tonnage of the device and the other factors entered in the Ammunition Data Table. The EMP and radiation effects are
handled by also making the weapon produce radiation damage in the Ammunition Class Data Table, and linking the
nuclear round to an Advanced/Energy Weapon of the appropriate type and power.
Radiation also has longer-term effects on living things. However, these effects are not modeled.

3-17.2 Chemical Agents
The simulation uses two general classes of chemical weapons, persistent and non-persistent. The major difference
between the two is that persistent agents stay viable and in the location where they were placed for a period of time, while
non-persistent agents degrade or dissipate relatively quickly. Persistent agents are normally in liquid or powder form,
while non-persistent agents are aerosols or vapors.
Chemical agents affect units at two times: when the chemicals are initially placed, or when the unit moves through a
contaminated location.

3-17.2.1 Lethality of Chemical Agents
The simulation uses the nerve agent “Sarin” (NATO: “GB”) as the “base” for the lethality determinations. The lethality of
the actual agent is accounted for by adjusting the quantity of the agent present. For example, if the agent were twice as
lethal as Sarin, the amount per round or bomb would be doubled to reflect the “effective Sarin weight”.
Some of the more common agents and their approximate lethality ratios as compared to Sarin (less than 1.0 is less lethal,
greater than 1.0 is more lethal) are:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tabun (GA): 0.5
Soman (GD): 1.3
Cyclosarin: 1.7
VX: 20.0
Lewisite: 0.05
Phosgene: 0.125
Mustards (H/HD): 0.03
Botulinum A: 0.0125
Ricin, crystalline: 0.10
Ricin, amorphous: 0.0067

The lethality of Sarin against unprotected personnel is set as:
•

•

Persistent Agents:
o 100% kill probability at 500 mg dose
o 100% incapacitation probability at 375 mg dose.
o Assume 1/2 sq. meter per person, if not moving. If moving, multiply by the distance moved.
Non-Persistent Agents:
o 100% kill probability at a dosage of 300 mg/min.
o 100% incapacitation probability at a dosage of 200 mg/min.

o

Assume 1/2 sq. meter per person, and use the actual time of exposure whether moving or not.

3-17.2.2 Initial Chemical Attacks/Applications
Initial chemical attacks are resolved as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The chemicals affect all units in the target area, friendly and enemy, with the exception of aircraft. Air units in flight
are never affected by chemical attacks.
The density of the agent is calculated in kilograms per square meter.
The lethality against unprotected personnel is determined using the calculations above, based on the agent type,
exposure time, and unit characteristics.
If the unit is in an IP, the lethality is adjusted for whatever protection the IP provides.
The lethality is adjusted for the unit’s MOPP protective level (see below).
The portion of the unit in the area of chemical impact is determined based on the quantity and initial radius of the
rounds, bombs, or other delivery system being used.
The kill and incapacitation probabilities are used to determine casualties in the portion of the unit in the impact area.
o Incapacitation normally results in either a temporary or permanent immobilization, but might sometimes
also result in a “kill” result. The actual result is based on the dosage. The higher the dosage, the more
likely a kill or permanent immobilization will result.
o If the agent is flagged to be “non-lethal” kills are converted to incapacitation.

3-17.2.3 Units Moving Through Contaminated Areas
Units moving through contaminated areas may also suffer losses. The results are resolved using the same sequence as
the initial attack, with several modifications:
•
•
•

The entire unit is exposed to the agent, not just a potion.
The calculations use the actual movement times and “footprint” area of the affected unit.
The lethality is adjusted for the protective values of the terrain in the location, as set in the TEC.

3-17.3 MOPP Protective Levels
MOPP, or “Mission Oriented Protective Posture”, represents a series of increasingly effective measures units can take to
protect themselves from NBC attacks. Each measure, however, also entails a reduction in the unit’s efficiency and
capability, as well as increasing fatigue, so they are entered into only when the risk is sufficient to warrant the degradation
in combat effectiveness.
MOPP levels are designated in the MOPP Level Table, and assigned to weapons systems in the Weapons System Data
Table. As such, different MOPP sequences can be used for different types of units, for example, infantry and vehicles.

3-17.3.1 MOPP Protection Values
Each MOPP level is rated to the protection it provides against persistent agents, non-persistent agents, and fallout. The
values are in percent, and represent how much the MOPP level will reduce the dosage from that received by an
unprotected person in the open.

3-17.3.2 MOPP Degradation
In addition to protection, each MOPP level is rate for the effects it has on unit performance. The effects are broken down
as follows:
•

•

•
•
•

Passive fatigue is added based on the “Fatigue per 10 minute” value in the MOPP System Table. Passive fatigue
is added based only on the time the unit has been in the MOPP level, and is irrespective of fatigue from other
activities. Passive fatigue is added exponentially, so that after 20 minutes the fatigue added will be more than twice
the value at 10 minutes (at 10 minutes, the fatigue will always equal the standard value from the table).
Active fatigue is fatigue generated from other activities, such as moving or engaging in combat. Each MOPP level
has an associated active fatigue value, which directly adjusts the fatigue generated. For example, if the MOPP
level has an active fatigue rating of 150%, and an activity would generate 10 fatigue points if the unit were not in a
MOPP level, it will add 15 points to account for the MOPP factor.
Visual sighting probabilities are adjusted directly for the MOPP level sighting reduction percent.
The maximum Rates of Fire (ROF) for all of the unit’s weapons are reduced directly for the MOPP level ROF
reduction percent.
The communications delay for any radio transmission emanating from, or passing though, the unit is adjusted
directly for the MOPP level communications time percent increase.

•
•

The general MOPP efficiency factor increases the time required to accomplish repairs to damaged systems.
The MOPP maximum speed percent reduces the unit’s maximum road and cross-country speeds.

3-17.3.3 MOPP Level Changing Time
Each MOPP level normally requires a certain amount of time to enter into, or exit from. For example, it may take several
minutes for troops to enter a MOPP level that requires them to put on (or take off) over-boots, but only a few seconds to
put on (or take off) their masks. The time required for each level is specified in the MOPP System Data table.
In order to assume a new MOPP level, the unit must not be firing or moving (unless it is a passenger) for the required
amount of time. When that time has elapsed, the unit will automatically assume the new MOPP level.

3-17.4 Changing MOPP Levels
Units can change MOPP levels any number of times during the scenario, based only upon the time required to effect each
change. There is no additional fatigue or other penalties.

3-17.4.1 AI-Issued MOPP Change Orders
In order to model the actions of the individual unit leaders and commanders with regards to MOPP level actions, the AI
constantly monitors units during the movement and combat phases. If the AI sees that a unit is going to enter a known
contaminated area, it will insure the unit is at an appropriate MOPP level, and will issue orders to the unit as necessary. If
the unit inadvertently enters a previously unknown contamination area, the AI will either issue orders to increase the
MOPP level (if necessary) or insure that the unit moves out of the area as quickly as possible.
The AI will make a similar determination when units come under an initial chemical attack. They will either assume an
appropriate MOPP level, or they will vacate the area.
In either case, once the unit is clear of the contamination, the AI will issue orders for the unit to resume its original MOPP
level.
Units executing AI MOPP change orders must still follow the normal MOPP changing routines, and must spend the
required amount of time in order to effect the change.

3-17.4.2 Player-Issued MOPP Change Orders
Players may also issue MOPP level change orders directly to units. However, the commands will use the standard
communication procedure for orders, and thus will incur a delay before they are received and acted on by the unit.
MOPP level change orders are movement commands, and are issued using the movement order routines and the
Movement Orders form.

Section 3-18: Radar
In the simulation, radar, an instrument that measures reflected radio waves, is used primarily for two purposes. The first
is to locate and track enemy objects such as aircraft, ships, vehicles, and artillery. The second is as a guidance
mechanism for certain classes of missiles. Before the simulation can use a radar system, it must be assigned to a
weapons system using the Weapons System Data Editor. This is true even if the weapons system itself is nothing more
than a radar transceiver, in which case it would have no weapons or equipment other than the radar system.
In general, the primary radar effects are:
•

Detection: When used as a detection system, radar systems track and potentially identify enemy objects. In the
simulation, this has several effects:
o If the enemy object was previously unknown, it is identified. Normally, however, the identification is of a
general nature, and the exact enemy weapons system is not disclosed. For example, radar disclosure
would provide information such as “Two Enemy Fighters” instead of “Two US F-15C”. Radar, will
however, generally be able to provide heading and speed data (depending on ECM and ECCM, see
below). These reporting characteristics are true for all radar contacts, be they against air, ground or naval
objects.
o If the object is an en-route artillery shell or ballistic rocket (and the radar can detect such objects), in
addition to general information on the projectile, the firing location is identified. For example, the report

o

•

might look like, “Heavy artillery firing detected at location: HH123456”. No additional information will be
provided for the firing unit, including if is still in the launch location.
Detection capabilities vary among radar systems. These abilities are set for each system by limiting the
types of targets it can detect. In general, only specialized systems should be given the ability to “see”
ground targets. Anti-aircraft and aircraft radar systems should generally be limited to High, and Medium
Air targets; Low Air abilities should be limited to advanced systems that can detect very low altitude
targets (helicopters) through ground clutter.

Guidance: Radar systems can provide the guidance mechanism for missile types so designated. Missile guidance
methods are set in the Ammunition Class Data for the missile.
o If a missile’s guidance type is set to “Firing Unit”, and the parent unit firing the missile has a radar
guidance system, this system is then used to guide the missile. If the parent does not have a radar
system, and an external controller is not present or applicable (see below), by default the missile is given
”generic” radar. The “generic” radar values are an average of all the radar systems defined for the
country that makes the missile, reduced by about 25%.
o If the missile type allows for an external controller, the computer will check if an AWACS is present (it is
currently the only valid external controller). If it is, the radar characteristics of the AWACS are compared
to those of the system presently being used by the missile. If the AWACS is superior, it takes control of
the missile and guides it to the target. If not, the missile continues to use its current guidance system.
For missiles that remain on their parent guidance radar, control may switch to an applicable AWACS if the
parent is taken under fire, damaged, or destroyed.
o Radar guidance may be used against any valid target object for the radar system. For example, if the
radar can detect ground targets, it may also be used to guide missiles against those targets. This can be
a crucial benefit to an AWACS, since its radar can often detect a wider range of targets than either the
parent weapons system or the missile. Bearing this in mind, it is still almost impossible to achieve direct
hits against small or very fast moving targets such as missiles or artillery shells, even if the radar can
detect them.

3-18.1 Radar Detection
In the simulation, the computer automatically handles radar detection during the movement and combat phases. Every
time a weapon or missile moves or is fired, enemy radar systems are given an opportunity to detect it. Whether or not it is
revealed depends on a number of factors, including the type, range and effectiveness of the radar, and the target
characteristics. These procedures are followed:
•

•

•

An initial check is made to see if the radar is capable of detecting the target. The target must be within the
maximum range of the radar and within its covered arc, and also of a type that it can detect. The height of aircraft
(helicopter and fixed wing) is determined based on their current conditions. Fixed-wing aircraft making ground
strikes follow a glide path determined by the computer based on their actual speed (the faster the speed, the
shallower the dive), and the flight path to the target location. Otherwise, height is determined by the aircraft’s
current orders (which can be set by the owning player). Normally, observation aircraft are at Medium altitude while
level bombers, fighter air cover, and all other aircraft are at High. Helicopters are almost always Low (<150
meters) unless they are engaging a target for which the Line Of Sight requires them to be higher. The target object
types that may be detected are:
o Low altitude aircraft (25 - 149 meters AGL)
o Medium altitude aircraft (150 - 1000 meters AGL)
o High altitude aircraft (over 1000 meters AGL)
o Ground units/objects
o Artillery/mortar rounds (in flight)
o Missiles (in flight)
If the object is of an acceptable type and within range, a check is made to see if the radar is engaged. For this
determination, continuous radar is considered always active and looking. Pulse radar systems, on the other hand,
have varying probabilities of being active, depending on their type (ground, air, etc.). In general, pulse radar is
active only every few minutes. While this may seem like a great disadvantage, it does prevent the radar itself from
being detected and destroyed by radiation seeking missiles (like the US HARM).
If the radar is engaged, the base detection probability is determined, based on the radar’s resolution value (the
resolution values is the probability of detecting an average-sized target at maximum range, and is set in the Radar
Data Table). An adjustment is made for the actual range to the target, so the closer it is, the better the detection
probability. Normally, about 10% is added for each increment of 5% of the maximum range. For example, if the
resolution is 30%, and the target is at about half the maximum range, the detection probability will be increased to

•

•
•

•
•

60% (10% x 10 increments of 5% =100% x 30% = 30% added). For very long-range radar systems, the increase
may be slightly greater.
The probability is then adjusted for the size and speed of the target as compared to “average” targets. Size is the
most important of these characteristics, and affects the probability as a hyperbolic (cube) function. This makes very
small targets (relative to the average) very hard to find, while having the opposite effect for larger ones. The
average objects are defined as:
o Aircraft target: US F-15C
o Ground Target: US M-2 Bradley APC
o Artillery: 105mm Standard HE projectile
o Missiles: US HAWK (AA); US AAMRAM (Air to Air); US TOW-2 (Ground)
o Note that because the average object size may be small itself (as in the case of artillery detection radar),
this does not preclude small objects from being readily detected by the appropriate types of radar.
Speed has less of an effect than size, but works in an opposite manner - the faster the object is moving
(relative to the radar range), the harder it is for the radar to locate and track effectively.
If the target is a weapons system (aircraft, vehicle, etc.) and has a stealth rating, this reduction is applied to the
probability directly. For example, if the current detection probability is 80%, and the target stealth rating is 40%, the
final probability is reduced to 32% (80% x 40%).
Ground clutter is factored in for all targets at a height of less than 150 meters (AGL). The base amount of clutter is
determined from the “roughness” of the map near the target, and adjusted for the height of the target relative to the
ground heights nearby and if the unit is moving. If the radar has a ground clutter filter, the effects of the ground
clutter are much less than radars without it. The general effect of ground clutter is determined by the height of the
target relative to the area around it:
o If the radar does not have a ground clutter filter:
 Ground clutter loss is 100% at the average ground elevation minus 10 meters.
 Ground clutter loss is 90% at the average ground elevation.
 Ground clutter loss is 75% at the average terrain height (ground elevations plus above-ground
terrain such as trees, buildings, etc).
 Ground clutter loss is 50% at the maximum terrain height (ground elevations plus above-ground
terrain such as trees, buildings, etc).
 Ground clutter loss is 0 at 150m above the maximum terrain elevation.
 If the target speed is 10 Kph or more, the clutter loss is reduced by 30% plus 1% for each
additional 5 Kph of speed.
 If the target speed is greater than zero, but less than 10 Kph, the clutter loss is reduced 10% plus
2% for each Kph of speed.
o If the radar has a ground clutter filter:
 Ground clutter loss is 65% at the average ground elevation minus 50 meters or more.
 Ground clutter loss is 40% at the average ground elevation.
 Ground clutter loss is 15% at the average terrain height (ground elevations plus above-ground
terrain such as trees, buildings, etc).
 Ground clutter loss is 0% at the maximum terrain height (ground elevations plus above-ground
terrain such as trees, buildings, etc).
 If the target speed is 10 Kph or more, the clutter loss is reduced by 60% plus 1% for each
additional 5 Kph of speed.
 If the target speed is greater than zero, but less than 10 Kph, the clutter loss is reduced 20% plus
2% for each Kph of speed.
A random determination based on the final probability from step 6 is made to see if the target is detected.
If it is, a further adjustment is made for ECM and ECCM (see below) to arrive at the information level. The higher
this level is, the more accurate and complete the information on the contact will be.

3-18.2 Blocking and Over the Horizon (OTH) Capabilities
By default, radar is blocked by the ground. As such, hills and mountains will prevent radar from detecting targeted units
behind them. To determine if terrain blocks the radar, a simple LOS is run between the radar and the target, taking into
account their heights above the ground. If the ground (NOT INCLUDING TERRAIN) blocks the LOS, the radar cannot
detect the target.

Figure 387: The effects of elevated terrain on radar detection.
Terrain features, such as woods, buildings, or other structures are not included in the LOS determination, since they are
taken into account in the ground clutter adjustment routines.
The horizon of the earth also blocks radar without OTH (over the horizon) capabilities. If the radar is OTH-capable, the
range “past the horizon” is extended by 50% of the maximum range at which the radar could detect a target at the same
height taking into account the horizon. For example, if an OTH capable radar is attempting to detect an aircraft flying at
10,000 meters but the direct LOS is blocked by the horizon, the routines will determine the maximum range at which an
aircraft flying at 10,000 meters can be detected with the LOS just “grazing” the surface of the Earth. To model the OTH
capability, 50% will be added to the calculated range and if the intended target aircraft is this distance or less from the
radar, it can be detected.

Figure 388: The Earth's horizon blocks radar. Radars without OTH capabilities would only be able to detect
Target 1. Those with OTH capability would be able to detect both. The horizon calculations include the radar and
target heights above ground level (AGL).

3-18.3 ECM/ECCM Effects on Radar
ECM (Electronic Counter Measures) and ECCM (Electronic Counter-Counter Measures) are used primarily in the routines
dealing with radar guided missiles. However, they also determine the amount and accuracy of detection information.
ECM are signals produced by the target to confuse or disable the tracking radar. ECCM are measures taken by the radar
to eliminate the extraneous ECM signals produced by the target (and usually consist of computerized signal filters and
sophisticated digital analysis systems). The target’s ECM rating is determined by its Decoy System. The radar ECCM
rating is set as part of the radar’s characteristic values.
Once an enemy object has been detected, the computer checks if it has a decoy system that can produce ECM. If it
does, the ECCM rating of the radar is subtracted from the ECM rating of the target. If the value is equal to or less than
zero, the ECM has no effect. Otherwise, the amount is subtracted from the detection probability to arrive at the
information level. The higher the level, the better the information gained by the contact. Even at 100%, though, the exact

weapons system model of the contact will never be specified; only the type will be given (i.e. “Fighter Aircraft” not “US F15E”).
The same basic procedure is used to modify the hit probability of radar guided missiles. The ECCM rating of the guidance
radar is subtracted from the target’s ECM, and if the resulting value is greater than zero, it is subtracted from the hit
probability.

3-18.4 Radar/EW Bands: Frequency Reference
The default radar systems in the Radar Data Table and the Advanced Energy Weapons Systems are pattered on the
standard NATO radar bands. These bands are labeled a to M and are defined as:
Band

Frequency Range (GHz)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

0.03 - 0.25
0.25 - 0.5
0.5 - 1.0
1.0 - 2.0
2.0 - 3.0
3.0 - 4.0
4.0 - 6.0
6.0 - 8.0
8.0 - 10
10 - 20
20 - 40
40 - 60
60 - 100

Section 3-19: Combat Engineering
Combat Engineering Systems allow units to perform a wide range of mobility, counter-mobility, and survivability
operations. In all cases, these operations end up changing the map and terrain in some way, even if the changes are not
immediately revealed to the enemy player.
To account for the on-map changes, engineering operations must be linked to a terrain type defined in the TEC (Terrain
Effects Chart). The TEC values include changes in the movement point cost and breakdown probability of the hex (from
obstacles), any LOS or other height effects (from walls or berms), and the symbol to display on the map.
Work times of engineering operations are set based upon one squad (10 troops) or one vehicle. Once the scenario is
under way, if additional troops or vehicles are assigned to work on a project, the time will be reduced using a formula of
diminishing returns (each additional squad or vehicle added to a project is less effective than the previous, as they tend to
get in each others way, etc.). This means the time reduction by adding a fifth or sixth squad / vehicle is usually small.

3-19.1 Mobility Operations
Mobility operations improve the ability of friendly forces to move across the battlefield. Common tasks included in mobility
operations include obstacle clearance, breaching minefields, and the construction of roads, trails and bridges. The
simulation can model all of these activities, although the time required for the construction of roads and permanent
bridges may extend beyond the length of a standard scenario.
Mobility operations are defined and conducted as:
•

Obstacle Clearance: This is the ability to destroy or create a lane though various obstacles that renders them
ineffective. These obstacles include items specifically constructed as impediments to movement such as abatis,
concrete obstructions (“dragon’s teeth”), steel obstructions (“tetrahedrons”), anti-tank ditches, log hurdles, log cribs,
and barbed wire. Additionally, common terrain features such as walls, berms (including “bocage”), or thick hedges
can also act as obstacles. Finally, obstacles can be created as a result of combat actions, as in the case of rubble
and craters.

Once a scenario is underway, moving units with an appropriate engineering system will automatically try to clear
any obstacles they encounter, unless given specific orders to the contrary. When the work is completed (based on
the size of the work party and the work time specified in the Engineering System table), the obstacle is removed
from the map and has no further effects on movement or combat.
•

Breaching Minefields: Because of the time required, minefields are not normally completely cleared during initial
active combat operations. Instead, relatively narrow lanes are created through the minefields that allow for the
passage of friendly forces. Later, when time permits, additional sweeps are made to remove mines outside of the
lanes. For clearance purposes, all mine models are treated equally in the simulation. This means it takes the same
amount of time to clear a lane though a hand-placed anti-tank minefield as it does a scattered anti-personnel one
delivered by artillery.
Once a scenario is underway, moving units with an appropriate engineering system will automatically try to breach
any minefields they encounter, unless given specific orders to the contrary. When the work is completed (based on
the size of the work party and the work time specified in the Engineering System table), the lane is placed in the
hex. From that point, any moving unit (friendly or enemy) can use it to negotiate the minefield with a much-reduced
chance of hitting a mine. Note that undetected and/or viable mines will remain in the hex and can be encountered
by units moving outside of the cleared lane. Additionally, a few may even remain in the lane itself, depending on
the original mine density, the force training levels and other factors.

•

Road, Trail and Bridge Construction: Most large-scale operations of this type are outside the scope of the
simulation, as they take many hours or even days to complete. However, small-scale repairs and bridging can be
accomplished in relatively short periods.
Once a scenario is underway, units (with an appropriate engineering system) must be given specific orders for
road, trail and bridge repair or construction. Depending on the type, work begins when the unit moves adjacent to
the hexside (if it is placing a “bridge” feature) or into the hex (if it is placing a “hex” feature). The unit must be able
to move into the appropriate work hex in order to start the job. If the starting hex is prohibited to the unit, the
construction mission will be abandoned. At the start of work, the orientation (facing) of the feature is determined,
and cannot be changed once work is under way. When the work is completed (based on the size of the work party,
the work time specified in the Engineering System table, and the relative movement cost of the hex), the feature is
placed on the map, in the orientation specified at the beginning of the job. From that point, any moving unit (friendly
or enemy) can use the feature as if it were a standard road or bridge.

3-19.2 Counter-Mobility Operations
Counter-Mobility operations reduce the ability of enemy forces to move on the battlefield. They are also often used to
“channel” the enemy into predetermined killing zones. Common counter-mobility tasks include obstacle construction,
placing minefields, and the destruction/blockage of roads, trails and bridges. The simulation can model all of these
activities.
Counter-mobility operations are defined and conducted as:
•

Obstacle Construction: This is the ability to create one or more physical obstacles in a hex to slow or stop
moving units. Common obstacles include abatis (trees felled in a “herringbone” pattern across a road or trail),
concrete obstructions (“dragon’s teeth”), steel obstructions (such as “tetrahedrons”), anti-tank ditches, log hurdles,
log cribs, and barbed wire. Additional terrain types can also act as obstacles, including common terrain features
like walls, berms (including “bocage”), and thick hedges. Obstacles can also be created by combat results as with
rubble and craters. If desired, these types of terrain can also be “constructed” by engineering systems, with the
same effect as those occurring by other means.
Once a scenario is underway, units (with an appropriate engineering system) must be given specific orders to
construct obstacles. If the obstacle is of a “Hexline” or “Hexside” type, the exact placement is determined when
work starts. When the work is completed (based on the size of the work party and the work time specified in the
Engineering System table), the obstacle is placed on the map and its effects on movement and combat applied as
appropriate to both friendly and enemy forces.

•

Placing Minefields: In the simulation, minefields are placed in two different ways, depending on whether the
minefield is marked or not. If the minefield is not marked, it should be defined using the Ammunition Data tables.
Otherwise, it is defined as an Engineering System. “Scatterable” type mines are normally placed by artillery or
aircraft cluster-type rounds, and as they are unmarked, are defined in the Ammunition Data table, not the
Engineering Systems Data table. Mines placed by systems mounted on trailers or vehicles, which also create a

random scatter pattern of placement, can be of either type. If the resulting minefield is not marked, the system
should be treated like a cluster munition, and defined in the Ammunition Data table. If the minefield is marked, it
should be defined as an Engineer System. Mines placed by hand are always assumed to be marked, and are
defined as Engineering Systems.
Once a scenario is underway, units (with an appropriate engineering system) must be given specific orders to place
minefields. When the work is completed (based on the size of the work party and the work time specified in the
Engineering System table), the mines are added to the hex in the quantity and type specified, and the TEC symbol
(if any) is shown. From that point, any moving unit (friendly or enemy) must contend with the minefield when
moving through the hex. The higher the mine density, the greater the chance the moving unit has of hitting one (or
more).
•

Road, Trail and Bridge Destruction: As with construction, most large-scale operations of this type are outside the
scope of the simulation. However, small-scale demolition can be accomplished in a relatively short period.
Once a scenario is underway, units (with an appropriate engineering system) must be given specific orders for
road, trail and bridge demolition. Depending on the type, work begins when the unit moves adjacent to the hexside
(if it is a bridge demolition) or into the hex (if it is cratering a road or trail). The unit must be able to move into the
appropriate work hex in order to start the job. If the starting hex is prohibited to the unit, the demolition mission will
be abandoned. When the work is completed, the road or bridge is considered primed for demolition. The
explosives can then be set off at any time (including immediately) as long as the owning player has a unit adjacent
to the hex (or hexside in the case of a bridge). In some cases, the explosives may not detonate, or the damage
may not be sufficient to block the roadway. In the first case, the charges can be “re-primed” and the demolition
attempt retried. In the second, the explosives will need to be placed from scratch. Primed hexes are “un-primed”
whenever an enemy unit stops for at least one turn in their hex and there is no friendly unit adjacent.

3-19.3 Survivability Operations
Survivability operations protect friendly forces from the effects of enemy actions. Trenches, bunkers, fighting positions,
pillboxes and casemates are all examples of these types of constructions. In the simulation, the characteristics of the
individual fortification types are contained in the Improved Position Data table. However, the Engineer Systems Data
table is used when determining what types of equipment systems can construct which types of positions, and how long it
takes.
Once a scenario is under way, units must be given specific orders to construct IP’s. When work begins, if the IP has a
firing arc of less than 360 degrees, the owning player must specify the IP facing. Once work has begun, the facing cannot
be changed. When the work is completed, the IP is placed on the map, and may be occupied by friendly forces. Multiple
IP’s can be placed in the same hex, as long as the total capacity does not violate the absolute stacking limit.

3-19.4 Adding In-place Engineering Items to the Map
At the start of a scenario, players may be given the opportunity to place engineering items “in-place” on the map.
Normally, the placement and quantity of engineering items is determined by the force’s “engineering level”, and is limited
to the defending force. Engineering items placed at the beginning of the scenario add to the opposing player’s Victory
Point total. Those placed during the game do not.

3-19.5 Mines and Minefields
Mines are munitions intended to provide sudden and surprise damage to an unsuspecting enemy force, and to provide a
projection of combat power to areas not covered by friendly forces. Unlike most other forms of munitions, mines lie
immobile and dormant until they are activated and detonated by nearby enemy activities.
Activation and detonation can be accomplished in a number of different ways. The most common methods for AP (antipersonnel) and Chemical type mines are through direct pressure (a soldier steps on one), or by a tripwire. AT (anti-tank)
mines are more commonly detonated by direct pressure (greater than that produced by a soldier), sound (engine and
other noises), magnetic flux (produced by the large amount of metal in a vehicle), or “tilt-rods” (which stick up in the air like
grass or saplings, and articulate when a vehicle brushes against them). Naval mines, while often more complicated than
those found on land, also normally key in on magnetic flux or sound to activate and find their targets.
The simulation keeps track of the individual quantities of each type of mine for each minefield.

3-19.5.1 Types of Mines
There are six primary types of mines:

• AP (Anti-Personnel): Anti-personnel mines come in a variety of sizes and configurations. Some explode in-place,
while others fly (or “bound”) a meter or so into the air before exploding. In most cases, these types of mines send out
shrapnel, ball bearings or other flying debris intended to kill or seriously injure unprotected personnel. AP type mines
are often set up with tripwires to increase the probability of their being detonated by troops moving through the area.
• AT (Anti-Tank): Anti-Tank mines are intended to destroy vehicles, especially those that are heavy and/or armored.
In many cases, these mines use selective fuses that let light vehicles pass untouched, as they wait for more lucrative
targets. AT type mines generally use either a shaped charge explosive, or a system that “fires” a dense metal plug
directly upwards. However, simple mines of pure explosive are also widely used and they can damage or overturn a
vehicle even if they can’t penetrate its armor. Active AT mines always lie above ground and are armed with rockets
having HEAT warheads.
• Chemical Persistent: These types of mines are generally filled with 4-10 liters (1-2 gal) of high viscosity/low vapor
pressure liquid chemical agent. A small “burster” charge disperses the liquid upon detonation. Depending on climate
conditions (wind, temperature, etc.) the chemical agent droplets can cover an area with a radius of up to 20-30 meters
from the detonation point (depending on drift).
• Chemical Aerosol: These types of mines are generally filled with 4-10 liters (1-2 gal) of low viscosity/high vapor
pressure liquid chemical agent. A small “burster” charge disperses the liquid upon detonation. The chemical agent
forms a cloud that will drift across the area before dispersing. The actual rate of dispersion depends primarily on the
wind and temperature, and whether precipitation is falling.
• Naval: Naval mines are intended to destroy ships and other large naval vessels. However, when placed close
offshore, they will also attack smaller amphibious and landing craft. Normally, these types of mines are anchored to
the sea bottom with an adjustable tether, which enables them to float at various depths (which controls to some extent
what targets they will attack and how much damage they cause). Active naval mines with self-propulsion guide
themselves to the target before detonating, while stationary ones fire a guided torpedo.
• Illumination: Illumination type mines provide artificial light to help identify and locate enemy units visually at night.
These mines are also used for early warning, in that they alert friendly forces to the presence of the enemy, even
during the day when the illumination effects are pointless. Illumination mines, often called “trip flares” are normally
attached to trip wires to increase their early warning effectiveness.
• Command Detonated: While a not a specific mine type, command detonation allows friendly units to remotely
explode the mine when an enemy target is closely or most vulnerable. The link to the mine may be a wire if the
distance is relatively short, or by radio. Command detonated mines require that the friendly unit initiating the
detonation have an LOS to the target location, and be within the command range of the mine.

3-19.5.2 Types of Minefields
The simulation recognizes three general types of minefields: Deliberate, Hasty and Scattered. Each type has slightly
different properties and characteristics in the simulation. Note: these minefield types do not specifically correspond to the
doctrinal procedures or nomenclature of any armed forces - they are used only to help identify common minefield
characteristics.
• Deliberate minefields are placed by hand according to a pattern, and the location of each mine known and/or
recorded for reference. These types of minefields are placed by hand, and include defensive mines distributed
around a perimeter, as well as large barriers comprised of rows and clusters that stretch for several hundred meters
or more. Significant deliberate minefields are normally marked, and the mines themselves buried and well
camouflaged.
• Hasty minefields are placed within a known and well-defined area, and at a specific mine density, but the location of
each individual mine is not usually known exactly or recorded. The minefield boundary is usually marked, depending
on the situation and if time permits. The most common example of this type of minefield is one placed by rapid
mechanical means (“mine-throwers”). The mines in hasty minefields are not buried, but may be slightly camouflaged.
• Scattered minefields are placed by remote means in areas not normally closely observed by friendly forces. The
exact area and placement of each mine is not known, and the area is not marked unless it is readily accessible to
available friendly forces. These types of minefields are placed though artillery or aircraft scattering, and the mines
themselves lie on the surface, without any deliberate camouflage.
With a few exceptions, mines are always evenly spaced throughout a location. The exceptions apply only to deliberate
minefields, and only when they are placed in hexes with roads or obstacles. In the first case, when a deliberate minefield
is placed in a hex including a road or trail, the mines may be laid preferentially on the road. The result is units moving
along the road have a much greater chance of hitting a mine than if they were moving off to the side. The other exception
is when a deliberate minefield is placed in a hex also containing an obstacle, such as a tank ditch or abatis. In this
situation, all of the mines are assumed to be entirely on the obstacle, and are not detonated until a unit tries to breach it.

3-19.5.3 Minefield Combat Results
The simulation uses several different routines to determine if moving units detonate mines in a hex through which they are
moving. However, all of the routines are based on determinations of the mine density in the location (of the appropriate
type) and the equipment density of the moving unit (number of vehicles, personnel, ships, etc.). As each of these density
values increase, so does the chance the unit will hit a mine. The density values can also be adjusted for roads, if the
minefield is deliberate and the unit is currently in a road march mode, or if a unit is trying to breach an obstacle (see
above).
By default, AT mines can be detonated only by vehicles; vehicles and personnel can detonate AP, Illumination and
Chemical mines; Naval mines can be detonated by ships and amphibious vehicles. Each mine is given a “radius of
action” which represents how closely the target must come to the mine in order to detonate it. Mines in scattered or hasty
minefields, as well as all Anti-Tank mines, have a radius of action of 1 meter or less. AP and Chemical mines in
deliberate minefields have a radius of action of 5 meters, and illumination mines 15 meters (the increase in distance
represents tripwires and other proximity triggers). Naval mines have a radius of action of 7 meters against non-ship
targets and 15 meters against ships (to account for the greater mass and other signatures of ships). Active AT mines
have a radius of action of 50 meters while active naval mines 100 meters due to their sensors and other relatively
advanced detection equipment.
Mines may also be “command detonated” in situations where a dismounted personnel type unit is in a location adjacent to
the friendly minefield. This represents mines that are placed with electrical wires running back to friendly positions.
Compared to the random detonations caused by simple unit movement, the command detonation situation causes a
higher number of mines to be detonated, and also increases the damage probabilities. Command detonations can also
occur against stationary enemy units in the minefield. Command detonation does not apply to Illumination or naval type
mines.
Units moving through an unknown minefield may spot the mines before they are detonated. The probability is based on
the level of cover in the location (using the terrain TEC values), and adjusted upwards slightly for hasty minefields, or
reduced significantly for deliberate ones. If the unit is moving down a road, the cover is always zero, meaning that
randomly placed mines are almost always spotted, and hasty mines usually spotted. Deliberate mines, however, are still
harder to see since they are usually buried or installed just off the edge of the road with trip wires.
Mine detonations in unknown minefields usually cause the moving unit to pause and disrupt its normal flow of operations
(which in the simulation causes a temporary additional delay in issuing commands to the unit). The probability of these
occurrences is based on three determinations: First, did the unit realize a mine was detonated, second, what threat it
poses, and third, does the current situation require it to keep moving?
Concerning the first condition, recognition of a mine detonation is based primarily on the target conditions at the time, the
size of the mine, and what damage it causes. For example, dismounted infantry will always know when a mine detonates,
whereas the crew of a buttoned up tank roaring down the highway may never know they detonated a small trip-wired
antipersonnel mine 2 meters off its side. Similarly, units under heavy explosive fire may not recognize mine detonations
amid the confusion and noise. However, when a mine destroys a tank, normally everyone is going to know about it.
Naval mines are also almost always recognized immediately, due to the prominent water plume they create. Illumination
flares are always recognized. In any case, once an unknown minefield has been identified by a detonation (other than an
illumination type), the moving unit will suffer at least some degradation in receiving new commands during the current
turn, as it is assumed to be reporting the minefield location and other information to higher HQ.
The second condition is checked only after it is determined that the moving unit recognized the mine detonation. In
general, units will normally pause to sort things out whenever a mine goes off. This is true even if the mine that detonated
was harmless, because the minefield may contain deadlier mines as well (AP and AT mines are usually placed together).
The final determination looks at the current situation of the unit, and any orders it has to “press on at all costs”. If the unit
cannot safely stop in the minefield location (due to enemy fire, or if the mine dispersed chemicals), it will usually keep
moving. Dismounted personnel, and other slow moving types, are less likely than vehicles to keep moving, and may try
to retreat out of the hex instead.
Mine damage is applied using either the penetration (against an armored target) or the burst radius (against personnel).
When non-active AP mines are determined to explode under their target, the bottom armor value is used to determine
damage. Otherwise, the mine effects may be applied against the tires, tracks or sides of the vehicle (at a much reduced
effect). Active AT mines always hit either the front, side, or rear surfaces of their targets. Shrapnel effects from AP mines
are always adjusted for the terrain in the hex.

3-19.5.4 Clearing Minefields
Minefields may be cleared though direct actions, combat actions, or depletion and attrition.
Direct actions include clearing by hand (sweeping or prodding), clearing by mechanized equipment (bulldozers or flails)
and clearing by specialized explosive charges (“bangalore torpedo” or line charges). In all cases, these actions create a
lane though the minefield though which friendly units can pass safely. However, (non-active) mines usually still remain in
the rest of the hex, and there is always a probability a few may still remain undetected in the lane as well. Active mines,
because they rise above the ground and can be spotted easier, are always considered completely cleared.
The simulation recognizes two types of lanes, personnel (1.5 -2 meters wide) and vehicle (4-5 meters wide). Each
deliberate clearing action has a work duration based on the clearing method and the type of lane created. Some types of
clearing can create only one type of lane, as in the case of a flail that always clears a vehicle lane. The clearance effort
duration times are entered in the Engineering Duration Table.
Mines can also be cleared though combat actions which create pressure, ground shock waves, or high temperatures in
the minefield’s location. Pressure waves are created by above ground explosions, such as artillery airbursts and fuel air
explosives. Ground shock waves are caused by actual impacts. In both cases, the force on the mines is determined by
the power of the explosion (based on the projectile’s filler weight), and the distance between the explosion and the mine
(based on random impact and mine placement within the hex). However, in general, the more explosive power impacting
into a hex, the greater the probability a mine will be detonated. Likewise, the greater the number of mines in a hex, the
more likely an explosion will detonate at least one of them. High temperatures caused by forest fires can also cause
mines to detonate. The number of mines in the hex and the terrain fire level (which is a measure of how hot and
widespread the fire is) are used to determine the average detonation probability. Active mines, because they rise above
the ground and also because of the vulnerability of their control and acquisition systems, have a much higher probability
of being destroyed by all methods.
Each mine detonated by a moving unit is removed from the minefield, a process known as depletion. Mines can also be
lost through planned attrition, which is when the mines themselves self-destruct (a feature found primarily in scatterable
mines). While self-destruct times are classified, at least for US mines, in the simulation all scattered mines self-destruct
after 6 hours.

Section 3-20: Leaders
Leaders are individuals occupying command positions within the force. When a leader is assigned directly to a base
(indivisible) maneuver unit, such as a platoon, the leader affects only that unit. If, instead, the leader is assigned to a
formation headquarters, the leader also affects all of the units assigned to that formation (in addition to directly affecting
the HQ unit itself). This would be the situation for a company commander, who would exert leadership over the
constituent platoons.
The actual effectiveness values of leaders are never revealed with complete accuracy to the human commander. In fact,
the values are normally adjusted on an on-going basis while the battle is in progress. However, the longer the leader
serves with the force (in terms of the number of battles), the better the leader will be known, and the more accurate the
reported information will be.

3-20.1 Assigning Leaders to Units
The unit to which a leader is assigned can be of any size, including a single tank, gun or soldier. Likewise, any number of
units (or even all the units) in the game can be given a leader. However, in order to prevent an unmanageable
proliferation of leaders, for the most part they should be limited to the first two sub-echelons of the force. For example, if
the force is a battalion, leaders should generally be assigned only to the company and platoon levels. However, a few
leaders can always be “sprinkled” among the squads or a few platoons left without an assigned leader to get a better
“playing” game.
An example of company leadership assignments, including the constituent platoons and squads, might look like this:

A Co
CPT Bell

1st Plt

2nd Plt

3rd Plt

1LT
Brown

2LT
Brett

_

1 Sqd

2 Sqd

3 Sqd

1 Sqd

2 Sqd

3 Sqd

1 Sqd

2 Sqd

3 Sqd

SSG
Holms

_

SSG
Ray

_

CPL
Marks

_

SGT
Glass

SSG
Clark

_

Note that this chart demonstrates that not every unit needs a leader, and that leaders can be assigned to units in any
echelon without restriction (including ranks: a captain could be assigned to a squad or a sergeant to a company HQ).
Leaders are assigned to units at the beginning of a battle. In campaign situations, leaders not killed or wounded in the
previous engagement automatically begin the battle as part of the force. New replacement leaders may also be assigned
by the computer to offset losses (this is not a certainty, however). Otherwise, for non-campaign scenarios leaders can be
selected from any defined in the leader table. A leader may only be assigned to a single unit in the force.
Units without live, unwounded leaders, either assigned directly or in their immediate chain of command, ignore the leader
routines and use only the basic routines and force values.

3-20.2 Leader Effects
Leadership effects can be positive, negative, or neutral depending on the leader’s characteristics and the current situation.
For example, a certain leader could be very good at rallying troops, but poor at targeting. In this case, under the leader’s
command the unit would be steady under fire and hard to break, but would also fire at sub-standard rates.
Leaders that are wounded or killed cease to have further effect in the current battle. In campaign games, wounded
leaders may “recover” and reappear as a replacement in a later battle. In a single battle scenario, killed and wounded
leaders “heal” automatically at the conclusion of the battle and may be selected for all future battles, although killed
leaders will have their leadership values reset to a default level (see Leader Experience, below).
Most leadership values have a range of between 0 and 200. In general, these values produce the following results:
0 -----------------> 50 ------------------> 100 --------------> 150 --------------- > 200
Very Bad
Bad
Neutral
Good
Very Good
(Up to -100%) (Normal, + or - a little)
(Up to + 100%)
The actual modification is always determined randomly, based on the maximum amount allowed. Values below 75
always have negative effects, while values above 125 always have positive effects. Values between 75 and 125 can
have either positive or negative effects, although the farther the value is from 100, the greater the tendency will be to
produce an effect in line with that side of the graph. For example, a value of 80 has the potential to cause a good effect,
but most of the time it will produce a negative one instead.
The effects are calculated by:
• If the value is greater than 125, the value will be modified by a percentage up to an amount equal to the (value 100). For example, a value of 200 will decrease the normal morale loss by up to 100%. The change will always be
to the benefit of the unit.
• A value of between 75 and 125 may either add to or decrease the actual amount. The probability of positive effects
is equal to: 2 x (value -75). So, using the example above, a value of 80 has only a 10% chance of causing a
positive action. The remaining 90% of the time, it will cause a shift in a negative direction. The actual percentage
amount will be a maximum of the absolute value of (value -100).

• If the value is less than 75, the morale loss will be modified by a percentage up to an amount equal to (100 - value).
For example, a value of 0 will increase the normal morale loss by up to 100%. The change will always be to the
detriment of the unit.
Leaders are rated in the following areas:
•Morale: This leader value affects morale losses taken as a result of enemy fire. Eventually, morale losses cause units
to break, waver, surrender, or go berserk.
•Communications: This leader value adjusts the time required to transmit an order or request fire support via the radio.
The shorter the transmission times, the less likely it is the enemy will home in on the source of the signal, and the
quicker the unit can begin executing those orders. Leaders with high communication skill also reduce the internal
friction of the unit, and the time it takes to join units together.
•Targeting: This leader value applies to how effective a unit will be at achieving optimum target selection by reducing
target “overlap”. “Overlap” is when one or more friendly weapons systems engage the same enemy target, but the
additional fire has little or no effect. Leaders with a high rating in this area can better judge how effective their fire is,
and potentially assign fire to other targets accordingly.
•Competence: This is how often the leader will misinterpret orders, both movement and targeting. In most cases, even
when the orders are misinterpreted, the effects will be minor (the speed may be a little off, or an adjacent unit
targeted). However, for very bad ratings (75 or less), the leader may change the unit’s movement objective or path,
or even decide not to move (in which case the orders will have to be re-issued). Leaders with higher competence
levels will also reduce the internal friction level of the unit.
•Initiative : This is a measure of how effective the leader is at operating in the absence of orders. While “good” and
“bad” are relative in this case, leaders with higher ratings are more likely to discern the force commander’s
intentions and move in promising directions. Higher initiative leaders also speed up unit emplacement times
•Aggressiveness: This value is taken into account when a unit undergoes a morale check to see if it goes out of control
in some way, either by wavering, breaking, surrendering, or going berserk. These checks also include running for
cover. Like the Initiative rating, what is “good” and “bad” in this regard depend on the exact circumstances.
However, for purposes of the calculations, bad is considered failing the check. Highly aggressive leaders also
speed repair efforts, and will move out more quickly if a failed carrier unit fails to make the planned rendezvous.

3-20.3 Leader Casualties
Whenever a unit with a leader takes casualties, either killed or wounded/disabled, there is a chance the leader will suffer
the loss. The aggressiveness of the leader, and the level of the unit are used to determine the probability of this
occurring. The more aggressive the leader, and the lower the unit level, the more likely the leader will become a casualty.
In cases where a detachment is created to model the effects of some type of damage or immobilization, the leader will
remain with the main unit unless the leader is deemed a casualty.

Section 3-21: Air Operations
Air operations include close air support (CAS) and paradrop missions. Once issued by the human player, the AI takes
over and issues the necessary orders to the aircraft to accomplish the mission. The aircraft involved can not be given any
other orders, and their movement paths cannot be edited or changed by the human player until the mission is over without
first canceling the mission.

3-21.1 AI-Generated Aircraft Movement
There are two types of AI-generated movement: orbiting and flight path to target. Orbiting is an oval shaped pattern flown
by fixed-wing aircraft without other orders, e.g., they are essentially “on-call” waiting to be given a mission. The flight path
to target is used when the aircraft has a specific destination, which normally is specified as part of a mission although it
can just be repositioning.

3-21.1.1 Aircraft Turn Rates
Aircraft are limited in how fast they can turn by the stresses the turns generate through centripetal acceleration (commonly
referred to as centrifugal force). These forces are usually measured as compared to the acceleration of gravity, hence the
term “G-force”, or “G’s”, where one G equals the acceleration force of gravity at the Earth’s surface.
Aircraft are rated for the maximum G-force they can sustain based on some of their general weapons system values.
Specifically, the routine works like this:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If the aircraft weight is over 100,000 Kg, the turn rate is 3 degrees per second
Otherwise, the weight of the ammo being carried (bombs, missiles, etc.) is added to the base aircraft weight.
The speed to total weight ratio is determined using the maximum (road) speed value from the Weapons System
Data table.
if the ratio is greater than 1.0, the maximum G force is set to 9.0.
Otherwise, the maximum G force = [10 (ratio)0.6 ] - 0.5.
The turn radius is determined using the equation for centripetal force: r = v2 / 9.8 Gmax
The turn rate is calculated using the unit speed.

The maximum turn rate for all aircraft, including those hover-capable, is 90 degrees per second.

3-21.1.2 Orbiting
Fixed-wing aircraft cannot stop and occupy a stationary position; they must maintain a constant air speed to remain aloft.
Rather than forcing players to constantly give air units movement orders, the AI will automatically issue orbiting orders to
all fixed-wing aircraft that do not have orders and are not moving to a specific objective. The orbits will be ovals, where
the straight segments (“legs”) are 120 seconds of flight time, and the turn segments are based on the standard aircraft
turn rate and speed.

Figure 389: The Long-Range Display showing an aircraft orbit path.
Orbits are always run parallel to the owning force’s start line, and the first turn will be made so as to take the aircraft
farther away from the line.

3-21.1.3 Aircraft Flight Path to Target
If the aircraft has a specific location as its movement objective, either as part of an air mission or as a result of a player
relocating it, the AI will also calculate the path and issue to orders to the unit. However, the path will not be determined in
a regular fashion, like the orbit, but rather must be determined based on the conditions at the time the order is given
including the aircraft’s heading, its ultimate objective location, and the heading it must have at the objective. Essentially,
the AI acts as the pilot, and will fly the aircraft as needed based on its capabilities and the current situation.
In determining the path to the target, the AI checks to see if the aircraft can “skew” to the proper heading and fly “straightin”. For this purpose, the angle to the target must be less than 30 degrees. If so, the aircraft flies “straight-in” and no
other adjustments are necessary.

Otherwise, the aircraft must maneuver to achieve the proper objective. The AI will determine a set of turns and flight
segments to achieve the objective. Samples are shown in the illustration below.

Figure 390: Aircraft flight paths as set by the AI based on the relative target location and final heading required.

3-21.2 Close Air Support (CAS) Missions
Close Air Support missions are attacks by aircraft on ground targets in support of friendly land forces. In all but the most
isolated situations, they are relatively complicated affairs, since mistakes and miscommunications can endanger both
friendly ground forces and the aircraft itself.
The complete CAS mission is broken into three major sections: the aircraft flight path, the SEAD (suppression of enemy
air defenses) support, and support friendly ground or air units will provide in terms of marking, target designation and/or
weapon control.

3-21.2.1 The CAS Flight Path
The CAS flight path is broken into segments, determined in the following order:
• The weapon release point is determined based on the target location, the direction chosen for the mission by the
force commander, and the standoff range of the munitions being used.
• The weapon drop run is determined. This leg is a straight and level path flown by the aircraft during which the
target is acquired, verified, and preparations made for the weapon drop/launch. Up to a point, the longer the
straight-line path is, the better the accuracy will be. However, the maximum accuracy is reached at a distance
determined as follows:
o Guided munitions: 25 seconds flight time. Five seconds are subtracted each for a marking unit, painting
unit, and/or FAC. One half second is added for each Kilometer of munition standoff distance. The
minimum distance is 2 seconds of flight time, the maximum 25.
o Unguided munitions: 30 seconds flight time. Five seconds is subtracted each for a marking unit and/or
FAC. Two seconds are added for each Kilometer of munition standoff distance. The minimum distance is
6 seconds of flight time, the maximum 60.
• The maneuver path from the aircraft’s current position to the start of the drop run is determined using the routines
described in the previous section.
• The egress turn is added, using the egress turn direction set by the force commander.
• If the aircraft will make multiple passes, the aircraft will fly “mini-orbits”, returning to the start of the weapon drop run
each time until the mission is complete.
• Otherwise, the aircraft will either return to its starting “on-call” location or if completely out of ammunition, will exit
the operational area.

Figure 391: Standard CAS flight paths. The weapon drop run distance depends on the weapons being used.

Force commanders may specify many of these conditions, including the airstrike weapon drop direction and leg length,
the egress turn direction, and the number of passes (ammunition permitting). However, the AI will “fly” the mission on its
own, based on these values, without allowing for adjustment by the human player.

3-21.2.2 CAS Altitude Restrictions
In order to prevent friendly fire from accidentally hitting aircraft on strike missions, altitude restrictions are placed on the
aircraft to keep it out of harm’s way. These restrictions are based on the target distance from the FEBA (forward edge of
the battle area). In the simulation, the FEBA is set as the player’s initial start line for the duration of the scenario.

Figure 392: Altitude limits AGL (above ground level) for close air support missions.

There are four minimum altitude restriction zones. Whether or not they are in force depends on the current scenario
situation at the time the CAS mission is called. The zones are:
• Zone A: the area behind and up to 7.5 Km in front of the FEBA. If any friendly unit is using direct or indirect fire at a
target within 1000 meters of the intended CAS target or CAS flight path, or another CAS mission is being flown in
the same area, the minimum altitude is set at 1500m for heavy weapons (60mm and above) or 950m for all others.

•
•
•

Zone B: the area 7.5 Km to 18 Km in front of the FEBA. If long-range friendly direct fire or another CAS mission is
being used against a target within 1000m of the intended CAS target or the CAS flight path, the minimum altitude is
300m.
Zone C: the area 7.5 Km to 18 Km in front of the FEBA. If friendly indirect fire is being used against a target within
1000m of the intended CAS target or the CAS flight path, the minimum altitude is 950m.
Zone D: the area 18 Km to 30 Km in front of the FEBA. If friendly indirect fire is being used against a target within
1000m of the intended CAS target or the CAS flight path, the minimum altitude is 950m.

In the absence of a zone restriction, the effects of the ordinance being dropped by the aircraft will be checked so that it
doesn’t “bring itself down”. The safety zone is determined by adding the detonation elevation of the munition to the APF
rating of the munition, plus 1 meter per Kg of high explosive it contains. Twenty five percent is added for an extra margin
of safety. Aircraft cannot fly within the safety zone, after accounting for standoff.
The minimum safe altitude is always at least 5 meters, even for helicopters.
The mission may also have a maximum altitude restriction, based on the mission characteristics and conditions. These
restrictions are shown on the illustration above.

3-21.2.3 SEAD (Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses)
SEAD is comprised of direct and indirect fire that is used to prevent nearby enemy units from engaging the aircraft on its
pass over the battlefield. Except in rare circumstances, SEAD is not directed at the target itself so as not to interfere with
the actual airstrike.
The AI generates SEAD missions automatically during the initial call for CAS. These missions may be edited or deleted
by the human player, and new ones added. In order not to potentially compromise the effectiveness of the ground force,
the AI will only use IF (artillery) for SEAD. Players will need to set DF SEAD orders manually. Indirect fire SEAD missions
are added to the standard artillery mission queue at the FDC.
SEAD missions always have the highest priority, and other than a situation where a unit is about to be overrun, at the
designated time the units will pause whatever mission they are currently firing and switch to the SEAD target.

3-21.2.4 Executing the CAS Mission
CAS missions are assigned a “time on target” when they are initially set up. This is the time at which the first weapon
release/firing should occur. Based on the time, the AI will determine when the aircraft breaks out of its orbit, and will
determine the path it will follow to the beginning of the weapon release (“bomb drop”’) run.

Figure 393: Aircraft moving across the map on CAS missions are shown as a circle with an "A" inside.
As the aircraft approaches the target, it will attempt to identify and verify the target, using whatever marking or guidance
aids were specified in the CAS missions. Based on these conditions, the accuracy of the target identification will be
determined. If the accuracy is off enough, wrong targets may be hit, including friendly forces. However, errors will be
limited to a certain area, aligned along the axis of the flight path. The dimensions of the area are determined from the
height and speed of the attacking aircraft, but it will never exceed 1Km by 1Km.

Figure 394: The potential target area for an airstrike is centered on the intended target. The airstrike will hit a
target within this area, or will be aborted. The area allows for pilot error, and/or for better targets of opportunity
to be attacked if found.

If the target is an area (as opposed to a unit or object), the probability of error goes up for lower visibility and the range of
the drop point from the target. Otherwise, the probability of correctly hitting a unit (or object) target is determined as
follows:
• If the target is painted (with a laser), the painting unit may make an error. If not, the correct target will be identified
as long as the LOS meets the minimum requirements. The factors involved with the painting unit misidentifying the
target are:
o Suppression.
o LOS quality.
o Number of similar enemy units in the same area.
o Range.

•

•

o Priority DF firing.
If the munition is radiation homing, the time since the target last emitted a radiation pulse is used as the primary
consideration. The longer the time, the less accurate the identification (and subsequent guidance) will be. If the
radiation-homing munition has a low lock-on probability, the pilot may switch to another type, if one is available.
Otherwise, the aircraft will either make another pass or abort the mission.
For other munitions, the error probability is determined as follows:
o The base probability is determined from the aircraft unit’s training and fatigue levels.
o The error probability is reduced if a FAC is present.
o The error probability is reduced is the target is marked.
o The error probability is reduced if the TF HQ can visually see the target.
o The error probability is reduced if the aircraft unit can visually see the target.
o The error probability is adjusted for the aircraft speed; the faster it is going the more the higher error
probability.
o The error probability is increased for fires and smoke near the target area, as well as a high level of direct
and indirect fire.

If the target is misidentified, the aircraft’s actual target will likely be of the same general type. For example, if the intended
target was a group of tanks, it is likely that the incorrect, but actually engaged, target would also be of a tank type, or at
the very least, vehicular.

3-21.3 Paradrop Operations
Paradrop operations transport ground units onto the battlefield via fixed-wing aircraft using parachute delivery. As with
normal transporting operations, the paradrop capable units are loaded onto the aircraft carrier units, and “unload” over the
drop zone. But the nature of the aircraft and delivery method are very different.
Any type of aircraft with a cargo capacity can fly a paradrop mission, including helicopters. However, paradrop is required
for fixed-wing aircraft because they cannot stop moving to unload passenger units. Helicopters, on the other hand, have
the ability stop and either hover or land in a location to unload without the attendant risks and initial disorganization that is
part of an airdrop. Helicopters are rarely used for paradrop operations, and therefore the rest of this section will focus on
fixed-wing aircraft.

3-21.3.1 Preparing for the Drop
The first step in setting up a paradrop is to load the cargo aircraft. The units being loaded must be paradrop-capable,
which is set in the Weapons System Data Table. All of the normal loading restrictions are in force, including “loading
point” and maximum loaded weight limits.
Fixed-wing cargo aircraft must be loaded at the start of the scenario during the set-up phase. There is no mechanism that
will allow the aircraft to be loaded once the scenario is under way.
The second step is to identify the drop zone (DZ), and set the mission profile characteristics. The DZ is the area in which
the dropped units will land. It should be generally free of terrain and other obstacles that could cause injury and damage
to the landing force. It should also be large enough to accommodate the force to be dropped in a minimum number of
passes.
The standard USAF drop zone sizes are set as follows:
• GMRS (ground marking release system): Minimum 275m by 275m.
• CARP (computed air release point): 550m by 550m for a single parachutist, plus 70 meters per additional
parachutist.
However, these are peacetime standards, and areas of this size may not be available in wartime. As such, a rule of
thumb is to use a minimum of 300 meters plus 50 meters per person or 500 meters per vehicle along the drop axis, per
pass. Approximately 800 meters is the absolute minimum DZ length required for an infantry squad, and 1800m for a
platoon.
The DZ width is based upon the expected dispersion, which is principally a function of the wind and drop altitude.
However, 300 meters is probably the bare minimum under good conditions.
Once the DZ has been selected (based on the player setting the center point), the following mission profile values are set:
• Time the drop should begin
• Drop speed (normally the minimum aircraft speed)

•
•
•
•

Drop altitude (between 150-300meters)
Drop heading (this will become the LZ axis).
Number of passes/units to jump per pass.
The location to which the aircraft should return after the mission is complete.

3-21.3.2 Executing the Drop
As with airstrikes, the AI will determine when the aircraft will begin the execution of the mission, based upon the set start
time. The AI will also determine and fly a flight path to arrive at the beginning of the “run-in” leg on the correct heading,
altitude, and airspeed.
The initial “run-in” leg is 60 seconds of flight time, during which time the pilots detect the DZ and line up on the proper
markings. By this time the troops and other items to be dropped are hooked up to the static lines, and awaiting the jump
command.
As the aircraft begins the run-in, the pilots will attempt to use the drop altitude specified for the mission. However, this
altitude may be modified by any or all of the following conditions:
• Personnel require 20/25 seconds (day/night) in the air. Cargo requires 15 seconds (day or night). Time in the air is
based upon the descent rate, which is set for each type of item being dropped:
o Personnel: 6.0 m/sec
o Guns: 7.5 m/sec
o Vehicles: 8.5 m/sec
o Aircraft: 7.0 m/sec
o Other: 9.0 m/sec
• Additionally, personnel can never be dropped below 250m, cargo from under 350m.
• The altitude can never be less than 150m above the highest obstacle along the flight path for 5Km in either
direction of the DZ (fixed-wing only).
• The altitude is lowered for the wind speed, if above 5 Kph (and not over the maximum - see below).
• The altitude is also lowered if known enemy units are in the area, so friendly units reduce their time in the air where
they are helpless targets.
Conditions on the DZ may cause the mission to abort. These conditions are:
• Visibility of less than 1000m (maximum sighting range).
• Cloud cover 50% or more with a cloud base below 500m.
• Personnel drop with wind speed above 32 Kph, cargo drop with winds above 40 Kph.

Figure 395: The basic paradrop flight path and stick locations relative to the intended drop zone. Note the sticks
belonging to unit 1 jump first, followed by the sticks from the other units, even if the sticks are on different
aircraft or jump on different passes. The result is all of the jumpers from unit 1 will eventually land at the near
end of the DZ, those from unit 2 in the middle, and those from unit 3 at the far end.

3-21.3.3 Dropping the Sticks
In order to control the jump, the jumping units are broken up into “sticks” of relatively equal size. The number of sticks is
either equal to, or an even multiple of, the number of aircraft flying the mission. Stick sizes are based on the maximum
number of jumpers that can exit the aircraft in a single pass, divided equally among all of the units to be dropped. Longer
passes (in terms of time) result in larger sticks, since more jumpers can exit the aircraft before reaching the end of the DZ.
By default, the sticks will be as large as possible, up to the unit quantity divided by the number of aircraft available.
The reason for using sticks is so that all of the elements in a single unit will jump essentially over the same point in the
DZ, rather than being spread out over the flight path and intermingled with other units dropping from other aircraft or in
subsequent passes. The reasoning is illustrated in the previous diagram, where all of the sticks belonging to unit 1 jump
over the near end of the LZ, those from unit 2 in the middle, and those from unit 3 at the far end. Without the use of
sticks, the units would be completely intermingled and confusion would reign.
Based on the stick lengths, the AI determines the start of the drop run. This is the point at which the first sticks begin
exiting the aircraft. The start point is determined such that the center of the DZ (which is specified by the player) is

spaced equally between when the first and last jumpers exit the aircraft. The determination is based on the time required
for each jumper or object to exit the aircraft, the stick lengths, and the aircraft’s speed.
The default jumping/exiting times are determined as follows:
• Personnel: 0.5 seconds each.
• Guns: 10 seconds each
• Vehicles: 20 seconds each.
• Other: 45 seconds each.
There is no additional time delay between sticks. As soon as one stick finishes exiting the aircraft, the next immediately
starts jumping, followed by the next and so on until all sticks scheduled to jump on that pass have exited the aircraft.

3-21.3.4 Units “In the Air”
Once a stick has jumped from an aircraft it is considered “in the air” until it lands on the ground. The time required for a
unit to land is based upon the drop altitude, and the descent rate for its type. The descent rates are:
• Personnel: 6.0 m/sec
• Guns: 7.5 m/sec
• Vehicles: 8.5 m/sec
• Aircraft: 7.0 m/sec
• Other: 9.0 m/sec
While a unit is in the air, it may not be given orders, fire, or perform any action at all including sighting. It may be sighted
and fired at by enemy units, however, in which case it will suffer losses. Damage (as opposed to kills) to a unit while it is
in the air will be converted to immobilization once it hits the ground.
Units in the air may be subjected to drift, based on the wind speed and direction. When this occurs, the unit position will
be adjusted accordingly.

3-21.3.5 Dispersion
After jumping, personnel and other objects will be subject to drift and dispersion by the wind. Under relatively calm
conditions, personnel can compensate somewhat for the wind by “steering” their parachutes. However, other items such
as guns and vehicles do not have that ability, and will drift completely with the wind. The longer the jumpers remain in the
air, the longer the wind affects them, and greater the chance for drift.
Unit dispersion is also caused from differences in the speed of individual aircraft, or even the same aircraft on separate
passes, and the fact that the aircraft paths over the DZ axis (relative to the ground) will not be exactly the same each time.

Figure 396: Jump unit landing area.

The minimum dispersion length per unit along the DZ axis is determined by the minimum time in seconds that all of the
sticks can exit the aircraft times the aircraft speed in meters per second. This is then adjusted upwards by the number of
sticks in the unit to the 0.35 power (N 0.35) to model inefficiency and the fact that the correlation between the initial stick
jump points will not be perfect between passes and aircraft.
The minimum dispersion area width is based on the number of passes required to drop all of the unit’s components.
Initially each additional pass adds between 50 and 200 meters of dispersion, based on the force training level. However,
as more and more passes are made, the additional dispersion tapers off as the aircraft passes more frequently lie within
the area already traversed on previous passes.

3-21.3.6 Landing: Losses and Disorganization
The actual dispersion area is known as the “landing area”. The center of the landing area will be directly under the center
of the unit position, after being adjusted for drift during its time in the air. Upon landing, the unit will be distributed evenly
throughout the landing area. At that time, the program checks for landing losses based on the following sequence:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The base “kill” probability is based exponentially on the time in the air, and ranges from 28% at 10 seconds to 2%
at 20 seconds.
The probability is adjusted exponentially for the wind, if greater than 5 Kph, increasing by 100% at 15 Kph and
400% at 40 Kph.
The probability is increased exponentially if the ambient illumination level is 20 or less, increasing by 500% at an
illumination level of 5, and 65% at an illumination level of 20.
The average of the terrain cover and concealment values for the landing area are applied directly, after reducing it
by 25% to account for personnel steering clear of objects.
The incapacitation probability is equal to 3 times the kill probability.
A special determination is made to see if any jumpers land in terrain that they are prohibited from moving though,
for example water or cliffs. If so, those jumpers are automatically killed.

Landing units also experience a period of disorganization after landing, while they assess the situation and get grouped
together. In general, the larger the landing area as compared to the unit, and the more terrain in it, the longer it will take
units to get organized. The disorganization time is determined as follows:
•

The base time is set based on the unit type:
o Personnel: 240 seconds plus 12 seconds per soldier.
o Guns: 360 seconds plus 30 seconds per gun.
o Vehicles: 300 seconds plus 20 seconds per vehicle.
o Aircraft: 1200 seconds.
o Naval: 600 seconds.
The time is adjusted proportionally for the unit’s fatigue and training levels.
The time is increased for the average cover and concealment levels in the area.
The time is increased 10% for each 10 Kph of wind speed.
The time is increased if the ambient illumination level is less than 20.
If the area is larger than the “standard” area based on the “vehicle equivalent” size of the unit, the time is increased
proportionally. The “vehicle equivalent” size of personnel type units is the actual quantity divided by 6. The
standard area size is the equivalent quantity times 50 meters, squared.
The time is increased if the landing area overlaps that of another unit, which is also disorganized.
If the landing unit creates an over-stack condition, the time is increased by 150% of the over-stacking percent.
The unit’s standard internal friction time is added.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disorganized units suffer significant combat degradation. They may sight and fire, but at much reduced ROF’s and
accuracy. They may also be given orders. However, they will not move or execute them until them they get organized.
Units and sticks that land in a location occupied by an enemy unit will immediately engage that unit in close combat.
However, the unit just landed will suffer significant detrimental effects from disorganization, as well as a likely lack of
strength.

Section 3-22: AI Search Patterns
The AI search/reconnaissance routines are handled on two levels: strategic and tactical. The strategic level routines
determine parameters including:
Search areas (if not specified by a human player).
Area/location/potential target priorities.
Unit assignments for each area (by total number and type) .
“Thoroughness” levels for each area (how much time is spent/surface area covered in each area, including
multiple passes and “returns to previous locations”).
 Unit “area progression” schemes for multiple areas.






This strategic AI is used only for AI-controlled forces; it is never applied to human commanded units. Human
commanders must assign recon missions themselves through the interface.
The tactical level AI, however, applies equally to AI and human controlled units performing reconnaissance assignments.
In this case, human-controlled units are effectively placed under AI command for the duration of the mission, unless the
player specifically supersedes the mission orders. Because of this direct interaction of the AI with human-player forces,
it will be covered in more detail so that players will know what to expect.

3-22.1 Tactical Search Considerations
At this tactical level, the AI is principally concerned with the specifics of unit deployment in order to accomplish the
detection mission objectives. In order to do this, the deployment is broken down into four principal sub-operations:





Selection of the next search-patter starting/center point.
Setting the travel path to that location.
Construction of a the appropriate search pattern.
Execution of the individual search legs within the pattern.

These steps are then repeated as necessary to “cover” the search areas to the level specified by the human player or
strategic AI. Note that this “level” may specify more or less than “complete” coverage. At less than “complete” coverage,
some locations may be left unsighted (or sighted only very briefly). Conversely, at a level of greater than “complete”
coverage, some locations may be sighted more than once and/or for long durations.
To determine the location of the next search-pattern, the AI looks at a large number of factors, including:
 What is (are) the expected target(s)?
º The AI selects one or more specific weapons systems based on current intelligence.
º If the AI force's objective is to capture or destroy a certain target, that system type is given absolute priority.
º Potential target systems are ranked on their Victory Point Values (thus more weight is given to high-value
systems).
 Will the targets be moving, or in covered terrain? This is based on the relative terrain on the map, the enemy
force's mission, the expect target types (from above) and current intelligence. Specifically:
º The higher the percentage of cover terrain on the map, the higher the probability of the target being in that
type of covered terrain.
º Attackers are more likely to be moving than defenders.
º If a large percentage of known enemy units are moving, the probability a target is moving is increased as well.
º If the expected target system is a high-mobility weapons type, (vehicles, ships, aircraft), the movement
probability is increased.
º If the target has low offensive weapon power, it will likely be in covered terrain. If it has high power, it will
more likely be in open terrain so it can use those weapons.
º Attackers are more likely to be in open terrain than defenders.
º The likelihood of being in covered terrain is adjusted inversely to the square root of the probability that the
target is moving.
º If a target is expected to be moving, a determination of the likely speed is made. This is based on the average
speed for the system over the “fastest” 50% of the terrain present on the map.
 How far away will targets likely be?
º The effective range of the target weapons system against the platform are determined. For this calculation,
the enemy unit is assumed to have a full compliment of possible ammunition, and current meteorological
conditions are used.
º The distance is reduced based on the positions of friendly units in relation to the edge of the map and
between the units themselves.
 Are there likely to be any smoke, dust, or other effects on the LOS? Only currently known smoke and dust clouds
are considered.
From these values, the locations comprising the parent search area are analyzed. Each location is rated for its
characteristics, and how they relate to what the AI considers the primary targets. The AI is very flexible in formulating
search patterns/strategies. In making these determinations, the AI analyzes the area to be searched, the type of targets
expected/desired, the time available, the equipment available, and the number of reconnaissance units involved.
Specifically, the following are considered:






Cover/concealment:
º The ratio of the average cover value of the terrain in the area to the average map cover is applied to the
computed tendency for the unit to be in cover. The greater the congruency in these values, the higher the
probability the unit will be in that location.
º If the target is at least 50% likely to be seeking cover, based on the weapons system type and force posture,
additional emphasis is added for any IP's that the target can occupy in that sector.
For targets that are moving, a second adjustment is made:
º Additional emphasis is added for high speed routes (roads, trails, etc) applicable to that unit. The effect is
based on the average speed of the feature, adjusted for its orientation/direction (less points are added for
routes that are primarily lateral).
º Obstacles, prohibited terrain, or potential bottlenecks have an opposite dampening effect.
If there are known enemy units in an area, or nearby, additional emphasis may be added based on their type and
the force's mission.
º If they are the same time, the effect is greater than if they are not.
º If the confidence level of the estimated enemy total force size is greater than 50%, additional emphasis is
added based on the confidence level and estimated enemy force percent in the sector.

Emphasis is also added to adjacent sectors based on the sector size (the smaller the sector, the more points
are added).
 LOS out of the location:
º If the unit would not be above the highest point in the sector when occupying the hex, the points are
decreased.
º If the unit is on the surface, the relative “LOS value” of the hex is applied directly. This is a measure of how
much the unit will be able to see from the location.
º If the location contains known smoke or dust, the points are reduced for all units operating under 2500m AGL
(above ground level).
 Movement values into/out of the location:
º The location value will be adjusted based on the time it will take the unit to move from its current location to
the new hex.
 How long since last visit (by any unit):
º The value is adjusted for the duration since the last visit.
º Value is reduced for the proportion of locations never visited
º Value is subtracted are adjusted for the expected sighting range of the previous unit, the farther its expected
sighting range, the greater the reduction.
º The effect may be reduced if the target is expected to be moving, and its potential distance covered in the
time since the last visit is greater than the area dimensions.
º Current recon unit objectives are treated as if they were visited in the current turn (so two units will not go to
the same one at the same time), unless the hex (map) scale is less than a single hex.
 Known enemy units nearby:
º Value is added for units near the current location.
 Friendly units nearby:
º Value is subtracted for friendly units near the current location. (This keeps the recon units from covering what
other units are already observing, or soon will be).
º
Once the points have been calculated the AI generally selects the best one as the next objective for the recon unit.
Several final checks are made in this process, based on the force's aggressiveness level. The higher the aggressiveness,
the longer a “jump” can be. Thus, less aggressive AI commanders will tend to be more methodical and search areas one
at a time, “in order”, whereas aggressive ones may jump all over the map hoping to “strike it big”. More aggressive AI
also tends to revisit high value locations more frequently than less aggressive ones.
º

Aggressiveness is also used to determine how often sectors and hex values are recalculated. Aggressive AI
commanders recalculate both more often, again following a more “hit it rich” gambling strategy.

3-22.2 Pattern/Path Determination
Once the starting point has been determined, the AI must decide how to conduct the search. Specifically, the AI must
choose specific search patterns to use, and further specify its characteristics in terms of size/coverage, unit settings
(speed, altitude, etc.), and where the unit should end up at the end of the run. The AI uses four basic search patterns, as
shown below.

Figure 397: Basic Search Pattern Types used by the AI.

In making a route selection, the AI evaluates the size and type of area to be searched, the specific target type being
searched for, if known/estimated (more common in radiological detection scenarios), the time allowed, the known or
expected enemy forces in the vicinity, and the severity of the consequences should the recon unit be detected by the
enemy.
In general terms, the characteristics, strengths and weakness of each route type are:
“Flower” Pattern: The search paths extend out radially from a central point, with the unit making a U-turn at the end
of the path and returning to the starting location. The number of “petals”, and their specific characteristics (width,
length, etc.) are flexible, and depend on the circumstances.
º Area: This pattern is more likely to be selected for circular shaped areas, areas measuring less than 4 times
the recon units “average” effective sighting/detection distance, and in areas with restricted recon unit
movement, especially due to linear features such as rivers and streams.
º Terrain: More likely to be selected when the terrain offers moderate to high cover and concealment, due to
high coverage and multiple passes near the center point. The more cover in the area, the “longer” and
“thinner” the petals.
º Target: More likely to be selected if the target is a discrete, point type target (or a cluster/concentration),
and/or if the AI has reason to believe the unit is located in a certain location (which is used as the center point
to maximize the time the recon unit spends in the nearby area). Also more likely to be selected against
moving targets.
º Enemy: More likely to be selected when prevention of enemy reactions is a high priority (petal order is
randomized, making prediction harder for the enemy).
º Friendly: More likely to be selected for aircraft units.
º Time: More likely to be selected if time is of the essence.
º Radiological Detection Effectiveness: High.
 “Spiral” Pattern: The search path begins at a central point, with the unit following a continuous, generally circular,
trace of increasing radius out from that point. The rate of radius distance increase depends on the circumstances.
º Area: This pattern is more likely to be selected for circular shaped areas, areas measuring less than 5 times
the recon units “average” effective sighting/detection distance, and in areas with relatively few movement
restrictions.
º Terrain: More likely to be selected in moderate cover and concealment.
º Target: More likely to be selected if the target is a discrete, point type target (or a cluster/concentration),
and/or if the AI has reason to believe the unit is located in a certain location (which is used as the center point
to speed up detection). Also somewhat more likely to be selected against moving targets.
º Enemy: Less likely to be selected when prevention of enemy reactions is a high priority (prediction is
relatively easy for the enemy).
º Friendly: More likely to be selected for aircraft and naval units.
º Time: More likely to be selected if time is of the essence.
º Radiological Detection Effectiveness: Moderate.
 “Regular” Pattern: The search path begins at a central point, with the unit following a back and forth series of
straight line paths progressively further away. The distance between legs depends the circumstances.
º Area: This pattern is more likely to be selected for rectangular shaped areas, areas measuring more than 10
times the recon units “average” effective sighting/detection distance, and in areas with relatively few
movement restrictions.
º Terrain: More likely to be selected in low to moderate cover and concealment.
º Target: More likely to be selected if the target is unknown or dispersed.
º Enemy: Less likely to be selected when prevention of enemy reactions is a high priority (prediction is
relatively easy for the enemy).
º Friendly: More likely to be selected for ground units.
º Time: Less likely to be selected if time is of the essence.
º Radiological Detection Effectiveness: Moderate.
 “Route” Pattern: As opposed to searching an area, this path follows a discrete linear feature on the map, often a
road, trail, or river.
º Area: Used only to search along defined linear terrain features.
º Terrain: More likely to be selected in moderate cover and concealment.
º Target: More likely to be selected in situations where off-road movement is very difficult, if not impossible.
Also more likely to be selected against expected moving targets.


º
º
º
º

Enemy: Less likely to be selected when prevention of enemy reactions is a high priority (prediction is
relatively easy for the enemy).
Friendly: More likely to be selected for ground units.
Time: More likely to be selected if time is of the essence.
Radiological Detection Effectiveness: Moderate.

Once the route type is selected, the specific parameters defining it are formulated (for example, leg length, offset, petal
distances, etc). From there, the AI decides explicitly how the recon unit should perform the mission (speed, altitude, etc.),
and issues the appropriate orders.

Section 3-22: Civilians
Civilians may often be present in battle areas, either hiding until the action passes, or trying to escape. When they are,
civilians hamper combat operations both by clogging roads and other avenues of movement, and by dampening outgoing
fires so as to avoid casualties to them.
The simulation uses the weapons systems type of “Civilian” to tell if a unit is a civilian or not, instead of “Tank” or “APC”,
etc. Only units with the type set to “Civilian” will be considered civilian, even if the unit otherwise uses a civilian symbol or
has “Civilian” in the name.
Civilian units are treated as normal units for all of the standard game functions, including movement, sighting, and morale.
Although they cannot fire, when fired upon their losses are determined using the standard combat routines.
Civilian units, although neutral, will always appear as “enemy” units on the map display. A word of caution is in order on
this point, because if FOW in regards to enemy units is being used, civilians may also appear as “unknown” enemy units
until they are sufficiently sighted.
Based on the scenario set-up settings, Civilian units are automatically created by the computer at the start of the scenario,
and/or during the battle.

3-22.1 Civilians Placed at the Start of a Scenario
At the start, a civilian rating of 100 will result in approximately one “family-group sized” unit placed every square Kilometer.
However, this will be adjusted based on the level of urbanization in the area. The size of a family-group varies, but is
generally 5-25 personnel, or 2-4 vehicles.
Civilian units placed during the set-up phase are created on either a road (hexline) or in a location with buildings
(permanent IP’s).

3-22.2 Civilians Placed During a Scenario
Civilians may also be created during the scenario, based upon the level set when the scenario was created. The quantity
is based on creating a certain number of civilians every hour. The number of civilians is approximately 1 family-group
sized unit per Km, reduced for the civilian level.
Civilian units placed during the scenario are always created on a road (hexline), with a preference for locations containing
buildings (permanent IP’s).

3-22.3 Civilian Actions
Civilian units are completely controlled by the AI. However, their actions can usually be predicted to some degree in that
they tend to move towards the defender’s side of the map. However, if they are close to the attacker’s edge, they may
decide to move that way instead. Only rarely will they move towards a “flank edge”, unless following a major highway or
other significant movement route.
Civilians will normally stick to roads and other relatively fast movement routes.
When moving though a location containing civilians, the civilian units will be treated as if they are friendly units, with very
low training and morale levels. They will be counted against the stacking limits, and will have the same effect “jamming
up” movement produced by a normal unit. Because they normally travel by road, they can cause significant traffic jams,
especially at bottlenecks such as bridges and in towns and villages.

3-22.4 Attacking Civilians
Military forces may attack civilians with DF or IF, either deliberately or by accident. In these cases the civilian units are
sighted, targeted, and affected just like military units. They can create wrecks, and may also run for cover. They never go
berserk, or suffer any other morale effects.
However, if the fire results in any civilian casualties, the attacking force will pay a heavy price in victory points, even if the
attack was unintentional.
Civilian units are never attacked with close combat.

A Few Final Notes
The TSS has been many years in the making, and it has involved the efforts and dedication of a large number of people. I
am very grateful for the opportunity that I was given to create a military simulation of this depth and cope. It is something
that I have been working towards since I played Kampfgruppe by Gary Grisby back on my Commodore-64. And I very
much hope to continue to build on its foundation into the future.
As with any undertaking of this magnitude, there are a lot of people that contribute to it, even if in small ways they may
never realize. As such I want to thank everyone in, and associated with, HPS for their patience and understanding with
me during the period this project was in development.
There are also a few specific people I want to single out for thanks:
I want to thank my dad for his efforts in proofreading, as well as all the free advice and support he’s given me over the
years to make it happen. He passed away in 2006, but he is still here in this manual and in everything that I do.
I want to thank my cat-dog Norman for guarding the FAX machine.
I want to thank John and Wendy Kincaid for their painstaking work on the databases, and their obsessive dedication to
getting things right, no matter what it took.
I want to thank Nick Bell for the maps, especially the Albuquerque masterpiece. His attention to detail and perseverance
is amazing.
I want to thank Dr. Robert Barker for hanging with me, though thick and thin, and having faith that it would work out in the
end.
I want to thank John Kincaid, Nick Bell, and Greg Smith for providing unstinting friendship, feedback ... and free
counseling. :-)
I want to thank Jeff Lapkoff for believing in the dream, even in the darkest moments, and helping me make it happen.
I want to thank Fluffy, who crossed the “rainbow bridge” many years ago, for without her I never would have gotten this
far.
And, finally, I want to thank my wife, Elisa. I don’t know how she managed to put up with it all.
I hope you enjoy this program.
-Scott Hamilton
November 2003
Updated: November 2011

Appendices
Appendix A: The Geomorphic Map Editor
A.1 Rapid Map Development
The powerful Geomorphic Map Editor allows users to create comprehensive battlefield maps on the fly in a matter of
minutes. The geomorphic map creation system is based upon a set of existing map tiles which can quickly be placed,
flipped, mirrored, and combined with other tiles on a ‘map canvas’ allowing for the quick creation of a wide variety of
battlefields.
The concept of geomorphic maps within the program is based on the system used by a number of tactical-level board
wargames, such as “Panzer Blitz”, “Panzer Leader”, and “Squad Leader” by the Avalon-Hill Company, among others. In
this system, players place one or more “generic” maps (known as “tiles” in the program) adjacent to each other to create
larger playing areas.

Figure 398: Geomorphic map example from a board wargame: Panzer Leader by Avalon-Hill. Note how roads
and streams line up on the map “tile” edges to allow for seamless connections. Each map board in the above
example is known as a “Tile” when used by the program editor.
In order to create seamless connections of terrain features between adjoining tiles, the individual tiles must be formatted
so that roads, streams, etc. exit the map edge at specific predetermined locations (row/column). Alignments do not need
to be exact, as the utility will join them from even several hexes away. However, the better the exit points match, the
lower the chance for missed or “unintended” connections.
The tiles are created and edited using the Aide De Camp 3 based map editor for the Tactical Studies Series (TSS), and
may be used by all of the individual TSS titles.

A.2 Choosing to Use a Geomorphic Map
Users select to use a geomorphic map during the map selection step when creating a new game, or when editing a saved
game that was saved in the setup phase. Simply select the choice [Create New Geomorphic Map], as shown here:

Figure 399: Selection dialog box used to begin creating a new geomorphic map. To load an existing/saved
geomorphic map “as-is”, select [Use Existing Map] instead.
This selection will activate the Geomorphic Map Builder utility, which is a sub-set of the Aide De Camp 3 program. The
utility is included with every TSS game. Once it loads, select [Load Map] to load an existing geomorphic map or [Create
Map] to begin a new one.

Figure 400: Entering the Geomorphic Map Builder Utility. Either create a new map, or load an existing one.

A.3 Creating a New Geomorphic Map

After clicking [Create Map], the Add Geomorphic Map Tile
selection form will appear, as shown at right.
The tiles are listed in the main grid by name, along with their size
(Width, Height – in hexes), and any informational/descriptive
comments that the designer wanted to include.
A preview of the currently selected map tile is shown at the top.
To change the current search folder, click the button at the bottom
named: [Change Folder/Browse]. The current folder is shown to
the right of the button. By default, TSS map tiles are located in the
folder: “..\HPS Shared\Geobuilder\Tiles”. This central storage
makes them easier to be shared between TSS titles.
To add the currently selected tile to the in-progress map, click the
[Add Selected] button.
There is no limit to the number of individual geomap tiles that can
be combined into a final playing map. However, very large maps
require commensurately large amounts of system resources, so
players should exercise caution creating maps with more than
20,000 total hexes.

Added tiles are automatically placed in the topmost/leftmost position available in the in-progress playing map. The
“actual” map appears on the main form, while a rectangular representation of the map tiles and their position appears on
the Control Form, as shown here:

To continue adding tiles, click the [Add Tile] button on the Control Form,
then select the desired tile as before.

Once two or more tiles have been selected and added to the in-progress map, the individual tiles can be easily
repositioned and moved around the “parent” map surface using the Control Form:

Figure 401: Moving a tile (STEP 1): Select the tile to move.

Figure 402: Moving a tile (STEP 2): Click on the tile's rectangle in the relative position display box.

Figure 403: Moving a tile (STEP 3): Drag the tile to the new desired position (will snap into place).

A.4 Interface
Selection Grid: Lists the tiles used in the current map, their (x,y) position, and draw order.
Relative Tile Position Mini Map: Shows the relative positions of the active tiles. Tiles can be selected from the mini-map
and quickly ‘dragged and dropped’ into a new position on the map. Tiles will always snap to the closest map edge or
corner. The currently selected tile is always highlighted in lime green.

[Flip Selected]
Flips the tile along the vertical axis. The top of the tile becomes the bottom, and bottom becomes the top.
[Mirror Selected]
Flips the selected tile along the horizontal axis. The left becomes the right and right becomes the left.
Note: The above rotations can be combined, creating a Flipped and Mirrored tile.
[Move Selected Up/Down]
Moves the draw order of the selected tile up or down . Lower tiles will be displayed underneath upper tiles should any
overlap occur.

A.5 Adding Tiles
Additional tiles can be added to a map in progress by clicking the [Add Tile] button.
The tile selection form will be presented indicating tile name, size (columns, rows) along with a thumbnail picture of the
tile. Click [Add Selected] to add the tile to the map in progress or [Cancel] to exit.
Note: The geomorphic map builder will automatically attempt to connect any line and side map types along the joined
edges of tiles (see below).

A.6 Completing a Map
[Save Map Set] saves the current map in progress
[Load Map Set] loads an existing geomorphic map
Once a map has been completed and saved, select [Done] to return to the TSS program. If the Geobuilder was entered
during scenario formation, the TSS will automatically load the map that was just made and continue on with the scenario
creation process.

A.7 Seams Between Tiles
The seams between adjacent tiles may require special processing, depending on the individual tile orientations and other
characteristics. In particular, the computer must be able to connect line-type terrain features (such as roads, and rivers)
across the seam, and may also need to manipulate the underlying hex grid in order to maintain hex row/column geometry
(this applies only to hex grids – it is not required when using square grids).
When connecting line types, the computer will search for instances of similar line types within a few hexes of each tile's
edge, identifying any “endpoints” it finds (“endpoints” are lines or sides that are open/not connected to another line or
side). If matching endpoints are found for the same line type on each tile, the computer will connect them across the
seam, as shown here:

Figure 404: Connecting lines across an adjoining tile edge seam (Tile #1 = yellow hexes, Tile #2 = tan hexes).
The utility will automatically connect the rivers on the final map by adding new sides/lines (red lines).
Note: The white hexes are “empty” - created to maintain the hex row orientation after the tan tile was “flipped”.
They will be filled in with elevation and terrain based on what is in nearby hexes (see below).
Flipping and/or mirroring hex-based tiles may change their basic orientation, depending on the tile and the operation
performed. In essence, the grid sequence can become reversed, for example “down-up, down-up”, becomes “up-down,
up-down”), as shown here:

Figure 405: Normal tile hex pattern goes “Down->Up”
from the upper-left hex.

Figure 406: “Mirrored” tile hex pattern is “Up->Down”
from the upper-left hex.

When this occurs the utility will add/delete hexes as best it can to reestablish the pattern, while keeping the map size and
“exit points” intact. These hexes will then get filled in, as described below.

A.8 Blank Hexes/Areas
Blank hexes, whether created by the computer as part of a seam operation or in an area just never filled in by the player,
can not be used by the TSS program and will cause errors. Therefore, the utility will “fill them in” as best it can, using
nearby locations as a guide. At a minimum, the utility will assign “blank” hexes an elevation and a ground/surface terrain
type. In some cases, additional above-ground terrain may be added.
Players can not edit these “auto-set” values in the TSS program. However, once the “final” map is saved by the utility, it
may be edited and saved normally in the Map Editor, including the auto-set hexes.
“Auto-filling” of blank areas occurs “on the fly”, as the tiles are manipulated in the editor. If the results are not wanted,
users should continue to juggle tile selections, orientation (flipped/mirrored) and positions to achieve the desired final
effect.

Figure 407: A “final” map containing areas not covered by tiles (top right and bottom left). The “empty” areas
are filled in with “Open” terrain based on the existing tiles.

Figure 408: In this example, some of the empty areas are filled in with “Water” (upper right), and some with
“Open” (lower left). The AI makes its selection based on nearby terrain in the existing/adjoining tiles.

Special Note: The Geomorphic editor can be accessed independently of the scenario creation process - directly
from the File Menu (as outlined in a previous section of the manual).
Use the direct Main Menu | File access option when you are interested in only creating a geomorphic map – not
using it in a new scenario. It should also be noted that once a geomorphic map has been created and saved, it
can be accessed directly from the TSS standard map selection form and used with ANY new scenario,
independent of the Geomorphic Editor.

Appendix B: The Sandbox Form (“Combat Calculator” Utility)
The Sandbox Form is a powerful tool allowing players direct access to most combat modeling results, using only
customizable data values. It does not require a “real” game to be loaded or created, though an existing situation can be
selected as the “base” for the analysis (saving the user from having to select the appropriate parameters by hand).
Using the Sandbox, players can experiment with, and get results for, all of the common combat probabilities, including:






Sighting/detection times.
Weapon Accuracy.
Hit Probabilities.
Kill and Damage Probabilities.
Expected Suppression.

The best part is that it's simple and quick. Select the firing/spotting system, then select the target system, and that's it.
You're off and running.
Note: The details of the individual fields and value on the form will not be covered here; they are fully explained in the
form's associated Help file (which is accessed by clicking the form's Main Menu | Help option). Instead this discussion
will focus on the generalities of using the form and the results it provides.

B.1 Selecting the Weapons Systems
To begin using the Sandbox Form, select the Sighting/Firing and Target Weapons Systems. If you are bringing up the
form from inside of an actual game after selecting the firing and target units, these systems will already be filled in.
Otherwise, click on the appropriate text box
(as shown at right), and then make your
specific selection from the pop-up form.
Weapons systems may be changed at any
time by clicking on the desired text box; it
does not matter whether they were initially
set from actual units or selected from
scratch.
After both weapons systems have been
selected, the graphs will be updated to
show the results between two hypothetical
units equipped with these systems. Note
that there is never any effect on “real” units
through using this form; when units are
selected from an in-progress game, their
conditions/situations are used only to set
the initial Sandbox values.

B.2 Results

Once the firing/spotting and target weapons systems are
set, the results will be displayed in graph form. Results
are broken down into the major categories of Detection,
Accuracy, Kill Probabilities, Damage Probabilities, and
Suppression. To switch between them, simply click on
the appropriate tab at the top of the graph.
Most graphs will display several lines, each of a
different color. The legend identifying the meaning
of each color is provided at the bottom of the graph.
In addition, if the Sandbox was initialized using real
units from within a scenario, the actual range
between those units will be shown as well in yellow
(both at the bottom and on the graph, as shown
here).
The line designated “OVERALL” indicates the
expected values for the complete weapons system –
it is what should be expected in “real life”. Note that
it is not usually simply the “sum of its parts”, because
other considerations are applied that apply to the
weapons system as a whole.
For example, there may not be personnel available
to use all of the individual component systems at the
same time, so only the best are chosen for the
“OVERALL” value (though all will be shown as
individual lines).
For clarity, the Results display for Accuracy, Damage and Suppression are limited to one type of ammunition at a time, to
prevent a jumble of lines. The specific ammunition type is set using the drop-down box in the bottom right hand panel, as
shown here:

Individual sighting systems may also be chosen for the Detection Results, using the same drop-down box.

B.3 Editing Values
Most of the environmental and situational values impacting the simulated setting between the units/systems can be edited
to evaluate the effects of the changes. Note that the principal characteristics of the weapons systems can not be changed
using this form; it is not possible to change a tank's armor type or thickness, or the weapons that it has on-board for
example.
In some cases, the graph will automatically update after changing a value. However, this is not always the case;
recalculating and redrawing every time an up/down button is clicked can be very frustrating and time consuming,
especially for larger changes. Therefore if you are not sure the graph has updated after a change, click the [Redraw
Graph] button location under the graph Legend to be certain.
Sandbox values are grouped into distinct boxes and panels on the form, by their function and relation to the selected
activity. The general panels are:
Sighting Firing System. All situational values connected with the unit
doing the sighting or firing. Changes to the facing and heading to target
values will also change the Facing Diagram (see below).
These values are not saved after the form is closed.

Target System. All situational values connected with the unit being
sighted or fired at. Changes to the facing values will also change the
Facing Diagram (see below).
These values are not saved after the form is closed.

Environment. This sections shows all of the values associated with the
ambient conditions accounted for in the models and calculations.
Changes to the sun's azimuth and elevation will be reflected in the Facing
Diagram (see below).
When setting these values, the program makes no checks to determine
validity outside of standard maximum day/night checks. For example, if
the time is set to “night”, the maximum ambient illumination is 20.
Otherwise users may set these values as desired, even if not realistic.
The LOS values will only be set to non-zero values when an actual LOS is
used, i.e., the Sandbox was called from inside an actual game and the
spotter and target units were selected.
The Atmospheric Absorption coefficients are used to model radio and
energy weapon propagation through the atmosphere. The default values
are for Earth's atmosphere at Sea Level. For high-altitude or outer space
engagements these values should be set lower or near zero.

Facing Diagram. This schematic representation (i.e., not to scale) shows
the relative positions of the firing and target systems, their relative facing,
and the direction and angle/shadow effects of the sun. The compass
pointer always points to true North (as defined by the player or map).
The position of the sun, if not exactly directly overhead (zenith), is always
drawn on the edge of the diagram to reduce clutter. The relative elevation
above the horizon is also shown (Very Low/Low/Medium/High/Very High).
The Shadow Effects inset depicts the relative amount of shadow objects
will cast (and the direction). Shadows have several effects in the
simulation, especially for sighting (and aerial/higher elevation sighting in
particular). Players can change the sun elevation angle value to see how
the shadow lengthens/shortens, if that helps to better comprehend the
current shadowing level.
The specific activity box is shown in the bottom right corner. It changes based on the activity currently selected (using the
tabs at the top of the results graph):
Detection:
Target size profiles may be
edited at any time. Changes are
saved to the “in memory”
databases, but will not overwrite
the permanent ones on the hard
drive.
If a specific model of sighting
equipment is selected from the
drop-down, its Sight Profile may
be edited. Changes to this
profile are also temporarily saved
to the “in memory” database. A
sample Sight Profile form is
shown below.

Accuracy:
Changes made by adjusting the
Weapon/Gun values on the
panel, or in the Ammo Accuracy
Curve are temporarily saved to
the “in memory” database.
Controller and Painter units are
set only in “real game” situations,
and can not be changed by the
user. In these cases their actual
LOS to the target and other
values (morale, training, etc.) are
used “as is” and can not be
modified.
A sample Ammo Accuracy Curve
Form is shown below.
Damage/Suppression:
This same panel is used for all of
the damage and suppression
results tabs.
Changes made by adjusting the
values on the panel, or in the
Ammo Penetration Graph are
temporarily saved to the “in
memory” database.
For clarity, users may also limit
the display to specific impact
sides using the lower drop-down.
A sample Ammo Penetration
Graph Form is shown below
(Penetration Analysis).
The following are samples of outside forms accessible through the Sandbox form. These forms are described in more
detail in the DataView manual.

Figure 409: Sighting Profile Form. This form is used to set the capabilities and efficacy of sighting systems.
Some systems are considered “default”, in that they apply to humans in general (naked eye, for example). All
other sighting systems must be assigned explicitly to a Weapons System in the Data Table.

Figure 410: The Ammunition Accuracy Curve Form. This form is used to set the base (i.e., “firing range”)
accuracy of each type of ammunition. Accuracy is set as the average/expected probability of hitting a “standard
size” target (5 sq. meters) over the ammunition’s maximum range (in 10% range intervals).

Figure 411: The Ammunition Penetration Graph Form. This form shows the penetration as a function of range for
the ammunition model. Users can change the armor type and angle, as well as adjust the empirical ammo values.

Appendix C: TSS Series File Types and Extensions
Extension

Description

.ACX

Definitions used to “auto-place” symbols for hexline and hexsides.

.AEX

Definitions used to “auto-place” symbols for hex elevations.

.AG3

Geomorphic map instruction set file (list of tiles and positions).

.AIR

Data file containing Aircraft Performance Profiles.

.ALT

Individual symbol rotation definitions for use in rotated (flipped/mirrored) geomorphic tiles

.AM3

ADC-3 format layer-based saved map file.

.BCF

Control file for batch scenario executions.

.BRI

Batch run scenario information file.

.ECX

Definitions used to link map terrain types to a TEC file.

.GCF

Data file containing curve information, incl. background radiation, and default accuracy values.

.GUN

Data file storing the Gun/Launcher, Ammo, and Cluster Munitions tables.

.LDF

This file links hexline and hexside definitions to a symbol set.

.MAP

ADC-1 / ADC-2 hex-based saved map file.

.MOE

Measures of Effectiveness data file.

.OPS

Saved game/scenario file.

.ORG

Data file storing the Nations, Leaders, TO&E, and Awards tables.

.SET

ADC symbol set master information file.

.SPL

Data file storing PMD, Engr, Radar, Laser, Mine, Sensor, IP, Jammer, Commo, and Radiological tables.

.TEC

Data file storing Terrain Effects, Bridge, Obstacle, Ground Type, and Weather tables.

.UNT

ADC-3 master symbol subset file for a set containing only units particular to game series (no terrain).

.WPN

Data file storing the Weapons Systems, Armor, MOPP, and Aircraft Profile tables.
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